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COMMUNICATIONS.
WHAT CONSTITUTES INFIDELITY ?

It is desirable that writers on religious subjects should carefully

avoid two extremes : The one is, injuriously calling hard names,

or bestowing without reason reproachful epithets ; the other, a

squeamish dread of calling persons and things by their proper

names. The first of these indicates a malicious temper, always

injurious to the cause in which it is indulged, and specially unbe-

coming on the subject of religion. The latter evinces a want of

earnestness in promoting and defending truth, and a greater fear

of him who can only kill the body, than of him who can destroy

both body and soul in hell.

Some leading Unitarians have, of late, been denominated Infi-

dels ; or they have been charged with holding principles in regard

to the Bible which amount to a virtual infidelity. If this charge is

unfounded, they ought not to lie under it. The charge, in this case,

ought never to have been made, and ought now to be retracted.

But, on the other hand, if the charge is true, the public certainly

ought to know it. They ought to understand the grounds on
which it rests, and the reasons and motives of those who have ur-

ged it. It is proposed, therefore, to consider at this time the fol-

lowing inquiry : What makes a man an Lijidel ? or, What consti-

tutes Infidelity ?

1. It is obvious that a man may be an infidel, without avowedly

rejecting Christianity. It is doubtful whether one of the old

English Deists ever made such an avowal.
" Lord Herbert declared that he had no intention to attack

Christianity, which he calls the best religion." " He represents it

as the great design of the Gospel, of all its doctrines, and of the

rites and sacraments there enjoined, to establish those great princi-

ples in which he makes religion properly to consist."*

* Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History, vol. v, p. 59. Leland's Deistical writers, vol. i. p. 5.

VOL. in. NO. I. 1



2 What constitutes Infidelity 7

Hobbes, in some instances, manifests a high respect for the sa-

cred writings. " He acknowledges that the writings of the New
Testament are as ancient as the times of the apostles ; that they

were written by persons who lived in those times, some of whom
saw the things which they relate ;" and that " they are the true re-

gisters of those things which were done and said by the prophets

and apostles." " He is persuaded," he says, " that they (the

early Christians) did not falsify the Scriptures ; because, if they

had had an intention to do so, they would have made them more
favorable to their power over Christian princes, and civil sove-

reignty, than they are."*

Blount, who did little more then revive the system of Lord
Herbert, acknowledges " that it is not safe to trust to Deism alone,

if Christianity be not joined with it." " Undoubtedly," says he,

"in our travels to the other world, the common road is the safest;

and though Deism is a good manuring of a man's conscience, yet

certainly, if sowed with Christianity, it will produce the most plen-

tiful crop."f

Toland insists, " that it was not his intention to invalidate, but to

illustrate and confirm the canon of the New Testament."!

Lord Shaftsbury used to declare himself " a very orthodox

believer," insisting " that hefaithfully embraced the holy mysteries of
our religion, notwithstanding their amazing depth." He wrote a

preface to a volume of sermons by Dr. Wbichcot, in which " he

finds fault with those in this profane age who represent not only

the institution of preaching, but the gospel itself and our holy reli-

gion to be a fraud. He expresses the hope, that from some things

in these sermons, they who are prejudiced against Christianity may
be induced to like it the better," and that " such as are already

Christians will prize it the more."||

Collins sometimes " speaks of Christianity with respect."§ In

his Letter to Dr. Rogers, p. 112, he represents "the cause in

which he was engaged, as the cause of virtue, learning, truth, God,
religion, and Christianity."

Tindal says that " Christianity, stripped of the additions that

policy, mistakes, and the circumstances of time have made to it, is

a most holy religion, and that all its doctrines plainly speak them-

selves to be the ivill of an infinitely wise and good GW."1T
Morgan represents, " our Saviour's doctrines" as " the true and

genuine principles of nature and reason," and insists that men
ought to be " thankful to God for the light of the Gospel."**

Chubb " was the author of a great many tracts, in some of which

he put on the appearance ofzfriend to Christianity." One of the

most remarkable of his tracts was entitled, " The true Gospel of

* Leland's Deistical writers, vol. i. pp. 36, 65. t ibid. p. 45. + ibid. p. 50.

||
Leland's Deistical writers vol. i. pp. 54, 62. $ ibid. p. 95. H ibid. p. 126.

•* Moral Philosopher, vol. i. p. 145.
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Christ asserted." He does not doubt " that there was such a per-

son as Jesus Christ, and that he, in the main, did and taught as is

recorded of him." " The writings of the apostles contain excellent

cautions, advices and instructions, which serve for the right con-

ducting of our affections and actions."*

Lord Bolingbroke asserts, that " the system of religion which

Christ published, and his evangelists recorded, is a complete system

to all the purposes of religion, natural and revealed." Again,

" Christianity, as it stands in the Gospel, contains not only a com-

plete, but a very plain system of religion. It is, in truth, the system

of natural religion ; and such it might have continued, to the un-

speakable advantage of mankind, if it had been propagated with

the same simplicity with which it was originally taught by Christ

himself."—" The gospel is in all cases one continued lesson of the

strictest morality, of justice, benevolence, and universal charity."f
Hume, in the conclusion of his essay on Miracles, says that the

reasoning there employed " may serve to confound those danger-

ous friends or disguised enemies to the Christian religion, who
have undertaken to defend it by the principles of human reason.

Our most holy religion is founded on faith, not on reason ; and it

is a sure method of exposing it to put it to such a trial as it is by

no means fitted to endure."

Gibbon does not " deny the truth of Christianity." So far from

this, he speaks of it as " the divine revelation" and says that its

success was primarily " owing to the convincing evidence ol the

doctrine itself, and to the ruling providence of its Great Author "\

The writers here mentioned are among those who, by common
consent, have long been denominated Deists or Infidels. It will be

understood, of course, that they frequently express sentiments

which, to ordinary minds, seem very inconsistent with the decla-

rations above quoted. It is no uncommon thing for the advocates

of error, in this enlightened age, to be inconsistent with themselves.

But it is evident, from what has been said, that they claimed to

believe and respect the Gospel. They talked of its excellent mor-

ality, and of its divine author. Instead of regarding themselves as

infidels, some among them insisted that they were the most con-

sistent Christians. They were only clearing away the rubbish by

* Lcland's Deistical writers, vol i. pp. 214, 227, 228.

t See Bolingbroke's Works, vol. iv. pp. 188, 3H, 316.

X Priestley's Church History, vol. vi. p. 3(56, and Gibbon's History vol. i. p . 536.
Even Byron sometimes speaks of the Bible with veneration, and of those as " thrice

happy," who embrace it.

" Within this awful volume lies,

The mystery of mysteries!
Thrice, happy they of human race.

To whom our God has given grace,

To read, to mark, to learn, to pray,
To lift the latch, and force their way

;

But better had they ne'er been born,
Who read to doubt, or read to scorn."
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which the Gospel had been obscured, and laboring to restore it to

its pristine purity.* It is said expressly by Dr. Priestley, that
" before the French revolution, hardly any person in England, or

on the continent, avowed himself an unbeliever in ivriting."-f It is

plain, therefore, that men may be infidels without avowedly and
formally rejecting Christianity.

2. A person may be an infidel, and still not treat the character

of the Saviour with open irreverence or disrespect. Most of the

English Deists whose names have been mentioned, if not all of

them, professed to admire the character of the Saviour. They be-

lieved there was such a person as Jesus Christ, and that he lived,

taught, labored, and suffered, much as is represented in the Gos-
pel. Morgan, " in many passages, speaks very honorably of
Jesus Christ, and of the religion he introduced, as having brought

clearer discoveries of our duty, and enforced it by stronger motives,

and provided more effectual aids, than ever was done before.

Accordingly, he expressly declared himself to be a Christian, on

the foot of the New Testament."J Chubb, in the conclusion of

his Farewell to his readers, has the following declarations :
" If

any say that what I have written is out of disrespect to the person

and ministry of Jesus Christ, the accusation is false.
,, " As upon

the Christian scheme, Jesus Christ will be the judge of quick and

dead, I assure my readers that in this view, I have no disagree-

able apprehensions, on account of anything that I have published

to the world."

Lord Bolingbroke " pretends that the New Testament con-

sisteth of two Gospels, the one published by our Saviour himself,

and recorded by the evangelists ; the other by St. Paul j" and
while he rejects and inveighs against the latter, he professes to

receive and admire the former.
||

The testimony of the arch-infidel Rosseau to the character of

the Saviour is probably familiar to many of my readers. " Is it

possible that he, whose history the Gospel records, should be
himself a mere man ? Is this the style of an enthusiast, or of an

ambitious sectary ? What sweetness, what purity, in his manners !

What affecting grace in his instructions ! What elevation in his

maxims ! What profound wisdom in his discourses ! What pre-

sence of mind, what delicacy, what justness in his replies ! What
empire over his passions ! When Plato paints his imaginary just

man, covered with all the ignominy of guilt, and deserving all the

honors of virtue, he paints Jesus Christ in every stroke of his

pencil. What prejudice, what blindness must they have, who

* Tindal and Morgan honored themselves and their followers with the appellation of

Christian Deists ; and stigmatized all others as Christian Jeirs— the advocates of an
" Historical, political, clerical, mechanical faith and religion." Lclnnd, vol. i. p. 153.

t Church History vol. vi. p. 367.

t Leland's Deistical Writers, vol. i. pp. 147, 232.

| Leland's Deisticnl Writers, vol. ii. p. 185.
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•dare to draw a comparison between the son of Sophroniscus and

the son of Mary ! What distance is there between the one and

the other ! If the life and death of Socrates are those of a

philosopher, the life and death of Jesus Christ are those of a

God."*
3. A person may be an infidel, and still admit that the Scrip-

tures contain a revelation from God, and that particular portions

are of divine inspiration.

" Lord Herbert did not pretend to deny the divinity of the

Gospel."f
Hobbes " seems sometimes to acknowledge inspiration to be

a supernatural gift, and the immediate hand of God." He de-

clares that though the laws of nature are not laws, as they

proceed from nature, yet, " as they are given by God in holy

Scripture, they are properly called laws ; for the holy Scripture

is the voice of God, ruling all things by the greatest right."J
Tindal, in a passage already quoted, says that all the doctrines

of the Gospel " plainly speak themselves to be the will of an
infinitely ivise and holy God."

Morgan often speaks of " the light of revelation." " He seems
expressly to acknowledge the great usefulness of divine revelation

in general, and of the Christian revelation in particular."
||

Dodwell represents " the divine law " as "
first dictated ly the

Holy Spirit ;"§ and Chubb, in his posthumous works, acknow-
ledges repeatedly " the divine mission of Christ." He says that

by Christianity, he means " that revelation of God's will which
Christ was, in a special and particular manner, sent to acquaint

the world with ; and, as far as the writings of the apostles are

consonant with it, they come under the denomination of Chris-

tianity."^

Lord Bolingbroke says that " genuine Christianity was taught

of God." Again :
" Christianity, as it came out of the hands of

God, if I may use the expression, was a most simple and intelli-

gible rule of belief, worship, and manners,—which is the true

notion of a religion." " The Christian system of faith and prac-

tice was revealed by God himself ; and it is absurd and impious to

assert, that the divine Logos revealed it incompletely or imper-

fectly. Its simplicity and plainness showed, that it was designed

to be the religion of mankind, and manifested likewise the divinity

of its original." " Genuine Christianity is contained in the

* Mr. Jefferson, who, as appears from liis works lately published, was a determined
infidel, stooping- even to the scurrility and vulgarity of Paine, yd strangely pretends to

respect the character of Jesus, speaks of him as an illustrious " reformer," and of his
precepts as constituting " the most sublime and benevolent code of morals which has
ever been offered to man." vol. iv. p. 223.

t Mosheim's Ecc. Hist., vol. v. p. 59.

t Leland's Deistical Writers, vol. i. pp. 35, 36.
||

ibid. p. 146.

$ Christianity not founded on Argument, p. 112. % Vol. ii. p. 346.
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Gospel : It is the word of God. It requires, therefore, our

veneration, and strict conformity to it."*

Gibbon, as I have already shown, speaks of Christianity as

" the divine revelation," and of the Supreme Being as " its great

Author."

4. A person may be an infidel, and yet be a professor of the

Christian religion, and an observer of its ordinances. Hobbes
"professed to be of the church of England, and used to receive

the sacrament among her sons." When Collins was made " a

justice of the peace, he received the sacrament as a qualifying

test." " Toland always professed himself a Christian."! Morgan
and Woolston were originally clergymen, the one a dissenter, and

the other of the established church. They were, of course,

professors of religion, and never publicly renounced their pro-

fession. Lord Bolingbroke speaks in the most respectful manner
of the Christian sacraments, and, without doubt, he partook of

them. " No institutions can be imagined more simple, nor more
void of all those pompous rites and theatrical representations that

abounded in the religious worship of the heathens and Jews, than

these two [baptism and the Lord's supper] were in their origin.

They were not only innocent but profitable ceremonies ; because

they were extremely proper to keep up the spirit of true natural

religion, by keeping up that of Christianity, and to promote the

observance of moral duties, by maintaining a respect for the

revelation which confirmed them."J
Voltaire " always professed himself a Christian, and continued

to do so upon his death-bed.
"||

5. A person may be an infidel, and yet pretend much zeal for

the Christian religion. This was the case in regard to Woolston.
" He declares that he is the farthest of any man from being

engaged in the cause of infidels or deists ; and that he writes,

not for the service of infidelity, which has no place in his heart,

but for the honor of the holy Jesus, and in defence of Chris-

tianity." He concludes several of his discourses by declaring,

that his " design is, the advancement of the truth, and of the

Messiahship of the holy Jesus, to ivhom be glory forever, Amen."

• Works, vol. iv. pp. 349, 394, 451, 631.

t Hist, of Dissenters, vol. iii. pp. 252, 253.

% Works, vol. iv. pp. 301, 302.
||

Hist, of Dissenters, vol. iii. p. 256.

Avowed unbelievers, or deists, are now claiming admission to the churches of Unita-

rians in England, and their reception is warmly and publicly advocated. The following

is from a letter of the Rev. Dr. Sprague of Albany, dated Manchester, (England,) April

7th, 1828 :
— •' There is in last Saturday's paper, published here, a curious extract of a

sermon, preached on the preceding Sabbath, by one of the Unitarian ministers of this

town, vindicating an amalgamation of Unitakians and Deists, and censuring,

as illiberal, those who exclude a man from their charity, because he happens to differ

from them on so small a point, as the dhrine authority of the Bible. I am credibly

informed that this fact is quite in unison viith the character of nearly all their congrega-

tions ; and that the question in respect to the divine authority of revelation is regarded
by most of them u an unimportant matter."
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Yet, under the pretence of exalting a supposed internal and

mystical sense of Scripture by depreciating the literal sense, he

asserts that the Gospels " are full of impossibilities, incredibilities,

and gross absurdities ; that they are like Gulliverian tales of per-

sons and things that, out of the romance, never had a being ; that

neither the fathers, the apostles, nor Jesus himself, meant that his

miracles should be taken in the literal, but in the mystical and

parabolical sense."*

In 1742, Mr. Dodvvell published his famous pamphlet, entitled

" Christianity not founded on Argument." Under the appearance

of great zeal for the Christian religion, he endeavors to show

that this religion has no foundation in reason or argument, but

rests on " a constant, particular revelation, imparted separately

and supernaturally to every individual." " The Holy Ghost,"

says he, " irradiates the souls of believers at once, with an irresisti-

ble light from heaven, that flashes conviction in a moment ; so that

their faith is completed in an instant, and the most perfect and

finished creed produced, without any tedious process in deduc-

tions of their own." He quotes the Scriptures in proof of this

strange doctrine, and offers up prayers for the friend to whom he

writes, that " God would illuminate and irradiate his mind with a

perfect and thorough conviction of the truth of his holy Gospel."-\-

Lord Bolingbroke speaks also of his zeal for Christianity.

" Since I have said so much on the subject, in my zeal for Chris-

tianity,! will add this further: The resurrection of letters was
a fatal period. The Christian system has been attacked, and
wounded too very severely, since that time."J
The facts and testimonies adduced under the foregoing par-

ticulars, have materially narrowed the question in debate, and

given it additional point and interest : For if persons may not

only pretend to embrace Christianity, to revere the character of

its Author, and to receive its records as, to some extent, of divine

original, but may come to its ordinances, and profess a zeal for its

purity and advancement, and yet, by common consent, be de-

nominated infidels ; the question returns, with prodigious force,

What makes a man an infidel? What constitutes infidelity ? What
are the characteristic marks, by which to distinguish between an

infidel and a Christian ?

To these inquiries, the following, it is believed, is the only

proper answer : The Christian receives the canonical Scriptures

of the Old and Neiv Testament, as coming; from God—as of
binding authority—as the standard of his faith, and the rule of
his conduct

;

—but the infidel, whatever he may profess or pre-

tend, never in reality does this.—The intelligent Christian is not

* Lcland's Dcistical Writers, vol. i. pp. Ill, 115. t pp. 89, 112.

t Works, vol. i. p, 182.
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averse to sober and just criticism, in application to the Scriptures.

He wishes the canon of Scripture to be investigated and estab-

lished, and that whatever is included in the canon may be pro-

perly explained. He wishes to possess a correct copy, if possible,

as the inspired writers left it ; and he wishes this copy to be

correctly interpreted, if possible according to ' the mind of the

Spirit.' But when all this is done to his satisfaction, he has no

further questions to ask. He receives it all. He says, with

Chillingvvorth in his better days, " No demonstration can be

stronger than this : God hath said so, therefore it is true."

But the infidel is not satisfied with having a correct copy of the

Scriptures, and with having it correctly interpreted. He does not

then bow to it, as a standard. There is a certain part of it, if not

the whole, which, in his estimation, is not the authoritative word

of God.

Produce any passage to the believer, satisfy him that it belongs

to the canon, and is correctly interpreted, and he receives it. But
produce certain passages to the infidel, and if he cannot throw

them out of the canon, or explain them away, he will not hesitate

to tell you that the writers, in these instances, were mistaken, or

that they did not mean what they said, having intentionally

accommodated themselves to the prevailing opinions, the super-

stitious notions, of those around them.

The true believer receives the canonical Scriptures as a

revelation from God. He believes, with the apostle, that ' the

prophecy came not, in old time, by the will of man ; but

holy men spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.'

The infidel, on the contrary, does not regard the canonical

books as a revelation. Some do not believe that a revela-

tion has been made. Others admit that there has been a

revelation, but the Bible is only a history of it—such a narrative

respecting it, as honest, well meaning, but ignorant and prejudiced

men have given us ; so that in reading it, we must make due

allowances, and beware that we do not mistake the ignorance of

men for the revelations of God.

The true Christian believes that ' all Scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness.' But the infidel, often,

does not believe that any Scripture is the fruit of a supernatural

inspiration. At most, he believes that only a part of the sacred

volume is entitled to be thus regarded, and in determining what

this part is, as it is wholly undefined, every one must consider and

judge for himself. Whatever strikes any person agreeably, as

reasonable in itself, and worthy of God, he is entitled to regard

as the word of God ; but whatever strikes him in a different

manner, he may properly reject as no part of the revelation.
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The true Christian believes, that the inspiration of the sacred

writers secured them from all mistakes and errors, and led them
to communicate the most important things in the most proper

way. But the infidel, if he does not deny the inspiration of these

writers altogether, supposes that they have committed frequent

blunders, and must be judged of, as to the accuracy of their

statements and reasonings, just like any other men.
In endeavoring to establish a point with the Christian, you may,

with propriety, adduce proof from the Bible ; for the Bible is to

him an acknowledged standard. He will admit the force of any
passage, which he can be satisfied belongs to the Bible, and
which can be made properly to bear on the subject. But in

endeavoring to establish a point with the infidel, to adduce such

proof will be of no avail. Suppose you do this. Suppose you
quote a passage, confessedly not an interpolation, and which, in

its plain, acknowledged meaning, meets the point in debate. He
will, perhaps, tell you, that he has no confidence in the Scriptures.

Or if he hesitates to say as much as this, he will urge, that the

sacred writers were but men—that, like others, they had their

prejudices and infirmities—that though honest and competent, in

the main, they made frequent mistakes—and consequently, that

their statements cannot be received with implicit confidence.

I have endeavored, in these remarks, to point out the distinc-

tion between a believer and an infidel, as plainly and accurately

as the nature of the case admits. Indeed, I have made the only

distinction which seems to me possible. If any insist, that the

proper distinction has not been made—that in order to make a

man an infidel, he must openly and formally abjure Christianity,

and pour contempt on the character of the Saviour; then, not one
of the old English deists were infidels. Or if, to make a man an
infidel, he must deny uniformly that God has made a revelation to

man, that the Scriptures contain it, and, consequently, that these

are, to some extent, inspired ; then Hobbes was not an infidel,

and neither was Morgan, Chubb, or Bolingbroke. Or if, to make
a man an infidel, he must renounce the Christian name and
profession, turn his back continually on the sacraments, and
manifest no regard for Christianity, in any shape; then Woolston,
Collins, Dodwell, and even Voltaire, will scarcely full within the

ranks of infidelity.

Besides, it follows from the nature of the case, that he who
charges any portion of the canonical Scriptures with mistakes and
errors, and sets it aside as no part of revelation, may, with

scarcely less propriety or injury, set aside the whole. For if this

man may reject one part, that may reject another ; and who can
decide, without a new revelation, what is to be rejected, and what
retained ? Here is a passage which contravenes my system of
theology

; which seems to me inexplicable and absurd ; and I

vol. in.

—

no. i. 2
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reject it as no part of revelation. Another man rejects another

passage for the same reason, and with the same right. A third

does the same ; and a fourth the same ;—and what, in this way,

is to become of the Bible ?

The design of these remarks is to show, that all, who do not

receive the canonical Scriptures of the Old and New Testament

as a revelation from God—as of binding authority—as the stand-

ard of their faith, and the rule of their conduct ;—all who set

aside the Bible, in whole or in part, as not of divine origin ;—all

who charge the sacred writers with inconclusive reasonings, with

inaccurate statements, with mistakes, errors, and contradictions, or

with recording, in place of divine revelation, the mere suggestions

of their own minds ;—that all such are properly denominated

infidels, notwithstanding they may claim the Christian name, or

may come to the sacraments, (as did many of the English deists,)

or may even stand in the place of teachers.

We are now prepared for the inquiry, whether, in view of the

distinction which has been made, leading Unitarians, in Europe

and America, do, or do not, fall fairly and properly within the

ranks of infidelity ? Do they, or do they not, exhibit those

distinguishing traits, which go to constitute a man an infidel ?

—

They profess, I know, to respect Christianity ; and so did Lord

Herbert and Blount. They profess to revere the character of

Jesus ; and so did Chubb and Morgan. They profess to be

Christians, and come to the sacrament ; and so did Hobbes and

Toland. They would be thought, in some instances, the most

consistent believers, and appear zealous in what they deem the

cause of Christianity ; and so did Woolston and Dodwell. They
speak of the Bible as containing a revelation, and probably

believe that some parts of it are inspired ; and so did Lord
Bolingbroke. " Genuine Christianity," says he, " is contained in

the Gospel. It is the word of God."—The claims of Unitarians

to be regarded as true Christians cannot, therefore, be settled,

on any of these points. They may pretend and profess all these,

and yet be infidels ; for infidels have professed them all. The
proper question is, How do standard Unitarian writers regard and

treat the Bible ? Do they receive the canonical Scriptures of the

Old and New Testament, as a revelation from God—as of

binding authority—as the standard of their faith, and the rule of

their conduct ? Or do they set aside the Bible, in whole or in

part, as being itself a revelation ? Do they charge the sacred

writers with inconclusive reasonings, with inaccurate statements,

with mistakes, errors, and contradictions, or with recording, in

place of divine revelation, the mere suggestions of their own
minds? If it shall appear, on examination, that they do treat the

Bible in this way, then they are, in effect, infidels. They may
not speak out so plainly and decidedly as some of those infidel
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writers whose names have been mentioned ; but they have adopt-

ed the same principles, are driving at the same result, and ought,

in all reason, to be classed together. How, then, (to repeat the

question,) do leading standard Unitarian writers, in Europe and

America, regard and treat the Holy Scriptures?

One tells us, that " the prophets may have delivered the off-

spring of their own brains as divine revelations."*

Another says, that " the narrations," (in the New Testament,)
" true or false, are only suited for ignorant, uncultivated minds,

who cannot enter into the evidence of natural religion."f
A third speaks of St. John's portion of the New Testament, as

written with " concise and abrupt obscurity, inconsistent with

itself and made up of allegories."j
A fourth glories in having given " a little light to St. Paul's

darkness ; a darkness, as some think, industriously affected."\\

A fifth represents the history of the fall as a fable ; and though

there is much truth in Moses' history, the dress is poetic. In

Joshua, the circumstances of the conquest of Canaan are ficti-

tious. The books of Samuel contain a multitude of falsehoods.

There are no prophecies in the Psalms. Daniel is full of stories,

contrived or exaggerated by superstition. With the other pro-

phets, Christians have no concern."§
A sixth insists, that " the Godhead could not have required of

Abraham so horrible a crime, [the offering of his son,] and there

can be no justification, palliation, or excuse, for this pretended

command of the Divinity."1T

A seventh explains the effusion of the Spirit on the day of

Pentecost as an electric gust, and the effects which followed, as

enthusiasm.**

An eighth suggests, that Peter stabbed Ananias, " which," says

he, " does not at all disagree with the vehement and easily

exasperated temper of Peter."ff
A ninth teaches, " that the Pentateuch was composed about the

time of the captivity ; that the Jewish ritual was of gradual for-

mation, accessions being made to it by superstition ; and that the

book of Chronicles (which is filled with scraps and inconsisten-

ces) was foisted into the canon by some of the priesthood, who
wished to exalt their own order."J

J

Let us next hear some of the English Unitarians, on the same
subject.

Priestley. " I have frequently declared myself not to be a

believer in the inspiration of the evangelists and apostles as

* Semlcr. Sec Magce on Atonement and Sacrifice, p. 106.

t Steinbart; ibid. \ Engedin ; ibid.
||
Gagneius; ibid.

§ Extracted from Danem, in Erskine's Sketches of Church Hist., vol. i. p. 81.

Tf Eichhorn. Sec Stuart's Letters to Channing. p. 163. ** Thiess ; ibid. p. 165.

H Heinrichs ; ibid., p. 1G6. \\ Da Wctte ; ibid. p. 167.
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writers."—" The Scriptures were written without any particular

inspiration, by men who wrote according to the best of their

knowledge."—" Not that I consider the books of Scripture as

inspired, and, on that account, entitled to this high degree of

respect."—"That the books of Scripture were written by a

particular divine inspiration, is a thing to which the writers

themselves make no pretensions. It is a notion destitute of all

proof, and that has done great injury to the evidence of Chris-

tianity,"—Dr. Priestley also charges the sacred writers with

publishing " lame accounts, improper quotations, and inconclusive

reasonings."*

Belsham. " The Scriptures contain a very faithful and credi-

ble account of the Christian doctrine, which is the true word of

God ; but they are not themselves the word of God, nor do they

ever assume that title ; and it is highly improper to speak of them

as such, as it leads inattentive readers to suppose they are written

under a plenary inspiration, to which they make no pretensions,,"f

Evanson. "The evangelical histories contain gross and irre-

concileable contradictions."^

Gilbert Wakefield. Mr. Wakefield tells us that his Essay

on Inspiration was " intended, by a variety of arguments, to prove

such a gift," [inspiration,] " as commonly understood, not resident

in the Gospel writers." Again :
" Some qualifications and sof-

tenings, in the case of many relations and occurrences in the

Bible history, may be very properly applied," " upon the ground

of exaggeration, national vanity, and the pride of individuals. "\\

Improved Version. " The account of the miraculous con-

ception of Jesus was probably the fiction of some early Genlile

convert, who hoped, by elevating the dignity of the Founder, to

abate the popular prejudice against the sect." p. 2.

Monthly Repository. " The historical books " [of Scrip-

ture] " are to be considered merely as human testimony, as depend-

ing for the whole of their authority on the high credibility which

we justly ascribe to them, from the approved sanctity and veracity

of the writers." " In favor of this opinion" are urged " the con-

tradictions which not unfrequently occur."§
Christian Pioneer.1T " The evangelists were only the histo-

rians of an inspired person, and of a Divine revelation made by
him ; they were not, in their capacity of historians, inspired

themselves." " The idea of the evangelists being inspired ivriters

is quite inconsistent with what Luke says," chap. i. 3.—Mark's

* Sec Letters to Horsely. P. i. p. 132 ; Hist, of Early Opinions, vol. iv. p. 4 ; Letters

to a Philosophical Unbeliever, Part ii. ; Letters to the" Philosophers and Politicians of

France, p. 38 ; Twelfth Letter to Mr. Bum.

t Review of Wilberforce, p. 19. % Dissonance, p. 1.

||
Memoirs, vol. i. p. 233. vol. ii. p. 28. § For 1827, pp. 523, 524.

TJ A Unitarian periodical published in Scotland, and highly esteemed in this country,

vol. i. p. 2G2.
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" authority, as a writer, is just equivalent to that of a short-hand

Writer or reporter, of modern times.''''—" Inspiration has nothing

to do with the composition of his" (Matthew's) " history.'''

The following quotations are from Le Clerc on Inspiration, a

work published, a (ew years since, under the editorial inspection

of Professor Norton of Harvard University. The learned Pro-

fessor does not " vouch for the correctness of every opinion and

expression," but adds, that " the general views are believed to be

correct." " It may be doubted," says he, " whether there is

anywhere to he found a more perspicuous and satisfactory state-

ment on the subject in question" (inspiration,) " than what this

tract presents." Let us, then, give attention, for a moment, to the

very "satisfactory" views of Mr. Le Clerc.

" The apostles had no need of inspiration to tell what they had

seen, and what they had heard Christ say." p. 63. " It is very

plain that the historians of Scripture were not inspired, by the

contradictions that are found in the several circumstances of
their histories." p. 66. "JY either the ivords nor the things have

been inspired into those who have given us the sacred history

;

although, in the main, that history is very true, in the principal

facts." p. 70. " There is no proof that what is contained in the

Proverbs was inspired to Solomon." " There are very many of

them that are but vulgar proverbs." p. 102. "There was no
inspiration in this book," (Job,) " more than in the three fore-

going." " It is likely there was such an one as Job, and that he
met with great afflictions, which afforded subject to some Jew of

the captivity to exercise his wit upon." pp. 108, 109. " There
are other things which the apostles speak of their own heads, or

which they draw by divers consequences from the Old Tes-
tament ;" because, " having no extraordinary inspiration for
writing their epistles, they insert in them divers things that

concern their own designs, or their particular affairs." " An
inspiration is attributed to the apostles to which they never pre-

tended, and whereoj there is not the least mark left in their

writings." pp. 121, 123.

So much for what Professor Norton thinks the " satisfactory

statement " of Le Clerc, on the subject of inspiration. I shall

now present some extracts directly from American writers.

Dr. Ware. " We must distinguish between the doctrines

delivered by the apostles and primitive teachers, and the argu-

ments, illustrations, and topics of persuasion, which they em-
ployed to enforce them. The former we are to consider as given

them by inspiration ; the latter were the suggestions of their
own minds, in the exercise of their respective talents, and the

kinds and degrees of knowledge they possessed."*

* Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Lamsou.
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Professor Norton. " The writings thus characterized " (as

given by inspiration of God,) " may have been the works of

prophets who received direct, miraculous communications from

God; or they may have been nothing more than the works of men,

whose minds were acted upon by the motives which he presents, and

who had that sense of religion and duty ivhich his dispensations to

the Jewish nation were adapted to produce ;" i. e. a part of the

sacred writings (how great a part we are not told) is nothing more

limn the work of good men, without any special divine assistance.

Professor Norton represents it as doubtful, whether even so much

as this can be said for the'Song of Solomon.*

In an article in " the General Repository," of which Professor

Norton has avowed himself the author, he says, " Those are to be

considered as liberal Christians, [Unitarians,] who believe that

Christianity, in respect to its main design, is a revelation from

God." He mentions it as one of the " characteristic differences
"

between Unitarians and the Orthodox, that " the Orthodox believe

the writings of the evangelists and apostles to have been composed

under God's immediate and miraculous superintendence;" and
" that no allowance is to be made for the inadvertence of the

ivriter, and none for the exaggeration produced by strong feel-

ings."} Unitarians then, in the recorded judgement of Pro-

fessor Norton, "believe the writings of the evangelists and

apostles not to have been composed under God's immediate and

miraculous superintendence," and that allowance is to be made for

the inadvertence of the ivriters," and " for the exaggeration pro-

duced by strong feelings."

Christian Examiner. A writer in this work, having repre-

sented the Bible " as containing a revelation from God," adds,

" It is also to be regarded in another light, as consisting wholly of

human compositions, like other writings of equal antiquity, the

fair subjects of criticism," &».$

Another writer tells us, that " the sacred documents of our

faith" were " prepared for temporary use," and are " filled with

subjects of local interest, or popular accommodation." " The

scheme of preparation which led the way to Christianity" (in the

Old Testament) " is, for the most part, but dimly discerned, and

unsatisfactory even in what is plainly to be perceived, mixed with

the doubtfulness of old traditions, and with systems of superan-

nuated errors." "They" (the Scriptures) " contain the trea-

sures of a various wisdom, which are to be estimated according to

their respective values ; according as they are in harmony with

* Norton's Edition of Locke and Lc Clerc, pp. 128, 129.

t Vol. i, pp. 1,2. X Vol. i. p. G.
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that supreme and original law of reason and the soul,* which is

not so much a written, as an inbred law."f
" There was a time, in the dark ages and afterwards, when it

was maintained, we cannot say believed, for the proposition does

not admit of being believed, that the whole Bible, including the

historical books of the Old Testament, was a revelation."^

" The words of Christ were reported from memory by the evan-

gelists, and not always ivith perfect accuracy. This is evident from

the fact, that in recording the same discourse, or saying, the first

three evangelists differ from each other, not unfrequently as to the

words themselves, and occasionally also as to their sense and bear-

ing ;" i. e. the evangelists occasionally contradict one another.

" Now all the evangelists being themselves allegorists"—which

term the writer defines to mean those who quote the scriptures in

" imaginary, secondary senses," which are " in their nature arbi-

trary and jrmcjiful"
—"all the evangelists being," in this sense,

" allegorists, it would not have been strange, if, unconsciously, and
through inadvertence, they had given an allegorical turn to words,

which were used by our Saviour only by way of application." In

plain English, the evangelists have probably misrepresented their

Master !!

" The reasoning of St. Paul will not always bear a philosophi-

cal scrutiny,,"§

" The canonical books of the new Testament are not the revela-

tion ivhich God made by Christ." " They are nothing more than

the best records which remain to us of the revelation." " Neither
the teaching of our Saviour, nor the influence of God's Spirit in

enlightening the minds of the Apostles, preserved them from all

the errors of their age, from the influence of all human prejudices

and feelings, from all inconclusive reasoning, or from all ambiguity,

impropriety, and insufficiency in the use of language.
"||

Christian Register. " The parenthesis, ' I speak as a man,''

is very often to be understood in the sacred writings, especially in

those parts which do not profess to be a revelation."^

Mr. Dabney. " The opinion that Paul and the Apostles gen-
erally cherished the belief" that the second coming of Christ was
near at hand " does not at all affect their inspiration, which secured
them from error only on what belonged to the system of Christian

doctrine."**

At the close of this array of quotations, which might be enlarged
almost indefinitely, I feel as though little need be said. I have
previously pointed out the distinction between a believer and an in-

* Reason, (lion, is the standard by which the Scriptures arc to be tried; and not the
Scriptures the standard by which our reasonings are to be tried. So saiil Robinson, an
English Unitarian :

" The sufficiency of j-eason is the soul of our system." History of
Baptism, p. 47. And so say all the Deists.

t Vol. iii. pp. 19, 106. \ Vol. iv. p. 347. $ Vol. v. pp. 59, GO.

||
New Series, vol. i. pp. 344, 31:5. IT November, 4. 182fi. *« Annotations, p. 321.
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fidel, and the only distinction which, as it seems to me, the nature

of the case admits. The true believer receives the canonical

Scriptures as a revelation from God—as of binding authority—as

the standard of his faith, and the rule of his conduct. Produce
any passage, satisfy him that it belongs to the canon, and is pro-

perly interpreted and applied, and he bows to it and receives it.

The infidel, on the contrary, rejects the canonical Scriptures, in

whole or in part, as being themselves a revelation, and does not

hesitate to charge the sacred writers with inconclusive reasoning,

with inaccurate statements, with mistakes, errors and contradictions,

or with recording, in place of divine revelation, the mere sugges-

tions of their own minds.

Such is the proper distinction between a believer and an infidel;

and in view of it, who can hesitate where to class those leading,

standard Unitarians, whose writings have been quoted ? For we
hear them denying, almost with one mouth, the inspiration of the

sacred writings. We hear them asserting, that " the canonical

books are not a revelation"—" are not the word of God." We
hear them speaking of these holy books, or portions of them, as

" human compositions," as " unsatisfactory," as " mixed with the

doubtfulness of old traditions, and with systems of superannuated

errors." We hear them charging the writers of these books with
" superstition," " prejudice," " inadvertence," " exaggeration,"

fiction, inaccuracy, with " the errors of their age," with "inconclu-

sive reasoning," with " ambiguity, impropriety, and insufficiency in

the use of language," with being inconsistent with themselves, and

with one another, with " irreconcilable contradictions," with making
" improper quotations," with " speaking of their own heads," with

publishing "lame accounts," "the suggestions of their own minds,"
" the offspring of their own brains !

!" But I am shocked, as I am
sure my readers must be, at bringing these representations together,

and exhibiting them in a single view. And yet I have not presen-

ted the strongest expressions which might be fairly gathered from

the quotations which have been made. Is it an abuse of language

to call such writers infidels? Is it an offence against the rules of

propriety, to charge them with holding and teaching principles

which amount to infidelity ?

Formerly, it has been complained of, if American Unitarians

have been ranked in the same class with those of Europe. But
this complaint cannot, with any show of reason, be longer urged.

The conductors of the Christian Examiner, it will be seen, go all

lengths with the English Unitarians, and if, as yet, they fall behind

the Germans in extravagance, it is not because their principles are

materially dissimilar.

I only add in conclusion, and I do it with sorrow and alarm, that

the infidelity of leading Unitarians in this region is not. with them,

mere philosophical speculation. It has been poured out upon this
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community, in conversation, in the lecture room, from the pulpit,

and the press, till the whole moral atmosphere is in a degree in-

fected. In almost all circles, the man of God is liable more or

less to encounter it. Wherever the evangelical preacher brings

forward the plain doctrines of the Gospel, and enforces them by
an appeal to the Scriptures, he is exposed to meet—not only those

who will whisper in secret, ' You mistake the meaning of the

Bible
;
you do not interpret the passage correctly'^—but those who

will say, in bolder accents, ' To be sure, the sacred writers teach

thus and so, but they were not unfrequently mistaken ; they were
sometimes in error ; and sometimes they do not mean what they

seem to say,—as they intentionally accommodate themselves to the

superstitions around them.' Now this is practical infidelity, de-

stroying, in multitudes of minds, all the force of evidence derived

from the Scriptures. And I am grieved to say that I think it prev-

alent infidelity. It has rolled over this portion of our fair land like

a destroying deluge, and unless the Lord lift up a standard against

it, where shall its proud waves be stayed ? It certainly is high

time that things were called by their right names, and that the

public were loudly and solemnly warned of the dangers, that sur^

round them.

To the Editor oj the Christian Examiner and Theological

Review.

Sir,

Patience has doubtless been mutually tried by delay : mine,
in waiting upon the reviewer till I could wait no longer, and
assumed engagements which until now could not be fulfilled ; and
his, in waiting for my reply, until hope deferred may have made his

heart sick, and the gratification of it now operate as a disappointment.

It is probable that all the facts and arguments in the case are

before the public, and that, the smoke of the conflict having passed

away, nothing remains, but to traverse the field of battle, and as-

certain the result.

Whatever the effect may be upon ourselves, the Public, I have
no doubt, will reap advantage from the controversy. The truth

will be ascertained and admitted ; and in respect to those who have
any character to lose, rumor and falsehood will be stopped.

The note which led to the controversy was occasioned by the

consideration, that Unitarians of distinction charged the living

Calvinistic party, with holding the doctrine that infants are damned,
and that the Unitarian community generally, were led to believe the

charge true. Knowing it to be untrue, and in its effect slanderous,

VOL. III.—NO. I. 3
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I denied it, and exhorted all who had circulated such reports, that

they commit to memory without delay, the ninth commandment,
which is, ' Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.'

The note, which once more must go into type, is as follows :

—

" I am aware that Calvinists are represented as believing and teaching the
monstrous doctrine that infants are damned, and that hell is doubtless paved
with their bones. But having passed the age of fifty, and been conversant for

thirty years with the most approved Calvinistic writers, and personally acquaint-
ed with many of the most distinguished Calvinistic divines in New England,
and in the middle and southern and western states, I must say that I have never
seen or heard of any book which contained such a sentiment, nor a man, minis-
ter or layman, who believed or taught it. And I feel authorised to say, that
Calvinists as a body, are as far from teaching the doctrine of infant damnation,
as any of those who falsely accuse them. And I would earnestly and affection-
ately recommend to all persons who have been accustomed to propagate this
slander, that they commit to memory without delay, the ninth commandment,
which is, " Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor."

This note contains the following particulars :

—

1. A recognition of the fact that Calvinists are represented as

believing and teaching, that infants are damned.
2. Reasons for believing the charge to be slanderous, viz. that

11
1 have been conversant for thirty years with the most approved

Calvinistic writers, and personally acquainted with many of the

most approved Calvinistic divines in New England, and in the

southern and western states, and I have never seen or heard of any
book which contained such a sentiment, nor a man, minister or

layman, who believed or taught it."

3. The inference from these premises,—that Calvinists, as a

body, do no more teach the doctrine of infant damnation than
those who slander them.

4. The recommendation, that all who charge Calvinists with

holding the doctrine, commit to memory the ninth commandment,
which is, ' Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.'

In the note, no denomination or person in particular, is charged
with having borne false witness, but it is asserted merely, that it

has been done by somebody, and that whoever has done it, has
been guilty of false witness against the great body of Calvinists.

The reviewer acknowledges himself to be implicated in the

charge of bearing false witness against his neighbor, the serious

charge of falsehood and slander, and in duty bound to come out in

self-defence.

The defence consisted in quotations from Calvinistic authors an-
cient and modern, to prove,

1. That the doctrine is a vital and inseparable part of the Cal-
vinistic system.

2. That approved Calvinistic writers, such as I ought to have
seen, teach it.

Now as my note certainly does charge somebody with slander-

ing living Calvinists, and as the reviewer admits himself implicated

in the charge contained in the note, without any qualification, limi-
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tation or exception, I really understood him to admit, that he had
charged the living Calvinistic party, with holding the doctrine, and

that his reference to the system, and to writers, was intended as

proof of the sentiments of the living party on that point. Whether
it was my fault or the reviewer's, that I so understood him, may
appear in the sequel. But thus, most assuredly, I did understand

him ; and, of course, knowing the charge to be false, and per-

ceiving the proof to be irrelevant and vain, I did indeed, in my re-

ply, speak in a tone of rebuke which no slight violation of religious

rights and moral rectitude would demand.
In the course of my reply I attempted to show,

1. That the Calvinistic system does not teach nor imply that

infants are damned.
2. That it has never been a doctrine received by the churches,

denominated Calvinistic.

3. That the quotations from most approved writers, do not con-

tain the doctrine. And,
4. That if they did contain it, this would be no evidence of the

opinions on that point of the existing Calvinistic party : Because
no author represents, in all respects, the party to which he be-

longs ; and because, as the reviewer well knew, the Calvinists of

New England, and extensively through the nation, do not hold to

those views of imputation, from which he attempted to infer the

doctrine.

In his reply to my letters, the reviewer charges me with wilfully

evading and changing the point in debate, which was not, as he in-

sists, Do the living Calvinistic party hold to the doctrine of in-

fant damnation ? but, " Has the doctrine that infants are dam-
nad, been held by approved Calvinistic writers ? Is it a part of the

Calvinistic system?" Christian Examiner, Vol. v. No. iii. p. 231.
Now if this be so ; if the reviewer, and others in whose defence

he came out, had not, before the writing of the note, charged the

living Calvinistic party with holding the doctrine ; if my note con-

tains no charge against any for slandering the living, and only for

slandering the Calvinistic system, and most approved writers ; and
if the reviewer had no intention to convict living Calvinists, by
showing that the system contains, and approved writers teach,

the doctrine of infant damnation, and meant only to repel the

charge of slandering his neighbor, the Calvinistic system, and
the most approved Calvinistic writers ; then, however strange

it may seem that he should understand me to call the Cal-
vinistic system his neighbor, and ancient Calvinistic writers his

neighbors
;
yet, if it be so, I must admit that I have been disqui-

eted in vain, and that the shot, which have swept over the ground
which I supposed the reviewer to occupy, have only given demon-
stration of what destruction he had met with, had he been there, and
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what a mercy it is that he was not there.—If, also, I have know-
ingly attempted " to evade the question at issue, by a frequent and

fretful shifting of positions," and attempted " to change the whole

bearing of the controversy ;" then, no terms of reproach, which self-

respect might permit the reviewer to use, would be undeserved

by me. For, Sir, I hold it to be wrong to contend for victory

against the truth ; and as dishonorable as it is immoral : and it is

my desire that this sentiment may predominate on both sides of

the controversy.

The points of dispute between myself and the reviewer are

now manifest.

My claim is, that my note, since he has taken the charge it con-

tains to himself, does charge him with having slandered the living

Calvinistic party, in representing that they hold the doctrine of in-

fant damnation ; and that, in his reply to that note, he did design

and attempt to prove this charge against the living party to be true,

by his attempts to prove it to be a doctrine of the system and of

approved writers.

The claim of the reviewer is, that he did not mean to admit,

that he had accused the living party of holding that infants are

damned, and did not attempt to prove that they do hold it : That
he understood me in my note to charge him with slandering the

Calvinistic system, and most approved Calvinistic writers, and at-

tempted to defend himself against this charge only.

The following considerations convince me, that I understood the

point in debate correctly, and that the reviewer did set out to

vindicate himself from the^charge of slandering living Calvinists, by
proving from their system and writers, that they hold the doctrine.

1. I had no temptation when my note was written, to charge

any one, with bearing false witness against the Calvinistic system,

or Calvinistic writers. With the accusation in that form, I did not

feel myself particularly concerned.

2. I had just occasion to charge somebody with bearing false

witness against living Calvinists ; because to my certain knowledge,

they were slandered as holding to the damnation of infants, and the

slander was extensively believed, and was producing, as might

have been expected, great prejudice and aversion.

3. It was my deliberate intention, in that note, to charge living

men, with slandering living men.

4. The language of the note contains such a charge.

The phrases ' Calvinists are accused, and Calvinists are as far

from teaching as those who accuse them,' include living Calvinists

primarily, and unless there be something to exclude the living,

and to extend the words to Calvinists of past ages, they refer to

the living exclusively, and only.

£, There is nothing in the note, to turn the charge of false wit-
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hess from living Calvinists, to the Calvinistic system, or to Calvin-

istic writers. The Calvinistic system is not named nor alluded to

in the note, nor is there in it any charge, that Calvinistic writers

have been slandered. The charge is that " Calvinists are repre-

sented," and that " Calvinists, as a body, are as far from teaching"

&c. The allusion to writers is not in the form of a charge, but is in

the form of evidence, that Calvinists, and Calvinists as a body,

have been falsely accused. There is no charge in the note, of

slandering the Calvinistic system, or Calvinistic writers. If this

then was, in the opinion of the reviewer, the point in debate, it is

a point of his own setting up, not mine.

6. No authorized use of terms can justify the reviewer in un-

derstanding me to mean the Calvinistic system, and Calvinistic

writers, as the neighbors whom I accuse him of slandering. In

what possible sense is the Calvinistic system his neighbor? And
where is the " usus loquendi,"which would lead the reviewer to call

Calvinistic writers his neighbors ? It would be a stretch of ima-

gination, to call persons of far distant ages our neighbors ; and next

to a miracle, I should think, that the terms of my note should exclude

living Calvinists from the mind of the reviewer, as those whom he
is charged with slandering, and thrust in, the Calvinistic system and
Calvinistic writers.

7. These difficulties are increased, when we consider that the

reviewer certainly did understand my note as charging him with

slandering the living Calvinistic party. His own words are, " If

Dr. B. had merely told us that he did not believe it," (the doc-
trine of infant damnation,) &c. " But to deny it in the name of a

party whose accredited organ he would fain be considered, Sec.

Ah ! the reviewer then understood me to deny that the Calvinistic

party, whom I affect to represent, hold to the doctrine of infant

damnation ; and, of course, he did understand me to charge him
with bearing false witness against living Calvinistic men ; for he
says, that I venture to " speak in behalf of the whole Calvinistic

party of past and present times;" of course, then, he understood

me to charge him with slandering the whole Calvinistic party of

the present as well as past times. And once more, he says, I was
' equally explicit in my disclaimer both in respect to the living

and the dead.' He understood me, therefore, to charge him as

explicitly with slandering the living as the dead.

The facts in the case, then, by the reviewer's own showing, are

as follows :

1. He understood me to charge him with slandering the whole
Calvinistic parly of present times, as well as the system and
writers.

2. He felt in duty bound to deny, and defend himself against
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one part of the charge, that which respected the system and

approved writers, but has not denied, nor attempted to defend

himself against, the charge of falsehood and slander, in respect to

the whole Calvinistic party of present times, and has even given

his reasons for not doing it :
' Because it would decoy him on

to a more unpromising part of the field ;' because the question

respecting the opinions of living Calvinists is a " more doubtful

one ;" because he was not " bouud to go from house to house

and catechise the Orthodox of Boston and vicinity touching their

soundness in the faith of their master ;" because, in the present

controversy, " we have not yet undertaken, nor do we feel it to

be our duty, to prove what we knew from the beginning it was
impracticable to ascertain," a point which we never touched, " a

question which we left untouched, as we found it."

We honor his prudence,—but we cannot but think his knowing

himself unable to prove it should have been a reason for not

making the charge.

But why did the reviewer leave the question untouched ? Was
he not as really charged with slandering the living as the dead ?

Is it not as criminal to slander the whole Calvinistic party of the

present age, as to slander the Calvinistic system and Calvinistic

writers ? If the reviewer had never made such a charge against

the whole Calvinistic party of the present age, did he not owe it

as much to himself to say so, as to defend himself against what

he considered a false imputation of slandering the system and

writers ? If he had made this charge against the whole present

party, was he not as much in duty bound to prove it, if he could,

as in the other case ? and by every principle of honor and religion

bound to retract the charge, if he could not prove it ? Why, then,

has the reviewer passed over in silence the charge of slandering

the whole Calvinistic party of the present age ? a charge which,

it seems, he understood and passed over by design.

3. The question presses the harder, if we consider that the

Christian Disciple, several years before my note was written, did

publicly and expressly charge the whole Calvinistic party of the

present age with holding the doctrine of infant damnation. The
words are, that infant damnation " is a doctrine which follows

necessarily from the Calvinistic system, and which would now be

insisted on by all real and consistent Calvinists, if they thought

their people would bear it ;" and that this charge is extracted and

repeated in the review of my note, without retraction, and in a

way which implies a repetition of the charge.

The facts in the case then stand thus :

The Christian Disciple had publicly charged all real consistent

Calvinists with holding the doctrine of infant damnation.

In my note, I deny the truth of such a charge and call it a slander.
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The reviewer understood my denial to respect the whole Cal-

cinistic party of present times, and my charge of false witness to

respect all who accused them of holding to infant damnation; ad-

mits that he is implicated in the charge of falsehood and slander,

and bound to defend himself, and comes out for that purpose. By
quoting the charge from the Christian Disciple, he repeats it, and
there leaves it as he found it ; says not a word to prove it true ; comes
and looks upon it, like Levite upon Jew, and passes by on the other

side. But in the mean time, he gathers up all his resources, and

puts forth all his energies, to repel the charge of slandering his

neighbor " the Calvinistic System," whom no one ever suspected

of being his neighbor, or had charged him with slandering ; and feels

indignant at being charged with bearing false witness against his

neighbors, the Calvinistic writers, and compasses sea and land for

evidence to clear himself. But under the charge of bearing false

witness against " living Calvinistic men," the whole Calvinistic

party of the present times, in the sight of the nation, he meekly lies

down—lies down deliberately under the acknowledged charge of

falsehood and slander—lays his hand on his mouth, and his mouth in

the dust, and pleads guilty—and says he knew from the beginning

that the charge against the living Calvinistic party could not be prov-

ed. With this we ought to be satisfied, had it pleased the re-

viewer to stop here. But, mirabile dictu, in a moment he is on
his feet, and boldly declares that the opinion of Calvinists of the

present age was not the question at issue, and charges me with pal-

pable attempts to evade the question at issue by a frequent and
fretful shifting of positions.

Having now ascertained the question at issue in this controversy,

I proceed to consider some of the results. And,

1. It is a point settled by this controversy, that the Calvinists of

Boston, of New England, and of the United States, do not hold

to the doctrine that infants are damned.
This accusation has been publicly made, and publicly denied.

Time enough has been offered for research, correspondence, and

personal inquiry—and no evidence has been produced. This

might suffice, as all men are to be presumed innocent of odious

accusations, until such accusations are proved to be true. In the

present case, the force of this equitable principle is greatly aug-

mented, by the urgent motives which pressed the reviewer to defend

himself and his friends, who were charged, as he admits, with false-

hood and slander in respect to the whole Calvinistic party of pres-

ent times. Silence, therefore, in such circumstances, may justly

be regarded a decisive proof that the whole party, as such, are

clear in this matter. But the conclusion, so just and forcible in

itself, the reviewer establishes by the concession that he had not

proved the charge,—had not attempted to prove it, and knew from

the beginning, even when he made it, that he could not prove it.
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2. It follows, therefore, secondly, as the result of this discussion,

that all of every name who have charged the Calvinists of the

United States with holding the doctrine of infant damnation have

been guilty of Rearing false witness against their neighbors. The
Christian Disciple and the reviewer stand at the head of those who
have done this ; and all who before or after them have made the

charge are involved in the same condemnation. Once more,

therefore, I feel authorised to repeat, that Calvinists as a body are

as far from holding the doctrine that infants are damned as those

who falsely accuse them, and I would earnestly and affectionately

recommend to all persons who have been accustomed to propagate

the slander, that they commit to memory without delay the ninth

commandment, which is, thou shall not bear false witness

AGAINST THY NEIGHBOR.

The great and only end, for which I entered upon this contro-

versy, viz. " To compel those who have been accustomed to cir-

culate the reports in question, to cease from their slanders, or to

assume in some tangible form the responsibility of uttering them,"

has now been accomplished. They have adopted the latter alter-

native—have assumed the responsibility of uttering reports in

their nature slanderous, and which they admit they cannot prove,

(To be continued.)

REVIEWS.
A Reply to a Letter in the Christian Examiner,

addressed to the Rev. Parsons Cooke. Boston : Peirce

and Williams, 1829. pp. 38. Also, the more recent
publications of Mr. Cooke, in the Boston Daily Advertiser^

and Boston Courier.

We do not purpose, in this number, to enter into an examina-

tion of all the matters touched upon by the Rev. Mr. Cooke and

his opponents in their several publications. On another occasion,

we may resume the subject. At present, we wish to confine our

remarks to one topic of great practical importance, rve refer to

the management of the pecuniary concerns of Harvard University

during the presidency of Dr. KirJcland.

This subject was first incidentally introduced by Mr. Cooke, in

a note, subjoined to his Reply to a Letter which had been address-

ed to him, and published in the Christian Examiner. This note

drew forth the following communication from the Hon. John

Davis, which appeared in the Boston Daily Advertiser, April 4,

1829.
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Mu. Hale.—In a pamphlet lately published in this city, entitled, " Jl Reply to

a Letter, in the Christian Examiner, addressed to the liev. Parsons Cooke" theie

is the following note, in connexion with many severe, and, as I believe, un-

founded strictures, in reference to Harvard College :

" 1 am constrained here to speak on a subject, in relation to which I would
gladly be silent. I have been credibly and repeatedly informed, that the

accounts of the late Treasurer and President of Harvard College have never

been properly adjusted, and cannot be. A large sum is said to be missing, and

not to be found. Certainly this matter ought to be attended to. The people

have a right to know what has become of this money. And we hero see the

necessity of having other men, besides a collection of Unitarians, in the Board

of Overseers."
The Rev. Parsons Cooke, of Ware, is the acknowledged author of that pam-

phlet. The official documents annexed to this notice, will, it is presumed, be

considered by the public a sufficient reply to his slanderous paragraph, respect-

ing the late Treasurer of Harvard College.

In reiTard to the accounts of my esteemed friend, the late President of that

institution, who is now absent, a communication, in his behalf, from Mr.
Lowell, is readily subjoined to my defence. John Davis.

Boston, November 10, 1829.

The subscriber having been employed by a Committee of the Corporation of

Harvard College, to investigate the accounts of the Hon. John Davis, late

Treasurer of the College, has attended to that service. He has examined all

the accounts and vouchers, as well those of the Treasurer, as of Stephen
Higginson, Jun. Esq., Steward, from the time of their respective appointments
in lb 10, and 1818, to the time of the resignation of the former, on 1st February
last. Satisfactory evidence has been furnished of the payment of the several

sums charged by them, all the mistakes which have been discovered in the

accounts are corrected, and the books regularly closed.

(Signed) Bexja. R. Nichols.
Boston, November 10, 1627.

Boston, November 13, 1827.

Having this day received, from the Committee of the Corporation of Harvard
College, the book and accounts settled, as per my receipt given them, by said

accounts it appears that the sum of $G859 79 cents remains due in cash from
the Hon. John Davis, late Treasurer ; this may certify, that I have received

said balance, as follows, viz. : on the 12th day of February last the sum of

$5880 72, and on the 10th day of the present month $078 87, making the said

sum of $0850 70. Also, the ,sum of $45 50 cents for interest due.—All which
have been regularly entered in the College Books.

Eben'r Francis,
Treasurer Harvard College.

To the Honorable and Reverend Board of Overseers of Harvard College.

The Committee of this Board, appointed 10th June, 182G, to examine the

Treasurer's accounts, ask leave to report :

That, since their appointment, the Hon. Judge Davis, the late Treasurer,

having resigned his office, a Committee was chosen, by the Corporation, to

cause his books and accounts, during the whole term of his continuance in

office, a period of seventeen years, to be fully examined ; a measure adopted
with the entire concurrence of the late Treasurer himself. That Committee
were authorized to employ an Auditor for this purpose, and accordingly ap-

pointed Benjamin R. Nichols, Esq., by whom all the books, accounts and
vouchers, during that period, have been very laboriously and minutely exam-
ined, and all errors corrected, and the same are now certified to be correct ; and
all the books, securities and other property of the College, including a balance

in cash of $0859 70 cents, have been delivered, by the iato Treasurer, to the

Committee of the Corporation, and, by them, to his successor, Ebenezer
Francis, Esq., and receipts given for the same accordingly, by the Committee,
and the present Treasurer.—Your Committee, therefore, have not thought it

necessary to examine the samo accounts again, being entirely satisfied with
the accounts, adjustment and receipts which have been submitted to them.

VOL. III. NO. I. 4
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The details of these proceedings were laid before the Committee, and can at

any time be examined by the Overseers, if they see fit.

Thomas L. Winthrop,
John Welles,
William Spooner.

Boston, 10th January, 1823.

At the semi-annual meeting of the Overseers of Harvard University, 10th

January, 1828,

Voted, That the foregoing report be accepted.
A true copy. Attest,

John Pierce, Sec'ry.

[The Committee of the Corporation referred to in the foregoing documents,
were Hon. Nathaniel Bowditch and Hon. Francis C. Gray.]

Boston, April 2d. 1829.

Hon. John Davis,

Dear Sir—Understanding that it is your intention to expose the falsehood

of an atrocious libel, contained in a pamphlet lately published by the Rev.
Parsons Cooke, reflecting on your character, and on that of the Rev. Dr.

Kirkland, as having embezzled monies belonging to the College, 1 feel myself
bound, in the absence of Dr. Kirkland, as his iriend, and under express autho-

rity from him, to declare, that Dr. Kirkland's accounts with the Corporation of

Harvard College were completely adjusted immediately after his resignation

—

that he was fully discharged, and a liberal grant made to him in consideration

of the eminent services which he had rendered to that seminary. I will add,

that of all the libels which political and theological haired have fabricated, this

one of the Rev. Parsons Cooke's is, under all its circumstances, the most
malicious and unprincipled. John Lowell.

It thus appears that a Committee of the Board of Overseers of

Harvard College was appointed, on the 10th of June, 1826, to

examine the Treasurer's accounts ; and that, for reasons not

disclosed to the public, and before such examination was entered

into by this committee, the Hon. Judge Davis, the Treasurer,

resigned his office. It further appears that, on his resignation, a

committee, consisting of Hon. Nathaniel Bowditch, and Hon.
Francis C. Gray, was chosen by the Corporation, to cause his

books and accounts, during the whole term of his continuance in

office, a period of seventeen years, to be fully examined ; that

this committee was authorized to appoint an Auditor ; and accord-

ingly that they appointed Benjamin R. Nichols, Esq., who, on
the 10th of November, 1S27, gave the certificate above quoted.

It does not appear at what precise time Mr. Nichols was appointed

to this business ; but, as Judge Davis resigned, 1st February,

1827, it is to be presumed that it was at or about that time.

—

Before we proceed to examine, the auditor's certificate, it may be

stated that it has been publicly reported, and we presume has

never been denied, that Mr. Nichols received three thousand

dollars for his services herein rendered, and that this sum came,

either directly or indirectly, from the late Treasurer.

With reference to Mr. Nichols, we wish it to be distinctly

understood, that we have never heard the slightest imputation cast

upon his integrity or capacity. He doubtless disposed of an
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embarrassing case with as much adroitness as could have been

reasonably anticipated. His own character, as an accurate and

honest accountant, was involved, but must not be sacrificed ; and

we regard his certificate as an admirable instance of agile extri-

cation.

Relative to this matter, it deserves notice, that Mr. Nichols was

employed at all. Had the accounts of the Treasurer, during his

term of office, been correctly kept, accurately cast, properly

vouched, and suitably audited from year to year, two gentlemen

of such intelligent and practised skill as Mr. Bowditch and Mr.
Gray could have examined the whole books and papers necessary

to be submitted for inspection in, at most, seventeen hours, and

perhaps in seventeen minutes. The mind of the former gentle-

man could instantly have grasped all the intricacies of a book of

Dr. and Cr., if it had been kept in some tolerable order, without

calling in the aid of any other accountant. The commentator of

La Place would, by the thread of his own perspicacious intellect

alone, have wound his way through any mathematical tortuosities

but those of an Egyptian labyrinth. But we doubt not he would
rather have weighed the sixth satellite of Herschel, than have

attempted to adjust and rectify the uncertain and disjointed ma-
terials, out of which Mr. Nichols sedulously strove to educe some
order.

Again ; it is noticeable that this Committee of the Corporation

authorized Mr. Nichols to cause the books and accounts of the

Treasurer, during the u-liole term of his continuance in office, to

be fully examined. This does not appear to have been done at

the request, though doubtless with the concurrence of the Treas-

urer. But is this the mode in which the treasurers of other

institutions are treated, on resigning their offices ? Are accounts

of long standing, which are correctly kept, vouched, and audited,

thus brought up anew and re-examined ? If the accounts of

Harvard College were not thus kept by the late Treasurer, nor

thus audited by those whose duty it was, then is there an expla-

nation of this otherwise unaccountable mode of procedure. How
is this matter ? Did not Mr. Nichols fairly earn his money for

"his laborious and minute examination," embracing a period of

seventeen years, and extending through nine months ? Were not

he and his friends for a long time in doubt whether the College

was solvent or bankrupt ? And was not his joy unequalled, save

by that of Columbus, when, at length, he saw the land ?

Once more ; it deserves to be noticed, that this certificate was
given and received, without the intent of its being made public.

It was evidently drawn up in as favorable terms for the late

Treasurer, as the nature of the case would admit. We do not

hear that he complained of it, and we presume that he had no

reason to complain. Let us, then, examine this curious docu-
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ment. And we ask, Is it in the terms usually employed in such

certificates ? Does it bear witness to the accurate and business-

like manner in which the pecuniary affairs of the College had

been conducted ? Does it testify to full entries, regular transfers,

authorized orders, and faithful vouchers, for all sums paid out?

As it extends through a period of seventeen years, does it certify

that the Treasurer's books and accounts had been annually

and regularly examined and audited ? No ; none of this. Mr.

Nichols tells us that he examined " all the accounts and vouchers

of the Treasurer and Steward ;" i. e. he examined all the

accounts and vouchers they had to produce. Well, how do these

tally ? On this point Mr. Nichols says nothing. All may, or may
not, have been square and regular. In the circumstances of the

case, such a certificate, of itself, excites strong suspicions that

there was something wrong. Mr. Nichols does not tell us that the

Treasurer and Steward have regular accounts of all their receipts

and expenditures ; nor does he say that they have sufficient

vouchers for the sums they profess to have paid out ; nor does he

so much as hint that the various expenditures and appropriations

made by these gentlemen were in pursuance of votes of the

Corporation. All this ground his certificate leaves untouched.

The amount of information afforded by Mr. Nichols is, that

" satisfactory evidence has been furnished of the payment of the

several sums charged by them, all the mistakes which have been

discovered in the accounts are corrected, and the books regularly

closed." After nine months " laborious and minute examination,"

the strongest certificate Mr. Nichols can honestly give informs us

only that evidence had been produced sufficient to satisfy him of

the payment of the several sums charged by the Treasurer and

Steward. How many sums were received and not acknowledged?

How many paid out, and not charged ? How many and how
large unauthorized orders of the late President were paid ? How
large a sum was paid by the Steward, without the concurrence of

the Corporation, after the Corporation had expressly forbidden

the President to draw on the Treasurer, and when the Steward

must have known the fact ? Upon these points Mr. Nichols, with

feelings very natural to a gentleman in his circumstances, observes

a discreet silence. He must say something, and so he tells us

that " satisfactory evidence " has been produced that the late

Treasurer and Steward actually paid the sums charged by them.
" Satisfactory evidence !" What was this evidence ? Was it

regular vouchers? Most certainly not; for, had it been, Mr.

Nichols understands bis business too well to have given the lame

and impotent certificate before quoted. Had such been the

evidence, the late Treasurer, too, understands his rights too well

to have accepted, still less to have been satisfied with, that

certificate.
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But suppose this evidence did satisfy the mind of Mr. Nichols;

was it such as the people of Massachusetts have a right to demand

of those to whom are entrusted the immense funds bestowed by

the Commonwealth upon the oldest and most cherished institution

of the land ? If this evidence, which was deemed satisfactory by

Mr. Nichols, was not the ordinary and appropriate evidence of

vouchers, then let it be produced, that the, people, ivhose money

has been expended, may judge whether the evidence is also

satisfactory to them. Let there be no blinking, no shrinking,

no keeping back. Let all be above-board and open to the face of

day and the light of truth.

Mr. Nichols tells us, moreover, that " all the mistakes which

have been discovered in the accounts are corrected." What
were these mistakes? how large? how often occurring? what

was their amount ? one thousand dollars, or five, or forty ? But,

many or few, great or small, they " are corrected." How were

they corrected ? Were vouchers subsequently produced ? Or
did the auditor take the word of the gentlemen, in place of

vouchers ? Or was the result guessed at, and jumped at, ac-

cording to the best light that could be obtained ? But, finally,

" the books are regularly closed.^ " What does this mean ? that

the books had been fairly and accurately kept ? or only that,

whether accurate or not, a result has at length been formed, and

the work of examination finished ? And who closed the books ?

the Treasurer, or the Auditor? It was the duty of the Trea-

surer to have all his accounts correctly cast, and well vouched,

and his books regularly closed, before they went into the Auditor's

hands. But here, it would seem that the Auditor, having cor-

rected all the mistakes which he discovered, was left to close the

books himself." There is something wrong, something hollow,

something rotten in this matter. The certificate of Mr. Nichols,

on which the late Treasurer relies for his defence, is an unusual,

a suspicious document. We ask all intelligent men of business

to examine it closely, and then decide on its character and its

intent. It was too evidently designed to patch up and plaster over

a bad concern.

Soon after the " Communication" above quoted from Hon. John
Davis appeared in the Daily Advertiser, Mr. Cooke addressed a

pertinent and forcible letter to the Editor, which called forth a

reply from the Hon. John Lowell, in his usual style. We would
not trespass on the patience of our readers by any extract from

this reply, or any remarks upon it, but that Mr. Lowell undesign-

edly tells more truth than he intended. The following quotation

deserves attention.

" Mr. Cooke charges me with having1 volunteered my services in defence of
Dr. Kirkland, and this too, in face of my explicit declaration, that I had been
expressly authorised so to do. If it had beon true, all ingenuous minds would
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have commended me for the act. President Kirkland had been my cherished

friend from our earliest youth. I had been his associate in the Corporation of

Harvard College for thirteen years. He was absent, and an invalid. I had a

right, and these circumstances imposed it upon me as a sacred duty, to defend

my venerated and absent friend. But I had his written and oral request to per-

form this duty, and since my publication, I have received his express approba-

tion of my conduct."

On the publication of Mr. Cooke's pamphlet, and of Mr. Low-
ell's letters, Dr. Kirkland was absent, if we mistake not, in a dis-

tant part of the Union, in Kentucky or Louisiana. Yet Mr.

Lowell informs us that he already, before any charge is urged

against his " venerated and absent friend," had his " written and

oral request" to defend him. Indeed ! President Kirkland, then,

before leaving Boston, must have anticipated such a charge as

that Mr. Cooke has brought forward. Why ? Let Mr. Lowell

and those who would shield President Kirkland answer,

—

why?
Innocence is not suspicious. Guilt may anticipate attack, and im-

agine a defence. Mr. Lowell, in the ardor of self-justification,

has, to every reflecting mind, certified all that Mr. Cooke had

insinuated or asserted. It is plain from Mr. Lowell's statement,

and from President Kirkland's " written and oral request," that

rumors were abroad in the circle of their acquaintance, and among
the friends of the College, unfavorable to Dr. Kirkland. Were
not these rumors the same that had reached Mr. Cooke? We have

a respectable opinion of President Kirkland's talents, but still we
do not believe him a prophet. We suspect he bad some data,

besides the gift of vaticination,' from which to anticipate a charge

like that of Mr. Cooke, and to authorise his friend, by " written

and oral request," to defend him. A defence, however, from Mr.

Bowditch and Mr. Gray, who understand the facts of the case,

and have some self-possession, would be quite as satisfactory to

the public as any letter from the Hon. John Lowell. Will those

gentlemen pen such a defence ? Till they, or other gentlemen

equally intelligent, honest, and honorable, who can speak from

personal knowledge of the facts, shall offer such defence, we shall

assume that there was ground for the reports which were in circu-

lation before, and were published by Mr. Cooke after, the depar-

ture of Dr. Kirkland.

Mr. Lowell may insinuate what he will about the health of his

" cherished friend ;" he knows, .and all behind the curtain know,

that it was not the failure of health alone, which caused the resig-

nation of Dr. Kirkland. There was dissatisfaction, deep and

irremediable, on the part of some members of the Corporation, who
were too clear headed to be bamboozled, and too upright to coun-

tenance what they could not but deem perversions, or gross mis-

appropriations, of the funds and charities entrusted to their super-

vision and control.
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Mr. Lowell may endeavor to enlist theological prejudices in

behalf of his friend, but he much misjudges both his cause and

this community, if he expects to shield any public agent, however
high, and however respected, from responsibility, by any such

device. Before the ardent imagination of Mr. Lowell " the

scenes of queen Mary" are revived, while faggots, flames and
blood are seen " dancing in all the mazes of metaphorical confu-

sion." He tells us, " there is no longer, to be sure, the corporal

suffering, but the more refined cruelty of mental torture." But
whence all this outcry about queen Mary, and the inquisition, and
faggots, and flames ? It results from the simple inquiry, whether

the late President of Harvard College was duly and properly au-

thorised to draw oil the late Treasurer and Steward of that College

for the several sums by them advanced to his orders; and whether
he and they have proper and sufficient vouchers for the several

sums which passed through their hands ? Does it indicate a trucu-

lent disposition, to require that public agents, through whose hands
public monies to a very great amount are annually passing, should

be responsible to that public, in the ordinary way, for the sums
received and disbursed ? Let honesty decide the question. In the

apprehension of Mr. Lowell, the sensibilities of the late President

and Treasurer of Harvard College, are so exquisite as to endure
" the refined cruelty of mental torture," at the bare imagination

that they are to be called upon to produce the ordinary credible

vouchers for the several sums of public money they have received

and expended. How far they will engage the sympathies of a

New England community is scarcely problematical. Mr. Lowell's

attempt to throw the shield of theological prejudice between his

" cherished friend" and public scrutiny will never do. Though
the President of Harvard University be a Doctor of Divinity or a
Doctor of Laws, he is not above nor beyond the reach of those

laws which govern other men. Eminence of station communi-
cates no exemption from responsibility.

We have seen by Mr. Lowell's letter, that before President
Kirkland left this part of the country, rumors were in circulation,

relative to his accounts, of an unfavorable nature. His anxiety is

such as to anticipate a charge, and not only by an oral, but by a

written request, to authorise Mr. Lowell to appear in his defence.
He did not request Mr. Bowditch, nor Mr. Gray, nor any of the

existing Corporation, who could have spoken calmly and advisedly

upon the subject, to do him this favor. He better knew his man
But we have other evidence, besides that of Mr. Lowell, showing

the existence of suspicions and rumors; evidence, which wc deem
it important to adduce for the special consideration of the Board
of Overseers of Harvard College. The following queries first

appeared in in the Boston Statesman. They were subsequently
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re-published in a pamphlet, entitled " Facts and Documents in

relation to Harvard College," p. 80.

" Harvard College.—As the Corporation of this venerable institution has

lately elected a President, and as the state has a deep interest in the prosperity

of the oldest and best endowed University in our country, it cannot be deemed
unsuitable that the public should be satisfied on the following subjects.

1. Has there been a regular account of the pecuniary affairs of the College,

specifying the sources of income, the actual receipts and the payments prepar-

ed from year to year, laid before the Corporation and the Board of Overseers ?

2. Have any of the permanent funds of the College suffered encroachment

or loss, by unskilful management, negligence, bad investments, or any other

cause ? and if so, how is a recurrence of the same evils to be prevented

hereafter ?

3. Have there been large balances in the hands of the most important agents

of the Colleo-e, which could not be accurately accounted for, however honestly

these an-ents may have conducted themselves in the performance of their

duties ?

Let it be understood, that there are good reasons for proposing these questions;

that the people of Massachusetts have a right to demand that they should be

answered ; that the Commonwealth has done more for the College during the

period of one hundred and ninety years, than has been done by the public for

all the other Colleges of New England ; and that Legislators of the Common-
wealth, are now, and ever have been, the proper visitors of the College.

A TRUE FRIEND OF THE COLLEGE.

January 23, 1829."

What reply was then, or ever, made to these queries ? None

—

but that from voiceless silence. We know not the writer. But

it is plain that there were queries proposed by some clear-headed,

intelligent gentleman, who had access to sources of information,

from which the public generally were excluded. The date of

their appearance was, if we mistake not, a week previous to the

publication of Mr. Cooke's pamphlet. Would the Treasurer of

any large monied institution in Boston, whose books and accounts

had been regularly and properly kept, suffer such queries to be

proposed in a public paper, and to go unanswered and unnoticed ?

When similar suggestions were subsequently made by Mr. Cooke,

Mr. Lowell and the Treasurer endeavor to retreat behind the

prejudices of a religious party. We would yet hope there is too

much intelligence, and too much integrity, in the Unitarian mem-
bers of the Board of Overseers, to be the dupes of such an

artifice.

We introduce an additional evidence, that every lingering doubt

may be dissipated, and the subject present itself with such light

and force as shall arrest the attention of those whose duty it is to

see that the Republic receive no detriment. Our extract is from

a communication dated January 29, 1829, and which appeared in

the Boston Recorder with the signature of " Hollis."

" It is reported, apparently on good authority, that the funds of the College

have not been managed, at all times, with the best economy. On this subject,

orthodox people, of course, have no knowledge. If this report have any foun-

dation, a thorough investigation might make disclosures which would not fully

satisfy that community, who have been so profuse in bestowing their bounties,
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This, however, is a proper subject of investigation by the Overseers, and I am
not alone in earnestly hoping that the treasury department, for the twenty years

past, will bo thoroughly examined, and the manner in which the vast funds of

this ancient institution have been managed, exhibited to the public, without

reserve. The good people of this Commonwealth have a right to be made
acquainted with this whole concern, and the people demand it."*

It will not satisfy the public, for Mr. Lowell, after these repeated

calls for definite information relative to the treasury of Harvard

College, to cull out flowers from his historical reading, and play

the rhetorician, when we call for the accountant.

The people of Massachusetts say, Show us your vouchers.

Mr. Lowell, " expressly authorised to defend Dr. Kirkland,'
r

replies, You are reviving the scenes of Queen Mary.
People. Produce your books.

Mr. L. You intend to establish the inquisition.

People. Let us know definitely and distinctly how the immense
appropriations we have made to the College have been ex-

pended.

Mr. L. You are kindling flames. You mean to bring us all to

the stake.

People. Exhibit your accounts.

Mr. L. You are erecting a gibbet.

People. Where are the authorised orders for the several sums
advanced by the Treasurer and Steward to the President ?

Mr. L. Blood ! Blood ! !

We stated on the authority of Mr. Lowell, that, previous to the

departure of President Kirkland from this part of the country,

unfavorable rumors were in circulation, relative to his accounts.

These rumors, it seems, were not quieted by his absence. Dif-

ferent writers in the Boston Statesman and Boston Recorder, a

year since, called public attention to the same subject. These writers

and their inquiries were passed by unnoticed, both by Mr. Lowell

and the Treasurer, who was directly implicated by the queries

proposed in the Statesman. Mr. Cooke in his pamphlet, published

early in February, gave a more definite shape to these charges,)

than they had hitherto assumed. Still the Treasurer takes two
months for deliberation, before he will publish the certificate of

Mr. Nichols. His note to Mr. Hale is dated April 3d, 1S29. Did
he at times think and talk of prosecuting Mr. Cooke ? If his note

contained a false and a libellous accusation, why did he not prose-

cute him ? Was he afraid of the truth in evidence ? And does he

expect to satisfy the public, to remove doubts, to silence inquiry,

and arrest investigation, by an ambiguous certificate that, whatever
it may mean, is superscribed and stamped with suspicion ? This

* See " Facts and Documents," p. 8-1.
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cannot be. This must not be. The people of this State, whose

treasures have been lavished to profusion on Harvard College,

have a right to know how these treasures have been appropria-

ted,—and they will know. Their voice now reaches the Senate

chamber, and calls for investigation. And should any manceuver-

ing or artifice cause it to be unheeded or slighted now, it may soon

sound from the ballot boxes, with an emphasis of intonation suffi-

ciently loud to be heard, and sufficiently authoritative to be obeyed.

We call upon the Board of Overseers, who are about holding their

semi-annual session, to investigate this subject thoroughly. Up to

this moment, the Board of Overseers, as a body, are entirely

ignorant of the manner in which the pecuniary concerns of the

College have been managed for the last twenty years. Heretofore,

their duties have been little more than nominal, and a few leading

individuals behind the scenes, have directed and managed all their

motions. This is, in general, an unavoidable result, in so cum-

brous a body as this Board. The report of the Committee of the

Board, appointed ]Oth June, 1826, which report is dated 10th

January, 1S28, derives all its value from the certificate of Mr.

Nichols, which certificate, as we have already shown, in point

of affording reasonable satisfaction, is worse than nothing. The
time has come when this whole subject must be thoroughly inves-

tigated. To the Board of Overseers the people look with an ex-

pectation which must not be disappointed. In all probability, vari-

ous artifices and contrivances will be resorted to, in the first place,

to prevent an investigation ; or should this be commenced, to

throw dust and involve the subject in general ambiguities. In

order to prevent investigation, it will no doubt be urged, either in

public, or private, or both, that this is an Orthodox party meas-

ure. Now it ought to be known, and distinctly understood, that

some distinguished Unitarians, some of the firmest supporters of

Harvard College, are among the individuals who are mostdissatisfied

with the former management of its pecuniary concerns. All that

the Orthodox know, and have published on this subject, has come
from such individuals. Whether, then, the charges of Mr. Cooke
are true or false, they originated with Unitarians, with Unitarian

friends of Harvard College, by whose intelligence, integrity and
decision, that institution was saved probably from bankruptcy.

Let none attempt, then, to evade inquiry, by awakening prejudices

against Orthodoxy.

We have purposely avoided recapitulating the inquiries proposed

by Mr. Cooke, relative to the various sums expended during the

administration of Dr. Kirkland. They are published and accessi-

ble. We are desirous that these, as well as those from the Boston
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Statesman, may be publicly and definitely answered by tbnsc

who are competent to speak with knowledge. We could propose

some additional questions, that might come siill nearer home, and

carry a charge of a more heinous nature than any yet alleged
;

but as we wish to know the whole and the simple truth of the case,

and as this can be come at only by a full investigation, we prefer

urging that, to all minor considerations. If these rumors and
charges relative to the late President and Treasurer are false, and

scandalous, they, of all men, will be most desirous of such an in-

vestigation ; but if there he foundation for these reports, then let

no reverend name, nor honorable station, shield the delinquent or

the culprit from public censure. Abused integrity will court in-

quiry. Quifugit judicium, opso teste reus est.

(To be continued.)

SELECTIONS.

INTERESTING CONVERSIONS.

' If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature : old things are

passed away ; behold all things are become new.' Paul.

1 Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again.'

Jesus Christ.

As a striking practical comment on these interesting portions of Scripture,

the following instances of conversion are selected. The subjects of them had

too much intelligence to be easily deceived respecting the operations of their

own minds, and too much integrity to be suspected of a design to deceive

others ; and their subsequent course of life was such, as to evince the reality

of the change they professed to have experienced. It must be gratifying, as

well as profitable, to ponder the accounts which such men have left, respecting

what they doubtless considered the most interesting and important events in

their whole moral history.

PRESIDENT EDWARDS.

This distinguished divine was the subject of frequent, solemn impressions,

and was regular in the performance of religious duties, from his childhood.

Soon after leaving college, when about seventeen years of age, he experienced

a change in his affections, which he describes in the following manner :

" From my childhood tip, my mind had been full of objections

against the doctrine of God's sovereignty, in choosing whom he

would to eternal life, and rejecting whom he pleased ; leaving them
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eternally to perish. It used to appear like a horrible doctrine to

me. But I remember the time very well, when I seemed to be

convinced, and fully satisfied, as to the sovereignty of God, and his

justice in thus eternally disposing of men, according to his sovereign

pleasure.
" The first instance that I remember of that sort of inward, sweet

delight in God and divine things that 1 have lived much in since,

was on reading those words, * Now unto the King eternal, immortal,

invisible, the only wise God, be honor and glory for ever and ever,

Amen.' As I read the words, there came into my soul, and was as

it were diffused through it, a sense of the glory of the Divine

Being; a new sense, quite different from anything I ever expe-

rienced before. Never any words of Scripture seemed to me as

these words did,

' From about that time, I began to have a new kind of appre-

hensions and ideas of Christ, and the work of redemption, and the

glorious way of salvation by him. An inward, sweet sense of these

things, at times, came into my heart ; and my soul was led away in

pleasant views and contemplations of them. And my mind was

greatly engaged to spend my time in reading and meditating on
Christ, on the beauty and excellency of his person, and the lovely

way of salvation by free grace in him. I found no books so

delightful to me, as thos^ that treated of these subjects. The sense

I had of divine things would often, of a sudden, kindle up, as it

were, a sweet burning in my heart ; an ardor of soul, that I know
not how to express.

" Not long after I first began to experience these things, I gave

an account to my father of some things that had passed in my
mind. I was pretty much affected by the discourse we had to-

gether ; and when the discourse was ended, I walked abroad alone,

in a solitary place in my father's pasture, for contemplation. And
as I was walking there, and looking up on the sky and clouds,

there came into my mind so sweet a sense of the glorious majesty

and grace of God, that I know not how to express. I seemed to

see them both in a sweet conjunction ; majesty and meekness
joined together ; it was a sweet, and gentle, and holy majesty ; and

also a majestic meekness ; an awful sweetness ; a high, and great,

and holy gentleness.

" After this my sense of divine things gradually increased, and
became more and more lively, and had more of that inward sweet-

ness. The appearance of everything was altered , there seemed to

be, as it were, a calm, sweet cast, or appearance of divine glory, in

almost everything. God's excellency, his wisdom, his purity and

love, seemed to appear in everything ; in the sun, moon, and stars;

in the clouds, and blue sky ; in the grass, flowers, trees ; in the

water, and all nature ; which used greatly to fix my mind. I often

used to sit and view the moon for continuance ; and in the day

gpent much time in viewing the clouds and sky, to behold the
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sweet glory of God in these things ; in the mean time singing

forth, with a low voice, my contemplations of the Creator and
Redeemer.

" I felt then great satisfaction as to my good state; but that did

not content me. I had vehement longings of soul after God and
Christ, and after more holiness, wherewith my heart seemed to be

full, and ready to break ; which often brought to my mind the

words of the Psalmist, ' My soul breaketh for the longing it hath.'

I often felt a mourning and lamenting in my heart that I had not

turned to God sooner, that I might have had more time to grow in

grace. My mind was greatly fixed on divine things ; almost per-

petually in the contemplation of them. I spent most of my time

in thinking of divine tilings, year after year ; often walking alone

in the woods and solitary places for meditation, soliloquy and
prayer, and converse with God ; and it was always my manner,
at such times, to sing forth my contemplations. I was almost

constantly m ejaculatory prayer, wherever I was. Prayer seemed to

be natural to me, as the breath by which the inward burnings of

my heart had vent."

WILLIAM COWPER.

Most of our readers are acquainted with the early history of this gifted,

amiable, but often unhappy man. He was constitutionally predisposed to

melancholy and derangement, and while under deep convictions of sin, espe-

cially the sin of self-murder, which he had attempted, he fell into a state of

complete despair. He gives the following account of his deliverance from this

wretched state, after remaining in it for several months.

" I found the cloud of horror, which had so long hung over me,
was every moment passing away ; and every moment came fraught

with hope. I was continually more and more persuaded that I was
not utterly doomed to destruction. The way of salvation was still,

however, hid from my eyes ; nor did f see it at all clearer than

before my illness. I only thought, that if it pleased God to spare

me, I would lead a better life ; and that I would yet escape hell, if

a religious observance of my duty would secure me from it. Thus
may the terror of the Lord make a pharisee ; but only the sweet
voice of mercy in the Gospel can make a Christian.

"But the happy period which was to shake off my fetters, and
afford me a clear opening of the free mercy of God in Christ

Jesus, was now arrived. I flung myself into a chair near the

window, and seeing a Bible there, ventured once more to apply to

it for comfort and instruction. The first verse I saw was the 25th
of the third chapter of Romans :

' Whom God hath sot forth to be

a propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his righteous-

ness for the remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance
of God.' Immediately I received strength to believe, and the full

beams of the Sun of Righteousness shone upon me. I saw tho
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sufficiency of the atonement he had made, my pardon sealed in his

blood, and all the fulness and completeness of his justification.

In a moment I believed and received the Gospel. Whatever my
friend Madan had said to me, so Jong before, revived in all its

clearness, with demonstration of the Spirit and with power.
" Unless the Almighty arm had been under me, I think I should

have died with gratitude and joy. My eyes filled with tears, and

my voice choked with transport. I could only look up to heaven

in silent fear, overwhelmed with love and wonder. But the work

of the Holy Spirit is best described in his own words : it is ' joy

unspeakable, and full of glory.' Thus was my heavenly Father in

Christ Jesus pleased to give me the full assurance of faith ; and,

out of a strong, unbelieving heart, to ' raise up a child unto Abra-

ham.' How glad should I now have been to have spent every

moment in prayer and thanksgiving ! I lost no opportunity of

repairing to a throne of grace, but flew to it with an earnestness

irresistible and never to be satisfied. Could I help it 1 Could I

do otherwise than love and rejoice in my reconciled Father in

Christ Jesus? The Lord had enlarged my heart, and 'I ran in

the way of his commandments.'
" For many succeeding weeks, tears were ready to flow if I did

but speak of the Gospel, or mention the name of Jesus. To
rejoice day and night was all my employment. Too happy to sleep

much, 1 thought it was but lost time that was spent in slumber.

Oh that the ardor of my first love had continued ! But I have

known many a lifeless and unhallowed hour since; long intervals

of darkness, interrupted by short returns of peace and joy in

believing."

DAVID BRAINERD.

Brainerd, like President Edwards, was the subject of religious impressions

from li is early youth. He attended regularly to the duties of religion in public

and in private, and earnestly sought to do something to recommend himself to

the favor of Heaven. But being continually disappointed in attempts of this

nature, his heart at length broke out into a violent and sensible quarrel with

God. He was displeased with the strictness of the Divine law, with the pre-

scribed and unalterable conditions of salvation, and especially with the doctrine

of Divine Sovereignty. After continuing in this state for some considerable

time, seeking rest and finding none, he was brought to acquiesce in those views

of God, which he had formerly opposed, and to rejoice in hope of his glory.

" I was attempting to pray ; but found no heart to engage in that

or any other duty ; my former concern, exercise, and religious

affections were now gone. I thought that the Spirit of God had quite

left me ; but still was not distressed
;
yet disconsolate, as if there

was nothing in heaven or earth could make me happy. Having

been thus endeavoting to pray—though, as I thought, very stupid

and senseless—for near half an hour ; then, as I was walking in a
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dark thick grove, unspeakable glory seemed to open to the view and

apprehension of my soul. 1 do not mean niy external brightness,

for I saw no such thing ; nor do I intend any imagination of a body

of light, somewhere in the third heavens, or any thing of that

nature ; but it was a new inward apprehension or view that I had of

God, such as 1 never had beibre, nor any thing which had the least

resemblance of it. I stood still; wondered; and admired! I knew
that I never had seen before any tiling comparable to it for excel-

lency and beauty ; it was widely different from all the conceptions

that ever I had of God, or things divine. I had no particular ap-

prehension of any one person in the Trinity, either the Father, the

Son, or the Holy Ghost; but it appeared to be Divine glory. My
soul rejoiced withjoy unspeakable, to see such a God, such a glorious

divine Being ; and I was inwardly pleased and satisfied, that he

should be God over all for ever and ever. My soul was so captivated

and delighted with the excellency, loveliness, greatness, and other

perfections of God, that I was even swallowed up in him ; at least

to that degree, that I had no thought (as I remember) at first, about

my own salvation, and scarce reflected that there was such a creature

as myself.
" Thus God, I trust, brought me to a hearty disposition to exalt

7iim, and set him on the throne, and principally and ultimately to

aim at his honor and glory, as King of the universe. I continued

in this state of inward joy, peace, and astonishment, till near dark,

without any sensible abatement ; and then began to think and ex-

amine what 1 had seen ; and felt sweetly composed in my mind all

the evening following. I felt myself in a new world, and every

thing about me appeared with a different aspect from what it was
wont to do. At tins time, the way of salvation opened to me with

such infinite wisdom, suitableness, and excellency, that I wondered
I should ever think of any other way of salvation ; was amazed that

I had not dropped my own contrivances, and complied with this

lovely, blessed, and excellent way before. If I could have been
saved by my own duties, or any other way that I had formerly con-

trived, my whole soul would now have refused it. 1 wondered that

all the world did not see and comply with this way of salvation,

entirely by the righteousness of Christ. The sweet relish of what
I then felt, continued with me for several days, almost constantly,

in a greater or less degree.—I could not but sweetly rejoice in God,
lying down and rising up."

DR. SAMUEL HOPKINS, OF NEWPORT.

Dr. Hopkins was a self-righteous and confident professor of religion, for some'

time before he came to a saving knowledge of the truth. He was awakened to

a deep sense of his true character and danger, while a member of Yale College,

through the instrumentality of David Braincrd.

" My conviction fixed upon me. I saw I was indeed no christian.

The evil of my heart, the hardness and unbelief of it came more
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and more into view ; and the evil case in which I was, appeared

more and more dreadful. I felt myself a guilty, justly condemned
creature, and my hope of relief by obtaining conversion failed more

and more, and my condition appeared darker from day to day, and

all help failed, and I felt myself to be nothing but ignorance, guilt

and stupidity. Thus I continued for some weeks, generally retired,

unless when I attended private meetings of young people for prayer,

&-c., which were frequent then in college, and in the town.
" At length, as I was in my closet one evening, while I was medi-

tating, and in my devotions, a new and wonderful scene opened to

my view. I had a sense of the being and presence of God, as I

never had before ; it being more of a reality, and more affecting and

glorious, than I had ever before perceived. And the character of

Jesus Christ, the mediator came into wiew, and appeared such a

reality, and so glorious, and the way of salvation by him so wise,

important and desirable, that I was astonished at myself that I had

never seen these things before, which were so plain, pleasing and
wonderful. I longed to have all see and know these things as they

now appeared to me. I was greatly affected, in the view of my own
depravity, the sinfulness, guilt, and odiousness of my character

;

and tears flowed in great plenty. After some time I left my closet,

and went into the adjoining room, no other person being then there.

I walked the room, all intent on these subjects, and took up Watts'

version of the psalms, and opened it at the fifty-first psalm, and read

the first, second and third parts in long metre with strong affections,

and made it all my own language, and thought it was the language

of my heart to God; I dwelled upon it with pleasure, and wept

much. And when I had laid the book aside, my mind continued

fixed on the subject, and in the exercise of devotion, confession,

adoration, petition, &.c, in which I seemed to pour out my heart to

God with great freedom. I continued all attention to the things of

religion, in which most appeared more or less engaged. There
were many instances, as was then supposed, of conversion. I felt a

peculiar, pleasing affection to those, who were supposed to be
christians."

ANDREW FULLER.

In his youth, this excellent man had frequent convictions of sin, and frequent

struggles between his inclinations and his conscience, between the strivings of

the Holy Spirit, and the suggestions of his evil heart. He often spent his

evenings in vain and sinful company, to which he was strongly attached, and

on leaving which he was uniformly in great distress.

" One morning," says he, " I think in November, 1769, I

walked out by myself with an unusual load of guilt upon my
conscience. The remembrance of my sin, not only on the past

evening, but for a long time back, the breach of my vows, and the
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shocking termination of my former hopes and affections, all uniting

together, formed a burden which I knew not how to bear. The
reproaches of a guilty conscience seemed like the gnawing worm of

hell. I do not write in the language of exaggeration. I now know
that the sense which I then had of the evil of sin, and the wrath of

God, was very far short of the truth ; but yet it seemed more than

I was able to sustain. In reflecting upon my broken vows, I saw

that there was no truth in me. I saw that God would be perfectly

just in sending me to hell, and that to hell I must go, unless I were

saved of mere grace, and as it were in spite of myself. I felt, that

if God were to forgive me all my past sins, I should again destroy

my soul, and that, in less than a day's time. I never before knew
what it was to feel myself an odious, lost sinner, standing in need

of both pardon and purification. I knew not what to do ! I durst

not promise amendment ; for I saw such promises were self-decep-

tion. To hope for forgiveness in the course that I was in, was the

height of presumption ; and to think of Christ, after having so

basely abused his grace, seemed too much. So I had no refuge.

As near as I can remember, I was like a man drowning, looking

every way for help, or rather, catching for something by which he

might save his life. I tried to find whether there were any hope

in the' divine mercy, any in the Saviour of sinners ; but felt

repulsed by the thought of mercy having been so basely abused

already. In this state of mind, as I was moving slowly on, I

thought of the resolution of Job, ' Though he slay me, yet will I

trust in him.' I paused, and repeated the words over and over.

Each repetition seemed to kindle a ray of hope, mixed with a

determination, if I might, to cast my perishing soul upon the Lord
Jesus Christ for salvation, to be both pardoned and purified ; for I

felt that I needed the one as much as the other. In this way I

continued above an hour, weeping and supplicating mercy for the

Saviour's sake : (my soul hath it still in remembrance, and is

humbled in me!) and as the eye of the mind was more and more
fixed upon him, my guilt and fears were gradually and insensibly

removed. I now found rest for my troubled soul.

" When I thought of my past life, I abhorred myself, and
repented as in dust and ashes ; and when I thought of the Gospel

way of salvation, I drank it in as cold water is imbibed by a

thirsty soul. My heart felt one with Christ, and dead to every

other object around me.
" From this time, my former wicked courses were forsaken. I

had no manner of desire after them. They lost their influence

upon me. To those evils, a glance at which before would have set

my passions in a flame, I now felt no inclination. ' My soul ' (said

I, with joy and triumph,) ' is as a weaned child !' I now knew,
experimentally, what it was to be dead to the world by the cross of

Christ, and to feel an habitual determination to devote my future

life to God my Saviour."
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SAMUEL J. MILLS.

Mr. Mills was one of the most extraordinary characters which America

has produced. Unobtrusive and unobserved, he caused his influence to be felt

(and it was ever a good influence) in exciting and directing most of the great

religious movements of the day. With him, while a member of college, the

spirit of Foreign Missions in this country may be said to have originated. He
set on foot the Foreign Mission School, and the mission to the Sandwich

Islands. " He matured the plan, which eventuated in the establishment of the

United Foreign Missionary Society." The formation of the American Bible

Society " Mr. Mills thought of, and suggested, and pressed the suggestion^

long before it probably entered the mind of any other individual." By his

repeated and extended travels in the southern and western portions of our

country, to search out and make known the spiritual wants of the people, he

was as instrumental in arousing the spirit of Domestic Missions, as he had

previously been in exciting interest in behalf of the heathen. His agency, too,

ln originating and maturing the plans of the American Colonization Society,

in the furthering of which he lost his life, can never be forgotten by the

friends of Africa.

The spiritual career of this devoted servant of Christ and the church com-

menced in the following manner : When about fifteen years of age, his atten-

tion was specially directed to the great concerns of the soul. For two full

years, he continued in a state of anxiety, quarreling with the sovereignty of

God, and often wishing that he had never been born. One morning, as he was

about to leave home, to return to school in a neighboring town, his pious

" mother took an opportunity of inquiring into the state of his mind, and

begged him to make an ingenuous disclosure of his feelings."

" For a moment he was silent, and wept ; but his heart was too

full long to suppress the emotions produced by so affecting a

request. He raised his head, and, with eyes streaming with tears,

exclaimed, " O that I had never been born ! O that I had never

been born ! For two years I have been sorry God ever made me."

What reply could such a mother make to such a disclosure ? It

was given her in that same hour what she should speak :
—" My

son," said she, " you are born, and you can never throw off your

existence, nor your everlasting accountability for all your conduct."

This heavy thought was like a dagger to his soul. His mother

expressed her fears that he had never thoroughly seen the evil of

his own heart, and that he had much to learn before he was ac-

quainted with himself:—to which he ventured to say, " / have seen

—to the very bottom of hell i" With this frame of mind, he took

a melancholy leave of his parents for the winter ; and it was a day

never to be forgotten in the life of Mr. Mills, nor in our recollection

of those splendid schemes of benevolence which characterized his

subsequent history, and to which the events of this day bore so

intimate a relation. What took place under his father's roof may
be easily conjectured ;—a scene, apparently of very little moment,
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and never unveiled till now—a scene the world would scarcely

deign to look at, but one on which God looks down with smiles—

a

scene, in which no prince or princess is the actor, but one which
princes might come down from their thrones to emulate :—a devout

and humble woman, wrestling with the Angel of the Covenant, and
as a prince obtaining power to prevail!

" The farewell to his mother drove her to her knees. There is

such a thing as special faith in prayer. It was such to this dear

saint, when she went to plead for her poor son. She felt his

sorrows and her own ; and God was pleased not only to show her

that all her help was in him, but to enable her to feel that to him
could her heart turn as her only God in covenant, and from him
could she find unutterable relief. She did not leave her closet, till

she found the full relief she sought, and till her mind was confi-

fidcntly assured that God would remember mercy for her child !

It ought to be recorded, that on that very morning, it pleased the

Holy Ghost, as she afterwards ascertained, to knock off the chains

from this unhappy prisoner, and introduce him into the liberty of

the sons of God. He had not gone far, before he had such a view
of the perfections of God, that he wondered he had never seen
their beauty and glory before. There was nothing in God now
which distressed him. He had lost all his opposition to the divine

sovereignty ; and such were his views of this adorable perfection,

that he could not refrain from exclaiming, ' O glorious sovereignty !

O glorious sovereignty !' He retired a small distance into the

woods, that he might be the more at liberty to contemplate the

character of God, and adore and extol his holy and amiable
sovereignty : but he here saw so much of God, that his mind was
almost lost in the overwhelming manifestation. The scene was
altogether new. There was a wonderful change either in God or

in him. Everything was gilded with light and glory ; and now and
then, as he gazed at the splendor and majesty of the divine char-

acter, he would still exclaim, ' O glorious sovereignty !' It does not

appear that in all this he was bribed into acquiescence. ' His mind
was so constantly occupied in viewing the perfections of God, and
in meditating on his word and works, and so continued for several

weeks, that he did not think of himself with any degree of con-
cern.' Such is the nature of genuine religion. It is far from
being indispensable to our cordial acquiescence in God's character

and government, to be persuaded that we are interested in his

mercy."*

* A new and revised edition of the Memoir of Mr. Mills has been recently issued from
the press of Messrs. Perkins and Marvin of this city, and well deserves the attention of

the religious public.
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AMUSEMENTS.

From the Spirit and Manners of the Age.

At a time when the mental resources of individuals were far

more limited than they are now, cards were introduced to remove
the ennui of the social scene. A taste for literature and science

has operated, it is true, to their exclusion from many companies
where they were once cordially admitted ; but, unhappily, their

influence is still very extensive. The writer has not unfrequently

heard the question mooted of late, ' What harm is there in cards V
Nor is he conscious of any difficulty in meeting the interrogation.

—Is there no harm, it may be replied, in the sacrifice of time ?

Are so many precious hours to be squandered with impunity 1 It

cannot be.

" Time, the supreme !—Time is eternity

;

Pregnant with all eternity can give
;

Pregnant with all that makes archangels smile
;

Who murders time, he crushes in the birth

A power etherial, only not adored."

The excitement of corrupt feelings, and the worst passions of the

human bosom, must also be mentioned. Who that is fond of ' play,'

has not marked the baleful look of scorn ? Who has not observed
the rising, perhaps the dominance of anger 1 Who has not listened

to mutual recriminations, to the boisterous triumphs of selfishness,

and to expressions which announced the subjugation of every

benevolent emotion ? And who does not know that the course of
gaming may be traced in perfidy and blood ? Instances are

numerous in which, like a fearful vortex, it has engulfed honor,

fortune, character, and life. Many a wretch, who now paces the

streets in abject penury, could tell of overwhelming losses to which
the domestic card-table was the precursor. Many an orphan is

struggling with insuperable difficulties, because his guardian, en-

chained by this vice, most treacherously betrayed his trust. And
many a widow is there, whose countenance accords with the
sableness of her attire, and from whose eyes would gush a torrent,

were you to allude to that which made her dearest friend a suicide.

It is granted that the results of this recreation, as it is termed, are

not always of this dismal character ; but it must be maintained,
that in no case whatever are they favorable to the interests of
morality, and that, to be safe from the bite of a venomous reptile,

it should be crushed in the egg. lie who would avoid precipitation

to the base of a rock, must not trifle on the summit ; and on this

principle we are required, by the highest authority, to 'abstain from
all appearance of evil.' No sooner do we look without dismay on
the semblance of what is wrong, than we are in danger of sinking

into the full reality, though we might previously have regarded it

with abhoirence.
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" Vice is a creature of such hideous mien,
That to be hated needs but to be seen

;

But seen too oft, familiar with her face,

We first endure, then pity, then embrace."

It is, therefore, at best but an ingenious fallacy to contend, that

because persons play in private parties, or for small sums, no injury

can arise ; since, by so doing, an avenue is kept open for all the

pestiferous accompaniments of an ensnaring, and often fatal amuse-

ment.

OS dancing it would be unjust and injurious to speak in mild and

equivocal terms. Nothing can be more absurd than the pretext for

its necessity so commonly stated, that it is indispensable to easy

and graceful manners; for many are destitute of them who have

been initiated by fashionable teachers, and others, who have not

been, have possessed this attraction. Were it otherwise, the result

ought to be inestimably valuable, to be commensurate with the

inevitable sacrifice. Of what may a woman, entering the public

assembly in all the charms of loveliness, so well remind us, as the

victim of former times, garlanded with flowers, approaching the

altar ? Health, which casts over that countenance so many beau-

teous hues, and which gives to that step so much elasticity and
firmness, must suffer, and may be lost, in such midnight revelries.

To this, the usual attire may greatly contribute, while it cannot be

assumed without impairing the delicacy of its wearer
;
giving scope

to the feelings of pride, and to the love of display, which it is of vast

importance to repress, and assisting to induce habits of extrava-

gance at variance with honor and peace. Nor can it be denied
that other emotions frequently have birth, of an order, if possible,

more exceptionable. Struggles for precedency, the exultation at-

tendant on personal distinction, the proud consciousness of supe-

riority in dress, in skill, or in immediate association ; the efforts at

mortifying others, which frequently inflame the passions, and vio-

lently agitate the whole frame, and betray a state of mind and of

heart which every lover of his species should strive to avert.

Strange is the infatuation which conceals the fact, that every

departure from the appropriate sphere of moral principle makes
way for others ; and that the most fearful consequences may result

from an aberration which once seemed inconsiderable. Still more
so is it when it is not seen, that, having proceeded far from the line

of rectitude, the individual is in imminent danger of a lapse, which
once would have been deemed impossible. Not unfrequently do the

public journals describe to us some of the miseries of violated

engagements, and heart-reading scenes of pollution and wo, which
had never met the eye of the mind, had it not been for the vain

imagination that a small part of what is manifestly evil may be
good;—had not circumstances been permitted and applauded, in

which they undoubtedly originated.
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The limits of this paper will allow of but few remarks on theatri-

cal representations ; and indeed, they would be inappropriate

to its subject, since they have no solid claim to the character
of amusements. For recreation, we must repair to other sources.

The stage can neither relieve the mind from severe atten-

tion, nor recruit the animal spirits by an agreeable suspension of
effort ; its effort, on the contrary, is the excitement of the passions,

which is always attended by a feverish restlessness, and followed by
painful exhaustion. A sanguine hope is entertained by many that

the attractions of the theatre are on the decline. It is an in-

teresting feature of the present age, that notwithstanding every ex-

ertion on the part of managers in our towns, they often receive much
less encouragement than they have been accustomed to experience.
And there are reasons for thinking that this will be increasingly the
case, from the want of dramatic materiel. Tragedy has long been
on the wane, and Comedy is now rapidly declining. Not a few
characters which amused the play-goers of thirty or forty years ago,

are too gross to be tolerated now, when the licentiousness of speech
and compositions, then so common, is becoming extremely rare. In
the lapse of years, there has been not only an improvement in deli-

cacy of feeling, but also a diminution of those personal peculiarities,

to the embodying of which the actor looks for his highest fascination

and applause. In the intercourse, and especially the mental im-
provement of society, a sort of homogeneity of character has been
induced, which will render difficult the comedians finding new parts,

and which will give to many of those now exhibited with eclat, an
unnatural air. A glimpse of a period in which the influence of the

stage shall be greatly diminished, is truly animating to a benevolent
mind. Those who are acquainted with its history, drawn not by
the hand of interested panegyrists, but by that of truth, need enter-

tain no apprehension that a commensurate evil can arise from its

ruins. On the contrary, when the sound is heard, " It is fallen,"

the most powerful engine ever devised for the destruction of man's
dearest interests will have been demolished.

If it is asked on what principle amusements should be selected,

the words of an eminent individual will furnish an appropriate reply :—" If there is something wholesome in them which almost refuses

corruption ; if the advantage they produce balance their mischief; "if

by scattering their oils around, they contribute to smooth, without

poisoning the waves of life ; if their direct or chance expense does

not break in upon that treasury which every man keeps for his

neighbor ; if they are not so closely allied to the amusements of the

bad as to break down the wall of partition between us and them ; if

they have no tendency to wean society from more profitable employ-

ments ; if, lastly, they do not encroach on that handful of time be-

stowed on man to do the business of eternity.—If all this be true of

any of them, I will say of him who uses them, he may be a Chris-

tian, and a good Christian, but I shall think him the most distin-
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guished Christian who uses them the least. The good, like the

great man, (why, alas ! are not the terms convertible 1) will ever

seek his pleasures in the field of his duties, and, though he suffers

mere amusement, will seldom court it."

THE CHARACTER AND MISERY OF AN IRRELIGIOUS YOUTH.

From the (English) Youth's Magazine.

" I never look at an irreligious young person," observed a most

pious and estimable individual, " without cherishing a feeling of pure

and unmixed pity ; and when I think of the idle habits he forms, of

the improper associations he cultivates, of the unsubstantial and per-

nicious plcasuresJie pursues, and of the amount of good he might be

rendered instrumental in securing, were he governed by the princi-

ples of the Gospel, the impression produced on my mind, is at once
mournful and overpowering." This remark is equally just and in-

controvertible, though at the same time, it is scarcely possible for us

to assent to its truth, without being the subjects of depressing and
painful emotions. I do not feel solicitous to lessen the dignity of

youth ; to deface the beauty and tarnish the lustre of the youthful

character ; or to indulge in censorious and splenetic remarks, in re-

lation to the habits, the conversation, the deportment, and " the ru-

ling passions" of young people; but it must excite the profound and
unmingled regret of every person of sober and accurate reflection,

and especially of enlightened and devout feeling, to perceive so in-

considerable a number of those, who are encircled by all the beauty,

richness, and splendor of " the vernal season of life," sitting at the

feet of Jesus; breathing the lovely and celestial spirit of the Gospel;

discovering that humility, decision, energy, sweet simplicity of char-

acter, and entire consecration of their powers, attainments, and re-

sources, to the divine Redeemer, by which commanding features a
child of God is at once beautified and distinguished.

Young people, who have left ' vanity fair;' whose conversation is

emphatically in heaven ; whose tone of hallowed and devout feeling

is at once unequivocal and commanding ; who discover the mind of
Christ wherever they go; and who are unceasingly solicitous to ex-
hibit the matchless beauty and the unsearchable riches of Jesus to

those around them, without any regard to age, sex, or capacity, are,

in the most painful sense, " strangers in the earth"—resem-
bling green and fertile spots in the desert of human life ; and while
these are beauteous and luxuriant, all around discovers complete
drought, aridity, and desolation.

Asa minister of Christ, when I meet with young persons, I do not

feel desirous of knowing, in the first place, whether they possess a

variety of exterior or minor attractions. 1 like to meet with a youth
of intelligence, who is extensively acquainted with literature and
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science, and who has perused with attention and delight the publica-

tions of our best authors. I like to converse with a young person of

genuine talent, whose taste has been diligently cultivated, whose

judgement is vigorous, whose understanding is comprehensive,

and whose tone of thinking is manly and powerful. I like to

meet with an amiable youth, who discovers the utmost urbanity

of manners, kindliness of feeling, and loveliness of disposition to-

wards all with whom he associates. I am happy in meeting with

an accomplished and interesting female, who is conversant with

the polite arts, and who blends simplicity and modesty with all her

accomplishments ; but if the spirit of the Saviour be wanting, we
may most appropriately and emphatically apply the langnage of the

wise man, " Vanity of vanites, all is vanity." That is wanted, with-

out which young people, however intelligent, gifted, amiable, and ac-

complished, are poor and miserable, blind and naked—in a state of

complete spiritual destruction—of mournful wretchedness—of deep

and fatal ignorance--and without provision for life, death, or eternity.

An irreligious youth is a pitiable object, because he isdevoidof that,

which he indispensably and uniformly requires. He is traversing a

wilderness ; consequently he wants one who is qualified to conduct

him, to preserve him from peril, to cheer and invigorate his spirits, and

to stimulate him onwards amidst all the difficulties and calamities of

the way. He is in a trackless forest, and he will find it utterly im-

possible to penetrate its profound and numerous recesses, and to es-

cape the imminent and fearful dangers by which he is encompassed,

unless one be with him, who is perfectly acquainted with the intricacies

of the way, and who can follow all its windings, and avert all its evils

A young person, while he continues below, is in the enemy's country,

where there are numerous snares laid ; the most subtle temptations

presented: and the most alluring and fascinating inducements held

out ; consequently he requires " the wisdom which cometh down
from above ;" which is divine in its nature, unerring in its directions,

and most efficacious in its influence. He wants armour, and the

Christian panoply is the only defence that will render him invulnera-

ble. He wants " the sword of the Spirit," and the shield of faith,

or else he will be easily vanquished by his deadly foes.

If these remarks be accurate, the writer of this unpretending

essay is perfectly warranted in affirming, that an irreligious youth is,

morally and spiritually, in a state of utter and dreadful destitution.

He wants the best principles to govern him ; the best feelings to

purify him, the best motives to incite him ; the best guide to direct

him ; the best friend to cheer and invigorate him ; the best armor to

constitute a sure and constant defence ; the best enjoyments to com-

pose and animate him ; amidst all the afflictions and calamities of

time; and the best hopes to brighten the passage that conducts to

the tomb, and to unfold to his astonished and enraptured view, the

unclouded splendors of immortality. My beloved young friends, be

assured by one, who writes at least in his own humble estimation

sincerely and experimentally on this subject, that it is the approving
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and benignant smile of Jesus, which constitutes the felicity of earth,

and the unmingled bliss of the celestial Paradise ; and if you feci

any solicitude that moral beauty should he imparted to your charac-

ter ; that a halo of pure and resplendent glory should encircle your

brow
; that true, indeed divine, dignity should he associated with your

plans, habits and proceedings ; that substantial and exquisite enjoy-

ment should be realized, amidst all the fluctuations of time, and all

the calamities that are incident to mortality ; that perfect security

should be possessed in the season of difficulty, in the period of temp-

tation, in the chamber of suffering, and in the event of nature's dis-

solution, you must bear an evident and a striking resemblance to that

matchless Saviour, who is emphatically " the chief among ten thou-

sands, and the altogether lovely." I uniformly commiserate the

mournful condition of a man devoid of the spirit of the Gospel, be-

cause I know, that if he is not wretched now, the period will speedily

arrive, when wretchedness will be his portion forever ; but when I

see a profane or an impious youth, my feelings of commiseration are,

if possible, still more powerfully excited."

NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

1. First Lessons in Intellectual Philosophy, or a Familiar Ex-
planation of the Nature and Operations of the Human Mind. First

American Edition, adapted to the use of Schools. By Rev. Silas

Blaisoale. Boston : Lincoln &, Edmands, 1629. pp. '358,

The science of Intellectual Philosophy has been not unfrequently
-

regarded as of too abstruse a character, and as, at present, in too

unsettled a state, to merit much attention from any but professed

students. The " First Lessons" are however an attempt to exhibit

the general principles of the science, in a form adapted to common
use, and presented in such a manner as to be attractive to (he young.

The conversational form, so popular for other similar purposes, has

been adopted. The work is perhaps rather remarkable for a copi-

ousness and felicity of illustration, which elucidates almost every

topic, and gives variety and interest to the whole. The system of

Dr. Brown constitutes the basis of the arrangement ; the truths are

however presented in a style and manner quite the reverse of his,

and questions are added at the bottom of every page, for the benefit

of learners.

A word in regard to the two objections above mentioned, as some->

times made against the general introduction of this study. First, its
.

abstruseness, instead of an objection, is quite the reverse. It ena^-

bles the science to furnish a discipline to the thinking powers, which

nothing else can give, and prepares the mind to enter upon the con~
sideration of moral subjects, with far greater energy and effect.
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As to the uncertainty attending metaphysical inquiries, there is

far less of it than is often supposed. It is weil known that the chair

of Moral Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh has been almost

the throne of Metaphysics, for England and America. The succes-

sive monarchs of the dynasty have each endeavored to erect his em-
pire, in some degree, at least, upon the ruins of his predecessor's,

and each has generally bestowed as much of his attention upon the

little which he wished to demolish, as upon the far greater portion

which he was ready to confirm. Men frequently dwell with more in-

terest upon the i'ew points on which they differ, than upon the many
in which they agree ; and the metaphysical philosophers have

brought out a few spots of debatable ground, into a far more con-

spicuous rank than they deserve, when compared with the extensive

regions of which they have settled and harmonious possession, and

which are of undoubted beauty and fruitfulness. These regions,

the work of which we are speaking designs to occupy ; and they are,

almost entirely, regions of unquestioned truth.

2. The Veracity of the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles, when

compared,first, with each other, and second, with Josephus. By the

Rev. J. J. Blumt, Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, (Eng-

land.) First American Edition. Boston : Perkins and Marvin,

1821). pp. 127.

We have read this treatise with great satisfaction, and feel a

'pleasure in recommending it to the perusal of others.

The general argument, in its nature and objects, is substantially

the same with that pursued in reference to other portions of the

New Testament, by Paley, in his Hores Paulines—a work with

which every one should be familiarly acquainted. It is a popular

argument, and in the common concerns of life, has great influence.

,In courts of Justice, coincidence of circumstances, goes farther

. , Allan almost anything else, to establish the credibility of witnesses

with a jury. The principle involved in this argument is this

:

''In all spurious writings, agreement is the effect of contrivance

or design, and consequently, to use the words of Paley, " In examin-

ing the agreement between ancient writings, the character of truth

and originality is undesignedncss." The more indirect, minute, or

circuitous any coincidences may appear, the greater the evidence that

they are not the ellect of design. A coincidence in the productions

pf independent writers may be minute without being uncertain, un-

observed without being obscure, and oblique without being forced or

fanciful.

It is not our object, however, to give an exposition of this argu-

ment. Its nature and objects will be best seen, and its force most
readily felt, by attentively perusing the treatise before us. The
undesigned coincidences here noticed establish, beyond all con-

troversy, the fact, that the writers of the Gospels and the Acts of

the Apostles, were independent witnesses of the facts which they

relate, and that each wrote from personal knowledge of his subject

;
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and they cannot be contemplated, with the incidental remarks ac-

companying them, without a conviction, or an increased persuasion,

that the writings in which they are contained are true. None, of
common intelligence, will begin to read this work, without finishing

it. We hope it may have, as it deserves, an extensive circulation.

3. Macarius ; or Memoirs of a Naval Officer. Boston : Peirce

and Williams. 1830. pp. 54.

The story of Macarius is extracted from the Retrospect, a work
published several years since in this city, and may be familiar to

some of our readers. But those who are most familiar with it will,

we doubt not, be most gratified to learn that it is now published,

with notes and an appendix, in a little manual by itself. It shows
the excellence and power of religion, as exemplified in scenes of

peculiar temptation, and of great spiritual trial and conflict. It

presents an instance of untiring diligence in professional business,

amidst the toils and perils of the deep, united with unabated fer-

vency of spirit in serving the Lord. It will be read with interest

by all classes of Christians, but is specially adapted, as it is

designed, for circulation among seamen. All the profits derived

from it will be given to the American Seamen's Friend Society, for

promoting the objects of that important institution. We sincerely

hope it may increase the sympathies of Christians in behalf of naval

men, by showing that a life of godliness is practicable and lovely

even in them ; and that it may promote the spiritual good of many
who go down to the sea in ships, and do business on the mighty
waters. Then both the author and the compiler will find that

reward which, we doubt not, is dearest to their hearts.

4. Essays on the Present Crisis in the Condition of the American
Indians ; first published in the National Intelligencer, under the

signature of William Penn. Boston ; Perkins and Marvin. 1829.

pp. 112.

We read most of these essays, while they were going the rounds

of newspaper circulation ; and have again perused them, since their

collection and re-publication in their present form. And to say that

we are satisfied, gratified, and thankful to their author for the labor

he has bestowed on them, is not enough. Our feelings constrain us

to pause, and render thanksgiving to Almighty God, the Fountain

of light, and Author of all wisdom, grace, and strength, that he

has enabled the writer of these papers, whoever he may be, so clearly

and successfully to investigate the subject in question, and to rear

such a munition of facts and arguments, such a rampart of fire,

around the threatened, but sacicd enclosure of Indian rights. Per-

haps no papers of a similar character have been so frequently pub-

lished, and so extensively circulated in the United States, as these.

Still we are glad to see them collected in their present form. They
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are too valuable to be left to the transient and perishable columns

of a newspaper. They ought to be preserved, and transmitted to

other countries, and to future generations, that, if the impending

destruction be brought upon the Indians, it may be known that a

solemn and enlightened testimony was borne against it, and that

those who perpetrated or permitted the deed of oppression, did it

with their eyes open.

To think of replying to the considerations here urged, is out

of the question. It is manifestly impossible, and never will be

seriously attempted. We hope our national legislators will be

individually and severally served with a copy of this pamphlet. We
hope they may take the time and the trouble to read it, We hope

the collisions of party and passion may for a season subside, and

that the still small voice of reason and conscience may be regarded.

We hope and pray, that those, who will be called to decide the

questions here discussed, may pause and consider before they do

that which, once done, can never be undone, and which will be

pure to dravv down upon this great nation the reproaches of men,

and the just judgements of God,

5. A Sermon occasioned by the death of the Rev. Matthias

Brucn, preached in Bleecker-street Church, New-York, September

20, 1829. By Thomas H. Skinner. New-York ; J. Seymour.

1829. pp. 48.

This discourse was delivered at the united request of the be-

reaved Church of the lamented Bruen, and of the Executive Com-
mittee of the American Home Missionary Society. From the

declaration of the Evangelist, ' This spake he, signifying by what

death he should glorify God,' the author was led to show, " How
the saints die ; and how they glorify God by their death." In

general, it may be said,

" That the saints are in death what they were in life, only, as their circumstan-

ces are then wholly and wonderfully peculiar,there is a corresponding peculiarity

in their exercises and deportment. Death finds them what they are, and does

not make them diffeient, but only gives thein occasion for new and extraordin-

ary displays of their character. Their dying conduct, like their living, is

stamped with ' holiness to the Lord.' Whether their last hours are full of vic-

tory and mighty joy; or are only calm and peaceful ; or are hours of alternate

temptation and triumph, darkness and light; they are hours when the spirit

still obeys the divine will as the law of her being ; still confesses her guilt and

abases herself before the infinite Majesty and purity of God ; still witnesses

her supreme love of the divine excellence, her adoring gratitude for redemp-

tion, her self-renouncing faith in the great Sacrifice for the sins of the world,

her unshaken confidence in the promises of holy scripture, her utter disrelish

and loathing of the world as a portion, her supreme longing after perfect holi-

ness, her heaviness and sorrow for impenitent perishing men, her assurance of

a resurrection of the body, and of the complete and changeless blessedness of

the righteous, and misery of the wicked. These arc the elements of the saints

character in life, and they remain the same when he is dying, only they shine

Gut then ?vith a lustre as unwonted as tho occasion."
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Saints glorify God in their death, as in their life, by the exercise

and manifestation of holy affections.

" The power of exemplified holiness rises in proportion to the severity of its

trial. God is glorified indeed, when he is glorified in the fires of adversity. In

the light of these fires, holiness shines shove any other brightness seen in the

earth. But the supreme of evils, the king of terrors, the horror of the whole
living creation, is death—a name that stands for every thing appalling inearth

and in hell.—And does tha holiness of the saints prevail even against this ad-

versary ? Does it meet, and conquer, and in a sense abolish tiiis last and chiefest

foe ? Does it put on its brightest forms of mildness, and majesty, and gladness,

and triumph, as it joins itself in conflict with this leviathan of the universe?

It does, my brethren; and here is the glory which the saints give to God:
here is the excellency of power, the completion of moral evidence, the most
efficient of all testimonies to the truth, the importance, the infinite worth, the

absolute necessity of religion ; the loudest of all protests against the crime and
madness of a worldly life."

After several interesting reflections, Dr. S. proceeds to a more
direct application of the subject, and to give a brief account of the

life, the character, the dying agonies, and the abounding spiritual

consolations, of his departed brother. Gladly would we extract all

that he has said on this subject, that we might leave on our pages a

memorial of one so extensively and deservedly beloved. We must
confine ourselves, however, to two or three passages, setting forth

his intellectual and Christian character, and his religious senti-

ments.

" As to his intellectual character, he was so peculiar, that I have in vain
endeavored to put him into any class. The aspect of his n ind, like his counte-
nance, was beautiful ; its motions were easy, energetic, quick. He had a
sprightly and fertile fancy ; a pure taste ; an acute and accurate discernment
of the force of an argument, the spirit of his author, the beauties and deformi-
ties of composition. He loved literature rather than science; strength rather
than logical precision ; despatch and rapidity in discourse, rather tiian minute
and extended analysis. It was astonishing, the ease and success with which he
thought. What fine specimens of composition has he left us, written in about
as many hours as others would have deemed sufficient labor for the same number
of days. His sermons, always full of beauty, and often too, full of learning,
(that is, if the proper proof of learning in discourse be abundant allusions which
only learning can make.) were generally the product of a day, and sometimes
of a sitting. With such facility and speed he accomplished every tiling. His
manner of writing was better suited to the press than the pulpit, and his elocu-
tion discovered too much modesty and diffidence for the happiest effect. As a
public speaker he was rapidly rising, and promised to be second to almost none
of his brethren, as an eloquent and efficient advocate of the cause of our benev-
olent societies."

" His reading in divinity extended through tho various systems ; and he
neither received as truth, nor i ejected as error, what he had not considered in
its polemical connexions. He understood and embraced the faith usually called
Calvinistic ; but not with such a persuasion of having seen the whole truth,
as hindered the continuance of free and independent research. Hence he was
constantly making accessions to liie light, and diminishing the remaining dark-
ness and inconsistency of his theological scheme. The changes which look.

place in his creed ought rather to be called modifications or corrections—they
related to the philosophy, not to the facts and essential doctrines of relrgion

;

and were such as gave him freedom, pungency, and practical power in the.

pulpit,"
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a He had more fear than confidence, in regard to his spiritual state, though
he frit and confessed the obligation to be assured of his calling and election.

He was more ready to hear than to tell of spiritual manifestations and comforts

—happier in the eminent attainments of others, than in his own measures of

spirituality and grace. He loved revivals of religion ; rejoiced in opportunities

to put himself under their peculiar power, rendered God praise for their preva-

lence, and constantly prayed for their increase ; hut yet lamented that lie had

not more of the spirit of revivals, and was so afraid of his unfitness to labor where

these extraordinary effusions of the Spirit were enjoyed, that he tremblingly

entered upon any public service in such places.

'• He was aware of the peculiar temptations to an unspiritual kind of religion

that belong to the elevated circumstances and sphere of life for which he was
fitted and disposed by his cast of character, connexions, attainments, and advan-

tages ; and he was conscious that his communion with God and his religious

joy were not promoted by intercourse with the worldly great and honorable.

The best associates he knew to be the most spiritual minded ; and from the

heartless smiles and courtesies of the world, with what delight did he return to

the humble circle of prayerful and devoted christians. Goodness was before

greatness, nearness to God before the greatest elevation among men, according

to his judgment, his feeling, and his pctual preference. He had no alliances or

intercourse with men of distinction, which hindered him from loving and de-

lighting in the society of holy persons, however obscure. He abjured fashiona-

ble amusements, and loved the house of mourning rather than the house of

feasting."

7. The Proper Mode of Conducting Blissions to the Heathen.

A Sermon delivered before the Society for Propagating the Gospel

among the Indians and others in North America, Nov. 5, 1829.

By Benjamin B. Wisner, Pastor of the Old South Church in

Boston. Boston : Putnam and Hunt. 1829. pp. 44.

The Society for Propagating the Gospel among the Indians and

others in North America was incorporated by the Legislature of

Massachusetts in 1787. Its charter requires that " the incomes or

profits" of its funds be " applied to the purposes of propagating the

Gospel among the Indians in North America, and also among other

people who, through poverty or other circumstances, are destitute

of the means of religious instructions." The number of persons

named in the act of incorporation, as originally constituting the

society, is twenty-one, who, " with such others as they shall elect"

were made a body politic, and empowered to " purchase and hold

in succession, lands, tenements, and real estate of any kind, the

annual income and profit not to exceed the value of two thousand

pounds." At the time of the incorporation of this society, the

existence of Unitarianism in this region was unavowed, if not

unknown. The whole number of members at this time, according

to the list appended to the last annual report, is thirty-five. Ever

since Unitarianism in this region was brought to light, in 1815,

there has been, as there is now, a majority of Unitarians in this so-

ciety. Yet it always elected an Orthodox select committee, and all

the missionaries appointed by it, with possibly oii3 excaption, were,

so far as we have been able to ascertain, Orthodox, till since the

death of its late President, the Hon. William Phillips, who left
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the society a legacy of $5000. At the annual meeting which took

place on the week of his funeral, no chancre was made. But the

next year, the character of the select committee was reversed. And,
if we are correctly informed, the only two new missionaries that

have been appointed since that time, and previous to the late annual
meeting, were Unitarians. One of them, the Rev. Mr. Biumble-
comk of Norridgewock, Me., soon after his appointment, avowed
himself a Universalist, and joined the Universalist Convention of
Maine. For this act he has been stricken from the list of mis-

sionaries of this society, with what consistency can be best told by
its liberal members, who, of course, hold that no man is to be
censured for his religious opinions. We were quite disappointed at

finding no treasurer's report published the present year ; for we
hold it to be of the utmost importance that all our benevolent
societies account regularly and fully to the public*' for the funds
committed to their trust. From the report for 1827, it appears that,

in November of that year, the society had a permanent fund of
$2S,700, the "probable income" of which was stated to be 8IG59.
To this has since been added the legac} of the late Hon. William
Phillips, $5,000, making a total amount of permanent funds,

$33,700. The receipts of the society from other sources besides

the income of permanent fun-ds in 1827, were $152 88. Here,
then, is a fund of $35,000, given for the purpose of propagating
evangelical religion, that is henceforth, as fast as such an applica-

tion of its income can be safely made, to be devoted to the
propagation of Unitarianism.

Before this society, soon after it had commenced the course of
perversion above described, was preached the sermon now before

us. It is assumed by the author, on the authority of the text (Mic.
iv. I—4.) and numerous other predictions, that the time will come,
"when genuine Christianity, with its blessed influences on the
temporal condition and the eternal prospects of men, shall be
diffused among all nations." In acco i plishing this glorious revo-

lution, " the efficient agency will be that of the Holy Spirit ;" but
means must be used, and men must be employed in dispensing
them. How, then, shall this instrumentality be directed ?

" Shall our primary object be to civilize or to christianize the heathen ? And
when we come to teach them the doctrines of religion,—whether at the
commencement of our efforts for their improvement, or at a subsequent
period,—shall wo inculcate only the simpler and more general principles of
our faith? or shall we, at once, present and urge upon their acceptance its
most sublime and distinctive truths?"

Tn answer to these questions, the author shows conclusively, from
the directions of Christ, the example of the apostles, and from well

authenticated facts— in opposition to the opinions of some, who
would be wiser than the primitive preachers of the Gospel—that

the heathen nations must first be christianized,—and that, in

imparting to them Christianity, we must " at once present, and
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urge upon their acceptance, its most sublime and distinctive truths,

such as " the incarnation of the Son of God, the propitiation made
in his blood for the sins of the world, the lost condition of unre-

newed men, the necessity of their renovation by the Holy Spirit,

and the endless happiness or misery depending on the character

formed in the present life." The facts by which this latter position

is sustained are exceedingly interesting, as weli as convincing.

The following is an account of the conversion of a North American
Indian, under the instruction of a Moravian missionary.

"'When the missionary came to his tribe ' lie was,' says the history, ' the
greatest drunkard in the whole town ; lie was quite outrageous in sin, and had
even rendered himself a cripple by his debaucheries.' But soon he was re-

markably and permanently changed. ' The drunkard had learned to he sober
;

and the man, who was as savage as a bear, had become mild and peaceful as a
lamb. He afterwards gave the Brethren the following simple and instructive
' account of his conversion.' 'I,' said he, 'have been a heathen, and have
grown old among the heathen ; therefore I know how the heathen think.

Once a preacher came, and began to tell us that there was a God. We
answered him, saying, ' Dost thou think us so ignorant as not to know that ?

Go back to the place from whence thou earnest ?' Then another preacher
came to us, and began to say, ' You must not steal, nor lie, nor get drunk.' To
him we answered, ' Thou fool ; do3t thou think that we do not know that i

Learn first thyself, and then teach thy own people to leave off these practices;

for who steal, or lie, or are more drunken than the white men.' Thus we dis-

missed him. After some time brother Rauch* came into my hut, and sat down
by me. He then spoke to me as follows :

' 1 am come to you in the name of the

Lord of heaven and earth. He sends to let you know that he will make you
happy, and deliver you from the misery in which you at present, lie. For this

purpose he became a man, gave his life a ransom, and shed his blood for you.'

When he had finished his discourse, he lay down upon a board, fatigued by his

journey, and fell into a sound sleep. I then thought, ' What kind of a man is

this? There he sleeps. 1 might kill him, and throw him into the wood, and
who would regard it ? But this gives him no care or concern.' At the same
time, I could not forget his words. They constantly recurred to my mind.
Even when I slept, I dreamed of that blood which Christ shed for us. I found
this to be something different from what I ever heard before ; and I interpreted

brother Rauch's words to the other Indians. Thus, through the grace of God,
an awakening began among us. Brethren, preach Christ our Saviour, and his

sufferings and death, if you would have your ivords to gain entrance among,
the heathen.'' "t

ERRATA.

In our last namber, p. 642, sixth line from the bottom,- it is represented that Chubb-

" became a confessed infidel." The word " confessed " shoukl be omitted.

Page 645, twelfth line from the bottom, for " impossibility," read possibility.

* Christian Henry Rauch, the Moravian missionary who had been instrumental in his-

conversion.

f Brown's History of Missions, vol. i. pp. 396, 397.
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THE DECLINE, REVIVAL, AND PRESENT STATE OP EVANGELICAL

RELIGION IN GERMANY.*

The attention of the Christian public has, of late, been called

particularly and repeatedly to the great and interesting changes,

which religion and religious sentiments have undergone, within

from about sixty to eighty years, in that part of Europe of

which I am at this time to speak. We have had the appalling

sight of a Christian country deluged with infidelity, and all its

concomitants of licentiousness and vice. We have witnessed a

few noble spirits, a few names written, as we trust, in heaven,

engaged in a contest, long and fierce, Egainst a host of enemies

—

enemies as powerful and malicious, as subtle, decided and per-

severing as have ever been arrayed against the cause of truth.

We have heard the shout of victory raised by the enemy, echoing

from one end of the land to the other, proclaiming the supposed

extermination of the true religion of Christ. We have seen the

believers in Jesus, as a body, overwhelmed, and prostrated with

their faces to the dust, bearing their iniquity and the iniquity of

their fathers, ' and drinking at the hand of the Lord the cup of

his fury ' to the very dregs. We have heard their haughty

enemies say, ' Bow down, that we may go over ;' ' and they laid

their bodies as the ground and as the street to them that went

over.' ' Rase it, rase it,' was the universal shout of the adver-

saries in that gloomy time, when God drew back his hand, and

hid his face from his people; when he made them to pass through

the furnace of fire, ' to purge away their dross, and to take away
their tin.' But withal, we have seen the wrath of man to praise

* The writer of tlie following article, as will be inferred from the statements and mode
of expression, is a German. The account which he gives will be new and interesting to

our readers, and, it is presumed, may be relied on as correct.

VOL. III. NO. II. 8
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God, and the remainder thereof restrained. Zion is awaking

again, shaking herself from the dust, and, putting on her strength,

me< j ts in open contest, and with brightening hopes of victory, her

profane enemy, who had so proudly and so long ' defied the

armies of the living God.'

It is proposed to divide the subject into three parts. First

—

The declining state of religion in Germany during the latter half

of the last century. Secondly

—

Its revival aad growth, from
about 1804 to 1824. And thirdly

—

Its jiresent state.

1. The declining state of religion in Germany.
If we go back into the first half of the eighteenth century, and

examine the state of the Protestant churches in Germany, and

the spirit of the religious publications of the day, we shall find

much sound and deep practical piety in the community, and a

very animating spirit of devotedness, connected with purity of

doctrine, in the religious works then published. The writings of

Arndl, Spener, Franke, Tersteegon, Gerhard, and many others,

were admiiably calculated to excite and cherish true and unde-

filed religion in the churches. They exhibited divine truth with

a simplicity, faithfulness and power, worthy of the apostolic age.

But in the second half of the century, the religious publications

underwent generally a rapid and lamentable change. A most

surprising barrenness characterizes most even of the better works

published from 1760 and downward. The more they increased

in number, and rose in character, as compositions, the less they

seemed to contain to lead the sinner to Christ, or to animate and

benefit the believer. Sermons, hymn-books, prayer-books, and

other works for public and private use, as clear as water, and as

precise as any proposition in geometry, as cold also as the one,

and as unproductive of religions feeling as the other, were daily

pouring in upon the public, to supplant those precious guides to

heaven which had so long been instrumental in building up the

church of Christ. Particularly striking is the unequalled deceit-

fulness of many of these publications. In various instances, it was

not only difficult, but absolutely impossible fairly to unmask the

author, and to convict him of unchristian sentiments, so well he

knew how to hide himself under a show of piety and orthodoxy.

And yet, the certain effect of these books was to divest a man,

before he was aware of it, of all belief in the Bible as a revelation

from God, and in Christ as a divine person, and the Redeemer of

lost men.

Whoever is acquainted with the state of German theology at

that time, will easily account for these facts. The theological

skepticism of Semler and his companions had captivated the

greater part of the ministry. Doubts or secret unbelief as to a

positive divine revelation, possessed their hearts, controlled their

reason, and guided their pens. The skepticism of some of the
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English philosophers and rationalists, and the infidelity of the

French philosophers, could not remain without effect. They had

read Shaftesbury, Tindal, Morgan, Chubb and Hume; Whitby,

Taylor, and Clarke; Voltaire, the Encyclopedists, and the author

of the System of Nature (Systeme de la Nature). And if the

German philosophy counteracted, in any measure, the influence

of these men, and saved the ministry from universal skepticism

and atheism, it stripped the weaker, i. e. the greater part, of what

belief they yet had in any of the strictly revealed truths. To the

courts of Germany, it is well known an example of infidelity was

set, by Joseph II., the Roman emperor, and Frederic I., king of

Prussia—men, whose influence was the more powerful, as they

united some excellencies of character, as men and as monarchs,

with an utter neglect, if not contempt of religion. Through the

lower and middle classes of society, especially about the Rhine,

irreligion and vice was effectually spread by the French emigrants

at the close of the century. Nor were injurious examples wanting

among some men of learning and reputed piety. Gellert, the

father of modern German poetry, whose religious hymns are yet

used and admired, once tried himself in novel-writing, and com-
posed a number of very tedious plays for the moral improvement

of the German stage. He wanted " to make the devil pious," as

Luther says, but did not succeed. We will charitably suppose

that he did not know what he was doing.

The consequences of ail this might easily have been predicted.

Through the influence of unrestrained depravity, the morals

of society rapidly declined. The religious state of the com-
munities grew worse from year to year ; and the preaching

heard from most of the orthodox pulpits was far enough from

being able to counteract the spirit of the times. Gospel truth

was, indeed, proclaimed by many as yet ; but not constantly,

not the whole, not in its fulness, not with close and fearless

application. Christian morals, the favorite subject, was preached

by some of the best men to a disproportionate and sometimes

an almost disgusting degree. Take, for instance, Zollikofer,

the great Coryphaeus of pulpit eloquence among the reformed

churches in Germany. In all his published sermons, I have

not seen one on any of the distinguishing doctrines of the Gospel.

In 1783, he published two volumes of sermons " On the Dignity

of Man," when there was much more reason to publish as

many ' On the Depravity of Man.' This dignity, according

to the first sermon, consists in reason, liberty, activity, growth

of perfection, immortality, his relation to God, he. This relation

is the image of God which man possesses. (Not a word about

his having lost it.) This image of God is the ground of man's
relation to Christ, as his friend, brother, relative, as making
man a member of Christ's body, of one mind with him, &ic. J
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will give a few more of the subjects of his sermons, in the first

Volume of that work. The first was " On the Dignity of Man,

and wherein it consisted." II. "What is opposed to that Dig-

nity." III. " How does the Christian Religion restore the Dignity

of Man .
?" This seems to imply that his dignity was lost ; but

no: for it restores it, 1. By throwing light upon our relation to

God ; 2. It teaches us what an interest God takes in the welfare

of man, what he did for him, and what he still does. Here the

coming of Christ is just touched upon, in three or four lines,

whilst the dealings of God with the patriarchs, the people of

Israel, he, is largely exhibited. 3. It throws light upon the

providence and government of God. 4. It makes the dignity of

man conspicuous in the person of Christ, and in his conduct and

destiny, as the head and restorer of our race. 5. It teaches the

great doctrines of immortality and eternal life. This is the

manner in which the Christian religion restores the dignity of

man. Can a more ' uncertain sound ' be given ? Then follow

sermons on the following subjects : On the value of life ; of

health ; of riches ; of honor ; of the pleasures of sense ; of spi-

ritual enjoyment ; of devotion ; of sensibility ; of virtue, &tc. In

the confession of faith, proposed to a young prince at his con-

firmation, not one of those doctrines is mentioned, which distin-

guish the Christian religion from Rationalism, Unitarianism, or

any other Monotheism.

Much better is Francis V. Reinhardt, one of the best preachers

Germany ever had. He entered upon his theological career as

an acute thinker, and a skeptical inquirer ; but came out a

believing, pious theologian and Christian. He touches frequently

upon the doctrines of the Gospel, even at the earlier period of his

life ; and whenever he does so, he is unequivocally orthodox. But

he never gave these doctrines that prominence which they deserve,

until perhaps from the year 1810, when his mind became fully

satisfied with regard to them. He was, however, too much of a

moralist. His sermons are exceedingly interesting and improving

to the Christian ; and if he had lived in the millenium, when

the devil will be bound, and cast into the bottomless pit, and shut

up to deceive the nations no more, his preaching would have

been well adapted to his audience, and to the state of things.

But when it was emphatically the hour of the enemy, and the

power of darkness ; when the very gates of hell seemed to be

open, to let loose upon half Europe all which was subtle, mali-

cious and ruinous ; then was a clearer sound needed, to rouse the

slumbering or disheartened disciples of Christ, and to rally them

around the standard of the cross. I might proceed to characterize

Spalding, and some other preachers of that age, but my limits will

not permit. They all labor, in a greater or less degree, under the

same difficulty. Their sermons are little more than moral essays,
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addressed to men as though they were almost, if not altogether,

in a safe condition. The character of an unconverted audience,

and the peculiar and important office of the law in the conversion

of the sinner, were not understood.

Thus, whilst religion had but a (e\v, and those timid defenders,

Rationalism, as may he supposed, had hold and daring advocates

in abundance. The higher literary characters promulgated the

new doctrines as professors and authors ; while men of less weight

and learning inculcated them in the pulpit, each in his own way,

mixed up with as much orthodoxy, or clothed in as orthodox a

phraseology, as the supposed prejudice of his congregation woidd

require. In many places, persons of this description occupied

the whole ground ; whilst in others, they had the dissatisfaction of

seeing the progress of their pretended reformation checked, by

the orthodox preaching of some superstitious mystics, as they

termed them. By the governments, Rationalism was rather fos-

tered than opposed, and the universities soon came out boldly on

its side. Periodicals either took no notice of religion, or were

decidedly opposed to it, and especially to every appearance of a

revival, which they deemed the height of folly and fanaticism.

The reading part of the community were diverted from the

subject of religion by the impulse which every science and art

was receiving at that time, and especially by those sweeping

revolutions in the departments of metaphysics and philosophy.

And whosoever felt a desire after something better than mere
speculation, usually look up with that sentimental religion (if it

deserves the name) of which De Wette was the advocate—

a

sickly, sterile, undefinable abortion of metaphysics, unproductive

of anything good or holy in life or emotion, but doubtless the only

refuge of those who find no rest in philosophy, and seek none in

revelation.

Religion, then, in the proper sense of the word, soon became
almost entirely unknown. The Bible was neglected in families.

To young persons of education or polished manners, it would
have been a disgrace so much as to own one. Public worship

was deserted ; the sabbath was profaned by every kind of busi-

ness, the opening of theatres, ball-rooms, &ic. ; and vice and
licentiousness increased to a most alarming degree.

Still God had some faithful witnesses in Germany, even at that

period of infidelity. The names of those theologians and critics

who have distinguished themselves in the defence of truth are too

well known to be mentioned here. In the lower classes of society

there were humble disciples of Christ, some praying and weeping
in secret places over the desolations which they witnessed, and
some enjoying communion with their Saviour, in a happy igno-

rance of what was transacting upon the literary and theological

stage of Germany. Switzerland, Wiirtemberg, some parts of
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Prussia, .and all the places to which Moravian influence extended

itself, \v;re never wholly in possession of the pretended reformers.

A happy influence was exerted by another sect, cnlled Pietists,

who resided principally in the kingdom of Wiirtemberg. A small

number of literary men of the first character seemed destined

also to make a narrow escape. As they are not generally known

in America, it may be gratifying to hear the names of some of

them, accompanied with a few brief remarks respecting their

characters.

Albert von Haller, the author of the immortal but unfinished

poem ' On Eternity,'' was one of this number. " It was in the

defence of religion and revelation," says a biographer of his, who

was himself a professed unbeliever, " that Haller spent the last

powers of his mind. From his youth up, lie cherished a deep

reverence for religion, and the study of the New Testament had

ever been a regular business with him. In his life and in his

writings, he proved a zealous friend and an able defender of

revealed truth." In his old age, he was troubled with doubts

respecting his state. " Anxiously concerned about his soul,"

continues the same biographer, "and bowed down under a sense

of his guilt, it was at last only in prayer that he could find that

strength and consolation which he so much needed." The Ro-

man emperor, Joseph II., on his return from France, took a

circuitous route for the single purpose of seeing Haller. Finding

him surrounded with books and manuscripts, the emperor asked

him whether the labor did not fatigue him, and whether he con-

tinued to make poems? "This was one of the sins of my
youth," replied Haller ;

" only a Voltaire can make verses in his

eightieth year." Soon after the emperor's visit, a neighboring

clergyman called to congratulate him on the honor which he had

received. The old man simply replied, " Rejoice if your names

are written in heaven." In his diary he wrote, " Something

flattering has happened to my vanity and pride, but let me, O
God, not forget, that my happiness does not depend on man, from

whose favor or displeasure I shall, a few moments hence, have

nothing more to hope or to fear. Let me remember, that the

only true happiness is to know thee, to have secured thy grace,

and to have in thee a reconciled God and Judge." In December,

1777, he wrote in his diary, " This is probably the last time that

I shall use a pen. I cannot conceal it, that the view of the

approaching Judge is awful to me. How shall I stand before

Him, since I am not so prepared for eternity as I think every

Christian ought to be. O my Saviour, be thou my Intercessor

and Redeemer in this fearful hour. Give me the assistance of

thy Spirit, to guide me through the awful valley of death, and

when I die, may I, like thee, exclaim, triumphantly and full of
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faith, ' It is finished : Father, into thy hands I commit my
spirit.' " He died in a calm state of mind, December 12, 1777.

John G. Hamann, (born August 27, 1730, at Konigsburg in

Prussia,) a man whose superior talents and extensive information,

as well as something mysterious in his character and life, have

made him of late an object of the deepest interest in Germany, is

another instance. During his life, he and his works remained

unknown. It was not until after his death, and at the repeated

appeals of Herder, Jean Paul, and Jacobi to the public, that his

writings attracted notice. They were sought for, but in vain
;

they had disappeared, and a new edition is yet to revive them.

He deeply lamented the miserable condition of his generation.

" O," he exclaimed, " what a negative age is this ! What hosts

of negative men ! All are bent upon taking away, none will

give ; all seek to destroy, none will build up. There is no

seriousness in them, it is all levity ; no dignity, it is all railing; no

frankness, it is all deception."

Matthias Claudius, (born 1740, at Rheinfield,) shines like the

morning star among the small number of literary men who
escaped the contagion of the day. He lived, at first, as a private

man at Wansbeck, near Hamburg. Afterwards he enjoyed the

small income of an office, at the Bank of Holstein at Altona.

His literary acquisitions commanded the respect of his enemies;

whilst his decided Christian character, and his sound views of the

Gospel, exasperated them to a very high degree. At first, his

communications appeared in several periodical works, especially

in the Messenger of Wansbeck (Der Wansbecker Bote). After-

wards he collected them, and, with a few additions, published

them in four volumes.* They are of a very peculiar kind, but

perfectly adapted to the character of a postman, or letter-carrier,

which he assumed in the work, although easily misunderstood by
readers not acquainted with existing circumstances. He is often

humorous, but his humor is never offensive, or inconsistent with

the faith or character of a Christian. He exhibits, everywhere, a

soundness of religious sentiment, a purity of doctrinal views, and a

depth of Christian experience, equally surprising and animating.

"After the Bible," says Tholuck, " I love Claudius better than

any other book." He died in 1815, at the advanced age of

seventy-five.

The famous Count von Stollberg was a most interesting char-

acter. He was a man of a sound and a powerful mind, of

superior acquisitions, and of decided and ardent piety. We
should be unable to account for his transition from the Protestant

to the Roman Catholic church, had he not lived in an age when
the most provoking unfairness in religious controversy, and a

* With the title, " The Works of the Messenger, or Postman, of Wansbeck."
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settled hatred to vital piety, prevailing almost throughout Ger-

many, seemed to extinguish the hope of ever seeing religion

revive in either of the two Protestant denominations. With good

people in the lower classes of society, he probably never came in

contact. He was ever ready to bear his testimony in behalf of

truth, and deeply lamented the miserable state of things. In one

of his letters (1788,) he says, " In a certain sublime sense it may
be said, that truth needs no defence. But her objective invinci-

bleness is a poor consolation for the philanthropist, and especially

for a father, who has reason to fear the approach of times when
his children shall have to dwell among baptized, and perhaps even

among unbaptized heathen. That new-fashioned, half-Christianity,

which makes the Son of God only the greatest and best of God's

messengers, cannot stand, since the Bible opposes it on every

side. Nor can Naturalism endure, that monster of a system,

borne up by vapors which every wind may dissipate, and every

sunbeam dissolve. But still, decided pyrrhonism (skepticism) and

practical atheism on the one hand, and blind superstition on the

other, may dwell so close together as to leave no room for

religion, and so drive her out again into the desert. However,

there is yet one hope left to us. The time may come when true

Christians shall unite themselves; when the fatal consequences of

infidelity will become conspicuous ; and men, chased from error

to error, and from doubt to despair, will return to the simple,

heavenly wisdom of the Bible." In 1790, be wrote to the well

known Jacobi to furnish him with an instructer for his children.

" When you write to your brother, or sister," says he, " tell them

that I will have no Neologian, though he be as learned as

Aristotle, and as wise and virtuous as Xenophon. On this subject

1 am intolerant. I do not care whether he has studied theology

or law; whether he is a Lutheran or a Calvinist: but he must be

a true believer in the Gospel. I would rather have an honest

Atheist, if there be any, than such an empty talker, made vp of
belief and unbelief as most of our theologians now are."

I shall mention but another individual, Henry Jacobi, who has

acted such a conspicuous part in the philosophical revolutions in

Germany, and who has brought philosophy and religion nearer

together than any other metaphysician of his time. Whether he

was a true Christian until near the close of life, there is reason to

doubt ; but he is an interesting character to the Christian ob-

server, a man of high sensibilities, and an anxious, persevering

inquirer after truth. He felt the need of something better than

what the spirit of his age could give him. He knew it was in the

Bible, and in the Bible only, but how to find it there he did not

know. He labored under the common difficulty of philosophical

inquirers ; religion was too nigh unto him, in his mouth, and in his

heart, while he sought it with the telescope through the boundless
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space of the universe. In the year 1817, he wrote to one of his

friends, who entertained similar views and feelings with himself, as

follows :
" With your complaints about the unsatisfactory nature

of all our speculations I most heartily, though sorrowfully agree.

I know, however, no other counsel than to speculate and philoso-

phize right on. There is a singular religious commotion through-

out Europe, especially in Germany. I hear much respecting it

from travellers who visit me, hut can never ascertain anything

definite. Very lately I received a call of the two sons of Bishop

Sack in Berlin. They are excellent young men. They hold fast

the word of God, and the younger is specially zealous for it.

With him I entered into conversation on the subject as earnestly

and deeply as I could, in order to ascertain how to get that

religion which he possessed : For the requisite directions I

thought he must, at any rate, be able to give. He saw that I was

sincere, that I concealed nothing from him, and that no presump-

tion, or pride, or vanity, would prevent me from exchanging

cheerfully my frail, speculative religion, for one positive and

founded on historical facts, as his was. He saw it, and could not

conceive why I did not do so. At last he saw no other alternative

than to retire into the fortification of his individual experience and

feelings, and to shut the door against me." In another letter,

written the same year, he says, " My mind now stands thus : I

am fully satisfied that he who wants the piety of the fathers, must

tvant their belief also. But how I am to want that sound, solid,

plain piety in such a manner as really to obtain it, I do not know."
In another place in the same letter, he says, " There must be

something higher and nobler, and capable of being apprehended

and possessed by men, and communicated to others, or it is not

worth while that a theologian or a philosopher should open his

mouth and, talk. I hear inquiries made, on every side, after this

something; but I hear no satisfactory answer given to them."

Towards the close he says, " You see, my dear, that I am still

the same ; a thorough heathen in my understanding, but with my
whole heart a Christian. 1 am swimming between two oceans of

heterogeneous elements. They will not unite to support me in

common. As the one raises me up, so the other always carries

me down as;ain into the deep." Before his dying hour ap-

proached, Jacobi prayed ; and he humbly blessed God for that

grace which permitted him to pray ; and declaring grace to be

his refuge and his hope, he departed. May he not be wanting in

the realms of peace and glory !

I cannot conclude this part of the subject without adding, what

indeed might be presumed, that in several instances a powerful

voice was raised against Neologism by the very enemies of ortho-

doxy. The glaring inconsistency of that system would not remain

unnoticed by irreligious men of a sound mind. The following re-
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marks of Lessing, who has written one of the most outrageous

books :<gai.ist religion, will be found interesting. They are mostly

taken from his letters, alihough I owe them to another source.

Speaking of the old and new system of theology, he expresses

himself thus, "
I am not at all of the opinion that the unclean water,

which has long since been good for nothing, should be preserved
;

but I would not have it poured away, until we know where to take

clean water. I would not have it heedlessly poured out, 1 say, and

then be obliged to bathe the child in dung water. For what is

the new theol >gy, else than dung water, when compared with the

unclean water ol the Orthodox system ! I agree with you, that

the old system is false ; but I am not yet ready to admit that it is

a patch work of half philosophers and buncklers. There is not a

thing in the world against which sagacity has tried herself so well,

as against this system. The new fashioned system wsuch a patch-

work." Again, " There was a wall of separation fixed between

religion and philosophy, behind which every one could comforta-

bly go along without incommoding the rest. But what do they

now? They tear down this wall ; and under the pretence of ma-

king us reasonable Christians, they make us most unreasonable phi-

losophers." Again, " Reason must decide, in the first place, wheth-

er a book is a revelation, or not ; but when this question is answered

in the affirmative, and she finds things in her revelation which she

cannot explain, this must rather be an argument in its favor, than

against it. Verily, the man is yet to appear, who shall attack reli-

gion on the one side, and he who shall defend it on the other, in

that manner which the impoitance of the subject requires,—with

all the knowledge, all the love for truth, and all the seriousness it

demands." In another place he says, " The speculative theolo-

gian may indeed be startled by an objector ; but may the Christian ,
?

No, not he. The former may be perplexed, when the props on

which his system rested are struck awa). But what has the

Christian to do with the hypotheses, proofs, and explanations of

this man ? If religion exists for nobody else, it exists at least for

him;—he feels it so truely and deeply, and it renders him so

happy. When the paralytic experiences the beneficial effect of

the electric spark ; what does he care, whether Nollet is right,

or Franklin, or neither of the two ? The Christian is the bold con-

queror, who leaves the frontier fortresses behind him, and takes

possession of the country : the speculative theologian is the timid

hireling, who dashes his head against their walls, and never sees the

land. If Christ is not ' the true God,' then the Mohammedan
religion is unquestionably an improvement upon the Christian, and

Mohammed was a much greater and worthier man than Christ

;

more faithful, more cautious, and more zealous for the glory of

the one God. For supposing that Christ never pretended to be God,

still he uttered a hundred equivocal sentiments to lead the simple
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into that error : whereas Mohammed was never guilty of such am-
biguities." Only one quotation more :

" Man is made for action,

a ul not for empty speculation. Bui on that very account, he is

fond of the latter, and neglects the former. His wickedness will

always prompt him to do what he ought not to do, and his daring

lead him to that which he cannot. Infatuated mortals ! Thai which

is above your comprehension may exist, but not for you. Turn
your looks within yourselves ; within you are those unfathomable

mines, in which you may lose yourselves with profit. Here learn

the weakness and the strength, the secret windings, and the bold

ontbreakings of your passions. Here organize that empire, in

which you shall be at the same time both subject and king."

These were the feelings of an avowed eremy to religion. Here
and there a pious man, or one of a sound, consistent mind would

also raise his voice; but they were all drowned. The state of

things became worse every year, until 1804,—where 1 presume, is

the turning point of light and darkness, and where our second in-

quiry begins.

Early in 1804, a correspondence was opened be'ween the Brit-

ish and Foreign Bible Society, and certain influential and pious

citizens of Nuremberg, in the circle of Franeonia, in which corres-

pondence one hundred pounds wereoffered by the former, if a similar

institution should be established in that place. This was the first

offer which the British and Foreign Bible Society ever made to a

foreign society. The condition was met, May 10th, 1804. On
Ascension, a number of Christians assembled, and unanimously re-

solved to unite for the formation of a Bible Society. At the same
time it was voted, that an address should 'he published to their

Christian friends throughout Germany and Switzerland, to rouse

them up to an active cooperation in the work. In I SOG, this So-
ciety was transferred to Basle, as a more eligible place for its

operations, and it has now the name of the Basle Bible Society.

Its operations, though embarrassed at first, became more vigorous

every year. In 1813, it distributed 1299 Bibles; in IS14,"~2583

Bibles'; in 1815, 5055 Bibles, and 379G Testaments; in 1S16,

7920 Bibles, and 9383 Testaments. On the 18th of June, 1S17,
the 11th edition of the German Bible in 8vo. issued from the

pre«s ; and on the 18th of July, not one copy was left. On the 19th

of August, the 12th edition appeared, and was disposed of in eleven

days.

In the sime year (1804) the British and Foreign Bible Society

addressed letters of inquiry to Berlin. Early in J80G, a Bible

Society was formed there, under the patronage of noblemen and
other gentlemen of distinction, and received the approbation of the

king. In 1814, it was united with the <rreat Prussian Bible Soci-

ety organized by Mr. Pinkerton, which embraced the whole
kingdom. Time would fail me to speak of all the Bible Societies
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which were formed in rapid succession, from the year 1812 and

downward, by the pious efforts of Mr. Pinkerion and Mr. Steinkopf,

both agents of the British and Foreign Bible Society. Before

the close of 1814, were organized, the Prussian Bible Society,

already mentioned, the Wurtemberg Bible Society, the Hanoverian

Bible Society, the Dresden Bible Society, the Bible Societies of

Cleves, Osnabriik, Kcengsfeldt, Nassau-Homburg, Frankforf,

New Wied and YVied-Runsel. There was also a Bible Society

formed as early as 1806 by some pious Roman Catholics in Rat-

isbon, [Bavaria.] Thus the spiritual restoration of Germany
commenced; and the first means which God chose to employ was

HIS OWN WORD.
The dissemination of the word of God was soon followed by

the calamities of war, which had the effect to lead many minds

to serious reflection. It was doubtless during those seasons of

public distress, when neither property nor life was in any way
secure, when a thousand worldly hopes and prospects were

blasted, when sword and fire pervaded the land, that many a

careless sinner first thought on God, eternity and himself. The
evident display of the presence ancl power of God in the great

events of 1S14— 1">, when the mightiest empire on the continent

was crushed, produced a surprising effect, and spread an awe, a

solemnity and a joy over delivered Germany, such as she had

never before experienced. Many individuals, in all classes of

society, date from that period their first religious impressions, and

their hope in Christ.

During the march of the allied armies to France, there were

very favorable appearances among the soldiers, particularly those

of Prussia and Saxony. Many of them were found carrying their

New Testaments or Bibles, and their prayer books, and hymn books

with them in their knapsacks. They met together, without dis-

tinction of rank, for religious conversation, prayer and singing,

whenever they had an opportunity. This was the more surprising,

since the Prussian armies had been as much distinguished for im-

piety, as for shrewdness and bravery, ever since the time of Fred-

eric 11. The religious excitement, for which the minds of people

had been gradually prepared by the circulation of the Bible, and the

reports, appeals and addresses of the various Bible Societies, now

spread rapidly over Germany. In the kingdom of Wurtemberg,

where Storr, Flan and Siisskind resided and labored, it kindled up

on every side. From a want, however, of experienced men to

direct it, the cause was exceedingly injured by the superstitious and

visionnrv views and hopes in which many good people, especially

voting Christians, indulged. The Wi'irtembergians seem univer-

sally prone to fanciful notions. They are the boldest Millenarians

probably on the globe. In the year 1801, a considerable number

of pious people emigrated from Wurtemberg to Palestine, expect
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ing, like some of the Jews, the Lord's visible appearace there.

They were influenced to do so by a book, published the year be-

fore by a very pious minister and useful man, whose labors bad

been greatly blessed, but who was unfortunately addicted to such

speculations. In 1S17, if I remember right, a still larger number
of people set out from the same country, with a view to reside on

M >unt Caucasus until the Lord's appearing. On account of some
persecutions which they experienced, they thought they were the

W")man spoken of in Revelations xii. 1., being clothed with the sun,

and the moon under her feet ; and they considered this journey to

Caucasus as the removal of that woman into the wilderness, to be
nourished there a time, times, and a half time. Many of them
have since been miserably destroyed, or carried away captive by
the Tshirkassians and sold into Persia, of whom a few have been
rnnoved by the Russian government. The rest may, in the provi-

dence of God, become missionaries among the Tshirkassians and
Persians : a purpose for which, I doubt not, they would be willing

to be sold.

Anoiher interesting period was the great jubilee of the Refor-
mation, celebrated in Germany, and in other parts of Protestant

Europe. It was on this occasion that the pious and fearless

Harms, pastor at Kiel,* published a new edition of the celebrated

Theses of Luther, with appropriate remarks. This was truly a

seasonable effort. The attempt of some to bring it into contempt
was vain; the time had gone by when such a thing could be
done. Men of weight and influence awoke to the subject, so as

to alarm the most sanguine Rationalists. From that time until

1824, Protestant Europe enjoyed more revivals than it ever did

before. The stillness with which they proceeded, and the neglect

with which they were regarded by the editors of public papers,

made it impossible to get any definite information respecting

them. The most that is known was obtained by private corres-

pondence, or from travelling Christians, or in some other private

way.

About this time there was a powerful commotion in the
Roman Catholic parts of Bavaria. Several Roman Catholic
clergymen were converted, and proclaimed the Gospel with
a purity and boldness which alarmed the higher ecclesiastical

authorities of the Roman Catholic church, and roused up a
persecution against them. Several of these preachers were put
into prison. Some of them, when released, left their country,
drawing after them great numbers, and afterwards became Pro-
testant preachers in Prussia and Wi'irtemberg. In the German
parts of Switzerland, similar events took place, though at a later

period. A Roman Catholic preacher and pastor of a church,

f

»

* See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. i. p. 25. f Mr. Henhoefer.
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(to relate br.t one instance,) was ejected from office by bis bisbop,

on account of his alleged Lutheran preaching. He joined pub-

licly the Protestant church, and printed an apology, written with

much ability and good feeling, in which he stated the reasons of

his change to the people of his late charge. Another Roman
Catholic priest was now sent to supply his place among them.

With him they were soon disgusted, and voted that he be

requested to leave them. And since their beloved pastor was
not to be obtained, they voted that a call should be given to

another pious Protestant minister, and that they would, as a body,

connect themselves with the Protestant church. Several instances

of this kind might be adduced, but lime will not permit. I cannot

dismiss this part of the subject without remarking that these

revivals, in most cases, labored under serious difficulties. They
were generally conducted by men who had just been awakened
themselves, and who, of course, were nearly destitute of ex-

perience. Extravagances, therefore, might be expected. Re-
ligion was so much unknown, and so new to those who expe-

rienced it, that they felt themselves transported, at once, into the

Millennium. The difference between their feelings after indulging

a hope, and those which they had before, and which they saw
that the world around them still had, was so very great, that their

expectations, as to what was yet to come, often rose extravagantly

high. The growing opposition and persecution which they, in

many instances, experienced, and the universal contempt which

they had to bear, led numbers not only to pray for the immediate

coming of the kingdom of God, but to hope and look for it, with

more impatience than they ought to have done.

But I hasten to my third topic, on which I have but a few
words to say. As to theological controversies in Germany, they

are manifestly drawing near their close. The catastrophe will and

must be, that the Rationalists give up the Bible, deny its inspira-

tion, and virtually call Christ a deceiver. Reason, that is. their

reason^ is the test of religious truth. They professedly give up
the hope of proving their tenets from the Scriptures. On com-
paring what Germany was fifteen years ago, with what it is now,

there is much reason for gratitude and hope. It is like the day-

break just before the rising sun. But the sun is not yet risen.

Some Christians are to be found in almost every Protestant city

or place, but generally they are few. The church has many
and powerful enemies, and their activity and success would be

alarming, were they not manifestly on the decline. I may be
p^r tutted to mention the name of one, who is not yet known in

Au.erica, Dr. Dinter, formerly president of a seminary for the

education of school-teachers at Dresden, and now a member of

the consistory of Prussia, and also of that body which superin-

tends and guides all the schools of thai kingdom. This man is a
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thorough, shrewd and active Rationalist. He is wholly devoted to

the superintendence of schools, and lo the publication of books to

assist the school-teachers in their duties. In 1825, he published

an edition of the New Testament, with notes and hints lor school-

teachers ; and he is now printing the Old Testament, which was

completed last year as Car as Job. This Bible is intended for
school-teachers, not, as he expressly says, for schools. His notes

and hints are calculated, in the best possible manner, to make the

school-teachers and their children Rationalists and unbelievers

before they are aware of it. There is not a doctrine of revelation

but what, is expressed in form, admitted and defended in ap-

pearance, and denied and ridiculed by inference, or perhaps in

some other place, in plain words. And yet, on account of the

ability with which the work is composed, and the exertions which

he makes, thirty thousand copies have been scattered rapidly over

Germany, and are now in the hands of about as many school-

teachers, exerting their poisonous influence over as many schcols.

Dinter is remarkable for his aciivitv and disinterestedness, which

renders his influence the more powerful. He lives unmarried, in

order to give himself wholly to his work. Poor himself, lie

educates in his bouse, at bis own expense, a number of indigent

boys, with whom he reads the Latin and Greek classics. Besides

his many and pressing duties, he knits stockings for himself and

other poor people ; for he cannot be a moment without doing

something. From the income of his publications, he devotes

yearly about four hundred and tvvent) six dollars to the education

of poor children, and to other benevolent purposes. Hence, it

his piety is culled in question, he proudly answers, " Let my
office, my house, and my life prove my piety." This man is a

fearful enemy of the church.

There is one more alarming circumstance, which T cannot omit.

Revivals of religion have comparatively ceased in Germany
Light is therefore spreading but slowly, and not as could lie

wished, or as was expected a few years ago. There is more
prayer needed among Christians, more faith, more humility, and
more separation from the world. Germany needs one shock
more in order to be recovered, and it will very likely receive it

within a few years. The church there is not to be overcome.
The prayers of pious generations past will yet be heard, and will

prevail. And the work which God began some twenty years

ago, and has carried on till now in spite of all opposition, he will

doubtless complete, to the joy of his people, and to his own
glory.
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To the Editor of the Christian Examiner and Theological

Review.

(Continued from page 24.)

III. It appears from tliis controversy, that in his first attempt

to show th^t the most approved Calvinistic writers taught the

doctrine of infant damnation, the reviewer failed entirely.

1. The quotation from Calvin, " ltervm quccro" &c, so much
relied on, does neither (each nor imply the actual damnation of

infants. It is immaterial how Jeremy Taylor or others have un-

derstood the passage. We ha^e the text and context, and both

forbid the interpretation which teaches actual infant damnation.

Admonished, however, by the various interpretations given of this

passage by men of unquestioned learning and skill in the languages,

differing from the reviewer, fiom me, and from one another, I must

retract the opinion that the passage is a singularly plain one. It

gives me pleasure, too, to be able to retract the insinuation,

sincerely entertained at the time it was made, of sinister man-
agement in this transaction. The reviewer will accept my thanks,

also, for setting me right with respect to the point of the argument

to which Calvin is replying, which is, as he says, "Whether
it was deckeed that Adam should perish by his defection."

Uncommitted, therefore, by my own or any other interpretaoon, I

have examined the text and context anew, and am convinced,

and expect to convince the reviewer, that, whatever Calvin may
have believed, and taught in other places, on the subject of

infant damnation, he did not intend to teach it, and does not teach

it, in this passage. In the first place, the question in debate had

no reference to the actual damnation of any one, adults or infants.

It was not whether Adam actually perished eternally ; nor

whether predestination shows itself in the actual damnation of all

his posterity ; nor whether "all men by the fault of one " are

" eternally and forever cut off from salvation ;" nor whether all

mankind, by the fault of one, are given over to eternal damnation
;

nor whether tot gentes vna cum liberis eorvm infantibvs, " so

many nations, with their infant children "—are actually damned.

Neither this, nor any of the preceding sentences, have any

reference to actual, eternal punishment. The whole of this

phraseology is employed to express, simply and only, the effect

of the fall on Adam, and on his posterity, in itself considered,

provided there had been no merciful interposition of a Mediator,

and an atonement, and a renovating; Spirit. It expresses what we
understand to be the meaning of Eph. ii. 3. "And were by nature

children of wrath," i. e. born depraved, and under a sentence of

just condemnation to eternal death. It was from this text espe-
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cially that Calvin, and those who followed him, horrowed both the

sentiment and the language contained in the disputed passage.

But as they certainly did not understand this text to teach the

actual damnation of" all men, so neither is the language to be

supposed to teach it, which they employ to express the meaning of

the text. This language seems to have been used technically, to

express the condition into which the fall brought mankind—the

sin of one man subjecting all men to sin and condemnation to

eternal death—" wrapping them up in eternal death" which, in

respect to any capacity in the subject to deliver himself, is

" eternal death without remedy." A similar phraseology is em-
ployed by most approved theological writers now, to express the

same thing. Hopkins, describing the effect of the fall—an effect

which he considers common to Adam and all his posterity—says,

" They were condemned, and fell into a state of complete eternal

ruin, being totally and forever undone and lost, without any help

or hope." Thus also Edwards describes the effect of the fall :

—

"All mankind do constantly, in all ages, without fail, run into that

moral evil which is, in effect, their own utter and eternal perdi-

tion." Do Hopkins and Edwards teach the actual damnation of

all mankind ? But they teach it in much stronger terms than

Calvin teaches the damnation of " so many nations, with their

infant children." And yet, they only describe, as he did, the

effect produced, provided it be not averted. But a passage from

Calvin himself establishes the point, that by damnation he meant
the condemnation which infants are under from their birth ; and
that by absque remedio, he meant to represent this condemnation

as irremediable in itself considered. This passage is contained

in his reply to the fourth objection of Servetus against infant

baptism, which was, Because " that which is past is natural, we
ought to wait the proper time for baptism, which is spiritual."

To which Calvin replies, " Ego autem, etsi fateor omnes posteros

Adae, ex came genitos, ab ipso utero gestare suam damnationem,
id lamen obstare nego quominus statim remedium Deus afferat."*

" Now, though I grant that all the posterity of Adam, born of

the flesh, bring their damnation from the tvumb itself I deny that

to hinder that God may not, nevertheless, immediately bring a
remedy." Here damnation means, not actual eternal damnation

;

for how, in that case, could God " immediately bring a remedy"?
And to be without remedy means, not eternal damnation without

remedy, but a condemnation irremediable in itself and from which
none but God could deliver.

It is in this sense that Turrettin asserts that original sin is

" sufficient for condemnation, on account of which we are born

* B. iv.Ch. xvi.Sec.31.

VOL. III. NO. II. 10
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children of wrath, and are said to die in Adam ;" and that infants,

which "have been infected with original corruption only, are

subjected to condemnation and death,"— that is, like all others, they

are brought under the dominion of sin, and the sentence of a just

condemnation.

It is in this sense only, as describing the effects of the fall on the

entire race, adults included, and infants not excepted, that Calvin

is to be understood in all the quotations first produced by the

reviewer of my note. " We all, in the sight of God, are pol-

luied "—"by nature children of wrath'"—"accursed from the

very womb " and so infants themselves " bring their damnation

with them from their mothers' womb."
If, then, by tot. gentes, particular nations were meant, and not

all mankind ; the language no more teaches their actual eternal

damnation, with their infant children, without remedy, than omnes
a salute exciderent unius parentis culpa, teaches that all mankind
are actually and forever cut off from salvation by the fault of one
man ; and cunctos mortales, in unius hominis persona, morti

ceternce mancipatos fuisse, means that all mankind were, in the

person of one man, given over to actual eternal death. What
reason can be given why these passages should be restricted to

teach only the condition into which the fall brought the race, and
" involveret in reternee morti'

1
'' be made to cut through all the

laws of analogical interpretation, and teach the actual eternal

damnation of so many nations, with their children ? What if

" iterum qncero " were the commencement of a new argument ?

Has a new argument the power to abolish the analogical use of

terms, by the same author, and in the same paragraph, and in the

sentence next but one preceding ? But the pretence is both

unsustained and contradicted, that " iterum quaro " is the com-
mencement of a new argument. This is not the phrase most
commonly used to introduce a new subject or topic of argument,
but that which is most naturally and commonly employed to

enforce or illustrate a sentiment which has preceded. Besides,

the argumentation in the paragraph is too compact and uninter-

rupted to admit of a new topic of argument at " iterum. qucero."

The question is, "Was it decreed that Adam should perish

by his defection?" And the following is the order of ideas in

the reply :
' God works all things according to the counsel of his

Will. Man is his noblest work. Is it possible he should make
him without any determinate end ? They (the Pelagians) main-

tain that God only decreed to treat him according to his desert.

What then becomes ot his omnipotence, by which he executes

his secret counsels ? But predestination appears in the posterity

of Adam. The loss of salvation by all, through the guilt of one,

was not in the natural course of cause and effect, but by a divine

constitution or decree, as my opponents reluctantly admit. Why
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then should they deny the operation of a decree in respect to one

man, who admit it in respect to all his posterity ?' He calls them

absurd who object thus, overcoming great difficulties, and per-

plexing themselves with trifles; and after rallying them for their

stupidity, he reiterates upon them the argument which their past

duluess bad failed to perceive.

Besides, he is reasoning from a concession—premises which his

antagonists reluctantly admit, viz. that the posterity of Adam fell

by a decree ; and vvben he has pressed upon them " so many
nations, with their infant children, involved in eternal death by a

decree," he thinks he has stopped their mouths. But this can be

only upon the supposition that by " tot gentcs" Calvin meant all

mankind. For bis antagonists, the Pelagians, did not admit that

wbole nations, with their infant children, are finally damned ; and

Calvin, if it be a new argument, had only asserted, but not proved

it. If it is the conclusion, as no doubt it is, of his accumulating

argument brought down upon them, it does indeed stop their

mouths. But how an inference from premises which Calvin only

asserted, and had not proved, and which his antagonists denied,

coidd stop their mouths, does not seem so plain.

To conclude, if " iterum qucero" is the commencement of a

new argument, what is this argument? An attempt to prove

by the less, what he had already proved by the greater, viz. that

Adam fell by a decree, from the fall of some nations, after he

had proved it, by the concession of his opponents, from the effect

of the fall on all mankind. Besides, as understood by the re-

viewer, there is no connexion of the premises with the conclusion.

For what if so many nations, with their children, were sent to hell

by a decree? bow can a general conclusion be drawn from limited

premises? It no more proves that Adam fell by a decree, than

the swallowing up of so many parents, with their infant children,

in Lisbon, by an earthquake, and in Hereulaneum, by a volcanic

eruption, proves that Adam fell by a decree.

Whether the reviewer and his friends will regard his witticism,

and exultation over me, as being " absque remedio," with as

much satisfaction as they have done, it is not for me to predict. I

am still, however, of opinion, that the inspired caution which I

suggested, and the reviewer disregarded,— ' Let not him that

putteth on the harness boast as he that putteth it off'—was not

superfluous advice, and, if observed, would have saved him and

his friends from the mortification of premature boasting.

In respect to Turrettin, the reviewer claims, 1. That he quotes,

with approbation, some of the most offensive passages in Calvin's

writings, and says, " Had Dr. B. looked at the passages to which

we referred him, he might have found among them ' iterum,

qucero ' " he.
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The reviewer will perceive that Dr. B. has looked at this most
offensive passage, and shown that it does not teach that infants are

damned.
2. The next evidence from Turrettin, as at first quoted, is his

interpretation of Romans v. 14. ' Death reigned from Adam to

Moses, even over them who had not sinned after the similitude of

Adam's transgression.' By the persons here referred to, he un-

derstands infants ; and by the death that reigr.ed over them, eter-

nal death ; and therefore the reviewer infers that he taught, in the

passage, actual infant damnation. But does he not know that

death, eternal death, reigning over men, was a common phrase lor

expressing universal liableness to punishment—the condition of

guilt and condemnation into which the fall brought the race—and

that it was applied to all adults, and to all infants, and could not

have been meant to teach the actual damnation of those to whom
it was applied, because, assuredly, Turrettin did not hold that all

adults and all infants were, through death, from Adam to Moses,

actually sent to hell.

Not a particle of evidence, therefore, did the reviewer produce

from Turrettin in favor of infant damnation.

The passage at first quoted and relied on from Edwards to

prove infant damnation, is as follows :

" But this to me appears plainly a giving up that grand point of the

imputation of Adam's sin, both in whole and in part. For it supposes it to be

not right for God to bring any evil on a child of Adam, which is innocent as to

personal sin, without paying for it, or balancing it with good ; so that si ill the

state of the child shall be as good as could be demanded in justice, in case of
mere innocence. Which plainly supposes that the child is not exposed to any
proper punishment at all, or is not at all in debt to divine justice, on the account
of Adam's sin." vol. vi. p. 462.

This passage the reviewer admits does not teach the doctrine

expressly ; but insists, that, in its connexion, it shows that he

believed it. His argument is, that Edwards opposed some more
tender-hearted Calvinists, who held to a partial imputation, and a

mitigated punishment of infants, and therefore he must have held

to a full imputation, and full punishment. But the fact is not so.

Edwards does not oppose these more tender-hearted divines, in

respect to the actual condition of infants, but objects to the

arguments by which they opposed a full, and contended for a

limited imputation.

1. Original sin, by a full imputation, is the subject of his

controversy with Taylor ; and his words are not needlessly to be

carried beyond the exigence of his argument.

2. It is a full imputation, and complete liability to punishment

on the part of infants, for which Edwards contends, and con-

cerning which he says, that the opposite view " relieves nothing
;"

—i. e. if full imputation and full punishment be unjust, partial
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imputation and mitigated punishment is unjust—the only differ-

ence being the degree of injustice. That infants are, on either

supposition, actually punished, his argument does not require him
to say, and he does not. say.

But, says the reviewer, ' that very circumstance proves that he

believed it; for Watts was distressed on the subject, and Edwards
had a fine opportunity to relieve him ; and why did he not do it?'

Suppose we could not tell why ? does it follow, therefore, that he
believed in infant damnation ? Perhaps he had not time, aside

from his main argument, to speak as fully on so difficult a subject

as he wished to do, if he spoke at all. Perhaps he had nothing

to say, believing, with many others, that some infants certainly are

saved, and concerning the rest, as he knew nothing, he said

nothing, but left them in the hands of a merciful God. And
possibly he may have chosen to write to Dr. Watts a private

letter, saying that he agreed with his friend Dickinson, " that all

those who die in infancy may, for aught we know, belong to the

election of grace." Such is the reviewer's evidence that Edwards
believed in infant damnation. He did not deny it, where his

argument required no denial ; therefore he believed that infants

are damned.
To corroborate past deficiency, the reviewer gives the following

quotation :

" It seems to me pretty manifest that none can, in good consistence with them-
selves, own a real imputation of the guilt of Adam's first sin to his posterity,
without owning that they are justly viewed and treated as sinners, truly guilty
and children of wrath on that account : nor unless they allow ajust imputation of
the whole of the evil of that transgression: at least all that pertains to the es-
sence of that act, as a full and complete violation of the covenant which God
had established ; even as much as if each one of mankind had the like covenant
established with him singly, and had by the like direct and full act of rebellion,
violated it for himself." vol. vi. pp. 402, 403.

The only thing in this extract which even appears to teach

anything but full desert, is the phrase, infants " are justly viewed
and treated as sinners." But Edwards is here speaking, not of
their actual eternal doom ; for he speaks of all infants, and all

men, as affected by original sin. Did he believe then, and teach

that all men are damned ? Besides, the phrase, " viewed and
treated," has reference, in this passage, to their being viewed and
treated as sinners in what happens to them in the present life, and
not to their treatment in the future state.

The next corroboration in his second attempt is the following

passage :

" We may well argue from these things, tint infants are not looked upon by
God as sinless, but that they are by nature children of wrath, seeino- this
terrible evil comes so heavily on mankind in infancy. But besides these
things, which are observable conecrniinr the mortality of infants in general,
there are some particular cases of the ilcat/i of infants, which the Scriptures
set before us, that are attended with circumstances in a peculiar manner giving
evidence of the sinfulness of such, and their just cxposedness to divine wrath
As particularly,
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" The destroying of the infants of Sodom, and the neighboring cities ; which
cities, destroyed in so extraordinary, miraculous and avvtul a manner, are set

forth, as a signal example of God's dreadful vengeance for sin to the world in

all generations; agreeable to that of the apostle Jude, verse 7. To say here,

that God could make it up to ihose infants in another world, must be an
insufficient reply. For so he could as easily have made it up to Lot, or to ten

or fifty righteous, if they had been destroyed in the same fire : Nevertheless it

is plainly signified, that this would not have been agieeable to the wise and
holy proceedings of the Judge of all the earth." vol. vi. pp. 2C2, 453, 254.

But this passage teaches nothing to the purpose, except in the

reference to Jude, verse 7 ; and that proves nothing, unless the

reviewer means to admit that Jude teaches infant damnation. Be-
sides, it is the temporal death of infants, of which, in this passage,

Edwards is speaking, and not their eternal death ; for the point of

debate between him and Taylor was, not whether infants are

damned in consequence of imputation and desert, but whether

they are sinners by imputation, and deserving of punishment at

all, of any kind or degree. And the argument he urges is, that

temporal death is a punishment for sin—that therefore the death

of infants proves guilt, which, as it cannot be actual, must be

original by imputation ; and the apostle Jude is quoted as giving

an instance of the death of children, in which it is supposed to be

inflicted as a punishment. But the text itself excepts infants from

the vengeance of eternal fire ; for it is said expressly that those

who were set forth as an example of suffering, were those who
"gave themselves to fornication, and went after strange flesh."

The objection, too, that God might make it up to infants, shows

that the sufferings to be made up were the sufferings of temporal

death ; for how could God make up to them the sufferings of

eternal death ?

The following is the last passage adduced in the second

attempt to sustain the charge that Edwards believed in the

damnation of infants.

" Merely persons' being born in covenant, is no more evidence of their

havino- moral sincerity, than saving grace. Yea, there is more reason to

suppose the latter, than the former without it, in the infant children of believ-

ing parents. For the Scripture gives us ground to think, that some infants

have the habit of saving grace, and that they have a new nature given them
;

but no reason at all to think, that ever God works any mere moral change in

them, or infuses any habits of moral virtue, without siving grace : And we
know they cannot come by moral habits in infancy, any other way than by
immediate infusion: They cannot obtain them by human instruction, nor

contract them by use and custom. And especially there is no reason to think

that the children of such as are visible saints, according to Mr. Vv'illiams'

scheme, have any goodness infused into them by God, of any kind. For in his

scheme, all that are morally sincere may lawfully receive the privileges of

visible saints; But we have no Scripture grounds to suppose that God will

bless the children of such parents as hiive nothing more than moral sincerity,

with either common or saving grace. There arc no promises of the covenant

of grace made to such parents, either concerning themselves or their children."

vof. i. pp. 4!>7, 4!)8.

But here, the question at issue between Edwards and Williams

is, not whether infants will be saved or lost, but what are the
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requisite qualifications for communion in adults? Williams relied

on moral sincerity and a blameless life, and on the actual mem-
bership and right to communion of all who had been baptized.

Edwards undertakes to show him that his argument is a felo de se

—that if moral sincerity is indispensable, theie is no evidence that

infants possess it—that " merely persons' being born in covenant

is no more evidence of moral sincerity than it is of saving grace"

—nay, that there is more reason to suppose that infants have

saving grace, than that they have moral sincerity ; because we
have some instances of sanctification from the womb, but none of

moral sincerity being communicated without regeneration ; and as

they cannot obtain moral sincerity by instruction, and only by

infusion, he concludes we have no reason to think, i. e. have no

evidence, that God does communicate to the children of unrenewed

men, either moral sincerity or holiness, as a qualification for

subsequent sacramental communion.

Now then for the reviewer's syllogism.

" 1. Without God's savins jrrace no one can be saved.

"2. Edwards says that the infants of mere morally sincere men
cannot have saving grace. Therefore,

" 3. Edwards believed that no such infants can be saved."

But Edwards does not say they cannot have saving grace—he

merely says that we have no positive evidence that it is communi-
cated. And he says this only with reference to such as live, and

not at all with reference to such as may die in infancy, for the

stale of such was no part of the subject in debate.

The following are quotations horn Bellamy to prove infant dam-
nation :

—

No. 1. It is plain and evident, from farts, that Adam was considered and dealt

with under the capacity of a puhlic head, and that death natural, spiritual, and
eternal, were included in the threatening ; for all his posterity are evidently dealt

with just as if that had been the case. They are born spiritually dead, as has
been proved in the former discourse. They are evidently liable to natural death,

as soon as they are born. And if they die and go into eternity with their native
temper, they must necessarily be miserable in being what they are, unlike to

God, and incapable of the enjoyment of him, and contrary to him. And God
must necessarily look upon them with everlasting abhorrence, vol. i. p. 312.
No. 2. So that, to a demonstration, God's thoughts of mercy towards a guilty,

undone world, did not, in any measure, take its rise from any notion that man-
kind had been hardly dealt with, or that it would be anything like cruelty or un-
mercifulness to damn the whole world for Adam's first sin. vol. i. p. 3sil.

No. 'A. M inkind ice re, In/ their fall, brought into a state of being infinitely icorsc

than nut to be. The damned in hell, no doubt, are in such a state, else their pun-
ishment would not be infinite ; as justice requires it should be. But mankind, by
the fall, were brought into a state, for substance, as bad as that which the
damned are in. For the damned undergo nothing in hell, but what, by the con-
stitution with Adam, and the law of nature, all mankind were, and would have
been, for substance, exposed unto, if mere grace had not prevented." vol. i.

p. 333.

To the objection, how can men have a heart to propagate their

kind, if they are born children of wrath, in a state of being worse
than not to be, Bellamy answers thus :

—
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No. 4. As to godly parents, they have such a spirit of love to God, and resigna-

tion to his will, and such an approbation of his dispensations towards mankind,

and such a liking to his whole scheme of government, that they are content that

God should govern the world as he does ; and that he should have subjects to

govern ; and that themselves and their posterity should be under him, and at

his disposal. Nor are they without hopes of mercy for their children, from

sovereign grace through Christ, while they do, through him, devote and give

them up to God, and bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.

And thus they quiet themselves as to their souls, vol. i. p. 336.

No. 5. It was at God's sovereign election, to determine, whether to grant any

relief, or not : and what relief to grant : and when, and to whom. To give his Son
to die with a view to save all mankind, or only a part ; to send the news of the

Gospel to all nations, or only to some ; to give every child of Adam, born in a

Christian land, opportunity, by living, to hear the glad tidings, or only to grant

this to some, while others die in infancy, and never hear. Those who die in in-

fancy, may as justly be held under law in the next world, as those that live may
in this. God is under no more obligations to save those that die, than he is to

save those that live ; to grant the regenerating influences of his Spirit to them
than he is to these, vol. ii. pp. 36'J, 370.

No. G. As to carnal men, since they are enemies to God and his holy law, it is

no wonder they are at enmity against his whole scheme ot conduct as Governor of

the world. Did they understand how God governs the world, and firmly believe

it, I doubt not it would make all their native enmity ferment to perfection.

They would wish themselves to be from under God's government, and hate that

he should ever have anything of their's to govern. As soon as ever they enter

into the eternal world, and see how things really are, this will, no doubt, ac-

tually be their case. vol. i. p. 336.

The reviewer adduced, No. 2. chiefly " because it is so striking."

What it strikes, or what he thought it struck, I cannot tell ; as

all it teaches is, that all mankind might have been punished justly

for Adam's sin. But what has this to do to prove that infants are

damned ?

Nos. 1 and 3 were adduced to prove, "just what Dr. B. ad-

mits them to prove, and no more," viz. infant depravity, and, if

they die in infancy, the necessity of renovation, to exempt them

from misery, and prepare them for heaven.

It is from Nos. 4, 5, and 6, that the reviewer infers that Bel-

lamy believed in the actual damnation of infants. He admits that

Bellamy does not say that there is no hope for the children of un-

believers, dying in infancy, or that they are sent to hell; and it is

his rot saying that there is hope, in his circumstances, which

brings to the reviewer's mind the " irresistible evidence," that it was

his opinion that the infants of unbelievers are lost.

But suppose that Bellamy, like the Reformed, and moderate

Calvinists, and Dickinson, (as the Scriptures had decided nothing,)

could not tell what became of the infants of unbelievers, and could

only answer the objection in respect to minds who have im-

plicit confidence in God, and some revealed hope for their chil-

dren ; does it follow, because he did not answer an objection which

he could not for want of information, that therefore, without in-

formation or evidence, he believed that infants are damned ? The
whole evidence, so irresistible to the mind of the reviewer, amounts

to this, that Bellamy said nothing, where the greatest number of
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Calvinists have said nothing ; because, knowing nothing, they had

nothing to say.

In No. 5, Bellamy infers, as all who admitted imputation and

desert, had done, the necessity of infant regeneration, and that if

any die unconverted, and go into eternity alienated from God, they

are under law, and may as justly ha punished there for their sins,

as if they had become actual transgressors in time. But he does

not say that they cannot be regenerated without bearing the Gospel

preached, nor does he say, or intimate a belief, that those who die

in infancy are not sanctified. Still the reviewer urges silence,

which, according to the predominant opinion of Calvinists, was

the result of ignorance, as evidence of positive faith in infant dam-
nation. The thought seems never to have entered his mind, that

there is a difference, really a difference, between not knowing what

becomes of the infants of unbelievers, and believing positively that

they are damned. As if, because Socrates could not tell what be-

came of the soul after death ; therefore he believed.it to be an-

nihilated. Is the reviewer never to be beaten off from a mode of

reasoning, which he did not need to be told is nothing to the pur-

pose, inferring from the concession, that because God is under no

obligation to regenerate infants dying in infancy, more than to re-

generate adults, therefore he certainly does not regenerate them
;

that because election and reprobation may possibly have the same
relation to children, as to adults, therefore they certainly do have

the same, and some infants are in fact reprobated ! How long

will it be, before the reviewer will believe himself, in saying and

reiterating, that infant desert of punishment proves nothing to his

purpose ?

The only remaining sentiment from Bellamy, which can seem
to imply the actual perdition of infants is, that ' God's enemies in

the future state, when they see how things really are, would wish

themselves to be from under his government, and hate that he

should have anything of theirs to govern.' ' Anything of theirs,''

the reviewer takes to mean their infant children in hell. But in so

doing, he falsifies the author's own most express meaning; for he

says, if they saw things as they are in the providence of God in

this world, they would not be willing to have anything under his

government, neither infant children nor adults.

Besides, in the future world, some children of unbelievers are

doubtless in heaven, if not converted in infancy ; and, contrary to

the reviewer's supposition, the dissatisfaction of wicked men ex-

tends as really to God's disposal of theirs in heaven, as in hell.

Are not wicked men unwilling their children should come volunta-

rily under God's government on earth, by becoming pious

and joining the church ? It is the opinion of Calvinists that the

same enmity will have the same effect in hell, as in time, and that

the wicked will no more be pleased that their childrern are in

VOL. ITI. NO. II. 1
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heaven than they now are that they join the church. This is the

natural and necessary import of Bellamy's language. It has refer-

ence to the feelings of the wicked to God's entire government, and

has no reference to actual infant damnation.

IV. It is a point settled by this discussion, that infant damnation

is not a doctrine of the Calvinistic system.

That it is, the reviewer has attempted to prove,

1. By quotations from Calvinistic authors which teach infant

depravity and desert of punishment.

2. By a reference to the doctrines of election and reprobation.

To this I replied,

1. That infant desert no more proves infant damnation, than

adult desert proves adult damnation.

2. That election and reprobation prove only that God has most

mercifully determined to recover to holiness a part, and not the

whole, of the human race ; but that this determines nothing as to

the destiny of infants, it being as consistent with this general pur-

pose to save a part, that infants should be included, as that they

should be excluded : That the phrase, " elect infants," while it

implies a belief that some are certainly saved, does not of necessity,

and did not actually, in the estimation of approved authors, imply

that some are certainly damned ; but only that the children of

believers are saved, while concerning others, having no evidence,

they formed no opinion, but left them in the hands of a merciful

God. I then challenged the reviewer to name a single doctrine of

the Calvinistic system from which the doctrine of infant damnation

follows necessarily, and to point out coolly and clearly the connex-

ion between the premises and the conclusion. To this the reviewer

replies, that he did not need to be told that original sin proves

only infant desert, and does not prove infant damnation ; that " it

is the doctrine of reprobation, which, to the praise of Calvinistic

justice, casts the little ones into hell," and that the quotations to

prove infant depravity and desert were intended merely to show
' how naturally the doctrine of infant damnation results from ori-

ginal sin, and how it is connected with vital, essential doctrines of

the system.'

Now really, when, in the opening of his attack upon my note, the

reviewer proposed to " adduce his authorities for asserting that the

doctrine of infant damnation is connected with essential, vital prin-

ciples of the Calvinistic system," and brought out his array of

quotations in proof of infant depravity and desert without one inti-

mation that he knew they were nothing to the purpose, I really

thought that by the connexion of infant damnation with essential

vital principles of Calvinism, he meant the logical connexion, and

that he quoted evidences of infant depravity and desert, as the

premises, from which, as a conclusion, infant damnation followed

necessarily. The thought never entered my mind that, by con-
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nexion with vital principles, the reviewer meant only that original

sin is " certainly a vital principle of Calvinism," and that' infant

damnation is certainly somehow connected with it"—not as proving

it, but as a mere antecedent, inasmuch as if there had been no

original sin, there could have been no infant damnation. As il the

stale's attorney should first convict a man, by positive testimony, of

high-way robbery, and then, to corroborate the positive evidence,

should prove that the criminal believed in the existence of high-ways,

all for to show how naturally his crime followed from his faith, not

indeed as a necessary consequence, but as an antecedent without

which the consequence could not have existed.

We wonder the reviewer did not multiply quotations, to [trove

that Calvinists believe in the being of God, and in the creation of

the heavens and the earth, and of Adam and Eve, as manifestly

these also are vital doctrines, and it is alike manifest that infant

damnation is connected with them ; for if the world had not been

made, or Adam and Eve had never been created, how could in-

fants have been damned ?

But the reviewer must certainly have forgotten his early pur-

pose, in supposing that he did not set out to prove infant dam-
nation by quotations which prove only infant depravity and desert,

and is mistaken in supposing that he did not need to be told that

they prove no such thing. For of Turrettin who, as at first quoted,

has testified only, as we have shown, to infant depravity and desert,

he says, that " he did not hesitate to advance it," (the doctrine of

infant damnation ;) and of a quotation from Edwards, which taught

only infant depravity and desert, he says, " it is directly and complete-

ly to our purpose." How could he call such a quotation " directly

and completely to his purpose," if, at the lime, he did not regard

proof of infant desert, as equivalent to the proof of infant dam-
nation ? He must have thought so. for alluding to the some quotation,

he says, that " the authority of Edwards is perhaps a one sufficient

to decide the point at issue." But the point at issue is, whether
the Calvinislic system includes, or most approved authors leach,

the doctrine of infant damnation. How then could he think the

authority of Edwards alone decisive, when his quotations taught

only infant depravity and desert, had he not himself regarded in-

fant damnation as a logical and inseparable conclusion from these

premises ?

•• Bellamy (he says) certainly an approved writer, we mean to

show, maintained the doctrine of infant damnation." But we have

shown that the passages quoted from Bellamy teach only infant

depravity and desert of punishment. And Boston's short testimony,
" Surely we are not born innocent. These chains of wrath, which
by nature are upon us, speak us to be born criminals. The swaddling
bands, wherewith infants are bound hand and loot as soon as they

are born, may put us in mind of the cords of wrath with which they
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are held prisoners, as children of wrath," unquestionably teaches

nothing bin infant depravity and desert. But the testimony of Boston,

the reviewer thinks " Dr. B. passed over in sdence, probably because

it was short, pointed, and to the purpose ;" and he refers to himt

as one of the Sublapsarian divines who taught infant damnation.

And having closed his array of quotations, most of which proved only

original sin and liability to punishment, lie says, " Such is Calvinism,

which its ablest and most approved supporters have themselves ex-

pressly slated and enforced." And to show how and where he sup-

posed them expressly to state the doctrine, he put the passages, some-

times in italics, and sometimes in capitals, just as he did those passa-

ges from Tvviss and Gill, which really did teach the doctrine. But as

most of the writers he had quoted expressly stated only infant de-

pravity and desert, it is manifest that he did consider original sin,

and desert of punishment, to be logical evidence of infant damna-

tion. So I understood the reviewer, and so he understood himseif,

if his language or his arguments have any meaning.

And yet, notwithstanding all these undertakings and vauntingsof

success, no sooner did our arguments, exposing the fallacy ol his

reasoning from his prfmises, take him aback, than 'he never

advanced the proof of infant depravity and desert of punishment

to prove actual infant damnation!' "With a single exception,

not one of the quotations of which Dr. B. has given the substance,

was brought forward to prove more lhan he allows them to estab-

lish." And he " did not need to be told that original sin proves

only desert of damnation, and does not teach that infants actually

are damned," but " quoted them merely to show how naturally

infant damnation results from, and is connected with, vital, essen-

tial principles of Calvinism."

But il is not, after all, his fixed opinion, that even these proofs are

not express and conclusive. For when I challenged the reviewer

to point out coolly and clearly the logical connexion between any

doctrine ol Calvinism and infant damnation, ' He does not think

it best to labor much, in his own person, to point out that

connexion,' but turns me over to the writers, most of whom, as

I have shown, taught only infant depravity and desert, as having

done the work thoroughly. That is, the authors, en masse, most

of whom teach, as quoted, only infant depravity, are referred to

as proving infant damnation. " What we have already said or

cited," says the reviewer, " from the authorities just named, we

did think, and think still, was enough to set the point we

meant to prove forever at rest." And yet the reviewer has

condescended to tell us, that these passages on original sin do not

teach infant damnation, but that "it is the doctrine of reprobation,

which, to the praise of Calvinistic justice, casts the little ones into

the fire prepared for the devil and his angels." But having now

traced the monster to his den, to our demand, how he knows that
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he is within, and what are his proofs, he Hoes not think it best to

labor much, in his own person, to answer that question, " when

the task has been so thoroughly Hone by Calvin, and Turreiiin,

anH the Westminster Assembly, and Twiss, and Boston, and Gill,

and Edwards, and Bellamy— all of whom he permitted to speak

for themselves, and for him too." Now, we cannot but think that

the reviewer does violence to his gentle nature. Why will he not

condescend to tell me how infant damnation follows necessarily

from predestination, having himself seen so long, and asserted so

often, that connexion. It would take but a moment just to put

his finger on it. It could be told in five lines. Why then send

me back to authors ? Does he think one so ignorant as he takes

me to be, can work such a traverse ? There is not a problem in

all the sciences so difficult. In the first place, he quotes his

authors, both singly and collectively, as teaching expressly infant

damnation, who taught only infant depravity and desert. Secondly,

he insists, that he knew from the beginning thai they taught only

depravity and desert, and did not quote them to prove infant

damnation, and that they do not prove it. And yet, thirdly, he

asserts that these very authors, calling them by name, one by one,

have given me all needed light, and that he did think, when he

cited them, and does think still, that their testimony is enough to

settle the point at issue forever.

We ask whether it is possible for a man, who saw the connexion

between reprobation and infant damnation, to shuffle and flounder

in this manner; and whether the internal evidence is not conclu-

sive, that he saw that there was no logical connexion, and had not

magnanimity enough to retract a false accusation ?

It was my opinion, at the time the reviewer replied to my note,

that he did confide, unhesitatingly and chiefly, in his proofs of

infant damnation from the quotations which prove infant depravity

and desert. But my reply took away his armor in which he

trusted, and then he endeavored to shift the question, by charging

that artifice on me. He meant to retreat from his irrelevant

proof-texts, and hang the whole evidence upon reprobation, by

the same form of assertion, taking good care, by giving no

explanation, and reiterating bold assertions, to keep out of the

range of a return fire ; while, to help his escape, he raised a great

smoke, by multiplying quotations from ancient Calvinistic writers.

That he has left out, in his little volume purporting to contain

the controversy, the whole of his first attack on me, to which I

replied, and published only his strictures on my defence, seems

inexplicable on the part of one so prone to triumph, if he did not

himself consider my reply as fatal to his argument. Now, as the

event would seem to indicate, and as charity itself would devoutly

hope, the shock was so astounding that he has not perfectly
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recovered himself from its bewildering effect, and affirms and

denies, remembers and forgets, in the manner I have stated.

1 have no pleasure in this exposure ; but it is doubtless as just

that the community should see what sort of a controvertist I have

to deal with, as what sort of one he has to deal with.

I have only to say again, that

"I deny unequivocally, that the Calvinistic system teaches or implies the

doctrine that infants are damned ; and I challenge the reviewer to name a

single doctrine of the system from which it follows logically. I call upon him
to state a doctrine of Calvinism which implies that infants are damned, and to

point out, coolly and clearly, the connexion between the premises and the

conclusion; and if he cannot do it, then I call upon him to make such amends,
openly, tor misrepresenting the doctrinal opinions of a large denomination of

Christians, as public justice demands: as honor, magnimity, and conscience

cannot fail to make."

Should he refuse to do this, then, before turning me over to

those authors who have so satisfactorily done the work for him,

but concerning whose testimony he is so settled and unsettled, so

sure that they do, and so sure that they do not, teach infant dam-
nation, I would only crave that he tell me, once for all, on which

side of the contradiction lies his honest opinion—or whether he

has no opinion, only as one is pushed out by exigence, sometimes

on one side, and sometimes on the other.

(To be continued.)

REVIEWS.
The Star in the West; being Memoirs of the Life of Ridson

Darracott, Minister of the Gospel at Wellington, Somerset

;

with Extracts from his Correspondence. By James Bennett.
First American Edition. Brookfield : E. and G. Merriam.
1829. pp.216.

Ridson Darracott was born at Swanage, in the isle of Pur-

beck, on the coast of Dorsetshire, in February, 1717. His

father was the dissenting minister of that retired place; but, as

Mr. Bennett remarks,

" Neither the obscurty of the situation, nor the smallness of his charge,

ever generated in his mind the lazy, arrogant conceit, that, his callow thoughts
were good enough for his audience. With great care he prepared, not only for

the pulpit, where he might sometimes expect to address strangers attracted by
his talents, hut also for those private meetings of the members of his church,
held after the Lord's supper, from which all strangers were excluded. The
notes of tho addresses he delivered on these occasions—when the pastor

usually pours out the fulness of his heart without an attempt to shine—excite

the highest ideas of his intellectual powers, and of the solicitude with which
he studied, on every occasion, to promote the edification of his flock."
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When the subject of these " Memoirs" was about five years

old, his father removed lo Chumleigh, in Devonshire. In this

town, where young Ridson received the first rudiments of learn-

ing, under parental tuition, he afterwards consecrated to Christ

the first labors of his ministry, as his father's successor.

"From school youngr Darracott went, at the age of about fifteen, to a dis-

senting college, to study for the ministry. The serious reader of his life will

now naturally look for an account of the commencement of his religion. Of
this, however, none but very slight and defective records remain. No doubt

can be entertained of the divine blessing having so far accompanied the care of

his pious father to train him up in the way in which he should go, that he

never openly departed from it. His correct morals left him less reason than

many have to lament the sins of his youth: and his early attention to the

duties of religion rendered it impossible for others to mark the period of his

conversion. But the best early cultivation and the most skilful pruning leave

the nature of the tree unchanged. Nor did Darracott imagine that it is the

privilege of such favored youths as himself to be exempted from the necessity

of regeneration. He ever inculcated, with the zeal of conviction, and the

skill of experience, the doctrine of the new birth."

Mr. Darracott was placed, at the age above mentioned, in the

seminary at Northampton, over which the Rev. Dr. Doddridge

presided—a man whose memory is dear to thousands of Chris-

tians in this country, and whose praise is in all our churches.

" While in the seminary, young Darracott lost his father, but found another

in his tutor. The affectionate heart of the Doctor soon formed a strong attach-

ment to the youth, in whom he perceived a soul panting for the noblest distinc-

tion. The frankness of his mind, the purity and strength of principle manifest

in all his conduct, and the ardor of his devotion, so fixed the affections of
Doddridge, as to induce him to say, ' 1 hope this young friend will be the

guardian of my widow and orphans, should 1 be called away by death.'
"

His intimate companions at this period were afterwards

eminent among the faithful ministers of Christ. Fawcett, the

successor of Baxter, Hervey, author of " Contemplations," and

Pearsall, the pious pastor of the church at Taunton, were among
his early and steadfast friends. In 1737, he received a license

"to enter upon the office of preaching." He was then but twenty-

one years old. He had previously attempted to preach in a

village near Northampton, where the spirit of persecution (which

formerly disgraced England, and even now occasionally bursts

forth from the cold, formal pretenders to pharisaical righteous-

ness,) gave him a specimen of the trials he must expect to

encounter. The hous^, in which his auditory assembled, was
attacked by a mob ; but he was assisted by his hearers to escape

unhurt. He went from the seminary to Chumleigh, to preach to

the church of which his father had been the pastor, and which
was then destitute.

" Standing over his father's ashes, and leading the devotions of that church
with which he had first learned to join in the worship of God, he labored with
much approbation, and not without some effect. But as the congregation was
divided in its choice between him and another young minister, he determined
to relinquish the advantages he possessed, and retiring, sought another field of
usefulness. In this he affords a salutary lesson to those who are entering on
the pastoral care. He removed from Chumleigh to Penzance, in Cornwall."
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To this last mentioned plnce be retired from a scene endeared

to him by his paternal roof, and bis father's sepulchre, and

accepted the invitation of a little flock to preach to them the glad

tidings of a Saviour's love. His acceptance and success left him

no reason to regret his removal. In a communication to a friend,

he thus mentioned the effect which followed his labors :

" The Spirit of God is usefully moving upon the hearts of men here.

Through my preaching, several are awakened and setting their faces towards

Zion. Some very vicious and debauched characters are reformed ; the young
men show great seriousness, and I have great hopes of several of them ; and

what makes all this the more remarkable, is, that there was a strange luke-

wurmness among professors themselves when I came hither. The church

seemed to have a name that it lived, but was dead."

His biographer adds :

" The prosperity which attended Mr. Darracott's ministry at Penzance was
greatly promoted by private means, which are of far greater importance than

many seem to imagine. That pastoral visits and social meetings for private

devotions ought not to preclude opportunities for study, nor induce a habit of

desultory preaching, is readily admitted ; for this would be sacrificing the

primary means of usefulness to the secondary. But after employing in the

study as much time as is consistent with the preservation of health, and

essential to the mental improvement which good preaching requires, sufficient

leisure will still be left for abundant pastoral attentions, without which the

flock will never prosper."

While laboring among his people with ardor and success, Mr.
Darracott was, in the year 1738, seized with an alarming disease,

which he represented to a friend as afflicting him less by threaten-

ing his life, than by disappointing the hopes he had indulged of

greater efforts and success in his ministry. He removed to

Barnstaple for his health, where he passed several of the first

months of 1739, and employed himself in such means of useful-

ness as were within his reach and ability. As he recovered his

health, he was advised that the air of Penzance was unsafe for

him, and he renounced the design of returning to that place.

" The Presbyterian congregation at Wellington, in Somersetshire,

being destitute of a pastor, and having heard of his situation and

character, were, happily for them, induced to give him an invita-

tion, which led to his permanent settlement," in another portion of

his Master's vineyard.

" With pleasure" (says the compiler of these Memoirs) " we see that no
inferior motives, but that the hand of God removed him from a field of labor

which promised so abundant a harvest :—For the consideration which some
urged, that Penzance was at a srreat ('istance from his relations and estate, was
unworthy of a minister of Christ. Every genuine minis'er of Christ enters

upon the work voluntarily ; but when he has put his hand to the plough, he is

forbidden to look back upon his friends, and estates, and pleasant residences,

upon pain nf being pronounced unfit for the kingdom of God. Wo to the
minister, who is not guided by his Master's interest, as his polar star ! The
most paradisaical spot is blasted by the Saviour's frown and the loveliest

circle of friendship may soon be converted into the haunt of discord and the
furies."
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Mr. Darracott went to reside at Wellington early in the year

1741. He had before occasionally preached there lor sometime.

The town contained but a few thousand inhabitants, and the con-

gregation with which he was immediately connected, formed

but a small part of the population. There were but twenty eight

members of the church. He, however, did not linger on the verge

of the field, contenting himself with looking about and speculating

upon modes of future usefulness. He instantly began to work,

and the effects were immediately perceptible. He accepted the

call of the church, (not of the congregation merely) to became

their pastor, and was ordained November 11th. 1741. On the

evening of this day, and also of the first sabbath on which he

administered the Lord's Supper, he recorded some very appropri-

ate and solemn reflections, which are copied in the book before

us—and they certainly were auspicious omens. If God has

promised to fulfil the desires of them that fear him, it could not

be doubted that such aspirations after usefulness would be

indulged with a merciful answer. Many are ambitious to shine

before men in public services, who little regard their appearance

before God in the closet. But what hope can be entertained of

that man's success, who regards his ordination as a ceremonious

exhibition only—a closing of a bargain with his parishioners for

service as their " teacher of piety, religion and morality," and who
enters upon his work without depositing one intense and humble
prayer at the foot of the cross ?

Soon after he was settled in his pastoral charge, he married a

descendant of a puritan confessor, whose fine person was inspired

with such a mind and heart as he deserved. As he had no mer-
cenary nor ambitious views in forming this connexion, it was highly

blessed of God. " She found in him all the generous tenderness

implied in the sacred name of husband ; and his heart, alike unfit-

ted for the solitude of celibacy and the contentions of inauspicious

marriage, found in her repose from the fatigues of his ministry,

and solace under the afflictions of life."

Many of our readers, we doubt not, have been forcibly struck

with the remarks of Scott, (editor of the family Bible) on the

subject of ministers' marriages, as given in the interesting " Life"

written and published by his son. The Rev. Dr. Miller of New
Jersey, in his invaluable " Letters on Clerical Manners and
Habits," has also borne an equally decided testimony against the

venial and degrading matches, by which some of the professed

ministers of Him who had not where to lay his head, have brought

reproach upon the cause of religion. "The spirit of the com-
mercial world," says Scott, " having long corroded the professors

of the Gospel, is now making havoc among ministers. The plan

of marrying rich wives would have made St. Paul dolefully cry
out, All seek their own, not the things of Jesus Christ."
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If it is hard for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of heaven,

it is surely not to he expected that a minister who seeks after

earth and makes haste to be rich, will manifest a very deep solici-

tude to assist the entry of others. As actions speak louder than

words, and example is more powerful than precept, his exhorta-

tions to labor not for the meat which perisheth, and to trust not in

uncertain riches, will produce little effect. We have not seen, in

this country, the extent of the mischief which Dr. Scott deplored

in England ; and we pray that we never may.

After Mr. Darracott's ordination and marriage,

" He pursued his labors with new zeal, and the Redeemer crowned them with
augmented blessings. His hearers increased to such an amount as constantly
to overflow the place of worship, which however served to display the purity
of his motives and his freedom from vanity ; for in all his correspondence he
mentions only that which is the <rrand end of hearing—the conversion of souls
to God, and the increased dominion of religion over the hearts of professed
Christians. Those evidences of his usefulness were continually inspiring him
with fresh delights, so that the eight and twenty members of the church, soon
saw themselves surrounded at the Lord's Table by accessions far beyond their

own number."
" To the ordinary addresses from the pulpit, he added letters written to those

whom his sermons had failed to impress, or whose impressions were but recent.
Sometimes, instead of sending, he Would read them to those for whom they were
intended. Thus he gave a more solemn address than ordinary conversation
allows, while yet he avoided the appearance of formal preaching."

In six years from his ordination, there were added to his church

one hundred and twelve souls, " a list of names," said he, " which

I would not part with for the joys of the whole earth." His church

and congregation continued to increase ; their house of worship

was enlarged, in order to receive those who flocked to attend his

preaching ; and his heart was also enlarged, and panted for the

salvation of all men. He took a lively interest in the triumph of

religion, wherever it was enjoyed, and by whatever instrument it

was produced. He became acquainted with the most eminent

preachers of his day. In 1750, he received a visit from White-

field, as he was on his way to embark for this country. In a

letter to Lady Huntingdon (whose religious character is well

known, at least to our elder readers) Whitefield observed, that Mr.
Darracott was "a flaming, successful preacher of the gospel, and
I think may justly be styled the star in the west."

Mr. Whitefield, while on this visit, preached several times at

Wellington, and with great effect. Mr. Darracott had none of

that narrow, envious spirit which is sometimes too clearly exhibited.

He did not nibble at Whitefield's fame, and feel as if his own
reputation was in danger of an eclipse. He sat at the feet of the

stranger whom he had invited to preach to his flock, hoping that

where himself had failed, another might succeed in rousing

the attention of the careless, and consoling the heart of the des-

ponding. Every minister, who is meanly jealous of his own
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consequence with his people, would do well to reflect,—' If I take

care of Christ's honor, he will take care of mine.'

In the autumn of 1751, Dr. Doddridge, being advised to take a

voyage to Lisbon for his health, visited his pupil, as he passed

through Wellington towards his place of embarkation. ' Mr.

Darracott was the last friend he visited in his native country,

and it may easily be conceived that the sight of such a disciple, in

the zenith of his usefulness, afforded exquisite delight to him who
had trained him up for the ministry.

"The friendship between these two devoted servants of Christ was highly

honorable, to both. Darracott paid a willing homage to the literary eminence
of his tutor, who felt himself honored and blessed in the superior usefulness of

his pupil. Very lovely and pleasant were they in their lives, and in death they
were not long divided. For though Doddridge consoled himself, in the prospect

of death, with the hope that one whom he had trained for the ministry would long

survive him to carry on the work now dropping from his tremulous hands, it

seemed good to Him who forms polished instruments, but can do without
them, to call away Darracott, soon to rejoin his honored friend in the mansions
of immortal bliss."

During the eight short years of Mr. Darracott's surviving his

tutor, he was laboriously and successfully engaged in his Master's

business. His growing family was, however, but slenderly pro-

vided for at Wellington—and his reputation attracted invitations

from other churches. He was embarrassed as to the course of

duty ; but communicating with his friends and disclosing his con-

dition, he received pecuniary assistance, and resolved not to leave

a scene of so much usefulness as that in which he had so long

been an actor. His labors continued to be blessed with visible

success ; and success increased, and cheered, and lightened his

labors. Every month, he received some into his church, and pro-

posed others to its communion. At onetime the whole congrega-

tion were under serious impressions. This is what perhaps few

ministers in England had then been able to say, though such

scenes had not been rare in this country.

In 1755, he published his "Scripture marks of salvation,"

which were originally preached as sermons, and were requested by
his hearers in a more permanent form, that the closet might revive

the impressions made in the church. This pamphlet, which we
have never seen, is said by Mr. Bennett to have been warm with

the devotions of the writer's heart, and adapted to turn the atten-

tion exclusively to an examination of the heart and conscience of

the reader. It was extensively circulated in England and Scot-

land—though the distribution of tracts was not then much attended

to. In 1757, he exerted himself, with great zeal and success, in

behalf of the poor ; and prepared to form a society for the Re-
formation of Manners. This proposal encountered scarcely any
opposition. A society was formed, and the laws for the observ-

ance of the sabbath were enforced in the most judicious manner,
and with the happiest effects.
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At the close of this year, (1757) the number of ihe communi-

cants in bis church was increased to nearly three hundred. He
extended his sphere of labor by visiting the adjacent toivns and

villages to bring wanderers into the fold of Christ. He exerted

himself among the soldiers that were quartered or stopped near

him, in their removals from one part of the kingdom to the other;

and we have reason to believe, that he was the instrument of

turning many of their hearts in a new and heavenly direction.

The time now drew near that this faithful servant should return

to account with Him that sent him ; and those who had been

taught by him how to live, were now to learn of him how to die.

The first onset of the disease which removed him from the world,

was not fatal. He recovered partially, from several attacks, and

was enabled again to preach. His biographer states that the first

confident expectation of death, which Mr. D. expressed, was when
a month elapsed without any addition to his church. " Now," said

he, " I believe I am near my end ; my work is done, and I am
going home to my rest." With this impression of approaching

death (to him no gloomy one) he administered the Lord's Supper,

for the last time, December 3d. 1758. On the evening of that

day he composed a meditation, a farewell to the world, which was
published p. 629 of our last volume.

His last illness (which continued about three months) gave him

much excruciating pain ; but be was sustained by faith and hope,

and enjoyed not only the peace which the Saviour has promised to

his disciples, but the transport which he sometimes vovchsafes.

We do not regard the raptures of a dying bed as conclusive proof

of a holy heart. Nor are we certain that the publication of the

last words of ecstacy and triumph which sometimes escape the

lips about to be sealed forever, have, always, a salutary effect.

We therefore forbear to quote the valedictions of Mr. Darracott

:

Not that we have the slightest cause to suspect him of delirium, or

hypocrisy, or self-delusion—but because we fear that many are

inclined to make such scenes the test, of religion, and to indulge in

needless anxiety respecting the condition of their friends who may
die without the language of exultation, though they had lived the

life of faith and love, of contrition and obedience.

Mr. Darracott died on the 14th, of March, 1759, in the forty'

second year of his age, and, we doubt not, entered upon the

distinguished rewards of those who turn many to righteousness.

" On opening his Will, it was found to contain, besides the disposal of his

property, the following statement :

—

" It is my will and desire that 1 may be buried the fourth or fifth day after my
decease about one o'clock in the morning ; and that the time be kept secret

from all but such as are hereafter mentioned, who are the only persons I desire

may attend me to my last bed. At the grave, I would have nothing said, but

let them commit my flesh to the dust, in cheerful hope of a resurrection to

eternal life ; let them all be concerned to give me a joyful meeting at the great

day."
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" It is also my desire, that my dear brother, the Rev. Mr. Fawcett be sent for,

to preach my funeral sermon, about a month or six weeks after my decease, as

shall suit his own conveniency. I would not have him say a word in praise of

me, but tell the people, that having loved them, 1 loved them unto the end ; and
as a proof of it, have made choice of this word. ' Therefore, my bi ethren, dearly

beloved and longed for, my joy and crown, so stand fast in the Lord, dearly

beloved.' Phil. iv. 1. God will help my dear brother to carry home the exhor-

tation upon their hearts, and that lliey will carefully attend to all the affectionate

arguments by which the exhortation is urged. My furtiier desire is, that the

sermon may be printed, and that my dear people would not fail to have each of

them one, to be with them when they will see my face no more."

The funeral was conducted according to Mr. Darracott's direc-

tions. But though he evidently designed to avoid attracting a

crowd to his grave, the time could not be kept entirely secret, and

immense multitudes attended at that early hour. The darkness

was dispelled by their numerous torches, and its silence broken by

their sighs, intermingled with praises of their deceased pastor.

The funeral sermon, which Mr. Fawcett preached at Welling-

ton, April 15, exactly a month after his friend's decease, was, by

his command, silent concerning his praise. The attentive multi-

tudes, their sighs and tears, sufficiently proclaimed the worth of

their departed shepherd. And in the picture of a faithful pastor,

which Mr. Fawcett drew, he manifestly intended to give the like-

ness of his friend.

The concluding chapter of the book, from which we have

already made so many extracts, contains a very well written

summary of Mr. Darracott's character. We trust our readers

will pardon us for inserting a few passages.

"His disposition, says his biographer, whether it should be ascribed wholly to

religion, or in some measure to natural temperament, was very lovely. For,
with all that ardor which endeared him to the church and to his friends, he was
gentle and forgiving to his enemies. It was frequently observed of him, that,

bold as a lion in the pulpit, he was, in the inlei course of life, meek as a lamb.
Amidst considerable opposition, he was never roused to anger. In all his

letters, he wisely abstained from any mention of his enemies ; and when a
member of his family expressed a resolution to have no dealings with a trades-

man who had injured him, he strongly censured the spirit, insisting that no
difference should be made, except in favor of the offender.

" Though he was a very captivating preacher, he would not, as a writer of
sermons, have acquired celebrity from the press. The fire of his heart, the
light of his eye, the affection of his tone, and the solemnity of his manner,
communicated an inexpressible interest, and made common thoughts appear
striking."

" Mr. Darracott was still more distinguished as a pastor than a preacher.
He was far from resembling those whose neglect of their flocks reminds us of

what the sacred writer says of the ostrich, that leaveth her e<rgs in the earth,
and warmeth them in the sand, and forgetteth that the foot of the tiaveller may
crush them, or that the wild beast may break them. Mr. D. watched with
unwearied diligence, for the fiuit of his preaching."

_" If those who are entering on the work of the ministry may here learn that
with moderate abilities they may indulge the hope of distinguished usefulness,
they see also, that to consecrate themselves to this object, is to secure a life of
happiness. While many are fretting at the weight of their labors, the obscurity
of their station, or the smallness of their income ; this good man esteemed it

his felicity to have no time to spare ; his honor to hide himself where he might
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best promote the divine glory ; and his wealth to put others in possession of the

durable riches of righteousness."
" Far from repining that he was exiled to the narrow sphere of a little country

town, his enlarged heart told him that his station demanded more than he had
time or strength to accomplish. The pecuniary embarrassments, which he felt,

were but momentary, for his wants were soon supplied ; and while they lasted,

the strength of his faith and the ardor of his zeal prevented them from doing
more than proving to his own conscience, and to others, that he could willingly

make any sacrifice for Christ and his cause. The care of his family, he cheer-

fully devolved upon Him whom he had served in the Gospel ;—nor was his con-

fidence vain."

The last fifty pages of this work are filled with extracts from

Mr. Darracott's correspondence. We do not think they add
greatly to the value, or to the interest of the volume.

A reflection obtrudes itself, on closing this little book, respecting

the doctrines of which God is pleased to bless the preaching.

Ministers may describe forever the beauties of virtue, and the

rewards of self-respect—may portray the vulgarity of vice, and

exhort to aspirations after the elevated consciousness of an unre-

proaching heart—but the effects of Darracott's preaching will not

ensue.

" Ah, tinkling cymbal, and high sounding brass,

Smitten in vain ! Sucli music cannot charm
The eclipse that intercepts truth's heavenly beam,
And chills and darkens a wide wandering soul."

The course of action also, which secures success to a pastor, is

strikingly exhibited in the book we have been examining. The
mere routine of ministrations on the sabbath will not satisfy the con-

science or the wishes of a minister who is worthy to be accounted

a descendant of the pilgrim fathers of New England.

He must be instant in season and out. of season—must attend

personally and thoroughly to the welfare of his charge, or he

cannot anticipate nor receive the reward of a faithful servant. So
thought Darracott, and he acted accordingly. So thought and acted

the clerical fathers who nurtured the churches of this land. And
so think and act their legitimate children in the ministry.

A tear will escape from the pious reader, as he recalls the his-

tory of the school of Doddridge, while perusing the narrative of

the life of so lovely and so successful a pupil of that sainted mas-

ter. And more bitter tears will flow, if he turn his thoughts to

an institution in our own vicinity, originally consecrated " to Christ

and the Church," but now the boasted " bulwark" of a system of

religion which its founders would have deemed treachery to the

Captain of their salvation to adopt or countenance.
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The Scriptures not a Revelation, but the record of a
Revelation : An Article in the Christian Examiner for Jan-
uary, 1830.

Our last numbercontained an article on the question, What con-

stitutes Infidelity ?, in which, after meeting this inquiry, the writer

shows, by numerous quotations from standard Unitarian authors in

Europe and America, that they fall clearly on the side of the Infi-

del. We deem it a striking coincidence, that on the day of the

issuing of our number, an article was published in the Christian

Examiner, with a running title, " The Scriptures not a Revelation

but the record of a Revelation," making fuller disclcsures of the

views of the conductors of that work on the subject in question,

and confirming the conclusions we had published. We shall oc-

cupy a few pages in examining and exposing the contents of this

article, so far as they relate to the inspiration of the Scriptures.

" The question," says the Examiner, " between the believer and the unbeliever
is, whether God has made special and supernatural communications of his wis-
dom and will to man, and whether the Bible contains those communications:"
" Not whether the words of this communication are grammatically the best
words ; not whether the illustrations are rhetorically the best illustrations; not
whether the arguments are logically the best arguments ; but the question is,

whether there is any communication at all."

Now we deny that the question, as here stated; is the proper
question between the believer and unbeliever, or the Christian and
the Infidel. We do this for two reasons. In the first place, many
acknowledged Infidel writers would answer this question in pre-
cisely the same manner as the Christian. Lord Bolingbroke pro-
fessed to believe that " God had made special and supernatural

communications of his wisdom and will to man," and that " the Bi-
ble contains those communications." " Genuine Christianity," says

he " is contained in the Scriptures. It is the ivord of God." The
same remark may be extended to Hobbes, Tindal, Morgan, Dod-
vvell, Gibbon, and perhaps others.* But, secondly, any person
may believe that " God has made special and supernatural commu-
nications of his wisdom and will to man," and that " the Bible con-
tains those communications," and still not receive the Bible as the
truth of God, or bow to it as a standard. ' God has made a rev-
elation to men, and the Bible contains this revelation ; but where-
about in the Bible is it ? and how much is there of it? and what
particular parts are to be considered as revelation, and what not ?'

These are points which none can satisfactorily determine, and con-
cerning which there must be great and endless diversity of opinion.

One throws away this chapter or verse, as no part of the revelation
;

another that; and another that ; and thus the whole Bible is virtu-

* See our number tor January, ISM, pp. 5, G.
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ally discarded, while in appearance and profession it is retained.

' There is a revelation in the Bible ;—but no mortal can decide in-

fallibly, without a new revelation, what it is, or where it is, or how
much there is of it ; and hence every one is entitled to receive

such parts, and such only, as to him appear consistent and agreea-

ble.'*

The real question between the believer and the infidel was pro-

perly stated and settled in our last number
; pp. 7— 10.

" The Christian receives the canonical Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-

ment, as coming from God— as of binding authority—as the standard of his

faith, and the rule of his conduct ; but the infidel, whatever he may profess or

pretend, never in reality does this.—The intelligent Christian is not averse to

sober and just criticism, in application to the Scriptures. He wishes the canon
of Scripture to be investigated and established, and that whatever is inclu-

ded in the canon may be properly explained. He wishes to possess a correct

copy, if possible, as the inspired writers left it ; and he wishes this copy to be

correctly interpreted, if possible according to ' the mind of the Spirit.' But
when all this is done to his satisfaction, he has no further questions to ask. He
receives it all. He says, with Chillingworth in his better days, "' No demonstra-
tion can be stronger than this : G<>d hath said so, therefore it is true."

But the infidel is not satisfied with having a correct copy of the Scriptures,

and with having it correctly interpreted. He does not then bow to it, as a stan-

dard. There is a certain part of it, if not the whole, which, in his estimation, is

not the authoritative word of God."

Brought to this test, it was shown in our last, that the conduc-

tors of the Christian Examiner fall clearly on the side of the in-

fidel. The same more evidently appears from the disclosures in

the article now before us. No manner of inspiration, not even a

general superintendence, is here admitted as extending to the lan-

guage of the Bible.

" Many of the most learned and profound Orthodox scholars have given up
the doctrine of immediate suggestion, and retain only that of a general superin-

tendence.! But we surely may remind them, that the Scriptures themselves
furnish as little warrant for the doctrine of superintendence as for that of sug-
gestion.

The doctrine of superintendence, undoubtedly, comes not from the Scriptures,

but from what is thought to be the exigency of the case. It is introduced to

save the sacred writings from the charge of possible error; a charge which we
shall by and by undertake to show, does not, in anything material, attach to

them, on what we think to be a more rational and unincumbered theory. We
see no need of supposing the apostles, for instance, to have spoken and written

under any other influence than that of truth and goodness—truth supernaturally

communicated to them, but not by them supernaturally taught.

The Examiner insists, that the sacred writers had no need of

inspiration, in composing and publishing the sacred volume.

* Rainmolnui Roy, whom the Christian Register places " in the veryfirst rank of Chris-

tian Theologians." selected and published, a few years since, such passages of the !New
Testamem aa he thought proper for circulation among his countrymen. This work has
been republished, with high encomiums, by Unitarians in this country. Mr. Jefferson,

who claimed lo be a Unitarian, and whom I)r I'ricslley represents as " almost, if not alto-

gether, such an one as ire (Unitarians) are," also made a selection, from the New Testa-
ment, of such of" the precepts of Jesus" as he thought to be genuine, and worthy of so

distinguished a Reformer.

t This representation of the views of "many of the most learned and profound Orthodox
scholars" respecting the Bible, we believe is wholly unfounded.
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" What is a revelation ? It is simply the communication of certain truths to

mankind : truths, indeed, which they could not otherwise have fully understood

or satisfactorily determined ; hut truths nevertheless as easy to be communica-
ted as any other. Why then is there any more need of supernatural assistance

in this case, than in any other ?" " What, particular truth, that either does be-

long to revelation, or has been conceived to belong to it, requires an infallible

Style, or a supernatural influencefor its communication f"

Accordingly, it is urged, with a variety of illustration, that the

Bible is a human composition.

" The composition of the Bible is looked upon as a human work—a work pro-

duced by the natural operation of human thought and feeling."—" These wri-

tings (the Scriptures) so far as their composition is concerned, are to be regarded
as possessing a properly and purely human character."—" The record was hu-

man. It was. strictly speaking, and every way, a human act. The manner, the

style, the phraseology, the choice of words, the order of thought, the selection

of figures, comparisons', arguments, to enforce the communication, was alto-

gether a human icork. It was as purely human, as peculiarly individual in

the case of every witness, as his accent, attitude, or gesture, when delivering

his message."*

The writer of this article speaks in some places as though the

question beiween Unitarians and the Orthodox respected merely

the language of Scripture—as though he believed that the

thoughts, the ideas, were of divine inspiration.

" We see ideas, that we ascribe to inspiration ; but we see no evidence, we
can discern no appearance of any supernatural influence created upon the style

either to make it perfect, or to prevent it from being imperfect.
" If such, then, be the natural impression arising frnni the perusal of the Scrip-

tures, we are so to receive them, unless they themselves direct us otherwise.

Do they direct us otherwise i Do they anywhere teli us that the manner of
writing, the style, the words, came fr««m immediate divine suggestion, or were
subject to miraculous superintendence ?"

The same writer asserts, in another place, that Unitarians do

not deny the inspiration " of ideas " in the New Testament, but

"only of words." p. 355.

Now if the question between the two parties respected merely

the language of the Bible, it would be one of vital importance.

Our Saviour promised the Spirit 10 his disciples to teach them, as

well how, as what they should speak. And Paul thought it

important to acquaint the Corinthians, that he spake, ' not in

words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost
tearhcth.

1 " If we should admit," says Dr. Woods, "that the

divine superintendence and guidance afforded to the inspired

writers had no relation at all to the manner in which they

exhibited either doctrines or facts ; how easily might we be

disturbed with doubts, in regard to the propriety of some of their

representations? We should most certainly consider them as

liable to all the inadvertencies and mistakes, to which uninspired

* It is implied here, as it is in other parts of the article under examination, that the
characteristic differences of style in the nacred writers goes to disprove their inspiration.
We have no time todiscuss this old infidel objection to the Word of God ; nor is it ne-
cessary. Those who wish to see it removed may consult Dr. Woods' Lectures on Inspi-
ration, pp. 25—28, and Wilson's Lectures on the" Evidences of Christianity, pp.317—331.

voc. rn.

—

no. ii. 13
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men are commonly liable ; and we should think ourselves per-

fectly justified in undertaking to charge them with real errors and

faults as to style, and to show how their language might have

been improved; and, in short, to treat their writings just as we
treat the wriiings of Shakspeare and Addison. ' Here,' we might

say, ' Paul was unfortunate in the choice of words ; and here his

language does not express the ideas which he must have intended

to convey. Here the style of John was inadvertent; and here it

was faulty ; and here it would have been more agreeable to the

nature of the subject, and would have more accurately expressed

the truth, had it been altered thus.'
"

We hear it questioned, in the article before us, whether " some
of the illustrations " of Scripture " are judicious," and whether

some " of the arguments of Paul are logical." " Some things
"

in the Bible, it is said, "were hastily written, some things negli-

gently," and " some things not in the exact logical order of

thought." "The light" of revelation, "in its visitations to the

earth, has struggled through the medium of human imperfection,

through mists of prejudice, and clouds."— It is plain from this

specimen, as well as from the nature of the case, that were the

language of Scripture wholly uninspired, there would be no end

of cavilling in regard to it, and the Bible itself could no longer be

regarded as an infallible directory in the things of religion.

The Bible, it should be remembered, was not given us as a

philosophical speculation, with which to exercise and amuse the

understanding ; but as a system of rules, " a code of laws,"

which men are to obey in this world, and by which they are to be

tried and judged hereafter. Suppose, then, that the Congress of

the United Slates should enact a code of laws for the government

of the nation, but should neglect to reduce them, to writing,

leaving it to the auditors and reporters in the halls and galleries to

publish them in such form and manner as they thought best.

Who would feel the least confidence in such laws ? Who could

tell, for certainty, what the laws were ? Who could know
whether he had kept them, or transgressed them ? And if

arraigned for trial on such laws, who could more than conjecture

whether he ought to be acquitted or condemned ? The truth is,

that such laws would be no laws at all. They would not come
authenticated to the nation, and not an individual would be under

the least obligation to regard them.—So, in the case before us, if

the Bible, as to the language of it, is not from God, then we
have no authenticated revelation from God. All we know of his

laws, his purposes, his promises, his threatenings, the way of life,

and the way of death, we are left to gather from mere human
testimony—the testimony of those who were as weak, as igno-

rant, as forgetful, and as liable to mistakes and prejudices, as

ourselves; and what confidence, on such ground, can be reposed
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in the Bible ? We have not the word of God, but the mere

testimony of men, on which to rely ; and who can pretend to

determine whether the foundation of his hope is sure?

These remarks go to show, that, were the question between the

Orthodox and Unitarians such as has been pretended—did it

respect merely the language of Scripture, it would, in that case,

be a momentous question, going to the very foundation of our

faith, and of our everlasting hopes. But the question, thus

stated, great as it may be, is not the sole, or perhaps the principal

one in this controversy. For in regard to some portions of the

Bilile, Unitarians no more believe the ideas inspired, than they

do the words. This is evident from the article before us.

" The inspired penmen usually wrote in conformity with the philosophy of

their respective ages— in conformity, therefore, with some portions of natural

and metaphysical philosophy tluit are false."
" It cannot be denied that there are some slight discrepancies in the evan-

gelical narratives."

"There are among our sacred books, mistakes in philosophy, and discrepan-

cies in statements of facts."

But ; n these " mistakes in philosophy, and discrepancies in

statenu ...« of facts," the fault must have been, not in the language

only, but in the ideas intended to be conveyed. Again,

" Unbelievers have derived more plausible and just objections from the pre-

vailing theological assumptions with legard to our sacred books, than from any
other quarter. The attacks which are usually made upon the philosophy of
Moses, the imprecations of David, the differences among the apostles, the obscu-
rities of Paul, and upon instances of puerility, coarseness and indelicacy in style,

or inappositencss in illustration, are all of this nature."

But in " the philosophy of. Moses, the imprecations of David,"

and " the differences (contcadictions) among the apostles," the

fault could not have been in the mere words, but in the sense, the

meaning, which the words expressed.

The writer before us makes a similar distinction to that of Dr.

Ware, between " the doctrines " of the sacred writers, and their

" arguments, illustrations, and topics of persuasion," considering

the former as of divine inspiration, but the latter as " the sugges-

tions of their own minds." This distinction he illustrates in the

following manner :

"' Whoever appeals to reason,' it has been very justly said, ' waves, quo ad
hoc, his claim to inspiration.' When an inspired teacher says to us, ' This doc-

trine is true'—that is one thing—we receive the declaration on his simple au-

thority. But when he savs, ' I can prove this to you by a series of arguments'
—that is another tiling. When he savs, ' this is true, because'—the utterance

of that word arouses our reason. It is not implicit faith that is then demanded,
but an attentive consideration of the force of arguments. The thing argued de-

mands faith ; but the argument, from its very nature, appeals t<i reason ; and it

is the very office of reason to judge whether I lie argument is sound and sufficient.

And so when a sacred writer says. ' This doctrine is true, and it is like such a
thing, or it may be so illustrated,' he appeals to oui judgement and taste, and
we may, without in the least questioning the thing asserted, inquire into tho
fitness, force, and elegance of the illustration, allegory, or figure by which it ia

set forth."
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But if the arguments and illustrations of the sacred writers

were from their own minds, then the ideas conveyed in these

arguments and illustrations were not inspired, any more than the

words used to express them.

According to the theory advanced in this article, it does not

appear that the office of a prophet or an apostle differed mate-

rially from that of the ordinary preacher.

" When prophet or apostle presents himself to us as a messenger from God)
we receive him in the simple and actual character, which has been marked out

in this discussk n. We consider him as saying, ' I bear to you, a message from
God, to which I demand reverent heed ; I give you, from divine inspiration,

assurance of certain solemn and momentous truths ; but I do not say that every

word and phi ase I use, every simile, and allegory, and consideration by which
I endeavor to explain or enforce my message, is divine, any more than that

my countenance, speech, and action are divii e. The distinction is easy, and

you ought not to misapprehend it. I speak to you from God ; but still I am
a man. 1 speak after the manner of men, and for the peculiarities of my own
manner, mind, country, and age, I do not presume to make the Univer-

sal and Eternal wisdom answerable.' It is as when an earthly government sends

its ambassador to a revolted province. The person invested with such a charac-

ter has a two fold office to discharge. He has to lay down propositions, to make
offers of forgiveness and reconciliation. These are from the government. He
has to explain and urge these propositions and offers, by such language, illustra-

tions, and arguments as the exigency iequiies. These are from himself. ' It

is thus,' might the ambassabor of God say, ' it is thus that I address the chil-

dren of men. My message is divine ; my manner of delivering it, is human.' "

But is it not true of every authorized preacher of the Gospel,

that he is an ambassador from God to a revolted world ? His

message is divine;—received, not indeed by immediate inspira-

tion, but from those who were inspired. But his language, illus-

trations, and arguments are human. These are from himself.

In what important respect, therefore, does he differ from an

apostle ? And why may we not, on this ground, censure the

style, the language, the illustrations, the arguments, and, to a

certain extent, the sentiments of the apostles, with as great

freedom and with as much propriety, as we do those of an

ordinary sermon ?

The views of Unitarians respecting the Bible, as disclosed in

the article here considered, are briefly these :

—

No manner of

inspiration, not even a general superintendence, attaches to the

language of Scripture. It is the word of man, and not of God,

and is to be regarded, entirely and throughout, as a human

composition* And as to the ideas conveyed by this language,

though some of them are inspired, others are not, and every one

must judge for himself, (though he has no certain means of

judging) how much to receive as a revelation from God, and how

much to impute to the ignorance, the prejudice, the ingenuity, or

the device of man.

* The Christian Register, remarking on this article in the Examiner, says, "It is

unanswerably shown that they (the Scriptures) make no claim to be the work of a literal

inspiration." With this Assertion, let the reader compare 2 Peter i. 21. 2 'lim. iii. 16.

Gal. i. 11. 1 Cor. ii. 13. and xiv. 37. 1 Thess. ii. 13,

/S6 2<G
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The course which this discussion lias taken, and the disclosures

to which it has led, are, in our view, deeply serious. It was
introduced by us, not lightly, nor with a wish 10 injure, hut under

a high sense of responsibility, and with the most solemn convic-

tions of duty. That an outcry would be raised, and that hard

things would be said of us, with a view to prejudice the public

mind, and turn it off from the momentous question in debate, we
bad no reason to doubt. But we are not to be thus intimidated or

restrained. The Bible is too dear to us to be given up— as a

whole, or in part—without a struggle. The eternal interests of

myriads now living, and of generations yet to live, are of too

much consequence to be, at once anrl so readily, abandoned.
When we see efforts making which we sincerely believe, so far as

their influence reaches, go, not to bedim, but to extinguish the

light from heaven, we cannot cease to warn our fellow travellers

through a dark and treacherous world of the dangers that await

them.

The conductors of the Christian Examiner, if we understand

their allusion, regard us as ' exulting with apparent delight over
what we profess to think their fatal skepticism.' But that we
exult or rejoice on account of their skepticism, (we fear their

fatal skepticism,) is far from the truth. We rejoice, indeed, that

the cloak of concealment is beginning to be thrown off, and that

they are disposed to explain to the world their views. We
commend their frankness in so doing, and entreat them to keep
nothing back. But that we rejoice on account of their adopting
such views, is most untrue, and to throw out insinuations to that

effect we think uncharitable. We are conscious of no unfriendly

feeling towards the conductors of the Unitarian periodicals, or
those associated with them. They a re our fellow mortals, hastin°-

with us to the judgement, and ' our heart's desire and prayer to

God for them is, that they may be saved.' That we regard their

system generally, and especially their views of the Bible, as of
destructive tendency, we have never attempted to conceal. They
are views which we shall endeavor, by all fair methods, to expose
and refute. We shall continue to warn our fellow men against
them, and do all in our power to limit their prevalence. But so
far from rejoicing that any around us have adopted such views
and such a system, we should rejoice with joy unutterable to see
them abandoning it. We would go forth to meet them with tears
of gratitude and joy, could we see them returning to the religion

of their fathers, acknowledging the Bible as the word of God,
and humbly embracing those holy doctrines, which be has re-
vealed for their ' instruction in righteousness.'
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The First Sf.ttlers of New England; or Conquest

OF THE PeQUODS, NaRRAGANSETTS, AND PoKANOKETS. As
related by a Mother to her Children. By a Lady of Massa-

chusetts. Boston: Mini roe and Francis. 1829. pp.282.

We know nothing of the writer of this volume, except that

she is a professed believer and admirer of modern Unitarianism,

and consequently a violent opposer of that " system of religion

which was planted on this soil by the first settlers of New
England." The result of her inquiries, as here exhibited, and as

they stand connected with the subject of religion, may be stated

in the following propositions.

1. Our pilgrim lathers, " the first settlers of New England,"

were monsters of injustice and cruelty.

They "rent asunder the bands of humanity and brotherhood, thus destroying

social happiness and confidential intercourse, and giving force and scope to the

most hateful passions." p. 94. They destroyed the natives " with as little

compassion and compunction as " they would " the wild beasts of the forests,"

and manifested " a hard and merciless disposition, truly unnatural and deplo-

rable." pp. 32, 37.

2. Ths horrid cruelties, practised by the Pilgrims, were the

necessary result of their Calvinistic principles.

" We may in truth imagine, that a sect.—who ascribe to God passions highly

vindictive and unjust,—who represent this universal Parent as having formed

rational creatures for the express purpose of inflicting on them torments the

most excruciating and endless, without allowing them any chance or power to

escape,—and who also believe, that the small number whom he has ordained

to be happy, have been redeemed by the sufferings and blood of a benevolent

and perfect being, who has given himself a willing victim to satisfy divine

vengeance,—may have believed themselves authorized to inflict all the evil in

their power on wretches who are bom to suffer."* pp. 30, 31.

3. The Calvinistic principles of the Pilgrims, which instigated

them to such shocking barbarities, were derived from the Old

Testament.

" The conviction of the Jews having been set apart from all other nations by
God to preserve a knowledge of his true character and attributes, and autho-

rized to destroy the Canaanites, whom he had purposely left to follow their

own wicked devices, is assuredly the strong hold of Calvinism ; for, if it be

admitted that God had chosen a people who were commanded to punish and
exterminate a portion of His creatures who had been blinded and kept in

ignorance of the truth, then is the doctrine of election firmly established."

p. 95.
" The main prop of Calvinism is found in the election of the Jews, with all

their vices, to be the peculiar favorites of heaven." p. 110.

Our fathers had " the vain belief of their being a chosen people, and, like

the Israelites, authorized by God to destroy or drive out the heathen, as they

styled the Indians." p. 32.

4. The Old Testament, though " highly valuable," as contain-

* This is a specimen of the manner in which the religious principles of our lathers are

misrepresented and caricatured throughout the volume.
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ing "many sublime passages and beautiful images," and an
" interesting portion of ancient history," is, in many parts of it,

untrue, unworthy of God, has no connexion with the religion of

Jesus, and ought to be separated from ii.—To this proposition,

we ask the particular attention of our readers. If the work
before us contains it, we make no apology for denominating it an

infidel publication. If it does not contain it, we know not what

meaning to attach to the terms.

" The sanguinary institutions of the Jews,'' (institutions which the Bible

assures us were appointed of God,) " from which we have derived our crude
and unworthy notions respecting the Deity, can have no connexion with the
pure and heavenly religion of Jesus." p. 5.

"I have before stated to you the pernicious effects resulting from the
supposition that the figurative style of writing, common in the Eastern world,
should be construed as containing the literal import of what was related, and
the evil consequences produced by associating with our benign religion the
history and sanguinary transactions of the Israelites. Errors like those cannot
be too much exposed, ant 1 we may venture to predict that Christianity will

never fully exert its purifying influences till this unhallowed connexion be
dissolved." pp 94, 95.

"To me it appears altogether wonderful to find highly gifted and benevolent
men, who have abjured and denounced the base and incongruous dogmas which
have so long obscured and marred the sublime doctrines of Christianity, still

advocate the connexion
1 supposed to subsist between the historical relations of

the Old Testament, and the doctrines of the inspired teacher of the New Tes-
tament: or in any way admit a comparison of Moses and Christ, so highly
derogatory to the character of this divine personage." p. 9(i.

" It is assuredly wonderful, and altogether irreconcileable with the dictates
of reason and moral sensibility, that a book containing the history of a people
whose vires create in unsophisticated minds a moral aversion too great to be
overcome should be acknowledged to have an intimate and necessary con-
nexion with a belief in Jesus ; and I am unable to repress the mingled emotions
of shame and regret excited by reflecting on the extreme incongruity of exhib-
iting characters so utterly unworthy, a> examples for imitation to a foreicrn

people, with a view to prove the superior purity and efficacy of our religion^
and prevent human sacrifices." pp. 104, 105.

" I have had fiequent occasions to remark on the injury done to Christianity
by the pernicious practice of associating with it the historical transactions and
[divine] institutions of the Jews. It is by nourishing this root of iniquity,
which may he likened to the parasite plant which blights and destroys the (air

tree to which it clings for support, that ample scope has been afforded for the
commission of those countless crimes which have been perpetrated under the
sanction of religion." pp. 107, 108.

The rejection of the Old Testament " will relieve many from perplexing
doubts relative to the divine attributes, which have appeared to them so con-
tradictory and uncertain ; while others will be reclaimed from skepticism who
have been made to think that there is the same authority for believing in the
Old Testament, as in the New. By rejecting those parts of the former which
are so unsuitable and discordant to the spirit of the Gospel, with all those
degrading and unworthy representations of the high and lofty One who
inhabiteth eternity, it will brighten and make clear the path which has so lon«r

been encumbered with thorns." pp. 109, 110.

The Scriptures represent the ancient Jews as the peculiar,

chosen people of God, favored, beyond all other people, with the

means of religious instruction. "The Lord hath chosen Jacob
unto himself, and Israel for his peculiar treasure."*

* Ps. exxxv. 4. See also Deut. vii. C. xiv. 2. xxvi. 13. Is. xliv. 1, 2. &c.
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But this sentiment, the writer of the work before us peremp-
torily denies.

" It appears to be wanting in respect for the moral attributes of the Deity
to represent him as having chosen a people, so destitute of goodness, to be his

peculiar favorites." p. 98.

" Caroline. You think, mother, there is sufficient proof that the Jews were
not a favored people, or better instructed than other nations in the knowledge
of God?

" Mother. This, in my opinion, is susceptible of demonstration." p. 102.

The Bible represents the ceremonies of the Jewish worship as

appointed of God, and ordered with a view to preserve them
separate from the superstitions of the surrounding, nations. Lev.
xx. 24—26. But our authoress represents these ceremonies as

strongly resembling those of the htathen, and in some instances

as copied from them.

u The rites and ceremonies of the Jews very nearly resembled those of the
neighboring nations, particularly those of Egypt, from whom they copied the

garments of their priests." '' The Cherubim resembled the Egyptian lsis, who
was worshipped under a great variety of forms." p. 100.

5. The writer of this work has abundant charity for heathen

and idolators, ancient and modern—for almost everything except

Calvinism, which she represents as the most horrible superstition

which ever infected the minds of men.

"The people of Egypt, like all other nations, worshipped one supreme
Deity, whose most adorable attributes, power, wisdom, and goodness, were
frequently personified, and under various forms received distinct homage.
Gratitude, also, for the gifts esteemed most beneficial, led them to pay venera-

tion to the ox, and some other animals, who most contributed to supply their

wants, or to preserve them from danger or loss ; and probably, like the

Hindoos, as they perceived in all nature traces of divine goodness, they were
led to recognise the Almighty in all His works. It appears wrong to me to

call such a people idolators, though in many instances they may have trans-

gressed the bounds of moderation." p. 70.

" I have before explained to you the notions entertained of inferior deities

by ancient nations, who, in their prayers and votive offerings, hoped to receive,

through their mediation and influence, the forgiveness of their sins, and to find

favor in the sight of the great Parent ol the universe ; and they naturally

believed that those who had been the benefactors of mankind while on earth,

would still endeavor to preserve and intercede for them in another state of
existence." p. 251.
" In the character and principles of Jesus, we recognize him as a teacher

inspired by God to illustrate and confirm those divine impressions, which He
hath graciously written on the heart. In the minds of our aborigines, this law
hath not been darkened or corrupted by superstitii n. and they are guided by the

pure Ivstrc of that light which is from above, when not contaminated by our

vices." pp. 253, 254.

In the following extract, quoted with approbation from a

sermon by the Rev. Mr. Upham of Salem, the religion of the

Indians is represented as even superior, in some respects, to that

of our fathers.

" These sons of the forest carried all their household gods away with them,
as they slowly and reluctantly departed on their long and dismal journey
toward the getting sun. And, even if they had imparted to their Christian
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successors a portion of their oirn religions faith, it would not, perhaps, have
been an injury. There was a purity and sublimity in t lie religion of the

untaught Indian, which could n >l but hive exerted a corrective and restrain-

ing influence upon tiie complicated and gloomy doctrines, towards which
Christians were then inclined.'' p. 270.

The views of the writer respecting Calvinism, and the exu-

berance of her charily towards Calvinists of the present day,

may be gathered from the following sentences.

" I have before had occasion to remark, that no superstition could he, com-
pared to Calvinism in its demoralizing, petrifying effects. However erroneous

may be the belief of the Hindoos, their self-devotion has something in it great

and impressive, because it is themselves who are the victims, nor do they, by
any vain subtilty, expect to avoid responsibility." p. 117.

"The opponents to this benign system [I'nitarinnism] daily manifest the

same inveteracy which has marked the proceedings of those who have,

(whenever circumstances admitted.) put in execution every species of torture,

imprisonment, and death, with a view to silence their adversaries, nor will this

censure be deemed unmerited by those who attend to the denunciations which
are perpetually fulminated against all who dissent from the self-elected judges,

who contend for infallibility and exclusive privileges." pp 108, 109.
" We know by sad experience, that whenever an opportunity is given [to

Calvinists] for persecuting their opponents, they are all induced to join, or

acquiesce in doing them all the evil in their power, in the full conviction that

they are serving and honoring Him, whose high behest they are bound to

fulfil." p. 115.

Having repeated the oft-refuted calumny that Servetus " was
burned by a slow fire, amidst the exultation and. scoffs of Calvin"
the daughter replies,

" But you do not believe, mother, that all Calvinists approve of such horrible

persecutions ?

" Mother. As that sect acknowledge Calvin to be their head and leader, we
are compelled to suppose they would deem themselves authorized to follow his

example, ichencver an opportunity presents." p. 117.

6. As the writer believes the religion of the heathen to be
preferable to that of her Orthodox neighbors, she of course

considers all missionary operations (excepting those of the Deist,

Rammohun Roy,) as nearly, if not entirely useless. Mr. Eliot's

converts among the Indians were injured, rather than benefitted,

by the change they had experienced.

" Sausaman, (who had been the counsellor, and pretended friend of Philip,

but after, by the frequent solicitations of Mr. Eliot, whose convert he had
previously been, joined the enemies of his country,) betrayed his master, and
was made the principal instrument in his destruction. We have reason to

suppose that the Indian converts were induced to believe it to be a part of their

duty to betray their unbelieving countrymen, who were already doomed to

never-ending wo for their unbelief." p. 77.

"The vast sums expended in vain and nearly 7tsclrss endeavors to gain
proselytes in foreign and far distant lands, would, if rightly improved, be of
incalculable benefit at home." p. 276.

" The admiration, excited by the noble efforts of Rammohun Roy, to reclaim
his own countrymen fioin idolatry and superstition, and teach them the path of
duty, affords an important and striking lesson to others, to follow the example
of this inestimable individual, whose magnanimous efforts have conferred
infinitely gi eater benefits on the people of India, than all the missionaries who
have ever visited its shores." p. 2cSU.
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We have thus given our readers some idea of this work, which
is published as a conversation between a mother and her daugh-
ters, and is now circulating through New England. We have no
room for extended remarks, nor do we think them necessary.

The work is chiefly interesting, as it exhibits the views entertained

by many, and beginning to be openly advanced, respecting the

Old Testament. The lovers of the Bible will see in it the

tendency of things, and the necessily of awaking to a sense of

their danger.

The sympathy of the writer for the Indians, so far as founded

on truth, and the interest she manifests on the subject of their

threatened removal, we, of course, approve.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Biblical Illustrations.

From Jowett's Christian Researches.

House of the Dead.

While walking out, one evening, says Dr. Jowett, a few fields'

distance from Deir el Kamr, with Hanna Doornani, the son of my
host, to see a detached garden belonging to his father, he pointed

out to me, near it, a small solid stone building, apparently a house

:

very solemnly adding, " Kabbar beily," the sepulchre of our fam-
ily. It had neither door nor window. He then directed my atten-

tion to a considerable number of similar buildings, at a distance,

which, to the eye, are exactly like houses ; but which are, in fact,

family mansions for the dead.

Perhaps this custom may have been of great antiquity ; and may
serve to explain some Scripture phrases. The prophet Samuel was
buried in his house at Ramah : 1 Sam. xxv. 1 : It could hardly be

in his dwelling-house. Joab also, " was buried in his own house."

1 Kings ii. 34, " I know that thou wilt bring me to death, and to the

house appointed for all the living." Job xxx. 23.

Psalms, cxxix. 0. " Let them be as the grass upon the house tops,

which withcrcth afore it gruiccth up."

In the morning, the master of the house laid in a stock of earth";

which was carried up, and spread evenly on the top of the house,

which is flat. The whole roof is thus formed of mere earth, laid on,

and rolled hard and flat. On the top of every house is a large stone

roller, for the purpose of hardening and flattening this layer of rude

soil, so that the rain may not penetrate : but upon this surface, as
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may be supposed, grass and weeds grow freely. It is to such grass

that the Psalmist alludes, as useless and bad—" Let them be as the

grass upon the house-tops, which withereth afore it groweth up."

Isaiah, lii. 2. "Shake thyself from the dust; arise; sit down,

O Jerusalem."

It is no uncommon thing to see an individual, or a group of per-

sons, even when very well-dressed, sitting, with their feet drawn un-

der them, upon the bare earth, passing whole hours in idle conversa-

tion. Europeans would require a chair ; but the natives here prefer

the ground. In the heat of summer and autumn, it is pleasant to

them to while away their time in this manner under the shade of a

tree. Richly adorned females, as well as men, may often be seen

thus amusing themselves. As may naturally be expected, with what-

ever care they may, at first sitting down, choose their place, yet the

flowing dress by degrees gathers up the dust : as this occurs, they

from time to time, arise, adjust themselves, shake off the dust, and

then sit down again. The captive daughter of Zion, therefore,

brought down to the dust of suffering and oppression, is com-

manded to arise and shake herself from that dust, and then, with

grace and dignity, and composure and security, to sit down ; to take

as it were, again, her seat and her rank amid the company of the

nations of the earth, which had before afflicted her, and trampled

her to the earth.

It may be proper to notice, that Bishop Lowth gives another ren-

dering

—

Arise, ascend thy lofty seat—and quotes Eastern customs

to justify the version : but I see no necessity for the alteration, al-

though to English ears it may sound more appropriate. A person

of rank in the East often sits down upon the ground, with his atten-

dants about him.

The following illustration of the parable of the ten virgins, (Matt. xxv. 1—13)

is by an English Clergyman now in India, once " the friend and coadjutor of

Dr. Buchanan."

The luminaries mentioned in the parable are, in the original,

lampades, in our translation rendered lamps. It would be needless

to inform the classical scholar that lampas is not what ordinary

English readers understand by a lamp (that being luchnos) but

properly signifies a torch. It may be a question, however, in what
manner oil was applied to such an instrument or luminary as a

torch.

Now, what occurs in India, presents us with a ready answer.

When we are going to travel at night through unfrequented places

in that country, where keeping up a light is very important, we do

not trust ourselves to a lantern, as in a town or station ;
but a man

is hired, who carries in his right hand a kind of torch, having a large

head of tow, or other bibulous substance, in his left a vessel, out of

which he keeps occasionally pouring oil upon the lighted tow. This
makes a large strong flame, much stronger than that of the wick of

a lamp. The blaze brightens the whole path, and defies the power
of rain or wind, to extinguish it.
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Before I was set to thinking, by observing this, I remember some-

times inaccurately quoting Holy Scripture, by exhorting the people

of a congregation to have oil in their lamps. I believe I was not

singular: whereas if we look into St. Matthew we hnd no such ex-

pression ; but it is there, ' Oil in their vessels with their lamps'

Anecdote.

The following anecdote is related by Whiston. Memoirs, Vol. i. p. 362.

" There is a story, how a learned Friar of Italy, famous for his

learning and preaching, was commanded to preach befoie the Pope
at a year of Jubilee; and to be the better furnished, he repaired a

good while before to Rome, to see the fashion of the Conclave, to

accommodate his sermon the better. When the day came he was to

preach, having ended his prayer, and looking a long time about, at

last he cried with a loud voice three times, ' St. Peter was a fool

—

St. Peter zvas afool—St. Peter was fool !
!' Which words being

spoken, he came out of the pulpit. Being afterwards con vented be-

fore the Pope, and asked why he so carried himself, he answered,
' Surely, holy Father, if a Priest may go to heaven abounding in

wealth, honor and preferment, and live at ease, never or seldom to

preach;—then surely, St. Peter was a fool, who took such a hard

way, in travelling, in fasting, in preaching, to go thither."

SOCIETY FOR PROPAGATING THE GOSPEL AMONG THE INDIANS

AND OTHERS IN NORTH AMERICA.

In the notice of Dr. Wisner's sermon before this Society, contained in our

last, we expressed our disappointment "at finding- no treasurer's report

published the present year." The following- account of the state of the

treasury has since been given to the public by Alden Bradford, Esq.,

Secretary of the Society.

" In Bank Stock, 818,700— ( ?,000 of which was for six months
only,) the income being $693. In Insurance Company Stock,

$1,200—$7,200. Depoited at 5 per cent. $700, six months,
$1,850.- Mortgages, $1-3,900—$564,00. Cash on hand, chiefly

due missionaries, (Oct. 22d,) $806,47; and collections, (Nov. 6th)

$115,64.
" The Treasurer observes, that the income has been diminished,

by the failure of the Boston and American Banks to make a

dividend in October last—but chiefly through the failure of a

person, who has a large sum loaned him, on mortgage, by the

former Treasurer, to pay the interest thereon for four years,

amounting to $1,080. Without intending to criminate the former

Treasurer, it is but just to observe, that the security held for

payment of some large sums was not suflicient, that the interest

had not been received thereon ;
that the present Treasurer has

given particular and efficient attention to the subject, and has
taken care to obtain new and sufficient security."
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It was also stated, in the notice referred to, that " all the missionaries

appointed by the Society, with possibly one exception, were, so far as we

have been able to ascertain, Orthodox, till since the death of its late President,

the Hon. William Phillips, who left to it a legacy of $5,000." Mr. Bradford

doubts the correctness of this statement, and mentions the names of several,

who have been employed by the Society, who, though they were not all

" Unitarians, in the modern acceptation of the term," yet "were not of such

theological opinions as to entitle them to the epithet of Orthodox, as usually

understood."

NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

1. Suggestions respecting Improvements in Education, presented

to the Trustees of the Hartford Female Seminary, and published

at their request. By Catharine E. Beeciier. Hartford : Packard
and Butler. 1829. pp. 84.

This work is scarcely a proper subject of criticism, as it was
intended primarily for the consideration of those to whom it was
presented, and for the accomplishment of a mere local object. We
recommend it, however, as deserving a wider circulation than that

for which it was prepared, and as calculated to promote other

important objects, besides that of enlarging the Female Seminary
at Hartford. It is evidently the production of a vigorous mind—
the result of much thought, and of a treasured experience in the

difficult employment of school education. It seems to have been
the plan of the writer to point out defects in the common systems

of education, suggesting, as she passes along, appropriate remedies.

The first of the defects here mentioned is,

" That the formation of the minds of children has not been made a
prnfissiun, securing wealth, influence, and honor to those who enter it." The
business of teaching has too often " been looked upon as the resource of
poverty, or as a drudgery suited only to inferior minds," •," and few have
engaged in it, except those whose talents would not allow them to rise in other

professions, or who have only made it a temporary resort, till better prospects

should offer.

"

Other defects are, "the want of proper school books;" the

habit " of committing to memory words, instead of acquiring

ideas ;
" the " notion that the communication of knowledge,"

rather than stimulating the mind of the pupil to action, " is the

primary and almost the sole object of instruction ;

" "tbe neglect

of using objects of sight to aid in illustrating and communicating
ideas ;

" that pupils have not been taught " to instruct others ;

"

"that the public have no standard by which to test the character of
schools;" and " that the great principle of the division of labor

has never, until very recently, and only in a few instances, been
introduced into school education."
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"But," says Miss B , "the most important and most neglected department
in education still remains unfilled and unsustained in all our seminaries. We
have yet to learn what could be effected, were the cultivation of the social

feeling's, and the formation and correction of the moral character and habits,

the distinct department of one person, who should by talents and experience

be suitably qualified." "The writer holds that it ought to be a maxim in

education, that there is no deject in character, habits, or manners, but is

susceptible of remedy."

With these views as to the importance of moral education, in

distinction from intellectual, it was a leading purpose of the writer,

in addressing the trustees of the seminary over which she presides,

to induce them to furnish additional accommodations, that an

assistant principal might be employed, and the moral cultivation of

the pupils be made a direct and prominent object. Whether all

will be accomplished in this department of education which our

authoress represents as practicable, we think doubtful. That much,
however, may be done, by strict attention, timely directions and
encouragements, a proper example, and a well regulated govern-

ment, towards forming the character for virtue and happiness, we
have no doubt. We hope, at least, that the experiment may be

tried. The prospect even of partial success is sufficiently animat-

ing, to compensate for any sacrifices or responsibilities that may be

necessarily incurred.

2. Strictures on the. Review of Dr. Spring's Dissertation on the

Means of Regeneration , in the Christian Spectator for 1829. By
Bennet Tyler, D. D., Pastor of the Second Congregational

Church in Portland, Me. Portland : Shirley and Hyde. 1829.

pp. 64.

In the last volume of the Christian Spectator are several articles

on " the Means of Regeneration," commenced as a review of Dr.

Spring's Essay on that subject, but continued as an independent
discussion. These articles—written, as all allow, with distinguished

ability—have been read with a variety of emotions by different

individuals ;—by some, with great satisfaction ; by others, with

equal dissatisfaction ; and by others, with a degree of hesitation

and embarrassment. Dr. Tyler is one of those who are dissatisfied

with the discussion in the Spectator, and the object of the work
before us is to make the public acquainted with the grounds of his

dissatisfaction. After several preliminary remarks on the use of

terms, the hypothesis of the reviewer in the Spectator is stated, as

follows, viz.

"That antecedent to regeneration," (in what the reviewer calls the restricted

sense,) " there is a suspension of the selfish principle in the sinner's heart

;

that certain acts are then performed by him, which are not dictated by
selfishness, but by self-love; and that these constitute using the means of
regeneration.''

Respecting this hypothesis, Dr. T. suggests the following queries:

1. Whether it does not make regeneration " a gradual and progres-

sive work ;
" 2. Whether it " does not involve the inconsistency of

supposing that the heart is changed, antecedent to regeneration;"
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3. Whether, on this ground, the sinner, "while using the means of

regeneration," can feel any "conviction of sin;" 4. "Whether
the scheme of the reviewer does not dispense with the necessity of

divine influence in regeneration ;
" o. Whether it " does not rep-

resent the sinner as laboring under a natural inability to do his

duty ; " (3. Whether it is not inconsistent with " the doctrine of

sovereign, distinguishing grace;" and 7. Whether, "if drawn out

in detail, and inculcated by the teachers of religion," it " has not a

direct tendency to stifle conviction of sin, and produce spurious

conversions."'— It would be impossible, in this brief notice, to give

our readers so much as the plan of the work before us. It is

written througbout with great clearness and candor, and should be

read, if possible, by all who have read the articles in the Spectator.

It does not become us, at this stage of the discussion, to attempt

deciding any seeming differences betwixt our brethren. We pre-

sume the reviewer will think that he has been misunderstood, and

of course that he has not been justly represented ; and, as Dr.

Tyler observes, should the effect of the Strictures be to " call forth

from him explanations, satisfactory to the minds of his ministerial

brethren, no unimportant object will be gained." If the discussion

is to be continued, we hardly need express the hope that all

concerned will endeavor to be explicit, treat one another as

brethren, and set an example of affectionate inquiry after truth,

instead of an impetuous struggle for victory.—At the close of the

work before us, the autbor has summed up, in several propositions,

what he considers as essential to the doctrine of regeneration ; and

we presume that most of bis Orthodox brethren, without excepting

the conductors of the Christian Spectator, will cordially assent to

the statement he has given :

** 1. Man is a moral agent, and capable of obeying- every divine command.
"2. He is a rebel against God, and loves his rebellion.

"o. God commands him immediately to repent and return to his allegiance.

"4. He is able to repent, if be will. The duty is easy and reasonable.

But be will not repent, but resists every motive that is presented to his mind.

Consequently,
" 5. Except a man he horn again, he cannot sec the kingdom of God.

6. A Dictionary of important Names, Objects, and Terms,

found in the Holy Scriptures. Intended principally for youth. By
Howard Malcom, A. M. Boston : Lincoln and Edmands. 1830.

This will be found an interesting and useful volume, to parents,

to Sabbath School teachers, to all who wish either to understand the

Scriptures themselves, or to impart a knowledge of them to others.

It is not, indeed, a complete dictionary of the Bible—far from it;

but it includes most of those names and objects mentioned in the

Bible, respecting which instruction is felt to be needed by the

youthful reader. The explanations of terms denoting doctrines are

decidedly evangelical, and the work is calculated, in this respect,

to leave a good impression. We were particularly pleased with the

explanation of the term Sabbath, in which the perpetuity of the
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institution, notwithstanding the change in the day of its observance,

is briefly but satisfactorily maintained. Were we to take any
exception, it would be to the positiveness with which certain small

matters, usually considered as doubtful, such as the questions

respecting the reality of witchcraft, the immolation of Jepthah's

daughter, &,c, are determined. As a specimen of the work, we
quote the explanation of the term, raiment.

" Raiment was at first made of the skins of beasts, but the art of spinning
and weaving was soon invented, and embroidering became common in the days
of the Judges. The most common garment in the days of Christ, was a sort

of shirt or tunick, reaching to the ancles generally, with sleeves, but sometimes
having only armholes. A srirdle confined it at the waist. Over this, were worn
various garments, according to the quality of the person. All classes wore
something in the form of a large shawl, called a cloak or upper garment, Matt,
xxi. 8. When, a person had nothing on but the tunick, he was said to be naked.
John xxi. 7. Persons could carry various articles in the folds of their shawls,
Luke vi. 38, and at night, in that climate, they rarely needed any other bed-
clothes, Ex. xxii. 28. Round this outer garment the ancient Jews were accus-
tomed to have a border or fringe, sometimes marked with texts of Scriptures.

The Pharisees, through ostentation, made theirs remarkably large, Matt, xxiii.

5. When engaged in laborious work, this outer garment was laid aside, as our
Saviour did, when he washed his disciples' feot, John xiii. 4, and Peter, when he
fished, John xxi. 7. This explains, also, Matt. xxiv. 18. These upper garments
would of course fit persons of any size, equally well. To give raiment, was
therefore common ; and especially, when opulent or eminent men gave rich

entertainments. In such cases, not to accept and put on the proffered robe,

was a great affront, Matt. xxii. J 2.

4. A Sermon delivered at the Ordination of the Rev. Asa Hixon,
at Oakham, October 7, 1829. By Jacob Ide, Pastor of the Second
Church in Medway. Brookfield : E. and G. Merriam. 1821). pp. 36.

This ingenious and excellent discourse is founded on Ex. xvi. 8.

' And what are we ? Your murmurings are not against us, but

against the Lord.' The object of the preacher is to show that
" those who murmur against the servants of God, in the faithful
discharge of their duty, murmur against God hintself."

"There is much murmuring against faithful ministers of the

Gospel, because they believe and preach the doctrines " of " de-

pravity," of "regeneration," of the " Trinity," of " God's eternal

purposes," and " the future punishment of the wicked."—But they

preach these doctrines not at all more frequently or plainly than

they are taught in the word of God.

'' What Trinitarian did you ever hear assert the divinity of Christ in plainer

terms than those of John ? ' In the beginning was the word, and the word was
with God, and the word was God,' ' This is the true God, and eternal life.'

Or than those of Paul, ' Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning

the flesh, Christ came, who is over all, God blessed forever.' I insist upon it,

this is as plain, and as strong language, as any body uses on this subject; and
if this is not to be understood as asserting the proper divinity of Christ, we are

not bound to consider the language of any one as asserting it. I know it will

be said that this may be explained so as to bear another meaning. So may the

language of any Trinitarian whatever be explained, so as to bear a meaning
which he never intended to express. But the question is, not what meaning
may be put upon a man's words ; it is rather what meaning do they most
obviously convey."
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Dear Sir,

My original purpose in these letters, though unavoidably

delayed for several months, has not been forgotten. I propose

now to resume the subject, and to finish what 1 have to offer, in

as little time and space as circumstances will permit. When Uni-

tarianism had gained footing among us, in the manner already

pointed out, its growth and prevalence were greatly promoted by

concealment. It is obvious that concealment, if successfully prac-

tised, must have essentially aided the progress of Unitarianism
;

as by this means excitement would he prevented, suspicion

avoided, and the deluded churches would receive those as

pastors, and ministers (in their ignorance) embrace those as

brethren, whom otherwise they would have rejected. The poison

would in this way be taken without alarm, and the infection

spread through the religious community, before apprehension

should be excited, or the friends of truth were apprised of their

danger. That such would be the tendency and effects of con-
cealment, is too obvious to need explanation. In what follows,

therefore, I shall produce the evidence that this tendency was
duly appreciated by the early Unitarians of Massachusetts, and
that, until the controversy in 1815, a studied, and, to some extent,

a successful concealment was practised.

It should be observed, however, that in this respect the Unita-

rians of Massachusetts have not been singular. It is mentioned
by one apostle as a characteristic trait of ' damnable heresies,'

that they shall be brought in ' privily ' (2 Pet. ii. 1.) ; and by
VOL. III. NO. III. 15
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another, that those who ' deny the only Lord God, and our Lord
Jesus Christ,' are wont to ' creep in unawares? (Jude 4.) Unita-

rianism, whatever may be its character in other respects, will be

found uniformly to have borne these marks of error. Wherever
introduced, it lias been brought in ' privily '—has ' crept in una-

wares.''

In this manner it was introduced and propagated by the ancient

Unitarians. Irena?us describes them as " using alluring discourses
• • •

in public, because of the common Christians ;
" as " pretending to

preach like us " (the Orthodox ;) and as " complaining that,

though their doctrine be the same as ours, we abstain from their

communion, and call them heretics." But he adds, " When they

(Unitarians) have seduced any from the faith by their disputes,

and made them willing to comply with them, then they begin to

open their mysteries." *

When Paul of Samosata, a Unitarian of the third century, was
" charged with holding certain opinions which he had preached,

he solemnly denied the charge, nay, denied it on oath. Yet,

in a little while, he preached the same doctrines again, and was

again charged, and again found to deny and equivocate ;
" until,

at lengtb, his true character was exposed, and he was excluded

from the sacred office.*

Arius, the father of the Arians, a short time before his death,

was summoned to the Imperial palace, and asked whether he

agreed to the Nicene faith. He without hesitation answered in

the affirmative. The creed was then offered him, which he

readily subscribed ; and when, to remove all doubt, the emperor

required him to swear that he believed as he had written, he

solemnly swore that he did. At the time of this oath, (as So-

crates, a cotemporary historian, intimates,f) Arius had concealed

under one of his arms a paper, on which he had just written his

real sentiments ; and the meaning of the oath, according to his

intention, was, that he believed as he had written on this secreted

paper ! !

The elder Socinus, after his settlement at Zurich, " adopted

the Helvetic confession of faith, and professed himself a member
of the church of Switzerland." He was " artful in concealing

his wayward opinions," broaching them sometimes " under the

form of questions to be discussed," and sometimes in private

letters to those " whose judgement he respected, and in whose
friendship he could confide." His nephew, Faustus Socinus, who
inherited bis papers, and propagated the system which he had

matured, resorted to the most unworthy arts (if historians are to

* See Miller's Letters on Unitarianism, pp. 238, 239.

t Lib. i. cap. 38. See also Milner, vol. ii. p. 72.
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be believed) in order " to conceal, or to varnish over, the most

offensive features of his system."*

The German Unitarians, in the beginning of their career, were

careful to disguise and conceal their sentiments. Their publica-

tions were, for the most part, " equivocal and deceitful." "In
various instances," we are told, " it was not only difficult, but

absolutely impossible, fairly to unmask the author, and to convict

him of unchristian sentiments; so well he knew how to hide

himself under a show of piety and orthodoxy."j

And Unitarianism in England, boldly as it is maintained at

present, was by many, for a long time, studiously concealed.

Whiston, speaking of himself and Emlyn in 1724, says, "We
have had some few, and but a very few followers here ; while

almost all those who are privately of our judgement, temporize,

or prevaricate, or use political management, to avoid persecution,

or the loss of preferment."! Dr. Clarke strangely equivocated,

when his work on the Trinity was brought before Convocation

;

and whether he was more properly a Trinitarian, Unitarian, or

neither, is to this day uncertain.§ Messrs. Peirce and Hallet, the

first promoters of Arianism among the English Dissenters, long

after suspicions were excited against them, denied expressly that

they were Arians or had " taught anything like Arianism. "|| It

is said of the early English Unitarians generally, in the History of

Dissenters, that their opinions were " cautiously concealed ;
" and

Dr. Priestley is spoken of as among the first, who, " scorning the

crafty concealment and cunning equivocation of his predecessors,

frankly told the world his creed. "IT Dr. Priestley himself " de-

clared that there were great numbers in England, even among the

clergy, who, while they privately held Unitarian opinions, did not

scruple, in public, to countenance a mode of worship which they

would not deny to be, according to their own principles, idolatrous

and blasphemous."**—And Mr. Belsham avers, that " there are

thousands " of Unitarians in England, who " are deterred by

secular considerations, and the harsh spirit of the times, from

avowing their real principles."!

f

It will be seen in what follows, that American Unitarianism has

proved itself a shoot of the old stock, and that the same conceal-

ment which, at different periods, has been practised so successfully

on the other continent, has been attempted and practised here.

1. In the first place, a variety of facts may be mentioned, indi-

cating the existence of such a practice.—It was this, undoubtedly,

* Mosheim, vol. iv. p. 469. Waterman's Life of Calvin, p. 61. Miller's Letters, p. 210,

t Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iii. p. 58. \ Memoirs, vol. i. p. 312.

§ See Biographia Rritlanica, vol. iii. p. G02.

||
See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. ii. p. 587. IT ibid, pp. f.71 , 673.

** Miller's Letters, p. 241, rt Review of Wilberforce, p. 227.
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which occasioned the violent opposition to public formularies of

faith, which commenced here more than thirty years ago. This

opposition was disguised under a show of zeal for religious

freedom, and for what were called the first principles of Protest-

antism ; but the true ground of it, undeniably, was, the character

of the existing confessions, and the wish to propagate an opposing

system without discovery or alarm.

In pursuance of the same policy, an opposition was early excit-

ed against the examination of candidates for the Gospel ministry.

Nothing surely can be more reasonable in itself than that candi-

dates for the sacred office should be examined, as to their fitness

for the great work on which they propose to enter. Even the

teacher of a common school must be examined, before he can

lawfully instruct our children in the first rudiments of knowledge
;

and is it of less importance that the views and qualifications of those

should be ascertained, who are to enter the sacred desk, and be

recognized as "stewards of the mysteries of God"? "The
fathers of New England, " says Dr. Trumbull, " were exceed-

ingly strict with respect to those whom they ordained, examining

them, not only in doctrinal points of theology, with respect to

cases of conscience, and their ability to defend Christianity and

its doctrines, but with respect to their own experimental and heart

religion."* But near the commencement of the existing defec-

tion, the minds of many underwent a change on this subject, and

in their zeal for religious freedom and the lights of conscience,

the ancient examinations were denounced, " as a destructive

evil."f It was foreseen, as it must have been, that in the ordinary

course of examining candidates, Unitarians would certainly be

ensnared and detected, and that when detected, they would not be

ordained.

If Unitarianism, in its early stages, was not intentionally con-

cealed, why did not those who embraced it assume the name
which is now so dear to them ? That this was not to any consid-

erable extent done, is matter of unquestionable notoriety. There
were Arminians, in distinction from Calvinists ; and there were
those calling themselves liberal or catholic Christians, who believed

that every thing essential to the Christian faith might be compre-
hended " in one bright line, ' Jesus is the Christ,' "—in distinc-

tion from others who held to the primitive faith of the New Eng-
land churches; but, previous to the controversy in 1815, there

were few, if any, acknowledged Unitarians. The name was un-

appropriated and almost unknown. It was sometimes charged

upon the liberal party by the Orthodox, but the charge was resisted

as false and slanderous. But why such an extreme aversion to

# Hist, of Connecticut, vol. i. p. 313. t See Panoplist for April 1806.
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this name? It is a cherished, boasted name now; why such a

dread of it in former years?

Again ; if Unitarianism for a time was not studiously concealed,

why was it not fully and plainly preached ? Why did not minis-

ters inform their hearers that they disbelieved the Divinity and

atonement of Christ, and had embraced a different system of re-

ligion from that which their fathers had inculcated ? That the pe-

culiarities of Unitarianism were not preached, previous to the con-

troversy in 1815, is on all hands admitted. "We seldom or

never introduce the Trinitarian controversy into our pulpits."

11 We have never entered into discussions of the doctrine of the

Trinity."* " They touched not disputed doctrines"^ But why
were not Unitarian doctrines preached before 1815, as well as

since? If these doctrines are true now, they were then. If they

are important now, they were then. If they are denied and as-

sailed now, so were they then. If they now constitute a part of

that " counsel of God," the whole of which every minister is

bound to declare to his people ; so did they then. What reason

shall be assigned, therefore, for the reserve formerly manifested in

respect to these doctrines, except that they were then new and

unpopular, their abettors were afraid to preach them, and chose

not to hazard their places and influence by disclosing their views. J
If Unitarianism was not concealed, up to the time specified in

these remarks, why was it net openly inculcated and defended

from the press ? The press was indeed enlisted, strongly enlisted,

for its inculcation and defence, but not in a way which made any

particular individual responsible. Foreign Unitarian works were
republished and industriously circulated ; but no one was known
in the transaction except the bookseller, and with him it passed

before* the public as a matter of enterprise and speculation.

Unitarianism, too, was sometimes advocated in periodicals; but

the articles in support of it were uniformly anonymous, and the

authors of them were generally unknown. It is, then, a fact, that,

up to the time of the controversy in 1 815, Unitarianism, in this

country, was not openly inculcated from the press. Up to that

time, not one of those who constituted the bone and muscle of
the Unitarian party in Massachusetts ever appeared before the

public, under his own proper name, in its defence. For this

* See Channing's Letter to Thatcher, pp. 13—1G.

t Unitarian Advocate for April, 1828.

\ In the Vermont Adviser for 1815, we arc told of " a preacher of the TSoston school
settled in that part of the country. Respecting his opinions," says the F.ditor, ••' there
was formerly no little controversy, and vhether his congregation have, to this day, found
out V)hat his sentiments are, we are by no means sure. Il was slaunc lily contended l>y

him that he was not bound to disclose his principles, and that all the profession of faith
which he ought to be required to make was, (Hal he believed the truth of (he Christian
religion. We have very satisfactory evidence dial, in his endeaoors at disguising his
tenets, he has on some occasions been guilty, if of nothing worse, of pretty gross equiv-
ocation." vol. vii. p. 240.
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remarkable fact, what good reason can be assigned ? Since the

period so often referred to, scores of writers have come forward
under their own names, and appeared as advocates of the " new
doctrine." But why this surprising change in the mode of

opeiation, except that a studied concealment had been previously

practised, which then, by an unwelcome disclosure, was suddenly

broken up?

If there was no intentional concealment, up to this time, why, I

ask, was the ivork, making the disclosure here referred to, so long

secreted after its arrival in this country ? This work, as is

generally known, is the Memoirs of Lindsey by Mr. Belsham

—

from which was extracted the pamphlet afterwards reviewed in

the Panoplist, entitled " A brief history of the progress and
present state of the Unitarian churches in America." The
Memoirs of Lindsey were published in London in 1812, were
probably received in Boston shortly afterwards, but were unseen

and unknown, except by a kw select individuals, until the begin-

ning of 1815. The motive for suppressing this work was well

understood by the editor of the pamphlet extracted from it.

" The care," says he, " which has been manifested to limit the

knowledge of this interesting work, during many months, probably

two years, since its arrival in Boston, indicates pretty plainly the

unwillingness of those ivho have possessed copies of it to have its

contents generally known." p. A. The same account of the

matter is given by a reviewer of this pamphlet (a Unitarian) in

the Boston Patriot for May 13, 1815. " It is a fact," says this

reviewer, " that the work (Memoirs of Lindsey) no sooner

arrived here, than it was studiously concealed. But a few copies

were received, and the circulation of these was confined to a
small number of select individuals. On a careful perusal, we can

find but one motive for this suppression, viz. that the Unitarians,

who are principally confined to Boston and its vicinity, are not yet

prepared for an open and explicit avoival of their sentiments."

Thus reasoned a political writer, a Unitarian, in 1815; and to

the same conclusion must every candid mind be brought, when
made acquainted with the facts.

It was shown in my last, that the Hollis Professor of Divinity

in Harvard College and the late President both obtained their

places by concealment. When Dr. Ware was elected, the sug-

gestion that he was an Arian was strenuously resisted, and

represented as " a calumny." And says a Lmitarian clergyman,

who had the best means of knowing, " Had Dr. Kirkland been

an acknowledged defender of Unitarianism," at the time of his

elevation to the Presidency, " he would not have been elected to

that place"*—It should be added in this connection, that most of

* See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. ii. pp. 471, 477.
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the present Unitarian clergy, who were settled previous to 1815,

obtained their places by a like concealment. What I mean is,

they did not go to their parishes as Unitarians, or disclose to their

people, previous to settlement, their Unitarian principles ;
and if

they had disclosed them, in all probability they would not have

been settled. Of the first part of this proposition, there can be

no doubt. To call names in support of it might appear invidious,

and is unnecessary. I aver, therefore, in the general, and I chal-

lenge contradiction, if what I say is not the truth, that there is not

now a Congregational Unitarian minister in Massachusetts, settled

previous to 1815, who went to his people in the name and with

the character of a Unitarian, and plainly preached to them, before

ordination, the peculiarities of Unitarianism ; and I do not believe

there is one, who, had he done this, could have been settled

without difficulty, if at all.*

I have here called your attention to various undeniable facts?

all conspiring to establish the point at issue, viz. that previous to

the controversy in 1815, there was, on the part of Unitarians in

this region, a studied concealment of their religious opinions. I

do not mean that these opinions were entirely concealed. Doubt-

less, those holding them were wont to express them—to use the

language of Mr. Wells— ' when they judged it proper.'' But they

did not judge it proper to express them from the pulpit, or (with

their names) from the press, or in any other place or manner

where their expressions would be likely to be quoted in proof of

their being Unitarians.

f

2. The conduct of Unitarians was such, in former years, as

made the impression on those around them that they were intend-

ing and endeavoring to conceal their sentiments. In his first letter

* Many persons now living- rerollect what took place at the time when the late Mr.

Buckminster received his call to become minister of the Bratile-sireet church and society

in Boston. When the proposal was made to give him a call, Mr. Cooper, a venerable

member of the church, and son of one of the former ministers, rose and objected, on the

fround that Mr. B. did not believe the divinity of Christ. To this it was replied, that

Ir Cooper must be mistaken ; that, though Mr. B. might not have been so explicit on

that point as some desired, it was not to be doubted that he believed so important a

doctrine as the divinity of the Saviour. Mr. Cooper, however, insisted, that he had

taken pains to satisfy himself of the truth of what he had stated, and that he was not

mistaken. On this, a wish was expressed by a third person that Mr. Cooper might leave

the meeting-, as the society would undoubtedly give Mr. B. a call, and it was very

desirable that they should be unanimous. This suggestion, however, was not followed or

approved; Mr. Cooper was suffered to remain; but it was under these circumstances

that the call was given.

f Though the cloak of concealment was in a good measure torn off bv the controversy

of 1815, still, there has not been all tha' explicitness since which o glit to have been

expected. Several improvements in theology (so called) which now egin to be dis-

closed, have long been concea'ed ; and more, doubtless, are st II concealed, to be

published in due time. As an indication of this, allow me to advert to a single fact.

Why is it that the leciures at the th ological school at Cambridge have always been
considered as private lectures ? Why is it that ihe st dents have not been expected, if

they have been permitted, to reciprocate the civilities shown them at other seminaries, by

inviting their friends, and especially the students of other seminaries, to go with them to

the lecture room ?
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to Dr. Charming, Dr. Worcester says, " The opinion is very

extensively prevalent," " that liberal ministers, and other liberal

gentlemen have judged it proper not to make ordinarily a free

and full disclosure of their sentiments ; that they have, in fact,

thought it expedient to temporize. Hundreds and hundreds of
times have 1 heard it uttered jrom various quarters, and with

"various expressions of approbation and disapprobation ; and
never, in any debate or conversation, as I recollect, have J heard

the truth of it denied, or called in question. It seems, indeed, to

have been received as an established, uncontested fact, that

ministers of the liberal class were not accustomed to be unre-

served and explicit in the public avowal and declaration of their

sentiments. I confess to you, sir, that I had so received it, nor

did I ever imagine that in so receiving it, there was anything

injurious or uncharitable ; for I did suppose that you and your
liberal brethren held it as a maxim, founded upon reasons satis-

factory to your own minds, that a degree of reserve and conceal-

ment, greater or less according to circumstances, was prudent,

and justifiable, and praiseworthy." p. 17.

The same impression was made on the editor of the History of

American Unitarianism, the pamphlet extracted from the Memoirs
of Lindsey. " Those," says he, " who have been chiefly concerned
in conducting these operations," introducing and promoting Unita-

rianism, " have deemed it expedient, till this stage of the process,

to concealfrom the mass of the Christian community their ultimate

designs." p. 4."

A similar impression was made on the conductors of the Pano-
plist—men favored with the best opportunities of observing and
judging for themselves. They speak of " the work of error" as

having been " carried on for the most part in secret"—as having

silently and covertly extended itself." The advocates of Socini-

anism in general have nut dared to be open," but " have clandes-

tinely crept into Orthodox churches." vol. xi. pp. 241, 260.

The same opinion is expressed by the editor of the Vermont
Adviser. " These ministers (the Unitarians) have all along care-

fully refrained from an explicit avowal of their actual belief. They
have rather pretended that they did not essentially vary from the

generally received opinions," and their " efforts to propagate Uni-

tarianism have been made" in an " insidious and covert manner."

vol. vii. pp. 228, 239.

The reviewer in the Patriot, already quoted, who could have

been impelled by no religious antipathies, is still more full in ex-

pressing the same sentiment. " Why," he asks, " do not the"

(Unitarian) " clergy openly profess and teach the tenets of their be-

lief?" " We may feel pretty sure that it does not spring from any

particular objection to controversy ;" " nor from any peculiar and

unusual delicacy to the feelings of an opposite party. We think
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we may safely infer so much, from the fact, that political questions

are discussed with great freedom, and with quite as liberal a use

of the vituperation style, as comports with the decency and mode-
ration expected from the pulpit."

3. The conduct of American Unitarians was formerly such, as

to give occasion to Mr. Belsham to reproach them with " a mean
and temporizing policy," and to represent them as unwilling to

disclose their sentiments. Speaking of the Result of the Council
by which Mr. Abbot, of Coventry, (Conn.) was dismissed, he says,

"Thus, again we see the sacred cause of Christian truth sacrificed,

to a mean and temporizing policy, and the faithful champion of truth,

the amiable, useful and beloved pastor, torn from his weeping flock

and consigned to poverty and solitude, for the sake of preserving a
holloa), deceitful, temporary peace."* In another place, under the
semblance of an apology for the Boston clergy, he exposes the
concealment they were practising in the following terms : " Can it

upon the common principles of human nature, be reasonably ex-
pected of a body of clergy, nursed in the lap of ease and affluence

and placed in a station of such high secular consideration and com-
fort as that of the ministers of Boston, that they should come for-

ward, and by an open profession of unpopular truth, volun-
tarily risk the loss of all their temporal dignity and comfort, and
incur the contempt and enmity of many who are now their warm-
est admirers and friends?" " Who will venture to say of himself
that his virtue would be equal to the trial? Yet still, it cannot be
reasonably hoped that truth will make any visible and rapid progress,

till her advocates rise above the fear of man, and the love of ease,

and are willing, with the Apostles of Christ and the reformers of
every age, to forsake all, and to sacrifice their dearest interests in

her glorious cause."f
4. In proof of the concealment formerly practised by Unitarians

in this country, we have the testimony of numbers from among
themselves.—Dr. Worcester speaks of an ordination which he at-

tended in Boston, where " the preacher (a Unitarian) very dis-

tinctly, and with considerable amplification, held forth, that though
in some places it might be well, and contribute to the faith and
virtue of a people, for a minister openly and plainly to declare his

sentiments, yet in other places^ would not be prudent or proper"!
And we are told of another ordination, at which an aged Unitarian
minister, in the charge to his young brother, took occasion to con-
gratulate him " on the favorableness of existing circumstances

* Hist, of Am. Un. p. 33. The Committee who prepared the Result of this Council
were the Rev. Doctors I.aihrop of Poston, Reed of Bridgewater, Porter of Roxbury,
Bancroft of Worces:er, and Thayer of Lancaster.

t Hist, of Am. Unitarianism, p. 41. J First Letter to Chanjiicg, p. 18.
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compared with those of former years. ' The time has been,' said

he, ' when our peculiar sentiments were so unpopular that it was

hazardous to teach them. The minds of men were not prepared

to receive them. We were obliged to conceal them from public

view, or disclose them in ambiguous language.' ? '*

Dr. Freeman, in a letter to Mr. Lindsey, written in 1796 or

1797, speaks of certain " c<tutious
,

'

>

ministers, " who content them-

selves with leading their hearers, by a course of rational but pru-

dent sermons, gradually and insensibly to embrace " Unitari-

anism.f

William Wells, Esq. writing to Mr. Belsham in 1812, says,

"With regard to the progress of Unitarianism, I have but little to

say. Its tenets have spread very extensively in New-England,

but I believe there is only one church professedly Unitarian."f
A Unitarian minister at Philadelphia, in 1811, speaks of eight

Congregational ministers in Boston who " are anti-Calvinistic and

anti-Trinitarian ;" and yet he says, " there is only one place of

worship at Boston which is avowedly Unitarian ;"—of course, the

Unitarianism of all but one was disguised or concealed. The same

writer, the next year, repeats the assertion, that " with the excep-

tion of Dr. Freeman's church, no place of ivorship at Boston is

avowedly Unitarian. "J
The Rev. Francis Parkman, speaking of the Boston Association

of Ministers in 1812, says, " Of these gentlemen, about twenty in

number, there is only one whom, from anything I ever heard him
offer, either in private, or in his pulpit, I or anybody else, would

have a right to call an Unitarian. Even this gentleman, when I

was in Boston, did not preach Unitarianism systematically. 1 nev-

er heard him express such views of the person of Christ, and it was
rather from inference that 1 could say he held them." Of Dr.

Freeman, the same writer says, " I never heard him express an

Unitarian sentiment, and 1 believe he carefully avoids it in the pul-

pit, because it might unnecessarily disturb some of las hearers.—
There is now one more gentleman in Boston who, with his inti-

mate friends, may perhaps be considered a Unitarian ; but he
maintains the same cautjous reserve ; and from neither his

sermons, his prayers, nor his private conversation, could 1 infer

th.it he was a Unitarian.—Now even admitting, what I hardly think

I have a right to do, that these three gentlemen are Unitarians, to

what can all this prudent reserve be ascribed, but to their convic-

tion that the preaching of Unitarian doctrines would be offensive

to their hearers, and injurious to their usefulness ?"|j

But, a " little time has elapsed," says a writer in the Christian

* Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. ii. p. 6. t Hist, of Am. Unitarianism, pp. 22, 43, 44

\ Monihly Repository, vol. vii. pp. 56, 649.

||
Montlily Repository, vol. vii. p. 199.
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Examiner, " since an objection to the chief doctrines of Orthodoxy

could not be xohispered safely." " I can remember the time, and I

am not old, when, though Boston was full of Unitarian sentiment

andfeeling, there ivas no open profession of it." (Consequent-

ly all must have been concealed.) "A dead silence was main-

tained in the pulpit on doctrinal subjects ; a silence which was not

disturbed by the press." vol. iii. pp. 113, 114.

5. It should be added, that Unitarians, previous to 1815, not

only did not avow their sentiments, they endeavored to keep up
the impression that they were not Unitarians ; that they did not

differ materially from the Orthodox ; and when the charge of

Unitarianism was preferred against them, they resented it as a

slander. In proof of these strong assertions, I appeal, first, to the

publications of the Orthodox in those times. The editor of the

History of American Unitarianism urges as a reason for making

that publication, " Many complaints have been made that the Boston

clergy have been slanderously reported to be Unitarians. This

pamphlet will show who are their ' slanderers,' if indeed they are

entitled to this character, and exculpate some who have been falsely

accused in this thing." p. 5. The conductors of the Panoplist

represent it as " an artifice practised systematically" by Unitarian

clergymen, " to inculcate the opinion that they did not differ mate-

rially from their clerical brethren through the country. This ar-

tifice has been carried so far as to induce them to complain in bitter

terms, that they were slandered by our ivork, when represented as

thus differing, and as promoting the circulation of Socinian books."*
" They have complained that they were not invited to preach,

when travelling through the country, and have imputed this neglect

to the effect of slander." vol. xi. p. 242.

The Vermont Adviser too says, that when " the clergy of Boston

have" been represented " as having departed widely from the true

doctrines of the Gospel, and verged far towards Socinianism," such

charges " have uniformly and boldly been pronounced the offspring

of misrepresentation and calumny." vol. vii. p. 223. The testi-

mony of Dr. Miller is equally explicit. " Charges" of Unitarian-

ism " were frequently made ; but by most of the" Unitarians
" repelled, as unkind and even slanderous. They appeared anxious

to have it believed that they did not differ materially from the Or-
thodox around them." Letters, p. 242.

But in proof of the point now under consideration, I do not rely

exclusively on the testimony of the Orthodox. The leading Uni-

tarians pf their time uniformly considered themselves as slandered,

when charged with Unitarianism. In a review of Dr. Porter's

convention sermon in 181 0,f and referring to a previous review of

* When the conductors of the Panoplist " charged ibe lil>eral party with having patro-

nised and circulated the Improved Version" c* Um New Tcstiinent, " the charge was
very angrily rebelled." vol. xii. 205.

t Dr. Porter of Itoxburv.
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the same in the Panoplist, they say, " among other flowers of rhet-

oric, we are charged with Unitarianism, misrepresentation, dis-

honesty, resemblance to the hypocritical Scribes and Pharisees,

and enmity to every thing which constitutes the peculiar glory of

our forefathers." Did not these gentlemen mean to be understood

here, that they were as far from " Unitarianism," as they were from

"misrepresentation, dishonesty, or a resemblance to the hypocriti-

cal Scribes and Pharisees?" In other words, did they not mean
to be understood that they were not Unitarians? In the same
article they say, " on what authority they (the conductors of the

Panoplist) imply that Dr. Porter is a Socinian, in any sense, we
know not." " There is nothing in the great principle for which he

contends which has the slightest reference to Unitarianism" " W ith

regard to the numerous charges of latitudinarianism, Unitarianism,

&c, Dr. Porter may reply in the eloquent language of Bishop
Watson, ' What ! shall the church of Christ never be freed from

the narrow minded contentions of bigots ; from the insults of men
who know not what manner of spirit they are of?' " It was then an
" insult" to Dr. Porter, in 1810, to call him an Unitarian.

But I must hasten to a close. If any inquire, ' Why bring up

these old affairs ? They have passed out of mind—and why not let

them rest, and be forgotten ?' 1 answer, in the first place, that

these things ought not to be forgotten. They are worthy to be

recorded and transmitted to future generations, as a memorial of

the manner in which not a few of the ancient churches of Massa-

chusetts have been corrupted and undermined. But, in the sec-

ond place, the facts here published are an instructive comment
on the boasted tendencies of the Unitarian system. Much has been

said and written in praise of this system, as tending to invigorate

conscience, quicken our moral sensibilities, and lead to the purest

practical results. With these results, or with a portion of

them, the public have here the means of becoming acquainted.

We have seen that Unitarianism, not only in this country, but

wherever planted, has been, in a greater or less degree, (according

as temptations have prevailed more or less) disguised and secreted

from public view. Or as stated by Dr. Miller, " In all ages, from the

time of Ebion to the present hour, where the mass of the surrounding

population was Orthodox,Unitarians have manifested a disposition to

conceal their sentiments, to equivocate, to evade, and even solemnly

to deny them when questioned, and to disguise themselves under the

garb of Orthodoxy, to a degree which no other sect calling itself

Christian ever manifested. To what, I ask, is this fact to be as-

scribed ? I leave it with you, Christian brethren, to solve the

question. I will only say, that I can think of no possible reason

for it, but such as must stamp the character of deep corruption upon

the Unitarian cause." Letters, p. 245.
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Another reason for this publication is, (hat individuals and church-

es may be on their guard against new impositions. By the con-

troversy of 181 5, Unitarianism, in some of iis leading characteristics,

was brought to light ; and by dint of discussion since, farther

disclosures have occasionally been made. We have been told that

Christ is no more than a man ; that the Scriptures are not the word

of God ; that the Sabbath is not of divine institution ; that the Old
Testament ought to be rejected ; that it is doubtful whether there

is any soul separate from the body ; that there is no devil ; and no

eternal punishment for the wicked.* How much further this al-

ledged reformation has in private proceeded, to be unfolded in due
time, does not as yet appear. Rut if, with all the light that is now
before the public, any are again duped and ensnared, ifmust be

their own fault.

It would also be a sufficient reason, were there no other, for

publishing the facts here stated, that they belong necessarily to my
subject. I am writing " Letters on the Introduction and Progress

of Unitarianism in New-England." I am endeavoring to exhibit

the means by which the error was introduced and has prevailed

among us. One of these means, and a principal one, was the

concealment formerly practised by those who had embraced the

doctrine. But to have asserted (his concealment, without proving

it, would have availed nothing. It was necessary that the evidence

should be exhibited. Especially is this necessary, since, in the

teeth of all evidence, the fact in question is pertinaciously denied.

It was denied by Dr. Cbanning in bis letter to Mr. Thatcher. It

has since been
a
denied, perhaps in all the Unitarian periodicals. "The

charge," we are told, " is utterlyfalse. There was no such con-
cealment."* It has been denied, or declared never to have been
proved, by Rev. Mr. Parkmanf—the same gentleman who, in

18 12, testified to the " cautious reserve" practised by Unitarians in

Boston:—While Unitarians persist in denying the charge of con-
cealment, the proof of it ought certainly to be exhibited. And if

they do not wish to see this proof repeated, with painful additions,

and more widely circulated, then let them be willing to acknowl-
edge the truth. Investigator.

* I would not l)e understood to assert that nil Unitarians have expressed these senti-
ments, or that all approve ibcm ; l.ut they have been expressed by leading individuals,
who are supported and applauded in the course Ihey have taken.

t Unitarian Advocate lor April, 1828. $ In the Christian Register for April 18, 1S29.
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ON THE HOPE OF FUTURE REPENTANCE.

From the Letter of a Father to his Son.

I infer from your last, that, like most persons who have been
religiously educated, you are not living altogether without hope

;

but the hope you express, instead of condoning me on your behalf,

has led to the most painful apprehensions. For what is your hope ?

Not that you are at present interested in the promises of life, but

that hereafter you may be. Or, to adopt your own phrase, " 1 hope
my heart is not fatally hardened, but that I shall yet come to re-

pentance, and the enjoyment of religion."

You doubtless intended I should infer from this, as I do, that

you believe religion an important reality,and yourself a sinner in need
of its consolations ; (or if you did not believe as much as this, you
would not hope to possess religion, or think oidelaying it

;
you wotdd

banish it from your thoughts at once and forever. But, my dear child,

if religion is an important reality; then why delay it at all? For
what can you be justified in delaying it ? As has been well observed,
" If religion is anything, it is everything." If it is of any importance,

it is of the utmost importance. If it will ever deserve your most
earnest attention, does it not deserve it now ?

Besides, it should be remembered, that your conclusion to delay

religion is a deliberate conclusion to persist in sin. If you purpose

to delay religion another year, you thereby purpose, through ano-

ther whole year, to be a rebel. You purpose to offend the God
who made you, to resist the hand that supports you, to abuse mer-

cies, pervert blessings, to tread under foot the Son of God, and

grieve the Holy Spirit, and violate all the obligations under which

Heaven has laid you—another year. Will your heart suffer you
to form such a purpose ? And yet you cannot conclude to delay

religion without forming it.

But what is it that encourages, you to form the mad conclusion

to delay? Is it not this,—you believe that God is good, and will

bear with you, if you do offend him ? If you did not believe this,

you certainly would not dare to offend. If you believed he would

come out in wrath against you, and strike you dead for your next

offence, you would tremble at the thought of ever sinning again.

But is it right to take encouragement in sin, from the consideration

that God is good ? Can you consent to harden yourself in oppo-

sition to your heavenly Father by the very consideration which,

more than any other, should melt you into gratitude and love ?

p - But to come more directly to your hope, in the terms in which

you have expressed it.
—" You hope your heart is not fatally hard-

ened, but that you shall yet come to repentance." Now what is

it, my child, to come to repentance ? What is it to repent of a
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course of sin ? It is doubtless to be heartily sorry for it. It is to

hate and detest it. It is to mourn, and lament, and be in bitterness,

on account of it. Your hope, therefore, comes to this ;—you are

doing that now, and choose to do it, which you hope you shall be

heartily sorry for at some future day ! You are loving, pursuing,

and persisting in a course, for which you hope you shall mourn,

and lament, and be bathed in tears of sorrow, before you die ! Just

look at this, my son, and tell me, if a hope so strange, so prepos-

terous, was ever deliberately indulged in regard to any other sub-

ject. What would you think of a person, who was pursuing

a particular kind of business, and for the present was resolved to

pursue it, which he really hoped he should be sorry and distressed

for, before he left the world ? Or what would you think of the

traveller, who was pursuing a path, and for the present was deter-

mined to pursue it, which he knew was leading him directly out of

his way, and every foot of which he hoped he should at some future

time be obliged to retrace with penitence and tears ? Would you not

think such a traveller beside himself ? And yet, what is your hope
more consistent than his ?

But on what, my dear child, does your hope, your expectation

of future repentance rest? What reason have you to expect that

you shall ever be more ready, or more willing, to repent of your
sins, than you are now ? Do you flatter yourself that you shall

hereafter be favored with more powerful means than you have at

present ? But what more powerful means can you have ? God
will give you no other Bible than that he has given you. He will

send you no more awakening truths, no more exciting motives, no
better Gospel, than that he has sent, and you statedly hear. And
he has himself said that, if you will not be persuaded by this

Gospel, you would not be persuaded, though one rose to you
from the dead.—Do you imagine, then, that your heart will be
more tender^ and that the same means will have a greater effect

upon you at some future clay ? This seems to be implied in the
hope you express, that ' your heart is not yet fatally hardened/
But if not fatally hardened, do you not know, my son, that, under
abused privileges and resisted means, your heart is continually
hardening ? Do you not feel that your sensibilities are less easily
excited, and that your soul is becoming stupid and callous? And
have yon not reason to know, persisting in your present course,
that the same means which now affect you, and make you
solemn, will shortly have this power over you no more ?—You
cannot expect, that while you delay, and do nothing but sin, the
hold of sin upon your affections, the power of it in your heart, will

be gradually weakened ; for the opposite of this must be the
inevitable result. Your habits of sin are constantly confirming;
the avenues to temptation are opening wider and wider ; Satan is

confining you more closely in his snare ; and the foundation of
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the separating wall between you and your God is becoming

broader and deeper, and more firmly laid. As the number of

your sins, too, increases, this wall of separation is growing higher

as well as broader
;

your debt to justice is swelling to a more
enormous amount ; and the work of repentance is becoming

every day and hour more painful and difficult.—Your last hope,

then, must be, that God hereafter will be more propitious than he

is now, and will grant you the more effectual strivings of his

Spirit. It is my earnest prayer that this may be the case ; but

still, on what grounds is such an interposition of mercy to be

reasonably expected ? When you are continually offending God
by your sins ; when you are wearying out his patience by long

and criminal delays ; if he will not be favorable now, how can

you expect he will be more propitious at a later day ?

But in conclusion, my dear child, (for full as my heart is, I

must conclude,) ivho has promised you a later day ? Where is

your assurance of any future time? If you say, 'I will delay

religion till another year; ' before the seasons of the present year

have half revolved, disease and death may invade, and you are

gone. Or if you say, ' 1 will delay religion till another Sabbath ;

'

recollect that the sun of another Sabbath you may never see. It

will rise and shine with its accustomed splendor, but it may shine

upon the clods that cover your mouldering remains.—We little

think, amid the noise and bustle of the world, of the shortness

and uncertainty of this our last trial. The young, especially, are

prone to flatter themselves with the promise of long life, and to

forget the near but dreaded footsteps of death. I readily admit,

that you have as much assurance of living many years, as any of

your companions; but this, you are aware, is no assurance at all.

The shuttle may have already passed the loom, and woven your

winding-sheet. The stuff may now be prepared and seasoned,

which is to construct your coffin. The feet of those who have

entombed others may be almost at the door, to carry your breath-

less body out. Is this, then, a place to trifle and delay ? Is it

safe, under such circumstances, to put off at all the work of

preparation for a dying hour? No, my dear child, whom I love

as myself, and whose salvation is dear to me as my own, you

know it cannot be safe. And why then will you do it ? Why
have you done it ? And why do you still think of continuing

your delay ?—But I can proceed no further, though I know not

how or where to stop. Remember that, if you slight this warn-

ing, you can never have a more solemn one from me ;—and

should I not live to meet you again, or to afford you another, you

will receive this as my last. I have long hoped, through the

mercy of God in Christ, to stand hereafter on the right hand of

my Judge. I charge you, my son, to meet me there. Let no

worldly pursuit or concern be suffered to take off your thoughts
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from this. Seek, first of all, the kingdom of God and his

righteousness. Seek these things now. Yes, now, in this

accepted time and day of salvation

—

now, whilst the enemy of

your soul is fearing lest you should escape his snare

—

now, whilst

your hest earthly friend is pleading with you and for you with

earnestness and hope

—

now, whilst the heavens are waiting to

rejoice over your repentance and conversion

—

at this present

moment, so critical, so eventful, awake at once from the slumher

of sin, break the chain that has so long bound you, and in the

strength of Christ—the proffered strength of the omnipotent

Spirit—give away your heart and soul to God.
I remain your affectionate father,

Boston, January, 1S30,

REVIEWS.
An Article on Associations in the Christian Examiner,

September 1829.

During the month succeeding the publication of this number
<of the Examiner, we were repeatedly asked if we had read Dr.

•Channing's famous article on Associations? We mention this cir-

cumstance to show, in the first place, that the article is, in this

region, a famous one ; and, secondly, that we divulge no secret

in attributing its authorship to Dr. Channing.

The author seems to have been struck with the existence of the

numerous societies around him. " Every thing is now done by
societies."—" You can scarcely name an object for which some
institution has not been formed."—Here is a new power brought

to bear on society, and it is a great moral question how it ought to

be viewed, and what duties it imposes.

After stating a few of the common arguments in favor of Asso-
ciations, the author raises a warning voice against their influence.

He dwells upon the necessity of keeping the mind independent of
foreign powers ; makes all virtue to consist in individual action, in

inward energy, in self-determination
; represents this inward power,

which is to triumph over and control the influence of society, as

the great object of our moral being ; and begs repeatedly and
most earnestly that he may not be misunderstood.

In our opinion, the writer of this article commenced with a
vague, indefinite prejudice against Associations. It would seem
as if he had promised to furnish something for the Examiner, and
laying hold of this floating idea about the vast number of societies,

and working it up into a portentous " sign of the times," r^'ved
to write an article upon it. Accordingly he lays down a few prin-

VOL. III. NO. III. 1?
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ciples on which fo build a theory respecting the effect of associated

effort on the mind. But when he comes to raise his superstruc-

ture, he finds that the ground he has taken is by far too broad ; his

superstructure will not cover his foundation ; still he proceeds,

evidently under great embarrassment and with many misgivings, to

stretch out his tottering frame-work from corner to corner. He
qualifies, commends, apologizes, and begs not to be misunderstood

so frequently, that the impression left upon the reader, is, that the

author mistrusted the soundness of his own work. We say with

perfect sincerity, that we found as many arguments in this article

in favor of Associations as against them ; for the author being, as

in our opinion he generally is, under the influence of the associat-

ing principle rather than of stern judgement, was caught by some
chance thoughts that came along in connection with his main sub-

ject ; and being more fond of discursiveness than careful about

consistency, has inadvertently brought forward some of the best

arguments that are offered in favor of Associations.

We shall not enter at large into the general subject of Associa-

tions. If the reader will turn to Dr. Channing's article, he will find

as much in their praise as we should dare to advance. He will also

be amused with the fact, that much of this praise is given in the

way of retraction and apology, and that too, because the author

was evidently frightened at the application of his own principles.

We agree with him entirely as to the value of an independent

judgement, and of freedom from the tyranny of customs and opin-

ions ; and we know, too, that we are in danger of losing these by

an ill regulated intercourse with the world. But then we were

surprised that the writer, with all the reverence for human nature

expressed in his Sermon at Providence, should be so much afraid

of trusting such "godlike" creatures as men, together. How
can their mutual influence be otherwise than salutary ? Js the

mansion which Christ is preparing for each of his disciples a her-

mit's cell ? Then why does this eulogist of ' godlike human
nature' fear the mutual influence of his fellow beings in this world,

if so little change is necessary to fit them for associating in

heaven?
The truth is, the writer has not been to the Bible for his knowl-

edge of human nature. He is therefore at the mercy of every

floating theory that comes into his mind. His opinion of man, as

may be seen by comparing this article with the Sermon referred

to, varies with the nature of the subject on which he proposes to

write. On every principle of common sense, merely, the author

has in this article mistaken our character as social beings. He
seems to regard man as possessing a sort of waxen nature, which

he has the power of hardening or softening at any moment, as oc-

casion may require. If an unholy influence approaches, he can

harden into an unyielding resistance ; if a good influence comes
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over him, he can, simply by the diffusion of a mysterious warmth,

receive its impress, and retain it, ever after, amidst all the ad-

verse influences of the world. The experience of a single day

spent in the world is enough to melt this frost-work theory. We
should say it was the offspring- of a mind, whose knowledge of the

world was speculative rather than practical ; of one who looked

down upon his fellow-creatures with an air of superiority, and would

retire into the chambers of his own soul, and shut the doors about

him, were it not that some must be admitted to burn incense. The
praise which he has elsewhere lavished upon human nature, seems,

after reading this article, to have been bestowed chiefly, because

human nature was his nature. If we were to act upon the. prin-

ciples here recommended, every heart would be an island sur-

rounded by a cold flood, and cut off from the free interchange of the

kindest and best sympathies of man. For since " all virtue con

sists in individual action, inioard energy, and self determination,"

we must all become monks and nuns ; and " that unostentatious

•and unpraised society, which God has instituted, a family," and
" that shelter, home, which nature rears," must be abandoned.

But rather than believe that the writer intended so much as this,

we will presume that he has inadvertently crossed his own
path, and that he forgot the first part of his article, when he
wrote so feelingly in the latter part in praise of domestic Associa-

tions. We may account for these contradictions, and for others

which abound in his writings, from the fact that he seems never

to calculate the tendency of his own principles ; so that when he
runs against a well-established truth, he must stop, apologize,

explain, retract, and " beg not to be misunderstood."

From general principles, the author proceeds to treat of Associ-

ations in particular. He begins with a subject which he had no
right to speak upon ; we mean Revivals of Religion. What can
Dr. Channing know about revivals ? It is the height of presump-
tion for a man, shut out from the world so long as he has been, to

pretend to describe the progress and effects of a revival. But
since " the English Traveller," has been through the country, and
printed his book, any one can avail himself of his accurate obser-
vation, just as if he had been himself an eye-witness. That book
is like the lying spirit in the mouth of all the Prophets of Ahab.
By means of it, Unitarian ministers, who have never seen a revi-

val, can string together slang phrases about " inquiry meetings,"
and " sudden conversions," and gratify a morbid appetite in the

irreligious community for wholesale and coarse reprobation of those

things at which they wonder and perish. Let us see if Dr. Chan-
ning's speculative acquaintance with revivals is as accurate as his

knowledge of human nature.
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" In these feverish seasons, religion, or what bears the name, is spread as by
contagion, and to escape it is almost as difficult as to avoid a racing epidemic.
Whoever knows anything of human nature, knows the effect of excitement in
a crowd. When systematically prolonged and urged onward, it subverts delib-
eration and self-control. The individual is lost in the mass, and borne away as
in a whirlwind. The prevalent emotion, be it love or haired, terror or enthusi-
asm, masters every mind, which is not fortified by a rare energy, or secured by
a rare insensibility. Jn revivals, a multitude are subjected at once to strong
emotions, which are swelled and perpetuated by the most skilful management.
The individual is never suffered to escape the grasp of the leading or subordin-
ate agents in the work. A machinery of social influences, of ' inquiry meet-
ings,' of ' anxious meetings,' of conferences, of prayer meetings, of perpetual
private or public impulses, is brought to bear on the diseased sul.ject, until, ex-
hausted in body and mind, he becomes the passive, powerless recipient of what-
ever form of impressions it may be thought fit to give him. Happily for man-
kind, our nature loses its sensibility to perpetual stimulants, and of consequence
a revival is succeeded by what is called ' a dull, dead, stupid season.' This
dull time is a merciful repose granted by Providence to the overwrought and
oppressed mind, and gives some chance for calm, deliberate, individual thought
and action. Thus the kindness of nature is perpetually counterworking the
excesses of men, and a religion, which begins in partial insanity, is often seen
to attain by degrees to the calmness and dignity of reason."

Now we cannot find it in our hearts to return railing for railing

upon such an awful subject. We believe that revivals are the

work of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, when we hear one of our

fellow beings railing at them, our heart dies within us. There is a

sin unto death : we may not say particularly, in what it consists,

or who- has committed it—but we know that it has reference to

the Holy Spirit, and he who commits it, Christ has said, " hath

never forgiveness." On that soul, the secret curse of the Al-

mighty has fallen ; it has sinned against the last effort which God
makes for the salvation of man ; no strivings of the Spirit

shall call it to repentance :. it remains this side of eternity only to

treasure up wrath. Therefore we always tremble, when we hear

a man speaking against revivals, lest it lead him insensibly to the

commission of a sin, for the forgiveness of which the great Inter-

cessor will refuse to plead !

The writer comes next to Missionary Societies. As a speci-

men of his feelings and language towards Orthodox missions, we
quote the following.

" So possessed are the minds of multitudes with the supreme importance of

this object, that there seems to them a piety in withholding what would other-

wise have been thought due to a poor relative, that it may be sent across oceans

to pagan lands. We have heard that delicate kindnesses, which once flowed from

the more prosperous to the less prosperous members of a large family, and

which bound society together by that love which is worth all bonds, are dimin-

ished since the late excitement in favor of the heathen. And this we do not

wonder at. In truth, we rather wonder that any thing is done for the tem-

poral comfort of friends where the doctrine on which modern missions chiefly

rests, is believed. We refer to the doctrine, that the whole heathen world are

on the brink of a bottomless and endless hell ; that thousands every day, and

millions every year, are sinking into this abyss of torture and wo ; and that

nothing can save them but sending them our religion. We sec not how thoy

who so'believe, can give their families or friends a single comfort, much less an

ornament of life. Thev must be strongly tempted, one would think, to stint
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themselves andthsir dependents to necessaries, and to cast their whole remain-

ing substance into the treasury of Missionary Societies."

We would respectfully inquire if the " Unitarian mission to India"

failed, because Unitarians bestowed all their superfluous wealth on

their poor relations? Are they Unitarians who are accustomed to

deny themselves large parties, balls, and the theatre, for the pur-

poses of charity ? Where did Dr. Channing learn the petty scan-

dal on which the first part of these remarks was probably (bunded?

If he will condescend to come down and associate with men, in-

stead of relying on a few favored admirers, for his knowledge of

the world, he will learn that the private charities of the Orthodox

have increased, " since the late excitement in favor of the heathen."

The reader will have observed the spleen exhibited in the above

paragraph ; and he will find several of the same character in this

article. A great mind will be great, even in its sarcasm.

Here, too, we have a minister in the metropolis of New-Eng-
land, the Leader of a rich sect, the Great Apostle of Liberal

Christianity, reclining at his ease in his study, jeering at the self-

denying efforts of those who, in obedience to the commands of

Christ, are sending the Gospel to the heathen ! Here is the most

distinguished writer in the Unitarian magazine, whose motto is,

1 Speaking the truth in love,' winding up a clause in a saicastic

sentence with a rhetorical flourish about " a bottomless and endless

hell !" We do believe, as he says, that endless punishment awaits

the wicked. What then? Are we not sincere in our belief?

Yes, but " one would think that they would stint themselves to the

necessaries of life." Restore to us the funds taken from our

sister churches, and then it will be time enough to use such

language. Go through the State, and see a little church in one
place, worshipping in the town-hall, and another in a court-house,

and ask, who compelled them to flee from their temples, and aban-

don their property ; and you may see another reason why one
ould think we should " stint ourselves to the necessaries of

life."

If Unitarians will act upon ihe principles laid clown in this arti-

cle, we shall hear no more of the " Unitarian mission to India."

The correspondence of Dr. Ware and Rammohun Roy will be
consigned to an alcove in the College Library, and the Rev. Mr.
Adam having been already obliged to resort " to a secular employ-
ment" for a livelihood, Rammohun will be left alone to plant India

with his Hindoo-Unitarianism. We secretly suspect that one great

object of this article, or this part of it, was to cover the Unitarian

retreat from the missionary field. The leaders have found it utterly

impossible to rouse them in the cause, and therefore Dr. Channing
must appear with an article to prove that associated effort has an
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injurious influence upon the mind, and that " all virtue consists in

individual action !"

The author proceeds to notice Associations for suppressing; In-

temperance, and thinks that their object is of undoubted utility,

though some of them may have erred in requiring abstinence from

wine.

" When we consider, that wine is universally acknowledged to be an innocent
and often a salutary beverage, that Jesus sanctioned its use bv miraculously in-

creasing it at the marriage feast, that the Scriptures teach us to thank God for

it as a good gift, intended to 'gladden the heart of man,' and when to these
considerations we add, that wine countries are distinguished for temperance,
we are obliged to regard this pledge as injudicious."

The fact that wine is innocent may perhaps be " universally ac-

knowledged," in the circle in which the writer moves, but we can

assure him that in other circles this is not the case. We are sur-

prised, too, that he did not know that there is more alcohol in

our wines than in those of Palestine and other " wine countries,"

and that his argument, therefore, was without force. Why will a

man who knows so little of men and things venture an attempt

at being practical ?

On the subject of Bible Societies, we quote the following ap-

peal.

" We have a still more important remark to make in regard to Bible Socie-

ties. In our last number, we noticed an edition of the New Testament recently

published in Boston, and differing from those in common use, by a new transla-

tion of those passages of the Greek original, of which the true reading was lost

or neglected when the received English version was made. This edition of the

New Testament we stated to be undoubtedly more correct, more conformed to

the original, than our common editions. On this point we speak strongly, be-

cause we wish to call to it the attention of Bible Societies, and of all conscien-

tious Christians. To such we say,—Here is a translation, undoubtedly more
faithful to the original than that in common use. You have here in greater

purity what Jesus Christ said, and what his apostles wrote ; and if so, you are

bound by your allegiance to Christ to substitute this for the common translation.

We know that uneducated Christians cannot settle this question. We therefore

respectfully, and with solemnity, solicit for it the attention of learned men, of

Christian ministers, of professors of theology of every sect and name."

This earnest and solemn appeal relates to a Translation of the

N. T. as amended by Griesbach. We are sorry to say that the

labor of the Translator, and the pathos of Dr. Channing are ren-

dered useless by the fact, that Dr. Knapp's Testament is now ad-

mitted by German scholars, Liberal as well as Orthodox, to be

superior to Griesbach's. It has gone through several large editions,

(the last in 1829,) and is the most highly esteemed and most gen-

erally used in Germany. In all probability, " we have here in"

still " greater purity what Christ taught and his Apostles wrote"

than in Griesbach, and must therefore decline the new Translation.

The writer next considers the Sabbath Associations. He begins

by asserting, that our Sabbath is not the same institution with the

ancient Sabbath.
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"Wo know, that it is said, that the ancient Sabbath remains Untouched ; that

Christianity has only removed it from the last to the first day of the week, and
that this is a slight, unessential change, leaving the old institution whole and
unbroken. To this we have several replies. In the first place, this change of

days, which Christianity is supposed to make, is not unessential, but vital, and
subversive of the ancient institution. The end of the ancient Sabbath was the

commemoration of God's resting from his works, and for this end, the very day
of the week on which he rested, was most wisely selected. Now we maintain,

that to select the first day of the week, the very day on which he began his

works, and to select and separate this in commemoration of another event, of
Christ's resurrection, is wholly to set aside the ancient Sabbath. We cannot
conceive of a more essential departure from the original ordinance. This sub-

stitution, as it is called, is a literal, as well as a virtual abolition. Such is our
first remark."

And in our opinion a very weak one. The whole of this rea-

soning proceeds on the supposition that the sole object of the an-

cient Sabbath was to celebrate the cessation of the Most High from

his work ! But this is by no means an enlightened and liberal

view of the institution. It had its origin in the nature of man ; in

his need of a' season of entire rest from labor, as well as of a partic-

ular time appropriated to the duties of religion. The reason as-

signed for the selection of the seventh day in preference to any

other, viz : that " in it God rested from his work," is the reason

why the Sabbath was appointed for that day, and not for the insti-

tution of a day of rest. This, as we have before said, arises from

the necessities of man. The mere change of the day, therefore,,

does not affect the institution ; man has the same wants under the

Christian dispensation as under the old ; he still needs one day in

seven for rest and abstraction from the cares of the world ; and
what day could be more appropriately set apart for this object than

that on which the Saviour rose from the dead ? Still, this circum-

stance of Christ's resurrection is not to be regarded as the founda-

tion of the Christian Sabbath, but only as the reason for its occur-

rence on that day, in preference to any other.

" We say secondly, that not a word is uttered in the New Testament of the
first day being substituted ior the seventh. Surely so striking a change would
not have been made in a universal and perpetual law of God, without some
warning. We ask for some hint of this modification of the fourth command-
ment. We find not a syllable."

Does the writer mean to say that he must have a positive com-
mand at every turn ? Why then does he admit females to his

communion ? There is no special command on this point in the

word of God. And where has God commanded us not to cele-

brate the passover ; or to give up the rite of circumcision ? " We
find not a syllable."

But the most remarkable argument is yet to come.
" We say thirdly, that the first Christians knew nothing of this substitution.

Our evidence here is complete. The first converts to Christianity were Jews,
and these converts had at first no conception of the design of Christianity to
supersede the law of Moses. This law they continued to observe for years, and
to observe it as rigorously as ever. When Paul visited Jerusalem, after mam-
labors among the Gentiles, the Elders ' said to him, Thou secst, brother, how
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many thousands of Jews there are which believe, and they are all zealous of the
law.'* Of course they all observed the Jewish Sabbath, or seventh day of rest,

the greatest of Jewish festivals, whilst, as we all believe, they honored also the

first day, the remembrancer of Christ's resurrection. This state of things ex-

isted for years in the primitive chuich. The two days were observed together.

Nothing more seems necessary to disprove unanswerably the common doctrine,

that the apostles enjoined the substitution of the first for the seventh day."

The reasons why they did not enjoin this substitution are very

obvious. First, they would have exposed themselves and their con-

verts to the civil penalties, had they urged the immediate cessation

of the Jewish Sabbath. The observance of the first day was
brought in by degrees, and to this end, as a great writer expresses

bimself, " God took all occasions to honor it." He sent down bis

spirit on that dayf at Pentecost ; and directed Christians to meet
on that day to break bread, and to contribute for the relief of the

poor. Thus the change was wisely introduced by degrees. Sec-

ondly, God had regard to the nature of man as a creature of pre-

judice, It would have been doing great violence to the feelings of

the early Jewish converts to compel them to renounce immediately

all their old customs and institutions. Therefore they were kindly

permitted to observe for some time their ancient passover, and

circumcision, and the seventh day, till clearer light and gradual

indications of the will of beaven, had introduced the new dispensa-

tion in its fulness.

We are astonished that the writer did not perceive tbis striking

and beautiful feature in God's treatment of the Jewish nation.

Did it never occur to him that Paid, in accommodation to the pre-

judices of the Jews, " took Timothy and circumcised him" ? We
can assure Dr. C. that Paul, with all bis orthodoxy, was a very

liberal man, and that it was bis liberal views of Christianity that

d ctated the following passage, which Dr. C. has made the basis of

bis 4 th argument.

"' Let no man judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of an holy day, or

of the new moon, or of the Sabbath dnys.'t This passage is very plain. It is

evaded, however, by the plea, that the word " Sabbath," was used to express

not only the seventh day, l.ut other festivals or days of rest. But when we ie-

collect that the word is used by Paul in this place without any exception or

limitation, and that it was employed at that time, most frequently and almost

wholly, to express the seventh day, or weekly Sabbath, we shall see, that we
have the strongest reason for supposing this institution to be intended by the

apostle."

But then the writer says,

" That a Christian, after reading this passage, should 'judge,' or condemn his

brethren, for questioning or rejecting his particular notions of the Sabbath, is a

sti iking proof of the slow progress of tolerant and liberal principles among men.

We need not add, after these remarks, how unjustifiable we deem it to enforce

particular modes of observing this day, by an array of Associations."

* Acts,xxi. 20. f Lev. xxiii. 15, lfi. t Col. ii. 16,
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Now the writer either does not understand the declaration of

Paul, or he has misrepresented the object of the Sabbath Associa-

tions. For it is not our purpose to compel men to observe the first

day, rather than the seventh. Paul and we are very liberal on this

point. If men conscientiously prefer the seventh day to the first,

we will respect their opinion ; and if a majority of the people are

of this mind, we will request Dr. Charming to draw up another pe-

tition to Congress, to stop the mails on that day, and will promise to

sign it. We wish that the original design of Him who gave man
his nature, and knows best what is good for him, and has therefore

appointed one day in seven as a day of rest, should continue to be

regarded. All this canting about " the slow progress of tolerant

and liberal principles amongst men," is supremely childish, and is

proof only of the slow progress of such principles in the writer's

mind.

The manner in which the Sabbath is treated in this article de-

serves the stern disapprobation of every friend of religion and his

country. We have heard that one and another of the licentious

have said, " We are glad to find that Dr. Channing does not be-

lieve in the Sabbath." All restraint is now taken ofF, so far as

they felt any restraint from the word of God. The most painful

part of the article, however, is that in which, by cold commenda-
tions, he endeavors to recommend the observance of the institu-

tion. " We earnestly recommend the Lord's day," is his lan-

guage. Thus having relieved men of all obligation from the word
of God, to " remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy," he is

alarmed at what he has done, and substitutes for the command of

the Most High, his own recommendation !

The writer insists that the Jews were not accustomed to keep
the Sabbath strictly, but spent a part of the day in feasting. The
inference which he would draw from this fact, indicates a de-

gree of ignorance of Jewish customs. The Jews were taught

to consider the Sabbath as a joyful day. Sorrow on the Sabbath

was an indication of great calamity. See Hos. ii. 11. Lam. ii. 6.

1 Mace. i. 41. They not only did not deem it inconsistent with

its sacredness to dance, sing, and play on instruments of music,

but this manner of observing it was in accordance with the spirit

of their religion. By consulting the passages referred to below,*

it will be seen, however, that their songs, music, and dancing, on

these occasions, were altogether of a religious nature. Further-

more, if the writer meant to say, that the Jews did not enjoin a

strict observance of the day, we refer him to a single passage.

After Christ had cured the blind man, they said, " This man can-

not be of God, because he keepeth not the Sabbath." That a

* Ex. xv. 20,21.32. vi. 7. 2 Sam. vi. 14. Ps. lxviii. 25—27. cxlix. 3. el. 4. See
Jahn's Archeology, Sect. 139.
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man should make such representations of the custom of the Jews

in regard to the Sabbath, and leave the reader to infer that he was

at liberty to feast luxuriously on that day, without pointing out the

difference between Jewish and modern festivals, or making one

suggestion respecting the difference in the state of society amongst

us and the Jews, is altogether unpardonable. And for a teacher

of Christianity, in a community such as ours, to throw out so

unguarded a sentence as the following ;
" In the time of Christ, we

find him bidden to a feast on the Sabbath day and accepting the

invitation," is, we think, highly criminal. We can already fancy

that we see a fashionable infidel coming home from a dinner party

on Sabbath afternoon, and his excuse is, ' Why, Dr. Channing

says that Christ was invited to a dinner party on the Sabbath, and

accepted the invitation !' Thus irreligion will soon be recommend-
ed on the authority of Dr. Channing, and from the example of

Christ himself.

We should have said nothing respecting the literary character

of this writer, were it not for the determination which Unitarians

in this country and in England seem to have formed, to exalt him
above the stars ; in doing which they have set reason, justice, ttuth

and soberness at defiance. Encomiums have been lavished on

him, which would have become the populace who deified Herod,

rather than men professing to be in their senses. In one of the

speeches at a late dinner of the British and Foreign Unitarian

Association, we find the following language :

" In connection with our progress in America, I cannot avoid referring to that

splendid writer and high-soulcd man, whose services to literature have been of
the highest order, and whose career was marked by a series of pure and beau-
tiful triumphs ; whether he unveiled the o-entle, the generous, the judicious

Fenelon to the stronger admiration and more correct estimate of mankind, or

elevated yet higher our Milton, our own English poet,—him whose mind the
mind of Channing most resembles"— !!

*

We speak the feeling of our hearts when we say, that we have

sincerely sympathized with Dr. C. for being made the subject of

such extravagant praise and fulsome adulation. But then it has

occurred to us, (and we ask the reader to consult his observation,

and see if it be not so,) that the character of the praise which

a man receives is generally in accordance with the character

of his mind. There is something in real genius that awes the be-

holder : it forbids the out-breaking of flashy, conceited adulation,

or the heaping together of extravagant epithets, which seem more
like burlesque than sober truth. Now the character of the enco-

miums which have been lavished upon this writer would lead to the

suspicion that there is something wanting to inspire the respect

usually paid to great men. We record it for the verification of

future time, that that there is no man, whose literary celebrity is

* The individual who exhibited this affecting instance of folly, was Dr. John Bow-
ring.
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now so great, who will he so soon forgotten. He is not a deep,

original thinker ; he wants the moral courage which always

accompanies an original mind. Much of his talent lies in the

easy flow of his sentences; and his writings, which are very

discursive, are popular, at the present lime, because the present is

a discursive age. We do not hesitate to say, that he has con-

tributed but a very small share to the stock of human thoughts;

and that he will not have extended the boundaries of knowledge,

or be regarded hereafter in any other respect than as one who
spread out his sentiments in pure language, and with pleasing illus-

trations. Still, there is the same indistinctness and want of point in

his illustrations as in his reasoning. Most of his thoughts are very

common, and are recommended by nothing but the chaste lan-

guage in which they are clothed ; and when he falls upon a

sentiment of remarkable quality, he is sure to dilute it to a very

low proof. As a specimen of his style, mode of thinking, &c.
s
we

give the following from the article before us.

" We can easily illustrate, by examples, the inferiority of human associations.

In Boston there are two Asylums for children, which deserve, we think, a high
place among useful institutions. Not a little time is spent upon thern. Hun-
dreds conspire to carry them on, and we have anniversaries to collect crowds
for their support. And what is the amount of good accomplished? Between
one and two hundred children are provided for, a number worthy of all the care
bestowed on these charities. But compare this number with all the children of
this city, with the thousands who throng our streets and our schools. And how
are these fed, clothed, educated ? We hear of no subscriptions, no anniversaries

for their benefit
; yet how they flourish, compared with the subjects of

Asylums ! These are provided for by that unostentatious and unpraised
society, which God has instituted, a family. That shelter, home, which natuie

rears, protects them, and it is an establishment worth infinitely more than all

the institutions, great or small, which man has devised "—" Let us take another
example, the Hospital in the same metropolis; a nnble institi>tion, worthy of

high praise. But where is ii that the sick of our city are healed ? Must you
look for them in the Hospital? You may find there perhaps, and should rejoice

to find there, fifty or sixty beds for the poor. The thousands who sicken and
die among us, are to be found in their homes, watched over by the nursing care

of mothers and sisters, surrounded by that tenderness which grows up only at

home."

As Coleridge would say, these are " empty truisms, blown up
into illustrious bubbles." The reasoning here, we think, is a little

weaker than that respecting the Sabbath. It is a precious speci-

men of the turn sequilur. Those who have parents and homes,
are in no need of asylums ; therefore, those who have not parents

and homes . Those who are blessed with mothers and

sisters to watch over them in sickness, need no hospital ; there-

fore, those who have no mothers and sisters . We do him
no injustice when we say that he has a great many thoughts of the

same size and value. He picks up curious little shells on " the

shore of the great ocean of truth," which the pearl divers had
trodden under foot. He never throws out generous ingots of

thought, but penuriously spreads a penny-weight over a large
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surface. We know of no writer of moderate reputation, who

has so poor a stock of words at his command. In all his writings,

you never meet with a particular word that makes you pause at

the comprehensiveness of its meaning, or that shows you, by its

peculiar adaptation to the place where it is set, that the writer

had been down in the mines, and had chosen it out from a thou-

sand. There is throughout the same copious and tiresome flow

of common-place words; so that the reader often casts his eye

down the page, and anticipates the sentiment, instead of waiting

for the feeble and tardy succession of words to pass ihrough his

mind. We began to read the first article in the last Number of

the Examiner, on National Literature ; but six pages of repetitious

and dreamy trains of thought made us weary of the piece, and

we laid it , aside, not however, until the writer's repeated request

" not to be misunderstood," and the frequent recurrence of

" gifted men," and " gifted minds," left no doubt that the author

was Ur. Channing. We should infer that there had been more

of a feminine than of a manly influence exerted upon the mind

of this writer. It seems as if he had associated more with

females than with men, and that he wrote to suit their modes of

thought. Yet we fear that we may be doing injustice to some of

our female friends, who have been preserved from the enervating

influence of the flimsy, ephemeral literature of the day.

We cannot contemplate the career of Dr. Channing but with

extreme pain. He was once a very serious minded man, a

professed believer in what we deem the religion of the Bible.

But of this faith he has made shipwreck, and has been among the

first to let in that flood of infidelity which, under a fashionable

name, has swept over the altars of New England. We are taught

by the article which we have now considered, that his designs are

not yet fully accomplished, but that, having done all in his power

to overthrow the faith of the Pilgrims, he is working at the foun-

dation of an institution which they enjoined upon their children to

defend. When licentiousness has reached its height in our land,

and a jubilee is proclaimed to those in the upper classes of society

who have hitherto been withheld by public opinion from an open

renunciation of the Sabbath, Dr. Channing will be referred to as

the " gifted mind," who, with commendable caution, first unloosed

the yoke of a superstitious observance. But there is already a

blot upon his name which will cleave to it till time shall be no

more. The " central gallows " ! We look far down into the

period of coming glory to the church, and see a preacher, on some
great occasion, recounting to the people the enmity and opposition

of men to Christ. He tells them, ' There was once a man, who
boasted that with one hand he would overthrow his religion

j
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another who manifested his hatred to that religion by libels on its

sacred character; and another, who once was heard to preach

Jesus and him crucified, was left, at last, to reproach his cross as-

" a central gallows," and an ignominious scaffold. Oh, il it be

true,' he will say, ' that that cross bore an atoning sacrifice, and

God manifest in the flesh was there reconciling the world unto

himself, and it was then, and is now, and shall be to all eternity,

the theme of wonder and praise to angels and principalities and

powers, what a remembrance will wait through everlasting ages on

his name who pointed at it as a scaffold, and poured upon it his

scorn.'—May it appear in the judgement that he fled at last to that

cross as his only hope, and that he did not go into eternity till the

blood shed for the remission of sins was applied to his soul, and

his peace was made with God through the atonement of his Son I

The North American Review for Jan. 1830. article hi.

Oppression has drenched the annals of our race in tears and

blood. Communities have in general respected the rights of each

other, no further than they have been compelled by fear or inter-

est. The might of the strongest has been the title of sovereignty,

and the limit of power the boundary of dominion.

While we make these remarks, we would not forget that, during

the last fifty years, the spirit of the Gospel has been exerting a

redeeming influence upon the public sentiment of Christendom.

Hence it is that so much has been accomplished for the aboliiion

of the slave trade, and even of slavery itself. Hence the " poetry

of war" has lost much of its enchantment, and the civic wreath has

begun to rival the laurels of the hero. Hence the desolating march
of imperial ambition, like that of Napoleon ; foreign interferences,

like those of France and Austria, in suppressing the revolutions in

Spain and Naples; and wanton partitions of defenceless territory, like

those which have dismembered the land of the ill-fiited Kosciusko
;

have been regarded by so many thousands in Christendom with in-

dignation and abhorrence. Hence, we add, the practical operation
of the policy of Great Britain in regard to the people of Hindostan,
has been so often and so severely condemned ; and hence also it

is, that we ourselves, the Christians of the United States, have
been so often the theme of reproach and invective, in consequence
of our treatment of the Aborigines of our country.

Of the causes of the rapid disappearance of these sons of the
forest, we cannot now speak with particularity. Thousands have
perished by the sword of the whites, and thousands more by their
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own tomahawks, in their desperate wars with each other. But
while the sword and the tomahawk have slain their thousands, the

'red dragon' of intemperance has slain his ten thousands.

For the general course of measures relative to the Indians, pre-

vious to the revolution, the kings and cabinets of Great Britain are

chiefly responsible. Since that period, our governments have pro-

fessed to consult the best good of the tribes within our borders,

and no inconsiderable effort has been made by some of our chief

magistrates, to induce them to adopt the arts and usages of civili-

zation. But our extensive purchases of their lands have had a most
disastrous influence upon their character and condition. "When
the white man puts down his foot, he never takes it up again. It

grows fast and spreads wide." After relinquishing the best por-

tions of their hunting-grounds, many tribes have been compelled

to retire into some new wilderness, or to change at once all their

modes of life, and attempt to derive subsistence from the cultivation

of a pittance of their original territory. Those who have emigrat-

ed, have usually been despised by the tribes in their neighbor-

hood, and have been obliged to submit to intolerable privation and

insult. Of those who have endeavored to till the ground, the

most have utterly failed of success, from want of a suitable pre-

paratory discipline.

By the sale of their lands, they have also been brought into

more immediate contact with the unprincipled portion of the

whites. Their morals have thus been most dreadfully corrupted.

The presents and annuities, which, have been distributed so freely

among them, by the U. S. Agents, have allured into their midst a

swarm of traders, more rapacious than the locusts of Egypt. We
allude now more especially to the Northern and North Western

tribes. In addition to the traders with their sponging extortion,

there have been the white hunters who, by the payment of a s*nall

premium, have been enabled to bear away immense stores of pelt-

ry. When the Indian, therefore, has looked around him, and sur-

veyed the cheerless wretchedness of his condition, is it strange that

he should so often resort to the inebriating poison, to relieve the

anguish of a wounded and mangled heart? The demoralizing and

debasing effects of the use of ardent spirits among some of the In-

dian tribes, it is impossible to exaggerate. A single ancedote, for

which we are indebted to the N. A. Review, speaks volumes on

this point. " Father," said an aged Potawatomie Chief, after hav-

ing been urged to remain sober, and make a good bargain for his

people, " Father, we care not for the money, nor the land, nor the

goods. We want the whiskey. Give us the whiskey. Give us

the whiskey."

We entertain no doubt, that a vast amount of the degeneracy

and destruction of the sons of the forest lias been occasioned by
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the surrender of their most valuable domains to their white neigh-

bors. Of this melancholy fact, our present Chief Magistrate seems

to be fully aware. " It has long been the policy of government,"

says his late Message to Congress, " to introduce among them the

arts of civilization, in the hope ol gradually reclaiming them from

a wandering life. This policy, however, has been coupled with

another wholly incompatible with its success. Professing a desire

to civilize and settle them, we have at the same time lost no op-

portunity to purchase their lands and thrust them further into the

wilderness. Thus, though lavish in its expenditures upon the sub-

ject, Government has constantly defeated its own policy." Little

should we have anticipated such sentiments, as a preamble to the

annunciation of a plan to remove all the Indians of the South, to

the boundless and barren prairies beyond the Mississippi ! To
compel the Indians to emigrate from their accustomed abodes, or

to obtain subsistence by agricultural industry, without previous ed-

ucation, is a measure which has no countenance from the dictates

of philanthropy, or the precepts of religion. They must be gradu-

ally propitiated by the influence of salutary example ; not driven

by the stern mandates of inexorable necessity. This fact is ex-

emplified in the great success which lias attended the labors of
" education families ;"—that is, families, in which are to be found

mechanics and agriculturists, as well as literary and religious

teachers.

So eminently successful have been the experiments of these
" families," established among the Indians residing in the Southern
States, that not a few of our wisest citizens have been greatly ani-

mated by the prospect. They have cherished a strong hope,

that the period was at hand, when a part at least of the debt which
Americans owe to this much abused people, would be honorably
cancelled. But a portentous storm has of late been gathering

;

and unless God avert the omen, the bolts of desolation seem to be
inevitable. A crisis now exists, which demands the most serious

attention of every patriot and Christian in America.
Within the chartered limits of North Carolina, Tennessee, Ala-

bama, Georgia and Mississippi, are four tribes of Indians—the
Cherol<ees, Choctaws, Chickasaws and Creeks—consisting of at

least G0,000 souls. Of these tribes, the Cherokees have made" by far

the greatest advances in civilization and Christianity. According
to a letter of one of their chiefs, it appears, that they began to in-

troduce among them some of the simpler arts of manufacture,
previous to the close of the last century. A Moravian school was
established among them in 1801. This has been instrumental of
much good to the natives. Various causes have since operated to

encourage the philanthropic and pious of different Christian de-
nominations, to establish ' education families ' in different parts of
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the Cherokee country. A decided change has been produced in

the condition and character of the inhabitants. " Most families,"

if we may credit the statement of Charles R. Hicks—a very in-

telligent and virtuous chief—" most families cultivate from ten,

twenty, thirty, to forty acres of land, without the assistance of
black people." This statement, which was made more than

twelve years since, is confirmed by some statistics published in

the Missionary Herald, relative to the progress of the Cherokees
in civilization. By an enumeration in 1826, it was found, that

they possessed 2,943 ploughs, 172 waggons, 2,500 sheep, 7,600
horses, 22,000 cattle, and 46,000 swine. When we remember,
that the population cannot be estimated higher than 15,000 souls,

we must be satisfied that a people, thus furnished, are not neces-

sitated to scour the forests, in order to procure " game for sub-

sistence," or " peltry for sale."

To show how generally the useful arts have been introduced

among them, we would mention, that at the time of the above enu-

meration, they had 8 cotton machines, 762 looms, 2,488 spinning

wheels, 10 saw-mills, 31 grist-mills, and 62 blacksmiths' shops.

Should an enumeration be made at the present time, the result

would show a very considerable increase in all these particulars.

Suffice it to say, that so great has been the change in the feel-

ings and habits of the Cherokees, during the last thirty years, and

more especially during the last twelve years, that they have been

prepared for an entire revolution in their mode of government.

Agreeably to the suggestion and advice of President Jefferson,

they have, at length, with great unanimity, adopted a form of gov-

ernment, which, in its essential features, corresponds with our own.

A printing press has been established, and a newspaper, edited by
an intelligent native, who was educated in Connecticut, has now
nearly reached the close of its second volume. The matter of

this paper is published partly in English, and partly in Cherokee.

Although it is not seven years, since the language was reduced to

writing, by the wonderful invention of their syllabic alphabet, and

not two years since it was printed, yet so rapid has been the pro-

gress of general education, that it is now read by a majority of the

people. Very many not only read, but write the English lan-

guage. For years past, native Cherokees, without any assistance,

have transacted public business by written documents ; and in a

style of correctness and propriety, which might well shame some

officers of the United States who have addressed communications

to them. The President or principal Chief discharges the duties

of his office, in a manner which would not disgrace a governor of

one of our own states.

In addition to all this, we should do violence to our own feel-

ings were we to fail of noticing, that several churches have been
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gathered among this interesting people. Hundreds regularly as-

semble on the Sabbath, to listen to the ministers of God. And
among those who participate in the celebration of the sacraments,

are some of the most intelligent and influential citizens.

So notorious are these and similar facts, that we were utterly

confounded, when we saw it stated by a writer in the last number
of the North American Review, that he " doubts, whether there

is on the face of the globe a more wretched race than the Chero-
kees." " The great body of the people are in a state of helpless

and hopeless poverty. With the same improvidence and habitual

indolence, which mark the northern Indians, they have less game
for subsistence and less peltry for sale !"—But our confusion van-

ishes, when we consider the premises from which he drew his

conclusions.

" Our personal intercourse with them, (the Indians) has been confined
almost to the tribes in the Northwestern regions of the United States, to the
Iroquois, the YVyandots, etc. Our general facts and deductions will be princi-

pally founded upon what we have seen and heard among these tribes. With
the Southern Indians, the Creeks, Cherokees, Choctaws, and Chickasaws, we
have not had the same opportunities of personal communication and observa-

tion. Of the Creeks and Cherokees, however, we have some knowledge ; and
so far as our personal intercourse with them has extended, they presented to us
the same external appearance, and the same general traits of character, which
elsewhere mark the race of red men."

" We have made the inquiry respecting the permanent advantage which any
of these tribes have derived from attempts to civilize them, with a full knowl-
edge of the favorable reports that have been circulated concerning the Chero-
kees. Limited as our intercourse with ihose Indians has been, we must neces-
sarily draw our conclusions respecting them from facts which have been stated

to us, and from the general resemblance they bear to the other cognate branches
of the great aboriginal stock. It is due to truth, that this admission should be

made." pp. 70, 71.

We entirely coincide with the writer in the last remark. After

what we have said respecting the Cherokees, we might leave his

statements without further notice. But we would just request

the readers of his article, to bear in mind, that his " general facts

and deductions," throughout sixty pages, concerning the Chero-

kees and the other Southern tribes, are not " founded upon what

he has seen and heard among " those tribes, but " are principally

founded upon ivhat he has seen and heard among the tribes in the

JYorthivestern regions of the United States." These last, from

causes which might be easily specified, are probably more debased

and miserable, than any tribes in our whole territory. We make
this remark on the authority of one, who has had as much oppor-

tunity of observation, in regard to their character and condition,

as has fallen to the lot of this Reviewer.

Of the Creeks and Cherokees, the Reviewer has " some

knowledge." To use a homely phrase, he " has none to speak

of," or we should certainly have been more fully informed of

the fact. So far then as he wrote from observation, his sweep-

VOJL. III. NO. III. 19
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ing statements and opinions, relative to the tribes of the South,

especially the Cherokees, are entitled to no more respect, than

any considerate man would award to those of a traveller, who

should have the effrontery to give a general description of the

people of Middlesex county, from a partial acquaintance with a

few of the inhabitants of that county, and from an intimate knowl-

edge of the backwoodsmen in the distant West.

The other source of his information, if we may judge from his

own admission, is mere hearsay. What " facts have been stated"

to him, or by whom staled, he does not choose to specify. We
would take the liberty to ask, also, whether the time has come,

for " the inquiry respecting the permanent advantage which

any of the (Southern) tribes have derived from the attempts to

civilize them ?" It seems to us, that the inquiry would be more

pertinent a generation hence. Meanwhile we would recal to the

mind of the Reviewer a passage which he may possibly have for-

gotten, while quaking at the sight of the " finger of reform."

" The missionary establishments for the education of Indian youth, founded

and supported by voluntary contributions, and aided by an annual appropriation

from the national treasury, almost offer un atonement for the past, and cer-

tainly STRONG ENCOURAGEMENT FOR THE FUTUKE." JV. A. R. April 1827.

What new facts the reviewer has obtained, within the short

period which has elapsed since he expressed so much approbation

of " the attempts to civilize the Indians," we are at a loss to

conjecture. We are sure, however, that those who have had the

most personal intercourse with the Southern tribes, and who have

been the most familiar with " the attempts to civilize " them,

have been unanimous in exciting the sanguine expectations of the

philanthropist and Christian. Every month has furnished stronger

and still stronger " encouragement for the future." If, therefore,

any reliance is to be placed upon the testimony of numerous

eye-witnesses, whose veracity is unimpeachable ; if any reliance

is to be placed upon the statements of many of our most respec-

table religious and literary journals, relative to the condition and

character of the Cherokees; the article in the last N. A. Review,

upon the " Removal of the Indians," so far as it relates to the

Cherokees particularly, is nothing less than a series of unblushing

and unpardonable misrepresentations. And little did we anticipate

that a writer, who had so distinguished himself by his exposures

of the falsehoods and calumnies of the London Quarterly, would

be found assailing the character of an unfortunate race, with the

very weapons which have so often been employed by remorseless

hirelings for the destruction of our own national honor.

While the Cherokees have been rapidly advancing in the career

of civilization, their progress seems to have been watched with a

jealous eye by the people of Georgia. We would here premise,

that when we speak of the people of Georgia, we mean the
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representatives, senators, and governors of Georgia—the men who

have been chosen to act in the legislative and executive depart-

ments of the State.

The United States, in a compact with Georgia, in 1802, had

promised to extinguish the Indian title to lands within her chartered

limits, as soon as it could be done "peaceably and upon reasonable

terms." The general government was not bound to put Georgia

in possession of these lands, unless the Indians should be willing

to sell them at a fair price. If the Indians should never be

willing, then the United Slates could never be chargeable with

delinquency in the fulfilment of that part of the compact which

relates to the extinguishment of the Indian title. The purchase

of the lands for the benefit of Georgia depended upon a con-

tingency

—

the willingness of the Indians to sell.

After having disposed of some millions of acres, the Cherokees

at length resolved to have no further negociation on the subject of

the cession of territory, being determined to dwell among the

sepulchres, and to transmit to their posterity the inheritance of

their fathers. The people of Georgia, finding all the efforts of

the national executive to be fruitless, and all their own clamors

and denunciations abortive, in respect to the extinguishment of the

Indian title, openly declared by their senate in 1827, "That the

State might properly take possession of the Cherokee country by

force, and that it was owing to her moderation and forbearance

that she did not thus take possession." Previous to this declara-

tion, a joint committee of the Legislature had made a report, in

which they say, that the European nations asserted successfully

the right of occupying such parts " of America as each discov-

ered, and thereby they established their supreme command over

it." Again :

" It may be contended with much plausibility, that there is, in these claims,

more offorce, than ofjustice ; but they are claims which have been recognized

and admitted by the whole civilized world ; and it is unquestionably true that,

under such circumstances, force becomes right."
" Before Georgia became a party to the articles of agreement and cession,

[the compact of 1802.] she could rightfully have possessed herself of those

lands, cither by negociation with the Indians, or by force ; and she had deter-

mined, in one of the two ways, to do so: but by this contract she made it the

duty of the United States to sustain the expense of obtaining for her the

possession, provided it could be done upon reasonable terms, and by negocia-
tion ; but in case it should be necessary to resort to force, this contract with

the United States makes no provision : the consequence is, that Georgia is left

untrammeled, and at full liberty to prosecute her rights in that point of view,
according to her own discretion, and as though no such contract had been
made."

This is logic with a vengeance. After the avowal of such

abominable principles, it is not astonishing that, since that time,

the Legislature have voted to annul all the ordinances o( the

Cherokee government ; to extend the laws of Georgia over all

the Indians within her chartered limits ; and to take possession of
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a large part of the territory claimed by the citizens of the Che-
rokee nation. June 1, 1S30, is the time assigned for the annihi-

lation of the political existence of the Cherokees !

From the decisions of Georgia, the Cherokees have appealed

to the Executive of the United States. And how has their

appeal been answered ? The President will protect them in the

occupation of their lands, but not in the maintenance of an inde-

pendent government. And in the occupation of what lands will

he protect them ? Such " as they have improved by their

industry." u For," says his late message, " it seems visionary to

suppose, that claims can be allowed on tracts of country on

which they have neither dwelt nor made improvements, merely

because they have seen them from the mountain, or passed them

in the chase."

The decision of the Executive has filled the Cherokees with

consternation. Their appeal is now made to the people and

Congress of the United States. Shall this appeal be made in

vain ? God forbid.

The Cherokees claim the rights of a sovereign people. The
country they inhabit, is an inheritance, which was bequeathed to

them by their ancestors. Their title to the soil and jurisdiction,

is that of immemorial occupancy and independence. Their sove-

reignty has never been alienated or forfeited. On the broad prin-

ciples of natural justice, therefore, the Cherokees can appeal to

the world, from the usurpation which is now meditated by the

State of Georgia.

But the Cherokees have other claims to the distinction of an

independent community. They were always considered such,

from the settlement of the country to the time of the Revolution ; and

since that period, not less than sixteen treaties have been made
with them, in all which there is not the most distant intimation,

that they are not lords as well as possessors of their soil. These
treaties were made and ratified by some of our most distinguished

citizens and public officers. The cabinets of Washington, Adams,
Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe, were all more or less concerned

in negotiating with the Cherokees, relative to the sale of lands

—

the construction of roads—the apprehension of criminals—and to

various other subjects of international welfare. They have had

their own statutes, their own magistrates, and their own usages.

Hence they are in the treaties properly called the " Cherokee na-

tion" and " citizens of the Cherokee notion." And hence all

our intercourse with them has been precisely that of one inde-

pendent sovereignty with another.

In consideration of the cession of a large part of their territory

to the United States, what remained was " solemnly guaran-

tied to them FOREVER." As an independent people, they

were taken under the patronage of the General Government, and
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their condition, for nearly half a century, has been that of a de-

pendent ally. The United States have sustained towards them

the relation of a guardian. And the only restrictions, upon their

sovereignty, are those which they themselves have recognized irr

amicable treaties. They relate to the sale of lands, and the regu-

lation of trade. The Cherokees agree not to hold a treaty with

any power except the Uuited States. Of course, the U. S. must

be the exclusive purchasers of Indian lands.

All these points have been most ably substantiated by a writer

under the appropriate signature of William Penn. His arguments

are irrefragable. There is no possibility of evading their conclu-

siveness.—If the Cherokees have not a perfect title to their soil,

and to the jurisdiction of their soil, then we should despair of es-

tablishing the title of any people on earth to soil and jurisdiction.

If they voluntarily cede their lands,—or if they melt away from

the earth,—or if, in consequence of wanton and murderous war,

a conquest of their territory becomes necessary,— then their title

is legitimately extinguished. But if, while they can live as they

have lived, they are deprived of their lands by the intrusion of

white settlers, or if their laws and government are nullified and

annihilated by the acts of a single State, or of the United States

;

—such proceedings can be vindicated by those only, who are pre-

pared to subscribe to the doctrines of tyrants, and burn incense

to the monsters of despotism.

In a case like the present—where, aside from the considerations

of humanity, generosity, and national honor—the demands of^ws-

tice are reiterated in tones of thunder,— it is truly humiliating to

be obliged to notice objections. Objections, however, there are,

—objections which have been presented to the public, with all the

customary insignia of truth and authority.

The writer in the North American Review, obviously aware of

the inevitable inference of all honest argumentation on principles

of natural justice, has plainly asserted, that

" We have lone since passed the period of abstract rights. Political ques-

tions arc complicated in their relations, involving considerations of expediency

and authority, as well aa of natural justice." N. A. R. p. 1J2.

If words have any obvious meaning, this language, plausible as

it appears, contains a most execrable sentiment ! If the rights of

men are to be determined by " considerations of expediency and

authority," as well as of natural justice, and this determination is

to be made by those who have the physical strength to secure

whatever their avarice and ambition may demand, what, we ask,

are to become of our boasted principles of republicanism?

Did our venerated fathers, in the war of independence, think

that they " had passed the period of abstract rights?" Did they

receive without question the decisions of Lord Mansfield and Lord
North, relative to colonial dependence and obligation ? The war
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of '76 was emphatically a war of principles against acts of usur-

pation. Ii was the struggle, the desperate and successful struggle,

of natural justice, against the tyranny of expediency and authority.

Our fathers fought, not for what they had suffered, hut for what

they feared. In the strong metaphor of Edmund Burke, " they

snuffed the approach of tyranny in every tainted breeze." What
would they have answered, if the British Government had told

them, that they had long since passed the period of abstract

rights, and therefore, must submit to the laws of expediency and

authority, as well as of natural justice ? This would have been

their answer :
" We hold these truths to be self-evident ; that all

men are born free and equal ; that their Creator has endowed
them with certain unalienable rights; that among these rights are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

What if the Holy Alliance should issue a proclamation to the

people of the United States, declaring our republic an intolerable

nuisance to monarchy

—

"rei inter Deos hominesque pulcherrimccV

How would such a proclamation be received ? And suppose

their European majesties should send a half million of soldiers to

reduce us to submission ? Who among us would acquiesce in

the will of the strongest, on the ground that " political questions,

involve considerations of expediency and authority, as well as of

natural justice ?"

We had thought it was our high privilege to fall upon times,

when the transactions of governments are to be tried by the crite-

rion of abstract rights—by those principles of justice which God
and nature have written in characters of light upon every leaf of

the great charter of human liberty. We had thought it was the

grand distinction—the peculiar glory of our age, that force was no

longer to be considered right. And never, until the commence-
ment of the outrageous warfare which has been waged upon the

weak and defenceless Indians of the South, did we suppose it pos-

sible, that an American citizen would be so recreant to liberty, as to

vindicate a line of conduct, which in a Napoleon, or a Tamerlane,

or an Attila, is held up to everlasting abhorrence and execration.

The descendants of those, who, for a paltry tea-tax, hazarded

everything in a war " at fearful odds," are the last on earth, who
should lord it over their fellow men. " The American people

say, that they love liberty. They talk much about it. They boast

of their own liberty. Why will they take it from the red men ?"

Who can answer the noble chief?

We marvel not, however, that those who deny the Indian title

of jurisdiction, shrink from the abstract principles of justice, and

attempt to stigmatize those, who defend the claim of the Indians

by arguments founded upon such principles—as " speculative pol-

iticans," " bewildering themselves in metaphysical subtleties."

These " metaphysical subtleties" are the plain, common-sense

maxims, for which our fathers gave their treasure and their blood.
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They are the earliest and the latest lessons in our schools of patri-

otism. The opposers of the Indian tide know lull well that they

cannot stand in the hlaze of celestial truth ; and that they dare

not meet the withering frown of insulted justice.

It is possible that some may yet contend for the sovereignty of

the United States over the Indian lands, hy virtue of the charters

which were given to the colonists.—But there is a previous

question to be settled. Whence did the monarchs of England

derive the power to give such charters? Have inhabitants of

newly discovered countries no rights ? Are they to be treated

like wild animals ? to be killed or spared at pleasure ? to be

molested or unmolested in their habitations, as may be agreeable

to the sovereign will of the strongest ? Who gave the king of

England authority, by a dash of his pen, to extinguish the Indian

title of sovereignty ? The kings of Europe and the Pope of

Rome had no more title to lands in America than they had to

lands in the moon. The charter by which the Aborigines held

this country was of higher authority than that of the European
coloi ists. It came not from a mere show of mortality, glittering

with the stars of regal magnificence, but from the King of kings,

the Lord of lords. It came not from the prince of the " sea-girt

isle," but from the eternal Sovereign of the universe.

Vattel, and others who have written upon natural law, have
indeed maintained that a savage, migratory people have no right

to possess a large territory, to the exclusion of civilized men.
Now, although we believe this doctrine originated in the brains of
philosophers, who were ready to indite a song of adulation to some
pageant of royalty, or Were anxious to furnish some plausible

pretext for the usurpations by which European governments had
deprived many of the natives of this continent of their dearest

rights, we are willing to concede, that civilization may have a
superior claim to barbarism in respect to territory. But conceding
that the Aborigines had no right to exclude European colonists

from these shores, does it follow that they had no title to a part of
the country? If they had not an unquestioned title to the whole,
had they no title to any ?—We sincerely hope the North
American Reviewer will consider this question, before he attempts
to impose upon the community another elaborate sophism, in the
disguise of an ai jument from natural law.

When our ancestors came and settled around ihfi Indians, or in

the midst of them, they did not say to the noble sons of the
forest, ' You have no right to this country—we are the lords of
the soil, but we will allow you to reside here for the present.'
No. Their language was, ' The land is yours—you have more
than you need—we can all live here in peace and comfort— sell
us a part, and we will pay you your price.' This was the uniform
language of the settlers. They treated the Indian tribes as
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independent nations, and always negotiated with them as inde-

pendent nations. They had charters or patents from Great
Britain

; hut these they never employed in their intercourse with

the natives. The charters and patents of the colonists did not in

the least affect their relations to the Indians, but the relations of

themselves to other colonists from Great Britain, and from the

continent of Europe.

How different the language and conduct of some of their

descendants! Could the Indians of 1630 have anticipated the

situation of their posterity in 1830, not a white man would have

been suffered to breathe, from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence to the

Gulf of Mexico. Had our ancestors whispered a remote allusion

to such doctrines as now come forth from our National Executive,

and find a vindication in one of the first literary journals of the

United States, that whisper would soon have been silenced

forever by the monitory notes of the war-whoop, and the deadly

blows of the tomahawk. Had the Creeks and the Cherokees of

1733 been endowed with a spirit of prophecy, Oglethorpe and

his companions would never have been received to the bosom of

their hospitality. Little did they imagine, when they resigned to

the founder of the State of Georgia, by amicable treaty, a portion

of their lands, that they were affixing the seal to the political

death-warrant of their own children. Much less than a century

since, the Cherokees could have swept from the earth the

ancestors of the very men who are now plotting their expa-

triation—their banishment from their hunting-grounds and their

cultivated fields—from the homes, the council-fires, and the

sepulchres of their fathers. They had the power, but they used

it not. They received the settlers with open arms ; for they had

never read the story of the reptile, who repaid his benefactor by
stinging him to the vitals.

It has been said that the Indian title has been considered a title

of occupancy, not of sovereignty ; and some decisions of courts

have been cited in proof of this assertion. Admit the doctrine

—

what then ? The slave-trade, with all its abominations, was once

sanctioned by law. Now, it is piracy. Courts of justice have

no power to legislate. Their office is to interpret and apply the

statutes enacted by the proper authorities. And if the parliament

of Great Britain, previous to our independence, or the American

Congress, since that period, had passed a law annihilating the

Indian title of sovereignty, it would still remain a most important

question, or rather, it could hardly be a question, whether the act

was not a direct infringement of that constitution which Heaven

gave to all the nations of the earth. It is in vain to plead the

right of discovery, the superiority of civilization over barbarism,

and the policy of European nations in regard to the original

inhabitants of the new world. It is worse than in vain to adduce
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the cardinal maxim of despots, that " force becomes right." Five

years since, we should have said without hesitation, that the

American who recognized this maxim, in any sense, might properly

be considered as a candidate for a cell among the lunatics in a

hospital.

But what is the simple truth in regard to this matter of

occupancy ?—Provision has been made by the General Govern-

ment, in regard to the possession and jurisdiction of the Indian

reservations, within the chartered limits of the States

—

in the

event of a legitimate extinguishment of the Indian title. Hence
the States have a sort of reversionary interest in these lands, so

far as jurisdiction is concerned ; and, in the case of Georgia, the

reversionary interest embraces the property of the soil, in conse-

quence of the compact of l)-!02. But the Indians have never

been under the least obligation to relinquish their title. Unless,

therefore, they make a voluntary relinquishment, those who hold

this reversionary interest—this misnamed seizin in fee—have no

right to advance any claim upon the soil or the jurisdiction of the

Indian territory, until time shall be no more. Still, as many have

anticipated the ultimate extinguishment of the Indian title, con-

tracts have sometimes been made, and cases have occurred,

involving questions which have been submitted to courts of justice.

Our limits will not allow us to go into detail upon this point.

Whoever wishes to see what has been decided by courts relative

to the civil position of the Indians, will obtain abundant satisfaction

by referring to the Appendix to the articles of" William Penn."

The decisions of Chief Justice Marshall and Chancellor Kent are

entirely at war with every pretension of right on the part of the

United States, or of an individual Slate, to take forcible possession

of any portion of the Indian territory, or to exercise jurisdiction

over the inhabitants. Chancellor Kent's decision in the case of

Goodell vs. Jackson, may be safely recommended to all whose
minds may have been misled by the sophistries of the North

American Reviewer. And we must be allowed to request the

reviewer himself to be candid enough, when he writes again, to

inform his readers that the New York decision, to which he refers

with so much complacency, was, as he probably knows, overruled

by the illustrious author of the " Commentaries upon American
Law." According to this distinguished jurist, the Indians of New
York have always been separate communities, independent of the

jurisdiction of the State and of the National Executive. All that

he has said of the title of the Six Nations to their soil and

sovereignty, nay, much more, can be urged in favor of the validity

of the title of the Cherokees and other tribes of the South.

To contend that the Cherokees have a title to soil, but not to

jurisdiction, is an outrage upon common sense. Soil and juris-

diction are inseparably allied. This we hold to be a fundamental
VOL. III. NO. III. 20
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article in the law of nations. And we know not why the Indians

should be treated as an " anomaly," when this article is to be

applied. But waiving this consideration entirely, the whole dis-

cussion relative to the title of the Cherokees to the exclusive

occupancy of their soil, and the independent administration of

their government, may he brought into a narrow space. The
tenure of occupancy is unlimited—it is forever. It is so recog-

nized and so guarantied by treaties. These same treaties have

also recognized the Cherokees as a distinct sovereign people, and

pledged the good faith of the United States as a security against

all encroachment upon their rights. If the treaties do not contain

such a recognition, and such a pledge, then they are all a mockery.

Now, as the constitution of the United States declares treaties to

be the supreme law of the land, and requires the judges of every

State to be bound thereby, anything in the constitution or laws

of that State to the contrary notwithstanding, it plainly follows,

that no legislature, and no judiciary, have authority to make
enactments and pronounce decisions, which contravene the stipu-

lations of treaties regularly made and regularly ratified. All

opinions of judges and counsellors, therefore, so far as they affect

the rights of the Indians, must be considered correct or incorrect,

according to their agreement or disagreement with treaties—
the supreme law of the land. And if it could be proved

conclusively, that other States had legislated for the Indians, as

their subjects, the Cherokees could still appeal from the legislation

of Georgia, to the tribunal of natural justice, and to the solemn

obligations of that supreme law, to which Georgia, as a member
of the Union, has pledged obedience.

It appears from the President's message, and from a communi-
cation of the Secretary of War, that the Cherokees have given

special umbrage to the Executive, in consequence of an alleged

encroachment upon the constitution of the United States. They
are said to have established an independent government within the

limits of a sovereign State—an imperium in imperio—thus in-

fringing upon that article, which provides that no new State shall

be formed within another State. The Cherokee government,

therefore, must be abolished."—None but a bad cause would ever

have resorted to such a pitiful sophism. Have not the Cherokees

always had an independent government ? If not, who have

governed them ? Have the people of Georgia, or the people of

the United States ? Surely not. They have been governed by

their own laws and their own chiefs. Within a few years, they

have changed the form, of their government; but 1o pretend that

they have now been establishing a government in Georgia—an

imperium, in impcrio^-wher\ they have merely changed the form
of a government which they have had and exercised from time

immemorial, is preposterous.
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But in regard to this imperium in imperio—this Gorgon which

has of late so marvellously troubled the imaginations of some of

our public men, what evils has it hitherto occasioned ? For more
than forty years, the Cherokees have been at peace with the

United States, and are likely to remain so from age to age, unless

they are wantonly molested. And if great and distressing evils

existed in consequence of their situation in the midst of the

whites, who should remove
6
! The Georgians, or the Cherokees?

The Georgians settled around them, not they in the midst of the

Georgians. Hence the Indians are the last that should suffer.

There is, however, not the least necessity of collision from the

geographical positions of the two parties. The Cherokees have

land enough for their accommodation, as an independent, flourish-

ing community ; although they possess but a miserable pittance in

comparison with the territory of Georgia. And if the Georgians

wish for more land, let them find it beyond the Mississippi.

What possible danger is to be apprehended horn the Chero-

kees, living, as they do, remote from the dense settlements of the

whites ? And what would be gained, in respect to the imperium

in imperio, if they should remove to the west ? Will they not

again be surrounded by a white population, and again frighten the

Executive by this terrible Gorgon ?

If we may judge from opinions which have been expressed,

many seem :o overlook entirely the question of right, in respect

to the title of the Indian lands, and are willing that measures
should be employed to affect a removal of the inhabitants, because
they think such removal would be a benejit to the Indians them-

selves. We do wish that all who think thus, would reflect upon a

late declaration of a Senator of Missouri :
" I hold it to be a

sound moral principle, that it is not right to inquire into the

expediency of doing wrong." The Indians have in their own
hands the decision of the question, whether they will, or will not

remove. We may think a removal would promote their peace
and prosperity. If so, we may advise them to emigrate. But
all compulsion, whether it he by military operations or by op-

pression and intolerable legislative enactments, is unwarrantable

and atrocious.

It is sufficient for us, that the Indians are opposed to a removal.

We are aware, that Col. McKenney, as quoted in the N. A. Re-
view, asserts the contrary ; and we have no doubt, that much false

information on this point has been communicated to the Executive.

The editor of the Cherokee Phoenix has given Col. McKenney
such a reply to his statements, as we presume he will not very soon

forget. The plain truth is, that for many years, U. S. Agents
have been laboring to persuade the Cherokees to remove. Argument
and intreaty—figures of speech and figures of arithmetic—pathos

of emotion and pathos of gold—have been most liberally and earn-
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estly employed ; and yet the Cherokees are immoveable. How
then can the officers of our government any longer be deceived ?

Why will they not take the lestimony of the Cherokee memorial

to the present Congress? Why will they continue to delude

themselves with the idle fiction, that the great body of the people

are so much in awe of a few " powerful chiefs," that they dare not

speak out the real wishes of their hearts ?—Again and again, has

the voice of this afflicted, persecuted community, been reiterated

with thundering emphasis : " We will not remove ;

—

we live

ON THE SOIL OF OUR FATHERS, AND HERE WE ARE RESOLVED TO
FIND OUR GRAVES."

It is sufficient, we have said, that they are opposed to a removal.

It is more than sufficient, that they are opposed, for the best possible

reasons. So far as any country has been designated for their

future residence, it is a country which has been pronounced by an

United States' Agent, to be uninhabitable by a people who wish to

devote themselves to agriculture. It consists chiefly of prairies

—

almost entirely destitute of wood and water. The country has

also been explored by some Chickasaw Indians, who are willing

to emigrate, provided a suitable territory can be furnished. Their

testimony agrees entirely with the representations of Major Long.
The astonishing truth is, that notwithstanding all that has been said

on the subject of lands for the Indians across the Mississippi, the

Uni'ed States have not at their disposal a suitable tract of country

where the Southern tribes could be colonized. There is indeed " an

ample district west of the Mississippi," but nearly all that would an-

swer the purposes of the people in question, is either pre-occupied,

—or is subject to Indian titles unextinguished,—or lies in a latitude

which would be destructive to Indians who have been inured to a

Southern climate ! Besides, if the territory offered the Indians

was as eligible as any portion of the U. S., if a fair equivalent

was paid for all improvements on their present soil, even then, a

removal would be attended with immense sacrifices. The plan of

the Executive embraces the removal of not less than 60,000 souls.

The Secretary of War estimates them at 75, 000. Think now of

the emigration of 60,000 people—" from helpless infancy to the

decrepitude of age"—to a wilderness, many hundred miles distant

from their present abode ! Think of the emigration of all the

inhabitants of Essex or Suffolk comity, to a vast region of prairies,

—there to erect habitations and cultivate the ground for subsistence !

Dwell upon the scene—and no language can portray its horror.

By a singular coincidence, the same Number of the Review
which contains the article upon which we have animadverted, pre-

seots us with a most affecting picture of the sufferings of the

Acadians, who were barbarously expelled from Nova Scotia. We
should think that every man, who should read the article upon
Haliburtort's History ofNova Scotia, before or after perusing that
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which precedes in the order of arrangement, would find it impossi-

ble to sympathize with the cold-blooded vindication of the cruel

and inhuman project for the " Removal of the Indians." We
ought, perhaps, in justice to the reviewer, to mention for the infor-

mation of those who have not read his article, that he seems

to have a little relenting, as he approaches the conclusion of

his work.
" After all," he says " it cannot be denied, and ought not to be concealed,

that in this transplantation from the soil of their ancestors to the plains of the

Mississippi, some mental and corporeal sufferings await the emigrants. These
are inseparable from the measure itself."'

His feelings soon become so tender upon the occasion, that he

sheds some very pretty classical tears. He then proceeds :

" Although the Indians are migratory in their habits, yet their local attach-

ments are strong and enduring. The sepulchres of their fathers are as dear to-

them, as they ever weie to the natives of the East Those ties have bound
them to their native regions longer and stronger than any other, or all other

considerations."

If these things are true of the degraded savages, with whom the

writer has been conversant, how much more of intensity should be

added to his remarks, when they are applied to the Cherokees,—
a people, not like the Sacs, and Winnebagoes—but who have

houses, and farms, and plantations. How do the Indians of the

South contemplate the prospect of a removal ?—"We are told

that the white man is about to bring his laws over us. We are

distressed. Our hands are not strong. We are a small people.

Whe white, man has strong arms, many warriors, and much knowl-

edge. He is about to lay his laws upon us. We are distressed.

O that our great father would love us ! O that the white man would

love us !"

It is truly astonishing that the Executive of the U. S. should

suppose it practicable to colonize the Indian tribes, under such

circumstances as would furnish the least hope of their future

prosperity. To bring together into a new country, GO,000 In-

dians, of different tribes, of different languages, of different habits,

and different prejudices, with the design of " teaching them the

arts of civilization, and by promoting union and harmony among
them, to raise up an interesting commonwealth, destined to per-

petuate the race, and to attest the humanity of this government"*
—appears to us, when viewed in reference to political sagacity, to

be the most insane and ridiculous project, which was ever conceived

by rational men. But if the trial of its feasibility would be as

harmless as some other vagaries of Quixotism have been, we should

not feel the painful solicitude that we now feel. Should the wishes

of the Executive be so far carried into effect, as to secure an emi-

gration of the Indians, the world will witness an appalling spectacle

of confusion, and anarchy, and wretchedness. If the government wish
the Indians to be taught the arts of civilization, and exhibit to the

• President's Message.
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world a perpetual attestation of our humanity, no means whatever

will be used to disturb them in their present abodes. The Cher-
okees have already " an interesting commonwealth." Many across

the Atlantic have listened with admiration to the story of their

advances in civilization and Christianity. Nay more, they have

seen with their own eyes : for the press of New Echota has sent

them the memorials of its existence and influence.—The other

tribes are in the same path of improvement. Schools are in suc-

cessful operation among the Choctaw's and Chickasaws. And
even the Creeks have of late inclined their ears to the sound of

instruction. Hundreds among these tribes give the most convincing

evidence, that they worship the " Great Spirit," in spirit and in

truth. In a word, the winter of barbarism is past. The spring of

civilization is approaching the summer, and the genial plants are

putting forth their blossoms in beauty and fragrance. Shall they

be torn up by the roots and transported to a barren prairie
1

?

We would now invite the attention of our readers to a few
extracts from articles, furnished but a short time since, by the

same reviewer for the same journal, which has of late given its edi-

torial sanction to doctrines, which would find a more congenial at-

mosphere in Constantinople than in Cambridge.
In the N. A. Review, for January, 1826, the writer comments

upon the plan of the colonization of the Indian tribes :

" We have serious apprehension, that in this gigantic plan of public charity,

the magnitude of the outline has withdrawn attention from the necessary details-,

and that, if i: be adopted, to the extent proposed, it will exasperate the evils that

we are all anxious to allay." p. 116.

Again :
" It is no slight task for a whole people, from helpless infancy to the

decrepitude of age, to abandon their native land, and seek in a distant, and per-

haps barren region, new means of support." p. 117.

BU°" A cordon of troops, which might encircle each tribe, might keep them
all in peace together. But without such a display of an overwhelming military

force, we should soon hear, that the war-dance was performed, the war-song
raised, and that the young men had departed in pursuit of fame, scalps and
death." p. 118.

In the number for April, 1827, the same writer, after a very re-

spectful notice of" the missionary establishments for the colonization

of Indian youth," adverts to the "scheme for removing the Indians

to the country west of the Mississippi." Though he does not here

discuss the merits of the " scheme," it is obvious, that his views

had experienced no change. " The magnitude of the subject is

imposing, and its possible consequences appalling. Doubts and

difficulties surround the question."

Those who have read his recent article, are aware, that he now
warmly advocates the necessity of the execution of this scheme of

removal. He appears not to have entirely forgotten his former

sentiments; but his "doubts have gradually given way before the

experiments he has seen, and before the imposing circumstances

which have gathered around the controversy."
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Tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in Mis. The reviewer has

changed his opinions ;—whether from principle, or inter st, we
leave to all who know his history, to decide for themselves. We
do not know, that " the possible consequences" of a removal of the

Indians, are less " appalling" than they were in 1827. Neither do

we know, that there is any less necessity for " a cordon of troops"

around each tribe, "to keep them in peace together." Truly, the

" searching operation" has a marvellous influence in changing opin-

ions, as well as places.

If others were effected, as we were, by the reviewer's quotations

from Mr. McCoy's " Remarks on Indian Reform," they will be

somewhat surprised to find, that he differs from this reviewer, in

almost every point. The reviewer denies the validity of the Indian

title. But Mr. McCoy contends, " that the justice of their claims

to the soil they inhabit is not inferior to the most righteous and

undisputed title, that any people in any part of the earth, ever

preferred to a portion of it." The reviewer speaks of the Indians

as " holding with a death-grasp to their old institutions." But Mr.

McCoy thinks " it the misfortune of the Indians, that their while

neighbors have generally supposed them to be inflexibly attached

to their huntings and wild customs." The reviewer attributes the

failure of efforts to civilize the Indians, to something peculiar to

their nature. Mr. McCoy attributes it to the conduct of the whites.

The reviewer speaks of the Cherokees as a most wretched race.

But Mr. McCoy, in comparing the Indians of the north with those

of the south, inquires: "Can anything in nature be more plain and
convincing, than the striking contrast between the miserable wretches

on small reservations, or those on our frontiers—and those flour-

ishing countries, towns and villages, which are inhabited by Cher-
okees?"

The reviewer takes all the Indians of the north and the south,

gives them the same general character, and would sweep them all

away with the same besom of removal. But Mr. McCoy, who,
the reviewer himself being judge, " is an able and dispassionate

laborer in the great field of aboriginal improvement," and " has

a right to speak on this subject,"—after expressing his decided
disapprobation of the general policy of the government towards the

Indians, furnishes us with a testimony, which merits very special

consideration. We should like to see the reviewer grapple with

this passage :

" We are now admonished, in terms clear and distinct, the language of well
known facts, what we ovo/u not to do. The question, therefore, presents itself

singly, What ought we to do f Let the history ofthe Cherokees and their neigh-
bors teach us. Unless we colonize these people, (the Indians on the small reser-
vations of the north,) and /dace them in circumstances similar to those of the
Cherokees, they must inevitably perish."*

* Mr. McCoy, however, with what consistency let the public judge, recommends the
removal of the Cherokees. His arguments are the " imperium in imperio," and " the only
hope of averting the stroke which threatens the existence of their nation."
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We are reminded, in this connexion, of one illustration of the

reviewer's tact, which we might have noticed at an earlier stage of

this discussion. Speaking of the Cherokees and other southern

tribes, he says,

" Many of them exhibit spectacles as disgusting as they are degrading. Only
three years since, an appropriation was made by Congress, upon the represent-
ations of the authorities of Florida, to relieve the Indians there from actual
starvation."

Now what confidence can the community repose In the writer

of this extract ? The statement either proves his consummate
ignorance of facts, or his wanton perversion of them. Who were
the Indians thus relieved from starvation ? They were Seminoles,

whom our government had persuaded to emigrate. Their " land

of promise" was thus described by Wm. O. Duval, the Governor
of Florida, who explored it in 1826.

"I have never seen a more wretched tract of country, than that which I en-
tered five or six miles south of Chuciichatty—the sand hills rise very high, and
the Indian trail winds over an extensive sand ridge, for eight or nine miles ; the
whole of the timber for this distance, as far as the eye can survey, has been
killed by fire ; the burnt and blackened pines, without a leaf, added to the dreary
poverty of the land, presents the most miserable and gloomy prospect 1 ever
beheld. After descending the southern extremity of this ridge, I entered a low,
wet, piney country, spotted with numerous ponds. So low was the whole coun-
try, as far as the Indian boundary extended towards Tampa Bay, that after rid-

ing all day and until eleven o'clock at night, in the hope I would find a dry
spot to sleep upon, I was compelled to take up my lodo-ing on a low wet place
for the night. No settlement can be made in this region, and there is no land
in it worth cultivation. The best of the Indian lands are worth but little

;

nineteen twentieths of their whole country within the present boundary, is by
far the poorest and most miserable region I ever beheld."

Such was the report of Gov. Duval to the Indian Department, on
the subject of the miseries of the emigrant Seminoles ! And shall

" disgusting and degrading spectacles," which have been produced

by the measures of our own government, be cited by an apologist

for Georgia and the national Executive, in proof that the Cherokees,

as well as the other southern tribes, are a most miserable race? When
shall the unfortunate Aborigines receive justice at our hands ? Is

it not enough, that we dislodge them from their " goodly heritage,"

and drive them into swamps and deserts ? Must we reproach them
for their poverty and debasement,—that poverty and debasement
which we ourselves have wantonly and barbarously occasioned ?

—

Shall we pour unmingled gall into their cup of sorrow, and then

make their very misery an argument for additional cruelties and

insults ? " He must be worse than savage, who can view with cold

indifference an exterminating policy."*

The reviewer was once commenting upon a passage, that sug-

gested to him a remark, which we think might be very aptly applied,

not only to statements respecting the Cherokees, but to the general

* Report of Committee on Indian Affairs, lo CoDgress, March 23, 1824.
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tenor of this elaborate article. " In all of this, there is enough

of truth, to elude the charge of deliberate falsehood, and yet so

much of error as to present a result, utterly fallacious.'''' (N. A.

Review, April, 1827.)

SELECTIONS.

Defence of Jonah's History. Jon. i. 17, ii. 1—10. Abridged

from King's ' Morsels of Criticism.''

The history of Jonah, though by some carped at and turned into

ridicule, contains nothing inconsistent with the soundest philosophy

and experience. For,

1. Though a whale, properly so called, has so small a gullet that

it could not possibly swallow a man, yet we ought to consider, that

the original word does not necessarily mean a whale, as distinguished

from other large fishes, but only a great sea monster, of which there

are some, the shark among the rest, very capable of swallowing a

man whole, and which have done so. A very remarkable fish was
taken on our own coast, though probably it was not of the full size,

and therefore could not contain the body of a man. But others of

its species very well might. A print, and curious description of it.

by Mr. Jam -s Ferguson, may be seen, (Philosophical Transactions,

vol. liii. p. 170,) from which even this small one appears to have been
near five feet in length, and of great bulk, and to have been merely,

as it were, one vast bag, or great hollow tube, capable of containing

the body of any animal of size that was in some small degree infe-

rior to his own. And unquestionably such a kind of fish, and of
still larger dimensions, may, consistently even with the most correct

ideas of any natural historian, be supposed to have occasionally ap-

peared in the Mediterranean, as well as on our coasts, where such a
one was caught, having come up so far as into the Bristol Channel,
and King's Road,

2. A man may continue in the water, in some instances, without
being drowned. Derham tells us (Physico-Theolotry, b. 4, cap. 7,
note, p. 158, 159 ; l2mo,) that some have the foramen ovale of the
heart remaining open all their lives, though in most it is closed very
soon after birth

; and that such persons as have the foramen ovale

so left open could neither he hanged nor drowned ; because, when
the lungs cease to play, the blood will nevertheless continue to cir-

culate, just as it does in a fooetus in the womb. Though Mr. Ches-
elden doubted of this fact, yet Mr. Cowper the anatomist says, he
often found the foramen open in adults, and gives some curious in-

stances. Mr. Derham mentions several persons who were many
hours and days under water, and yet recovered ; and one, who even
retained the sense of hearing in that state. And Pr. Piatt, (History

VOL. III. NO. Ill, 21
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of Staffordshire, p. 292,) mentions a person who survived and lived,

after having been hanged at Oxford for the space of twenty
hours, before she was cut down. The fact is notorious ; and her
pardon, reciting this circumstance, is extant on record. See Ray
on the Creation, p. 230, who observes, that having the foramen ovale

of the heart open, enables some animals to be amphibious. Where
then is the absurdity in conceiving, th.it Jonah might have been a
person of this kind, having the foramen ovale of his heart continu-
ing open from his birth to the end of his days, in which case he
could not be drowned, either by being cast into the sea, or by being
swallowed up by the fish ?

3. Neither could Jonah be injured by the digesting fluid in the
fish's stomach : for Mr. Jo. Hunter observes (Philosophical Trans-
actions, vol. lxii. p. 449,) " that no animal substance can be digest-

ed, by the digesting fluid usually existing in animal stomachs, while
life remains in such animal substances. Animals (says he,) or parts

of animals, possessed of the living principle when taken into the

stomach, are not in the least affected by the powers of that viscus,

so long as the animal principle remains. Thence it is, that we find

animals of various kinds living in the stomach, or even hatched or

bred there. But the moment that any of these lose the living prin-

ciple, they become subject to the digestive powers of the stomach.,

If it were possible for a man s hand, for example, to be introduced
into the stomach of a living animal, and kept there for some consid
erable time, it would be found that the dissolvent powers of the

stomach could have no effect upon it; but if the same hand were
separated from the body, and introduced into the same stomach, we
should then find that the stomach would immediately act upon it.

Indeed, if this were not the case, we should find, that the stomach
itself ought to have been made of indigestible materials ; for if the

living principle were not capable of preserving animal substances

from undergoing that process, the stomach itself would be digested.

But we find, on the contrary, that the stomach, which atone instant,

that is, while possessed of the living principle, was capable of resist-

ing the digestive powers which it contained, the next moment, viz.

when deprived of the living principle, is itself capable of being digest-

ed, either by the digestive powers of other stomachs, or by the remains
of that power which it had of digesting other things."—Consistently

with which observations of Mr. Hunter, we find, that smaller fishes

have been taken alive out of the stomachs of fishes of prey, and (not

having been killed by any bite or otherwise) have survived their being

devoured, and have swam away well recovered, and very little affect-

ed by the digesting fluid. Two instances of this kind are mention-

ed by Dr. Piatt, (History of Staffordshire, p. 246 ;) and others might
be added.

There appears, therefore, nothing unphilosophical, or absurd, in

supposing that Jonah (or indeed any other man having the foramen
ovale of the heart open, or such a construction of his frame as those

persons mentioned by Derham had,) might be cast into the sea, and
be swallowed up whole by a great fish, and yet be neither drowned,

juor bitten, nor corrupted, nor digested, nor killed ; and it will easily
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follow, from the dictates of common sense, that in that case the fish

itself must either die, or be prompted by its feelings to get rid of its

load ,• and this it perhaps might do more readily near the shore, than

in the midst of waters ; and in that case, such person would cer-

tainly be recovered again, by degrees, and escape. I acknowledge,

there must have been a miraculous divine interposition in causing

all the circumstances of the presence of the fish, of the formation

of Jonah, and of the nearness of the shore at the time of his being

thrown up, to concur rightly, to efTect his deliverance; and how
much the miraculous interposition might extend, we cannot, and

ought not to presume to ascertain : but solely to show the fact to be

philosophically possible, according to the experience we are per-

mitted to be acquainted with, is sulficient to remove, and fully to an-

swer, the objections of scoffers.

GENEVA.

The Papal authority was abolished at Geneva . and the Reformation pro-

claimed, A. D. 1535. The celebrated John Calvin, passing through the city on

a journey, the following year, was induced to make it his permanent abode.

With various vicissitudes, especially during the early part of his ministry, he

remained here till his death, in 15(K5. His counsel and aid were often ^ought

and imparted in modelling the reformed churches in other places; but Geneva
was the centre of his immediate influence. Here, as has been well ob-

served " he was the light of the church, the oracle of the laws, the supporter of

liberty, the restorer of morals, and the fountain of literature and the sciences.

To him, the Genevese owe the establishment of their University and schools,

which have enabled them to furnish to every country in Europe so many in-

structors and men of science.''

We propose to offer the testimony of distinguished men, eye-witnesses, as to

the moral and religious state of Geneva at. different periods. The first is that

of John Knox, in 1557, after a residence in that city of about two years. " So

much was he pleased with the purity of religion established" there, " that he

warmly recommended it to his religious acquaintances in England, as the best

Christian asylum to which they could fee."

" In my heart," says he to a Mr. Locke, " 1 could have wished,
yea, and cannot cease to wish, that it might please God to guide
and conduct yourself to this place, where I neither fear nor eshame
to say, is the most perfect schoolof Christ that ever was in the earth,

since the days of the Apostles. In other places, I confess Christ to

be truly preached ; but manners and religion so sincerely re-
formed, I have not yet seen in any other place beside."*

In lfi85, after the lapse of more than a hundred \e.irs, in which time the doc-

trine and discipline of Calvin might be expected to produce their legitimate

effects, the celebrated Bishop Burnet visited Geneva. The following is his

account of the place.

* Letters, p. 377.
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Geneva is too well known to be much insisted on. It is a little'

State ; but it has so many good constitutions in it, that the greatest

may justly learn of it. The chamber of the corn has always twa
years' provision for the city in store, and forces none but bakers to

buy it at a taxed price ; and so it is both necessary against any ex-

tremities under which the State may full, and is likewise of great

advantage ; for it gives a good yearly income, that has helped the

State to pay nearly a million of debts contracted during the wars r

and the citizens are not oppressed by it ; for every inhabitant may
buy his own corn as he pleases, only public houses must buy from

the chamber. And if one will compare the faith of Rome and

Geneva together in this particular, he would be forced to prefer the

latter : for if good works are a strong presumption, if not a sure in-

dication, of a goodfaith, then justice being a good work of the first

form, Geneva will certainly carry it. If the public makes a mod-
erate gain on the corn, that, and all the other revenues of this?

small commonwealth, are so well employed, that there is no cause of

complaint given in the administration of the public purse, which,

with the advantages that arise out of the chamber of the corn, is

ab"ut one hundred thousand crowns revenue. But there is much to

go out of this; three hundred soldiers are paid, an arsenal is main-

tained, that in proportion to the State is the greatest in the world,

for it contains arms for more men than are in the State : there is a

great number of ministers and professors, in all twenty-four, paid out

of it, besides all the public charges and officers of the Government.

The salary for the professors and ministers is indeed small, not

above two hundred crowns; but to balance this (which was a more
competent provision when it was first set off" a hundred and fifty jears

ago, the price of all things and the way of living being now much
heightened) those employments are held in their due reputation,

and the richest Citizens in the town breed up their children so as to

qualify them for those places. And a minister that is suitable to his

character is thought so good a match, that generally they have such

estates, either by buccession or marriage, as support them suitably to

the rank they hold. And in Geneva there is so great a regulation

upon expenses of all sorts, that a small sum goes a great way.

It is a surprizing thing to see so much learning as one fii.ds in Geneva,

not only among those whose profession obliges them to study, but

among the magistrates and citizens ; and if there are not many men
of the first form of learning among them, yet almost everybody here

has a good tincture of a learned education, inasmuch that they are

masters of the Latin, they know history and the controversies of

religion, and are generally men of good sense.

There is a universal civility, not only towards strangers, but to-

wards one another, that reigns all the town over, and leans to an

(excess: so that in them one s^es a mixture of a French openness

and an Italian exactness ; there is indeed a little too much of

the last.

The public justice of the city is quick and good, and is more
commended than the private justice of those who deal in trade.
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There is no public lewdness tolerated, and the disorders of that~sort

are managed with great address. Notwithstanding their neighbor-

hood to the Switzers, drinking is very little known^among them.

One of the best parts of their law is the way of selling estates. A
man that is to buy an estate agrees with the owner, and then inti-

mates it to the government, who order three several proclamations to

be made, six weeks one after another, of the intended sale, that is to

take place on such a day : when the day conies, the creditors of the

seller, if they apprehend that the estate is sold at an under-value,

may out-bid the buyer ; but if they do not interpose, the buyer de-

livers the money to the State, who upon that give him his title to the

estate, which can never be so much as brought under a debate in

law ; and the price is paid into the State, and is by them given either

to the creditors of the seller, if he owes money, or to the seller

himself. This custom prevails likewise in Swisse, where also twelve

years' possession gives a prescription ; so that in no place in the

world are the titles of estates so secure as here.

I passed the winter at Geneva with more satisfaction than I had
thought it was possible for me to have found anywhere out of Eng-
land. I ought to make the most public acknowledgements possible

for the extraordinary civilities that I met with in my own particular
;

but that is too low a subject to entertain you with. That which
pleased me most was of a more public nature : before I left Geneva,
the number of the English there was such, that I found we could
make a small congregation, for we were twelve or fourteen ; so I

addressed myself to the council of twenty-five, for liberty to have our
own worship in our own language, according to the best English
liturgy. This was immediately granted in so obliging a manner,
that as there was not one person that made any exception to it, so

they sent one of their body to me, to let me know, that in case our
number should grow to be so great that it were fit for us to assemble
in a church, they would grant us one which had been done in Queen
Mary's reign ; but till then, we might hold our assembly as we
thought fit : so after that time, during the rest of my stay there, we
had every Sunday our devotions according to the common prayer
.morning and evening ; and at the evening prayer I preached in a

room that was indeed too large for our small company : but there

being a considerable number in Geneva that understand English,
and in particular some of the professors and ministers, we had a
great number of strangers that met with us; and the last Sunday,!
gave the sacrament according to the way of the church of England.
I shall name to you only two of their professors, that, as they are
men of great distinction, so they were the persons with whom I

conversed the most : the one is Mr. Turretin* a man of great learn-

ing, that by his indefatigable study and labor has much worn out
and wasted his strength, amidst all the affluence of a great plenty of
fortune to which he was born : one discerns in him all the modesty
of an humble and mortified temper, and of an active and fervent
charity, proportioned to his abundance, or rather beyond it ; and
ihere is in him such a melting zeal for religion, as the present con-

* This must have been the iccond Turretin.
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juncture calls for, with all the seriousness of piety and devotion,

which shows itself both in private conversation and in his most edi-

fying sermons, by which he enters deep into the consciences of his

hearers. The other is Mr. Trunciiin, a man of a strong head, and

of a clear and correct judgement, who has all his thoughts well di-

gested : his conversation has an engaging charm in it, that cannot

be resisted : he is a man of extraordinary virtue, and of a readiness

to oblige and serve all persons, that has scarce any measures : his

sermons have a sublimity in them that strikes the hearer, as well as

edifies him ; his thoughts are noble, and his eloquence is mascu-

line and exact, and has all the majesty of the chair in it, tempered

with all the softness of persuasion ; so that he not only convinces his

hearers, but subdues them, and triumphs over them. In such com-
pany it was no wonder if time seemed to go off too fast, so that I left

Geneva with a concern that I could not have felt in leaving any

place out of the Isle of Britain.

It began to be manifest, near the beginning of the last, century, that the doc-

trine and discipline of the Genevese church, which had produced such happy

effects, were likely soon to be abandoned. A repeal of the rule of the church,

*' by which candidates for ordination were required to subscribe to the Helvetick

confession, and the decrees of the Synod of Dort, was procured in 1705."

u Professor Vernet," who flourished about the middle of the last century, " pub-

lished his disbelief in the Trinity, and the imputation of Adam's sin to his de-

scendants. In 1757, the clergy of Geneva were represented by the French

Encyclopedists, as generally rejecting these doctrines." Here then we enter

on a veic order of things, and the result of it we shall presently witness.—The

following testimony is from " Meiner's Letters on Switzerland," published in

" Dr. Seiler of Erlangen's German Literary Journal," for 1785.

The buildings are large and expensive, the inhabitants wealthy,

and an incredible number of beautiful country-seats surround it on

all sides. The civil war was less owing to a defective legislation,

than to growing depravity of manners, both among high and low :

*

for even to the lower ranks has this corruption spread. The works

of Voltaire and Rousseau are read in shops, manufactories, and

workhouses. Perhaps the wealth which has flowed upon Geneva

from her fine artists since 1738, when corporations were dissolved,

and every artist allowed to follow what art he pleased, has accelera-

ted her corruption. The strict church discipline, which Calvin in-

troduced immediately after the Reformation, is now gone, and with

it the authority of the clergy. Ladies of distinction give no signs

of devotion in their church. They laugh, they talk, they adjust

their dress, they flutter with their fans, as if they were in a jovial

meeting. This indecent levity continued, when the young clergy-

* Here Dr. SeiW remarks :
" I have had certain account*, by private letters, that in

manv famines qf distinction, in that cily, Christianity is almost entirely neglected : and,

,by modish and excessive refinement, the chil Iren are formed to levity, and rendered inca-

pable of serious religions reflection. Hence soli I and edifying preachers are depised by

this race of men. Only they who bring to the pulpil master-pieces of eloquence are

sometimes attended; whose discourses are blamed or praised, just as dramatic perform-

ance would be ; and hence can have little or no influence on the heart."
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man went up to the pulpit, and I suppose read prayers and direc-

tions relating to the approaching communion; for through the noise

1 could not hear distinctly. They became more quiet and grave,

when the young preacher appeared, and took occasion, from the

mournful state of the town, to exhort all ranks, and especially the

youth, to unity and reverence for law. Probably, however, this was

more to be ascribed to the curiosity, than to the devotion of the

hearers : for when the sermon was ended, in the moment immedi-

ately before communicating, the former noise and dissipation return-

ed. Even when communicating, they could not so far govern them-

selves, as to suppress the appearances of prophanity and scoffing,

which their former conversation had impressed on their countenances;

or to avoid giving offence by assuming airs of seriousness. Formerly,

adultery was considered at Geneva as a most shocking crime, and

divorce was rendered as difficult as possible. Now the first is laugh-

ed at, and the second more easily and frequently obtained, than at

London or Paris. Their old sumptuary Lavs are fallen into desue-

tude, and luxury grows incredibly. In twenty four families, they

daily eat on silver plate ; and in between three and four hundred, the

turins and large dishes, though not the trenchers, are silver. The
lowest ranks are mad on pomp and magnificence. Labourers will

half starve themselves through the week, that they may appear gen-

teelly dressed and travel in coach on the Sabbath. The wives of

manufacturers are as elegantly attired, as ladies in Germany, when
going to an assembly. An insatiable desire of making a grand ap-

pearance, is accompanied with a sordid covetousness, perhaps partly

owing to the dearness of the necessaries of life, much increased by

the multitude of strangers who resort to Geneva.

To this account, the translator, the late Dr. Erskine, adds,

So far as the translator knows, many of the clergy in Geneva are

men of distinguished abilities, amiable characters, excellent writers

on the Deistical controversy and moral subjects; and though per-

haps allied to some pretended German Reformers in their Socinian

and Arian tenets, yet no way tinctured with their scepticism and

contempt of the Bible. Yet what a contrast between Meiner's

character of the people, and that given them by Bishop Burnet in

his travels, Letter from Zurich, 1GS5! May not this be owing to

the opposing, or at least omitting in their sermons, those peculiar

truths of the Gospel, by faith in which the heart is purified 1"

RELENT PUBLICATIONS.

t. Natural History of Enthusiasm. Boston : Crocker and

Brewster. New York ; J. Leavitt. pp. 302.

This is one of the most interesting and instructive volumes which have

recently been published. The style is elegant, the subjects treated important,

and the work altogether worthy the attention of the religious public. Unlike
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most publications, the title is the least inviting part of it. We hope to make
our readers belter acquainted with it hereafter.

It will not be possible for us, without excluding more appropriate matter, to

give our readers a particular account of the various sermons and pamphlets

continually issuing fro .11 the press. In future, ordinarily, we shall publish only

titles, with such occasional extracts and notices as may be thought interesting.

Tho following aro among the more recent publications of this description

which have not been noticed in this work.

1. A Sermon by Jacob J. Janewuy, D. D., and a Charge by
Rev. J. Gray, A. M., delivered at the ordination of Nicholas
Murray, A. M., on the fourth of November, 1829. Philadelphia

:

Clark and Raser. pp. 32.

2. A Sermon preached at Acioorth, N. H., October 14, 1829, at

the Installation of Rev. Moses G. Grosvenor, as Pastor of the

Congregational Church. By Z. S. Bar. tow, Pastor of the First

Congregational Church and Society in Keene. Boston : T. R.
Marvin, pp. J6.

3. The Claims of Education Societies, especially on the Young
Men of our Country. A Sermon delivered in the First Baptist

Meeting-house in Boston, November 8, 1829, before the Boston
Young Men's Baptist Auxiliary Education Society. By Rcfus
Babcock, Jr., Associate Pastor of the First Baptist Church in

Salem. Boston : William Collier, pp. 24.

4. The Safety of this Nation : A Sermon delivered in Holliston,

<m the day of the Annual Thanksgiving, November 26, 1829. By
Charles Fitch, Pastor of the Church and Society in Holliston.

Boston : T. R. Marvin, pp. 14.

5. Prospects of the Evangelical Faith in the Nineteenth Century :

A Sermon delivered at the Dedication of the Meeting-house erected

by the Calvinistic Church and Society in Hardwick, Mass., Sept.

9, 1829. By John Wilder, Jr. Pastor of the Congregational

Calvinistic Church in Charlton, Mass. Brookfield : E. and Gr.

Merriam. pp. 24.

6. Two Seimons,—the first, entitled National Blessings of
Christianity, delivered in the Meeting-house of the First Baptist

Church and Society in Boston, on the day of public Thanksgiving,

November 26, 1829 ;—the second entitled Infidelity, some of its

Modern Features, delivered in the same place on the evening of

Lord's Day, December 6, 1829. By Cyrus Pitt Grosvenor,
Pastor. Boston : True and Green, pp. 32.

7. The Essential Doctrines of the Gospel: A Sermon by J. H.

Fairchild, Pastor of the Evangelical Congregational Church in

South Boston. Second Edition. Boston : Peirce and Williams,

pp. 36.

We are happy to apprise our readers of the publication of a second and cheap

edition of this popular and useful Sermon. May it have a ready sale, and a

more extended circulation.
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COMMUNICATIONS.

THE NATURAL AFFECTIONS NOT HOLINESS.

From an Address at the annual meeting of the Boston Sunday
School Society, (Unitarian,) the following observations may be

regarded as deserving particular attention. " Behold," exclaimed

the speaker, " that hovpl, through whose chinks the winter wind

whistles. In its comfortless and single apartment, behold that

wretched woman ! See her wan cheek ! It is a mother,—and

on that miserable bed, her dying child ! Its moan agonizes her

heart. Hark ! It asks for a drop of water to cool the raging

fever ; but first, mother, kiss me. The scene is over ; the mother

is childless; the spirit has gone to the throne of its Father; but

it has gone educated! That mother, in her wretchedness and in

her poverty, had yet opened a fountain of love in the heart of her

child. It flowed in the desire for that caress ; the fountain will

flow forever ; it is the water of life; it is the element of worship
;

it is heaven."* Here we are taught, that the fond affection of a

child for its mother—an affection so tender and strong as to

make it ask for a kiss on its dying bed, is the water of life, the

element of worship—heaven. If it is the element of worship, it

is holiness. Heaven itself consists in the exercise of such affec-

tions !

Respecting Jefferson and Adams, we are told by their eulogists,

"The apostles of liberty, the holy patriarchs of the revolution,

have fulfilled their mission ; and leaving the scene of their gene-

rous toil below, are gone above to receive their reward." Here
patriotism seems to be presented as belonging to the element of

* Am. Jour. Ed. 1829. p. 88,
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worship—as a qualification to which heaven will, undoubtedly, be

granted !

In opposition to these and similar statements, wherever found,

I shall undertake to maintain the following position : Such qualities

as the domestic affections, patriotic attachments, and the feelings

of humanity, do not necessarily imply the least degree of Christian

holiness.

It is of importance, before discussing A the subject in hand,

that a just definition of Christian holiness should be given. It

consists in exercising towards God and man those affections of
heart ivhich the divine law requires. The standard of holiness

is the law of God. No human quality is holy, which is not

accordant with this standard. Now the apostle Paul assures us,

that " love is the fulfilling of the law."* What objects this love

must embrace, and in what degrees it must be exercised, in order

to be obedience to God, our Saviour has informed us in the com-
prehensive summary to which he reduced the divine require-

ments. 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind ; and thou shalt love

thy neighbor as thyself.'f Obedience to the divine law consists,

then, in the exercise of supreme love to God, and that cordial

good will towards men which places their interests on a level with

our own.

It should be further remarked, that that state of the affections

in which any of the objects of heart-felt regard presented, in the

divine law are overlooked, is not obedience to God. This is a

statement of the highest importance in its bearing on the present

subject. It is a statement which rests upon the Scriptures. ' Who-
soever,' says the apostle James, ' shall keep the whole law, and
yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all ; ' for, as he proceeds

to show, all the divine commands rest upon the same authority
;

so that to live in habitual disobedience to any of these injunctions,

is to set at naught the divine authority, and thus to show that the
' heart is not right with God.' That state of heart cannot be
holy which, in any particular, habitually disregards the divine will.

In support of the proposition which has been announced, I

observe,

I. It is generally, perhaps universally admitted, that very

estimable qualities may exist in mankind which do not imply

Christian holiness. This is evidently true of qualities merely

intellectual. Who regards these qualities as having, in themselves,

anything of a moral or religious nature ? Who blames the weak
and ignorant for their mental deficiencies? Who reproaches the

idiot for being mindless? The wretch who could do so would
bring upon himself the abhorrence of all around him. The

* Rom. xiii. 10. t Mat. sxii. 37.
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possession of intellectual powers, in the highest degree and most

polished forms, no man regards as a foundation on which moral

worth may be justly claimed. However valuable we may regard

a powerful and wt 11 disciplined mind, and large intellectual

attainments, we never give them the praise of virtue. We never

think of ascribing to them, in the lowest degree, any holy qualities.

Take a poem of Burns. What beautiful forms of thought does it

exhibit ! What lovely images of the imagination does it present !

What purity of taste and delicacy of sentiment pervades every

line ! And yet, alas ! this very poem may be devoted to the

cause of infidelity. Every attraction with which it shines may be

fitted and designed to draw the reader away from God—from the

path of duty, usefulness and peace. Whoever yields to its

influence is undone! Will you admit that the intellectual qualities

of Burns implied Christian benevolence ? Surely not. No man,

on account of the strength of his mind, and the richness of his

intellectual furniture, can lay any claim to moral virtue.—On the

ground of this statement, which none will deny, a presumption

arises that other qualities may belong to the sensitive nature of

mankind, of great use and singular beauty in their proper places,

which may not necessarily partake of the nature of holiness.

That this presumption looks to substantial truth, I shall now
proceed to show, in the light of well known facts.

II. Multiplied facts clearly show, that such qualities as the

domestic affections, patriotic sentiments, and the feelings of hu-

manity, exist in many men, altogether separate from Christian

benevolence.

1. The first class of facts to which I would solicit attention

furnishes ground for the following general statement : The
qualities just specified often not only do not reach the most

important interests of the objects toward which they are directed,

but are so exercised as to injure those interests. The unerring

standard of benevolence presents our neighbor as an object we
are bound to love as we love ourselves. But what is our neigh-

bor ? What does this plain word comprehend? Clearly, the

entire being—all the interests of a fellow man. Strip that fellow

man of a part of the attributes and interests which belong to him,

and he is no longer our neighbor—the object which the divine

command requires us to love. If we overlook his soul, can we
have a full view of our neighbor? II our regard reaches only to

his body and his temporal interests, we love only a small fragment

of our neighbor. We do not love the object set before us in the

law of God, but only a small and comparatively unimportant part

of that object. And especially let it be considered, if our regard

for this fraction of our neighbor's being leads us to injure the

belter part of his nature and his most valuable interests, surely

this regard for him cannot be obedience to the divine will. Now
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this is precisely the form in which the domestic affections often

appear. They only reach to the temporal interests of their object.

For these interests the parent cherishes a fond regard. He is

deeply anxious to promote them. P\>r this, he spares no pains, he

grudges no expense. But on the eternal welfare of his child

—

on those interests which lie beyond the grave, he refuses to

expend a thought. Not a single effort does he make to secure

for it the favor of God and the joys of heaven. And when that

child is laid upon the bed of disease—when it is placed on the

brink of eternity, the fondness of the parent becomes the deadliest

injury to the child. He not only neglects himself to try to prepare

it for the scenes of that world to which it is hastening, but sternly

refuses to permit others to perform, in his stead, such a labor of

love ! Are not such facts painfully frequent ? Ask those who
are conversant with dying beds, and they will give an affirmative

testimony fearfully strong ;—they will answer yes, with affecting

emphasis. Is domestic affection, thus exercised, obedience to

God ? It clearly contains not a particle of that benevolence which

the divine will, expressed in the second great commandment of

the law, demands.—The same remarks may be applied, with

equal truth and force, to patriotic sentiments, and the feelings of

humanity. In how many instances do these most evidently reach

only to the temporal interests of the objects which they embrace ?

How often are they so exercised as to injure the most valuable

interests of these objects ? Do those patriots who, to the extent

of their influence, encourage flagrant violations of the holy

Sabbath, out of regard to the temporal interests of their fellow

citizens, cherish the spirit of Christian benevolence ? Is it not

the direct and powerful tendency of their patriotism (if patriotism

it can be called,) to injure the highest interests of their neigh-

bor ?

2. The qualities under consideration often reach only a part of

mankind.—The word neighbor, used in the second great com-
mandment of the law, is clearly of very extensive signification.

It includes every man within the circle of our acquaintance.

Wherever we meet a child of Adam, we meet a neighbor. This
view of the matter is fully sustained by the instructions which, on

different occasions, our Saviour imparted to his followers. A
Jewish lawyer once demanded of him what he should do to

inherit eternal life. Our Lord referred him to the law, requiring

supreme love to God, and that love to our neighbor which we
cherish for ourselves, assuring him, that if he obeyed this law, he

should ' live.' Upon this, the lawyer asked, ' And who is my
neighbor.'' To explain the meaning of this term, the Saviour

related what has been called the story of the good Samaritan.

He sets before us a traveller, evidently a Jew, who had fallen into

the hands of • thieves,' who had robbed him, and left him in the
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highway, helpless with the wounds which they had inflicted.

Alter having been cruelly neglected by two of his own country-

men—a priest and a Levite—he was found by a Samaritan, who
had compassion on him, and at no small expense of time, labor

and money, provided for his necessities.* The conduct of this

Samaritan was described with a view to answer the question of

the lawyer. The good Samaritan had just views of the import of

the word neighbor ; for the lawyer was directed to " go and do

likewise." Now let it be remembered, that between the Jews and

Samaritans the most bitter enmity existed, and it will be seen that

the obligations of the second great commandment bind us to

regard strangers and even enemies as neighbors. In his " sermon

on the mount," too, our Lord teaches, in a very plain and im-

pressive manner, that that affection for our fellow men which is

confined to our friends, which does not reach our enemies, is

worthless, and cannot receive the approbation of God.f But
may not the domestic affections be exercised, when the heart is

full of enmity to many of tbose who live beyond the limits of our

families? From the Russian campaign, Napoleon returned to his

palace, reeking with the blood of his enemies. His path to

Moscow was strewed with murdered foes; from thence to France
he was pursued by the departed spirits of his own starved, frozen

army. And yet, when this destroyer of mankind had returned to

his palace, to whet anew tbe instruments of death, his noble

biographer informs usj that? his "meeting " with the empress was
"extremely affectionate, and showed, that amidst all his late

losses, Napoleon had still domestic happiness within his reach"
In the affection which he thus expressed for his family, was there

any Christian benevolence? any measure of obedience to the

divine will? And do we not often witness instances in which
persons under the influence of malice exercise the domestic

affections? Do these affections, then, necessarily imply the least

degree of that regard for mankind which places their interests on
a level with our own ? But nothing short of this is holiness.

How frequently does patiiotism, in its most striking exercises and
admired forms, altogether fail of embracing the objects which the

divine law requires us to love ! How limited is the field in which
it acts and operates ! Beyond that field; how injurious is the

influence it frequently exerts ! And can such a sentiment be
obedience to the will of him who requires us ' to love our
enemies ' ? Surely patriotism does not necessarily imply the

lowest degree of true holy affection.

3. The qualities in question are often visible in irrational ani-

mals.—And here the remark may deserve attention, that mankind
seem to possess estimable, amiable qualities, which may belong

* Luke x. 23—37. t Mat. v. 44—47. J Scott's Nap. vol. v. p. 390.
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solely to their animal nature, and to the present state of their

being. This remark is sustained by the instruction which our

Lord gave to some captious Sadduces, who were trying to em-

barrass Him with difficulties about the doctrine of the resurrection.

They presented the case of a woman who had had seven husbands ;

and demanded, whose wife she should be in the resurrection ?

In reply to this inquiry, our Saviour assured them, that ' in the

resurrection, they neither marry, nor are given in marriage ; but

are as the angels of God in heaven.' The domestic relations,

then, are not known in the future world. And if these relations

are broken up by the grave, is it not reasonable to believe that

other relations, equally appropriate to the present contlition of the

human family, may be forever dissolved by the same means ?

May not those occasions, which generally call into exercise the

qualities under consideration, be confined to this world ? And in

the possession and exercise of these qualities, may we not be oc-

cupying ground in common with the irrational creation ?

To this view of the subject, it is no sound objection, that these

qualities in mankind, are united with moral attributes. I do not

deny, that they may be so exercised, as to imply Christian benev-

olence. We may 'eat and drink to the glory of God.'* What
then ! In hungering and thirsting, do we not occupy ground in

common with merely animal beings? And have the acts of grati-

fying hunger and quenching thirst in themselves any moral charac-

ter ? And to pro/e that such acts do not necessarily imply cer-

tain moral qualities, is it not a good and substantial argument, that

they are put forth by creatures, destitute of a moral nature, and

therefore incapable of moral qualities ? And is it not a just con-

clusion, that in order to find moral qualities, good or bad, we
MUST GO BEYOND THOSE ACTS AND EXERCISES which may be

ascribed to such creatures ? In other words, the question, whether

a man hath Christian benevolence or not, must be determined alto-

gether by reference to other qualities, than the domestic affec-

tions and the feelings of humanity. The affections of his heart

must be accordant with the law of God, or he has no holiness.

Now it is notorious, that the brute creation often exhibit, in a

high degree, and in very touching forms, most of those estimable

qualities of which I here speak. What a tender and lively regard

for their helpless young do they manifest ! What deep pity for

objects in distress do they sometimes feel ! With what a generous

attachment to their owners do they often appear to be moved !

What uncorrupt fidelity in guarding the trust committed to them do

they sometimes maintain ! In witnessing these qualities in them,

men are affected much in the same way, as by seeing them in

their own species. I have been struck with a remark, which is

* ICor. x.3I.
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said to have fallen from the lips of a distinguished military officer.

Walking forth upon the field of battle, in the evening of a day of

bloody conflict, he saw a dog leap from the cloak of bis dead mas-

ter, with a piteous howl. An appeal equally thrilling to tbe sym-

pathies of his heart, be declared, be bad never felt before.—Our

Saviour did not hesitate to illustrate his tender regard for the peo-

ple of Jerusalem, by the lively and strong attachment of a hen for

her young. Yet no one, I suppose, ascribes Christian benevo-

lence—holiness of heart, to any of the irrational animals. The
qualities, then, which mankind have in common with them, do not

necessarily imply the least degree of holiness.

4. The qualities in question may often be fairly traced to

other motives than obedience to the divine will.—Look at yonder

father. How fondly he caresses the children, whom he affec-

tionately calls his own ! How promptly he resents whatever ill

treatment they may receive ! With what energy he nerves his arm

to defend their rights—to cripple the band that is stretched out to

harm them ! And yet this very father, so fond and affectionate,

stubbornly refuses to sacrifice, for their benefit, the loathsome habit

of drinking intoxicating liquor ! So far from this, he eagerly and

resolutely sacrifices their best interests, their highest happiness, to

the gratification, on his part, of a most unnatural and ruinous pro-

pensity. Does his affectionate regard for his children necessarily

imply any measure of obedience to the commands of God ? Does
he cherish, even toward his children, the spirit of Christian benev-

olence ?

Any one may see, that numerous motives, besides obedience to

God, may lead men to cherish and maintain such qualities as

veracity and honesty. May not a shrewd and observant worldling

have discovered the soundness of the maxim, that honesty is the

best policy*? And may he not, from mere worldly motives, from

a regard to his present interests and reputation, act upon this

maxim ? Veracity and honesty he may find among the most

effectual means of increasing his wealth, and brightening his fame.

And while such motives may produce such qualities, do not mul-

tiplied facts clearly show, that these qualities are often the actual

result of motives such as have been mentioned ? How frequently,

when by any means reputation is lost, do men cease to be honest

and veracious ! A very slight temptation will draw them aside

from^ the path of rectitude.—Now, if these qualities may, and

often must, be traced to other motives than obedience to the

divine will, a child can see that they do not necessarily imply the

least degree of Christian benevolence.

5. The qualities under consideration often exist in mankind
separate from each other, and from other qualities, which are

clearly essential to holiness.—It is a striking remark of Dr. Paley,

that " when our duties are recited " in the New Testament, " they
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Bre put collectively, that is, as all and every of them required in

the Christian character ." And if we mark the bearing of express

statements in the sacred volume, it will appear, with the greatest

clearness, that where some features of the Christian character are

wanting in any given case, no holiness exists. In the passage

already quoted from the epistle of James, we are taught, that

true obedience embraces all the divine commands ; that he, who
refuses to obey any one of the requisitions of the law, whatever in

other respects he may seem to be, has no cordial regard to the

will of God. He cannot, then, have any Christian benevolence.

In the epistle to the Hebrews, we are taught, that " Without

faith, it is impossible to please God."* Here then, we have one

trait of Christian character, so essential, that without it, that char-

acter cannot be formed. Whatever valuable and amiable quali-

ties a person may exhibit, he cannot secure the divine approbation

without faith. Moral worth—Christian benevolence, then, can-

not exist without faith ; for did they thus exist, they would cer-

tainlv secure the divine approbation. Every kind and degree of

moral goodness must awaken the complacency and draw forth

the smiles of our heavenly Father. Hence, if His smiles are not

bestowed—if His complacency is not awakened, the conclusion is

inevitable, that no moral beauty is presented to His eye. But
who will deny that, in multiplied instances, the amiable qualities

under consideration have been exhibited by men devoid of Chris-

tian faith? Have not the most determined infidels—have not

avowed atheists, often been distinguished for the exercise of the

domestic affections? Have they not expressed, in attractive forms,

the sentiments of humanity and of patriotism ? Have they not

sometimes been remarkable for honesty and veracity, in their in-

tercourse with those around them ? At the same time, they

scorned and opposed the Christian religion. They trode upon the

record of its truths. They reviled and persecuted its cordial and

devoted adherents. They had no faith in the Christian revela-

tion. Hence we have divine authority for the conclusion, that God
withheld from them His approving smiles. They had no moral

worth. Surely, then, the possession of such qualities as they ex-

hibited, does not necessarily imply the least degree of Christian

benevolence.

Let the facts, which have been given under the above particu-

lars be now placed together ; and how firm and broad a founda-

tion do they lay for the doctrine under consideration. The
qualities in hand often not only do not reach the most important

interests of the object toward which they are directed, but are so

exercised as to injure those interests ; they reach only a part of

mankind ; are visible in irrational animals ; may be fairly traced,

* Heb. xi. 6.
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in many instances, to other motives besides obedience to God
;

and often exist in mankind separate from each other, and from

other qualities, which are clearly essential to holiness.

III. The doctrine in question derives the firmest support from

the sacred Scriptures. The Apostle Paul presents a supposition,

which bears with great clearness and force upon the point in hand.
" Though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and have not

charity, it profiteth me nothing."* This statement of the Apos-

tle could have no force— it would not be intelligible, if the feelings

of humanity, and kindred qualities, necessarily implied any de-

gree of holiness. In immediate connection, the Apostle has given

at considerable length, a description of that charily, which is es-

sential to moral goodness. Upon a single feature of this descrip-

tion, it may be proper to insist. " Charity rejoiceth not in iniqui-

ty, but rejoiceth in the truth." Here the word truth, is used in

direct opposition to the word iniquity; as in some other connec-

tions, it means virtue or piety—a state of mind, and a course of

life, conformed to the divine requirements.* But how often do

those, who rejoice in iniquity and loathe the truth, exhibit, in a

striking manner, the domestic affections, patriotic sentiments, and

the feelings of humanity ! The sailor at his cups hears the cry

of distress. His compassion is awakened. He rushes to the

water's edge, and sees a child struggling with agony, in the

angry surge. With a horrid oath upon his lips, he plunges into

the water ; and, at the hazard of his own life, rescues that of

the little sufferer. Who is not moved with admiration ai such an

exhibition of the feelings of humanity ! How deep and strong

the tide of compassion which gushed from the sailor's heart !

And yet that sailor was a drunkard—was profane. Had he aught

of that charity which rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the

truth ?—How often have those, who had been greatly distinguished,

for the warmth and strength of their patriotic feelings, been noto-

rious for " rejoicing in iniquity." How often have they not only
" cast off fear and restrained prayer," but indulged themselves in

open, shameful vices ! How often have they been notorious for

sabbath-breaking and profaneness ! With what eagerness have

they sometimes plunged into the most loathsome excesses of dissi-

pation and debauchery ! And will it be said in behalf of such

men, that they " rejoice not in iniquity, but rejoice in the truth?"

Surely not. Then we have the decision of the Apostle Paul,

that however they may be distinguished for their patriotism, (so

called) they are devoid of charity—of that benevolence, without

which holiness cannot exist.

There are few passages of the New Testament, more familiar

than the story of the amiable young ruler. He was so truly amia-

ble, as to attract the love of Jesus. It is clear from the connec-

* 1 Cor. xiii. 3.
# See Rom. ii. 8.
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tion, that this love was awakened by the interesting qualities which
the young ruler exhibited. But whether these qualities had any
moral worth or implied any holiness, clearly appears from the

sad conclusion of the story. " One thing," said the Saviour,

"thou lackest
;

go thy way, sell whatsoever thou hast, and give

to the poor, and thou shak have treasure in heaven ; and come,
take up the cross, and follow me." This direction was well fitted

to try his character. It required him to evince, by substantial

proofs, that he loved " God with all his heart and his neighbor as

himself." Such a regard for God and his neighbor would cer-

tainly have insured obedience. A refusal to obey would clearly

prove, that he was destitute of that benevolence in which holiness

consists. But did he not refuse to obey ? Hear the evangelist.

" And he was sad at that saying, and went away grieved : for

he had great possessions." Will it be denied, that this young
man loved his wealth more than God ? He actually gave up the

offered favor of God for the sake of keeping his possessions.

With his eyes fully open to the consequences of such a choice,

he preferred the service of mammon to the service of Jehovah.

Now the voice of inspired Wisdom has expressly assured us, "that

if any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him"
Did not this young man love the world—regard it as the supreme
good—make it the portion of his soul ? Amiable, he certainly,

was; but it is as certain, that he was devoid of Christian benevo-

lence. Not a spark of holiness warmed his bosom. It was frozen

by selfishness and world liness.

Such are the arguments and illustrations, which support the

doctrine laid down at the commencement of this discussion. If

I do not entirely misapprehend their import and bearing, they

clearly and decidedly prove, that the qualities under consideration,

and kindred attributes, do not necessarily imply the least degree

of Christian benevolence.

In review of the train of thought which has been presented,

I observe,

1. That if the qualities, just examined, do not necessarily im-
ply the least degree of Christian benevolence, then their exist-

ence in human character is no just objection to the doctrine, that

men by nature are wholly sinful.—These qualities, as has been

shown, do not imply any measure of holiness. In whatever form

they appear, they do not meet and fulfil the demands of the divine

law. What, then, if they do exist in human character ? Can
qualities, which have in themselves no moral excellence, impart

moral excellence to the character to which they belong ? How
can this be ? How can that be imparted, which is not possessed?

Now if the qualities in question have no moral excellence in them-
selves, as has been proved, and can impart no moral excellence to

the subject to which they belong; what just objection can be drawn
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from the union of these qualities with human character, to the

entire sinfulness of mankind ? When a quality in the native char-

acter of man can be found, which necessarily implies any degree

of holiness, then, and not tili then, a substantial objection to the

doctrine of man's entire depravity by nature is discovered. But

nothing of this can be said of any of the qualities which belong

to the native character of man.— With what propriety and truth,

then, are the amiable and estimable properties of mankind—such

as have been dwelt upon in this paper, urged as an objection to

the doctrine, that all men by nature are wholly sinful ? With

equal propriety might the advocates of the native innocence of the

human family point us to the athletic frames : or fine forms ; or

beautiful countenances ; or vigorous and well furnished intellects

of some of their acquaintances, as proofs, clear and decisive, that

they were not altogether sinful !* You would think it a slight proof,

indeed, that any one has a powerful mind, because he has the

frame and the strength of a giant. And for this plain and suffi-

cient reason, that such physical qualities, however valuable, do not

necessarily imply intellectual strength and excellence. Equally

slight, is the proof, that mankind hnve any moral excellence, be-

cause they exercise the feelings of humanity ; cherish the domes-
tic affections; or maintain in themselves what are commonly called

patriotic sentiments. And for the plain and sufficient reason, that

such qualities as these do not necessarily imply the least degree

of Christian benevolence. Objections, like that here examined,

leave the doctrine of the unrenewed man's entire depravity where
they found it ;

—

supported by the strongest testimonies of God's

unerring word.

2. Those who deny that the qualities which have been considered

have any m,oral worth, may, nevertheless, justly admire and reward
them.—" How early," exclaims a distinguished Unitarian, j- "does
the infant-discover affection, attachment, gratitude, to those from

whom it receives kindness ! How universally is it an object of

interest to those about it !—Instead of this, must it not (on the

supposition of the truth of the Orthodox doctrine of depravity,)

naturally be the object of aversion and disgust, and especially so

to pious and virtuous persons?" To such inquiries, from what-

ever quarter they may come, and with whatever assurance they

may be urged, a short answer is at hand. I say, then, that

* An argument surh ns this has actually been urged. After speaking of " the godlike
capacities of human nature," Dr. dimming says, " I may he told thai I dream, and dial

I have peopled the world with creatures of mv lonely imagination. What ! Is it only in

dreams that beauty and i.ovelinkss havk beamed on he from thk human
countenance; that I have heard tones of kindness wftich hare thrilled through my
heart • tliat I have found sympathy in sufferings, and a sacred jmi in friendship t" " Oil
no ! 1 do not dream, when I speak of the Divine capacities of human nature." Sermon
at Providence, p. "Zl. Cogent arguments ihe>e, to disprove the Divine testimony, that
" the hearts of the sous of men are fully set in them to do exit.'

1

t Dr. Ware.
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the Infant, with the interesting qualities ascribed to it, need not,

ought not, to be ' ; the object of aversion and disgust to pious

persons," however orthodox they may be. Had the Saviour been

surrounded by all his orthodox disciples in New England, when
he beheld with affectionate regard the amiable young ruler, who
yet lacked the one thing needful, they might, in the strictest

consistency with their religious principles, have admired whatever

was estimable, and loved whatever was amiable in his character.

What child does not know that an object may be justly admirable

in one point of view, and justly loathsome and disgusting in

another? May I not admire the exquisite skill and taste displayed

in the structure of a pagan temple, while I abhor the design for

which that structure was erected ? May not very fine specimens

of good writing be found on the pages of Paine and Hume ?

May I not justly admire these specimens ? In one point of view,

I may well call them good writers ; in another, very bad writers.

May not the most thorough Galvinist admire the vigorous intellect,

large attainments, and correct taste of his friends, while at the

same time he regards them as wholly sinful? Why, according to

the representations of some writers, who have a high reputation

for strength, acuteness, extent of information, and candor, 1 should

suppose that the " Orthodox doctrine of depravity " implied that

unrenewed men were idiots or brute beasts ; nay, that rottenness

had entered into their very bones ! But all such representations,

come from what quarter they may, are abusive falsehoods. The
qualities which Dr. Ware ascribes to infants and unrenewed men,

the Orthodox regard, on the most substantial grounds, as entirely

distinct from holiness. They may, and they do, admire them, as

estimable and amiable properties ; but they may not, they do not,

ascribe to them any moral worth. Moral worth, in themselves,

they have none. They do not necessarily imply the smallest de-

gree of Christian benevolence. It is a poor, stale slander on " the

Orthodox doctrine of depravity," of which the adversaries of that

doctrine ought to be ashamed, that it requires those who embrace

it to regard with aversion and disgust such qualities in the human
character as have in themselves no moral properties. Let this

slander cease to be repeated. It may excite a popular odium

against the truth. It may prevent, in dying sinners, a deep

conviction of their guilt. It may hold them back from the cross

of Christ. But those concerned in the circulation of such a

slander may determine for themselves what good can come of it,

to themselves, or to those who are under their influence.

3. The possession of the qualities considered in this paper is

no fair proof of Christian character.—I know the man of whom
you speak was much distinguished for his integrity, his amiable-

ness, his public spirit. But what proof had those, who soothed

his fears of the wrath of God upon his dying bed, that he was a
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disciple of Jesus Christ? No other proof, alas ! than what was
furnished in the interesting qualities just enumerated. They
ought not, then, surely they ought not, on such grounds, to ln.ve

soothed those fears, which might have led him to the Saviour's

feet. How could they see him perish in his sins, under a strange

presumption that his amiable and estimable qualities would secure

for him the smiles of Heaven ! To higher ground than this must

sinners rise, to reach the sunny region where a gracious God
dispenses the smiles of his unveiled countenance. Amiable,

upright, nerved by the feelings of humanity and a public spirit,

we shall indeed be, if tee are Christians. But without higher

qualities than these, we certainly cannot be the disciples of the

Saviour. We might as well hope to be admitted to the joys of

the upper world on the ground of a vigorous intellect and a

refined taste, as on the ground of our amiableness and integrity,

our humane feelings and patriotic sentiments. Let all beware of

building their house on such a sandy foundation. The storm will

sweep it away. Let all hasten to that Rock which God has laid

in Zion, humble themselves at the feet of the Redeemer, and

hang their hopes of everlasting life upon the cross.

To (he Editor of the Christian Examiner and Theological

Review.

(Continued from page 8G.)

Having been called to leave the city before my remarks on

all the witnesses were finished, I recur to Gale, though out of

place, lest, as in the case of Boston, it should be suspected that I

omitted it because it is " so striking." In reply to my animad-

version upon the reviewer for quoting Gale in proof of infant

damnation, when the quotations do not contain the sentiment, the

reviewer admits that Gale does not teach the doctrine in the

passage quoted, and asserts that he did not adduce him as

evidence to that point, but " quoted him as maintaining the same
principles in regard to God's absolute justice as were maintained

by Tvviss, and for nothing else." " Nor did he give Gale's ideas

of absolute justice as if that kind of justice were the rule of

God's moral justice." Indeed ! For what, then, were Gale's

ideas given at all ? for it was an act of God's moral justice which
we, Calvinists, were charged with holding, viz. the actual damna-
tion of infants ; and surely a theory of abstract right, which was
not the rule of actual administration, and which the reviewer
knew was not, could have no relevancy in an argument which
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respected mora] justice, the rule of actual administration. True, the

reviewer says, and that he did not introduce it lor that purpose, but

simply to show that Gale's ideas of absolute justice were just like

those of Twiss. But if the ideas of Twiss were nothing to the

purpose, why were they introduced, and of what use was it to

give the irrelevant thoughts of either ? He might as well have

quoted the boundaries of the United States from one geographer,

and then made a similar quotation from another, not indeed to

prove infant damnation, but to show how one agreed with the

other.

But the reviewer is mistaken in supposing that he did not quote

both Twiss and Gale upon the supposition, at the time, that their

views of absolute justice were complete logical evidence of infant

damnation. For of Twiss's principles of absolute justice—the

same as Gale's—he says, " They exclude still more strongly

any ground upon which an exception can be made in favor of

infants, thoroughly depraved as they are with original sin, so as to

afford any hope that their lot may be better than that of the rest

of their species." But how could absolute justice, which is not

the ride of actual administration, take away ground of favor or

exclude hope from infants ? A theoretical principle of abstract

right in God, which is not the rule of moral justice, not the rule

of his actual treatment of subjects, -take away ground of favor, or

exclude hope ! He might as well assert that the pyramids were

built by theoretical principles never reduced to practice, as that

absolute justice, not a rule of administration, took away ground of

favor and excluded hope. It is manifest that when he quoted

Twiss and Gale, he did think that their ideas of absolute justice

were illustrations of God's moral justice in the damnation of

infants. This is still more apparent from his comment on Gale's

ideas of absolute justice.

" Abs 'lute justice indeed ! And Ibis doctrine has been taught by men, and

has been received by men ; and doctrines fmnded upon it, and which neces-

sarily imply its truth, are still eagerly inculcated and greedily received; and
men's understandings have been so debased, their moral sentiments have been

so brutified, that they have not had enough sense or spirit, or knowledge of

right and wrong, to lead them to ask in what the absolute justice of a

Calvinistic God might differ from the absolute justice of the Prince of Hell !

"

Did not the reviewer mean these animadversions as the appli-

cation of an argument ? Or were they only the spontaneous

out-breakings of controversial courtesy—the breaking open of a

box of ointment, very precious, to pour upon our heads, and

sweeten the surrounding atmosphere, soured by Calvinistic malig-

nity, and from which the fragrance of Unitarian charity might

ascend, a grateful offering to heaven. If he saw that the quota-

tions contained no relevant evidence, could he fail to see that,

thus introduced, and thus commented on, they would be under-

stood as an argument, and did he not intend they should be?
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Will the reviewer say under his own name, " that hy doctrines

founded on it, (absolute justice,) and which necessarily imply its

truth," he did not intend, as one of them, the doctrine of infanj

damnation, and that it was this doctrine of inlant damnation,

necessarily flowing from absolute justice, which is " still eagerly

inculcated and greedily received," and which so debases and

brutifies us that we cannot distinguish between the character of a

Calvinistic God and the Devil ? And yet he gravely affirms, that

the only point of the controversy respected the opinion of writers,

not living men, and that he quoted Gale on absolute justice,

knowing that it had no relevancy, as evidence of inlant damnation,

and only to show that Gale on absolute justice agreed with Twiss

on absolute justice. We are far from charging the reviewer with

falsehood. \\ e only think that, when the irrelevancy and absurdity

of his reasoning is pointed out, he really lorgets what he did intend,

(for certainly he did not intend to reason inconclusively,) and makes
explanations without refreshing his memory by a reference to the

record of past intentions, which he has left behind him on the un-

obliterated page, and tberefore falls into self-contradiction. If he

would keep a memorandum of his intentions when he writes, he

might find a way of escape, when pressed with difficulties, without

running against himself, or might discover when silence is the

least of two evils.

In reply to my former animadversions on his quotations from

Gale, the reviewer gives Gale's doctrine of God's absolute justice,

applied to the sufferings of Christ as an atonement for sin, in

which he says, "that God DID, DE FACTO, inflict the
HIGHEST TORMENTS ON AN INNOCENT, PUKE, SPOTLESS CrEA-
TURE, EVEN THE HUMAN NATURE OF HIS OWN Son, is IllOSt

evident."* Upon which he thus comments :

w Now ' in view of this exhibition,' we would inquire whether the ' accredited
organ ' of any party ever brought himself into a predicament more awkward
than that in which our author now stands. Here is a doctrine which lies at the
foundation of his whole system, and he not only pronounces it ' alarming and
offensive,' but is exceedingly shocked, or rather 'surpassingly astonished,' that
a plain statement of a leading principle involved in it, should be so cited as to

imply a belief that the author of that statement was in earnest when he wrote
' the glaring passage' which contains it! From a [/unitarian, who looks with
horror upon the light in which the Calvinistic doctrine of atonement puts the
character of God, language tike this might have been expected. But we
confess we were not prepared to hear it from the lips of Dr. Beecher, an
Orthodox man and a Calvinist. From him we should have looked for a
panegyric rather lhan a satiie upon the glorious 'scheme of redemption.' He
was taken at unawares, we admit. But this only the more strongly confirms
what we have always maintained in legard to Calvinistic views of the char-

acter of God, viz. that they are utterly revolting to all the better principles of
our nature, and, to an unprejudiced mind, carry/ their own refutation with
them. Our author was in a st.-itc of astoninhinent—a state which does not
afford the best of opportunities for the heart to hold close counsel with the

* Court of the Gentiles, Part iv. B. ii. chap. vi. § 1.
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head, and he therefore uttered the honest language of his feelings, hefore he
had considered how completely at war it was with the language of his system;

and his testimony is a thousand times the more valuable for its very undesign-

e.dness."

I am not permitted to think that in giving these views of

Gale, as in accordance with my own and those of the Calvinists

of New England, the reviewer did not know that he misrepre-

sented us. The views of New England divines on the atone-

ment, differing from those of Gale, have been published for three

quarters of a century, and are found in all the most approved

New England writers. The difference between these and old

Calvinistic writers is often recognized and correctly stated by

Unitarian writers, when it is their object to prove that we are no

Calvinists, or to excite a jealousy of our alleged Arminian ten-

dencies, or to amplify the efficacy of the Unitarian philosophy in

softening down the more repulsive features of our system. Did

not the reviewer know that Gale's sentiments of absolute justice,

applied to the atonement, do not lie at the foundation of our

system ? We do not hold that God, in the exercise of absolute

justice, inflicted the highest torments'on Christ. We hold that

Jesus Christ, as the benefactor of the world, and, we doubt not,

of the universe, had a right to lay down his life as a propitiation

for sin, that God might be just and the justif^er of him that

bslieveth—that God was competent to decide whether the sub-

stitution of his obedience and death would answer the purpose of

maintaining law, while pardon should be offered and conferred

upon all of the human race who should repent and believe on

him ; and seeing mercy and truth, public justice and forgiveness

could be secured by the atonement, he had a right to accept the

expiation which Jesus Christ had a right to make, and did accept

it, and with his consent did lay on him the iniquity of us all—that it

pleased the Lord to bruise him, and put him to grief, and to make

his soul an offering for sin—that, with his own consent, he was

wounded for our transgressions and bruised for our iniquities

—

that, (according to Lowth,) the chastisement by which our peace

was effected was upon him, and with his stripes we are healed.

Does the reviewer mean to deny that the fifty-third chapter of

Isaiah had reference to Christ, or that God, for our sakes, afflicted

him ? Explain the matter as he may, Christ was innocent, he

knew no sin ; and yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him—he gave

his life a ransom, a propitiation. He tasted death for every man.

He gave his life for the world. Whether he saves us, as Cal-

vinists suppose, as a proper atonement, or, as Unitarians suppose,

by his example, and his testimony as a martyr, the principle in the

case is the same— ' the just suffering for the unjust.'' Does the

Unitarian look with horror upon this as absolute justice ? Let

him answer it to God, to Jesus Christ, to the Bible, to a Christian

community. But if it does not include nor rest upon absolute
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justice in his own case, the door by which he escapes will leave

an open passage for us.

The reviewer accuses me of affecting a knowledge of Augus-

tine by inspection, while I quoted him from Ridgely, and of

attempting to conceal the fact by false references. This is quite

amiable and charitable, especially, when in the midst of his rep-

rehensions and exultations, he himself says,

" In the Christian Examiner, we inadvertently made, as was acknowledged

in a subsequent number, an unwarranted use of this quotation. We have now
corrected the error, but retain the quotation, at once as a curious illustration of

Calvinism, and as throwing some light upon the passage cited lrom the con-

text.*

So then the reviewer, it seems, ' inadvertently made an unwar-

ranted use of a quotation.'

But why should his kind heart refuse to me the charitable

supposition of inadvertence ? May I not be permitted to have

frailties, as well as the reviewer ? I say that I never thought of

affecting the appearance of having consulted Augustine, or of

concealing that I took the extract from Ridgely ; and it was
" inadvertence " only, that prevented a distinct recognition of

the fact, as well as the mistakes of references.

In respect to the quotations themselves, as given from Augus-

tine by the reviewer, they prove all which I quoted them to prove,

viz. that he had been quoted, as if he believed that infants suffered

in hell, according to the common description of it, as prepared for

adult sinners. Whereas he did not, as we make him say, believe

any such thing, but did believe that, though there would be tire,

—the punishment of sense—it would be a " damnation the light-

est of all,"—in respect to which he says, "I do not say that infants

dying without Christian baptism will have so great a punishment

inflicted upon them that it would be better for them if they had

never been born ;" (i. e.) the hell of infants may be better than

non-existence, and on the whole, rather a blessing than a curse.

V. It appears, as the result of this discussion, that infant

damnation has never been a received doctrine of the churches

denominated Calvinistic.

To this proposition the reviewer has replied by a mass of irrele-

vent quotations from Calvinistic authors ; as if the proposition were,

that no writers of eminence have in any age taught it ; and as if

the opinions of authors, balanced by contrary opinions of authors,

could prove a doctrine to be the received doctrine of the Calvin-

istic churches. But the proposition does not affirm, that no an-

cient writers, approved in their day, ever taught the doctrine of

infant damnation. It was worded carefully, that I might not be

made to say what I did not mean to say, and with perspicuity,

that the reviewer might be without excuse should he misrepresent

me. It was framed, also, to meet the charge brought against

VOL. III.
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Calvinists as a body, viz. that infant damnation is inseparable from
the Calvinistic system, and that all real, consistent Calvinists be-

lieve it, and would preach it, if ihey dared ; and also, to counter-

act the use so constantly made of it, to prejudice the community
against us, and prevent them from hearing evangelical preachers,

or uniting with evangelical congregations or churches. To hear a

Calvinist was represented as hearing one. who believed in the

damnation of infants ; and this lion was placed, in (errnrem, in

the way, to prevent persons from leaving Unitarian congregations,

and coming over to evangelical worship.

To meet the exigency, I denied that infant damnation is included

in the Calvinistic system, or had ever been a received doctrine of

the churches denominated Calvinistic. Has the reviewer proved,

in any way but by reiterated assertion, that it is a vital, essential,

inseparable part of the Calvinistic system ? Has he advanced an

iota of proof to show that infant damnation ever has been, or is

now, a received doctrine of the churches denominated Calvinistic?

A received doctrine, the reviewer ought to know, is something

different from the opinions of individual authors, however eminent

and approved. It is an opinion in which the entire body of Cal-

vinistic churches have been agreed ; and in which, in some au-

thentic form, their agreement has been signified. The usual and

only proper evidence of a received doctrine, is the Calvinistic

creeds—or the unvarying opinion of all writers. The doctrine of

the Trinity, the divinity of Christ, the atonement, the entire de-

pravity of man, regeneration by the special influence of the Holy
Spirit, election, justification by faith, the perseverance of the saints,

and eternal punishment, are doctrines of Calvinism, in which it is be-

lieved all Calvinistic creeds and all Calvinistic writers agree. They
therefore, are the received doctrines of the churches denominated

Calvinistic. But there are other doctrines, and different modes of

stating and explaining these, in which neither creeds nor writers

have been agreed. These are not the received doctrines of the en-

tire sect ; they are doctrines which, as a whole, they do not receive,

but concerning which they differ. To quote, therefore, the opinion

of commentators and writers to prove a doctrine a received doc-

trine of the whole church, which all creeds omit, and on which

distinguished commentators and writers differ, is as dishonest as it

is weak and illogical. For in what manner have the whole body

of Calvinistic churches authorized Calvinistic authors or commen-
tators to speak for them, or signified to the public their universal

agreement with them on all points ? Or in what possible manner

could they signify their agreement, when, on many points, the

commentators and writers differ, one from another? What Cal-

vinistic church or minister on earth has adopted, and signified the

adoption, of all which Calvin taught ? Will Unitarians consent

that all which Priestley and Belsham wrote shall be quoted as the
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received opinion of the whole Unitarian sect ? And yet Priestley

is as much the apostle of Unitarians, as Calvin is of Calvinists.

Thus, while they cut loose from all responsibility for ihe avowed
opinion of commentators and authors and even living preachers of

first eminence of their own, calling no man master, they do not

hesitate to charge upon Calvinists, as a body, all the offensive

opinions which can be scraped together from all the Calvinistic

authors, poets not excepted, which have ever written.

The proof then is ample, that the doctrine of infant damnation

is not, and never has been, a received doctrine of the churches

denominated Calvinistic. It is not a doctrine of the Calvinistic

system. The reviewer has been compelled to admit that it is not

contained in the doctrine of original sin, and has only re-as-

serted, without proof, that it is contained in the Calvinistic doc-

trine of predestination. Again we challenge him to prove it.

Mere assertions, where argument is demanded, aie impotent, and
when they come as the only support of slanderous accusation,

they do but add insult to injury.

The early Calvinists, as a body, did not, in any form, receive

the doctrine of infant damnation. The reviewer himself has fur-

nished conclusive evidence of this fact. The Lutherans, " not

content with condemning the Anabaptists, set down the position,

that salvation does not depend on baptism, among the false and
erroneous doctrines of the Calvinists." That baptism is essential

to salvation, had, it appears, by a misinterpretation of John iii. 5,

come down from the early fathers, those undoubted Unitarians,

as the Examiner would have them, and was the principal argu-

ment which went to compel the reluctant belief of infant damnation
;

and Calvin, it seems, was the first to explode the false Unitarian

interpretation, which shut the kingdom of heaven against infants,

and to give the interpretation adopted by his followers, which opens
to them wide the kingdom of glory- I do not believe that the Chris-
tian fathers were Unitarians ; but if they were, as the Examiner
contends, why then Unitarians introduced the doctrine of infant

damnation into the church, and Calvinists were the pioneers raised

up by providence to expel it.

The Reformati, called technically the Reformed, but now as

commonly the Reformers, were ' sometimes Protestants in general,

as distinguished from Catholics and heretics, and at others Cal-
vinists as distinguished from Lutherans.' The Reformati were
the Calvinists, then; and the testimony of Van Mastricht concern-
ing them is, that " the infants of unbelievers, because the Scrip-

tures determine nothing clearly on the subject, they supposed were
to be left to the divine discretion."

But the reviewer, because Van Mastricht says the reformed
" think that some infants may be obnoxious to reprobation, as ob-
noxious to original sin," insists that Van Mastricht asserts that the
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Reformed believed that some infants are actually damned ; because

obnoxious to reprobation must mean actual reprobation, as obnox-

ous to original sin, includes its actual existence. The answer is,

that in both cases the word means exposed to ; for they held that

original sin came on infants as a punishment of Adam's transgres-

sion. By Adam's sin, infants were exposed to original sin, which

actually came upon them ; but does it follow from this, that every

thing else to which they are exposed by Adam's sin actually comes

upon them ? Van Mastricht expressly, and without contradicting

himself, states the contrary. He says that while these Reformati, the

Calvinists, believed that original sin did come upon all who were ex-

posed to it, concerning the sentence of reprobation, though they could

not but admit that infants were exposed to it, as proper subjects, if

God pleased, of election and reprobation, yet, that he did elect the

children of believers they fully believed, but whether he did elect,

or passed by the children of unbelievers, as the Bible taught noth-

ing on the subject, they left them in the hands of God. Van Mas-

tricht does testify as we represented, and he does not testify as the

reviewer represents ; neither does he contradict himself; and if

he had, we hope the reviewer will not insist that what a man as-

serts in one place is not true, because he contradicts it in another.

The articles of the synod of Doit, which it was as relevant to

appeal to in evidence of what was the received opinion of the

synod, as it was irrelevant in the reviewer to appeal to the private

opinions of members to prove it, do not include the doctrine of in-

fant damnation. The reviewer admits, " We do not find the doc-

trine expressed." No, nor was it in any form received by the

synod, as a doctrine of the Bible. According to the reviewer, the

synod would not even permit the doctrine 'to be discussed ; and

when the deputies were permitted to lay in their sentiments on the

subject, a majority of the deputation did not avow the doctrine,

which, to the reviewer, is conclusive evidence that they believed it.

It may be so. But did the synod itself receive a doctrine, which

they would not allow to be discussed, and which only a minority

in an unofficial form avowed ?

The thirty nine articles of the church of England do not contain

the doctrine of infant damnation. Again, the reviewer travels out

of the record, in quest of parole testimony. He thinks the framers

of the articles believed in infant damnation, and that the phrase,

" none can enter the kingdom of God, except he be regenerate

and born anew of water and the Holy Ghost," meant, according

to the common interpretation, " that baptism by water was essen-

tial to constitute a living member of Christ's holy church." But

has he forgotten that the Lutherans charged the Calvinists with

denying that John iii. 5, meant baptism, and made it essential to

salvation ? Calvin on the phrase, " born of water and the spirit,"

says :

—
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" As if he had said, By the Spirit, who. in the ablution and purification of

the souls of the faithful, performs the otlice of water. Nor is this a novel mode
of expression : for it perfectly corresponds with that declaration of John the

Baptist :
' He that comet h after me, shall baptise with the Holy Ghost and with

fire.'* Jls to baptise with the H >ly Spirit, and with fire, therefore, is to confer

the Holy Spirit, who, in regeneration, has the office and nature of fire ; so to

be born of water and of the Spirit is no other than to receive that influence of

the Spirit, which does in the soul what water does on the body. 1 know that

others give a different interpretation, but I have no doubt that this is the genuine

sense; because the intention of Christ is simply to teach that all must be di-

vested of their own nature, who aspire to the kingdom of heaven."
" It is further evident that their notion ought to be exploded, because it ad-

judges all unbaptised persons to eternal death. Let us suppose their tenet to

be admitted, and baptism to be administered to adults alone : what, will they

say, will become of a youth who is rightly instructed in the first principles of

piety, if he desires to be baptised, but, contrary to the expectation of all around,

happens to be snatched away by sudden death ? The Lord's promise is clear ;

1 Whosoever believeth on the Son, shall not come into condemnation ;' but ' is

passed from death unto lifel't We are nowhere informed of his having con-

demned one who had not yet been baptised.
" Moreover, they sentence all infants to eternal death, by denying them bap-

tism, which, according to their own confession, is necessary to salvation. Let
them see now, how well they agree with the language of Christ, which
adjudges the kingdom of heaven to little children." Vol. iii. pp. 374, 375.

Does not the reviewer know the high estimation in which Cal-

vin was held in England, at the time the thirty nine articles were

formed ? By what authority then does he insist, contrary to the

testimony of the Lutherans and Van Mastricht, that the phrase,

born of water and the Spirit, was intended to teach the necessity

of baptism to salvation? If some did understand it so, many did

not ; and it is not the received doctrine of the articles.

The Westminster Assembly's confession, adopted by the synod at

Cambridge, dees not contain the doctrine of infant damnation.

The reviewer admits, that the words may have an interpretation

put upon them which will make them prove nothing. He is right,

and it is the very interpretation which Calvin himself, according to

his exposition of John iii. 5, might put upon them ; and which the

Reformati, (Calvinists) did put upon them, believing that infants of

believers were certainly elected, and as to the children of unbe-

lievers, as the Bible revealed nothing, they believed nothing, but

left them to the merciful disposal of God. It is the meaning which

Dickinson did, and Calvinists now do, give to the phrase, elect in-

fants, and which the words themselves show was the meaning which
the assembly put upon them. For, " the others, not elected," are

spoken of, not as being infants, but adults,, who may be called

by the ministry of the word and by the Spirit, and yet never

truly come to Christ, and therefore cannot be saved. It proves

that the assembly believed that some infants are certainly elected

and saved, and could not tell but all were. The articles

therefore neither teach nor imply infant damnation. So much for

European witnesses, to prove that infant damnation has been the

• Matt. iii. 11. t John iii. 18. v. 24.
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received doctrine of the churches denominated Calvinistic. While
in respect to New Kngland and the United States, not a creed has

been found, not an approved author has been quoted, not an in-

dividual has been named,* as teaching the doctrine, amid the

thousands of false accusations. In no solitary instance, has the

accusation of teaching the doctrine of infant damnation been fasten-

ed on creed or approved author. Who the accusers are, who have
represented Calvinists as so debased and brutified as to believe

infant damnation, and so cowardly as to be afraid to avow it, we
now know ; and having called upon them for proof of these injuri-

ous accusations, and they, having taken time, ransacked libraries,

and importuned friends probably on both sides of the Atlantic—have
at length discovered and confessed, that they cannot prove what they

have asserted, and knew when they made the accusations that they

could not prove them. One man only in all America have they

found who taught the doctrine, and he a poet, a theological poet,

whose ' Day of Doom,' once so popular, and " which many aged
persons with whom we are acquainted can still repeat, though they

may not have met with a copy since they were in leading strings,"

is all the palliation the reviewer finds of his enormity, in charging

the whole Calvinistic body of New England, and the United States,

with believing the doctrine of infant damnation.

And what is the inference from all this, which the reviewer and
his friends have drawn ? Why, that I am guilty of falsehood

—convicted in the teeth—and, like the witnesses, cast down in

the streets of the great city, dead, never again to move a pen, or

open eye or lip, while shouts of victory long and loud rise up
around me, without sympathy enough to check merriment and the

sending of gifts. Thus Unitarian reviewers gain, and thus they cel-

ebrate their victories.

Here I might stop, but that it is evident that the reviewer

supposes I have, in my note and its vindication, made pretensions

to an acquaintance with authors which I do not possess, and have
denied, ignorantly or wilfully, that they teach what he has abun-
dantly proved that they do teach. I am not surprised that his

friends, who read with partial feelings, or even that my own
friends, who read without a vivid recollection of. the whole con-

troversy, should apprehend that the reviewer has fairly established

one point at least against me. But this depends altogether on the

question, whether I have denied the point which the reviewer has

established ; or whether it is, or ever has been, (only as he has

chosen to suppose it so,) a point at issue in this controversy.

I have never claimed to be the organ of my party, nor made
pretensions to great learning, nor set up for infallibility—attributes

with which the reviewer, it seems, delights to clothe me, as the

victim is decked with garlands, to render my downfall the more

* Michael Wigglesworth alway3 excepted.
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conspicuous, and his victory the more splendid. I volunteered to

defend myself and the Calvinistic part of the community from

unquestionable, and now proved and admitted slander. If I

have made any mistakes, it will give me pleasure to retract them,

when they shall be perceived. If the reviewer chooses to ascribe

them to unworthy motives, rather than to the liability to mistake

incident to all controversial writings, he has my permission.

To understand the subject, it will be needful to refresh the

memory both of the reviewer and the reader with the first review

of my note, to which my three letters are a reply, and which, in

his reply to my three letters, (contained in his volume taken from

the Christian Examiner,) he lias suppressed. In that suppressed

review, he interprets my note as saying, that " the doctrine of

infant damnation has not been maintained in any respectable

Calvinistic book which Dr. B. may reasonably be supposed to

have seen or heard of, though he has been, for thirty years,

conversant with Calvinistic writers the most approved." He then

proceeds to quote his authors, European and American. In my
reply, I did not controvert the construction given to my note,

because the proofs adduced by the reviewer did not render it

necessary. He produced extracts from approved authors, which,

as he supposed, contained the doctrine, and with which my note,

as he interpreted it, implied a professed acquaintance. I showed

that the extracts given from Calvin, Turrettin, Edwards, Bellamy,

Gale, Boston, &,c, do not teach infant damnation. The reviewer

has since admitted that all which the extracts say on original sin,

and which, if italics and capitals indicate anything, constituted his

chief reliance, are nothing to the put pose, and, though urgently

challenged, he has declined the attempt to show how predestina-

tion proves it, but left these authors to speak for themselves. 1

have shown that predestination does not include the doctrine of

infant damnation. Of course, every passage quoted from Calvin,

and Turrettin, and Edwards, and Bellamy, and Gale, and Boston,

is an utter failure. In respect to Twiss and Gill, I showed

that they are not approved authors in the sense of the note.

The whole attempt, therefore, in the first review, to convict me of

ignorance or misrepresentation failed, of which the omission to

republish it, when so necessary to a fair exhibition of the con-

troversy, implies a full consciousness. Still, in his reply to my
three letters, the reviewer goes on referring to my note, as if

extending its pretensions to accurate knowledge, not only to all

the writers he at first quoted, but to all which had since been

looked up, perhaps on both sides of the Atlantic. It has now,

therefore, become necessary to give the fair interpretation of the

note. The language is :

" Having passed the ago of fifty, and been conversant for thirty years with
the most approved Calvinistic writers, and personally acquainted with many of
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the most distinguished Calvinistic divines, in New England, and in the middle
and southern and western Stales, I must say that I have never seen or heard
of any book which contained such a sentiment, nor a man, minister or layman,
who believed or taught it. And I feel authorized to say, that Calvinists, as a
body, are as far from teaching the doctrine of infant damnation, as any of those

who falsely accuse them."

By most approved authors, I ought in fairness to be understood

to mean, primarily at least, if not exclusively, the most approved

authors of my own school, whose expositions of the doctrines of

original sin and predestination reject both the sentiment and the

phraseology on which the reviewer at first relied as evidence in

the case. The exigences of my argument would also indicate

that the most approved writers, in my mind when the note was
written, must have been the most approved writers of New Eng-
land. For it was myself, and the Calvinists of Boston and New
England, who came especially in contact with Unitarians, and
were slandered by them as holding to infant damnation. To show
that Calvinists two hundred years ago did not teach the doctrine

might not have been conclusive : For it might have been said,

* You reject some things which the Reformers believed, and, for

aught we can tell, you may believe what they rejected.' It was,

therefore, immediately and logically and almost exclusively rele-

vant to appeal, in refutation of an existing calumny, to our own
most approved authors.

If, then, the language of my note would possibly bear a more
extended construction, environed as it is by these circumstances,

it does not admit of it; for an author is not to be understood to

mean all which it is possible to attach to his language, but what,

from the circumstances of the case, he ought reasonably to be

supposed to mean. But if you take the language of the note

itself, and press out its entire possible meaning, it begins and ends

with American writers. " Having been conversant with the most

approved Calvinistic writers and most distinguished divines

—

of
New England, and in the middle and southern and western

States—." Now if I should be refused the privilege of being un-

derstood as referring to the most approved writers of New Eng-

land, and the meaning should be extended in respect to writers,

as it is in respect to men, to the middle and southern and western

States, still, by grammatical construction, as well as the force of

circumstances, the writers referred to are exclusively those of the

United States. Yet the reviewer quotes a long list of European

writers, in evidence of my ignorance and falsehood, as if I had

made the express declaration that I had read all the Calvinistic

writers of the whole world, who are, or ever were at any time

most approved ; and that, to my certain knowledge, no approved

Calvinistic writer does, or ever did, teach that infants are damned.

He is obliged to set up, as the language of my note, what it does

not say or mean, before, by any possibility, he can bring me
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within the range of his guns. And having, by his discharge, torn

to pieces and utterly discomfited the image of his own creation,

he celebrates his victory, and calls hard names.

But suppose the note did extend to European writers, what

does it say ? Does it say that I have carefully read them all, and

am certain that none of them teach infant damnation ? May not

one who, for thirty years, has been in the habit of referring to and

consulting authors on the various topics of theology, speak of

himself as having been conversant with those writers, without the

pretension of having read them all verbatim ? If, in the progress

of such an acquaintance, he has not met with the doctrine of

infant damnation, does not tins amount to a strong presumption

that the writers do not contain it ? Does my language or my
argument imply anything more ?

Again ; does the note say that these most approved writers

referred to do riot teach the doctrine of infant damnation ? No
such thing. It merely says, what I meant to say, that I have not

seen the doctrine in any approved writer. Has the reviewer

proved that 1 had seen it in some approved writers? That I

have never heard a book referred to as containing it. Has any
evidence been adduced that I had heard a book referred to as

containing it ? Such, if I mistake not, is the fair interpretation of

my note.

But it will be claimed, that in my vindication of the note, I have

taken " a wider range," and assumed positions greatly in advance

of the note itself. Very well, and if they are untenable I shall

not fail to make honorable retractions—an example, if it should

be needed, which 1 hope may be followed by other gentlemen, on

whose part it may be quite as necessary and becoming. But still,

confession cannot be reasonably demanded until after conviction.

Let us then examine the subject. It will be said, If Calvin did not

teach the doctrine of infant damnation in the passages at first quot-

ed, still, in your cross questioning, you make, him say, that he never

taught it,—that the strongest passages in his writings, however tor-

tured, cannot be made to teach any such opinion. True ; but has

the reviewer forgotten, that in giving his quotations from Calvin,

he expressed his belief that there are no stronger passages to he

produced than those which he had produced ;—that I claimed,

and, as I think, proved, that these do not contain the doctrine in

question ;—and that Calvin's reply is not to be understood as an

assertion of mine that he nowhere taught infant damnation, but the

reviewer's own concession that he had produced the strongest

passages put into Calvin's mouth, and, that he might not misunder-

stand it, put in quotation, as an argumentvm ad hominem—not on
my own responsibility, for I had not read all that Calvin had ever

written, and should not have dared to make such an assertion,

but upon the authority of the reviewer, that he knew all about
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Calvin, and had given the strongest passages—on his authority, I

represented Calvin as saying that he had nowhere taught the

doctrine of infant damnation. The reviewer, it seems, has dis-

covered that he was mistaken. (I hope his friends will not think

him an ignoramus or a liar.) He has found out that he had not

produced the strongest passages, and has charged me with igno-

rance and falsehood for assuming, as true, his own mistakes. I

acknowledge that I deserve as much buffeting as I have received,

for taking it for granted that the reviewer knew what he professed

to know about Calvin, and am disposed, with all charity, to regard

his error as a mistake. If, however, a falsehood it must be, it can

no longer be a matter of uncertainty who is the father of it.

But I have said, " As Calvinism has so long been misrepre-

sented in this point, (infant damnaiion,) I choose to take a wider

range, and show that in every age the most authentic documents

stamp falsehood upon the charge that Calvinists believe and teach

the damnation of infants." The false accusations which I set out

to disprove, as the passage implies, and the execution of my pur-

pose shows, were, 1. The charge that Calvinism includes the

doctrine of infant damnation ; and, 2. That " Calvinists as a

body"—" the churches denominated Calvinistic" hold it. The
documents, by which I proposed to stamp falsehood on these

accusations, were, not writers whose individual opinion I formerly

rejected as competent evidence of the faith of a denomination
;

but confessions of faith—creeds. And upon the two accusations

above named, these most authentic documents have stamped

falsehood, and with a die which can never be obliterated.

In respect to the imposing array of ancient authors who do

teach the doctrine of infant damnation; and the reiterated charges

of ignorance or falsehood, the reviewer ought to understand, that

his shafts, even were they dipped in gall, must pass through another

body and leave their venom behind, before they can reach mine.

The brief history of the case is as follows : The reviewer and

others charged upon the Calvinistic system and upon " all real

consistent Calvinists of the present age," the doctrine of infant

damnation. I deny the charge as a slander. He attempts to prove

it by extracts from Calvin, and Turrettin, and Boston, and Gale,

and Twiss, and Gill, and Edwards, and Bellamy. I show that

not one of these writers teach the doctrine in the extracts given,

with the exception of Twiss and Gill, and that these, in the fair

sense of the note, are not most approved authors. Foiled in his

first attempt, he tries again, and after a long and laborious research,

finds some ancient Calvinists who do teach infant damnation, and

exults in his escape, and upbraids me with ignorance or duplicity.

But upon whom does the charge of ignorance fall first and heavi-

est? Upon him who ascribes an odious opinion to writers, of the

truth of which, at the time, he has no evidence, and escapes the
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conviction of bearing false witness by looking up his testimony

afterwards? Or him, who presumed them to be innocent until

they should be proved guiliy ? Bui thus the case stands, on this

point, between the reviewer and myself.

That the Calvinistic system did not contain the doctrine of in-

fant damnation I knew ;—that living Calvinists, as a body, did not

believe or teach it I knew ;—that no American theological writer

of any eminence taught it, I fully believed ;—and that no ancient

respectable Calvinistic writers taught it, was my entire persuasion.

And most evidently, at the time the reviewer made his attack on

my note, he was as ignorant as myself of the testimony which he

has since looked up. The difference between us then is, that lie,

without evidence, made accusations against ancient Calvinistic

writers, which I without evidence refused to believe, and presumed
to be unfounded.

I have understood that the reviewer, having consulted judicious

friends, says, that they have advised him to pay no sort of atten-

tion to this reply. To my apprehension, his friends, whom he
styles judicious, have in their advice given evidence that they de-

serve the appellation ; and in following their advice, he will, I think,

give higher evidence of wisdom than he has given, in charging

the doctrine of infant damnation upon the Calvinistic system, and
upon all real and consistent Calvinists of past and present times.

And, perhaps, if he had listened to a judicious friend in the begin-

ning, who may have warned him to let contention alone before it

was meddled with, he might have been still wiser.

I have now accomplished, if I do not mistake, the end for

which at first 1 volunteered in the note, and its defence,— the vindi-

cation of the Calvinistic system, the churches denominated Cal-
vinistic, and the Calvinists of New England and the United States,

from the charge of holding the doctrine of infant damnation.
Towards the reviewer, as a gentleman, 1 have no feelings but
those of kindness; and if I have, at times, employed the language
of severity, it has not been, if I know my own heart, the dictate

of exasperated feeling, but the performance of an act of justice,

which, though painful in itself, was imperiously demanded, both
by truth and by public utility.

Lyman Beecher.
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REVIEWS.
Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and Character, Literary, Pro-

fessional, and Religious, of the late John Mason Good, M. D.

By Olinthus Gregory, LL. D. Boston : Crocker fy Brews-

ter, 1829.

The history of a great mind is always interesting. But when

high intellectual and moral attainments are associated in the same

character, and sustained through a life of eminent usefulness, the

interest which we feel is of the deepest and purest kind. There is

nothing, there can be nothing, pertaining to mankind, more worthy

of our interest, than a character at once truly great and truly good.

Such was the subject of this Memoir. His " intellectual and moral

portrait" is also delineated by a skilful artist, although he modestly

informs us, that " the papers which have been preserved with un-

usual care, in a tolerably connected series, will furnish the princi-

pal materials for the picture, and, thus free him in a great measure

from the temptation, either to overcharge the likeness, or to inter-

cept its exhibition by placing himself before it."

The following condensed passage will present to the reader, in

a single view, both the compiler and the subject of this Memoir.

" If it be true, as has been often affirmed, that there has rarely passed a life of

which a faithful and judicious narrative would not be interesting and instructive ;

it will surely not be unreasonable to hope that advantage may result from even

an imperfect development of the circumstances that contributed to the forma-

tion of a character ofno ordinary occurrence ; one which combined successfully

the apparently incongruous attributes of contemplation and of activity; where
memory evinced with equal energy its faculties of acquisition, of retention, and

of promptness in reproduction ; and where, in consequence, the individual at-

tained an extraordinary eminence, not merely in one department of literature or

science, but in several ; and proved himself equally expert in the details ofprac-

tice, and in the researches of theory ; allowing neither the faligues of the one

nor the absorptions of the other, permanently to extinguish that thirst after tho

chiefgood which is the noblest characteristic of true greatness of mind." p. 14.

A most important inquiry to parents and teachers, in perusing

the history of an illustrious character, or of a distinguished mind,

is, What causes were concerned in its production ? It is believed

that circumstances, in a measure under our control, impart to chil-

dren at an early age the seeds and elements of their subsequent

character.

The following passage is so much to the point, and of so much
practical importance that we need not apologize for inserting it

entire.

" They who remark in how many instances apparently slight circumstances
give the essential determination to character ; who recollect, for example, the

fact that both the father and the husband of Michael Jlngelo's nurse were stone-

masons, and that the chisel which she often put into his infant hands as a play-

thing, served to create the bent of genius which issued in the sculptures of that

admirable artist—or who are aware how much the poetic inspiration of the ex-
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cellent Montgomery was nurtured by the early perusal of Cowper's Poems, the

only work of taste and imagination which lie was allowed to read while at Ful-

neck school— will not fail to notice what various particulars concurred in the

arrangements for John Mason at this susceptible age, to implant in his mind

those principles of thought, and feeling, and action, which, ultimately exfolia-

ted, produced that character in maturity which it is our object to portray. From
Mr. Mason's " Rules for Students," and from the example of his father, he

learned that these " five things are necessary ; a proper distribution and man-
agement of his time ; a light method of reading to advantage ; the order and
regulation of his studies ; the proper way of collecting and preserving useful

sentiments from books and conversation ; and the improvement of his thoughts

when alone;" from Mr. Mason's Essays on " the Principles of Harmony," the

illustrations in which are select d with much taste and judgment, he early ac-

quired a relish for easy and mellifluous versification ; from the example of his

parents, and from that of Mr. Mason, which they taught him to contemplate

with veneration, he imbibed the persuasion that universal knowledge did not

obstruct the road to eminence in any one pursuit; and a conviction equally

strong, though not so invariably in operation, that true piety was susceptible of

a happy union with talent and genius : and, superadded to all this, the localities

of Romsey enkindled in his bosom a love for rural scenery and rural pleasures,

which he never lost." p. IS, 19.

The principal causes of difference in minds and character are

the following. First, constitutional endowments. Secondly, the

influence of early associations and instruction, or what maybe call-

ed the education of circumstances,—in respect to which the subject

of this Memoir was highly favored. His father, an evangelical

minister, and a man of sound wisdom and piety, devoted himself,

while his children were young, to the instruction and superintend-

ence of " a few pupils, fixing the maximum at sixteen in number,

including his own sons."

" A desire to preserve his children from the more obvious evils of public

schools, and to supply them with the advantage of select associates placed him
in a sphere of employment, but not of weai y or anxious labor, with a happy
competency, and in the immediate vicinity of the sweetly variegated scenery
of the huge forest. Fond of rural enjoyments, fond of domestic life, fond of
acquiring and communicating knowledge, fond of select and intelligent society,

fond of benevolent exertion, blessed with the confluence of these streams of
delight." p. 17.

Such was the combination of felicitous circumstances, which
conspired in forming the character of Dr. Good. The intelli-

gent reader of his Memoir will perceive their features strongly im-

pressed upon his whole life.—Thirdly, the active agency of the

individual himself, on which more depends than on either or both

of the preceding causes. This is the respect in which every man
makes himself. Nature and circumstances did much for Dr.
Good, but he himself did more. He encouraged and sustained

through life the four cardinal qualities of a successful student,

ardor, docility, diligence, order. He was ardent. His zeal for

knowledge was a perpetual and increasing fire. It was a real de-

sire for knowledge, rather than for its fame. Doubtless he was, to

some extent, ambitious, but he seems to have been more desirous

to possess the reality than the appearance of learning. Perhaps no
student could ever say with more truth, " Labor ipse voluptas."
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His docility was remarkable, especially as it existed in connex-

ion with so much genius and ardor. 'Bold and ardent genius is

usually ungovernable. It will not learn from others, however much

it may learn of itself. This is an unfortunate fact. Most bold

and mighty geniuses are ruined by sell-will. When the will is

pliant, and the mind docile, in connexion with a strong and regular

genius, there is then, a rare combination of qualities, and a most

happy result may be anticipated. The following is a specimen of

the docility of Dr. Good.

" Such was the delight with which he pursued his studies of every kind, that

it occasioned an entire absorption of thought ; so that when he was little more
than twelve years of age, his habit of hanging- over his books had produced a

curvature in his back, equally unfavorable to his growth and his health. His

father, anxious to remove this evil, earnestly besought him to join with his fellow

students in their various games and sports ; and ere long he engaged in these

also with his characteristic ardor, and became as healthful, agile, and erect as

any of his youthful associates."

This should serve as a valuable hint to all pupils. It is one of

many instances, in which the docility of young Good preserved

his life, and secured his final greatness. He never presumed that

there were no others wiser than he. This docility of temper was

maintained through life, and proved of immense advantage to him,

not only by enlarging his compass of professional and liberal knowl-

edge, but by recovering him from erroneous and dangerous prin-

ciples respecting the most momentous of all subjects, and conducting

him to a saving knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus. He was in

the true and proper sense, liberal—always willing to learn. Obsti-

nacy was no part of his intellectual or moral habit.

His diligence was almost unparalleled. Never did a man act

more fully up to the spirit of his motto, " The measure of life is

not the number of its days and years, but the amount of its virtues

and duties performed." The following is a specimen of his

diligence.

" He was finishing his translation of Solomon's ' Song of Songs,' carrying on
his life of Dr. Geddes, and walking from twelve to fourteen miles a day, to

see his numerous patients : nor was this all. In a letter to Dr. Drake,
after speaking of these engagements, and adverting with thankfulness to the

state of his business as a surgeon (which then produced more than 1400/. per

annum,) he proceeds thus: ' I have edited the Critical Review, besides writing-

several of its most elaborate articles. I have every week supplied a column of
matter for the Sunday Review—and have for some days had the great weight of
the British Press upon my hands.'

1 So great a variety of occupations would have thrown most men into confu-

sion ; but such was the energy of Mr. Good's mind, such his habits of activity

and order, that he carried them all forward simultaneously, suffering none to be
neglected, left in arrear, or inadequately executed."

His love of order is said to have been his " ruling passion," and

his habits of order were perfectly formed, and universally applied.

" These habits of order, the foundation of which constituted a part of his ed-

ucation, and the consolidation of which was so greatly aided by the circumstances
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of his apprenticeship, were evinced through life. The arrangements of his

wardrobe, his books, his accounts, his papers, his manuscripts, his time, all bore

the stamp of this peculiarity."

As the Memoir of Dr. Good will undoubtedly be read by the more

intelligent members of the community, we shall not anticipate their

judgment respecting the amount and value of his intellectual hab-

its and attainments. To us they are astonishing. That a man, in

the period of a life not unusually long, should have become a mas-

ter in so many entirely distinct departments of knowledge ;—that he

should have ranged through the whole field of oriental, and clas-

sical, and modern literature, and made himself familiar, not only with

the Hebrew, Syriack, Persian, Greek, Latin, German, Italian,

French, Spanish, and English languages, but also with the contents

of most of the principal works in each ;— that he should also have

become a thorough scholar in various departments of natural and

moral science, as his ' Book of Nature' and other similar productions

evince him to have been ;—that he should also have gained the

highest rank in the profession of medicine and surgery, both in

theory and practice, and have contributed one of the most valuable

works ('The Study of Medicine,') to that profession, which it has

ever received ;—that he should also have enlarged his mind with

copious practical knowledge, on almost all subjects of interest

or utility ;—that he should be engaged in making translations of

the Book of Job, and the Psalms, and Solomon's Song, from the

Hebrew—in executing his ' great work,' his translation of Lucre-

tius, from the Latin—in publishing notes and practical commenta-

ries on the Scriptures—in writing poetry—in delivering lectures on

physical and moral science and general knowledge—in preparing

memoirs—in furnishing matter for two or three distinguished pe-

riodicals—and all with such success, as completely to confront the

adage, that ' the man of all pursuits is good at none,'—and besides

all this, walking twelve or fourteen miles a day, to attend upon so

many patients as to yield him fourteen hundred pounds a year,

—

this truly is more than surprising, it is astonishing to «s,who have yet

so much to learn respecting the true value and improvement of

time. We are almost ready to lay down our hooks, in despair of

ever knowing or doing any thing.

We shall now briefly notice the religious character of Dr. Good.
The compiler remarks,

" The distinction between the faculties of man as an accountable being, and
his attributes as an intellectual being, is as palpable, and as difficult to be evad-
ed by inquirers who deal fairly with themselves and with their species, as the
distinction between mind and matter, or the active energy of thought, and the
inertia of a stone."

That man ' is constituted to be a religious being,' no less than
an intellectual being—that he is capable of sustaining an accounta-
ble, not less than an intellectual relation, to.God and his creatures

— is what every one knows, or may know. It is in vain for us to
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attempt to be atheists, or to throw off our moral responsibility ; for

there is a principle in every man's nature, which makes him know
that he is responsible lor his conduct. That principle was implant-

ed by God, the Creator and Governor of the universe, who formed

man to be a subject of his moral kingdom.

Man is constitutionally a physical, an intellectual, and a moral

being. In a barbarous state of society, his physical nature is con-

sidered the most important. A man is estimated by the size and

strength of his body. In a state of partial cultivation, one degree

above barbarism, his intellectual nature is most regarded. Pedan-
try and pride of learning prevail, and a man is estimated principally

by the supposed strength of his intellect. The question is not, is

he morally good, but is he intellectually great. In a state of high-

est cultivation, when man is found in his most perfect and happy
condition, his moral nature is first regarded. The 6rst inquiry

respecting him is, does he sustain his accountable relations to God
and all his fellow beings ? His moral principle, more than his in-

tellectual attainments or his physical power, constitutes the standard

of excellence. In this view, how much of barbarism still remains,

even in this day of self-styled intelligence and refinement! Society

will not have reached its highest, purest, happiest state of cultiva-

tion, till the love of God, ruling the heart and swaying the character,

is regarded as the chief excellence of man. Knowledge then

ceases to produce pedantry and conceit. Pure and humble piety,

combining with sound and modest intelligence, constitutes a basis

of character, beloved on earth and approved in heaven. Relevant

to this point, the following passage is full of truth and wisdom.

" In this age of intellectual and religious illumination, the scales of moral
judgement are, too often, equally defective. I need not attempt to sketch the

characters of the successful commercial man, the able barrister, the skilful

physician, the man of deep and fortunate research, and many others in every
profession arid every rank, who have passed through the world without raising

a serious thought towards their Creator and Preserver, or prescribing to them-
selves any code of morals except that which accorded most with the modes and
fashions of their respective classes, and kept God and his will most out of
sight. Yet, who dare censure ? nay, who must not commend ? For whom
have tfrey injured ? What law have they broken ? If the case is to be decided

by the law of courtesy, or of worldly reputation, who but must praise ? If by
the laws of their country, they must stand unimpeached. Still, a thoughtful

man may venture, notwithstanding, to hint that there is a law, less fleeting,

awfully binding, nobly universal,—the law of Him who is ' a discerner of the

thoughts and intents of the heart,' who demands a surrender of all our faculties

and affections to his service, m ' whose sight even the heavens are not clean,'

and before whom something is required which a conformity to the laws of

honor, courtesy and reputation cannot alone supply."

It has surprised some, that men of distinguished success in

their respective professions and callings, should have often failed

to discover the sublime features of religious truth, and the real

glory of the Gospel. But our Saviour has informed us that not

many wise and noble are called ; and for tliis undeniable fact the

following remark suggests a reason.
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" The principal reason in all and each is the same. The mind, while left to

itself, is so absorbed in its selected pursuit, whether it be of literature,

science, or business, as to have neither time nor inclination to turn to sr

serious a concern as that of religion.
'

It is practically assumed by many, that a man's judgement in

religious subjects is valuable, in proportion to his eminence in his

own particular calling. Hence the spirit of the inquiry in all

ages, 'Have any of the rulers and pharisees believed on him?'

But the truth is, that men most eminent in their particular calling,

usually know but little out of it. They are " totus in Mis,"

absorbed in their profession. Their minds are engrossed with

secular pursuits, and they have little time or inclination to think of

religion. An intelligent farmer, of sound common sense, who
devotes his evenings to reading on religious subjects, has fre-

quently a degree of knowledge and judgement in theology far

superior to theirs.

Dr. Good, however, was an exception to the general fact.

Distinguished as he was in his profession, his mind did not

consent to expatiate alone in that ; for he was scarcely less

distinguished as a philosopher, and as a classical and biblical

scholar. He was at first a materialist and a Unitarian ; and such

he might have continued, had he been entirely absorbed in his

profession, and been satisfied, as many are, to take his religious

views, upon trust, from the pulpit. He examined, reflected, and

judged for himself; and he cherished a sincere respect for truth.

Such a man is an intelligent and honest seeker, and he will

ultimately find. Dr. Gregory remarks, in reference to the erro-

neous views of Dr. Good at this time,

"Yet, happily, Mr. Good was to a great extent preserved from the worst
tendencies ot this system. He was too learned and too honest ever to affirm

that the belief of the divinity and atonement of our Lord was unknown in the
purest age of the church, but was engendered among other corruptions by
false philosophy ; and he had uniformly too great a regard for the scriptures of
the New Testament, to assert that the apostles indulged in far-fetched reason-

ing, or made use of a Greek word, (^oys^sw,) which conveyed an erroneous
notion, from want of knowledge of the term they ought to have employed : he
never contended that St. Paul did not mean to teach the doctrine of the
resurrection of the body in the fifteenth chapter of the first epistle to the
Corinthians ; never sported the pernicious sophism, that ' where mystery
begins religion ends.' Being ' buried alive ' in occupations, and immersed in

vexations of no ordinary occurrence, he did not commune frequently with his
own heart, and too naturally sunk into a lamentable indifference to religion, at
least, if that word correctly imply : converse will) God ; ' but he never evinced
indifference to truth and rectitude, nor ever, 1 believe, became involved in the
more awful perplexities of skepticism."

As Dr. Good continued to search the Scriptures, and to

extend his keen and practical observation of mankind, he became
more and more convinced of the scriptural view of the character,

condition, and moral relations and destinies of man ; of the
proper divinity and atonement of Christ, and of the way of
salvation through him. His dissatisfaction, of course, increased

VOL. III.
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with the erroneous views which he had adopted, until his mind
and heart broke from their serviiude, and ascended to God in

sentiments of evangelical faith and love. He became a sound
and consistent believer in Christ. The reader of this Memoir
will be interested in the correspondence, which then ensued

between him and the skeptical preacher, on whose ministry he

had attended for many years. It resulted in his detaching himself

from the preacher and the Unitarian sect, and attending at the

Temple church, where the powerful reasoning of Dr. Rennell,

often engaged in the discussion of topics which, at this period,

occupied so much of Dr. Good's attention, seemed to confirm

him in the propriety of the step he had taken. " Subsequently,

at St. John's Chapel, he availed himself of the successive pastoral

labors of Mr. Wilson and Mr. Jerram, until he passed from all

worshipping assemblies here, to join the general assembly and
church of the first-born in heaven.^

Dr. Gregory remarks,

" It was in one of our confidential conversations on the most momentous of
all topics, in the summer of 1815, that Mr. Good first distinctly announced to

me his cordial persuasion that the evangelical representation of the doctrines
of Scripture was that which alone accorded with the system of revealed truth.

He said he had greatly hesitated as to the correctness of a proposition I had
advanced a few years before,* that there was no intermediate ground upon
which a sound reasoner could make a fair stand, between that of pure deism
and that of moderate orthodoxy, as held by the evangelical classes both of
churchmen and dissenters ; but that he now regarded that proposition as
correct. At the same time he detailed several of the Socinian and Arian
interpretations of passages usually brought forward in these disputes, and,
with his accustomed frankness, explained how he had come, by degrees, to

consider them all as unsatisfactory, and, for an accountable being, unsafe."
" Rock of ages ! here I build

;

Here, if so thy grace has willed,

Quit the world, and seek in thee,

All I want or wish to be."

That the religious views of Dr. Good had now become thor-

oughly sound and scriptural, will appear from the following

passages from his pen, and numerous others of similar import.

" The triumphant language of the apostle has been fulfilled ; his prophetic
vision has been realized; and Christ has proved most marvellously the power
and the wisdom of God in every age of the world since his own era. Yet how
incorrigible is the heart of man when perverted ! how obstinate in its errors!

how blind to the noon-day, ' the light from heaven, above the brightness of the

sun,' that shines around it!— If the question be still asked, 'Where is the

disputer of this world ?
' Thousands will, even to the present hour, hold up

their hands unabashed, and pr.iudly accept the Scripture challenge. They go
to Bethlehem, indeed, but they return as they go there : no heavenly music
has sounded in their cars; they have seen neither angel nor Saviour; they
went not to worship, and will not believe. ' The thing which has come to

pass,' and which the Lord hath made known to mankind at large, they regard,

not as matter of implicit, faith and holy wonder, but as matter for the tribunal

of their own reason. With insufferable arrogance, they arraign the Godhead
before its impotent bar; they measure the plan of infinite wisdom, the energy

of Almighty power, the great mystery of godliness, by their own standard

;

* In my " Letters on the Evidences, Doctrines and Duties of the Christian Religion."
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and convict the cause of falsehood or of error upon the sole ground that

reason cannot comprehend it. And hence, as in the time of the apostles, to

some it is, in many parts, a stumbling block, to others altogether foolishness ;

some, sitting in the seat of the scorner, would summarily enter a general

verdict of imposture : while more, perhaps, not far off, though openly con-

demning one half, are yet ready enough, with an affectation of liberality, to

acquit the remainder, on being allowed to put their own corrections into the

inspired text.—Merciful God ! great, indeed, was thy long-suffering that

waited in the days of Noah ! but how much greater is that which waiteth in

our own day, overpowered as it is in such a diversity of ways, with ' tho

profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science falsely so called.'*

" What can more forcibly demonstrate to us the intrinsic enormity of sin, of

sin of every kind, the utter abhorrence with which God beholds it, in all its

incalculable ramifications, its essential repugnancy to the purity and holiness

of his own nature, than the stupendous cost of its atonement. Though armed
will) almighty power, God has not the power to forgive sin unconditionally."

" The Bashes of immortality, whenever God pleases, are all searching and
penetrating, and what is otherwise most powerful sinks into nothing, compared
with the irresistible energy with which the Holy Spirit prepares his own way
into the heart of man, and transforms that heart into a living temple for

himself."

The position asserted by Dr. Gregory, and accorded by Dr.

Good, that there is no intermediate point which a sound and

consistent reasoner can assume and hold, between evangelical

principles and deism, is become palpably true. An active and

intelligent mind, finding its ground untenable, will keep moving
from one point to another, either upward towards an evangelical

faith, or downward towards avowed infidelity.

In religion, as in science, individual principles resolve them-
selves into general ones, as knowledge advances. The radical

difference between an evangelical and a deistical faith is, that the

one makes the Bible the sun in our moral world, and creation

reflects iis light ; while the other makes creation the sun, and the

Bible reflects its light. The one implies a firm belief of the fact

of a revealed religion, and the inspiration of its records ; the

other is a verging towards deism, or rather it is deism in princi-

ple, though the principle may not be fully applied. The one

assumes the necessity of revealed light ; the other virtually

assumes the sufficiency of nature's light, admitting, indeed, pro-

fessedly, the Gospel, but the " Gospel heathenized."

Dr. Good lived about twenty years after the change took place

in his religious views, and after he began to exhibit evidence of a

saving conversion to Christ. He appears to have possessed great

completeness of Christian character. Notwithstanding his won-
derful success in anything in which he engaged, the reader of hi*

Memoirs will learn that he was called to pass through trials

repeated and severe, insomuch that few could say, with more
experience of its truth,

" Life is a series of griefs and harrassments ; and we no sooner escape
from one evil, than we have to encounter another."

# Tim. vi. 20.
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But he could say in truth,

" For all this there is but one remedy ; and, blessed be God, that remedy is

a specific ; it has stood the test of nearly two thousand years, and has never
failed in a single instance. ]t is the repose of the Christian upon his Saviour;
a consciousness of his perpetual presence and support."

As he approached the period of his dissolution, he was more
than ever convinced of his sinfulness, and entire dependance on
the Saviour. He observes,

" No man living can be more sensible than I am, that there is nothing in

ourselves ; and of the absolute necessity of relying only upon the merits of
Jesus Christ."—" It was most strikingly impressive to hear his quivering lips

uttering the words of Scripture, at a time when intense agony occasioned such
convulsive motions of the whole body that the bed often shook under him."

—

" One of the texts he appeared to dwell upon with most earnestness and
delight, was, ' Jesus Chkist, the same yesterday, to-day, and forever."

His faculties began to fail him, so that he was nearly insensible

to worldly objects. "His hearing now became greatly affected.

Mr. Russell called to him in a loud voice, ' Jesus Christ the

Saviour
:

' he was not insensible to that sound. His valuable

clerical friend then repeated to him, in the same elevated tone,
1 Behold the Lamb of God.'' This roused him, and with energy,

the energy of a dying believer, he terminated the sentence,

' WHICH TAKETH AWAY THE SINS OF THE WORLD,' which Were

the last words he intelligibly uttered, being about three hours

before his death."

Dr. Good's writings, professional, philosophical and literary,

are copious, and extensively known. His " History of Medicine,"

his " Study of Medicine," his " Book of Nature," his " Transla-

tion of Lucretius," his "Memoirs of Dr. Geddes," his translations

of Job and the " Song of Solomon," are his principal works

before the public. He also directed considerable attention to the

prophecies of Ezekiel, Joel and Zechariah, the book of Ecclesi-

astes, &c, of striking passages in each of which he has left

translations. He translated the book of Psalms, realizing great

pleasure in going through so rich a treasure of spiritual and

unrivalled poetry.

"Had he published nothing but his 'Translation of Lucretius,' he would
have acquired a high character for free, varied and elegant classification, for

exalted acquisitions as a philosopher and a linguist, and for singular felicity in

the choice and exhibition of materials in a rich store of critical and tasteful

illustration.
" Had he published nothing but his ' Translation of the book of Job,' he

would have obtained an eminent station amongst Hebrew scholars and the

promoters of Biblical learning.
" And had he published nothing but his ' Study of Medicine,' his name

would, in the opinion of one of his ablest professional correspondents, have

gone down to posterity, associated with the science of medicine itself, as one

of its most skilful practitioners, and one of its most learned promoters."
"

I know not how to name another individual who has arrived at equal

eminence in three such totally distinct departments of mental application."

But, exalted as his intellectual attainments were, modesty and

discretion preserved him from conceit and the pride of learning,
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and conducted him, by the grace of God, to a correct apprehen-

sion and an adoring love of the sublime truths and principles of

the Ciospel of Christ. Tongues shall cease, and knowledge shall

vanish away, but charity (true religion) never faileth.

Commendation and Reproof of Unitarians ; a Sermon delivered

in the Second Universalist Church in Boston, Sabbath Evening,

Nov. 2G, 1S29. By Hosea Ballou, Pastor. Boston: Hen-
ry Bowen. pp. 19.

The author of this discourse has some claims to be considered

as the inventor and father of the present prevailing system of Uni-

vcrsalism in this country.* Accordingly, his style of address is that

of one who felt himself entitled to speak with a degree of author-

ity—to speak not only for himself, but for his brethren, his chil-

dren. The first part of the discourse before us is taken up with

his ' commendation of Unitarians ;' the latter with ' reproof

" Our Unitarian brethren," says he, " have just claims to our respect and ap-

probation for many things, which both duty and inclination induce us to acknowl-
edge. Tltnj hold many, and indeed the most important points of the Christian

faith, accordingly as we believe they are revealed in the sacred scriptures."
" They have renounced the unreasonable, perplexing doctrine of the trinity,

and have driven its most able defenders to make concessions which amount to its

entire renunciation. They have laid aside, as an uncomfortable, worn out gar-

ment, llio whole scheme of vicarious sufferings, and of placating the wrath of an
offended God ; and have made the happy discovery of a compassionate, kind
and merciful Father in the supreme ruler of the universe. The doctrine of
partial election and eternal reprobation they have dismissed with its deserved
disapprobation. They have rejected the old notion of man's entire depravity,
and told that he is capable of moral improvement, in knowledge and holiness;
and in place of the visionary notions about a radical change of our nature, they
insist on the more reasonable doctrine of a Christian and virtuous education.
And they moreover acknowledge all the divine perfections of our heavenly Fa-
ther, believing in his infinite wisdom, power and goodness, and in the entire
impartiality of his love to his creatures."

If this representation is correct, Unitarians and Universalists are in

fact agreed, in all the leading points of their theology. They are as

well agreed as the members of either sect are among themselves
;

and we see no reason why they should henceforth exist, or be re-

garded, as separate denominations. Mr. Ballou is a Unitarian—

a

leading Unitarian—a patriarchal Unitarian, who has labored longer

and more successfully to promote Unitarianism than almost any

* A very different theory from those of Rellv, Murray and Winchester, all of whom
were professed Trinitarians. The historian of Modern Uuiversahsm, speaking of the
change of views which has taken place since the lime of Murray, says, ' The labors of
Rev. Hosea Ballou may be regarded as one of the p: incipal means of this cliange.' p. 432.
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person living;- In all the former part of this discourse, he writes

like other Unitarians; quotes the same irrelevant proof-texts in

support of his positions ; makes the same distorted and unfounded

representations of the sentiments of the Orthodox ; and adopts,

throughout, the interpretations, the cant, the peculiar phraseology,

of those whom he commends. Speaking of the sentiments of Uni-

tarians, he says,

" We find no fault with these sentiments. We helicve them all, and en-

deavored to persuade others of their truth and importance, long before the con-

troversy between the Orthodox and Unitarians produced a division in this

country. The hearer will ask, if the statements which have been made, con-

cerning doctrine, do not, in the most plain and perfect manner, amount to real

Universalism ? We reply, that in our opinion they do."

For what then, it will be inquired, does Mr. B. reprove his Uni-

tarian brethren ? After so much commendation, and such a cordial

ageement in doctrine, what does he discover in them deserving of

censure ? He shall answer for himself.

" 1. As the Unitariin doctors, some of them at least, are not a whit be-

hind the first in the world, as to natural talents, or acquired abilities, there

seems to be no ground for supposing that they do not know, that the tenets of

their faith, which they openly avow, both in their preaching and writings, do in

fact necessarily lead to the belief of Universal Salvation
; yet they, as a denom-

ination, will not own that they believe it. So far from being ingenuous enough

to profess openly the blessed doctrine of Universal Salvation, they generally so

arrange and manage their public discourses as not only to keep this doctrine

out of sight, but to cause the unlearned hearers to believe that their preachers

disbelieve it."

A palpable trick, a gross imposition this, if it is indeed so. And
Mr. B. declares, ' with feelings of reluctance,' that he has an in-

dubitable conviction of its being a fact, as he has ' been pained to

witness the truth of it, ' with his own ears, times not a few.'

" 2. Notwithstanding the purity of the great, leading principles maintained by

Unitarian preachers, they rather avoid them in their common preaching, seldom

brin2 them as the necessary food for their congregations, rather choosing to em-

ploy themselves in speculations of their own curious inventions, about a future

state of rewards and punishments.* Thus with their speculations, unsupported

by one word of divine authority, they invade the world to come, and amuse
themselves and their hearers with the curious textures of a web, both the warp

and woof of which is of their own invention."
" 3. Such are the exalted notions which these brethren entertain of the moral

improvements which they are making, that it is not unfrequent that they preach

sermons on the fruitful subject, in which they endeavor to convey to their

hearers an understanding of the immense distance which they are likely to be

advanced in the future world, before their fellow beings, who, in consequence of

their sinful neglects, in this world, will have to suffer, more or less, in the

world to come ; while they for their vigilance here are to enjoy indescribable

felicity." ... . .

"4. Among ihose commendable things which were named, in approbation of our

Unitarian brethren, the hearer will recollect thi^ir liberality towards those Chris-

tians who differ from them in opinions. They have been laboring with all iheir

Christian meekness, for years, to persuade their Orthodox brethren to extend to

them the riglit hind of Christian fellowship, and to consent to reciprocate min-

isterial exchanges. Now if the profession of liberality, without the practice, could

make these brethren rich, in the righteousness of God, the angels of heaven

might envy their attainments ! Will they exchange desks with Universalists ?

* Not eternal punishments, as will subsequently appear.
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By no means. What is the reason ? Because in some points of doctrine we do
not come exactly to their views. As to doctrine generally, the y will allow that

we are much nearer them than are their Orthodox bielhren, whom they are
constantly inviting to exchange ! Now if tlicy, like the Orthodox, were con-

scientious in refusing to exchange desks with those who hold doctrines opposed
to their own, they would act according to their profession, and would he consis-

tent with themselves. But how are they to be justified in making those preten-
tions to liberality, while in fact it is not real ? Is this Christianity ? Is it

genuine honesty? Is it such practice as this that is to give them such exalted
stations, as they anticipate, in the coming world ? We beseech them either to

discontinue the profession of liberality, or by their practice to convince us that

they are sincere in it."

With these complaints of Universalists against their • Unitarian

brethren,' however much we may be amused, we cannot be sup-

posed to be very deeply interested. We do think it hard, however,

—as Universalists discovered and embraced all the leading points

of Unitarian theology, ' and endeavored to persuade others of their

truth and importance, long before
1* the present Unitarians had

courage to avow them, or were ' sufficiently enlightened (bedarken-

ed) to perceive their truth,'—we think it hard, under such circum-

stances, that Unitarians should refuse to acknowledge their spiritual

progenitors, and withhold from them the hand of fellowship. We
should be at a loss to reconcile such conduct with the boasted lib-

erality of Unitarians, or with the principles on which they profess

to act. And we should like to see some of their ' doctors' grapple

with the appeals of Mr. B., and undertake to reply to his statement

of arievances, on the subject of their exclusiveness.

We have seen that, in the judgement of Mr. B., all consistent

Unitarians are Universalists. And he has an ' indubitable convic-

tion' that Unitarians in this region do perceive and admit the ne-

cessary result of their principles, though they have not the courage

and honesty to avow it. Now this is just what the Orthodox have
long supposed and often said—said perhaps too often, without ex-

hibiting the evidence on which their conviction rests. It is proposed,

therefore, in what follows, to produce the evidence, which goes to

satisfy our minds, that leading Unitarians in the United States, with

possibly a few exceptions, do believe the doctrine of Universal Sal-
vation, and are, in every thing but the name, Universalists.

Unitarians have commonly denied the charge of Universalism,

and resented the imputation of it as a reproach and a slander.

When Dr. M'Leod, a few years since, was understood to charge
Unitarians with being Universalists, the Rev. H. Ware Jr., in liis

Letters to him, calls this an ' unfounded, cruel accusation'

—

' thoroughly false''—an ' injurious slander.' p. 22. When a writer,

under the signature of Hollis, represented that Dr. Ware ' had de-
clared himself a Universalis! with an explicitness which need not
be misunderstood,' he publicly 'denied the chaige,' declaring

* Mr. Ballon published his ' Treatise on Atonement' in 1803. He ' became a Unitarian '

he tells us, long before this. Mod. Hist, of Universalism, p. 437.
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it ' to be false ;' and so great was the excitement among Unitarians

on that occasion, growing (as one would naturally think) out of an

utter rejection and abhorence of Universalis™, thai Hollis was well

nigh overwhelmed with the torrent of their abuse. He was called

'an unprincipled person;' 'a bigoted, gloomy screech-owl;' a
' wolf in sheep's clothing.' He was charged with ' narrow-mind-

edness and malignity ;' with uttering ' subtle and mean insinua-

tions,' and ' slanderous imputations ;' with ' a degree, not only of

barbarism, but of moral turpitude, which we want words to express.'

In short, the whole representation respecting Dr. Ware, was de-

clared to be ' an egregious, wanton falsehood.'* Mr. Pierpont,

in his sermon at Northfield, 'on Retribution,' (pp. 17, 18,) under-

took to repel the charge that Unitarians are Universalists. And
in the Unitarian periodicals, the same course has been almost

uniformly pursued. The conductors of the Christian Register, a

few years since, professed to be greatly alarmed at the progress of

Universalism, wrote much against it, represented it as a fruit of

Calvinism, and denounced it as ' directly contrary to the plainest

declarations of the holy Gospel,' as ' most injurious to the interests

of good morals, and to the welfare of civil society,' and ' as fatally

dangerous to the souls of men.'f The same paper has recently

denied that ' Unitarians are Universalists, in the sense in which the

term is applied to the class who maintain the doctrine of the final

restoration of all men to virtue and happiness.
,'J

Were the evidence on the point proposed to be established

any thing less than conclusive, these oft-repeated, long continued,

solemn denials might be considered as a bar to further proceeding.

As the case stands, we have only to request that they be kept in

mind, and compared with the statements which are to follow.

What is Universalism ? What must a man believe or reject, in

order to constitute him a Universalist 9 These obviously are rad-

ical questions, and require, in the outset, to be considered and

determined.

To make a man a Universalist, it is not necessary that he should

wholly reject the idea of future retribution—of future punishment.

On this point professed Universalists have been, and are, divided

among themselves. Hartley, Winchester, and Vidler were Univer-

salists
;
yet they all believed in a state of punishment after death.

The same may be said of Dean, Loveland, Wood, Hudson, and

many other professed Universalists in the United States. || The
following definitions of Universalists have been given by standard

writers on the subject.

Nicholson. ' The term Universalists is used to designate those

* See Facts and Documents in relation to Harvard College, pp 5—24.

t See Numhers for May 21, June 4, and Sept. 24, 1824. J October 31, 1829.

||
See Whittemore's Mod. Hist, of {Jmversalisni, pp. 434—442.
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Christians who hold the doctrine of the future restoration of all

men to eternal life and happiness.'**

Adam. ' Universalists do not hold an exemption from future

punishment, but merely the recovery of all those that shall have been

exposed to it.'-f

Buck. ' Universalists are those who suppose that, as Christ died

for all, so, before he shall have delivered up his mediatorial kingdom

to the Father, all shall be brought to a participation of the benefits of

his death, in their restoration to holiness and happiness.'^

Miss H. Adams describes those as Universalists, who believe

that such as ' have proved incurable under the means which have

been used with them in this state, instead of being happy in the

next, will be awfully miserable ; not to continue so finally, but that

they may be convinced of their folly, and recovered to a virtuous

frame of mind. '§

With these descriptions of Universalists, leading members of the

sect agree.

" There is no difference," says Mr. Ballou, " in the principle contended for

by those Universalists, who believe in a state of limited punishment in a future

stale, and that maintained by those who believe that sin and its punishment
are in the same slate. Both believe that alt punishment is designed/or the good
of the punished. In this, all Unioersulists agree."\\

i The doctrine of a limitedfuture punishment,'' Mr. Whittemore
informs us, ' has never excited a very general interest' among
Universalists. ' For twenty years, a difference of opinion has ex-
isted on this point ; but the difference has not been the cause of

alienation of feeling, or disruption of fellowship. 'IF

The fact that Universalists include, not only those who deny
future punishment, but all who believe in a final universal restora-

tion, lias been often admitted by Unitarians. A full account of the

differences and discussions between Universalists on this point was
published in the Christian Register for Feb. 7, 1823. Recently,
also, it has been said in the same paper, ' The Universalists are

divided into two sects, who agree in the belief that all men will

ultimately be partakers of happiness, but who differ upon the in-

quiry, whether the commencement of this state of happiness will

be cotemporary with the entrance of each soul upon a future life.'**

In the Christian Examiner it is also asserted, ' The great body

of Universalists, as we are informed, noiv believe in a future
RETRIBUTION. 'ff

After what has been here stated, there can be no dispute as to

the signification of the term, Universalist. It includes all who hold
the doctrine of Universal Salvation, whether this salvation is be-
lieved immediately to follow death, or not to be fully accomplished

* Encyclopedia, Art. Universalists. t lUIBgioas World Displayed.
\ Theological Dictionary. § View of Religions.

j|
Universalis! Magazine, March 10, 1821. 1i Mod. IIi>t. of Universalism, p. 434.

fc Oct. 31, 1829. ft Jan. 1830, p. 364,
V
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till some future period. Those are Universalists who believe that

all suffering censes with the present life ; and those are equally

Universalists, who believe in a state of future, disciplinary punish-

ment, from which all shall be finally restored to the favor of God
and the enjoyment of heaven.

We now proceed to exhibit the proof, that leading Unitarians in

the United States (with possibly a few exceptions) are, in this latter

sense, Universalists.

1. It is worthy to be noticed, that Unitarianism, in modern times,

has almost invariably been connected with Universalism. It is so

in Germany. Semler, Gruner, Eberhard, Steinbarl, Damm, Ful-

ler, and probably all the German Unitarians, of the last generation

as well as the present, are Universalists.* The Unitarians of Ge-

neva, if we may credit the French Encyclopedists, are Univer-

salists. ' They believe in the existence of future punishment, but

of limited duration.'' The Unitarians of England and Scotland are

also Universalists. Much has been said and written in this vicinity,

in praise of the English Unitarians. Their works have been re-

published ; their periodicals imported and circulated ; and their

names, numbers, and alleged successes have been spoken of with

exultation. It should be known, therefore, to all concerned, that

these English Unitarians, with scarcely an exception, are open

Universalists. Dr. Priestley was a Universalist. He advocated it

while living, and made it a ground of consolation in death. 'We shall

all meet finally. We only require different degrees of discipline,

suited to our different tempers, to prepare us for final happiness. 'f
Lindsey was a Universalist. In his 'Conversations on Divine Govern-

ment' he compares the doctrine of endless punishment to 'a millstone

which some mistaken Christians hang about the neck of the Gos-

pel. 'J Dr. Jebb was a Universalist. ' Future punishments,' says

he, ' as considered by our divines, are a kind of transportation,

where the sufferings are horrible, but afford no useful documents.'
' Intolerants, and persons who maintain eternal punishment and

atonement, are more unfit for society than atheists. This the

judgement of some.'§ Kenrick, author of the Commentary re-

cently published and circulated in Boston, was a Universalist. ' He
thought that even the intensest sufferings of the transgressor will be

corrective and remedial, and issue finally in universal order, hap-

piness and virtue.' ||
Richard Wright, the famous Unitarian Miss-

ionary, in whose praise so much has been said, IT was ' first Pastor

of a congregation of Universalists in Wisbeach,' and later in life,

became a travelling Universalist minister.** Thomas Belsham was

a Universalist. • We may certainly conclude? he says, ' that none

* See Erskine's Sketches of Church History, vol. t.

t Memoirs, vol. i. p. 217. \ See Memoirs, p. 426. § Works, vol. ii. pp. 152, 145.

II Exposition, vol. i. p. 6.

IT See Chris. Ex'r. vol. ii. p. 437, and Chris. RegV. for Sept. 17 and 24, 1825.
** See Modern Hist, of Universalism, p. 265.
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of the creatures of God, in any circumstances, will be eternally-

miserable. '* Carpenter and Cappe were Universalists. ' All,'

says the latter, ' must end well at last. P;iin must cease ; error

must have an end ; vice must be extirpated ; death must be des-

troyed.'! Robert Aspland, for many years editor of the Monthly

Repository, and more recently editor of the Christian Reformer,

is a Universalist. ' We rejoice,' says he, ' in the fact, that the Uni-

tarians are universally agreed, in rejecting the doctrine of endless

torment.
'J

The point to be illustrated by these facts is this, that Unitarianism

has almost invariably existed in connexion with Universalism.

Wherever there has been the former, there also has been the lat-

ter. It may be said, we know, that this is only presumptive evi-

dence that American Unitarians are now Universalists: yet, under

all the circumstances of the case, is not the presumption well nigh

irresistible ? Let the reader bear in mind, especially, the very in-

timate connexion subsisting between the Unitarians of this country,

and those of England, who are open Universalists—the deep sym-
pathy continually manifested—the unmeasured adulation mutually

bestowed ; and he will find it hard to believe that those of Ameri-

ca, pretend what they will, are not inwardly in the same sentiment.^

2. The wiews of theology entertained by Unitarians and Uni-

versalists in this country are in general the same,—without excepting

those points from which, the latter derive the doctrine of Universal

Salvation. Both agree in rejecting those views of the holiness and

justice of God, of his hatred of sin as exhibited in the cross of

Christ, of the extent and strictness of the divine law, and of the

entire depravity of man, from which results the doctrine of eternal

punishment. Both agree also in maintaining those views of the

character of God, of what they call his parental character, of his

impartial goodness, his designs of mercy to all his creatures, and

of the native purity and dignity of human nature, from which Uni-

versal Salvation is usually derived. On this point, the author of

the sermon before us is explicit.

" There seems to be no ground for supposing that they (the Unitarian doctors)

do not know, that the tenets of their faith, which they openly avow, both in their

preaching and writing, do in fact necessarily lead to the belief of Universal Sal-

vation." p. 10.

Indeed, it is undeniable, that the theology of American Unitarians

and Universalists is essentially the same. In the language of' a New
York Unitarian,' ' both sects are firm believers in the doctrine of the

divine Unity, and equally advocate the same spiritual and rational

* Review of Wilberforce, Let. ii. t Discourses on Providence, p. 206.

t Monthly Repository, vol.iv. p. 341.

§ 'American Unitarians, as a sect, are the same as the English Unitarians. There is a
strong feeling of oneness, of identity, in all Ihey say of each oilier. The English and
American Unitarians are as much one sect, as the English and American Calvinists, or
Methodists. But is it not fair to infer, that the same sects hold the same opinions?' Letters
of Canonicus, p. 142.
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views of the character and mission ofJesus Christ* But will it be be-

lieved, that those who thus agree in their premises, should not agree

also in their conclusions ? Will it be believed that those who unite

with Universalists in rejecting those points of doctrine on which

eternal punishment is supposed to rest, and in admitting others from

which Universal Salvation is derived, are not themselves also

Universalists ?

3. Numerous extracts may be taken from the sermons and other

writings of leading Unitarians, which necessarily imply Universal

Salvation. The following is from a sermon of Dr. Channing at

the ordination of Rev. Mr. Sparks at Baltimore.

" We believe that God is infinitely good, kind, benevolent in the proper sense

of these words; good in disposition, as well as in act; good, not to a few, but to

all ;
good to every individual, as well as to the general system." " We believe

that he, (Christ) was sent by the Father, to effect a moral or spiritual deliver-

ance of mankind ; that is, to rescue men," (the race,) 'from sin, and its conse-

quences, and to bring them to a state of everlasting purity." pp. 16, 19.

In his sermon at the dedication of the second Congregational

Unitarian Church in New York, Dr. Channing says,

" There is no good too vast for us to anticipate, for the universe, or for our
selves, from such a Father as we believe in. The horrible thought of a large

proportion of our fellow creatures being cast, by an angry God, into tortures

unutterable by human tongue, and sentenced to spend eternity in shrieks of ag-

ony, which will never reach the ear or touch the heart of their Creator ; this

dreadful anticipation, which would shroud the universe in more than sepulchral

gloom, and is enough to break every heart which is not stone— this forms no
part of our conception of the purposes and government of the God and Father
of Jesus Christ." See pp. 3d—4rf.

This, Mr. Ballou very justly calls Universalism. ' For myself,'

says he, ' I know not how the doctrine could be more fully stated,

or more acceptably commended.''f
In Dr. Channing's sermon at the installation of Rev. Mr. Motte,

we have the following sentiment :

" Ask multitudes what is the chief evil from which Christ came to save them,
and they will toll you ' from hell, from penalfires, from future punishment.' That
word, hell, which is so seldom used in the sacred pages, which, as critics will tell

you, does not occur once in the writings of Paul, and Peter, and John, which
we meet only in four or five discourses of Jesus, and which all persons acquaint-

ed with Jewish geography know to be a metaphor, a figure of speech, and not a
literal expression,— this word, by a perverse and exaggerated use, has done un-
speakable injury to Christianity. It has possessed and diseased men's imagina-
tions with outward tortures, shrieks and flames," and "given them an idea of an
outward ruin, as what they have chiefly to dread." p. 20.

Would any person, not a Universalist—any one who believed

that the wicked, in the other world, would " be punished with ev-

erlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord and the glory

|f his power"—have thiown out a representation, so strange, so

unguarded, so unfounded as this !

The following is from the sermon of the same writer, at the or-

dination of Rev. Mr. Farley.

* The Olive Branch and Christian Inquirer for May 17, 1828.

t Universalist Magazine for March 17, 1827.
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" How far the Supreme Being may communicate his attributes to his intelli-

gent offspring, I stop not to inquire. But that his almighty goodness will im-

part to them" ^iis intelligent offspring, wilkoul distinction) " powers and glories

of which the material universe is but a taint emblem, 1 cannot doubt." "This
name (Father) belongs to God, because he frames spirits like himself, and delights

to give them" (his intelligent creatures without distinction) " what is most glo-

rious and blessed in kis own nature."—God " looks down upon us" (mankind)
" with parental interest, and" his" great design is to communicate to us forever,

in freer and fuller streams, his own power, goodness and. joy." Of certain

alleged exhibitions of human nature, in the general. Dr. C s;iys, " These are

marks of a divine origin, and the pledges of 3 celestial inheritance, and I thank

God that mtj own lot is bound up with that of the human kace." pp. 17—27.

From these and similar expressions scattered through the writ-

ings of Dr. Channing, it cannot he doubted that lie is a believer in

Universal Salvation ; and it is no improper use of terms to denom-

inate him a Universalist.

We give the following extract from the Letters of Dr. Ware
" to Trinitarians and Calvinists"—the same which has been so

often quoted in proof of the Universalisin of the Hollis Professor.

Addressing those who hold and advocate the doctrine of eternal

punishment, he says,

" ' If you endeavor to enhance the fear of punishment, by representations of

its severity, or of its duration, far disproportioned to what can be the apprehen-

sion of the demerit, to which it is to be applied ; if you carry it beyond the

bounds of probability, that the threat will be executed ; if it be such, that to

a reflecting mind it is impossible it should be executed by a just, and good, and
merciful being, the Parent of the creation; you weaken its effects as a motive;
you lose in probability, and the firmness of faith, more than you gain in the

force of fear.

" ' The surest and highest, the purest and most permanent influence will be
that, which arises from such views of the future punishment awaiting the wick-

ed, as are consistent with the character of a sovereign of the world, who has

nothing vindictive in his nature, who adjusts punishment to the degree of de-

merit, who inflicts it solely for the purpose of promoting holiness, and accom-
plishing the purposes of his moral government, and only to the degree which
these purposes require, and so long as they iequirc it.

" ' From these considerations, 1 am persuaded that the moral influence of the

views of future reward and punishment, maintained generally by Unitarians, is

far more certain, and powerful, and salutary, and purifying, than that which is

the result of the Orthodox views on this subject.* And 1 am persuaded of this

by another consideration still. It is this :—the virtue that is produced by cheer-

ful views, and by the contemplation of kindness, benevolence, and mercy in

God, is of a more pure, generous and elevated kind, than that which arises from
cold, ai stere, and gloomy views, and the contemplation of severe, unrelenting,

vindictive justice, and the execution of eternal wrath.' " pp. 131, 132.

It will be observed, that Dr. Ware here gives us, not his own
views merely, but those "maintained generally by Unitarians."

We shall institute no labored inquiry as to the meaning of the

above extract ; for it admils of none. It is manifest Universalisin,

and so it has been considered by all parties, that. of the writer

alone excepted. So it was considered by Dr. Woods in his Re-
ply.

" ' Dr. Ware seems to think it impossible to belicre the doctrine of endless

punishment. Doubtless he speaks of an impossibility which Unitarians (eel ;

* The Orthodox hold to eternal punishment : In what do the views of Unitarians differ,

unless Ihey hold to a limited punishment, and so are Universalists ?
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for he surely would not charge us with insincerity, when we profess to helieve

the doctrine. Now I admit that Unitarians may find it difficult or impossible to

bring themselves to believe the doctrine of endless punishment. With the

same habits of thinking on religious subjects which they have, I should find it

impossible too. But there can be no doubt that this doctrine would become
perfectly credible to Unitarians, if their view of the law and government of

God, and the evil of sin, should be like those which the Orthodox entertain.'
"

To this understanding of his sentiments, Dr. Ware, in his re-

joinder, makes no objection. He tacitly admits that Dr. Woods
understood him correctly. It may be added, that he was under-

stood in the same sense by professed Universalists. In com-

menting on the passage above quoted, the editor of the Universal-

is! Magazine observes,

" Our readers will be happy to learn, not only that the Rev. Dr. (Ware) is

in fact a Universalist, but that he thinks himself authorized to represent the

great body of Unitarians as agreeing with him in this sentiment..." " His

principle is nothing different from the sentiments of Universalists." March
10, 1821.

The practice of praying for those who have died in sin, which

is now advocated and adopted by some leading Unitarians, neces-

sarily implies a belief that they may be restored, and made forever

happy. On this subject, we give the following extract from a

sermon by Mr. Pierpont.

" ' Shall we not go still further, and believe that He who ever bows his ear to

his children's requests, will open it to the prayer which a child of earth offers

him, that a brother who has sunk into the grave, even without hope,' may yet

find favor with his Jud^e,—the favor that shall pity—shall uphold—shall bring

him up from the fearful depths into which he has sunk, and make him still a

partaker of immortal life."*

The following passages are from a tract, ' on Christian Salva-

tion, by Bernard Whitman,' lately published by the American

Unitarian Association.

" He (God) must have created us solely for our own enjoyment ; because

he is infinite love."—' If he has subjected us to continual temptation; and if he

has encouraged an insatiable longing for future existence, is it not clear from

the very perfections of his character, that he will provide the means of escape

from iniquity, and open before us the portals of immortality, and furnish vs with

opportunities for the perfection of our spiritual nature ' ?— ' It" love prompted

him to create intelligent offspring, that same affection must ever dispose him to

regard them with tenderness ; and to be their eternal Benefactor, Preserver,

Father, and Saviour'.—' And universal experience has thus far declared, that

the Lord is good to all, and that his tender mercies are over all the works of

his hands ; and consequently, he must remain the universal and supreme
Saviour." pp. 11, 12, 13.

Here again, is palpable Universalism—in which the writer is not

alone implicated, but the whole Unitarian Association, in whose

name, and by whose authority, this tract is published and circu-

lated.

4. American Unitarians have long been in the practice of pub-

lishing, circulating, and recommending books which inculcate

universal salvation.—The " Improved Version," (so called) " of

* Sermon on the Intercession of Christ, p. 12.
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the New Testament," published in Boston in 1S09, and highly

recommended in ihe General Repository,* (edited by Professor

Norton) is a work of this character. If any doubt whether those

who prepared this work were Universalists, let them consuft the

notes on the following passages : Matt. xxv. 46. Rom. v. 19. 1

Cor. xv. 22. Rev. xiv. 11, and xx. 10. The author of these

notes certainly was in earnest to explain away what he calls " the

heart withering doctrine of eternal torments."—Another work of

a similar character is Kenrick's " Exposition of the Historical

Writings of the New Testament." The principles of Kenrick,

who we have seen was a Universalis!:, are exhibited in this Com-
mentary without disguise. In his remarks upon Matt. xxv. 46,

bespeaks " of the utter inconsistency of the creature's enduring

eternal misery, and all our ideas of the Divine mercy and good-

ness ;" and "of the disproportion between the offence and the

punishment." He says, " a punishment may, in a popular and
scriptural sense be said to be eternal, if it last for a very long and
indefinite period." This work, it is well known, has been lately

published in Boston—has been received with an almost unqualified

approbation by Unitarians^—and is industriously circulated.

Under this head should be mentioned, also, the English Unita-

rian Periodicals. The public need not be informed with what
eagerness these are received and read, and how highly they have
been recommended, by Unitarians in this country. But these

works, we believe without an exception, are enlisted in favor of

Universal salvation. The author of the " Modem History of
Universalis!!!," speaking of the Monthly Repository, says,

" We confess, with pleasure, that we have derived more assistance from this
work, in relation to the History of Universalis!!!, than from any other.—The
Christian Reflector, a smaller work published at Liverpool, has contained some
fine articles in defence of TJniversalism. The same may be said of the Chris-
tisn Reformer, at Hackney, under the care of Rev. Robert Aspland." " The
Rev. George Harris, editor of the Christian Pioneer, printed at Glasgow, is a
decided believer in Universal restitution." pp. 5274, 180.

Our readers will judge, whether those who so highly recom-
mend works which advocate Universal salvation, and are at so

much expense and pains to procure, publish, and circulate them,

are not themselves, Universalists.

5. We may appeal to decisive acts of American Unitarians,

which can be explained on no other supposition than that of their

* " We honestly profess, and without fear of losing reputation with those whose good
opinion we are very solicitous to ret iin, that we think it (ihe "Improved Version,") a
work higldy respectable, and adapted to be very useful. Its editors, have produced a
version FAR more faithful, more correct, and more intelligible, than that in common use
a version, therefore, to an intelligent English reader of very great value." vol. iii, p. "207.

\ The American publishers of Kenrick say, in (heir advertisement, " This work has
been published al the recommendation of many gentlemen, both of the clergy and laity,

as the best Unitarian Commentary extant."—The conductors ot the Christian Register
also say, " We know of no other commentary in the English language worthy to be
compared with it, for popular use." See Chris. Reg. May 24, and July 5, 1828.
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being Universalists.—Such an act was the union of " the Olive

Branch" and " Christian Inquirer," (the former a Universalist

paper, conducted by Mr. Kneeland, and the latter a Unitarian

paper conducted by Mr. Bates) in the city of New York, in the

spring of 1828. How could these papers be harmoniously united,

unless, among those who patronised diem, there was, substantially,

an agreement in sentiment ? Indeed, in the first number of the

united paper, such an agreement is avowed by " a New York

Unitarian," as the ground- and basis of the union.

" ' Both denominations believe in the final restoration of all men to virtue and
happiness. It is true a few Unitarians may believe in tlie Orthodox doctrine

of eternal misery, and a small number also may be the advocates of the annihi-

lation of the finally impenitent
; yet the great mass of Unitarians both in this

country and in Europe boldly avow their disbelief of eternal misery and their

firm persuasion of the restoration of mankind to holiness and happiness. So
obvious is this fact, that there is no publication of any Unitarian of respectabil-

ity, but what discloses these views, and it is one of the charges of unsoundness

of faith which is brought against them by their Orthodox opponents." " That
there is a difference of opinion between Unitarians and some Universalists as

to the time when it (universal restoration) will take place, I freely confess ; but

that they agree in the ultimate destination of man to virtue and happiness, all

must allow.''

Another act, to be noticed in this connection, is the installation

of Mr. Turner at Charlton. Mr. Turner had been for years a

professed Universalist. minister. While laboring as a Universalist

in Portsmouth, N. H., he was invited " to settle over the Unita-

rian society in Charlton." With this invitation he complied, and

by a large and respectable Unitarian Council, called for the pur-

pose, who, we are told, " did not ask him a question concerning

his faith," he was installed, and received from them the right-

hand of fellowship.* What is the language of this transaction ?

The Council had. every reason to suppose that Mr. Turner was at

this time a Universalist (as we shall show that he was ;) and yet

they manifest, before the world, and in the most public and sol-

emn manner, that they have no objection to him on this account.

They pronounce " the testimonials in regard to his private and

professional character entirely satisfactory," and openly acknowl-

edge and embrace him as a good minister, who will teach the

way of God in truth.

The fellowship existing formerly, if not now, between the

Unitarians and Universalists in Philadelphia, can hardly be ac-

counted for but upon the supposition that they were agreed in

sentiment. In a letter from Philadelphia to England, dated May
6, 1819, the writer says,

" We do not now stand alone is this city as Unitarians. You may recollect

the Universalist church in Lombard street. Last fall, a Mr. Abner Kneeland
was introduced, a3 a preacher, into that church. Mr. Kneeland is a Humani-

* The services on this occasion were performed by the Rev. Dr. Bancroft of Wor-
cester, and the Rev. Messrs. Allen of Northborough, Noyes of Brookfielcl, Walker of
Charleslown, Huntoon of Canton, Thompson of Barre, May of Brooklyn, and Osgood
of Sterling. Chris. Reg. June 28, 1828.
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tarian, and such a Universalist as Dr. Priestley." The writer proceeds to say,

that Mr. Kneeland ''uses the same hymns which arc used in our church, and

n the Unitarian church in Baltimore, and commonly attends worsnip with us

one part of the day on Sunday."*

Does not this look as though the Unitarians and Universalists

were substantially agreed ?

The Rev. Mr. Pierpont of Boston has recently visited the

Western States, and preached several times at Cincinnati. Of
bis labors in that ciiy, a Universalist paper published there, Nov.

21, 1829, gives the following account.

" The services of the Rev. John Pierpont, a Unitarian clergyman from Boston,

Mass., now in this city, have Oeen principally attended, for several Sabbaths

past, at the first Universalist church, by crowded, attentive, and (judging

others by ourselves we venture to say) highly gratified congregations." " His

discourses, without exception, have been eminently calculated to do good."
" The lecture on Sabbath afternoon, which we hud the pleasure of hearing,

was, in our judgement, ' in all i-oints like as we (Universalists) are !—only

without the namc."\

6. We have conclusive proof of a general agreement in senti-

ment between Unitarians and Universalists, in the fact that indi-

viduals pass from one denomination to the other, without any

change of sentiment. When, from a Universalist, Mr. Turner

became a Unitarian, did he experience any change of sentiment?

He shall answer for himself. In a letter to one of the editors of

the Universalist Magazine, dated Portsmouth, Nov. 20, 1827, he

writes,

" Dear Brother—You have doubtless heard of my invitation to settle over

the Unitarian society in Charlton. The members of that society are mostly, if

not entirely restorationists. 1 heir call is unanimous If 1 accept this

invitation, / neither retract nor renounce any doctrine I noio hold, but shall j eel

at liberty to preach as I do in other places. Under such circumstances, would

there be a gross impropriety in complying with the request? Should I be less

likely to do good, by preaching the doctrine which I endeavor to support

{Universalism) under another name than that which I now bear f
"

After bis installation, Mr. Turner also says,

" Monthly Repository, vol. xiv. p. 458.

\ By a private account from Cincinnati, we are informed (in the phraseology of the

country,) that one of the editors of this Universalisl paper -'did Mr. Pierpont's prayers."

Mr. P., it seems, did the preaching, and die Universalist minister the praying.

We might here refer to a recent discussion in the legislature of Massachusetts, in

which leading Unitarians and Universalists cordially united to prevent the incorporation

of the American Temperance Society, as evidence that the two denominations cannot

be, in sentiment, very wide asunder. Mr. Saltonstall and Doci. Brooks, (whose names
ought to descend lo posterity together,) with their several coadjutors, united, and put

forth all their strength, lo palsy the energies, restrain the influence, aiul hinder the useful-

ness of a society, which has done more, confessedly, than any other in this land, to check

the vices which most threaten us, quench the fire of intemperance, and dash the

intoxicating bowl from the lips of the self-destroyer—a Society, the story of whose

successes has crossed the Atlantic, and is now told, wnh admiration, in the centre of

Europe. Yet this Society must be assailed, dented incorporation, and left an outlaw,

because, forsooth, some of its principal directors and supporters are Orthodox !
' Vou do

us honor overmuch.' It might have been thought invidious before, to couple the glorious

cause of temperance, the object and successes of this noble Society, with the name of

Orthodoxy. \\ e thank Mr. Saltonstall, and his Rev. colleague, for the honor they have
done us. Henceforth we trust there will be no complaint, if (he two things they have
united, Orthodoxy and Temperance, are sometimes spoken of as holding to each other

the intimate relation of cause and effect.

VOL. III. NO. IV. 28
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" That he has experienced no change in his religious views, and that he takes
charge of the society in Charlton, without, any sacrifice or renunciation of the

principles for ichich, during thirty years, he has contended."*

Mr. Turner, then, in passing from Universalism to Unitarianism,

changed nothing but the name.

More recently, Rev. Mr. Brimblecom, a Unitarian minister,

first at Sharon, (Mass.) and afterwards at Norridgewoek, (Me.)

has become a professed Universalist. Has he experienced any
change of sentiment? Not at all. He insists, as we are informed

from several sources, that he holds to the same principles now
that he did before, preaches the same doctrine, and has merely

(for reasons which to him appeared satisfactory) changed his con-

nections and his name.
The greater part of Mr. Turner's congregation at Charlton

were formerly professed Universalists, in connection with the

Universalist society in that place. Now they have changed their

name, and become professed Unitarians. Have they changed
anything more than their name ? No : For Mr. Turner says, in

the letter already quoted, " The members of that society (at

Charlton) are mostly, if not entirely, Restorationists."

Our readers must judge, whether, between two denominations,

from which ministers and societies may pass either way, without

changing more than a name, there can be any material or general

diversity of sentiment.

7. It may seem superfluous to adduce the testimony of the

Orthodox in proof of the point under consideration ; as one of the

complaints urged against them is, that " they charge Unitarians

with being Universalists, to serve a turn."-f We may be excused,

however, in bringing forward a single witness, whose testimony

seems entitled to more than ordinary regard. He was formerly a

Unitarian, having every opportunity of acquaintance with the

views of his brethren, who renounced his connection with them in

the autumn of 1827.

"'The Unitarian body," says he, "are divided in opinion on this subject. I

have never known one of them, however, who professes positively to believe

in the eternity of future punishment. A few believe in annihilation, and the

great majority in final restoration." . . . .
" The Unitarians generally do not

differ, as I can find, from a large class of Universalists, who believe in final

restoration. Would not an union take place between these parties, if the
Unitarians considered it as a matter of policy so to do ? "

t

The Unitarian clergyman, to whom this was addressed, in his

reply, did not contradict it, nor say anything to invalidate or

disprove the statement here made.
8. In establishing the point under consideration, our next

witnesses shall be professed Universalists.—The Rev. H. Ballou

thus writes in the Universalist Magazine for June 1, 1822.

* See Universalist Magazine for July 11 and August 15, 1825.

f Christian Examiner. | Letter to a Unitarian Clergyman, p. 17.
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" I have attended the Thursday Lectures at Chauncey place in this city,* a

number of times, and for the most part have been greatly edified with sound,
learned discourses.' 1 " / have heard the doctrine of Universal salvation as con-

clusively proved, by a course of refined reasoning, and lucid deductions from
scriptural premises, as I ever heard in my life. And it gave me no small

satisfaction to be fully convinced that the learned preachers (Unitarians) who
thus labored, fully understood themselves, and not only so, but meant to be

understood by their hearers."

The same writer, in " an address to Unitarians," May 14,

1825, says,

"If I do not entirely misunderstand you, when I hear you preach, you
frequently make plain and clear statements, which are not only consistent xoith

Universalism, but most pointedly opposed to the unmerciful doctrine of endless

punishment."

Again, it is said, in the same work,

" We know, that no two denominations in Christendom agree more nearly in

sentiment, than Unitarians and Univcrsalists."t

9. It remains that we present the confessions of Unitarians

themselves, as to their belief of Universal Salvation.

The Rev. Barnabas Bates, a Unitarian clergyman in the State

of New York, thus writes to the editor of the Universalist Mag-
azine :

"In common with many Unitarians, both in this country and Europe, I have
rejected the cruel and unscriptural doctrine of endless misery, and embraced
the sentiment that all men will befinally restored to virtue and happiness."^

From the same paper it appears, that Rev. Mr. Upham of Salem
has declared himself a Universalist. In a letter from Salem, signed

L. W. (the initials of Lemuel Willis, Universalist minister in that

place) it is stated that ' he (Mr. Upham) has avowed to the writer

of this article (L. W.) that he believed in the restoration of all

mankind.^
We are told also in the same paper, of " a Unitarian clergyman,

settled about thirty miles from Boston, who thus addressed, pri-

vately, a Universalist : 'Well, my friend, betwixt you and me, I

will tell you, that / agree ivith you in sentiment, and 1 have believed

your sentiment for a long lime. We ought tojoin to put down the
Calvinists.' "J
A Unitarian Clergyman in this vicinity has recently been heard

to say, that l rather than believe the doctrine of eternal punishment,

he would reject the inspiration of the Scriptures.'

Respecting another, a gentleman of the strictest veracity ob-

serves,

* These Lectures—a continuation of the ancient Thursday lecture in Boston, which
once excited so much attention—have fallen latterly into the hands of Unitarians, and
have dwindled as near to nothing as they well can, and he continued. They remind us
of a Univarsily Lecture spoken of by Wakefield, ai which "the preacher exhibited only
to the Vice Chancellor, the Beadle, Mr. Blue-Coal, anil the walls. Should a spectator,"
says he, " come to a station under the eastern gallery, the preacher alone would be
exposed to his view, and would possibly remind him of Auiphion exerting his powers on
the stones, or of a ' voice crying in the wilderness.' " Memoirs of Gilbert Wakefield, vol.

i. p. 151.

f Number for Nov. 22, 1822.

t See Nos. for Feb. 13, 1830 ; Aug. 15, 1829 ; and Feb. 25, 1826.
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" I can speak unhesitatingly. I have heard him advance the doctrine of Uni-

versal Salvation in public, and I have heard him deny our views of future pun-

ishment in private conversation." " 1 know, furthermore, that a considerable

part of his supporters are Univeisalists."

To the evidence here presented, we add the following, derived

from the publications of Unitarians.

In an article in the Christian Disciple, supposed to have been

written by Rev. Mr. Walker, of Charlestown,* we have this state-

ment :

" If by everlasting punishment is meant the proper eternity of hell torments,

it is a doctrine which most Unitarians at the present day cuncvr in rejecting;

some understanding by that everlasting destruction to which the wicked are to

be consigned, an absolute annihilation; others, conceiving of their sufferings as

consequential and indefinite as to their dm ation," (not eternal) " and others, that

all punishment will be remedial, and will end at last in a universal restoration

to goodness and happiness." vol. iii. p. 451.

In the ' Letters to Dr. Miller, by a Unitarian of Baltimore,' the

writer avows his rejection of eternal punishment, and argues in favor

of Universal Salvation.

" How can you reconcile those attributes" (nf God) " with the idea of his

having doomed a certain number of his creatures to an e?tdless misery, a state

and degree of suffering which bear no pioportion to any amount of crimes that

a finite and frail creature is capable of committing ?"t

In the last volume of the Unitarian Miscellany, edited by Rev.

F. VV. P. Greenwood now of Bosion, is an editorial article 'on

the Future Life and Condition of Man.' ' The four prominent

doctrines,' says the writer, ' which are held on this subject, are the

eternal damnation or misery of the unrighteous ; the annihilation

of the wicked ; the immediate salvation of all ; and the final resto-

ration of all.' These several theories Mr. Greenwood examines,

in their order. ' The doctrine of eternal punishment,' he represents,

at large, as ' revolting' and 'shocking,' as inconsistent with 'the

character of God,' and with 'the true design and end of punish-

ment.' ' The doctrine of the final extermination of the wicked,'

he holds ' to be nearly as irrational, if not quite, as that of endless

misery. It is not so revolting to the feelings,' but ' it militates

equally against the perfect attributes of the Creator.' Mr. Green-
wood next examines and rejects the notion of ' the immediate sal-

vation of all ;' and, lastly, he considers and advocates ' the doctrine

of universal restoration.'

" It is founded on our most enlightened and enlarged conceptions of the attri-

butes of God, of his moral government, and of the faculties of man :" (nothing
said about the Bible) 'and on grounds thus immovable, it affirms, that not one
human being will finally be lost.' ' They (the wicked) will at last be reclaimed
to virtue and happiness.' ' The final happiness of all mankind was designed by
the goodness, is planned by the omniscience, and will be accomplished by the
omnipotence, of him who gave them life." pp. 113—133.

Mr. Greenwood will perhaps feel injured, and his friends may
be angry, if we denominate him a Universalist, and suggest to him

* See Universalist Magazine for July 12, 1823. + Un. Miscellany, vol. ii. p. 32.
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the propriety of an exchange of pulpits with the Universalist minis-

ters of Boston. But is he not a Universalist ? And why should

he not exchange services with his brethren of the same faith ?

In the same volume of the Unitarian Miscellany, another writer,

under the signature of J. T., opposes the doctrine of eternal pun-

ishment, and advocates universal restoration, p. 158.

From the first number of ' the Unitarian,' a periodical published

at New York, and edited by Rev. William Ware of that city, we
give the following extract, said to have been written by Mr. Ware
himself.

"' We do not believe the eternity of all future punishment of sin to be the

doctrine either of Scripture or reason, and regard it as a tenet that has, in many
respects, an unhappy influence on human conduct and character.' ' We believe

that the suffering of futurity' ' will be disciplinary, remedial, purifying, saving

in its character, and will, consequently, at sonic time, cease ; at that time, when-
ever it shall be, that the offenders shall be reformed by it,' and ' restored to the

love and practice of virtue."

We extract the following from 'the Christian Inquirer,' a Unita-

rian paper formerly published in the city of New York.

" In England, we all know, that several of the most zealous and useful Unita-
rian ministers publicly avow their belief in the final restoration of all men to

happiness ; and if I do not mistake, this is the belief of the great body of
Unitarians in this country. Why then should toe hesitate to avoio our sen-

timents, especially on this subject ; or at least, would it not be gocd policy, if

we wish success to the cause of liberal Christianity, to extend our sympathy
and Christian intercourse to these brethren ?"*

We have already quoted ' a New York Unitarian,' affirming that

' the great mass of unitarians both in this country, and in Eu-
rope, boldly avow their disbelief of eternal misery, and their firm
persuasion of the restoration ofmankind to holiness and happiness ;'

—affirming, once and again, that on this point, Unitarians and
Universalists ' are agreed.' p. 216.

The reviewer, of ' a Letter from a Gentleman in Boston to a

Unitarian Clergyman of that city,' thinks it 'honorable' to the Uni-
tarian ' party,' that none of them ' believe in the eternity of future

punishment.'

" We hope no Unitarian will ever be found, to profess a doctrine so subversive
of the most amiable attributes of the Deity, and so little supported by the rev-
elations he has sent us." p. 23.

The Christian Register has lately published an extended article

on the question, 'Are Unitarians Universalists ?' in which, after de-
nying that they are Universalists, even in the sense of restoration,

the writer comes to the following conclusions: 1. He 'cannot
name' the individual among Unitarians, ' who believes that the wick-
ed shall be forever miserable.' 2. A few ' believe in annihilation.'

3. ' By a third and numerous body the belief is cherished, that

all men will be ultimately reconciled to God and restored to his

favor.'' 4. The remainder ' believe that Christ has announced a
painful retribution for the sinner, but that the consequences of this

* Quoted in the Universalist Magazine for Jan. 6, 1827.
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retribution are among the secret things of God.*' We have yet to

learn in what this latter class differ materially from the third. They
believe that the wicked will be punished, but not forever. Their

punishment, therefore, must have an end. In what ? Annihilation

or restoration ? In one or the other of these it must end, if it end

at all. And as the class in question do not believe in annihilation,

their views must lead them, whether conscious of it or not, to fall

in with the doctrine of restoration. If their Bibles leave them in

darkness upon the subject, what they term 'Christian Philosophy'

may come to their help, and the light (such as it is) of Universalism

will beam upon them.

We close this array of confession and proof with another extract

from the Christian Register.

" The doctrine of eternal torments is opposed to the benevolence of God, and
cannot be a doctrine of Scripture." t

On comparing the evidence here exhibited with the repeated and

solemn denials of Universalism, which Unitarians, at different times,

have made, the conclusion will force itself upon the reader, that

there has been evasion, concealment (to give it no worse name) in

regard to this subject, as there formerly was in relation to the Trin-

ity. This has often been charged upon Unitarians by Universalists,

and others, and not unfrequently has been acknowledged by mem-
bers of their own body. We are authorized, on the highest au-

thority, to respresent, that ' many (Unitarians) who disbelieve the

doctrine of eternal punishment, are afraid to avow their opin-

ion, lest it should weaken the restraints of religion. 'J Another

Unitarian already quoted, after expressing the opinion that univer-

sal restoration ' is the belief of the great body of Unitarians in this

country,' asks, ' Why then should ice hesitate to avow our sentiments

explicitly upon this subject ?' implying that himself and his brethren

had hesitated, to make such an avoival. ' We think/ says another,

that ' those Unitarians who believe in this doctrine, (universal res-

toration) ' have been much in fault in keeping it out of view, and

evading the charge of it. An open avowal of it would do them

no discredit. '\\
We think so too. It is no discredit to be honest.

It is discreditable to be a hypocrite—to pretend to one thing, and

be another ; but it can be no discredit to a public teacher of religion

to be explicit and open, and frankly express to the world his views.

If Unitarians are Universalists, why should they deny that such is

the fact? Why should they endeavor to make their people believe

(as Mr. Ballou declares that they do) that this in not the case ? If

they reject the doctrine of eternal punishment, why should they be

* Nos. for Oct. 31 and Dec. 12, 1829.

f March 6, 1830. The article containing this sentence appeared originally in the

Christian Pioneer, but was republished in the Register without an}' mark of disappro-

bation.

\ Bancroft's Sermons, p. 392.

||
Review of ' a Letter to a Unitarian Clergyman,' &c, p. 24.
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afraid (as Dr. Bancroft will have it that many are) to preach their

sentiments? If they believe in universal restoration, why should

they be disposed (as one of their own friends expresses it) to

' keep it out of view, and evade the charge of it r" How much
better to be honest, and acknowledge the truth, and not be afraid

of names, and proclaim to the world (if such is their belief) that to

all of every character, good and bad, the heavenly inheritance is

ultimately sure ? Concealment and management may answer for

a time, and those who prosper by them may rejoice, and think

themselves politic and happy, but honesty, after all, is the best poli-

cy ;—and certainly no one ought to think himself religious, any

further than he is conscious of cherishing and practising a down-
right and universal honesty.

In view of this discussion, the inquiry possibly may arise in the

minds of some of our readers—an inquiry always pertinent and

important— ' Cui bono fuerit ? What good can grow out of it ?

Suppose Unitarians are Universalists ; what then ? If they are

unwilling to take the name, why fasten it upon them ? If they are

unwilling to preach a doctrine which you believe to be false and
dangerous, why should you find fault ? What good can result from

this discussion, and why was it engaged in ?'

These very reasonable inquiries demand a full and direct an-

swer; and we intend it shall be given. We say then, in the first

place, that we have not engaged in this discussion with a view to

fasten upon Unitarians an unmerited and unpopular name. Such
an object would be wrong in itself; and if not wrong, it would be

altogether unworthy of the labor we have bestowed. Besides, it

does not appear that Universalist is not as honorable an appellation as

Unitarian. For ourselves, were the sad alternative forced upon
us, we should be at a loss which to prefer. We would as willingly

bear the one as the other.

Nor have we engaged in this discussion, because it gives us

pleasure to ascertain and prove, to satisfy ourselves and others,

that Unitarians are Universalists. We regard the doctrine of Uni-
versal Salvation as a great and destructive error, contradicted by
the express language of Scripture, injurious to the interests of
morals and of society, and ruinous to the souls of men ; arid it af-

fords us no pleasure, certainly, to see so many of our fellow immor-
tals, some of them occupying conspicuous public stations, and
drawing numbers around them and after them, falling into this flat-

tering but fatal delusion. So far from this, were tears and sorrows
sufficient to reclaim them, we could weep over them with tears of
blood.

We have been induced to engage in this discussion that our
readers, our fellow Christians, might be duly apprized of the dan-
gers which surround them, and that the further spread of Univer-
salism, so far as we have influence, might be prevented.
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Unitarianism, it is well known, was introduced and propagated

in this country by concealment ; and the attempt has long been
making to spread Universalism, by the same means. In former

years, none would own that they were Unitarians; while in secret

they were laboring to explode the ancient faith, and introduce their

favorite error. Now, the same persons will not own that they are

Universalists ; while in most instances they secretly embrace the

doctrine, and are laboring to prepare the way for its reception and
prevalence. When the mask was torn off from abashed Unitari-

anism, and the heresy was exposed to public view, it was shorn at

once of nearly all its power, and has since made but feeble progress.

And should we be able, by any efforts, to bring forth Universalism

from its lurking places, and convince our fellow Christians of impend-
ing dangers, we should feel that we had taken an important step to-

wards helping them to escape the snare. Noihing is more to be

dreaded than a powerful but concealed enemy, an enemy in the dark.

Better, by ah means, be apprized with whom and what we have to

contend, that, knowing the amount of danger, we may know how to

apportion and direct our efforts.

There can be no doubt that Universalism is to be the prominent

heresy of our times. Openly advocaied by many— embraced and
connived at in secret by not a few—backed up also by learning,

wealth, station and influence, it has grown, and flourished, and ex-

tended its blighting shade over some of the fairest portions of our
land. Thousands and thousands are deluded by it, and while

they live in worldliness, in pleasure, and perhaps in vice, are sooth-

ing themselves with the hope that some means will be provided, ei-

ther in this world or the future, to secure to them the possession of

everlasting joys. Thus probationary moments run to waste, op-

portunities are neglected, and privileges abused ; while death is

ever at his work, and deluded mortals are sinking to rise no more.

In these circumstances, what is to be done? Shall we shut our

eyes, and fold our hands, and do nothing to expose or correct the

evil ? Our wily adversaries (and possibly some mistaken friends)

would endeavor to persuade us to such a course. But in this case,

the delusion would continue to spread ; one church after another

would fall before it ; our spiritual enclosures would be desolated ;

and multitudes, living and yet to live, would be forever ruined. It

is not unlikely that some good people may regard this whole discus-

sion with disapprobation and disgust—may call it controversy—and
may turn away their eyes from the dangers which it discloses.

But they will bear in mind, that the evil will not be stayed, by being

overlooked and despised ; it will be upon them before they are

aware of it ; and too late they may send up the unavailing wish,

that they had attended to it, and provided against it, in season.
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No. 1 . Introductory.

Lord Bacon has an essay entitled, Of Seeming Wise. Were he

alive now he would probably write one, Of Seeming Learned ; for

the latter is at present much the more common and more perni-

cious vice of the two. It is less easily detected ; the circumstances

of the age more encourage its growth ; and its influence is more
extensive. Shrewdness is so much more general than learning,

that the seeming wise will be often liable to exposure where the

seeming learned may practise their impositions with impunity. It

is much easier for an unlettered man of good understanding to dis-

tinguish sound sense from prating nonsense, than to judge of the

quality of a Greek quotation. The workings of his own mind

have made him acquainted with the characteristics of common
sense, but of Greek he has never learned even the letters.

In Lord Bacon's time, those only who were learned by profes-

sion took an interest in learned discussion. Every writer knew
that his compositions would be subjected to the rigid scrutiny of

practised eyes, and that he had little popular applause to expect

as a compensation for the smart which he might feel from the

critic's lash. Learned books were written only for the learned,

who were capable of judging for themselves of the truth or false-

hood of a writer's statements, and of the learning or ignorance

which they might exhibit. Now the case is different. All classes

of people read, and they read on all sorts of subjects. There is

a general curiosity to know what can be said on almost every mat-

ter of discussion that is agitated in the learned world, while the

study and intellectual discipline essential to the understanding of

very many of these subjects sufficiently to enable one to appreciate

VOL. III. NO. V. 29
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properly a writer's talent, information, and honesty, are quite beyond

the reach of the greater numher of readers. The advantage which

the seeming learned may take of this circumstance, is too obvious

to need further specification.

The state of public feeling renders it extremely difficult effectu-

ally to expose shallow and mischievous pretensions to learning.

The community is divided into factions strongly opposed to each

other ; and these divisions in many instances rest on questions not

easily settled, and which cannot be accurately understood, nor

profitably discussed, without extensive research. Even to estimate

the value of any discussion respecting them, requires more previous

knowledge than is generally supposed. The adherents of every

party are disposed to receive the assertions of their favorite teach-

ers with implicit faith, to rely on them as undoubted truth, (for this

gives all the confidence and security of knowledge without the

trouble of investigation) and to reject with contempt the reasonings

of all others, because they see their leaders do the same. Let one,

therefore, be ever so fairly convicted of ignorance or dishonesty,

and his followers will set it down to sectarian hate on the part of

the exposer ; or let one be ever so careful and well grounded in

his statements, and his opponents will accuse him of swerving from

the truth, and their accusations will be believed and applauded by
those of their own party. This is not always to be imputed to

blind zeal and disingenuousness, but very often, if not most generally,

to a real want of the information requisite to the forming of a cor-

rect opinion. It requires solid learning to appreciate the strength

of a learned appeal and thorough intellectual discipline to feel the

point of an acute and elaborate argument. Richard Baxter, speaking

of the reception which one of his works met with from the public,

says, in his honest way : " This book pleased Dr. Hammond much,
and many rational persons, and some of those for whom it was
written ; but the women and weaker sort I found could not so well

improve clear reason, as they can a few comfortable, warm, and
pretty sentences ; it is style, and not reason, that doth most with

them." (Life, part i. p. 109.)

The subordinate members of a party are generally less preju-

diced and more honest than the leaders ; they have never commit-
ted themselves so far, nor had their feelings so strongly enlisted.

They would be willing to believe the truth, if they were not de-

ceived ; but while those who have eyes will not use them, they

who would use them if they had them, are blind. Ambition

destroys the serpent, and credulity those whom the serpent

beguiles.

A state of society like that which exists at the present day, im-

poses a fearful responsibility on all who write for the public eye
;

and happy would it be for the interests of truth and righteousness

if this responsibility were more deeply felt, and more generally re-
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garded. Should every writer feci that he is accountable lo n just

and holy God for all the influence he exerts, for every sentence he

composes, what a different tone and spirit would at once be dif-

fused through the immense mass of reading which circulates in

our community! How soon would patty strife, and bitter reviling,

and scoffing at things sacred cease, and the impure fountains of

corruption and lust be closed, and, according to the prediction

of the prophet, 'judgement run down our streets, as waters, and

righteousness as a mighty stream !' But we are far enough from

having realized this happy period. It is melancholy to see how
many there are, who, instead of taking advantage of the present

attitude of society to spread around them a benign and salutary

influence, seize the opportunity to advance their own selfish inter-

ests ; not caring how much they poison and corrupt the public

mind, how much vice and misery they scatter about them, how
much they defame and scandalize the wise and good, provided

their own mean and wicked schemes are promoted. If in the

prison of despair there are dungeons deeper and darker than the

rest, surely they will be assigned, (next to such as have perpe-

trated crimes under the garb of religion,) to those whose writings

have disguised truth and weakened virtue.

It would be unjust, however, to accuse all unfaithful writers of

downright dishonesty, and malignant intention to deceive. There
is a sort of general taking for granted that one's own party is right

and all others wrong, a shallow overvaluing of whatever belongs

to one's self, and an undervaluing of whatever belongs to others,

the result of a narrow education and exclusive intercourse with

one sort of people and one sort of books, which leads certain

writers to magnify all arguments which favor their own opinions

and overlook such as make against them, to feel themselves so

much in the right and others so much in the wrong, that they even

esteem their own errors as more valuable than other people's

truth. Accordingly, some will make bold and confident assertions

respecting points which they have never examined, and speak with

sneering contempt of the opinions of their opponents, totally un-

conscious all the while of their own entire ignorance, and of the

ridiculous figure they make in the eyes of all who have investi-

gated the subjects in question ; while others, who study diligently

and laboriously, and make no assertion without appealing to the

proper authorities, go to their work with the feeling of a man who
has a case to make out, which must be made out at all hazards, and

their zeal blinds them to the proper object of investigation, which
is to seek truth, and not to make it.

Some of my readers may begin to wonder what all this has
to do with the subject indicated by the title of the present arti-

cle. It has this to do with it : Probably no subject in the whole
compass of theological discussion has suffered more than this from
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ignorant flippancy and prejudiced investigation ; there is none

the correct understanding of which requires more hard study or

more rigid impartiality. I wish, therefore, to warn the reader be-

forehand of the dangers to be expected, to put him on his guard

against imposition, and make him feel the importance of not de-

ciding hastily, on the information which he receives at second

hand. An unprejudiced and discerning reader, though not gifted

with learning, if well on his guard, can give, from the tone and

manner of the author he is consulting, a shrewd guess at his ca-

pacity and honesty. In this case, as well as others, instinct is a

great matter.*

Having said so much by way of introduction, I proceed to ex-

hibit the plan which I intend to pursue in the subsequent investiga-

tion. My general purpose is to introduce the early Christians,

and let them speak for themselves in their own way, without at-

tempting to accommodate their language to any system or theory

whatever. I shall endeavor to give,

I. The apostolic view of the subject, by simple reference to

those passages of Scripture, which, in my opinion, clearly relate

to it.

II. The opinions of Christians in the ages immediately suc-

ceeding, by fair and ample quotations from the acknowledged gen-

uine writings of that period, to the time of the Council of Nice.

These quotations will comprise all the important passages pertain-

ing to the subject, which have been preserved from writers of the

highest authority. I shall translate them as literally and faithfully

as I am able, accompanying them with such remarks only as are

necessary to put the reader in full possession of their meaning,

III. A brie£ account of the Oriental and Graeco-Jewish philo-

sophy, the source of so many heresies in the early ages of Chris-

tianity, with some remarks on the influence which these philo-

* In the course of the following discussion, I shall have occasion to refer to two trea-

tises on a similar subject, which have appeared in this country ; namely, Letters on the
Logos, by Rev. Charles W. LTpham of Salem, and an Article in the Christian Exam-
iner, (vols. i. and ii. New Series.) on the Life and Writings of Justin Martyr.
The Letters on the Logos do not indicate any very accurate acquaintance with the

subject of which they treat. The references (o the original sources of information are
almost uniformly made at secondhand; and though Ihe author takes the liberty to cen-
sure the Fathers very freely, it is difficult to find proof that he has ever read their writ-

ings. As we have said above, ' Some will make bold and confident assertions," &c.
We shall see before we conclude how much reliance is to be placed on some of the
statements in these Letters.

The Article in the Christinn Examiner is of a different character. The writer has
studied his subject, and studied it thoroughly. He has gone to the original sources of
information, and trusted no eyes but his own. His quotations, in general, are faithfully

translated, and for the most part, pertinent to Ihe point for which they are introduced.
But in every page of the Article you see the movements of a man icho has a case to

make out. He seizes every shadow of evidence in his own favor with the skill of a prac-
tised attorney, and often draws inferences, as it appears to me, much broader than his
premises will justify.

Such is my candid opinion of the two treatises above alluded to. Whether it be cor-
rect or not, the reader will have opportunity to decide in a subsequent part of this dis-

cussion.
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sophical systems had on the theological speculations of the

Orthodox Fathers.

Here I think it necessary to say explicitly, that unless the reader

has some acquaintance with the early Fathers, he will be very liable

to receive erroneous impressions from the extracts which I shall

introduce from their Writings. Their education, mental associa-

tions, and philosophical opinions were so very different from ours,

that unless we are aware of this difference, and keep it constantly

in view, we shall unavoidably affix to their language a meaning

which they never intended to convey. In order to understand

the writings of the Fathers, we should be able to throw ourselves

back intellectually into the age in which they lived. To those

who have not access to the original sources of information, I would

earnestly recommend the attentive perusal of the second and (bird

of Prof. Stuart's Letters to Dr. Miller on Eternal Generation.

They give a very fair view of the peculiar modes of thinking and

reasoning on theological subjects, prevalent among the Fathers,

and are distinguished by that spirit of patient investigation and

conscientious regard to truth, which has contributed, more than

anything else, to give their author the high rank which he now
justly holds among theological critics.

The reader must be prepared to find, in the early Fathers,

opinions respecting the Divine Being, quite different from some
entertained at the present day by the numerous sects into which

Christendom is divided. The various philosophical theories after-

wards adopted were then in a forming state, and had none of

them come to maturity. . The Apostles had no such theory. The
early Fathers began one, but did not complete it. That they

worshipped Christ as God, and believed him to be the Creator of

the universe, the evidence is, to my mind, perfectly satisfactory
;

but that their views of his peculiar relation lo the Father, or their

explications in regard to the Trinity, bore any very strong resem-
blance to theories subsequently entertained, I can find no evi-

dence. Indeed, these were speculations into which the early

Fathers had little time or inclination to enter. So far as I have
had opportunity to examine, it appears that sincere Christians in

the humblest walks of life,

" Who know, and know no more, their RiL>lc true,"

who have no theory on the subject, and have never attempted to

form one, generally come much nearer to the views of Christ

which were entertained in the first ages of Christianity, than the

systematic theologians who have attempted to ascertain the nature

of the distinction which subsists between the persons of the God-
head, and to state the doctrine of the Trinity in such a manner
as to free it from philosophical difficulties.

I will here insert an extract from the Church History, recently

published by Professor Neander of the University of Berlin ; both
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for the sake of supporting my own opinions, as far as may be, by
the authority of the most learned Ecclesiastical historian of the

present age, and of exhibiting the moral bearings under which the

doctrine of the Trinity presents itself to one of the most highly

cultivated and pious minds now in the Christian Church. The
extract, I must acknowledge, I have not been able to translate at

all to my own satisfaction ; but notwithstanding the disadvantages

under which it appears, I think it will prove, if carefully studied

and reflected upon, a better preparation for the discussion that is

to follow, than any other which I can give.

" The peculiar nature of Christianity discloses itself in the ac-

knowledging and worshipping of God, not merely as the Creator,

but also as the Redeemer and Sanctifier of the human race,—in the

belief that the God who created men pure, has redeemed them when
estranged from him by sin, and goes on to sanctify them, till they

shall attain in life eternal to an undisturbed and blessed communion
with him in perfect holiness. Without this belief and this acknowl-

edgment, there is no living worship of God, no worship of God in

spirit and in truth ; for there can be no living worship of God with-

out communion with him, and this, man cannot enjoy while estranged

from God by sin, while that which separates him from God is yet

unremoved ; and the worship of God in spirit and in truth, can arise

only from the soul which has been consecrated to be a temple of

God.
" This view of God as the Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier of

the human race, is the essential groundwork of the Trinity ;—and

as the whole substance of Christianity is comprised in this view of

the Divine Being, which itself flows out of the depths of a Chris-

tian's own consciousness, it could not happen otherwise than that

it should be regarded as the fundamental principle of the Christian

system, and that in the first ages of the Church, the essential arti-

cles of faith should be inseparably connected with the doctrine of

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
" Again, this doctrine is nothing more than the doctrine of God,

who in Christ reveals and imparts himself to sinful men. It all

comes back to the doctrine of the existence of God in Christ ; for

the operation of God in the human race, redeemed by him, pre-

supposes the intimate relation into which God entered with man-
kind through Christ, and the whole economy of salvation is only

the continuation and effect of that relation. Accordingly, this doc-

trine of the Trinity is nothing more than the complete unfolding of

the doctrine of Christ, which the apostle Paul mentions as the

foundation of the whole Christian system, (1 Cor. iii. 11.) the de-

velopement of that which Christ himself designates as the essential

purport of all his instructions. John xvii. 3.

" The speculative doctrine of the Trinity, however, ought to be

carefully distinguished from this, its real purport, as an essential

principle of Christianity ; men may agree in the last, and yet differ

in their mode of apprehending the first. The first is formed merely
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as a human attempt to bring the existence of God in Christ, and

through Christ in those that believe on him, as it is represented in

the holy Scriptures, and from them reflects its own image in the in-

ward life and inward vision of believers, into perfect harmony with

the unity of the Divine Being. It was detrimental to religion, that

in these attempts men did notsufhciently^separate the speculative and
dialectic element from the essential and practical principle, in con-

sequence of which they transplanted the doctrine from its appropri-

ate practical ground, where it was rooted in the very heart of Chris-

tianity, to a foreign speculative soil ; which gave occasion to the

mingling with it of much that was alien to its nature, and this

again led men to give to the whole of Christianity, contrary to its

peculiar and natural character, a speculative instead of a practical

basis. From this it resulted as a consequence, on the one hand, that

men, overvaluing the importance of speculative differences, broke

asunder the bond of Christian communion, where, by agreement
in the essentially practical, it should have still remained entire ; and
on the other hand, by striving after uniformity of speculative views,

they imposed an unnatural restraint on the free developement of
the Christian doctrine.

" It is manifest from the remarks already made, that the devel-

opement of the doctrine of the Trinity must take its origin from
the speculations respecting the mode in which the divine nature of
Christ is related to the Deity of the Father."

Neander's Kirchengeschichte, B. i. S. 986.

To a superficial reader, the above remarks may not appear to

make any wonderful disclosures ; but one who has traced the de-

velopement of the Christian system from its introduction, and has
observed the different attitudes which it has assumed in different

ages to meet the varying exigencies of the times, will see that

the author has entered radically into the philosophy of the whole
question, and that the idea which lies at the bottom of these re-

marks, furnishes a clue that may guide one through all the per-

plexities of the Trinitarian controversy. It may be necessary to

add, for the sake of those who are unacquainted with the writings

of Neander, that if the above extract, taken by itself, should seem
to lean towards Sabellianism, this tendency is only apparent, and
arises from the author's carefully avoiding all allusions to the na-
ture of that distinction which he believes to subsist between the
Father, Son, and Spirit. The Orthodoxy of Neander's real

opinion, on this point, is unimpeachable.

One thing further, and I shall conclude this introductory essay.

It was asserted by Priestley, in his History of Corruptions, and
the assertion has since been often reiterated, that the early Fathers
were first led to ascribe divine dignity to Christ, in consequence of
the disgrace which attached to their religion in the view of the
more cultivated part of the heathen, as the system of an obscure
and crucified individual. Thus, by exalting the dignity of their
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master, they hoped to secure respect for their religion. But this,

it will be seen, is a mere assumption, not only unsupported, but

clearly contradicted, by historical evidence. The very earliest of

the philosophical opponents of Christianity urged, as one of their

strongest arguments, that the new system had nothing to boast of

on the ground of the unity of God, since its adherents, in wor-

shipping their leader, were no better than Polytheists ; and by
deifying a man, admitted the worst of the heathen popular super-

stitions, which they professed to hold in great abhorrence. And
the Christians, in defending themselves, do not deny the charge of

worshipping Christ, but affirm that he is a proper object of re-

ligious worship, and constantly endeavor, with all the philosophy

they can summon to their aid, to reconcile the Deity of Christ

with the doctrine of the unity of God. Such is the historical

fact, the evidence of which will now be produced.

The earliest of the philosophical opponents of Christianity, of

whom we have any knowledge, were Lucian and Celsus ; but be-

fore proceeding to an examination of their writings, it may be

proper to introduce the well known passage in Pliny's letter to

Trajan.

At the close of the first century of the Christian era, the younger

Pliny was appointed governor of Pontus and Bithynia, the resi-

dence of the Christians, to whom Peter addressed his first epis-

tle. (1 Pet. i. 1.) Here the Christians were accused before him,

and in his account of their confessions, which he transmitted to

the emperor Trajan, he expresses himself as follows : " They
affirmed that this was the sum of their fault or error, that they

were accustomed, on an appointed day, to assemble before light,

and sing together a hymn to Christ as to God." (Christum quasi

Deo.) Plin. Epist. lib. x. epist. 97.

From the letters of Pliny, it is plain that he was much perplexed

in regard to the proper measures to be taken with the adherents

of the new religion. He wrote to the emperor for advice, sub-

jected the Christians to the most rigid examination, and even put

some of them to the torture, in order to extort from them a full

declaration of their principles ; and the result of these inquiries

was, that the worship of Christ as God, was a distinguishing fea-

ture of their religion.

Lucian of Samosata, the author of the celebrated dialogues which

so successfully ridicule the absurdities of paganism, and are fa-

miliar to the school-boy recollections of students, was born A. D.

90, and flourished during the reign of Marcus Aurelius. He was
an Epicurean and a free thinker ; and no less an enemy to Chris-

tianity than to paganism. In his most bitterly sarcastic treatise

concerning the death of Peregrinus, (*?' 7« neptypivcu Imvht,) he has

the following passage :
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" At this time he, [Peregrinus] also learned the wonderful wis-

dom of the Christians, having associated with their priests and

doctors about Palestine. And what then 1 In a little time he made
them seem like boys to him ; a prophet, and leader, and preacher,

and every thing else did this one wight become. And he explained

some of their books, and expounded, and he himself wrote many,
and they esteemed him as a god, and employed him as a lawgiver,

and elected him president. At any rate, they still ivorship {rtfovo-tv)

that great man, who was crucified in Palestine, because he brought

this new religion into existence."

The bitterness of the satire is here very apparent. Lucian

represents the Christians as so excessively weak and superstitious,

that they considered the miserable Peregrinus a god, on account

of his skill as a preacher and interpreter of their sacred books
;

and intimates that this need not be thought incredible, since they

paid divine honors to the founder of their sect, who was crucified

in Palestine. He goes on to relate, that Peregrinus was cast into

prison on account of his zeal for Christianity, that he was there

very affectionately visited by the adherents of the sect, particularly

the old maids (>/>**)W) and widows, that the Christians through-

out Asia, spared no cost or pains in his behalf, and then, speaking

of their devoted attachment to each other, and the losses and

dangers they were willing to hazard for the promotion of their

cause, he proceeds :

" For the wretches have persuaded themselves that they shall be

entirely immortal and live forever ; wherefore they despise death,

and many willingly give themselves up. And since their first law-

giver persuaded them that they were all brethren to each other,

after they have once passed over," i. e. from paganism to Christian-

ity, (««*f*v ^4 ir*i>*fi*vlK) " they indeed renounce the Greek gods,

but worship that crucified sophist of theirs, and live according

to his laws." (Luc. de Mor. Per. cap. 11— 14. vol. viii. pp. 278

—

81, ed. Bipont.)

There is another treatise generally attributed to Lucian, and

printed with his works, in which the Christians are ridiculed.

It is entitled, Philopatris, or the Learner, and is a dialogue, in

which a Christian is introduced in conversation with two pagans.

The learned are divided in opinion respecting the real author of

this piece, some ascribing it to a writer more ancient than Lucian,

and others assigning it to a Lucian whom they suppose to have

flourished as late as the reign of Julian the Apostate, A. D. 301.

I have not the means of deciding the controversy ; and, as the

true date of the piece is a matter of some uncertainty, I shall

quote but one passage from it. The pagan says, " By whom shall

1 swear ?" The Christian replies, apparently in the words of

some Christian hymn, as the sentence is in poetic measure, " By
VOL. III. NO. V. 30
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God, who reigns on high, great, immortal, heavenly, the Son of

the Father, the Spirit proceeding from the Father, one from three,

and from one three ; think these to be Jove, consider him to be

God." The pagan contemptuously answers, " You are teaching

me to count, and your oath is arithmetic. You do indeed reckon

like Nichomachus the Gerasene ; for I do not understand what

you say, one three, three one ! Do you speak of the quaternary

of Pythagoras, or the octonary, and triad "
? (Luc. Philop. cap.

12. vol. ix. pp. 248-9, ed. Bipont.) It seems that the heathens of

ancient times could speak of the Trinity with as little reverence

as the rational Christians of our own day.

Celsus was a contemporary of Lucian ; but whether he was
the Epicurean friend to whom Lucian dedicated his biography of

Alexander of Paphlagonia, or (as Neander is inclined to suppose)

a Platonist of the same period, is not ascertained. Celsus was
the first professed antagonist of Christianity, and published a trea-

tise against the system, entitled, a True Statement, (*«>°c *x»9»f.)

This work is now lost ; but Origen, who wrote a reply to it

about A. D. 210, has preserved the arguments, and in many in-

stances the very words of the original treatise. This reply of

Origen's, by the universal consent of critics, is pronounced the

best of all his works, and happily it has come down to us in a very

perfect state of preservation ; so that we have ample means of

ascertaining from it the very first philosophical objections that were
offered against Christianity, and we find them just the reverse of

what Priestley and others after him have stated. As It is well

known and universally acknowledged, that Origen was a Trinita-

rian, it will not be necessary to give his replies to all the objec-

tions of Celsus ; for he, of course, admits that the Christians paid

divine honors to Christ, and defends them on the ground that Christ

is a proper object of religious worship. It should be observed

that Celsus often puts his objections into the mouth of a Jew ; so

that whenever the Jew speaks, we hear the words of Celsus.

Lib. i. cap. 28. The Jew says, " He (Jesus,) exercised a trade

in Egypt on account of his poverty, and there learned certain arts,

on which the Egyptians pride themselves ; and when he returned

home, thinking highly of himself on account of these arts, by them
he declared himself God."

Cap. 58. The Jew says, " It was affirmed by Jesus, that the

Chaldeans, moved at his birth, came to worship him, while yet an
infant, as God."

Cap. 66. The Jew says to Jesus, " What need was there that

you, when an infant, should be carried to Egypt 1 That you might
not be slain 1 But it was not becoming that God should be afraid

of death."
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Cap. 69. Celsus says, " The body of God would not have been
so produced, [that is, by natural generation,] as thou, O Jesus,

wert produced."
Cap. 70. In reference to the food which the Evangelists repre-

sent Christ as eating, Celsus says, " The body of God is not nour-

ished by such things ;" and on the passage, Luke xxii. 15, he ob-

serves, " The body of God uses not such words, nor persuades in

this manner."
Lib. ii. cap. 9. The Jew says, " How should we suppose him

(Christ) to be God, who, as it was reported, did not perform the

other things which he had promised ; and when we, having con-

victed him and condemned him, considered him worthy to be pun-
ished, he, concealing himself and running away, was most shame-
fully taken, and was betrayed by those whom he called disciples?

Surely it was not proper that he, being God, should flee, or be led

away bound."

Lib. iii. cap. 34. Origen says, " Celsus supposes that we,
worshipping {^fwiav^lu.^ him, [Jesus] taken prisoner and put to

death, as Celsus says, do the same thing as the Getae, who worship
Zamolxis, and the Cilicians, who worship Mopsus," &c. Celsus
here pretends that Christianity had no advantage over heathenism,
because the Christians worshipped a deified man. The same objec-

tion is made to evangelical Christianity at the present day.

Cap. 41. Origen says, "Then Celsus reproaches us, and I

know not how many times he has done it before, concerning Jesus,

that having a mortal body, we suppose him to be God ; and imagine
that we do a very pious act in this."

—" We do indeed suppose and
are persuaded, that he is from the beginning, God, and the Son of
God," &c.

Cap. 43. Origen writes, " After this, Celsus says concerning
us, that we ridicule those who worship Jupiter, because his tomb
is shown in Crete ; and yet we no less worship one from the tomb,
not knowing how and in what respect the Cretans do the same."

Lib. viii. cap. 12. Origen writes, " Perhaps some may think,

that, as to what follows, Celsus says something plausible against us
in this :

' If they indeed worshipped no other but one God, they
might perhaps have a sound argument against others, [pagans ;] but
now do they worship beyond measure (u^Spjis-jtsviio-/) this man
who so lately appeared, and yet they suppose no vice is committed
against God, although his servant is worshipped.' To this let it

be replied, that if Celsus had considered this text, I and the Father
are one," &x. " Wherefore we worship one God, Father and Son,
as we have explained ; and there remains to us a sound argument
against others," &.c.

It seems that the subtle pagan had taken hold of the very objec-

tion that is now made to evangelical missionaries by liberal Chris-
tians, who live at their ease, and scrutinize, in no friendly humor,
the actions of those who are laboring to comply with the command
of their Saviour, to spread the blessings of his religion through the
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world ; and Origen gave the same reply that is given at the pres-

ent day. Truly, ' There is no new thing under the sun.'

Many other passages equally appropriate and decisive I had

noted for quotation, but I fear that my remarks have been already

too far protracted. This pagan philosopher, who was the first

that ever made a philosophical attack on Christianity, used for

substance the same arguments that are now urged against the

evangelical system. I repeat the assertion, that these are the first

objections which we know to have been made against Christianity

by the heathen philosophers. Such was the shape in which this

religion presented itself to them, and such was the mode in which

the early Fathers were obliged to meet their assaults. If there

are any such objections on record as the assumption of Priestley

supposes, of an earlier date, let the passages be quoted, that we
may see and believe. Till such evidence is produced, which, so

far as I know, never yet has been, (the assertion has been often

made and repeated, but a single clear, decisive passage in proof

of it, from the philosophers or Fathers, I have never seen ;) till

such evidence is produced, we must be content to judge accord-

ing to the evidence which we possess.

If the Fathers did invent the doctrine of the Deity of Christ,

in order to secure respect for their religion from philosophic pa-

gans, they surely were most unfortunate in their choice of means
;

for, from the very first, nothing so much excited the contempt of

heathen philosophers as this same doctrine. But the primitive

Fathers were not thus weak or wicked. They maintained the

doctrine of Christ crucified, as it had been taught them by the

Apostles ;
—

' Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling block and to

the Greeks foolishness ; but to them that are saved, both Jeics and
Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God.' In

this would we most earnestly endeavor to imitate their example.

Deo soli gloria, omnia hominum idola pereant.

ARE THE NATURAL AFFECTIONS HOLY t

The opposers of Evangelical religion seem not to have deter-

mined this question so definitively as perhaps they imagine. When
told of the entire depravity of the unrenewed heart, they always

appeal to the natural affections, as proof that there is something

morally good, something holy in man by nature. They tell us

how tenderly parents love their children, and children their par-

ents ; how deeply some persons, who make no pretensions to

Evangelical religion, appear to feel for objects in distress, and how
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ready they are to afford relief. Feelings of this kind, they insist,

are real goodness, holiness, and consequently, the natural heart

is not entirely depraved, and needs rather to be mended than

changed, reformed than renewed, in order to prepare its possessor

for heaven.

But these same persons—when hearing of revivals of religion,

when told of the ardent love, the deep repentance, the lively

faith, the animating hopes, the zeal, the fervor, of new born souls

—are wont to exclaim, ' Of what avail is all this ! It is mere
sympathy—a mere gush of animal feeling—an excitement of the

natural affections—a tumult of the passions ! There is no relig-

ion, no goodness in it. It will soon subside, and leave the sub-

jects of it no better than they were before.'—Now these gentle-

men are welcome to take whichever side of the question before

us they please. But they certainly ought to confine themselves

to one side. They ought not to be shuffling here and there, to

say one thing and the other, just as their inclinations or their exi-

gences demand. We hope they will settle the question among
themselves, and with as little delay as possible, whether the natural

affections are holy or not, and adopt some theory on the subject

by which they are willing to abide.

Evangelical Christians, in general, have no difficulty in regard

to this point. They have ascertained to their satisfaction that the

natural affections are not holy, and consequently, that the pos-

session of such affections by unregencrate men, is no proof that

their moral natures are not entirely depraved. And so far as

Christian teachers have evidence that affections of this sort mingle
with revivals of religion, (and without doubt they often do mingle

with them in some degree) they attach no value to these affec-

tions, and warn others not to place the least dependence upon
them. They make a wide distinction between the mere sympa-
thies of nature and holy love, and insist perpetually, that "without
holiness, no man can see the Lord "—" without faith, it is impos-
sible to please God." Consistency.

REVIEWS.
Memoirs of the Life, Character, and Writings of the Rev.
Matthew Henry. By J. B. Williams, Esq. F. S. A.
First American Edition. Boston : Peirce & Williams, Phi-
ladelphia : Tower h Hogan. 1830. pp.348.

Those familiar with the Commentary and other valuable writ-
ings of Matthew Henry will desire an acquaintance with his life
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and character. The means of gratifying so natural a desire are

furnished in the volume before us.

Matthew Henry was the second son of the excellent Philip

Henry, and was born at Broad Oak, in Flintshire, Oct. 18, 1662.

His father was one of the two thousand confessors, who were

ejected from their livings, and forbidden " to exercise their high

vocation," by the famous act of uniformity. Matthew was born

only a few months after this sweeping act was enforced against

them. "At a very early period, his mind displayed the vigor and

acuteness for which, through life, it was remarkable ; and it is

credibly stated, that, at the age of three years, he could read in

the Bible with distinctness and observation." His early education

was systematically religious, and the means used with him were

signally blessed. While yet a child, before he was eleven years

old, he was brought to a saving knowledge of himself, and of the

way of salvation by a Redeemer. The account which he has

left of his religious exercises at that period, and of his careful

and scriptural examination of his hope in Christ, is highly pleasing

and satisfactory. Under date of Dec. 7, 1673, he says,

" I, having been engaged in serious examination—what hope I have, that

when I die, and leave this earthly tabernacle, I shall be received into heaven

—

have found several marks that I am a child of God. His ministers say there

is true conversion, where there have been covenant transactions between God
and the soul. And 1 found that there have been such between God and my
soul, and I hope in truth and righteousness. If I never did this before, I do it

now ; for I take God in Christ to be mine. I give up myself to be his in the

bond of an everlasting covenant never to be forgotten. But hath it been in

truth ? As far as 1 know my own heart, I do it in truth and sincerity. I did

it December 7, and September 5, and October 13, and many other times. I do
it every day.—Where there hath been true repentance for sin ; and grief, and
shame, and sorrow for it, as to what is past ; with all the ingredients of it, as

confession, aggravation, self-judging, self-condemning, &c. And I have found
this in me, though not in that measure that I could desire. I have been heartily

sorry for what is past. I judge myself before the Lord, blushing for shame that

I should ever affront him as I have done.—But hath this sorrow been true ? As
far as I know my own heart, it hath been true. ' But I sin often.' I lament
and bewail it before the Lord, and I endeavor, by the grace of God, to do so no
more.—Where there is true love of God. For to love the Lord our God with
all our soul, and with all our strength, is better than whole burnt-offerings and
sacrifices. Now, as far as I know my own heart, I love God in sincerity. But
is that love indeed sincere ? As far as I can judge, it is so : for,

" 1. 1 love the people of God; all the Lord's people shall be my people.

And,
" 2. 1 love the word of God. I esteem it above all. I find my heart so in-

clined. I desire it as the food of my soul. I greatly delight in it, both in read-

ing and hearing of it ; and my soul can witness subjection to it in some meas-
ure."

Our readers will bear in mind, that these are the words of a

child only eleven years old ; and that he here refers to what he

had experienced some considerable time previous. Let none

persuade themselves that they are too young to be converted, to

examine their own hearts, and to indulge a well founded hope in

the Saviour.
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As young Henry had given his heart to God, it was one of the

first purposes of his life to serve him in the Gospel of his Son.

Being cutoff, as a dissenter, from the honors and privileges of the

University, his preparatory education was acquired under the di-

rection of his honored father, and by such other private means as

the age afforded. With the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew languages

he was quite familiar, having been instructed in them from his

childhood. He afterwards acquired a knowledge of the French
j

and, as was not uncommon in those times, he added the study of

law to that of divinity, before he entered on the work of preach-

ing. He was ordained in London privately, (such were the

difficulties of the times) in May, 1687, and in June of the same
year, commenced his public ministry at Chester. This city, with

the surrounding villages, constituted the scene of nearly all his

labors. He continued here until 1712, a period of twenty-five

years. At this time, by the pressing importunity of a destitute

congregation, and the advice of many friends, he was induced to

remove to Hackney, near London. But his course on earth

was drawing to a close. Already worn out with long-continued,

unremitted studies and labors, he survived his removal but about

two years. He died of apoplexy, while on his return from Ches-
ter to London, June 22, 1714. His remains were removed to

Chester, to rest with those of a deceased wife, and of his former

beloved people.

This brief sketch details some of the leading incidents in the

life of Henry : The filling up will be found in the volume before

us. A memoir of him was published soon after his decease by Mr.
Tong, a cotemporary minister, and an intimate friend ; but this,

we are told, was not quite satisfactory, either to his family or the

public. The memoir before us is very full and complete ; and it

is matter of surprise, that, after the lapse of more than a century,

so abundant materials remained for its compilation.

Mr. Henry's published works are numerous. Those by which
he is chiefly known in this country are, his Commentary, his Dis-

course on Meekness, and his Communicant's Companion. The
Commentary was commenced in Nov. 1704 ; but the author lived

to complete it only through the Acts. Dr. Watts, in Ms copy of

this work, upon a blank leaf at the beginning of the last volume,

wrote the following statement

:

" The Reverend Mr. Matthew Henry before his death had made some small
preparations for this last volume. The Epistle to the Romans, indeed, was ex-
plained so largely by his own hand, that it needed only the labor of epitomizing.
Some parts of the other Epistles were done, but very imperfectly, by himself;
and a few other hints had been taken in short-hand from his public and private
Expositions on some of the Epistles.

" By these assistances the ministers, whose names are here written, have
endeavored to complete this work in the style and method of the author: viz.

" Romans, Mr. [afterwards] Dr. John Evans ; 1 Corinthians, Mr. Simon
Browne ; 2 Corinthians, Mr. David Mayo ; Galatians, Mr. Joshua Bayes ;
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Ephesians, Mr. Samuel Rosewell ; Philippians and Colossians, Mr. [afterwards
Dr.] William Harris ; 1 Thessalonians and 2Thessalonians, Mr. Daniel Mayo ;

1 Timothy and 2 Timothy, Mr. Benjamin Andrews Atkinson : Titus and
Philemon, Mr. Jeremiah Smith ; Hebrews, Mr. William Tong ; James, Mr.
William Wright ; 1 Peter, Mr. Zech. Merrill; 2 Peter, Mr. Joseph Hill ; 1,

2, and 3 John, Mr. John Reynolds of Shrewsbury ; Jude, Mr. John Billingsley[;

Revelation, Mr. William Tong."

Upon all that bears the name of Henry, " the image and super-

scription of originality is fixed, strongly and indelibly ;" so that

the last volume of the Commentary will be found very different

from those which precede it, and in our estimation much inferior.

The style of Henry is thus characterized by his biographer :

" There is, in all his works, an entire absence of garishness and puerility ; they
never pander to the odious impertinence of vain and mere curious speculators

;

neither are there any meretricious ornaments ; instruction is never made con-
temptible by empty declamation. No inquisitive theologian, how rigid soever his

fancy, need fear discovering in them the mawkish effusions ofscholastic pedantry.
He may be amused sometimes by colloquialisms approaching to undue familiari-

ty ; by associations bordering upon the ludicrous ; by antitheses, too frequent and
too jingling ; and, occasionally perhaps, he may be surprised by typical and alle-

gorical interpretations carried to excess. But he is in no danger of being pro-

voked by silly airs, and self-complacent tones ; and, least of all, being fatigued

by monotonous stupidity. All is modest and serious'; intimately connected with
the conscience; and, without the slightest parade, evidential of extensive

knowledge, both of books and men ; of accurate and learned research ; and true

genius.— It is by no means necessary to maintain that he equals Dr. Owen in

profound and continuous thinking ; or Dr. Barrow, in accuracy and elaboration
;

or Dr. Bates, in affluent phraseology: or Jeremy Taylor, and John Howe, in

noble daring and seraphic elevation. It is praise sufficient to claim for him the

fancy of Quarles, the affection of Flavel, the gentleness of Herbert, the good
sense of Tillotson, and the terse sententiousness and antithetical point of Bishop
Hall."

The private character of Mr. Henry is represented as irre-

proachable. As a son, a brother, a husband, a father, a neighbor,

a citizen, a friend, he was a shining example to all around him.

" He was, in every sense of the phrase, a domestic man. He rejoiced ' in

the wife of his youth ;' and studiously contributed to the happiness of his house-

hold. Instead, like many, of going abroad for enjoyment, he sought and found

it in his own habitation. Recording a journey to a distance to preach, he says—' In the evening I came to Chester late, and through much rain ; but it was
home.'

" His whole conduct to his offspring was marked by kindness. The advice

he gave to others, he acted upon himself. ' Do all you can to make your chil-

dren love home.' ' Continual chiding and finding fault,' he abhorred. ' Re-
member,' he would say, \that children are but children. If parents would not

correct them except in a praying frame, when they can ' lift their hands with-

out wrath,' it would neither provoke God nor them.—He labored to counter-

act the first risings of evil tempers in his children. He often asked them, and

he advised others to do the same—' Whom is it that God resists ?* What is

the first of the seven things which the Lord hates ?'t

Mr. Henry was a model of diligence in the improvement of

time.

" Value your souls," said he, ' and you icill value your time. Whatever
you do, take heed of idleness. That is the devil's anvil, on which he hammers
out many temptations.'—Of sleep, he remarked, that it ' is God's gift to

* James iv. 6. \ Prov. vi. 18.
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those he loves ; nature requires it
;
grace thanks for it ; but those who love it

more than their business,when they should love it only in order to their business,

expose themselves to a great deal of .sin.' 'I desire,' he writes, ' to close the

dny wilh—Return to thy rest, O my soul : to begin the day with—Return to

thy work, O my soul ; rest in the arms of God's mercy ; work in the strength

of his grace."

In one year, Mr. Henry " preached two hundred and eleven

times, besides his expoundings " and more private exhortations.

In some years, he probably did much more than this. He very

frequently " preached seven times a week." For about twenty

years, he continued a stated lecture to the convicts and other pris-

oners confined at Chester, until his meeting wilh them was broken

up by the interference of a curate. In his zealous ministrations,

the surrounding villages also largely participated. Scarcely a

week passed, in which he may not be traced, by his diary, to

some place in the vicinity, publishing the Gospel of the kingdom.

His success among his own people was such as might have been

anticipated, from the zeal and fidelity with which he served them.

He saw " the Lord's work uniformly prospering in his hands.

The congregation became so numerous, as to render necessary

the erection of a new and much enlarged " house of worship, in

1699. In a (ew years after, it became necessary to enlarge upon

this. " We know," said the good man, " how to enlarge the

straitness of the place. May God, by his grace, enlarge the

straitness of our hearts." The number of communicants also

" rose to above three hundred and fifty ; unanimity prevailed ;"

and Mr. Henry's consolations abounded.

As a specimen of the manner in which he was accustomed to

address his congregation, the following may be given. " It is

taken from one of his ordinary sermons, and will remind many
readers of the impassioned and fervid eloquence of Baxter,* if

not of the address and ardor of Paul."

" It is no time to dally and trifle, and speak softly, when precious souls lie

at stake, and their eternal condition is so nearly concerned. We cannot but

speak tlie things which we have seen and heard. Knowing the terror of the

Lord, we persuade men. The blood of your souls would lie at our door, if we
shun (1 not give you warning. What shall I say to startle you ? That I am
sure which is weighty enough, though neither new nor unheard of.

" 1. That the God with whom wo have to do, is a holy, righteous, all-seeing

God. That which makes sinners secure is their mistake concerning this. They
think of the Almighty as if he were easily imposed upon, altogether such an
one as themselves. Thus, they cheat themselves. But be not deceived. Know
that God's eye is always upon you. He is acquainted with your secret sins.

He hates every sin ; and to all who are impenitent he ' is a consuming fire.'

He is too wise to be deceived. He is true to his thrcatenings.
" 2. That you have precious and immortal souls within you, which must

shortly appear before God in judgment, to be determined by a righteous doom
to an unchangeable condition. You have a jewel in your hand of inestimable

value It is thy soul, man, thy precious soul, that is concerned. It is not a

trifle, or a thing of nought, but thy own soul, which should be dear to thee.

• While young Henry was a student in London, he visited the venerable Baxter, then

in prison, and received his counsel and blessing.
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Thou hast but one, and once lost, it is irrecoverably lost. The gain of all the

world cannot compensate it.

" 3. That if you live and die in a graceless, unsanctified state, as sure as

God is in heaven, you will be to all eternity in the lowest hell. Though you

make never so great a profession ; though you attain never so high a reputa-

tion among men ; though you prophesy in Christ's name ; though you excel in

gifts ; though you abound in usefulness
;

yet all this, without a living princi-

ple of grace in your hearts, will never bring you to heaven.
" 4. That there are thousands in hell who, when alive in the world, thought

themselves as safe, and in as good a condition, as you do. Multitudes have

been deceived with counters for gold—have thought ihey were rich, when they

were not so. There is a generation of such. We have reason, then, to be

jealous of a cheat in that in which so many have been cheated before us. This

should startle us. Take heed lest, while you sleep as others did, you perish

as they did.

" 5. That the unsanctified heait may have a great deal of peace, while yet

it is the devil's palace ; and while he, as a strong man armed, keepeth it.

" 6. That while you are asleep in carnal security your damnation slumbereth

not. The Judge stands before the door. Death is at hand, perhaps within a

few days, a few hours, of you. You have no lease of your lives. The veil of

flesh is easily and quickly rent, and then appears the awful scene of eternity :

eternity. A criminal who is condemned to die to-morrow, cannot forget it. It

fills him, eating, drinking, sleeping. And can we forget the amazing doom, the

amazing sight, the amazing gulf, that we are just upon the brink of, just ready

to step into ?

" 7. That as the tree falls, so it lies, and so it must lie, to eternity. As
death leaves us, judgement finds us. The doom is irreversible, the sentence

irrevocable, the condition on the other side death unchangeable. A great gulf

will be fixed. It is too late to repent in the grave. Up and bestir yourselves,

for you have only a little inch of time in which to be doing."

With all his devotedness and success, Mr. Henry was distin-

guished for his humility. He had a deep sense of the evil of his

heart, and of the affecting distance, after all his endeavors, be-

tween his attainments and his obligations.

" I have great reason," says he, " to lament my slothfulness, my distractions

in prayer, and the coldness of my zeal for God.
" O what reason have 1 to mourn over my dulness and deadness, and that I

am not more affected myself with those things of God with which I desire to

affect others. A trifling world, and a trifling heart, are my great grievances.
" lam come to the close of another year ; but my works have not been filled

up ; there are many empty spaces in my time ; and in my duties much amiss ;

little done ; little gained for my soul ; though much mercy received
; yet my

talents have not been traded with aright. It is the blood of Christ that must
set all straight between me and my God. There I rest my precious soul."

In the character of Henry, true Christian candor and modera-

tion were united with an invincible love of truth.

" He never temporized ; nor did he confound things that differ ; and still less,

did he mistake the tameness of cowardice, or selfishness, or a love of ease, for

commanded charity. He» knew that that divine virtue can have no legitimate

operation apart from, any more than in opposition to, the essential truths of the

Bible.
" Noticing the release of the Rev. Thomas Emlyn, (whose popularity was

increased by persecution,) from prison, after two years' unjust confinement,

Mr. Henry says ;
' He was with me to-day, Sept. 1, 1705, and adheres to the

Arian heresy. I perceive he not only retains his corrupt opinions, but seems to

speak favorably of deism. He tells me there are many deists ; and he finds, in

conversation, that they triumph in this—that when they meet with such as con-

demn them, they cannot get them to enter into a fair argument.'
" In reference to certain schemes of miscalled rationality, Mr. Henry shrewd-

ly remarked, that ' pride is the cause of heresy ;' and immediately added—' It
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was a pleasure te Socinus, that arch-heretic, that he had no master ; we wish
it had been his fate to have had no scholars.'

In sjiort, Mr. Henry, in all his relations, was an eminently holy

and useful man. He was one of those who, being dead, yet

speak, and will continue to speak, with instruction and profit, to

generations yet unborn—who, having turned many to righteous-

ness, " will shine as the brightness of the firmament, and as the

stars for ever and ever."

Christian Essays : To which is added an Essay on the Influence

of a Moral Life on our Judgement in Matters of Faith. By
the Rev. Samuel Charles Wilks, A. M. From the second

London edition. Boston : Perkins & Marvin. 1829. pp. 348.

The publication of a volume of Essays, and especially a vol-

ume of moral or Christian essays, is getting to be a rarity. No
form of composition was once more popular, or more generally

sought by the reading world. But within half a century, within

the memory indeed of the present generation, a change has

taken place in respect to this department, more remarkable than

has often occurred in the history of letters. From standing at the

very summit of reputation, and drawing into its service the most

richly endowed by nature or education, it has suddenly sunk into

absolute neglect, if not contempt. We may almost ask, who now
reads a Spectator or Rambler, an Adventurer or Idler? A volume

of religious Essays is hardly named without producing a positive

sensation of languor ; at the introduction of it, we involuntarily

" wheel the sofa round," not to listen, but to sleep. As to ser-

mons, a kindred and once equally esteemed department of instruc-

tion, and we may almost say of amusement also, they are a drug in

the book market ; whole alcoves in our public libraries, (private

libraries they now rarely burden) groan with them, unrespited from

year to year.

The causes of this change in the public taste are pretty obvious.

The multiplication of books has presented opportunity for selec-

tion. The variety and amount of talent devoted to composition

have vastly increased. The new facilities for printing have brought

almost all popular works within the reach of the whole reading

community. Of course, that community now consults not merely

its ability, or its necessities, but its taste, its fancy. The natural

consequence is, that works of an exciting, moving power, beautiful

description, animated eloquence, splendid scenery, lofty enter-

prise, thrilling incident, or the heat and piquancy of controversy,

—whatever enchains attention and rouses the sympathies, these,

and these almost alone, find encouragement. Reading is more
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subservient to amusement than to labor—more a luxury than a

means of thought and moral discipline.

The Christian world partake of the prevailing spirit. To be

well received, to be read, a Christian author must offer novelty,

or imagination, or strong emotion. Truth, in its utmost simplicity,

is less satisfying than it once was. The mind is less at home, if

the expression may be used ; its objects are more out of itself;

there is more observation and less reflection ; more dependence
on external aids, and less on its own resources. There is more
information among Christians, but less thorough mental discipline

;

more knowledge of other men and things, but less knowledge of

themselves. The sympathies of the renewed mind take hold of

a wider range of objects—such objects fill the whole compass of

vision—they give the Christian life an aspect of enterprise, of

business, of striking results and rewards ; but it is to be doubted,

whether there is as true a sense of our real character in God's
sight, as humble and meek a piety, as holy and elevated a con-

ception of redemption from indwelling sin, as honorable thoughts

of the mercy and patience of the Saviour, as close and scrupulous

a walk with God, as have sometimes distinguished the churches.

Christianity should be practical', but it should be, also, medi-

tative. The monk ran into one extreme ; there is danger of run-

ning into the other. A man who loves the duties of the closet can

easily enter into the feelings of the primitive recluse, who sought

retirement from the scenes of human pride, and pleasure, and vice,

in the solitudes of nature, where he could bring God near, and
commune with Him, without distraction or diversion,

" Prayer all his business, a!l his pleasure praise."

How often will a good man wish for such a retreat ! How de-

lightful to look back, over all the intervening absurdities, mumme-
ries, and iniquities of the dark ages, to the melancholy but amia-

ble and heavenly spirit, in which, no doubt, the monastic institu-

tions originated. It was the abuse, the extreme indulgence of a

disposition deeply implanted in the pious mind, that ultimately in-

troduced the long dark train of solemn evils, which so afflicted the

Christian nations of Europe for centuries ; and which brought

down heavier judgments upon the church, in the form of satire,

and sneer, and sophistry, than it had experienced from the sword
or the flames of all the imperial persecutions.

In avoiding the extremes of a purely meditative religion, there

may be danger of incurring the evils of a religion excessively prac-

tical. We know it is easy to predict disastrous consequences,

and to deter from every thing great and worthy in its nature by
pictures of possible excesses and abuses. They are the lions in

the way of duty and Christian enterprise; and it requires no great

effort of imagination to see them, in the twilight of futurity, rear-
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ing their dreadful fronts, or lurking in ambush, even in the great

high-ways of the Christian life. And it is, therefore, not strange,

that any intimation of such dangers should awaken suspicion '

r

and seem to some to be pouring water upon the fire of benevo-

lence, which has been kindled at so much expense. We disclaim

all intentions of this kind. We desire not to see an enterprise of
the churches relinquished ; we wish them all God speed ; we hope
to see them multiplied, and carried on with new vigor, and enlist-

ing every member of the Redeemer's kingdom on the earth.

And if it be true, as we have suggested, that unusual interest is

felt in the controversies of the day, it is justified by the bold front

and daring strides of error. Let the Davids of our generation

go out to meet this Goliath, who is deiying the armies of the living

God ; and let those armies stand by, and look on, and rejoice in

the conflict and the triumph.

s If the changes in men's tastes and habits of thinking have closed

up the old avenues to their minds and hearts ; let not such as would
labor for their salvation resist the intimations of Providence, but

let them search for other ways of conviction and persuasion. If

the old language of divinity offends, let them seek out acceptable

words ; if the ancient forms of composition disgust, let them try

others. If men will have biography, and narration, and periodical

intelligence ; spread out the lives of the saints ; show them those

of whom the world was not worthy ; detail the processes of
their conversion and sanctification, their trials, their toils, their

failures, their successes, their labors of love and patience of hope.
Let in the light of day upon the scenes of the closet ; throw open
the sanctuary of domestic life—the chamber, " where the good
man meets his fate." Religion has nothing here to conceal; she
will commend herself amid these scenes to the conscience and
the heart. Piety will be nourished and animated by such dis-

closures.

Let imagination, also, lend her aid to the attractions of piety ; let

her create unreal scenes and unearthly characters, so be they
offend not against the principles of the Gospel ; ideal excellence
may be usefully contemplated, and ideal scenes may impress
important truths upon the mind. The very circumstance which
has created the demand for such works—the increase of a
taste for books, and the activity of the press, serve as securities,

in a good degree, against the dangerous influence of their repre-
sentations. Let our periodicals gather up intelligence, and paint

the condition and changes of the world. These are among the
great motives to duty. All these classes of composition, under
the guidance of Christian discretion and pious feeling, may be
made of incalculable benefit to the church. Let them, then, be
cultivated

; let genius task his rarest energies ; let labor produce
its most finished workmanship ; let taste exhibit the delicate
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touches of her hand, and clothe the forms of truth with her airy and
exquisite graces. But let the friends of a substantial and endur-

ing piety seek to nourish it, all the while, by a more frequent and

habitual recourse to the fountains of self-knowledge and self-cul-

tivation. We may be assured, that the gratifications of taste are

not piety ; that knowledge of religious truth and religious enter-

prises is not holiness ; that excitement, even on the subject of re-

ligion, is not necessarily religion itself. If the history of Chris-

tianity teaches any thing, it teaches, what the Bible everywhere

assures, that the foundations of a stable and valuable Christian char-

acter are laid in self-examination ; a careful and patient study of

our own hearts, our dispositions, besetting sins, weaknesses, all

our peculiarities of temper and habit ; in deep and habitual med-
itation of revealed truth. The way to obtain a good hope through

grace, and to approve ourselves to conscience and to God is the

same in all ages. There is no royal, no new-discovered road to

righteousness. We must begin and inquire after the old paths.

It will augur well for the generation to come after us, if a taste

for the species of composition, to which the work placed at the

head of this article belongs, should be revived. The signs of

the times will be cheering, when the Baxters, the Owens, the

Howes, the Shaws, the Edwardses of a preceding age shall be

again familiarly and freely consulted. There is matter in them
for meditation. They are closet books. They nourish the soul.

The fruit of their study is that hungering and thirsting after right-

eousness, which has the promise of being satisfied, and which

nothing but righteousness—spotless, angelic righteousness, can

satisfy.

To the same school, but in a more modern attire, belong Wil-

berforce, James, Spring, and others. To this class, also, belongs

the author of the Essays, which have suggested the foregoing re-

marks ; and we conclude with a very brief notice of the book,

without attempting to present, at length, its uncommon claims to

the attention of the Christian community.

The work consists of eleven Essays on the following subjects,

viz. " True and false repose in death ;" " Full assurance of un-

derstanding ;" " Full assurance of faith ;" " Full assurance of hope ;"

" Christian obedience ;" " The form and power of religion ;"

" Sources of error in opinion ;" " False modesty in religion j"

" Affection between ministers and their flock ;" " Natural and

revealed religion ;" and, " The influence of a moral life on our

judgement in matters of faith."

The thoughts are just and important ; the reasoning clear and

conclusive ; the spirit evangelical ; the style extremely neat and

often rich ; and the entire execution fitted to fix the attention of

intelligent and sincere Christians in an uncommon degree. The
business of the excellent author, as Editor of the Christian Ob-
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server, while so useful to others, is here shown to have been not

unprofitable to himself. He has evidently observed with a Chris-

tian eye and a Christian spirit.

As specimens of the work, we select the following passages.

The first is from the Essay entitled " Full assurance of faith."

" Among the characteristic properties of faith, there is no one more remark-
able than that mentioned by St. John, it ' overcometh the world.' It is evi-

dent from universal experience, that no other principle can produce this effect.

Faith, however, performs it by a mode of operation peculiar to itself ; by pre-

senting to the view things that are invisible, and showing their great superiority

to the vanities of time and sense.—The reason why men prefer this world to that

which is to come, is not that their judgement is convinced, but that their pas-

sions are allured. Heaven is allowedly the greater object, but it is distant and
invisible : whereas the world is ever at hand with its fascinations. It assumes
every shape, addresses itself to every passion, obtrudes into every recess. We
are never free from its influence. Whatever we. see around us is the world ; and
if we look into our own hearts, the world and worldliness are triumphant there.

The voluptuous man worships it in the shape of pleasure ; the covetous, of

gold ; the ambitious, of honor ; the retired, of ease. It dwells in cities ; but,

not confined to these, it seeks the lonely retreat, it enters the temple of the

Almighty, it intrudes into the closet of the most heavenly-minded Christian.

Persons the most unlike in every other respect are heie equally enslaved.

The profligate and the moralist, the infidel and the ostentatious devotee, are

under its influence. Business and pleasure, pride and pretended humility, sen-

sual and intellectual enjoyments, all partake more or less of the world. An
object thus prepossessing, and thus obtrusive, must of necessity influence our
minds, unless something more important be introduced. ' Now, faith is the sub-

stance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.' It brings heaven
nigh. It antedates eternity. It prevents the unhallowed intrusion of the
world by pre-occupying its place, and presenting to the mind objects infinitely

more important, and which are overlooked only because they are remote and
spiritual. Upon every earthly scene it inscribes, ' Vanity of vanities, all is van-
ity ;' while it invests everything relating to a future world with inconceivable
importance. Men in general view heaven as a dream and earth as a reality,

and their conduct corresponds to their perceptions : but faith reverses the scene,

and thus ' it overcometh the world.'
"

The following is the conclusion of the • Essay on the " Full

assurance of hope."

" It is delightful to behold the advanced spiritual traveller, after the fatigues

of his toilsome day, arriving in the evening of life within sight of his eter-

nal home. Elevated, like Moses, upon the heights of Pisgah, far above the
busy crowd with whom he has so long associated, he is enabled from the serene
eminence on which he stands to behold at once the country he has left, and
that to which he is hastening. He looks back upon his chequered path, surpris-

ed that obstacles which now appear so trifling, compared with the importance
of the objects in view, should so long have retarded his progress. The inter-

posing mountains which once he thought impassable, have now lost their as-

perities, and appear but as airy clouds in the distant horizon. With sorrow he
retraces his frequent deviations from the direct path in search of giddy phan-
toms, which oftentimes, after all his efforts, eluded his pursuit, or if obtained,

proved but an encumbrance to him in his arduous pilgrimage. Animated by
the beauty of the country which lies before him, and which is separated from
him only by the dark river of death that rolls along its sullen wave to the ocean
of eternity, he looks back with regret and wonder upon that infatuation which
so often induced him to prefer the trifles of the scene through which he was
journeying to the celestial glories of yon blissful shore. ' Forgetting there-
fore these things which are behind,' ho ' reaches fortli to those which are be-
fore.' His hopes are in heaven. He adopts the language of the Psalmist,
' What wait I for ?' ' Surely my hope is in thee, O Lord.' I wait not for any
thing mutable or terrestrial. Wealth, and honors, and long life, will not sa-
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tiate my desires. God shall be my portion forever. I shall ' be filled with all

the fulness of God.' "

We invite the attention, especially of our youthful readers, to

the Essay on " False modesty in religion." The following ex-

tract will give them some idea of its excellence.

" There is no class of persons upon whom the shame of the cross is more
likely to produce a powerful effect, than upon the younoer members of amiable,

but not decidedly religious families. Having, perhaps, been providentially

thrown into circumstances in which they have had an opportunity of seeing a
standard of religion more elevated and more resembling the apostolic age than
the one to which they had hitherto been accustomed, and having perceived the
necessity of more than merely nominal Christianity, a ' form of godliness with-
out the power,' 'a name to live while we are dead,' they have determined, by
the grace of God, to act up to their conviction— ' to confess the faith of Christ
crucified, and manfully to fight under his banner against sin, the world, and the
devil, and to continue his faithful soldiers and servants unto their lives' end.'

Thus convinced, and thus resolved, they begin their Christian course. The
glories of heaven are full in their view. The pomps and vanities of the world
have become insipid and even hateful to them. They can enjoy nothing that

appears inconsistent with their heavenly vocation and their vows of fidelity to

their celestial Lord. Their supreme desire is to be holy as God is holy, and
perfect as he is perfect. But too soon ' the fear of man bringeth a snare.'

They could, perhaps,' have borne the pains of the cross, but they know not
how to sustain its reproach. They could brave the open rigors of perseculion

rather than yield to an unchristian pleasure, or omit a Christian duty ; but they

know not how to support the tender solicitations or reproaches of mistaken af-

fection, or the raillery, half playful, half severe, of a respected friend. Sus-
ceptible and tender, they shrink beneath the cruel charge of unnecessary sin-

gularity, if not of hypocritical preciseness ; conveyed, perhaps, (to add the

more to its poignancy,) by those whom they highly value and revere. They
weep while they see friendship and affection, which have hitherto been uniform-

ly exerted for their good, combining themselves with authority which they

have always felt it a delightful privilege to obey, in order really, however un-

intentionally, to pluck them from their Redeemer's hand, and if possible to

plunge them into that giddy vortex which their baptismal vows, confirmed and
ratified by mature reflection, have taught them to avoid. It is in circum-
stances like these that the reality of religious professions is brought to the

test."

An Historical Sketch of the Convention of the Congregational

Ministers in Massachusetts, with an account of its funds, its

connexion with the Massachusetts Congreational Charitable Soci-

ety, and its Rules and Regulations. Cambridge : Hilliard &i

Metcalf, 1821. pp. 32.

In the early settlement of Massachusetts, the connexion between

the church and the government, though not so fully defined or so

firmly established as in some countries of Europe, was, neverthe-

less, effective and intimate. There existed ' a confidential inter-

course between the magistrates and the ministers, who mutually

gave and received counsel, as the circumstances of the churches or

of the community required.' On this account, it was customary,
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from the beginning of the settlement, for the ministers of the colo-

ny to assemble, at the time and place of the annual election.

These were, for the greater part of a century, mere temporary
meetings of ministers, without records, or standing officers, or any
permanent organization. Sermons, without doubt, were occasion-

ally preached, though no regular provision was made for a service

of this kind, during the first ninety years. From the journal of

Dr. Sewall, under date of May 26, 1720, we extract the following

passage

:

"This morning the ministers met at my house. Voted, That a sermon should be
preached annually to the ministers on the day following the election. Dr. Increase
Mather was chosen to the service for the next year. Rev. Solomon Stoddard
was also chosen, in case the Doctor should fail ; and Dr. C. Mather to supply
his place, upon supposition that he should be prevented by the providence
of God. '

In 1721, Dr. Increase Mather preached ; Dr. Cotton Mather in

1722 ; and from that time to 1820, a list of the preachers, with

few interruptions, will be found appended to the history before us.

In the Ratio Discipline, published in 1726, Mather speaks ex-

pressly of the ' General Convention ;' of the time of its assembling
;

and of the primary objects of the meeting.

" Then the Ministers, choosing a Moderator, do propose matters of public im-
portance, referring to the interest of religion in the churches ; and though they
assume no decisive power, yet the advice which they give to the people of God has
proved of great use unto the country. There is now taken up the custom for

(Concio ad Clerum) a Sermon to be preached unto the Convention of Ministers,

on the day after the Election, by one of their number, chosen to it by their votes,

at their meeting in the preceding year. At this Convention, every pastor, that

meets with singular difficulties, has opportunity to bring them under con-
sideration. But the question most usually now considered, is of this im-
portance, What may be further proposed, for the preserving and promoting

of true piety in the land? Excellent things have been here concerted and con-
cluded for the propagation of religion, and collections produced for that pur-

pose from all the churches. And motions have been hence made unto the

General Assembly, for such Acts and Laws as the morals of the people have
called for."

According to the present organization of Convention,' every or-

dained Congregational Minister, having the care of a particular

church within the Commonwealth,' is considered as a member.
' Presidents and professors in the Theological departments in any

public seminary' in the State ' may be admitted by special vote
;

and no others shall be eligible.' Dismissed ministers, who con-

tinue ' to preach as candidates for settlement, may be honorary

members, and have the privilege of sitting and deliberating in con-

vention, but not of voting.'

The officers of Convention are a Scribe, Treasurer, Auditor,

and a Standing Committee of thirty, (five to ' be chosen centrally,

and the remainder in different parts of the State') whose duty it is

to ascertain and certify the necessities of those who apply for the

charity of Convention. A preacher is chosen at every meeting,
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to stand as second preacher for the following year ; and the person

who preaches at any meeting is Moderator for that year.

It has been pretended that this Convention is a mere charitable

Society ; and when questions of general interest have been pro-

posed,' the discussion of them has been resisted, on the ground

that they were aside from the objects of Convention. But of this

pretence, the history before us is a complete refutation. The ob-

jects of Convention are here summed up as follows

:

" From the transactions of the Convention it appears, that its design has

been, to promote brotherly love and religious improvement; to give advice to

ministers in difficult cases ; to consider the best means for preserving and pro-

moting piety ; to concert measures for the propagation of religion, and to pro-

mote collections for that purpose ; to act in concert, as far as suitable to the

ministerial character, in all matters of general concern, respecting the interests

of religion, and the order, peace, liberties and prosperity of the Congrega-

tional churches ; to hold correspondences with other associated pastors and

churches, relative to the interests of the church and of religion ; to aid poor

parishes in supporting their ministers ; to assist indigent ministers, their widows

and orphan children ; to provide funds for the relief of widows and orphans of

ministers, and direct the distribution of this charity ; to bear testimony of pre-

vailing errors in doctrine, discipline, or manners ; to remonstrate to delinquent

churches and people concerning neglect to support the gospel ; and to recom-

mend whatever may be of general use to ministers and churches, or to the

commonwealth and country."

The present charitable objects of Convention are deeply inter-

esting and important. None can estimate them more highly than

we do. But so far from constituting the sole object of this body,

they form no part of its primary object. The Convention was ori-

ginally a meeting of ministers for consultation and counsel respect-

ing the doctrines and duties of religion—the general interests of

Christ's kingdom ; destitute indeed of ecclesiastical authority, but

authorised to give advice upon any subject that might regularly

come before the body. For many years, it had no funds ; and

when collections were first taken up, they were applied for the

support of ministers in destitute places, and ' for the propagation of

the Christian religion.' How far it is expedient, in the existing

state of Convention, to introduce discussions on religious subjects,

may admit of a question ; but whether such discussions are con-

sistent with the primary objects of Convention, there can be no

doubt ; since to afford opportunity for such discussions was the

leading purpose for which this body was formed.

The fund for the relief of indigent widows and orphans was

commenced in 1762. For several years, this fund was committed

to the care of trustees, chosen by Convention, c to be by them im-

proved at interest for the use aforesaid.' For the better securing

of this fund and other property bestowed for the same object, an

act was passed March 24, 1786, incorporating twenty persons

therein named, ten laymen and ten clergymen, ' by the name of

the Massachusetts Congregational Charitable Society,' to receive

and hold such funds as may be committed to them by Convention,
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or from other sources ; the avails to be appropriated to the relief of

the indigent widows and orphans of Congregational ministers.

This society elects its own members, and can never consist of more
than thirty, one half to be clergymen, and the other laymen. In

May, 1786, the funds of Convention, consisting at that time of

£571 Is. 7c?., were by vote committed to the Congregational

Charitable Society, ' the interest of which, and of such other prop-

erty as the Convention may put into the hands of such Society, to

be distributed from time to time, agreeably to the advice of the

Convention.'' In 1829, the funds of Convention amounted to

$6428,86 ; and those of the Congregational Charitable Society,

derived principally from legacies and donations, to $45,0S9 92.

In the changes of opinion which have taken place among the

Congregationalists of Massachusetts, the members of Convention

have of necessity become divided in religious sentiment ; a large

majority, however, not less probably (could all the ministers be as-

sembled) than three to one, still adhere to the Evangelical princi-

ples of their fathers. But notwithstanding this, owing to the re-

missness or the liberality of the Orthodox, or to the promptness of

Unitarians in bringing forward their friends, most of the standing offi-

cers of Convention have been, for the last thirty years, of the liberal

party. The following gentlemen have, in succession, held the office

of Treasurer : Dr. John Eliot, Dr. Channing, Dr. Lowell, Mr.
Parkman, and Mr. Frothingham. Dr. Kirkland was scribe from

A. D. 1800 to 1S10; and" Dr. Pierce from 1810 to 1820. A
vigorous effort was then made to elect another Unitarian to the

office of Scribe ; but it was defeated, and Dr. Codman has since

been annually chosen.

From the commencement ofthe present divisions, until 1827, the

preachers have been variously selected, the Unitarians claiming and

receiving nearly one half. But as Unitarianism continued to unfold

itself, disclosing more of its offensive features, and showing more
clearly its repugnance to the Gospel, the majority then lelt that it

was time for them to pause. As a Unitarian preacher could not be

chosen without their concurrence, directly or indirectly—without

either their voting for him, or their declining to vote against him ; it

became a very serious question whether they should again be

accessary, in any sense, to the choice of one to preach to the as-

sembled clergy of Massachusetts, who, they had too much reason

to fear, would not preach the Gospel of the New Testament.

They could, without violating their consciences, retain Unitarians

in some of the other offices of Convention, and they were willing to

do so ; but could they consistently appoint, or be instrumental in

appointing, a Unitarian to preach? The decision of this question

was such as might have been expected ; and from that time to the

present, an Orthodox preacher has been annually chosen.
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The adoption of this course by the Orthodox members of Con-

vention has given rise to many and grievous complaints.—They
have been charged with illiberality, and with a flagrant violation of

Christian courtesy. To this it is sufficient to reply, that true

Christian liberality and courtesy never require the sacrifice of

principle, of conscience. They do not require this of their pos-

sessor, nor do they ask or expect it of others. The apostle Paul

was liberal and courteous. In things indifferent or unessen-

tial, he was entirely accommodating, ' becoming all things to all

men.' But he says, and repeats, to the Galatians, ' Though we,

or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than

that ye have received, let him be accursed.' The apostle John,

too, was liberal and courteous. For these and other estimable

properties, he was emphatically the beloved disciple. But with all

his liberality, John was a strenuous advocate for doctrines. ' If

there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, (the true

' doctrine of Christ') receive him not into your house, neither bid

him God speed : for he that biddeth him God speed is partaker

of his evil deeds.'

But it is said, that when the Unitarians were a majority of Con-

vention, they gave the Orthodox a preacher in their turn, and their

condescension in this respect ought to be reciprocated. This

statement implies that Unitarians had formerly a majority in Con-

vention, and have now lost it. But how does this consist with

their pretensions as to the rapid progress of Unitarianism ? If

their principles are in reality spreading so fast, and they once had

a majority of Convention, why have they not kept it ? Instead of

diminishing, why has it not increased ?—The truth is, Unitarians

were never a majority of Convention. Doubtless they were near-

er a majority fifteen years ago, than they are at present ; but they

were never a majority, nor any thing near it.* Owing to the

occasional absence of the Orthodox members, they may possibly

have been a majority at some particular meetings ; but we know
of no such meeting in which they yielded their rights as a majority,

and gave to the Orthodox, when they might have prevented it, the

choice of a preacher.

The Orthodox members of Convention are further charged with

violating an express agreement that there should be an alternation

* " Tn the early days of the Convention, the exclusive sect was quite a minority of the

Convention ;
yet the liberal parly, for the sake of cultivating' a spirit of Christian forbear-

ance, united with the minority every oiher year, in electing' a preacher nominated by
them." Christ. Reg. May 31, 1828. Now it ought to be known that this is all fiction.

" The early daijs of the Convention !" The Convention existed, for substance, in the days
of John Cotton. It was regularly organized in the days of Cotton Mather. But the Or-
thodox (here denominated ' the exclusive sect') so far from being in those times ' quite a
minority,' constituted the entire body. And from those times to the present, the Orthodox
have never been a minority of the Convention. Nor have they, at any period, ' nominated

a preacher every other year ;'—nor have ' the liberal party ever united with them in

electing a preacher,' which they, as a body, had previously nominated.
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of preachers, each party choosing one in turn.—But when was this

alleged agreement formed ? and by whom ? Let the evidence

of its formation be produced, if it can be, that we may see and

believe.—The fact is, no such agreement ever came before Con-

vention ; none was ever proposed or acted on there. It is evident

from the list of preachers for the last thirty years, that though gen-

tlemen on both sides have frequently preached, there has been no

regular alternation. We appeal, moreover, to the records of Con-

vention, and to its oldest and most regularly attendant members, to

show that no agreement of the kind specified was ever attempted

in that body. The only proposition for an agreement on this sub-

ject, of which we have any knowledge, or can find any account,

is contained in the following resolution, which was offered by Dr.

Packard of Shelburne, an Orthodox member, in 1822.

" As in Convention there seems to be something like difference of opinion,

which forms two clas.-es, and tends to practical evil, and as each class have not

only a right to their own sentiments, but in all respects have equal rights and
privileges in this Convention, therefore, Resolved, That in future the preacher

shall be nominated bv each class in turn, and in such manner as that each shall

be represented by their preacher in proportion to its relative number; and
that a committee of be appointed to devise and recommend some equita-

ble method or rule, according to which the number in each class may be satis-

factorily ascertained, and report to the next Convention, before the preacher be
chosen."

This resolution was referred to the next Convention, when, at

the instance of some leading Unitarians, it was indefinitely post-

poned. They had no wish for a committee to ascertain relative

numbers, that they might nominate a preacher zfair proportion of

the time. They thought it best, they said, that the majority should

govern ; and because it does govern, why do they complain ?

—Unitarians are either Congregationalists, or not. U they are

Congregationalists, and choose to meet with others in a Con-
gregational Convention, as members of one denomination and of the

same body; then why complain, if the majority rules ? We do
not hear other deliberative bodies complaining on this ground. But
if Unitarians are not Congregationalists—if they have departed from
the principles of Congregationalism, and choose to be regarded as

a different sect ; then why retain their connexion with a Congre-
gational Convention ? Why not withdraw, and form a body by
themselves, and choose a preacher of their own liking? If they
prefer to take this course, we presume the Congregationalists will

make no objection.

But it is said again, that we are taking bread out of the mouths
of widows and orphans. If Unitarians cannot choose half the

preachers, they will not contribute to the charitable objects of
Convention, and the annual collection will be diminished. This
threat has been repeatedly and publicly made,* and last year, for

Wise and serious laymen will cease, by their presence or their contributions, to
give sanction to services, in which such a spirit is exhibited." Christ. Reg. May 23, 1829.
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the first time, it was put in execution. Though the assembly was
larger than it had ever been on a similar occasion, and the Ortho-

dox no doubt contributed as usual, the collection was materially

diminished. The conclusion, therefore, is, that Unitarians in gen-

eral did not contribute at all.

On this subject, we have several remarks to offer. And in the

first place, if the Orthodox members of Convention have committed

a fault, in refusing to concur in the choice of a Unitarian preach-

er, the fault in this case is wholly theirs, and they alone ought to

suffer for it. If wrong has been done, the widows and orphans

surely are not chargeable with it ; they are clear ; and why should

the sins of others be visited upon them ? Why should charitable

aid be withheld from them, and their bread be taken from their

mouths, in punishment of an offence (if offence it be) to which

they have not been in the remotest degree accessary ?

Again ; if the Orthodox members of Convention have committed

an offence, they have not done it hastily or maliciously, but after

much prayer for light and direction, and in pursuance of their most

solemn convictions of duty. Must they, then, violate their con-

sciences, and do what they think would be religiously wrong, as

the price of obtaining assistance for the widows and orphans of de-

ceased ministers ? Will true Christian liberality require or expect

them to do this ? Sure we are, that the objects of this charity (if

widows indeed) would not consent to receive assistance in this

way. They would prefer rather to bear iheir sufferings, or to

depend more entirely on their friends or the public, than to receive

their bread at the sacrifice of the consciences of their brethren

—

as the price of supposed treachery to the cause of Christ. And
the Orthodox members of Convention, so far as they can be thought

under obligations, on any grounds, to provide for the suffering

widows of ministers, can better do it in any other way, infinitely

better, than by the sacrifice of their consciences. Better give all

their goods to feed the poor, and retain a conscience void of of-

fence, than to hold the wealth of Croesus, and with it a conscious

ness of having betrayed their Lord and Master.

But we are entirely satisfied that the Orthodox members of

Convention, in the measures they have taken, have not committed

an offence ; have not even mistaken their duty ; but have pursued

the very course, and the only one, which an enlightened conscience

and a high sense of moral and religious obligation can possibly

justify. Between the Orthodox and Unitarian ministers of this

Commonwealth, there is a radical difference in point of religious

sentiment—a difference which (if truth is of any importance, or if

there are any principles essential to the Gospel) does reach to

essential principles. If the Orthodox preach the Gospel, Unita-

rians do not ; or if Unitarians preach it, the Orthodox do not.

The truth of this position is palpable and undeniable. These dif-
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ferent classes both claim to be members of one and the same Ec-

clesiastical body, of which the Orthodox are a decided majority

;

—if all the members could be collected, a majority, probably, of

three to one. A preacher is to he annually chosen to address the

members of this body—the assembled clergy of the state, and

with them a large and respectable auditory, on the most important

of all subjects. In these circumstances, what course does it be-

come the majority to pursue ? Shall they choose one, who they

believe will preach the truth, instruct and comfort his brethren,

make good impressions, and urge his hearers onward in the way

to heaven ? Or shall they consent to the choice of one, who they

believe will teach essential error, make wrong impressions, and the

tendency of whose instructions will be to confirm the wandering in

their delusions, and lead unthinking souls astray ? With the declar-

ation of the Apostle sounding in their ears, ' If we, or an angel

from heaven, preach any other Gospel unto you, than that ye have

received, let him be accursed ', shall they concur, directly or in-

directly, in the choice of one who they believe will ' preach another

Gospel ' ? Shall they, by any act of theirs, bid such an one God
speed, and thus be partakers of his evil deeds ? How can they

do so ? Or how can this be required or expected ?

The Orthodox members of Convention have obviously come
to the right conclusion on this subject—the only one which will

bear examination here, or which will endure the light of the judge-

ment clay. They have come to it, after long hesitation and for-

bearance, after much deliberation and prayer ; and we trust they

will persist in it. If Unitarians are offended, they are offended

without reason. Their ground of offence is of such a nature,

that nothing but the sacrifice of conscience will remove it—a sacri-

fice which, of course, cannot be made. They must do as they

think best about withholding their contributions in future, and thus

punishing the innocent in place of those whom they deem guilty.

If such morality is the fruit of their system, it will be worth some-
thing to be able to trace their system so directly, in this way, to

its practical results.

We hope our Orthodox friends in the city and region will make
it a point, in future, more generally to attend the public services of

Convention, and contribute, as they are able, to this interesting

charity ; that if the widows and orphans are left to suffer, it may
not be through their fault or neglect.
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Natural History of Enthusiasm.
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Boston : Crocker h Brewster : New York : J. Leavitt. 1830.

pp. 302.

If we look about us, we find the principal part of mankind
made up of those whose pursuits, thoughts and desires, whose
whole moral and intellectual being move round this material world,

and are brought to bear upon the circumstances of life, just as if

existence here were our only existence, and all our powers were
given us for the single purpose of ransacking this physical world,

to administer to the comforts and luxuries of our physical nature

;

as if man's chief advantage over other animals lay in his being

more knowing than they, and better able to make more of the

world he lives in.

There is another and a smaller class, who lead a sort of specu-

lative existence, who would etherealize this gross world, and its

homely concerns, and all the eternal relations and forms of being

which may grow out of these, into something like an universal

spirit, of which these are but so many varied presentations. Here
the mind may go at large, without any thing to restrain it, or to

humble, or pain, or offend. Here man becomes at once what-

soever he chooses to fancy himself; and he and all around him
are in harmony ; for the whole region and all it contains are just

what he wills them to be. In imagination, he now lives, and thus

he dreams he ever shall live.

The various forms which these two systems take, and the modi-

fications which they undergo, according to the characters of the

individuals who adopt them, can hardly be stated here. It may
be shown, however, that, though seemingly so opposite, they

spring from one principle, and in the course of time have one

result. They are equally in contradiction to the constitution of

man, and, with the various opinions more or less nearly connected

with them, stand no less opposed to diect revelation itself, than

to the mode in which that revelation is made in the Bible.

The Bible has regard to man in his twofold character, a crea-

ture of body and spirit ; and while it speaks to us of mysteries that

both humble us for our ignorance and excite us to know more, it

meets us in our common walks, and is a rule and help in our daily

concerns. At the same time that it treats of the Infinite Unseen,

it takes sensible possession of the heart, and modifies the affec-

tions, as well in relation to the persons and affairs of this life, as in

connection with the invisible things beyond. It does not compel

us to keep our faculties on the stretch, in order to reach and retain

our hold on conceptions of God ; for He comes to us ' manifest in
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the flesh :'—while He is seated far above spiritual principalities

and powers, the train of his robes of glory sweep the earth. Nor
are we held in a state of abstraction for the affections to grow cold

and our apprehensions dim, and then left to return to earth for

something at the sight of which our hearts may glow again, and our

minds clear and brighten. God has mercifully considered us,

not only as we should be, but also as we are. Our spiritual vision

being darkened, He draws near to us in his Son, visits our

hearts in the Holy Spirit, lifts the eyes of the groveller to Himself,

calls in our shapeless imaginations from abroad, and imparts

to them form and purpose and practical uses for time and eterni-

ty. Christianity does indeed make itself our household god, and

domesticates itself with us to give spirituality to our sensible na-

tures, and reality and truth and object to our vague imaginations

and misguided reason.

It is remarkable how this principle pervades the whole word of

God. The Bible does not simply contain a mixture of certain

intimated mysteries, and great spiritual revelations, and plain moral

rules of conduct ; but the whole narrative of startling mysteries,

blended with common actions, runs on as naturally and unpre-

tendingly as if it were a tale of the mere ordinary occurrences of

life.—Thus, the hand, as of a man, is put forth ; Daniel, the

inspired of God, reveals what it writes ; the shaped light van-

ishes, and (goes on the narrative)— ' In that night was Belshazzar,

the king of the Chaldeans slain ; and Darius, the Median, took

the kingdom, being about threescore and two years old.''

Thus is the Bible adapted to the two-fold nature of man. We
are struck with this most forcibly, when considering man in the

different states of society ; that in which the Word of God has

never been set before him, and that in which he rejects it, and shuts

out its influence. Where, in a state of ignorance and sensuality,

he comes nearest to the mere brute, and makes the world but a

larger stye, a strong principle within forces itself out through all

his fleshliness, and he whom we had coupled with the fed and lazy

swine, is found superstitiously peopling infinitude with wild and
giant shapes of terror and awe, at the sight of which his own soul

trembles. There is an intensity of strength and action in this

principle in man, which makes the scoffer's heart beat quick
;

for he feels that there is a meaning in it, and a dreadful meaning.

Call it imagination, or what he may, it is not so to be passed by
;

there it is, a reality to him he would despise, and to himself too.

It may take other forms—as those of beauty, and of a cheering,

enticing nature ; it is still the same restless power at work, striving

after something beyond the visible and tangible, and by its blind

uncertain efforts, warning man that there is something beyond.
What is there beyond ? He cannot rend the veil that sin has

hung between himself and heaven. Thus, he sees not the glory

VOL. III. NO. V. 33
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of God, nor does he hear his voice. He grows weary of these

gropings after something, he knows not what, and sinks back

once more into the senses. But as he cannot rest in these, he

makes them minister to his spiritual desires, and forms from them
images of wood and stone, and these are his gods before which he

bows down, as things in which dwelt life. In these visible body-

ings-forth of the perverted cravings of our being, the senses soon

in turn become the task-masters, and the higher power within is

made to toil for the flesh ; and every loose appetite is symbolized,

and borne in triumph as a garlanded deity, and the mad route

dance and sing before the image that does but give back the shape

and pressure of man's own fallen nature.

Here we behold the senses, and that inward principle, gradually

wrought into one ; the soul, weary of its earthiness, giving form and

an image of life to the dull and shapeless clod, and the earthy part

of man polluting with its foulness and dust the creations of the soul.

Thus man ever has worked, and thus he will again sooner or later

work, unless he humbly receive God as he has, in adaptation to

man's state, mercifully seen fit to reveal Himself in Jesus Christ.

Man cannot annihilate one portion of his nature, and the other live

in health. The mystery of God manifest in the flesh is great ; but

he who denies it because of its mystery, is blind to the mystery and

wants of his own being, and denies his own nature no less than the

revelation of God.
There are periods in society when the inward principle here

spoken of seems to lose its energy and die away ; when the

whole man is turned towards physical objects, not as in any way
representatives of the spiritual, but simply as materials of physical

science, and as administering to physical wants and enjoyments.

Man, in such periods, ceases to be superstitious, without learning

to be religious. Having just enough of the light of knowledge to

scatter the shadowy creations of other times, he begins to suspect

that all which is not tangible is unreal, and so surrounds himself

with material things that the light of revelation is shut out, his

spiritual appetences perish for want of use, and he ceases to take

pleasure in the exercise of faith. At most, he is possessed but

by a wavering, half faith—bearing the name of a Christian, he is

a skeptic at heart. In short, he believes in steam, and in his five

senses, and these are about all in which he -does believe.

This practical materialism, if we may so term it, is, in another

way, as fatal to a full spiritual belief, as is theoretical materialism

;

for it makes man conscious of his power and forgetful of his weak-

ness ; while, in relation to another world, if he feels at all, he

must feel himself to be only a dependent creature, and about

which, to know any thing, he must believe much. But, treating

the material world as its master, he likes not to become a child

before the mighty, invisible powers of the spiritual ; and he turns
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back again to the world of sense, where he has visible proof of

his sagacity and strength ; and hope, and imagination, and the

complacency of success hurry him along the road of those physi-

cal discoveries to which he can see no end. Over this world he

feels himself to be the lord, and dreams there are no bounds here

to the operations of intellectual powers well applied. Knowledge,
not wisdom, becomes his god ; and to be beyond his possible

knowledge, and not to be, are with him the same. Man is all in

all. Man discovers, and man uses and applies. The detection

of the errors of past ages, instead of making him diffident of hu-

man intellect, does but raise a feeling of self-gratnlation, which is

both father and child to high notions of the superiority of his own
times. His is not the age ol superstition ; and therefore, he argues,

it is the age of reason. The Bible, so far as suits this reason, and

God, when moulded by this reason, he may admit ; but mysteries

past its solving are an insult and an offence. The moral beauty

of Christianity may be taken, for a time, to set off a modified de-

ism ; but having no close hold upon the heart, and making but

few and weak demands upon his moral nature, it becomes, at last,

a mere creature of the intellect, employed to wind up the ma-
chinery of the universe, and keep it in steady motion.

As no leading principle operates long in a single class of society,

but soon runs into all, we find this same principle at work in the

order of imaginative men ; and there, God becomes the soul of

man, the beauty and the perfume of the flower, the glory of the

sun, and the spirit of the ever-moving sea. He who makes him-

self a mere creature of the sciences, and brings his whole nature

to bear upon the material world alone, and what are called its

laws, and he who leaves all these for the invisible, and philoso-

phises upon God and the soul of man, and reasons upon revela-

tion, and not from it, are both moved by the same main principle,

and must both finally come to the same result, however seemingly

different the ways they take to it. Whatever apparent difference

there may be, both are in fact going on without faith ; both are at

war witn tnat principle of dependence which is the law of all that

is created ; both striving to act as if self-formed—the one lording

it over the material world, as if no God created and sustained it,

and the other, in opinion, looking through all spiritual existences

and relations, as if no revelation were needed wherewith to be-

hold them. The one, a creature of matter, and the other, a sort

of spiritual abstraction, are equally engaged in the vain endeavor

to annihilate a portion of their natures. And were it not that

Christianity, which meets the wants of the whole man, must ac-

complish the work given it to do, both would move surely, though
slowly forward, and those who had refused to receive ' God man-
ifest in the flesh,' would end, the subjects of a gross idolatry, or

of an idolatry more fanciful and refined. The man of matter mu6t
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needs satisfy longings which will arise in his soul, and must endue

his dull substances with life ; while the man of abstraction, lo fill

his painful void, must have material forms, around which the fleecy

drapery of his idealism may be thrown.

Though this may seem to some to be pushing a principle to the

extreme, it is none the less sure ; for it is founded in the very

nature of the soul thus to act ; and it has always taken this course,

and always will, when it leaves its revealed God. When the old

world departed from the revelation of God, and worshipped stocks

and stones, creeping things, and the lights of heaven, and peopled

earth and air with deities, it was not because there were no sci-

ences in the world, and no mighty intellects. Every day is mak-
ing better known to us, how little there now is in the arts and sci-

ences, and the philosophy of mind, besides what has floated down to

us out of the wrecks of former times. ' Verily,' may the man say,

who reads the philosophy of this day, ' there is nothing new under

the sun.' It is forgetfulness, or ignorance of the intellectual ad-

vancement of those times, which has helped so much to the self-

complacency of our own age, and begotten that dangerous and

presumptuous confidence, that man's reason is sufficient to itself,

and which treats with perfect scorn the thought that the now en-

lightened man should again wander back into darkness. Yet the

history of man is not that of an originally ignorant and savage

being. Go back, age beyond age, and call upon him, and each

time he will answer thee, ' I am fallen ! I am fallen !' Where
he first set his foot, the strong trees root themselves amidst mighty

ruins, and from between leaning columns and shattered arches

comes a voice of warning

—

'Stand not up in thine own strength,

O man, lest thou be brought low ; nor trust alone to the light of

thine own reason, lest thick darkness encompass thee.'

What else could be looked for ? What poorer philosophy than

that which supposes the imperfect can, of itself, keep in steady

advance, till it results in perfection ? Yet thus, virtually, argues

the rationalist. And it is the great principle of a popular philo-

sophy, that the created contains an all-sufficient power within itself;

and hence it is that we hear so much more of the light of reason

than of the light of the Word, of the power of the soul than of

the Holy Spirit; and for this it is, that when God comes mysteriously

near to us in his Son, we reject Him, and put Him afar off. Set-

ting no limits to our own powers, we refuse to contemplate Deity,

except in his infinitude ; and stretching forth our finite faculties

after the infinite, and searching after the invisible, we become weak
and wandering, and are lost. Our God is made an abstraction,

and our hearts grow cold, and the heavens void. ' I beheld the

heavens,' says the prophet, ' and they had no light and all the

birds of the heavens were fled and the heavens above be black.'

So cheerless, so empty, so dark and still are the spiritual heavens

—
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to him who looks up to them through any other than that path of

light along which Christ ascended to his glory.

To fill this void in the soul, a religious sentimentality is

substituted for heart religion, and a sort of atmospheric divinity

breathes around us like a balmy day, and, like a Claude sky and

light, wraps heaven and earth in soft, transparent folds. A
mawkish love takes place of the wise and just benevolence of

God, and our Creator and final Judge is fairly idealized and

sentimentalized out of his own creation, providence and rule.

Creadon, and not the Creator, is the life and the spirit to us, and

must needs be so ; for the Creator not being presented to us in

the Son, nor felt in the heart, through the Spirit, and being

without any impersonation for our apprehension, the mind must

somewhere have a reflex action, and finds it in the objects of

nature. It would exhaust itself by its continual efflux through

infinitude after such an abstraction as that to which the rationalist

would give the name of God ; and so it turns out that nature,

however idealized, and however shrouded in metaphysic mist,

becomes, at last, man's God, and his only God.

Another effect is, to make man assume to himself something

of the character of Creator. Not receiving God as he has

presented himself in the Bible, and denying what is called

experimental religion, he has nothing to fall back upon, on which

to rest as a plain, matter of fact reality. So, the imagination

goes busily to work; and, with the help of a little philosophy,

sentiment and poetry, and a due mixture of Christian morality,

a religious system is made up, perfectly rational—for how can it

be otherwise, being the product of his own reason—and the man
becomes a pleased and constant worshipper ; and well he may,

for his God is the issue of his own brain, and from out himself

he worships himself. Behold the progeny of human pride—the

Creator the creature ! the creature the Creator ! Yes, enter into

the temple of his worship, and see man setting up there the work
of his own hands, and bowing before it as his God. The walls of

that house do but reflect back his own image ; the spirit that fills

it is Pride ; its Shechinah is Self.

What a result is here ! A creature of sin, and knowing
nothing, born yesterday, and to die to-morrow, virtually having no

God to whom his thoughts and affections can run back ; but

seeing, feeling, believing—no, here is no place for belief—only

what he puts forth from himself. This floats before" his mind as

his Deity : here are his angels, archangels, principalities and

powers : here is the world that he has made unto himself, in the

midst of which he sits the crowned sovereign, and which the

sceptre of his imagination sways as he may will. But he must
die, and must awake again. Awake to what ? The creation

with which he surrounded himself, angels and powers, are all
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vanished ; his very God is gone ; and he is left a poor spirit

—

infinitude around him, and he alone. Not even the influence of

the all-pervading Spirit touches him there ; no light from out the

throne visits him there—eternity, eternity, and no God ! There

his rejected Saviour and final Judge need not say to him,
1 Depart from me.' From the solitary depths of his own soul

the words are forever and ever ascending—' Without God !

'

There are those of whose religion this is the sum, though they

cannot bear to be told of it. They have found for themselves a

most pleasing substitute for the ' things hard to be understood,'

and for doctrines which it requires the teachable disposition of a

child to learn, and a renewed heart to obey. They see great

moral beauty in the character of the Saviour ; and the contem-

plation of moral beauty, even without conformity to it, is a

pleasurable employment. Most of them profess the belief, and

manv of them, without reservation, might say, with Nicodemus,
' Rabbi, we know that thou art a teacher come from God ; for no

man can do these miracles that thou doest, except God be with

him.' But when Jesus, instead of commending their faith,

immediately replies, ' Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a

man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God,' they do

not, in their straits, ask, ' How can these things be ?
' but say

in their hearts, ' These things cannot be,' and straightway leave

Him. John says unto them, ' Behold the Lamb of God, that

taketh away the sin of the world !
'

' What !
' they reply, ' is

God Moloch, that He should require innocent blood ?

'

It is hard for him who has found this substitute for religion in

philosophical chimeras or poetical visions, to give all up, and

come and sit humbly at the feet of Jesus. A power which

brought the poor maniac there, ' clothed, and in his right mind,'

can alone do it. The sensations which he experiences are so

pleasing ; the mind is taken up and floated off in its dreamy,

discursive course, into regions so magnificent and beautiful ; the

man, in his own esteem, is so elevated with the grandeur of that

nature which can imagine these things ; and they are withal, as he

deems them, so pure, and so intellectual, that they must be truth

—and, above all, truth not bestowed, but gained by the great,

unaided intellect itself. Such a man, it may be, has his hours ot

despondency and misgiving, and is sore when the truth of God
touches him

;
yet he will, perhaps, say to the very last, as, in the

course of his life, Jacobi once said, ' With your complaints about

the unsatisfactory nature of all our speculations I most heartily,

though sorrowfully agree. I know, however, no other course

than to speculate and philosophise right on.'*

* We must be allowed to refer readers to the article from which this quotation is

made. The spirit of it is such, that no one can be offended ; the melancholy story it

tells of the downward course of error may be a warning to those who are going the same
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Men of this order, having no certain truth to start from, and to

which they may occasionally refer back, to ascertain whether the

opinions and systems they have formed can be logically deduced

from it, are left without any regulator to their machinery ; and the

reasoning faculty acts under a disturbing, irregular power. The
imagination, so necessary, in reasoning, for furnishing materials for

comparison and illustration, becomes the stronger force ;
reason

is swept round and round by it as in an eddy, and judgement goes

to the bottom. Their minds become loose and discursive; and

though they may sometimes reason acutely enough upon a single

point, they fall into contradictions and sophisms when they spread

out from it. The character of their minds may be seen in their

modes of attack. They make their assaults with rambling

rhetoric, which proves nothing ; or bear against a single principle,

which they neither rightly represent nor understand, because they

do not consider it in its relations. Of God, of whom they boast of

having so enlightened and enlarged views, they do not think as a

whole. A single attribute is made the object of their contempla-

tion, or rather of their imagination ; and thus his character—even

his benevolence—becomes distorted, and its harmony is destroyed.

They have no systematic truth, and they can have none, being

ignorant of a whole, with its many justly adapted parts. Per-

verted man cannot of himself find out truth ; and he who is too

vain to receive it, must live on, the captive of his own delusions.

They not only make a perverted use of their own powers, but

are sometimes the occasion of a wrong bent in the minds of those

who receive the Bible as full, divine authority. In order to meet
the rationalists in their objections, and perhaps, too, from an

unobserved fear of not being held quite so enlightened as they,

believers become excessively anxious to account for all that is

contained in the word of God, to show that everything is upon
perfectly rational principles, and adapted to the real nature of

things, and that all objections arise from the want of fair, clear

and comprehensive views in the objectors. In doing this, they

seem, sometimes, to be under great fears for the reputation of the

Bible, and to be unconsciously possessed by a misgiving, that,

were it not for their intellectual efforts on its behalf, it might turn

out at last not quite wise and philosophical enough for advancing

reason, and that the ingenuity of man was in a fair way to

circumvent the wisdom of God himself.

To be able to refute opposers, and to show the rationality of

the scheme of revelation to an age vain of its reason, and
consequently skeptical, and not profound, is well ; but there is

danger of its unawares forming in the believer's mind a habit of

way, while to ihe desponding friends of truth it says—' There may be a return.' See the
Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iii. p. 57.
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resorting too much to his own argumentation for the strengthening

of his faith, and to find a place of rest for his belief more in that

which his own sagacity has enabled him to account for, than in

the simple declaration of the Word itself, and for the single

reason that it is God's Word. Notwithstanding he holds the

Bible of divine authority, he slides into the habit of making his

own processes of reasoning the resort of faith, rather than the

single fact that God has said it. Now this process of arriving at or

confirming faith, is not faith ; and the believer who resorts much
to it is in great peril of losing something of the thorough, home
conviction of the truth : his belief will not be so entirely a portion,

as it were, of his consciousness, the element of his existence—his

belief is not faith, not the faith of which the apostles speak. He
too faintly considers that Bible truths are not mere intellectual

truths, or to be sought intellectually alone, and that man cannot

have a mere intellectual knowledge of them—that, in fact, (let

the rationalist sneer if he will,) without experimental religion

there can be no true knowledge of the highest and most glorious

truths of the Gospel.

This mode of treating upon religious concerns is, also, not

without its unfavorable effects upon those to whom it is addressed.

They look upon the great Book of God's law rather like judges

who are set to put their own constructions upon it, than like

criminals whom it condemns ; rather as if they were to see

whether it were worthy their obedience, than to find through it a

way of pardon for their transgressions. Something like a feeling

of intellectual superiority arises in the heart, as if it were a matter

of favor for beings such as they to accept it. ' They will think

of it ; they will make up their minds about it.'

The apostles did not go thus round about, to persuade men by
long argumentation. They took man as he is, a sinner ; with this

they went directly to his heart. They compelled him to turn his

eyes inward, and look at the prison there ; to behold how dark it

was ; to hear the mutterings of wrath ; to see Sin, the jailer there,

with his chains, and bars, and instruments of torture ; and then they

would open the door of hope, and let in the soft, still light from

above, and man would look out through it, and, lo, the revealed

glories of heaven, and the dazzling splendors of the cross ! Then
man saw and felt the truths of God's word. This was the plain,

apostolic way of dealing with man ; and let this wise age learn,

that it was and is the only philosophic way. Man must he bom
again, and must have had a thorough conviction of sin, before he

can have seen the harmony and beauty of the great Scripture

doctrines, and have learned their adaptation to his own wants and
desires.

If unbelief, under its various modifications and names, would

be wise against what is written, have there not been, from the
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first, believers who would be wise beyond what is written ? From
what else proceed the speculations with which Evangelical Chris-

tendom has been kept astir for ages? Is there not enough lying

within the light of revelation, that men must needs be forever

passing out beyond its borders, and holding sharp contest with the

shadows hovering in the twilight there ? Men deceive themselves

in supposing they do all this for truth's sake. It has its origin in

an unwillingness to acknowledge practically that there are limits

to the intellectual powers, or, at least, in an ignorance or forget-

fulness of the fact. When we shall have learned that the only

remedy for this lies in a child-like humility of spirit, we shall

have discovered that its origin was in pride. Or if we suppose it

to arise in part from a fondness for intellectual exercise, it grows

to a disease, which spreads from our own minds to other minds,

and, what is more, lays upon the Bible the burden of our errors,

extravagances and presumption. When we see a scheme set up

by one man only to be pulled down by another, and two theories

in battle array, both overthrown by a third, and system after

system coming up, and passing off, to return with a new name,

and pass off again, we cannot but apply to their authors the

words spoken of a less harmless race of men, " These ingenious

and hard-working people toil incessantly to draw up Truth from

her deep well. After unceasing efforts, by many turns of the

windlass, and having eagerly watched scores of fathoms of drip-

ping rope, instead of bringing to light a naked goddess, they very

carefully land—another bucket of water."

We believe, however, that the Bible is to bring in a sounder

philosophy, and juster views of the nature of man than the

world has yet known. Not that in certain words and passages

there are wonderful influences locked up in a sort of hiero-

glyphics, of which another Young or Champollion is to discover

the alphabet, and lay open the mysteries to the astonished

world ; nor that what we now humbly bow before as among
the hidden things of God, some self-complacent rationalist is to

apply his key to, and let in upon them the light of his mind,

to show that they meant nothing at all, or nothing but what the

reason of man might have suggested of itself. But we believe

that the light of revelation is to spread through the mind in a

manner it has not hitherto done, and that, as God is now, in an

especial manner, sending it abroad over the dark places of the

earth, so He is preparing the way to let it shine into that dim, and

shadowy, and imaginative philosophy, which has reached us from

heathen lands, and to shed warmth and life where a later cold and

soulless philosophy has spread its deadly chill.

From one cause or another, it has been a matter of course to

shut the doors and windows of certain intellectual departments
against the light and heat of revelation, and to light up candlesj

VOL. III. NO. V. 34
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and kindle a new fire, before men went about their work. These
doors and windows are, however, yet to be thrown open, and into

these abodes revelation is yet to shine ; and by its fires, and with

its light, the noblest labors of men are yet to be performed. Men
are not forever to gather their knowledge and make up their

systems of philosophy from anything and everything rather than

the Bible, and then to bring that book to their preconceived

notions. It is to become the great source whence man's phi-

losophy is to be drawn. When this shall be the case, the moral

character and the intellectual will move together in an harmonious

advancement. Man will learn, that to be wise in philosophy, he

must be wise unto eternal life. The Holy Spirit is to be the

great Teacher ; abstract philosophy is to become, as it were,

experimental philosophy—in other words, true philosophy will be

learned through experimental religion and the Bible. We believe

that out of the fall of man, and through his restoration, God is

not only carrying on a great moral plan, but is exhibiting a

wonderful intellectual process for his study and joy and stead-

fastness, and that He is about showing more clearly than He
has yet done, that receiving his Word in faith, being renewed
in his image, living obedient to his law, and being regulated in all

our affections by the love of Him, are to lead to a glorious

display of the powers of man, and that this intellectual world is

to move on with the even energy and splendor of the spheres.

System after system has come up and shone, and men have

gazed at it, and then it has rolled far off into the darkness, to be

wondered at no more. But that which God is about making
manifest, to vindicate his own mind, will have His revealed Word
for its central light, and planets shall move round it in sweet

obedience to its influence, till these heavens shall pass away, and

then shall they circle his throne forever and ever, and drink

forever of His light.

That which man goes through to be regenerated to God, opens

depths in the soul, down which not only had he never looked

before, but which till then had been unthought of regions. The
stillness which had brooded there is broken ; far, far down, deep
is calling unto deep, and the waters of the dead sea move. O, if

men would know something of that truly shoreless ocean

—

the soul, something of those caves which no line has fathomed,

and feel the power of the spirit that is moving there, let him see

and feel himself a sinner before the Almighty God ! If thou

wouldst know the infinite capacity of thy nature, man, feel thyself

a worm, and less than a worm, before thy God ! To hear one

prate of the light of reason, and the dignity and perfectibility of

his nature, who has never felt the searchings of conviction, and
the agonizing throes of sin—how gaudy, how poor, how sad it is !

What does such a man know of those depths out of which a re-
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deemed one is come, or of the height and grandeur to which he is

fast ascending ?

This event in the life of man gives him a wonderful knowledge

of himself, not only by calling into intense action powers that

had slept within him, but by bringing them into action as he and

all within him stand related to God, the source of all power,

knowledge and wisdom ; seeing himself as he is, a dependent

being, and not, as he once esteemed himself, sufficient to himself

in his own reason, independent and unrelated. But to see one's

self in one's true relation is the better part of self-knowledge. More
than this, when the world rouses us, and the whole soul is up with

the stir of the passions, the mind is looking outward, and fastening

upon something there, and takes no observation of what is within.

And when it afterwards philosophises about its emotions, it is

through the memory, which brings back the past faintly and par-

tially. But when man is conscience-stricken before his God, and

would fain turn to Him and live, the whole mind is set inward ; and

as the working of the soul waxes stronger and stronger, and he

sees into himself with a power of vision almost, nay, perhaps, al-

together, supernatural—not to philosophise about himself, not even,

it may be, with a purpose to know himself—he feels driven, as

it were, to search himself through and through ; so that the passions

are working, and the self-examination going on with an almost sim-

ultaneous movement ; and the man observes and examines his emo-
tions while they are in full life and fervid action.

When man shall form his philosophy, not by wandering to the

ends of the earth after his God and to become acquainted with

himself, but shall learn that the Life and Light come from God's
Spirit, and must be within himself, or cannot be to him at all

;

the Book which will teach him this, so distinctly requires of him
the humility of a child, and so surrounds him with its solemn mys-
teries, that it will call up with his first thoughts a consciousness of

his short-sightedness, and will show him on all sides how closely

the limits of his earthly vision press upon him. But to learn early

what things cannot be understood, is the surest way to understand

aright that which is knowable. To be ever reaching forth after

the indefinable, gives exaggerated proportions to the distant, and
belittles the near ; while to make the distant and undefined nothing

more than the present and obvious, exaggerates the near, and robs

the distant of its glory. In the one case, imagination seats itself

on the throne of reason ; and in the other, reason would stretch its

rule where even imagination can catch but glimpses. The en-

deavor to subject to reason what lies beyond its control, obscures

its clearness of vision, disturbs its precision of action, and turns it

off from truth in its results. The strength which appears some-
times imparted is unnatural energy, followed by a weakness which
can be again forced into action only by bemg forced out of its nat-
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ural and just movement. The several powers of the man get into

each others' places, and thus objects are seen through false me-

diums, and come to the mind under changed and false aspects
;

so that nothing is perceived as it is in itself, but becomes the em-

bodied presentation of the illusion within. To such an one, the

impossible first becomes possible, next probable, and then true,

and he ends in believing a lie.

O hateful Error !

Why dost thou show to the apt thoughts of men
The things that are not ?

There is a beautiful and holy influence in mystery as it comes

to us from the Bible, exalting our imagination through our faith.

Tt is not like the mystery evolved from our own minds, as smoke of

incense to our pride, but like clouds around God's throne, lumin-

ous with the permeating glory from within, suffering us to draw

near to that which no man could look upon at full and live, hum-
bling us with the thoughts of what we now are, while it lifts us

above the angels with thoughts of what we shall be :—We ascend,

and bow, and adore, as we ascend. Yes, he whom the Cross has

humbled, may bear to look on its mysterious splendors, and not

be proud ; for his heart within him is like a little child's, while

the mind is filled with images of surpassing glory, and might, and

love.

When the Bible shall have had its foretold influence on society

at large, and its vitality shall not be confined to scattered individ-

uals, or to a flock folded here and there, then its principles, as

connected with the intellect, will be fully brought out. It will then

be settled that the intellectual powers can be justly and thoroughly

developed, through the moral, or, more definitely speaking, the

religious character alone.—Of its effect upon the physical na-

ture, and the reaction of that upon the spiritual, when all move up-

on the principle and by the power of God's law, we have not room

to speak.—As we are social beings, in proportion as numbers are

multiplied unto God, man will find a helper in his brother man,

and to be in the world will no longer be, as it now is, little else

than a temptation to overcome, but will be an excitement to holy af-

fections, and a strengthener of our hope and faith. The man of

piety is not to find all his enjoyment, or all his aid to holiness, in

the direct contemplation of God and the scheme of redemption, or

in dwelling at seasons in solitary pleasure upon nature as the work

of God's hands. Multitudes in all classes and occupations, the

high as well as the low, and thousands of minds of greatest reach,

are to become sons of God on earth and followers of the Cross.

Poetry under all its forms, whether of words, color, shape, or

sound, is to be dedicated to Him who made us and all things, who
gave us its spirit, and set all things in order before it for its use

;
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and thus, all our knowledge and all our pursuits are to be of and

for God, and we God's.

Then will that glorious display of the powers of man, of which

we have spoken, come. It is coming, it is already near, even at

the door. Look at the world. The great mass is heaving; for

the Spirit of God is putting forth its power. The old temples of

error, and those whose cement is not yet hardened, are beginning

to sway. A little more, and they will be like Babel. France is

giving out rays of the breaking day ; in Germany an increasing

number of learned and highly intellectual men are arraying them-

selves under the Cross ; and from the laity of England of all pro-

fessions and ranks, works are continually appearing on the side of

Evangelical truth which would be creditable to the most studious

and able divines. Of our own country we need say nothing as

yet. When the secret or open enemies of God's Word shall have

had their brains intoxicated witli something better than the neglect-

ed dregs which German and English schemers left standing to grow
stale in the sun, it will be time enough to speak about the friends

of Truth here, and what they are doing and have done.

Of the religious works lately put forth by the laity of England,

that before us is one of the most able, and best adapted to oppose

the forms in which Error and the Spirit of Unbelief are shewing

themselves in this our day. Tf we were asked what was its char-

acteristic, we would reply, generally enough to be sure, but most

emphatically

—

Wisdom: We have kept our readers from it too

long, without even the apology that what we have been saying has

a direct bearing upon it. But it put us into a somewhat thoughtful

humor, and we, as well as others, have our humors in which we like

sometimes to indulge.

The Natural History of Enthusiasm—a somewhat quaint title,

perhaps—treats, under several heads, upon Enthusiasm, secular

and religious,—in Devotion,—in perversions of the doctrine of Di-
vine Influence,—as the source of Heresy,— in Prophetical Inter-

pretation,—in abuses of the doctrine of a Particular Providence,

—in Philanthropy,—of Enthusiasm as it appeared in the Ancient

Church, and in ancient monachism—and closes with Hints on
the probable spread of Christianity, submitted to those who
misuse the term, Enthusiasm.

As soon as the reader enters upon this work, he feels that he
has passed into a calm, clear, temperate atmosphere, in which
every object is beheld in its true size, proportions and colors, and
every plant seems healthy and growing. The author's mind
evidently rests upon well laid principles of sound doctrine. He
has not chosen these to set his building upon, because he was
ignorant that there were materials enough and to spare from the

demolished temples of other times, wherewith he might have put
together his foundation and have raised his superstructure ; nor
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has he endeavored to ascertain how much of that foundation, of

which Christ is the corner-stone, might be taken away, and the

house yet stand. He evidently has too much good sense for

either of these follies ; too much clear-sightedness to be so

deluded himself, along with too much honesty to practise the

delusion upon others. The habit of his mind is rather an unusual

one for these days. He seems to have reflected much upon God,

as he is revealed to us in the Bible, and upon the doctrines of the

Bible, and then to have sat down and composed himself to

meditate slowly and carefully upon men and their affairs, in

connection with the representations, doctrines, requirements and

promises of that wonderful book—in short, our author is a

thinker, and not a dreamer. How few are there who make the

distinction ! and least of all does the dreamer himself make it.

He dreams that he thinks, and he makes intellectual idlers dream
so too, while he is nothing more than a better sort of voluptuary.

A thinker ! why he is the hardest worker in all man's heritage.

Our author has the characteristics of a select reader, one who
has gathered in his materials, not from a silly love of accumula-

tion, nor from the poor ambition of display, but as matter for reflec-

tion. With a mind made to look beyond the times, he considers

the coming times in relation to the present, and these, again,

in relation to them. He is under the full conviction that God is

beginning the broad unfolding of the millennium, and that the

work now going on in so much of the world as may, in the

strict sense of the word, be called Christian, is a making of the

highways straight, exalting the vallies, and bringing low the

hills. He has firm faith in still unfulfilled prophecy
;

yet, though

by no means cold concerning it ; with all its exciting motives,

he treats his subject with the same calmness, and freedom from

mysticism and schemes, with which he would write upon the

history of ancient times. He is the very first man whom you
would go to, in straits, for advice. Whether the subject of your

doubts were one of intricate and extended relations, or of few

and confined ones, whether it had been familiar to him, or had

lain out of his track, you would be sure that the result of his

meditations upon it would be just. He unites exactness with

great comprehensiveness, neither losing sight of the whole in its

particulars, nor of particulars in the whole. With the faculty of

imagination strong enough to enable him to look up into the

highest regions of thought, he has a judgement that will not suffer

him to take any illusions there for realities. Yet this man has no

sneers for regeneration by the Spirit, nor does he turn his back

upon his wounded Saviour and the mysteries of the cross. What
a rebuke his calm, comprehensive, obedient mind is to the

presumptuous sophistry of inflated rcen. They seem to stand

before his steady judgement like school-boys taken to task.
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Some, we trust, will be made better by it, but not all, perhaps

not many ; for unbelief is all rank with self-complacency, super-

ciliousness and scorn. Look at it ! The Liberal scoffs the

Orthodox, the avowed Deist the Liberal, and the Atheist makes

jest of them all.

With the exception of a parade term now and then, the

author's style is plain and manly, and frequently ascends to

grandeur. And were it not that we here and there find a word

out of place in his figurative passages, we should say that he had

kept close to Swift's definition of good writing. As a whole, no

book has lately been published in which thought is brought out

with so much clearness, closeness and directness. There is no

misty medium between the author and his readers. His mind

comes directly in contact with theirs.

We have left ourselves room for only a passing remark upon a

few extracts. There is but little need, however, of our saying

much upon a work which every reading man will read, and

which will commend itself to every religious, and, we hope, to

every thinking man. It is a book to be meditated upon, not to be

run over and forgotten, for each page of it is full of wisdom.

"Enthusiasm," says our author, "is not a term of measurement,

but of quality."—" Where there is no error of imagination, no
misjudging of realities, no calculations which reason condemns,
there is no enthusiasm, even though the soul may be on fire with

the velocity of its movements in pursuit of its chosen object."

This will suffice to explain the sense in which the writer uses the

term.

Wr

e quote the following, not that it is altogether novel, but

because it is so clearly expressed, and may serve to awaken a

class of intellectual men who are dreaming out a life of sad

delusion.

" The religion of the heart may be supplanted by a religion of the imagination,
just in the same way that the social affections are often dislodged or corrupted
by factitious sensibilities. Every one knows that an artificial excitement of all

the kind and tender emotions of our nature may take place throuo-hthe medium
of the imagination. Hence the power of poetry and the drama.' ' Whenever
excitements of any kind are regarded distinctly as a source of luxurious pleas-
ure, then, instead of expanding the bosom with beneficent energy, instead of
dispelling the sinister purposes of selfishness, instead of shedding the softness
and warmth of generous love through the moral system, they become a freezing
centre of solitary and unsocial indulgence ; and at length displace every emotion
that deserves to be called virtuous. No cloak of selfishness is in fact more im-
penetrable than that which usually envelopes a pampered imagination."

" A process of perversion and of induration precisely similar may have place
also among the religious emotions.' ' Whoever disaffecls the substantial matters
of Christianity, and seeks to derive from it merely, or chiefly, the gratifications
of excited feeling ; whoever combines from its materials a paradise of abstract
contemplation, or of poetic imagery, where he may take refuge from the annoy-
ances and the importunate claims of common lift' ;—whoever thus delights him-
self with dreams, and is insensible to realities, lives in peril of awaking from
his illusions when truih comes too late. The religious idealist, perhaps, sin-
cerely believes himself to be eminently devout; and those who witness his
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abstraction, his elevation, his enjoyments, may reverence his piety ; meanwhile
this fictitious happiness creeps as a lethargy through the moral system, and is

rendering him continually less and less susceptible of those emotions in which
true religion consists."

In a period of society when prayer is so much neglected, when
even females, hearing the name of Christian, are tainted with an

unbelieving sophistry as to its need, the following extracts may
not be inappropriate.

" To err in modes of prayer may be reprehensible ; but not to pray, is mad.
And when those whose temper is abhorrent to religious services animadvert
sarcastically upon the follies, real or supposed, of religionists, there is a sad in-

consistency in such criticisms, like that which is seen when the insane make
ghastly mirth of the manners or personal defects of their friends and keepers.

The very idea of addressing jietitions to Him who " worketh all things" ac-

cording to the counsel of His own eternal and unalterable will, and the enjoined

practice of clothing sentiments of piety in articulate forms of language, though
those sentiments, before they are invested in words, are perfectly known to the

Searcher of hearts, imply that, in the terms and the mode of intercourse be-

tween God and man, no attempt is made to lift the latter above his sphere of
limited notions and imperfect knowledge. The terms of devotional communion
rest even on a much lower ground than that which man, by efforts of reason

and imagination, might attain to. Prayer, in its very conditions, supposes, not

only a condescension of the Divine nature to meet the human, but a humbling
of the human nature to a lower range than it might easily reach. The region

of abstract conceptions—of lofty reasonings—of magnificent images, has an
atmosphere too subtle to support the health of true piety ; and in order that

the warmth and vigor of life may be maintained in the heart, the common level

of the natural affections is chosen as the scene of intercourse between heaven
and earth."
" Every ambitious attempt to break through the humbling conditions on

which man may hold communion with God, must then fail of success ; since the

Supreme has fixed the scene of worship and converse, not in the skies, but on
earth. The Scripture models of devotion, far from encouraging vague and in-

articulate contemplations, consist of such utterances of desire, or hope, or

love, as seem to suppose the existence of correlative feeling, and of every hu-

man sympathy, in Him to whom they are addressed. And though reason and
Scripture assure us that He neither needs to be informed of our wants, nor waits

to be moved by our supplications, yet will He be approached with the eloquence

of importunate desire, and He demands, not only a sincere feeling of indigence

and dependence, but an undissembled zeal and diligence in seeking the desired

boons by persevering request. He is to be supplicated with arguments, as one
who needs to be swayed and moved, to be wrought upon and influenced ; nor is

any alternative offered to those who would present themselves at the throne of

heavenly grace, or any exception made in favor of superior spirits, whose more
elevated notions of the divine perfections may render this accommodated style

distasteful. As the Hearer of prayer stoops to listen, so also must the suppliant

stoop from the heights of philosophical or meditative abstractions, and either

come in genuine simplicity of petition, as a son to a father, or be utterly ex-

cluded from the friendship of his Maker."
" The man of imaginative, or of hyper-rational piety, is gone in contemplation

where God is not; or where man shall never meet him : for "the high and
lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is holy, and who dwelleth in the

high and holy place," when he invites us to his friendship, holds the splendor

of his natural perfections in abeyance, and proclaims that " He dwells with the

man who is of a humble and contrite spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble,
and to revive the heart of the contrite ones." Thus does the piety taught in

the Scriptures make provision against the vain exaggerations of enthusiasm ;

and thus does it give free play to the affections of the heart ; while whatever
might stimulate the imagination is enveloped in the thickest covering of ob-

scurity."
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The uses of the discipline of Providence in giving a sense of

reality and importunacy to prayer, is thus well expressed.

" The dispensations of the Divine Providence towards the pious, have the

same tendency to confine the devout affections within the circle of terrestrial

ideas, and to make religion always an occupant of the homestead of common
feelings. " Many are the afflictions of the righteous," and wherefore, but to

bring his religious belief and emotions in close contact with the humiliations of

animal life, and to necessitate the use of prayer as a real and efficient means ofob-

taining needful assistance in distress ? If vague speculations or delicious illu-

sions have carried the Christian away from the realities of earth, urgent wants
or piercing sorrows presently arouse him from his dreams, and oblige him to

come back to the importunacy of prayer, and to the simplicity of praise. A
strange incongruity may seem to present itself, when the sons of God—the

heirs of immortality—the destined princes of heaven, are seen implicated in

sordid cares, and vexed and oppressed by the perplexities of a moment ; but
this incongruity is only perceived when the great facts of religion aie viewed
in the false light of the imagination; for the process of preparation, far from being

incompatible with these apparent degradations, requires them ; and it is by such
means of humiliation that the hope of immortality is bound down in the heart,

and prevented from floating in the region of material images."

And now one word to those who do pray.

" If the language of humiliation is at all admitted into the enthusiast's

devotions, it must be so pointed with extravagance, and so blown out with
exaggerations, that it serves much more to tickle the fancy than to affect the

heart : it is a burlesque of penitence, very proper to amuse a mind that is

destitute of real contrition. That such artificial humiliations do not spring
from the sorrow of repentance, is proved by their bringing with them no
lowliness of temper. Genuine humility would shake the whole towering
structure of this enthusiastic pietism ; and, therefore, in the place of Christian

humbleness of mind, there are cherished certain ineffable notions of self-anni-

hilation, and self-renunciation, and we know not what other attempts at

metaphysical suicide. If you receive the enthusiast's description of himself,

he has become, in his own esteem, by continued force of divine contemplation,

infinitely less than an atom—a very negative quality—an incalculable fraction

of positive entity : meanwhile the whole of his deportment betrays the

sensitiveness of a self-importance ample enough for a god."

For those who look with cold contempt upon the strong

workings of the soul in view of its state of sin, and who treat

conviction and conversion as little better than slang terms, we
quote the following :

" In witnessing, first, the entreaties, and supplications, and tears, of a

convicted, condemned, and repentant malefactor, prostrate at the feet of his

sovereign ; and then, the exuberance of his joy and gratitude in receiving

pardon and life, no one would so absurdly misuse language as to call the

intensity and fervor of the criminal's feelings enthusiastical ; for however
strong, or even ungovernable those emotions may be, they are perfectly

congruous with the occasion :—they spring from no illusion ; but are fully

justified by the momentous turn that has taken place in his affairs :—in

the past hour he contemplated nothing hut the horrors of a violent, and
ignominious, and a deserved death ; but now life and its delights are before

him. It is true that all men in the same circumstances would not undergo the

same intensity of emotion ; but all, unless obdurate in wickedness, must
experience feelings of the same quality. And thus, so long as the real

circumstances under which every human being stands in the court of the

Supreme Judge are clearly understood, and duly felt, enthusiasm finds no
place : all is real ; nothing illusory. But when once these unutterably
important facts are forgotten or obscured, then, by necessity, every enhance-
ment of religious feeling is a step on the ascent of enthusiasm; and it

becomes a matter of very little practical consequence, whether the deluded

VOL. III. NO. V. 35
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pietist is the worshipper of some system of abstract rationalism, or of tawdry
images, and rotten relics ; though the latter error of the two is, perhaps,

preferable, inasmuch as warm-hearted fervor is always better than frozen

pride."

We wish that we could find room for the remarks upon the

Romish subversion of the doctrine of the mediatorial office of

Christ, and the substitution of a kind of worship addressed to

the imagination with the most consummate art—this, of course,

resulting in Enthusiasm. For our author observes that "when,
either by the refinements of rationalism—a gross misnomer—or

by superstitious corruptions, the central facts of Christianity are

obscured, no middle ground remains between the apathy of

formality and the extravagance of enthusiasm." This very natu-

rally brought to our minds a class of men, who, with the name of

Christians, stand ready, on all occasions, to make league with any,

—be he triple-crowned Pope, or broad-brimmed Elias Hicks

—

who denies the offices and derogates from the honor and power of

our great Mediator and Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.

The section on " Enthusiasm the Source of Heresy " should

be read over and over. We scarcely know how to select from

it; for if we pitch upon one part, we feel as if we were leaving

a better behind. There is an awful veracity in the following

passage. We look around us as we read it; and we behold it an

embodied, living truth. There goes the throng. We could point

out one and another in it for a warning ; but it would be called

invidious. Perhaps, too, this is no longer needed.

" In like manner as the passion for travel impels a man to perambulate the

earth, and then makes him sigh to think that he has not other continents to

explore, so the constitutional enthusiasm of speculation urges its victim to

traverse the entire circuit of opinions ; and even then leaves him insatiate of
novelty. It is not caprice, much less is it the excessive solicitude of an honest
mind, always inquiring for truth, but rather the impetus of a too highly-

wrought intellectual activity, which carries the heretic onward and onward,
from system to system, blazing as he goes, until there remains no form of
flagrant error with which he has not scared the sober world. Then, though
reason may have forgotten all consistency, pride has a better memory ; and as

this passion forbids his return to the centre truths he has so often denounced,
and denounced from all points of his various course, nothing remains for him,
when the season of exhaustion arrives, but to go off into the dark void of
infidelity.

" The sad story has been often realized. In the confirmation of the heretic

by temperament there is more of intellectual mobility than of strength : a

ready perception of analogies gives him both facility and felicity in collecting

proofs, or rather illustrations, in support of whatever opinion he adopts. So
copious are the materials of cunjectural argument which crowd upon him, and
so nice is his tact of selection, and so quick his skill of arrangement, that ere

dull sobriety has gathered up its weapons, he has reared a most imposing front

of defence. Pleased and even surprised witli his own work, he now confidently

maintains a position which at first he scarcely thought to be seriously defen-

sible. Having convinced himself of the certainty of the new truth, and
implicated his vanity in its support, deeper motives stimulate the activity of
the reasoning and inventive faculties ; and he presently piles demonstration

upon demonstration to a most amazing height, until it becomes, in his honest

opinion, sheer infatuation to doubt. In this state of mind, of what value are

the opinions of teachers and of elders ? Of what weight the belief of the
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catholic church in all ages ? They are nothing to be accounted of;—there

seems even a glory and a heroism, as well as a duty, in spurning the fallible

authority of man ;— modesty, caution, hesitation, are treasons against con-

science and heaven !

"

We make the following extract without applying it, leaving it to

the good sense and just observation of others.

" We have spoken of the enthusiasm of mysticism. But there is also an

enthusiasm of simplification. The lowest intellectual temperature, not less

than the highest, admits extravagance, and sometimes even admits it more ; for

warmth and movement are less unnatural in the world of matter or of mind
than congelation ;—what so grotesque as the coruscations of frost ?"

" Driven from the enclosures where the demonstrable sciences hold empire,

the enthusiasts of speculation turn off upon ground where there is more scope,

more obscurity, more license, and less of the stern and instant magistracy of

right reason. Some give themselves to politics, some to political economy,

and some to theology~; and whatever they severally meet with that is in its

nature, or that has become, concrete, complex, or multifariously involved, they

seize upon with a hungry avidity. The disease of the brain has settled upon

the faculty of analysis ;—all things compound must therefore be severed, and

not only be severed, but left in disunion. It cannot but happen that in these

zealous labors of dissolution, some happy strokes must now and then fajl upon

errors, which wiser men have either not observed, or have spared : mankind

owes therefore a petty debt of gratitude to such eager speculati.sts, for having

removed a few excrescences from ancient systems. But these trivial successes,

which are hailed with a din of applause by the vulgar, who delight in witness-

ing any kind of destruction, and by the splenetic, who believe themselves to

gain whatever is torn from others, inspire the heroes of reform with unbounded

hopes of effecting universal revolutions ; and they actually become inflated to

so high a degree of presumption, that, at a time when all the great questions

which can occupy the human mind have been thoroughly discussed—and dis-

cussed with every advantage of liberty, of learning, and of ability, they are not

ashamed to adopt a style of speaking as if they thought themselves morning

stars on the verge of the dark ages, destined to usher in the splendors of true

philosophy upon a benighted world.

"Or of true religion ;—as if the Christian doctrine, in its most essential princi-

ples, had become extinct, even in the days of the apostles, and had remained

'under the bushel' of superstition, not oniy during the ages of religious despot-

ism, but long after the chains of that despotism have been broken, and after the

human mind
5

, with all the vigor and intensity of renovated intelligence, and

renovated piety, has given its utmost force, and its utmost, diligence, to the ex-

position of the canon of faith. Of what sort were this canon, if its meaning on

the most important points may, age after age, be utterly misunderstood by nine-

ty-nine learned, honest, and unshackled men, and be perceived onlyby the one ?

Yet this is the supposition of simplificators, who, from mere impulse of a faulty

cerebral conformation, must needs disbelieve, because theology would other-

wise afford them no intellectual exercise."

How consolatory to the friends of the Gospel is the view taken

below of the unity in which the truth is yet to be held. We feel

the more faith in the speedy fulfilment of the prediction from the

fact, that the sincere friends of Christ, of all denominations, are

coming more and more together on the Lord's side. The pressure

of infidelity from without, under all forms and names, is forcing

them to this ; and may the unmingled love of Christ and venera-

tion for the Scriptures, constrain them, and bind them together.

May they be brought to feel that they are all branches—different

branches, to be sure—but all branches of that one vine of which

our Saviour is the body and the root. Christ is fast set-

ting up his kingdom, and gathering in his subjects ; and those who
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refuse to honor Him even as they honor the Father, He is giving

up to deny the authority of that Book in which He declares him-

self to be the way, the truth, and the life ; and before long, it may
be, He will take from them even his name.

" The fields of error have been fully reaped and gleaned ; nor shall aught that

is new spring up on that field, the whole botany of which is already known and

classified. It is only of late that a fair, a competent, and an elaborate discus-

sion of all the principal questions of theology has taken place, and the great

result of this discussion waits now to be manifested by some new movement of

the human mind. Great and happy revolutions usually stand ready and latent

for a time, until accident brings them forward. Such a cbange and renovation

we believe to be at the door of the Christian Church. The ground of contro-

versy has contracted itself daily during the last half century ;—the grotesque

and many-colored forms of ancient heresy have disappeared, and the existing

differences of opinion, some of which are indeed of vital consequence, all

draw round a single controversy, the final decision of which it is hard to believe

shall long be deferred ; for the minds of men are pressing towards it with an
unusual intentness. This ereat question relates to the authority of Holy Sciip-

ture ; and the professedly Christian world is divided upon it into three parties,

comprehending all smaller varieties of opinion.
" The first of these parties—constituted of the Romish Church and its dis-

guised favorers, affirms the subordination of the authority of Scripture to that

of t.'ie priest : this is a doctrine of slavery and of ignorance, which the mere
progress of knowledge and of civil liberty must overthrow, if it be not first ex-

ploded by other means. The second party comprises the sceptical sects of the

Protestant world, which agree in affirming the subordination of Scripture to

the dogmas of natural theology ; in other words, to every man's notion of what
religion ought to be. These sects, having no barrier between themselves and
pure deism, are continually dwindling by desertions to infidelity; nor will be able

to hold their slippery footing on the edge of Christianity a day after a general
revival of serious piety has taken place.

" The third party, comprehending the great majority of the Protestant body,
hows reverently, and implicitly, and with intelligent conviction, to the absolute
authority of the word of God, and knows of nothing in theology that is not
affirmed or fairly implied therein. The differences existing within this party,

how much soever they may be exaggerated by bigots, will vanish as the mists
of the morning under the brightness of the sun, whenever a refreshment of
pious feeling descends upon the Church."

We will make one more extract, and then close.

" The great principle of vicarious suffering, which forms the centre of Chris-
tianity, spreads itself through the subordinate parts of the system, and is

the pervading, if not the invariable law of Christian beneficence.
" The spontaneous sympathies of human nature, when they are vigorous

enough to produce the fruits of charity, rest on an expectation of an opposite

kind ; for we first seek to dispel the uneasy sensation of pity ; then look for the
gratitude of the wretch we have solaced, and for the approbation of spectators ;

and then take a sweet after-draught of self-complacency. But the Christian virtue

of beneficence takes its stand altogether on another ground ; and its doctrine

is, that, whoever would remedy misery must himself suffer ; and that the pains

of the vicarious benefactor are generally to bear proportion to the extent or ma-
lignity of the evils he labors to remove. So that while the philanthropist who
undertakes the cure only of the transient ills of the present life, may encounter
no greater amount of toils or discouragements than are amply recompensed by
the immediate gratifications of successful benevolence, he who, with a due sense
of the greatness of the enterprise, devotes himself to the removal of the moral
wretchedness in which human nature is involved, will find that the sad quality

of these deeper woes is in a manner reflected back upon himself; and that to

touch the substantial miseries of degenerate man is to come within the infection

of infinite sorrow."

We wished to give some passages in connection with the above,

for the strengthening of those whom the peculiar state of the times
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has called to great endurance of contumely and injustice from high

and low ; but we have no room. They have this consolation, that

a rest remaineth. And how is strength put into their hearts when
they reflect, that though they may have much to bear, and may
meet with particular disappointments in their course, the great

cause in which they are engaged will move surely and steadily on.

God has said that the wrath of man shall praise Him, and that the

remainder of wrath He will restrain.

In furnishing these extracts, we have, perhaps, done as well as if

we had gone into a particular analysis of the work. There are

many books of good reputation, of which the substance might be

given within a small compass. But beside the fact that this work
treats upon several distinct subjects, an analysis of it would have

run us out to a tedious length, so compact is it, and so made up of

striking and intimately connected thoughts. There is no loose

work in it—one scarcely sees where to drive in a wedge.

It is a consolation to us, that this work is likely to fall into the

hands of certain readers who stand much in need of it—we mean
numbers in the literary and professional orders, and in a class less

literary, yet well informed, who are in various ways associated with

them. We have opportunities of knowing that many of these are

not quite at ease respecting the opinions of their teachers. They
have misgivings that all may not be well, not quite so well, as it

would fain be made outwardly to appear. When opinions which
they know not how to reconcile with their own old-fashioned, yet

half-forgotten notions of faith are somewhat boldly thrown out,

they are startled into the question, Is this the Christianity which we
used to read of in the Bible ? and they are alarmed for the moment,
to think how far they have been gradually and unconsciously drawn
away from their old belief; and ask themselves, Where must all

this end ?

Their situation is a critical one ; for they allow themselves

to be quieted by some plausible excuse—such as, that the opinion

was loosely expressed, or was intended to be understood with such
and such qualifications, or that it came from one generally held to

be adventurous and indiscreet; or their attention is called off and
directed to some part which is of a more serious character. Thus
what with a sprinkling of Scripture phrases, and a mixture of some
truth with much error, they are gradually wonted to a system of
unbelief. They begin with doubting ; they next give up, and are

finally in danger of ending in the disbelief of almost every thing

but that they themselves are very exemplary believers.

If, instead of looking at the subject occasionally and detachedly,
they could be brought to examine it in reference to first principles,
the operation of these, and their necessary results, they would dis-

cover that loose opinions in point of belief no more come of acci-
dent, nor spring less from fixed causes, than do those of the most
thorough and firm faith. Would they then go a little farther, they
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would also find that if the same principles by which this qualified,

half belief has been reached, were fairly carried through, they

would infallibly bear men far out of the bounds of Christianity and

the Bible.

When men are far gone in unbelief, this effort is hardly to be

expected of them. Many a man who is finally lost in infidelity,

might, by the grace of God, have been brought back to stand firm

in the faith, could he, upon doubling one doctrine of the Gospel,

have been prevailed upon at once to examine the principle upon
which he called it in question, in reference to every other doctrine.

Then he would immediately have seen the justice of the wise and

learned Good's remark— ' that there was no intermediate ground

upon which a sound reasoner could make a fair stand, between that

of pure deism and that of moderate orthodoxy, as held by the

evangelical classes both of churchmen and dissenters.' The fear-

ful truth would have come upon him whole, and before the mind
had formed the ruinous habit of half closing its vision, or of turning

away from necessary conclusions.

There is much, however, to hope for from the men of the classes

we are speaking of; for here and there may be seen one and another

coming out of the by-paths of error into the open paths of truth.

They may have to forego expectations of distinction and pow-
er ; they may have hard things to encounter—coldness on the

part of old acquaintances—sneers, which have a sting often out of

proportion to the size of the insect, and, with these, and harder

than these, they may have to endure false surmises as to their mo-
tives, cast on them by their friends, too, and made to stick the

closer, by an adhesive varnish of smooth extenuation laid on in

feigned charity and love. But all these things are easily borne

after a time. And who would not bear them for the sake of that

strengthening conviction of the sincerity of one's faith and love,

which the endurance of evil for the truth's sake always gives

a man ?

Sacrifices such as these will be met more generally and quickly

than they have ever yet been ; for motives to this are pressing

—

more and more. The hues of truth and of error are fast separating
;

the doubtful twilight breaking ; truth brightening, and error darken-

ing. Soon there will not be a spot for the hesitating man to stand

upon, nor a shred left out of which the timid man shall weave his

cloak of charity to hide his own selfishness, while he is bringing

odium on the open, hardy soldiers of the Faith. The two sides

will soon be marked off plainly enough ; the distance between them

will become wider and wider—too wide for the voice of parley

with error to be heard across it ; the way of faith will be made
more and more plain, and the sin of unbelief be stript bare of all ex-

cuse. The great question, as our author says, is speedily to be,

Have we a revelation from God ? And as each man decides this
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for himself, so will he reject the word for once and all, or honor

the Son even as he honors the Father.

May God grant us the spirit of self-sacrifice in this his cause
;

teach us to contend earnestly yet meekly for the truth, and pardon

our infirmities when we forget his teachings.

We thank the publishers for giving us this valuable work in so

convenient a form ; and we shall feel our obligations increased, if

the second edition—which must soon be called for—should be free

from the occasional inaccuracies which we have met with in this.

We would say, in closing, that the Natural History of Enthusiasm

is a work which every educated, religious man should, if possible,

possess, and which every literary man should be loath to confess

he had not read.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PRESENT STATE OF UNITARIANISM IN ENGLAND.

We extract the following from the (London) Christian Observer for Novem-
ber 1829. It exhibits the confessions of Unitarians themselves as to the low

and declining state of their affairs in the mother country. Unitarians in

America are frequently boasting of the strength of their cause in England ; and

Unitarians in England of the splendid triumphs which the truth (as they hold

it) is achieving in America. We can assure our Unitarian friends in England

that the ' Spirit of Unitarianism' is the same here as there. ' Ctdum, non ani-

mum mutant, qui trans mare car runt.''

" The last Number of the Monthly Repository, the official organ
of the Unitarian body in this country, gives a most hopeless account
of the state of their cause. The running title of the article is,

" Unitarians rich, yet inefficient;" and the statements in the text

correspond to the title ; for it is confessed that " the Unitarian Mis-
sionary Association during the last year is an almost total failure ;"

that " the spirit of Unitarianism is not a missionary spirit ;" that of

their chapels " the tale is brief and mournful ;"* that their assemblies

for public worship are ill attended ; that they can, with difficulty,

support a single periodical publication ; that their institutions for

religious purposes are " few and languishing;" that, " although for

their numbers, the Unitarians are the richest body of religionists in

* " Many of the old chapels amongst us," says the writer in the Repository. " are in a
pitiable state. Of our own knowledge, we can speak of some scores, that scarcely shew
signs of life. The number of hearers in them will not average more than thirty ; the sal-

ary of the minister not more than jC 70 per annum." " One half of the insignificant sti-

pends paid to ministers proceeds from the charily of preceding ages"—(i. e. from the

endowments of the old Orthodox Presbyterians, ol which the Unitarians have obtained
possession.) '• In many instances," " the utmost that is done by voluntary contributions,
is the raising enough to defray the expenses of opening and cleaning the chapel." The
writer expresses the belief that when a few sexagenarians have been conducted in decency
to the grave, the doors of these chapels will be closed. " If this is not," says he, "the
probable end of no lew of the old Presbyterian chapels, we have yet to learn what other
fate they can in all human probability undergo." Thus testified a learned, well informed
English Unitarian in November, 1829.
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the kingdom, they contribute the least to religious objects ;" and,

most painful of all, that in India itself, where they looked for most,

they are without a missionary, and unable to keep up a single chapel.

To say that, with our views of the Unitarian system, we quote these

statements with pain, would be an untruth which no Unitarian

would wish us to proffer ; but we by no means bring them forward

in an invidious spirit. The humbling confessions uttered by per-

sons who wish well to a cause, with a view to stir up their brethren

to promote it, are not a subject for insult, and we are far from urging

them as such. But we would candidly press upon the announcers

of these facts, their own dilemma, that Christianity is essentially " a

proselyting religion ;" so that if the tenets of Unitarianism (so called,

for we by no means admit the fairness of this exclusive assumption

of the term, tri-une not being trine) are not of a character to prose-

lyte the world, they are confessed to be false. The writers escape

from this suicidal conclusion by urging that their doctrines are fit

for missionary purposes ; but that the holders of them are not dili-

gent stewards in dispensing them. But this comes to nearly the

same thing ; since it admits the spiritual inefficiency of the system,

even as regards its converts."

REVIEW OF DR. CHANNING ON ASSOCIATIONS.

We find the Review of Dr. Channing on Associations, contained in our num-

ber for March, referred to and quoted with much approbation, in different and

distant parts of the United Slates. We mention this as evidence of the

interest which is felt in behalf of the benevolent operations of the day, and

especially on the subject of the Sabbath. The time has not yet come in this

land—God grant, it never may—for the observance of the Sabbath to rest

on the recommendation of a man, rather than on the law of God.

The Works of President Edwards, with a Memoir of his Life,

in ten volumes. New-York : S. Converse. 1829.

We congratulate the religious public on the appearance of this enlarged,

complete, and long expected edition of the works of President Edwards. The
memoir of his life, with which the firstj volume (766 8vo. pages) is filled, will

be found exceedingly interesting. It details a great variety of incidents

relating to the life of Edwards—the different branches of his family, his early

history, the character of his mind, his trials and vicissitudes, his religious

exercises, his studies, labors and writings, his correspondence, and the circum-

stances of his closing scene—with which readers, in general, were entirely

unacquainted. Indeed, we have no hesitation in affirming, that the Life of

President Edwards has never before been presented to the public.—The tenth

volume contains the Memoirs of Brainerd, the same that was published, a few

years since, in a volume by itself. The eight intervening volumes include

what may be termed more appropriately the icorks of Edwards—some parts of

which have never before been published.—We feel a pleasure in inviting the

attention of our readers to this great and truly valuable work.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
WAS SIR ISAAC NEWTON A UNITARIAN ?

It has been the boast of Unitarians that they place no reliance

upon names ; and yet no people are more fond of referring to the

names of distinguished individuals, and endeavoring lo sustain

themselves on the ground of authority. How long and often did

they lay claim to Watts ? Yet it has been shown conclusively that

Watts died, as he lived, a firm believer in the supreme Divinity of

Jesus Christ.* Sir Isaac Newton, too, has been claimed by
them with a frequency and confidence which have seemed to set

inquiry and discussion at defiance. But it may well admit of a

question, whether Sir Isaac Newton was a Unitarian.—In con-

sidering this question, 1 shall first present the evidence on which

it has been pretended that he was a Unitarian ; and, secondly,

the evidence to prove the contrary.

The evidence to be first exhibited is as follows.

1. Sir Isaac Newton rejected the disputed passages in 1 John
v. 7. and 1 Tim. iii. lb. and wrote letters to show that they ought

not to be classed with the Apostolical writings.—And so have
other Trinitarians rejected these passages, and on the same
grounds. The subject is introduced and treated by Newton, not

as having any relation to the faith and discipline of the church, but

solely as a question of criticism. Addressing his correspondent,

he says, " I am confident I shall not offend you, by telling you
my mind plainly ; especially, since it is no article of faith, no
point of discipline, nothing but a criticism concerning a text of
Scriptvre, which I am going to write about."f Through the

whole discussion, Newton writes just as Griesbach, or any other

Trinitarian would have written, who had adopted the same views

* See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. ii. p. 334.

t History of two texts of Scripture, in Works of Newton, vol. v. p. 496.

VOL. III. NO. VI. 36
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on a mere question of criticism. He drops no expression in

opposition to the Trinity, and no evidence is furnished by the

letters (which were published from his manuscripts after his

decease) that he was not sincerely a Trinitarian.

2. Whiston, who was well acquainted with Newton, especially

in the early part of life, repeatedly speaks of him as an Arian.

He informs us, that Newton considered the two witnesses in the

Revelation as representing the Arians and the Baptists.* The
former part of this testimony I shall consider in another place,

and shall show from the manner in which Newton treated it, as

well as by quotations from his works, that it could not have

been true. In respect to the latter part, it is sufficient to observe,

that we have the means of judging as well as Whiston. We have

Newton's " Observations on the Prophecies of Daniel and the

Revelation," and find, on examination, no such interpretation

as is here alleged. " When the primitive church catholic, repre-

sented by the woman in heaven, apostatized and became divided

into two corrupt churches, represented by the whore of Babylon

and the two-horned beast, the hundred and forty-four thousand

who were sealed out of all the twelve tribes, became the two

witnesses, in opposition to those two false churches ; and the

name of two witnesses, once imposed, remains to the true church

of God, in all times and places, to the end of the prophecy."f

—

This does not look as though, in the judgement of Newton, the

two witnesses represented the Arians and Baptists ; nor is it at all

consistent with so childish an interpretation.

3. It has been said, that it was at the suggestion of Sir Isaac

Newton that Dr. Clarke was led to adopt his peculiar views of

the person of Christ, and to publish what he called " the Scripture

doctrine of the Trinity." Thus the Chevalier Ramsay informs

us, that " Sir Isaac Newton, being carried away with a fondness

to refine upon the ancient heresies of the East, revived Arianism

by the pen of his famous disciple and interpreter, Dr. Clarke."

The same writer adds, that Dr. Clarke renounced his errors, and

deeply regretted what he had done, before his death. J But this

whole account, it is believed, is without foundation. Dr. Kippis,

himself an Arian, declares it " to be an absolute falsehood."f
Whiston, in his Memoirs of Clarke, informs us at what time he

(Clarke) began to hesitate respecting the Trinity, and expresses

the opinion, that his doubts were the result of his own inquiries,

p. 8. Mr. Lindsey also rejects the idea, that Newton had an

undue influence in forming the opinions of Dr. Clarke, or that he

persuaded him to publish on the subject of the Trinity.§ Indeed,

* Memoirs of Whiston, pp. 206, 477. Whiston also represented Sir Isaac Newton as
a Universalis. See Historical Memoirs of Dr. Clarke, p. 75.

t Works, vol. v. pp. 486, 469. J Biographia Brittanica, vol. iii. p. 606.

§ Preface to Historical View, &c. p. 14.
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the account here examined has been rejected and resented,

especially by the friends of* Dr. Clarke, as calculated to stain his

reputaiion and do injustice to his memory.*
4. It has been asserted, on the authority of Hopton Haynes,

Esq., an officer of the mint at the time when Newton was master,

that he was a Socinian. The testimony of Mr. Haynes is as

follows :
" Sir Isaac Newton did not believe our Lord's pre-

existence, being a Socinian, as we call it, in that article."

He " much lamented Dr. Clarke's embracing Arianism, which

opinion he feared had been, and still would be, if maintained by

learned men, a great obstruction to the progress of Christianity."

" The time," he said, " will come, when the doctrine of the

incarnation, as commonly received, shall be exploded as an

absurdity, equal to transubstantiation."f

To this account I reply, in the first place, that it is contradicted

by all the testimony previously examined. Whiston makes New-
ton an Arian ; but if he was an Arian, he could not have been a

Socinian. Indeed Whiston expressly assures us that he was not

a Socinian, and tells us of a person who, after conversing with

him, was induced to renounce Socinian principles. J The Chev-
alier Ramsay makes Newton the instructer and instigator of Dr.
Clarke. But Dr. Clarke, whatever else he may be called,

certainly was not a Socinian.

The testimony of Mr. Haynes is further contradicted by Sir

Isaac Newton's own writings. Of the truth of this, abundant
evidence will be furnished under another head.

The particulars here stated embrace all the evidence which I

have been able to collect that Sir Isaac Newton was a Unitarian.

Whether it is sufficient to dispel doubt, and to warrant the strong

confidence which Unitarians have so often expressed respecting

him, my readers will judge.

Let us next attend to the evidence that Newton was a

Trinitarian. And,
1. He was, by profession, a Trinitarian. He united statedly

in Trinitarian worship, and was a regular member and communi-
cant of a Trinitarian church. He is represented by some of his

biographers as " ardently attached to the tenets and discipline

of the church of England." Is not this strong prima facie evi-

dence that he received the doctrines of this church ? Is it not

sufficient, of itself, to establish the point in question, unless coun-

terbalanced by plain and positive proof to the contrary ? Newton
certainly had sagacity enough to understand the articles of his

church ; and it is to be presumed he had honesty enough not to

appear to assent to them, when in truth he did not assent. In

* See Observations on Historical Memoirs of Dr. Clarke, pp. 23, 24.

t In Lindsey's Sequel, p. 18. Mr. Haynes was a zealous Unitarian.

% Historical Memoirs of Dr. Clarke, p. 8.
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other words, he had honesly enough not to be a hypocrite. How
then shall we account for his continuing, through his long life, to

worship and commune in a Trinitarian church, and to be, by
profession, a Trinitarian, unless he was one in reality ? But,

2. Not a sentence can be found in all the writings of Sir Isaac

Newton, to show that he was not a believer in the Trinity. This

is admitted by Mr. Lindsey. " This most eminent person," says

he, " never openly declared his sentiments on this most important

subject (the Trinity) in his life time, and raiher insinuated them
indistinctly in his writings, which were published afterwards."*

The writings here spoken of, which were published after the

death of Newton, are his letters on the two disputed passages.

But these letters contain nothing which is not very consistent

with the strict orthodoxy of their author. Indeed they have

much stronger insinuations, as I shall show, in favor of the

Trinity, than any which can be found against it.

3. I have observed already, that Whiston represented Sir Isaac

Newton to be an Arian. It should now be added, that by so

doing, he forfeited the friendship of Newton, incurred his dis-

pleasure, and committed an offence for which he could hardly be

forgiven.—In the former part of his life, Newton regarded Whis-

ton with much favor, and recommended him to be his successor

in the Professorship of Mathematicks at Cambridge. But in 1720,

when Whiston was proposed as a member of the Royal Society,

Newton objected, and said, that if Whiston was chosen a member,
he would not be President. Whiston attributes this to his " fear-

ful, cautious, suspicious temper," and to his not being able to bear

contradiction.f But the truth is, that by charging his former

patron with Arianism and Universalism, he was regarded as hav-

ing justly forfeited his confidence, and shown himself unworthy of

his favor, and Newton intended to have as little intercourse with

him as possible. " It is a well known fact," say the Eclectic Re-
viewers, " that he (Newton) was so angry with Whiston for having

said he was an Arian, that Whiston was not sure he had thoroughly

forgiven him for years after."J Now I would ask all those who
venerate the name of Newton, whether here is not conclusive proof

that he was not an Arian ? For if such were his real sentiments
;

if he had given Whiston reason to know that they were such ; and

if Whiston had represented the matter fairly and truly ; would Sir

Isaac Newton have been so angry with him ? Would he have re-

tained his resentment for years? Would he have refused to pre-

side in the Royal Society, if Whiston became a member of it ?

The supposition cannot be admitted. Or if it could be, the repu-

tation of the great philosopher would thereby be ruined.

* Historical View, &c. p. 402.

t Memoirs of Whiston, pp. 293, 294. t Vol. viii. p. 10U.
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I would not be understood as charging Whiston with wil-

ful misrepresentation. But those acquainted with his character

and history will readily conceive that he might have been
mistaken. His prejudices and wishes might have led him to

catch at particular expressions, and turn them aside from their

intended import. In the troubles through which Whiston passed

at the University on account of his Arianism, he had strong temp-
tations to say, 'My predecessor is an Arian,' and thus seek sup-

port in the authority of so great a name. But Newton regarded

himself as slandered and injured, and all who honor his name and
character are bound to believe that this was the case.

4 It remains that I produce several passages from the writings

of Newton, which plainly indicate his Trinitarian sentiments.—In

his remarks on the disputed passage, 1 John v. 7. he says, " In

the Eastern nations, and for a long time in the Western, the faith

subsisted without this text ; and it is rather a danger to religion

than an advantage, to make it now lean upon a bruised reed."*
" The faith " spoken of in this passage must necessarily include

the doctrine of the Trinity; as this is the only article of faith, or

doctrine of religion, which has ever been supposed to " lean

upon" the disputed passage in John. But Sir Isaac Newton
represents this faith as having existed in the primitive church, and

as being an article for the safety and defence of which he is

concerned.—Again, speaking of the use that was made of the

disputed passage in Timothy, during the Nestorian controversy,

Newton says, "The two parties ran the interpretation into ex-

tremes, the one disputing that he who was manifest in the flesh

was a creature "—this was one extreme—" the other that it was
the Word of God." Newton thought that the ancient Christians

interpreted this passage of Christ, without restraining it to his

Divinity, or his humanity."* It is obvious that this passage could

not have been written by a Socinian, or an Arian. It could not

have been written by one who run into the ohjectionable " ex-

treme " of regarding our blessed Lord as "a creature," or who
did not believe in " his Divinity," as well as " his humanity."

The following passage is from the Observations of Sir Isaac

Newton on the prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation : "And
lo, in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in

the midst of the elders, stood a Lamb, as it had been slain,

having seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of

God sent forth into all the earth. And he came and took the

book out of the right hand of him that sat upon the throne. And
when he had taken the book, the four beasts and the four and

twenty elders fell down before the Lamb, having every one of

* Works of Newton, vol. v. pp. 495, 54S.
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them harps, and golden vials full of odours, which are the

prayers of saints. And they sung a new song, saying, Thou art

worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof; for thou

wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of

every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation, and hast made
us unto our God kings and priests, and we shall reign on the

earth.' The beasts and elders," says Newton, " represent the

primitive Christians of all nations ; and the worship of these

Christians, in their churches, is here represented under the form

of worshipping God. and the Lamb in, the temple : God, for his

benefaction in creating all things ; and the Lamb for his benefac-

tion in redeeming us by his blood. ' And I heard the voice of

many angels round about the throne, and the beasts and the

elders, and the number of them was ten thousand times ten thou-

sand, and thousands of thousands, saying with a loud voice, Worthy
is the Lamb that was slain, to receive power, and riches, and wis-

dom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing. And every

creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the

earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in them, heard I

saying, Blessing, and honor, and glory, and power be unto him

that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb forever and

ever.' This," says Sir Isaac Newton again, "this was the wor-

ship of the primitive Christians.*—No wonder that an individual

who thus regarded the primitive Christians as literally honoring

the Son even as they honored the Father, and as rendering

precisely the same worship to Him who sits upon the throne, and

to the Lamb, should be "ardently attached to the tenets" of a

church, in which Christ is worshipped as truly a divine person.

I have now shown, that Newton was by profession and worship

a Trinitarian, and that not a sentence can be gathered from his

numerous writings to show that he was not a Trinitarian. So far

from this, it is evident from passages which have been quoted, that

he regarded the Trinity as belonging to the faith of the primitive

church ; did not hold the Lord Jesus to be " a creature" ; spoke

familiarly of " his Divinity," and " his humanity " ; and repre-

sented him as receiving the same Divine worship and honor from

the primitive Christians which they rendered to the Father. By
some of his cotemporaries he was called an Arian ; but we have

seen that he thought himself injured by such an imputation, and

could hardly forgive the individual who first attempted to fasten it

upon him.

Here I might leave the subject, were it not that I feel bound to

protest against the practice, so common in some denominations,

of claiming, on slight and insufficient grounds, distinguished men
as belonging to their number. The great philosopher, whose

* Works of Newton, vol. v. p. 455. How does the sentiment here expressed coincide

with the testimony of Mr. Haynes, that Newton denied the pre-existence and incarnation

of the Son of God ?
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name has been so often mentioned, was certainly capable of choos-

ing a religion for himself, and, after long and mature deliberation,

he did choose to be considered and known as a member of the

(Trinitarian) church of England. He never published a sentence

to indicate his rejection of the Trinity, but many sentences which

look strongly and decisively in its favor. He refused to be called

a Unitarian in his lifetime, and was angry with the individual who
presumed thus to speak of him. With what propriety, then, I

ask—when he is now dead, and can no longer answer for himself

—is he represented continually, on the testimony of interested

and prejudiced individuals, as beyond all question a Unitarian ?

No one can believe him a Unitarian, without believing him a vir-

tual falsifier and hypocrite, and without believing that he treated

his friend Winston in a manner the most ungenerous and unchris-

tian. Why then should not the question of his religious senti-

ments be suffered to remain, as he chose it should be while he

lived, and as he chose to leave it when he left the world ?

OPINIONS OF THE EARLY CHRISTIANS RESPECTING THE
TRINITY.

No. 2.

—

The Apostolic Age and the Apostolic Fathers.

Two things are allowed by all, namely ; that God is one, and

that the man Christ Jesus is inferior to God the Father. The
urging of those texts, therefore, which assert the unity of God or

the humanity of Jesus, as proofs against the faith of Trinitarians,

argues nothing but want of knowledge, or want of candor, on the

part of those who make use of them for such a purpose. The
premises are granted, the conclusion is denied ; and he who would

convict us of error, must condescend to show us that the arguments

he uses do really lead to the result on which he insists.

In exhibiting the information which Jesus and his apostles have

left us on this subject, I shall simply refer to a very few of the

more plain and decisive texts of the New Testament, which speak

of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost ; leaving it to the

reader to examine the passages referred to, and to determine for

himself respecting their pertinency as proof-texts. The particular

discussion, the arrangement and illustration of these passages, in

order to point out their mutual relation, and to show the bearing

which they have on each other, belong to the departments of

exegesis and theology, and not to that of history, to which I am
limited.

Our Saviour, when he took leave of his disciples, commanded
them to Go and teach all nations, baptising them into the name of
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the Father, and ofthe Son, and of the Holy Ghost: (Matt, xxvrii.

19.) thus warning the converts to Christianity, on the very thresh-

old of their profession, to look on Father, Son, and Spirit with

veneration and love, as sustaining to each other and to believers

a most intimate relation ; a relation altogether essential to the nature

of the new religion ;—thus binding them, by the initiatory and most
solemn rite of Christianity, to give up themselves, and all that they

have and hope for, entirely and without reserve to the direction

and disposal of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. In other words,

the rite of baptism was designed to teach and oblige every convert

to Christianity to acknowledge and worship God as the Creator,

Redeemer and Sanctifier of the human race.

Jesus describes the Father as the God and Father of men, and
of himself, (Matt. xi. 27 : xxii. 43 : John xx. 17.) He calls him-
self the Son of God, and as such claims peculiar honors, enough
to show that he is Son in a peculiar sense. In the discourses of

Christ, presented by Matthew, Mark, and Luke, the term Son of

God seems in general to be nearly synonymous with Messiah, the

messenger of God to men, and most of the honors which Christ

claims correspond to this character ; but John, the special object of

whose writings was to assert the divine dignity of his Master, in

opposition to the Jewish corruptors of Christianity, has preserved

discourses, in which Jesus advances much higher claims. He
here describes himself as the only one who had come down from

heaven, (John iii. 13: vi. 38 : compare i. 18.) whither he should

again return; (xvii. 11.) as having existed before the time of

Abraham
;

(viii. 58.) as having been appointed the Judge of

men, that all men might honor the Son, even as they honor the

Father, (v. 22, 23.) He also speaks of his power and glory as

derived from the Father, (v. 26. 27, 30,) and says expressly, My
Father is greater than I. (xiv. 28.)

In the Apocalypse, Christ is introduced laying claim to the

highest of the divine attributes, such as absolute eternity, creative

power, supreme dominion, etc. (Rev. i. 8, 11, 17, compare Isaiah

xliv. 6. See also Rev. xxi. 22 : xxii. 1,3; and other texts, corn-

pared with the corresponding passages in the Old Testament.)

Jesus speaks of the Holy Ghost as the divine power by which

he performed his miracles, (Matt. xii. 28, compare Luke xi. 20.)

assigns to the Spirit a rank with the Father and himself, (Matt,

xxviii. 19.) and speaks of him as a Divine instructer and Comforter

who should supply his place with the disciples, (John xiv. 26 :

xv. 26.) Thus our Saviour claims for himself, in his own dis-

courses, some attributes which can belong only to a Divine, and

others which can belong only to a human nature ; and he assigns

to the Holy Spirit a Divine rank and a separate Divine agency:

yet he nowhere explains to us the peculiar mode of his own ex-

istence, or the exact relation which he and the Spirit sustain

to the Father.
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The apostle John, who wrote his Gospel for the avowed purpose

of proving that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, (John xx. 31.)

opens his narrative by declaring that the Logos, who was in the

beginning with God, who was God and the Creator of the universe,

became Hesh and dwelt among men for the purpose of imparting

to them spiritual light and life ; and that men beheld his glory, the

glory as of the only begotten of the Father, (i. 1— 14.) In con-

firmation of his own statements, he introduces the testimony of

John the Baptist, who affirmed that Christ was far more exalted

than himself, that he existed before him, and that he alone was
able to impart a definite knowledge of God, on account of his inti-

mate and peculiar connection with him. (i. 15— 18.) John opens

his first Epistle with an elaborate declaration of the actual appear-

ance of Christ in the flesh, in opposition to those who denied the

reality of his human nature; (1 John, i. 1—3.) this notion he

asserts to be subversive to Christianity
;

(iv. 2, 3.) and concludes

the Epistle by affirming that Christ is the true God and eternal

life. (v. 20, compare John xx. 28.) For the testimony of this

apostle respecting the Spirit, see John i. 13 compared with iii. 5,

6, 8 ; also i. 32, 33. 1 John, v. 6, and the like passages. Here
are numerous assertions of the Deity and humanity of Christ, and
of the existence and agency of the Spirit ; but no philosophical

theory.

The apostle Paul represents Christ as a descendant of David
as to his corporeal nature, but the powerful Son of God as to his

holy, spiritual nature
;
(Rom. i. 3, 4.) he calls him God expressly

and without limitation
;
(Rom. ix. 5. 1. Tim. iii. 15. Tit. ii. 13.)

the image of the invisible God, the first-born of every creature, by
whom all things in heaven and earth were created

;
(Col. i. 15, 16

)

the possessor and bestower of all divine favors
;
(Col. ii. 9.) the

Lord and Judge of all men
;
(Rom. xiv. 9. 2 Cor. v. 10. Phil,

iii, 21, compare Phil. ii. G, 7.) and represents him as the object

of divine worship, to whom our prayers may be addressed.

Paul frequently speaks of the existence and agency of the Holy
Spirit; (1 Cor. xii. 3—9, et ii. 10— 15.) and places the Spirit in

the most intimate connection with the Father and Son. (2 Cor.

xiii. 13.)

The apostle has asserted these several facts, and referred to

them as well known and generally acknowledged ; but he enters

into no particular explanation of them, and gives us no information

by which we can satisfy our curiosity respecting the precise rela-

tion which the Father, Son, and Spirit maintain to each other, or

the mode of the divine existence.

The above references to Scripture are by no means intended

as a complete exhibition of the Scriptural evidence in favor of the

doctrine of the Trinity. As has already been intimated, the more
diVect and striking passages only are adduced, that the reader, by

vol. m.

—

no. vi. 37
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examining and comparing them, may see the light in which the

subject presented itself to the minds of the sacred writers, and that

he may observe with what freedom they refer to Christ, either as

God or man, according to the light in which they are viewing him

at the time, apparently without apprehending any danger of being

misunderstood, and without any fear of incurring the charge of

inconsistency or absurdity.

APOSTOLIC FATHERS.

The Christian teachers who were the immediate successors of

the Apostles and had enjoyed their personal instructions, are called

Apostolic Fathers. Of the writings which bear their name, but

few can be relied upon as genuine, and even those, for the most

part, have been more or less corrupted and interpolated. In my
quotations, I shall confine myself to those which are generally ac-

knowledged to be genuine and uninjured.

On examining these remains of the primitive age, one cannot

but observe their striking inferiority to the books of the New Tes-
tament. Though written by the scholars and immediate followers

of the Apostles, who possessed as much learning, and some of

them probably as much native talent as their masters, and equal

opportunities for intellectual cultivation, they generally exhibit but

little of the simplicity and strong good sense of the Apostolic writ-

ings, and in this way afford convincing proof that the New Tes-
tament must have been written by inspiration of God.
The Apostolic Fathers employ themselves principally in earnest

exhortations to their brethren to fulfil the practical duties en-

joined by the Gospel, with few allusions to doctrinal subjects, and
no attempt to philosophise, or to form a system of theology.

The Catholic Epistle of Sr. Barnabas. We come first

to the Epistle attributed to St. Barnabas. It is known that this

Epistle was extant in the Alexandrian church in the second cen-

tury of the Christian era, and Dr. Larclner pronounces it genuine.

He says of the writer, " that he resembles St. Paul as his fellow

laborer, without copying him." (Credibility, vol. ii. p. 30.) The
contents of the Epistle, however, are of such a nature that I find

it difficult to persuade myself that it was written by the companion
of Paul. His interpretations of the Old Testament are different

from those of Paul ; he shows the turn of mind peculiar to a con-

verted Jew of the Alexandrian school ; and breathes the spirit of

Philo rather than that of the Apostle to the Gentiles. (See
Neander, Kirchengesch. Band I. S. 1100.) The Epistle, how-
ever, undoubtedly belongs to the first age of the church.

I find in it but few passages which bear on the subject of the

present investigation, and these not of a very decisive character.

"The Lord consented to suffer for our souls, though he is the

Lord of the whole earth ; to whom God said before the beginning

of the world, " Let us make man after our own image and like-
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ness." "If he had not come in the flesh, how could we (men) see-

ing him, have been preserved alive ? Since they who see the sun,

which is the work of his hands, and shall hereafter cease to be,

cannot look directly on his rays. Wherefore the Son of God
came in flesh for this purpose," &c. Cap. v.

This writer represents Christ as the God who appeared to Mo-
ses in the mount, and delivered to him the tables of stone

;
(Cap.

xiv.) and speaks of him repeatedly as ' the Son of God,' the
1 Lord of all,' who shall hereafter 'judge both the quick and dead.'

Cap. vii.

Clemens Romanus. The next writer is Clemens Romanus,
the friend of Paul, and bishop of the church at Rome during the

first century, (See Phil. iv. 3.) The only writing of his, which

we can rely upon as genuine, is the first Epistle to the Corinthians.

This is almost entirely of a practical nature, and contains very

little doctrinal instruction.

Cap. xvi. ' Our Lord Jesus Christ, the sceptre of the majes-

ty of God, did not come in the boasting of arrogance and pride,

although able (^^svc?), but in humility, as the Holy Spirit

said respecting him.' He then quotes nearly the whole of the

fifty-third Chapter of Isaiah as relating to Christ.

In other parts of this Epistle, Clemens speaks of Christ as ' the

High Priest of all our offerings,' and ' the defender and helper of

our weakness,' by whom ' the eyes of our hearts are opened,' our
1 foolish and darkened understandings' are enlightened, and ' we
look up to the highest heavens ;'— ' to whom be glory forever and

ever. Amen.' Cap. xxxiv. and Cap. 1.

Hermas. The next writing is entitled the Shepherd of Hermas.
The ancients generally supposed it to be the work of the Hermas
mentioned by Paul, Rom. xvi. 14 ; and Lardner is of the same
opinion, (Credibility, vol. ii. p. 113.) Neander, however, consid-

ers this doubtful, though he supposes the author to be a cotemporary

of Clemens. (Kirchengesch. B.I. S. 1107.) The work was
originally written in Greek ; but it has come down to us, for the

most part, only in a Latin translation.
1 Hear now for what purpose God took his Son and the good

angels into council about dividing the inheritance. He placed the

holy spirit, which was created first of all, in the body in which

God should dwell, namely, in a chosen body as it pleased him.'

Lib. iii. Cap. vi. In translating this passage, I follow the reading

of Grabe, as probably the most correct. The sentence is varied

in Cotelerius, (see vol. i. p. 107,) and still more by Roesler, as

translated by Professor Stuart, in his letters to Dr. JMiller, pp. 19,

20. The words, ' holy spirit,' may here be used to designate the

human soul of Christ, a usage not unfrequent among the Fathers.

The whole passage, however, (from Cap. iv. to vi.) is attended

with so much difficulty and apparent confusion of thought, that I
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confess myself unable to feel satisfied with regard to its meaning.

The writer at first speaks of God as consulting the Holy Spirit re-

specting the reward of the Son; and then (in the passage quoted)

of the Holy Spirit being placed in the body in which God should

dwell ; of this body faithfully serving the Spirit which dwelt within

it, and on this account being esteemed worthy of being rewarded

by God, etc. (See Muenscher. B. I. S. 390.)

Lib. iii. Cap. xii. The Son of God, indeed, is more ancient

than every creature, so that he was present with the Father in

council at the creation (ad condendam creaturam.)

Ignatius. The next of the Apostolic Fathers whom I shall

quote is Ignatius, bishop of the church of Antioch, who suffered

martyrdom at Rome, in the reign of the emperor Trajan, near the

close of the first century. Seven of the Epistles which bear his

name, and which he is said to have written while on his journey to

Rome, are generally allowed to be genuine. They are extant in

two forms, a larger and a smaller ; the former of which are uni-

versally acknowledged to be very much corrupted and interpolated,

and some able writers are disposed to place but little confidence in

the latter. Respecting the genuineness of these Epistles, Lardner

expresses himself as follows :
' Whatever positiveness some may

have shown on either side, I must own I have found it a very dif-

ficult question.' ' As the interpolations of the larger Epistles are

plainly the work of some Arian, so even the smaller Epistles may
have been tampered with by the Arians, or the Orthodox, or both

;

though I don't affirm, there are in them any considerable corrup-

tions or alterations.' (Credibility, vol. ii. pp. 153, 155.) The
smaller Epistles, at least, bear marks of great antiquity, and from

them I shall quote. (Compare Neander, Kirchengesch. B. 1.

S. 1107.)

Epist. atEphes. Cap. vii. ' There is one physician, both carnal

and spiritual, begotten and unbegotten, God existing in flesh, in

deathless true life, [or according to another reading, ' in death true

life,'] both of Mary and God, first subject to passion, and then

without passion, (jryJlov ttzMoc km loh «ra6ji7sc) even Jesus Christ our

Lord.'

Epist. at Magnes. Cap. vi. ' Jesus Christ, who was with the

Father from eternity, {^i° "«») and in the end made his ap-

pearance.'

Cap. viii. ' For there is one God, who hath revealed himself by

Jesus Christ, who is his eternal Logos, not proceeding from silence

(^yn(Y who in all things pleased him that sent him.

In the following passage, (Cap. xiii.) we have a strong allusion

to the Trinity. ' Submit to your overseer, and to one another, as

Jesus Christ according to the flesh does to the Father, and the

Apostles to Christ and the Father and the Holy Spirit.'
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Epist. ad Polycarp. Cap. iii. ' Consider the times, and look

for him who is above all time, eternal, invisible, though for our
sakes made manifest ; impalpable and impassible, though subjected

to suffering for us.'

Ignatius frequently speaks of .Jesus Christ as God. ' Allow me
to imitate the suffering of my God.' ' I glorify God, even Jesus

Christ.' 'All happiness in our God, Jesus Christ.' ' The deacons

of Christ, our God,' &c*
Polycarp. Polycarp was a disciple of the Apostle John, and

is thought by some to have been that ' angel of the church in

Smyrna,' addressed in the second chapter of the Revelation. He
suffered martyrdom about A. D. 147. Of his writings nothing

remains, except an Epistle to die Philippians. He speaks of

Christ as having been ' brought to death for our sins'
—

' to whom
all things are now subjected, both in heaven and on earth, whom
every living creature shall worship.' Cap. i. and ii.

Besides the writings of the Apostolic Fathers, from which I

have here quoted, there is a Relation of the martyrdom of St.

Ignatius, and an Epistle of the church of Smyrna concerning the

martyrdom of Polycarp, both of which are thought by good

judges to have been written in the age immediately following that

of the Apostles. The first of these pieces concludes with the fol-

lowing ascription: 'By whom (Christ) and with whom, all glory

and power be to the Father, with the blessed Spirit, forever and

ever. Amen.'—From the second, it appears that the Christians

who followed Polycarp to the stake were forbidden by their ene-

mies to save any part of his dead body from the consuming flame,

• Lest,' said they, ' you should forsake Him that was crucified, and

worship this Polycarp ;'— ' not considering,' continue the Smyr-
neans, 'that it is not possible for us ever to forsake Christ nor

worship any other besides him. For him indeed, the Son of

God, we adore ; but as for the martyrs, we worthily love them, as

the disciples and followers of our Lord.' Cap. xvii.

The dying prayer of Polycarp is represented as concluding in

the following manner :
' I praise thee, I bless thee, I glorify thee,

by the eternal and heavenly High Priest, Jesus Christ, thy beloved

Son, With whom, to thee and the Holy Ghost, be glory both now
and to all succeeding ages. Amen.' Cap. xiv. The Epistle

itself concludes with a similar ascription :
' To him (Christ) be hon-

or, glory, majesty and an eternal throne, from generation to gen-

eration. Amen. We wish you, brethren, all happiness, by living

according to the rule of the gospel of Jesus Christ, with whom
be glory to God the Father, and the Holy Spirit, for the salvation

of his chosen saints.'

* Epist. ad Rom. Cap. vi. ad Sinyr. Cap. i- and x. ad Tolycarp. Cap. viii. ad Ephes.
Cap. xTiii.
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REMARKS ON JUDGE HOPKINSON'S LETTER, IN A LETTER

TO ESQ. ATTORNEY AT LAW.

The Letter remarked on in the following communication was written by

Judcre Hopkinson of Philadelphia to his friend in England. The learned Judge

inveighs earnestly against the study of theology, and the pursuit of religious

truth. " I have seldom seen a man able to embark in such discussions and

studies, without becoming an enthusiast or a bigot.'' Questions of this nature

" have been undecided for thousands of years, and will forever remain so."

" The precepts of a good and acceptable life are accessible to all the human

race, as the air they breathe in common, the sun which shines on them all alike,

and the food and water which refresh them. Has God given to all men what-

ever is necessary for the support and health of their perishable bodies, and

withheld almost from all that which is indispensable to their eternal welfare?

This is the impious conceit of the few, who persuade themselves that they have

the saving secret, the immortal panacea !"—" I have all my life avoided all

knotty and disputed points in religion. I argue with nobody about the trinity

or unity of the Godhead ; the mysteries of free knowledge and free will ; or

the profound doctrine of the atonement by the death of Christ. I read nothing

about them—I affirm or deny nothing— I know nothing. I profess not to un-

derstand them ; and I know that much wiser and stronger men have come to

no understanding about them, after centuries of learned and intolerant dispu-

tation, in which rivers of blood, as well as ink, have flowed in support of this

savage and unchristian warfare." " I consider religion to have nothing to do

with theologians, and the questions of the schools." " Although I have been a

constant and very general reader for more than forty years, I have never per-

used one page of any writer upon any controverted question of religion, not

even a sermon."

And so, my dear friend, you have read Judge Hopkinson's

letter with deep interest, and ask my opinion of its contents. I

shall despatch in few words what I may find to say in answer to

your inquiries and suggestions.

You say, that you cannot help wishing that Judge Hopkinson's

views of thorough religious discussion—of a full and anxious

examination of the doctrines of the Bible, may be shown to be

sound and creditable. You admire them for the sake of their

convenience. For, if whatever is requisite to " a good and ac-

ceptable life" is as obvious " to all the human race, as the sun

which shines upon them," and may be secured with as little solici-

tude and effort, as " the air, they breathe in common," then what

need of intense anxiety, fervent prayer, and exhausting study, to

find and pursue the path-way to Heaven ? And what a delightful

privilege to be assured, that we may move on " with the multi-

tude" through this merry world, secure of eternal blessedness at

last.—But is this privilege, which with such animation you call

delightful, actually conferred upon us? This question, my dear
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friend, we should do well, first of all, with a candid mind and a

serious spirit, to examine and to settle.

The only argument, on which, so far as I can see, Judge H.
relies for the support of his views, is derived from analogy. " Has
God," he exclaims, " given to all men whatever is necessary for

the support and health of their perishable bodies, and withheld

almost from all that which is indispensable for their eternal welfare ?"

The point, you will perceive at once, which this analogy is

brought to illustrate and support, is, not whether what " is indis-

pensable to their eternal welfare" is placed within the reach of

mankind generally, but whether this may be secured loithout anx-

iety and effort. What this argument is worth, it requires no great

depth of penetration or stretch of thought to determine. Is it to

be admitted then, that men may make provision for " the support

and health of their perishable bodies" without anxiety and effort ?

If they neglect to employ the appropriate means of supplying

their present wants, is there no danger of distress to themselves

and their families ? And are men able to enrich themselves with

intellectual acquisitions with as little solicitude and effort, as " they

breathe the air" or catch the sunbeams ? Let the. neglected

family and clients of poor Condy, whose mispence of time and

strength Judge H. so feelingly describes, answer these inquiries ?

This Mr. Condy, it seems, " was a man of distinguished learning

in the profession of the law, and also of general knowledge and

scholarship, with a most acute and penetrating mind. He would

have been at the head of the bar, with wealth, reputation, and all

the good he could have desired." Well, what hindered him from

rising to such an eminence, and laying his hand on such substan-

tial good ? Why, the man neglected or abandoned his professional

studies, his law books were laid aside, his clients unattended to.

And what harm could come of that ? Did not the sun continue to

shine upon him ? Did not the vital air .still breathe upon him?
And " whatever was necessary for the support and health of his

perishable body," according to our oracle, he was sure of receiv-

ing on the same terms with air and sun-light. So far, then, as the

bodily wants of himself and family were concerned, might he

not with the utmost safety give his days and nights to " Hebrew
bibles, Latin folios and learned criticisms and commentaries ?"

But alas, our learned Judge spoils his own analogy—destroys his

own argument. For JMr. Condy was " soon involved in the em-
barrassment of debt, and after a most miserable existence, died a

few months since of a broken and mortified spirit, leaving a wife

and children destitute." And all this, merely for neglecting solic-

itude and effort to promote his temporal interests ! And this, too,

under the government of a God, who affords " all men whatever

is necessary for the support and health of their perishable bodies,"

on the same conditions on which he imparts the vital air and the
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beams of the sun ! The history of Mr. Condy sets in a glaring

light the emptiness of Judge H.'s analogy. The argument stands

thus ; by giving over anxiety and effort in his professional pursuits

Mr. Condy lost his reputation and beggared his family
;
—the in-

ference, therefore, is plain and irresistible, that anxiety and effort

cannot be requisite to secure those higher and more endearing

benefits, which religion bids us seek !

A stranger to the condition of mankind would expect, from

Judge H.'s reasoning and conclusions, to find the human family

everywhere enjoying, without any deep solicitude or spirited ex-

ertions to obtain them, all those benefits on which their happiness

depends. With this expectation, let him go abroad upon the face

of the earth and visit the habitations of men. Would he find them
everywhere enjoying ease and plenty ? Would he everywhere

find the cultivated intellect—the well-informed mind ? Every
where, would he feel the prevalence of true freedom ? Or would he

not find, that these benefits could no where be secured—however
freely sunlight might be dispensed—without solicitude and labor ?

—labor often agonizing, and solicitude not unfrequently exhaust-

ing ? Yes, surely. And facts, stubborn and notorious facts

would impel him to the conclusion—however inconsistent it might

appear—that in proportion to the value of the benefits we need, is

the strenuousness of efforts demanded to secure them. Judge

then, my dear friend, whether analogy leads us to expect eternal
life without care and exertion ? Or whether it is not adapted to

work in us the conviction, that if we would rise to Heaven, we
must " strive'''' to find and pursue the narrow way.

On what ground, Judge H. could say, that " religion had noth-

ing to do with theologians," I am unable to conceive. What does

he claim to know of the principles, which they regard as lying at

the very foundation of religion ? What would he think of a judge,

who, on a legal question of high importance,* involving much,
that was profound in principle, remote in analogy, and intricate in

argument, should hold language like the following :
' Lawyers may

say what they will of the principles of jurisprudence. They may
urge with whatever zeal ihey choose their various analogies and

conflicting references. Knotty and disputed points in law I have

always avoided. About such things, I read nothing, I affirm or deny
nothing, I know nothing. Why should I spend my time and waste

my strength in poring over thousands of pages, miscalled learned

institutes and labored commentaries. The dry definitions and bar-

barous technicalities of legal science ; what are they to me ? The
precepts of a good and acceptable life are accessible to all the

human race, as the air they breathe in common, the sun which
shines on them all alike, and the food and water, which refresh

* For instance, Dartmouth College, vs. Woodward.
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them. I consider equity to have nothing to do with jurists.

Every man knows what is right and what is wrong. Although I

have been a constant and very general reader for more than

forty years T have never perused a single page of any writer on

any controverted law-question, not even a report
!'

Judge H. needs not to be informed, that the principles of set'

ence have in different departments of life a bearing more or less

direct and strong on the welfare of man. It is true, that practi-

cal results are often secured by those, who are ignorant of the

principles, on which these results depend. What then? Would
our learned Judge infer, that the arts have nothing to do with the

sciences ? Would he assert, that the latter might be despised and

forgotten without hazard to the former ? Had Judge H. witnessed

the efforts, which, on scientific principles, Sir Humphrey Davy
made to provide the " safety lamp" for the benefit of miners, he

would have said, had he spoken in the spirit of the letter under

hand ; ' Study as you will the nature of flame, you are toiling in

a barren field. Look around you. The ground is white with the

bones of rash enthusiasts, who spent their strength in idle efforts to

explore the secrets of nature, and turn them to good account. I

consider useful arts to have nothing to do with scientific men. And
this opinion deserves your careful consideration ; for I speak on a

subject, on which I read nothing, I affirm or deny nothing, I know
nothing.' But had the Chemist, under the weight of such advice,

abandoned his design, would the world have lost nothing ? Let
the hundreds, for whom he has furnished an effectual shield

against a dreaded death, answer this inquiry, in the blessings they

are continually pouring upon his memory !

Do you inquire, whether the connection between the principles

of theological science and practical religion is as intimate and

strong, as between science and art in other departments of human
life ? Most certainly. The leading principle of Christian theol-

ogy—a principle which Judge H. expressly declares he always

treated with marked indifference

—

is " the profound doctrine of
atonement by the death of Christ." Now, will Judge H. affirm,

that the Christian religion has anywhere, or at any time, exerted

upon a barbarous people its enlightening, purifying influence ;—that

it has anywhere or at any time enriched a heathen community with

the peculiar blessings, which spring from its prevalence, without the

agency of this principle ? Let him point, if he is able, to a sin-

gle spot on the globe, where the fruits of a Christian life have

been produced, without the influence of this " profound doctrine."

He has for " more than forty years been a constant and very gen-

eral reader." Now, suppose a youth, in whose welfare he feels a

lively interest, and to whose inquiries on literary subjects he often

VOL. III. NO. VI. 38
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lends his ear, should spread out beneath his eye the page in Cesar's

Commentaries, where that warrior describes the habits of the

ancient Britons. • Dear Sir,' I hear the tyro say, ' if I construe

this paragraph correctly, the old Britons were as brutal savages as

I ever heard of. To say nothing of the shocking cruelty of their

religious rites, what loathsome scenes must * domestic life among
them have furnished ! A tyger's den must have been a sort of para-

dise, compared with a Briton's hovel. But pray, Sir, who taught

the Britons better ? By what means were they led to give up their

bloody rites ? How did they acquire a relish for the refined joys

of the well regulated fireside?' In reply, could Judge H. avoid

directing the young inquirer to the exertions of Christian mission-

aries? Would he not think it right, to let the apostle Paul explain

the method, which the ancient missionaries pursued in their efforts

to reform the pagan world ? And would he not thus find himself

insensibly led to the foot of the Cross ? There, the words of the

Apostle would fall with impressive weight upon the ear ; " I

determined" in my official labors " to know nothing, save Jesus

Christ and Him crucified."f
Perhaps, during his forty years of general reading, Judge H.

may have " occupied and amused himself," for some leisure hour,

with the history of missionary efforts among the Greenlanders.

With his " generous" feelings, he could not fail to be delighted

with the happy change in their character and condition, which
under God resulted from these efforts. And did he notice by
what means this change was wrought? He did not surely start

back from this point, for fear of pricking himself with the thorns of

theological controversy. He may know, then, that those doc-
trines, which are " accessible to all men," were urged long and
earnestly on these poor savages, without any valuable result. He
may know, that the happy effects which were wrought at length in

their character and condition, were most manifestly and un-

deniably produced, through divine grace, by " the profound doctrine

of atonement by the death of Christ." He may know, if he will

take the trouble to inquire, that wherever practical Christianity has

prevailed, the world over, it has owed its prevalence, under God,
to the influence of this and kindred doctrines. Wherever these

doctrines are withheld, practical religion withers and dies. The
fruits of holiness grow on no soil, which has not been wet with the

blood of atonement. " We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a

stumbling block, and unto the Greeks foolishness ; but unto them
that are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God
and the wisdom of God."J
You have often been told, my dear friend, that the men, whose

authority seemed so much to awe you, whatever they might know

* Cesar Com. L. 5. sec. 14. 1 1 Cor. 2:2. \ 1 Cor. i. 23, 24.
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on other subjects, knew little of tlie Bible. But to you it appear-

ed incredible, that grave men would confidently affirm and promptly

deny on ground which they never had explored. But this, on his

own showing, Judge H. has done, and done without a blush. In one

breath, he tells us, that about these things, " he reads nothing, he

affirms and denies nothing, he knows nothing." In the next, as if

giving solemn judgment on this subject, he declares, " I consider

religion to have nothing to do with theologians!" Thus he makes
a leap in the dark. What child ought to be moved by such

authority ? He " knows nothing, affirms nothing, denies nothing ;'"

and yet affirms that there is no connection between theology and

religion ! And iri this rash and reckless manner, not a few men of

mighty name, publish their opinions, and pass their judgement on

religious matters. Many of idem know as little about the truths,

peculiar to the Gospel, as the Brahmins of India. Yet they

" speak great swelling words of vanity" about things, of which

they are profoundly ignorant; and expect their authority will

sway the entire community around them !

And here, you will pardon me if I say, that you are in dan-

ger of being led astray by the authority of names. You have

been wont to regard the opinions of such men as Judge H. with

great deference. You hear him speak contemptuously of reli-

gious inquiries and theologians. For many reasons, his views are

grateful to your feelings, and " convenient" to your wishes and

designs. And as on many other subjects, you know, that these

men examine the points they speak of, before they pronounce

their judgement, you are in danger of taking it as granted, that on

this point also, they act a part no less reasonable. Let the ac-

knowledgement of one of their number put you on your guard.

What are Judge H.'s views worth on subjects, of which, he owns,

he " knows nothing ?" Examine for yourself And remember,

that then only can you hope to " find the knowledge of God,"

when you " search for it as for hid treasures."*

Judge H. must blot his paper with the old slander, that religious

controversy hath sanguinary tendencies. From such doctrines as

atonement by the death of Christ, he starts back with horror, lest

he should be plunged into some river of blood, which such contro-

versy has originated. Anil what if wicked men have made the

Gospel the occasion of bloodshed ? Is this a sufficient reason why

you and I and Judge H. himself, should not study ihe Gospel ?

Has infidelity no sanguinary tendencies ? I have nowhere seen so

much of a relentless, persecuting spirit as in the very men, who

adopt, as expressive of their views, the letter of Judge H. While

they profess to be equally indifferent to all kinds of religion, they

lose no opportunity of spitting out their venom upon what I regard

* Prov. ii ; 4, 5.
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as the religion of the Bible. Our Judge himself can sneer. He
can curl his lip and point his finger at " the few who persuade

themselves, that they have the saving secret, the immortal pana-

cea !" Was it an " impious conceit," then, in the Son of God to

cherish and express the conviction, that " few" would find the

way to Heaven ?

But, oh, these rivers of blood !—Young Napoleon demands of

Methernicht ; ' Pray what is the meaning of the words liberty and

freedom
1

? Among my mother's papers i saw a strange book,

once belonging to the Emperor my father, about all men being

created witli equal rights. What is the import of such lan-

guage ?'—
' You present an inquiry,' the Austrian minister replies,

' about which I read nothing, I affirm or deny nothing, I know
nothing. I profess not to understand the principles of liberty

;

and I know that much wiser and stronger men have come to no

understanding about them, after centuries of learned and intoler-

ant disputation, in which rivers of blood, as well as ink, have flowed

in support of this savage and unchristian warfare. 1 mix not in

such strife. I consider human happiness to have nothing to do

with the advocates of freedom.' The royal boy bows to the au-

thority of the wily minister ; well satisfied with a decision so clear

and well-grounded

!

The " Register," * you say, treats Judge H. with great courtesy.

True. The manner in which Unitarians defend Christianity

against the attacks of such unbelievers, reminds me of an expedient,

resorted to by an old acquaintance, for the purpose of retaining a

due influence in his family. Whenever he overheard his wife and

daughters determining how any matter should be disposed of, he

would embrace the first opportunity to propose, as of his own mind,

the very arrangement which they had originated.—In much the same
spirit, our Unitarian confessor approaches the learned unbeliever.

In a suppliant tone, he begs leave to inquire, whether he may not be

a Unitarian instead of an infidel. I hear him say ; ' Do you reject

the doctrine of the Trinity ? So do we. Do you deny Divine

honors to the Son of God ? So do we. Do you refuse to be-

lieve that there is any Holy Ghost ? So do we. Do you claim

for man a native character free from any spot of guilt ? Not
more earnestly than we do. Do you look with aversion and dis-

gust on the doctrine of regenerating grace ? We cordially sym-
pathize with you in relation to this subject. Do you regard an

eternal hell as a figment of affrighted fancy ? So do we. Do
you ask, how we can deny such doctrines when they are clearly

taught in the Bible ? We no more believe in the plenary in-

spiration of the Bible than yourself. Why then should you expose

yourself to the odium which avowed unbelief incurs, when our

* See Christian Register, Vol. 9. No. 16.
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communion-table furnishes a retreat, where you may cherish your

infidelity under the milder name of rational Christianity ?'—Will

our learned Judge avail himself of an expedient, so ingenious,

appropriate, and safe?

My dear friend, will a new name change the qualities of a con-

firmed character ? Let us remember, that we have to do with a

holy God, one who cannot be deceived, and will not be mocked.

Whatever it may cost us, let us ascertain his will, and secure his

favor.

Yours, he.

REVIEWS.

1. Publications of the American Education Society.

2. Publications of Presbyterian, Baptist, and Episco-
pal Education Societies in the United States.

3. Examination of the Review of the American Edu-
cation Society : Published in the Biblical Repertory at

Princeton, N. J. With a Postscript. By Moses Stuart.

The interest which Education societies—such as those to

which reference is made at the head of this article—are now ex-

citing in the church, connected with the extended influence which
they are destined to exert, justly claims for them the particular at-

tention of a religious periodical. And the reason why this great

theme, so rich in materials and so interesting in detail, has not

found a place on our pages before, is not because we have paid no
attention to it, or have deemed it of secondary importance.

The present position and aspects of this cause, now especially

urge it upon our attention, and seem to threaten us with rebuke, if

we continue silent.

We begin with presenting a brief Historical notice of the origin

and progress of Education Societies.

A society of this description was established in Bristol, England,
in 1686, by the donation of Mr. Edward Terrill of that city. Be-
fore 1700, it seems that the students, who received its patronage,

were placed under the care of ministers in different places. About
twenty-five years ago, another Baptist Education Society was
formed in England, called " the Northern Baptist Education Soci-

ety." The Society at Bristol, in 1824, had assisted 120 men in

their preparation for the ministry. We are not informed of the

existence of any other societies in England, or on the continent,
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especially for this object, unless it be the Moravian Church, which

is indeed an Education Society, but altogether of a different struc-

ture, and for more general purposes, than those institutions, the

history of which it is our design to trace. It should not be over-

looked, however, that there are sundry provisions and foundations

for the support of indigent candidates for the ministry, in the Uni-

versities of Great Britain, and the continent. The several Dis-

senting Academies in England are also, to a very considerable

extent, Education Societies. Distinguished individuals, in that

country, like the Thorntons, have done much in this way for the

promotion of truth.

" In the United States, for a long period, pious and indigent

young men have been assisted at the different Colleges and Semi-

naries of learning. In 1S07, the Theological Seminary at Andover

was founded. Very valuable pecuniary assistance, in many ways,

lias been furnished by the founders and patrons of this Seminary,

in preparing young men to be preachers of the Gospel. The same

is true of the Princeton, Auburn, and other Theological Institutions.

The first Education Society in the United Slates, which has come
to our knowledge, was formed in the vicinity of Dorset, Vt., in

1807. The Religious Charitable Society of Worcester County,

which operated in part as an Education Society, was instituted in

1811. In 1813, a society was formed, embracing the counties

of Plymouth, Bristol, and Barnstable, Mass., called the Benevo-

lent Education Society. This society, within a few months, has

become Auxiliary to the American Education Society.

" The Massachusetts Baptist Education Society was formed

in 1814. In 1818, a Protestant Episcopal Education Society

went into operation at Washington, D. C. In 1820, the Connec-

ticut Baptist Education Society was organized. The Baptist

Education Society of New York has been in existence twelve

years." The above named societies have done well in the cause

they have undertaken, and we believe are constantly increasing

in resources and efficiency.

In 1805, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in

the United States, took special order on this subject, and enjoined

it upon the particular attention of their numerous Presbyteries.

And we have reason to believe, that the Presbyteries have not

been unmindful of their duty. In 1819, the General Assembly or-

ganized a standing committee, or Board of Education, which, be-

sides their immediate influence between the Assembly and Pres-

byteries, reported twenty-four beneficiaries under their care in

1825; nineteen in 1826; eighteen in 1827; nineteen in 1828;

and eighteen in 1829. This Board was re-organized in 1829, and

has now become an important institution. It publishes a Monthly

Register, is at present assisting more than forty young men, and

promises great efficiency in the common cause.
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The Presbyterian Education Society, organized in 1818, and
now Auxiliary to the American Education Society, consists chiefly

of individual members of the Presbyterian Church, living in the

states of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The number
of young men, patronized by this society, has recently exceeded
one hundred a year. It includes the tVesttrn Education Society

of the state of New York, which is another very important insti-

tution.

There are numerous minor auxiliary associations, scattered over
the country, on which the great cause very much depends. There
are, we believe, some important associations for charitable Educa-
tion in the Western States, the names and dates of which are

not at our hand. So far as the Presbyterian Church extends,

the Presbyteries are generally the medium of fulfilling this duty.

Every Presbytery in the United States,—of which there are ninety

two—is virtually an Education Society for its own limits. And
there are very few Presbyteries which have not more or less

young men in a course of education.

The acknowledged magnitude of this subject—the great disad-

vantage of scattered, unconcentrated effort—and the necessity of an
organized and systematic operation, with one centre and one sou],

not only for the general purposes of economy, but for the greater

perfection of the whole plan, and for greater efficiency in accom-
plishing it—gave rise to the American Education Society, in IS) 5.

The principles, on which this Society was organized—its enlarged

and liberal policy—its wise provisions against abuse and perversion

—together with its bold and efficient occupation of the field of its

enterprise—have greatly commended it to the public confidence.

As the American Education Society is the largest and most im-

portant institution of this class, that has sprung up in our country,

and, so far as we know, in the present age ;—as it has fairly taken

the lead in this great enterprize, formed a system peculiarly its own,
and gone into efficient operation upon a very extended plan—thus

challenging public scrutiny, and depending upon the public patron-

age ;— it is due to such ah undertaking, to examine its principles,

and to weigh in the balance of truth and justice the results it has

attained.

The results of the operations of the American Education
Society may be divided into two classes,

—

direct and indirect.

Its direct results comprehend the number of young men patronized,

the number of additional ministers brought into the field, and the

amount of their usefulness. The number of men patronized by the

American Education Society, since its organization in 1815, we
believe exceeds one thousand ;—the number actually introduced

into the ministry about three hundred, including some forty or

fifty who are now on the eve of engaging publicly in the great
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work. Between four and Jive hundred are in the different stages

of their education, and a large portion of these far advanced.

It would be very difficult, nay impossible, to ascertain with any

exactness, how many of these young men would have been forev-

er debarred from the Christian ministry, independent of the A. E.

Society and its auxiliaries. Perhaps one fifth—or one third—or

more. Whichsoever of these numbers we assume as the suppo-

sition, and even though it be much less than either of them, it is

still sufficiently great in itself, and in its immediate and probable

results, to constitute a subject of the deepest interest to a benevo-

lent mind. To calculate the probable fruits of these extra labors,

(in the present sense extra) both here and hereafter, in the tem-

poral and eternal train of their consequences, is indeed grateful,

cheering, congratulatory. If there is joy in heaven over one sin-

ner that repenteth ;—let the Christian sit down and make a cal-

culation on the following history :

" During the last year,"—say the A. E. Society, in August, 1829—" nearly

one tenth of all the ordinations and installations in the United States which we
could find mentioned in the public prints, were of former beneficiaries of this

Society. From communications recently received, it is safe to conclude, that

several thousands have professed religion within a few years under the ministry

of men of this description. Many of them, if we may credit their own declara-

tions, would not have been educated at all, or very imperfectly so, for the sacred

office, had not this Society taken them by the hand, and assisted them on their

way. One such minister, who was instrumental of several revivals of religion

while in his course of education, and who has had the rare felicity of seeing Jive

hundred members added to his church in two years, once said to the Secretary
of the A. E. Society :

' Had it not been for the appeals which the Directors of
your Society sent abroad, and the encouragement which they gave to indigent

and pious young men, I know not that I should ever have been a minister."

It should be recollected, also, that several of the ordained mis-

sionaries of the American Board have been aided in their pre-

paratory studies by the A. E. Society. Is it not fair to conclude,

then, that converts are daily multiplying in Christian and pagan
lands, and. souls almost daily ascending to heaven, as a direct re-

sult of the operations of this Institution ? And then to calculate

the multiplication of these results into themselves, through the com-
ing ages of this world, and through eternity—what an interesting

and sublime spectacle ! And then to look back, and view the ac-

tual and uninterrupted increase of this same original power, utter-

ing upon the world continually the commencements of these self-

accumulating results, this again is no less grateful and cheering.

The A. E. Society, then, has actually broughi into the field not

a few laborers, who would otherwise never have entered on the

sacred work ; many such it now has under its patronage, in a
course of preparation ; and by its special inducements, it is perpet-

ually operating upon the great community of pious and promising

young men in the land, summoning them from that destination to

which their indigence had consigned them, and bidding them, in the
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name of Jesus Christ, " Go, work in my vineyard." And they

rise, and go.

Such are some of the direct results of the institution and opera-

tions of the A. E. Society. Its indirect results are more numerous,

more complicated, more difficult to be made palpable and to be

appreciated ; but not, perhaps, less important ;—in many respects,

more so.

The example of the A. E. Society has operated on other sec-

tions of the church, and on other denominations of Christians, to

excite them to engage, in earnest, in the same great and glorious

enterprise. This single result is perhaps already, in all its

branches, equal to the inherent power of the original Institution.

We hope it will soon be vastly greater.

The general influence of this society, in awakening a missionary

spirit, and in challenging the attention of the Christian public to

the spiritual wants of our land and world, constitutes no inconsid-

erable part of the good which it has been the means, indirectly,

of accomplishing.

Owing to the purifying influence it has been able to throw into

the public Literary Institutions scattered over the land by means
of its young men in a course of education, and by furnishing the

more eligible candidates for the offices of instruction ; a very man-
ifest change for the better has already taken place in many of our

academies and colleges.

The reciprocal action of the hallowed spirit of such an Institu-

tion, and of such an enterprise, upon its own immediate agents,

upon its patrons, upon those whom it educates, upon its numerous
brandies and auxiliaries, and through them upon the Christian

public generally, must necessarily be great and salutary.

The indirect influence of the A. E. Society in forming a public

opinion, which will demand exemplary and devoted piety in the

ministers of religion, is no inconsiderable item in this account. It

has forced this subject upon the minds and hearts of Christians,

till they cannot but see and feel its importance.

Among all the results of this Institution, that of introducing or-

der and system into this important branch of Christian enterprise

is, perhaps, one of the most valuable. Indeed, there is a strong

probability, that the cause itself would have gone to wreck, without

a redeeming influence of this kind. Every one who is even
slightly acquainted with the history of this enterprise must know,
that the forms under which it existed, soon after its importance

began to be appreciated, and its appropriate spirit began to move,
were in many respects very infelicitous, and extremely liable to

disaster. Indeed, public confidence towards these efforts had al-

ready begun to decline, when the A. E. Society sprang into being,

laid its hand upon the disconnected and dissolving materials, reduc-
ed them to order, and established a regular system of operation.

VOL. III. NO. IV. 39
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The last and most important result of the operations of this so-

ciety, is the solution of the problem, whether a special and sys-

tematic effort of this sort can be carried forward to success and

triumph. This question being now decided affirmatively before

the world, a new and leading way is opened for the Christian

Church to advance directly to the great work of evangelizing the

nations. We say this is a new and leading way, at least, com-

paratively so. It is leading because the harvest cannot be gath-

ered without laborers ; and it is new, certainly, as a systematic

enterprise. Heretofore the Christian world has depended upon

seeming casualties for the supply of ministers of religion. It is

now satisfactorily ascertained, that a prudential economy, of human
structure, resting instrumentally on human sagacity and agency,

is demanded and is necessary, in order to raise up an a dequate

supply of qualified religious teachers. The general maxim, ' Trust

Providence,'' has been, and still is, greatly abused. It is made a

vicked apology for sloth and negligence. To trust Providence

for the supply of ministers of the Gospel, without doing anything

ourselves to raise them up, is profane and presumptuous. God,

by his Spirit, is multiplying the materiel of the Christian ministry,

in the greatest abundance ; and it only remains for Christians to

look up that materiel, and give it a fashion suited to so high a des-

tination. The fashioning of it, instrumentally, is the work of man
—the original production is of God.
We now proceed to a consideration of the principles of the A.

E. Society, more especially, as they affect the character and

prospects of those who receive its aid.

The financial economy of this Institution we have particularly

examined, and with much satisfaction. Its constitutional provisions

against abuse of powers and perversion of funds, are all that the past

experience and present aspect of similar institutions could well

suggest or demand, consistent with an investment of power ade-

quate to the efficient action of such a body. For ourselves, we
are willing—and with us it is a maxim—to repose confidence,

after selecting the most trustworthy agents of benevolent enterprise.

It is impossible to do any thing with efficiency, and upon an ex-

tended plan, without such confidence. ' Nothing risked, nothing

gained,' is as applicable to moral enterprise, as to schemes for

amassing wealth. And we think, too, there is less hazard now,

than formerly, in reposing trust for benevolent objects. For there

is a spirit abroad in the Christian world, which loves to do good

for its own sake ; which has learned by experience, ' that it is

more blessed to give than to receive ;' and nothing would so much
afflict a benevolent mind, as the thought of falling back into the

cold and heartless regions of selfishness. We arc willing also to

risk something in the belief, that the world is growing better

;

that trustworthy men, of pure and disinterested purpose, are be-

coming more common ; that the difficulties of abusing public con-
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fidence are multiplying on all sides ; and that public opinion, ex-

acting scrupulous fidelity in public servants, is constantly rising

and increasing in its power. Standing, therefore, as we hope,

on the eve of a renovated state of society, at the same time that

we would throw in all convenient cautions and barriers against

abuse of trust, we should deem it pusillanimous and wicked to

embarrass and clog the operations of benevolent enterprise, and to

subtract from their efficient power, simply because men have done

wickedly, and may do so again. And further ; we hold it as a

principle, that no great and good design can ever be successfully

conducted on an extended scale, such as the wants of man and the

conversion of the world demand, without reposing a paramount

degree of confidence in its official agents.

So long, therefore, as the A. E. Society, or any other benevo-

lent institution, shall continue an annual expose of their internal

history, and adventure their fundamental principles and most secret

springs to public scrutiny, we are willing and glad to entrust them

with all tiie funds they have any prospect of acquiring, for the sake

of the good they are likely to accomplish.

It is an interesting feature of the A. E. Society, that it adopts

young men into a filial relation, and in return for this privilege,

requires of them a filial responsibility. The moral influence

of this principle, we conceive is very important and salutary.

The subject of it, so far as this matter is concerned, is an orphan,

and unable of himself to go forward in preparation for the work,

which lie professes to desire. He is confessedly the subject of

actual indigence— feels his dependence— and without assistance

from some quarter, must resign the object which is dearest to his

heart. It is to relieve, encourage, and patronise such individuals,

that the Education Society comes in. It takes them by the hand,

tells them not to despair, and assures them of needful assistance.

It cannot be concealed, that such is the condition of all suitable

candidates for the patronage of Education Societies. It is this

alone, which entitles them to aid.

To talk, therefore, of consulting a set of feelings, which cannot

be supposed to exist in such cases, as some, in their reasonings

upon this subject, have thought it necessary to do, is altogether out

of the question. It is pecuniary dependence, and not independence,

with which Education Societies have to do. And those who
really need their patronage, and who would, be benefitted by it,

feel it to be a privilege and a favor. With them it is no trilling

affair, that an Institution of such high consideration, and ol such

benevolent designs, should volunteer its assistance and guidance,

at such a needful hour, and through such an eventful period.

In return for this kindness and patronage, the young men are re-

quired to render such an account of their means of support, indepen-

dent of the Society under whose patronage they are, such renewed
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a^ well-authenticated certificates of their continued claims to pat-

ronage, with such reports of their various expenditures, as shall

enable their patrons, in turn, to render an account of the faithful dis-

charge of their trust, as stewards of the public bounty. It is manifest,

that nothing short of an accountability of this sort, and to this ex-

tent, would answer the purposes of such an institution.

And the advantage of such a system of accountability to the ben-

eficiaries, in establishing habits of economy and of reckoning with

themselves, is of no small account. Accuracy and punctuality

in business are thus made apart of their education, and incorporat-

ed with their habits of living—a great desideratum in the prac-

tical concerns of life, and what is too common a defect with men
of liberal education. And thus, for the privileges of their adop-

tion, the young men are tasked with a course of discipline, not only

necessary to the perfection of such a system, but most important

to them in the formation of their habits. We are aware, that this

accountability has been objected to. But we cannot find it in our

hearts to enter upon a grave consideration of the arguments, by

which these objections are attempted to be sustained. They are not,

in our estimation, of sufficient weight to deserve a formal refutation.

The next consideration of importance in this system, is the

loaning of money without interest, instead of giving it. This is not

now a peculiar feature of the A. E. Society, inasmuch as it has

been adopted by several other similar institutions in our country,

as their publications will show. The Board of Education of the

General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church have adopted a

rule on this subject, which, we confess, we do not fully understand.

The following is the rule at length :

—

" That no written obligation shall be required of any beneficiary to refund the

monies, which may be granted him by this Board ;.—because, we act upon the

principle, that the church, as amoral parent, ought to provide for the education

of such of her sons as may be indigent, and at the same time may probably be-

come her faithful servants in the ministry of reconciliation. Bvt zee nevertheless

desire every beneficiary to remember, that his duty to the church, to his younger
brethren, and to his Saviour, requires, that as soon as he is able, he shall refund
the benefaction conferred on him, with interest. Every beneficiary shall be fur-
nished with an attested copy of this resolution."

For the better understanding of this rule, it maybe divided into

two parts ; the first being a sort of preamble, involving the declara-

tion of a principle, viz. that the church is bound to educate her

indigent candidates for the ministry at her own expense, and con-

sequently, as most people would infer, they are not bound to re-

fund ;—the last clause, which we have marked in Italics, being

virtually the rule itself. To reconcile the principle with the rule

is more than we are able to do. The church are bound to give,

as the preamble asserts ;—the beneficiaries, according to the rule,

are bound to refund, with interest.

If the Board intended to make their rule differ from that ofthe A.

E. Society, the difference appears to us to be this : The lat-
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ter Institution requires the personal responsibility of the beneficiary,

under his signature, lor the principal, as soon as convenient to

himself; and on condition of certain specialties, such as misfortune,

or assignment to a peculiarly self-denying field of labor, he is dis-

charged from his obligation altogether. Whereas, the Assembly's

Board have imposed upon the consciences of their beneficiaries,

unconditionally, and under three specific solemnities— ' duty to the

church, to younger brethren, and to the Saviour'—the whole

amount of the monies passed to them, principal and interest. What,

then, avails the declaration in the preamble ?—We conclude,

on the whole, that the Board are looking well to the refunding

of their money, and have virtually declared in favor of the loaning

system. Under one form or another, we have little doubt that

this system will universally prevail.

The practice of loaning money, instead of giving it, has not

been introduced unadvisedly, but is the result of experience and

observation. In the incipient stages of this enterprise, it was prob-

ably unthought of. Young men were often selected without dis-

cretion, and supplied with assistance without system or rule, until

the want of economy, and in some instances the disappointment of

benefactors by the failure of their beneficiaries to enter the ministry,

had very considerably chilled this species of benevolence, and

threatened to reduce the enterprise to wreck. At this juncture,

the A. E. Society came into being, with the hope of forming a

system of extended operation, and of recovering and establishing

public confidence. The results of experience on this subject were

attempted to be collected. Among other discoveries, it was sat-

isfactorily ascertained, that the custom of gratuitous assistance was

attended with serious evils. The first step of remove from this

was the experiment of giving half and loaning half. The operation

of this plan, not only confirmed former impressions of the inexpe-

diency of a system of entire gratuity, but ultimately led to the

conviction, that it was unnecessary to bestow gratuitously at all,

any farther than to exempt from the obligations of usury ; and that

in case of misfortune, or of assignment to a peculiarly self-denying

field of labor, a dispensing power should be vested in the Directors,

to discharge, at their discretion, from all obligation. Such is the

basis of the A. E. Society, in this particular, at the present mo-
ment. The plan has been in operation several years, with con-

stantly recurring and multiplied proofs, as well from those who
have entered the field of labor, as from those in a course of pre-

paration, of the superior advantages of this rule over any former

practice, and with the strongest recommendations for its perpetuity.

Some of the advantages of this method of proceeding will now be

stated.

First, it is obvious, that it is a very great economy of public

charity, instituting a process of reversion, by which a provision,
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once created, for conducting a young man through a course of

education, is made to multiply itself indefinitely, so that a single

foundation for a scholarship may educate a constantly increasing

number. With all the suhstractions for the failure of refunding

in special cases, this course must ultimately prove an admirable

economy, and not only greatly augment the means of educating

suitable candidates for the ministry, but diminish the public calls

for this particular design, and give more scope for appropriations to

other objects. This will be an indubitable, and, we trust, a happy

result.

But unless this course can be proved to have a favorable influ-

ence on the character of young men, the consideration just named

is by no means sufficient to warrant its adoption. And here we
do not think it necessary to rely solely on the testimony of expe-

rience and observation, as certified by beneficiaries themselves,

and by those most conversant with them, although the testimony of

this kind is abundant. There is a field of evidence on this point,

which is open to every one's observation, and which rests on well-

ascertained principles of our nature. We cannot conceive of a

course of treatment better calculated to cherish and secure

independence of character in those who are the proper subjects

of charitable education, than that of loaning money on the con-

ditions prescribed by the A. E. Society. It is conceded, on all

hands, that this feature of manly character is vastly important

to be cherished. Let us consider, then, what are the peculiar

materials, (for they are peculiar,) on which the principle in

question is to operate. We are not consulting for the good of

those who have been cradled in affluence, nursed in pampered
delicacy, addicted to luxury of living, and hauteur of manners,

and bred from the beginning to a pride of independence which

spurns all obligation to others. Such, let it be remembered, are

not the characters, to which the present system of education is to

be adapted. May the church no more be cursed with a ministry

of this description. But the class of persons whom it is the ap-

propriate business of Education Societies to bring forward, are, by
the very supposition of their indigence, remote from the character

above described. There may be occasionally among them one,

fallen by misfortune from such circumstances, and so imbued with

the grace of God, as to be able cheerfully to adapt himself to

the situation in which he is providentially placed. But ordinarily

they are men of humble origin, modest pretensions, and unobtru-

sive claims—men, whom, like the primitive disciples, Christ has

called from the fish boat, the plough, or the mechanic's shop, and

armed them with a spirit of heavenly daring,— having been inured

to hardship by custom, and thus providentially furnished with the

most important elements of ' a good soldier of Jesus Christ.' It is to

men of this description, that the whole economy of an Education

Society should be adapted. Others, though candidates for the minis-
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try, have no need of such patronage. And if it is desirable for them
to cherish a different spirit, and form a different character, from

that which we are now contemplating, the door is open. We
doubt, however, as to its promise of superior usefulness.

But it is the peculiar province of Education Societies to bring

forward those who would not, and could not, otherwise come, on
account of their indigence, and thus to furnish an extra corps of

evangelists for the church and for the world. And can there be

a question, whether it is better to educate such men in a sober, fru-

gal, business-like way, retaining their habits of industry, economy,
and self-reliance? Or, shall they be thrown at once upon pure

charity, refined to effeminacy, and so stripped of their manly char-

acter and independence ? This, we are confident, is the length

and breadth of the question.

And now let us apply the course of treatment, adopted by the

A. E. Society, to such a character, and see how it will naturally

affect his independence. It says to him :
' We have found you

hopefully possessed, by nature and grace, of those elements of char-

acter, which are befitting a candidate for the Christian ministry.

You have signified to us your willingness and desire for this high

office ; but providentially, the indigence of your circumstances in-

terposes discouraging if not insuperable obstacles to the necessary

course of preparation. Satisfied of your worthiness of patronage,

we propose to lend you assistance—not so much as to relieve you
from exertion, or from a feeling of self-dependence, but just enough
to encourage your personal enterprise, and with prudence, frugality

and industry, to make it successful. Whatever may have been

your former course of life, all experience recommends, that the

sedentary habits of students should be frequently and daily relieved

by vigorous manual exercise, for the health of their bodies, the

strength of their minds, and the general soundness of their physical

constitution. We recommend, therefore, that you make these

necessary exercises productive, as much as possible, of the means
of your support, by devoting yourself, at such times, to agricultural

or mechanical occupations, which are not only honorable, but high-

ly commendable in the estimation of the wise and the good, and
also satisfactory to conscience, and favorable to virtue and piety.

It combines amusement and recreation with usefulness—with an
actual product of the necessaries and comforts of life. We reason-

ably suppose that by such means, and with frugal living, (which
best becomes a disciple of Christ in any case, but especially a can-

didate for the holy ministry,) you may furnish to yourself a very

considerable portion of your necessary support. And so long as

your Christian deportment and diligence shall commend you to es-

teem and confidence, we are authorised, within certain limits, to

loan you money as you may need, to be refunded by you, as may
be convenient, after you shall have entered upon your public, ofri-
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cial labors. And if misfortune should prevent your acquiring the

means of repayment, or if Providence should call you to a field of

labor, demanding special self-denial or sacrifice, we are authorised

to assure you, that a tender regard will be had to such considera-

tions by your patrons, and if the exigency reasonably demands it,

the specialty of your case will be held as a fair discharge of your

obligation. In this manner, it is understood, that in the whole

course of your education, you are relying on your own resources,

present or anticipated, and are obsequiously obliged to no individ-

ual person or set of men. You are thrown upon your own personal

character and enterprise. The loan, which is allowed you, is not

properly a charity, but your own personal property, ministered by
your patrons, as the public stewards of this sacred fund, on the

conditions specified. Your voluntary self-consecration to the work
of the ministry is considered as making out a fair title to the pecu-

liar and favorable conditions of the loan. The whole provision is

intended to free you from that oppressiveness of anxiety, which
characterises common pecuniary obligations, to nourish your self-

dependence, and to cast you upon your own resources. And for

your own present and future benefit, as well as to enable us to

discharge our responsibility to the public, it will become you to

husband your affairs with prudence, and report their condition

periodically to your patrons.'

Such, we understand, is substantially the relation of the A. E.
Society to its beneficiaries, and such the terms of that relation,

so far as pecuniary aid and obligations are concerned. And that

these terms are as favorable, in their influence on character, as

could well be devised in the peculiarities of the case, we are ful-

ly convinced. And we can hardly doubt that such will be the

general impression.

Pure gratuity in the support of young men, is now almost uni-

versally admitted to be inexpedient ; and those who would still be
thought to maintain the doctrine, are compelled to get up a facti-

tious theory, founded on the assumption that it is not a charity, but

a legal obligation on the part of the public, and a legal claim on
the part of those educated, as really as the stipulated salaries of

public servants ;—a very extravagant position, truly, and a doc-
trine, which, if reduced to practice in the extent to which, if cor-

rect, it might fairly be applied, would dissolve society in one of

the most important articles of its constitution.

We trust that the wisdom and the happy adaptation of the sys-

tem of the A. E. Society, in its influence on the character of its

young men, have now been made sufficiently manifest, show-
ing that it is eminently calculated to raise up a hardy, industrious,

patient and efficient ministry. We may just add—that it is fun-

damental, in the designs of this Institution, to compel those who re-

ceive its aid to a thorough and complete education—the best,
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which the Academical and Theological Seminaries of our country

afford, and that it scrupulously confines its patronage to those who
will consent to such a course.

Another feature of this Institution, worthy of special notice, is

its system of pastoral supervision. It is made the duty of the

Secretary and other Agents of the Society, to visit the academies

and colleges, where the young men are situated, as often as practi-

cable, for the purpose of knowing them as thoroughly as possible,

of cultivating their piety, advising and exhorting them, and of pre-

senting all possible inducements to excel in learning and personal

religion, and of raising their Christian and ministerial qualifications

to the highest possible standard. We have had personal opportu-

nity to observe, in several of our Literary and Theological Institu-

tions, that this supervision is of great and salutary influence.

The catholic and generous spirit of the A. E. Society is a trait

of peculiar interest, and one which promises effectual usefulness.

It stands upon the broad basis of Evangelical Christianity, and

excludes no sect from its patronage, that legitimately comes with-

in these limits. It is at this moment extending patronage to young

men in the Methodist, the Baptist, the Episcopal, the Presbyterian,

and Congregational denominations. In this particular, it has

adapted itself to the enlarged spirit of the age, not heeding the

distracting claims of the various standards of Paul, and A polios,

and Cephas, but only asking, ' Are you of Christ?'—We are

aware, that sectarian interests are opposed to such an enterprise.

But so far as we have observed the operation of extended charita-

ble associations, nothing so effectually checks and limits their

success, or so much constrains the spirit, ties up the main arteries,

and stagnates the vital currents of a healthful system, as putting on

the turban of a sect. Our doctrine is : Let particular churches,

in their own particular limits, guard their creeds. It is their right.

But in regard to large, voluntary associations of Christians, proless-

ing ' one Lord, one faith, one baptism,' and who desire to co-

operate for the common interests of Evangelical religion, we say,

Let them meet together on common ground. And surely, if there

be any object that can justify such enlarged enterprise, it is the

raising up of a Christian ministry, adequate to the necessities of

the world. And we hazard nothing in predicting the increasing

purity and enlargement of that church, whose individual members
act on these catholic principles.

Of one thing we are fully persuaded, that Christianity can nev-

er gain its destined triumph by sectarian influence. A particular

church, as an ecclesiastical polity, is incapacitated, from its very

structure, for enlarged catholic enterprise. It is too stiff, too un-

accommodating, too regardful of self, to march upon the world in

the spirit of the present age. Its appropriate province is to main-

tain, as far as convenient, its own faith and order among its own
VOL. III. NO. VI. 40
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adherents. But we regard it as the highest and most sacred duty

of individual Christians of all sects, to lend their mightiest energies,

by voluntary associations, to advance the great interests of a com-

mon Christianiiy.

We regard the specific work of modern Education Societies, as

a leading influence to the conversion of the world. God is con-

stantly producing, by his Spirit, abundant fit materials for this

great work. They are only to be looked up, and formed, and

the work is done. An Apostle has said, and the law is an eternal

one :
' Whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be sav-

ed. But how shall they call on him, in whom they have not be-

lieved ? And how shall they believe in him, of whom they have

not heard ? And how shall they hear, without a preacher ? And
how can they preach except they be sentV—Here, then, is the end

of the matter, so far as the argument is concerned. And, in our

opinion, the beginning of the work on which the Christian world is

entering— the great and mighty impulse, in its incipient stages, is

involved in the design of Education Societies.

Analysis of the principles of rhetorical delivery, as
applied in reading and speaking. By Ebenezer Porter,

D. D. Bartlett Professor of Sacred Rhetoric in the Theological

Seminary, Jindover. Third Edition. Andover ; Flagg &
Gould. 1830.

Elocution, as a science, has not in modern times received

that attention which its importance demands. While the work of

improvement has been prosecuted with zeal and success in other

departments of education, little has been accomplished in this. So
far as Rhetoric relates to the graces of composition, it has not, in-

deed, been overlooked. And the success of efforts to ele-

vate the standard of style is manifest in the multiplying specimens
of fine writing, with which our literature is enriched.

That such progress is making in the Philosophy of Rhetoric is

a subject of sincere gratulation. It is to be regretted, however,

that no more has been attained in rhetorical delivery—that art

which gives to eloquence its charms and its power. No small

part of the labor bestowed in acquiring a classical and commanding
style is lost to the speaker, if he is deficient in his manner of de-
livery. A good speaker, though wanting in literary attainments,

has been in every age more acceptable, than one of richer mental
resources, whose elocution was defective. People in general are

more affected by#hc manner of a discourse, than by the matter.
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In the solden age of Grecinn and Roman literature, no branch

was studied with such assiduity and enthusiasm, as the science of

elocution. The child who was intended for a public speaker was

nursed in the bosom of eloquence, and trained with persevering

care by approved masters, till he was thoroughly prepared, in the

judgement of his tutors, to risk his reputation at the Forum. If the

young orator failed in the proprieties of elocution, public sentiment

would not endure his performances, however rich his thoughts, or

refined his style. The great Athenian orator, with all his intel-

lectual brilliancy, was hissed from the stage on his first appearance.

The power of his mighty genius had never shaken the throne of

Macedon, if he had not corrected the habits of a defective elocu-

tion. Cicero did not become an orator without being subjected to

a rigid and protracted discipline. At the commencement of his

career he was chargeable with defects, to remedy which he trav-

elled into Asia, and sought the aid of the most accomplished rhet-

oricians of the age. See Middleton's Life of Cicero.

From the Augustan age till the eighteenth century, the literary

world seemed to slumber over the science of rhetoric, as though

no advances from the ancient masters were necessary or practica-

ble. As Campbell expresses it, ' The observations and rules

transmitted to us from those distinguished names in the learned

world, Aristotle, Cicero and Quinctilian, have been, for the most

part, only translated by later critics, or put into a modish dress and

new arrangement.'

We owe a tribute of respect to the memory of Sheridan, who
was among the first to attempt an advance from the Institutes of

Quinctilian, and summon the English literati to the long neglected

subject. With the independence of a Bacon, he ventured to en-

counter incumbent difficulties, and his acute investigations prepared

the way for others to follow up his suggested improvements. The
labors of Mr. Walker succeeded, and rendered important service

to the science of delivery, chiefly by means of the analysis of vocal

tones and inflections, first reduced by him to a system.

The discoveries and labors of Walker were not, however, appre-

ciated, as he had anticipated. Some years after the publication of

his Treatise, of the popularity of which he had cherished extrav-

agant hopes, he remarks :
" The sanguine expectations I had once

entertained, that this analysis of the human voice would be receiv-

ed by the learned with avidity and applause, are now over." His

pronunciation was extensively adopted, but his theory of inflections

was encumbered with such prolixity and obscurity, that the task

of reducing it to practice seemed appalling and discouraging to

common minds. Even his own pupils persisted in their old

method of reading, without, as he says, any reason for it.

The same formidable difficulty, which discouraged the English

pupil, has produced a like effect in our own country. The avow-
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ed imitators of the disappointed English master have been few
;

and some of these have succeeded little better than Hamlet's

strutting players in their attempt to imitate humanity. The rhet-

oricians who have succeeded Walker, as Wright and Knowles, do

not seem to have made any important advances towards relieving

the subject of its embarrassing perplexities. The recent Treatise

by Dr. Rush, on the philosophy of the human voice, though it fur-

nishes an exhibition of patient and minute analysis and acute dis-

crimination, is embarrassed with a nomenclature and multifarious

distinctions, which few, we presume, will have courage to en-

counter.

Our knowledge of Professor [now President] Porter's discrim-

inating taste and judgement on the subject of elocution, and his pa-

tient investigation of the system of Walker, prepared us, when his

design was first announced, to expect a work, better adapted to the

end in view, and more fortunate in its reception, than any thing of

the kind previously attempted. Nor have we been disappointed.

In passing from the Elements of Walker to the Analysis of Rhet-

orical Delivery, we felt a relief, not unlike that of the traveller,

when emerging from a shadowy, pathless thicket into an open, cul-

tivated lawn, where he can lay his course with precision, and

pursue it with pleasure. After repeated examination, and a two

years' observation of the success of Dr. Porter's ' Experiment?

we are confirmed in the impression, that this work has now fallen

into competent hands.

The importance of a correct and impressive elocution to the

preacher of the Gospel is so obviously great, that we cannot but

feel a lively interest in every effort, designed to awaken public at-

tention to the subject. We have no fellowship with that affected

concern for the honor of religion, which regards pulpit eloquence

as a 'carnal weapon,' with which the ambassador of Christ has

no right to meddle. We have long been sick of that dull monoto-

ny, and sluggish manner of delivery, which still pervade too many
pulpits. There are a goodly number, indeed, of whom it may be

said, that their delivery is tolerable ; but how few are heard, who
speak well. And to what must these defects be attributed ? Not

to any deficiency of vocal organs, or any other physical impedi-

ment. The evil must be ' ascribed chiefly to early habits, con-

tracted in schools, and to the want of adequate precepts in books

on reading and speaking.' Offensive habits, when once acquired,

are not corrected without laborious and persevering effort. And the

efforts which will avail in correcting such habits may be essentially-

aided, by helps such as have been attempted by Walker, and, we
think, essentially improved by the author of the Analysis. With him

we can sincerely say, that ' for the purpose of accomplishing the

ends, at which Walker aimed in his Elements of Elocution, we have

much desired to see a manual for students, free both from the ob-

scurity, and the extreme particularity of his system.'
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The work before us is an attempt to furnish such a manual ;—or,

in the reserved language of the author—"an experiment on a sub-

ject environed with difficulty." If the experiment should not suc-

ceed to the extent of our anticipations, the failure will not he at-

tributed, as in the case of its predecessor, to prolixity and puz-

zling particularity. Considering the nature of the subject, less

could not have been said ; and what is said, does not appear want-

ing, either in appropriateness or perspicuity. Some of the articles,

we think, would have admitted a more extended illustration ; and

we are not alone in the wish that the science of rhetoric may be elu-

cidated and enriched with additional contributions from the respect-

ed author of the Analysis. From a remark in the preface to the

second edition we are encouraged to expect something farther, from

Dr. P. in this department of professional education ; and his labors

we hope, may be so appreciated, by those especially whom it is his

anxious desire to aid in their preparation to preach the Gospel, lhat

he will have no occasion to say, with the indefatigable Walker,

—

" I have almost worn out a long life in laborious exertions ; and yet

I have had the mortification to find few of my pupils listen to me."
The plan of the work under review comprehends Reading,

Articulation, Inflection, Accent, Emphasis, Modulation, and Rhe-
torical Action. Appended is a selection of exercises, to a part of
which a notation is applied, to assist the pupil in the modulation of
his voice.

Tones express a language powerfully significant, and it is the

inflection of the voice, that gives them significancy. There is noth-

ing very moving in a protracted monotone. To analyze these deli-

cate qualities of elocution requires accurate discrimination. The
chapter on this subject contains a series of observations and rules,

founded on the repeated analysis of tones and inflections, as they

are expressed in easy and animated conversation. Objections

have been raised against the application of these principles, on the

ground that they serve only to fetter and embarrass the learner.

The practical utility of them is therefore doubted.

" The same doubt," says Dr. P., " may as well be extended to every depart-
ment of practical knowledge. To think of the rules of syntax, every sentence
we speak, or of the rules of orthography and style, every time we take up our
pen to write, would indeed ho perplexing. The remedy prescribed by common
sense in all such cases is, not to discard correct theories, but to make them so

familiar, as to govern our practice spontaneously, and without reflection."

If there are fixed principles of elocution, why does it not devolve

on the teacher to explain them ; and when a passage is read well,

to give the reason why it is read well ? The rules of delivery, we
are prepared to believe after an examination of the work before us,

are capable of being stated with nearly as much precision, and
comprehended with as much ease, as the rules of syntax. That
this has not, to a greater extent, been done, must be attributed

chiefly to the fact, that the classification of vocal inflections is quite
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a modern achievement in education, and was at first rendered too

complex to invite extensive application. On this point Dr. Porter

remarks :

—

" Several years of childhood are particularly devoted to acquire a correct

orthography and accentuation ; and to promote a knowledge of these and of

syntax, rules have been framed with great care. But what valuable directions

have our elementary books contained as to the management of the voice in

readino' ?—an art which lies at the bottom of all good delivery. Here our

embryo oiators, on their way to the bar, the senate, and the pulpit, are turned
off with a few meagre rules, and are expected to become accomplished speakers,

without, having ever learned to read a common passage, in a graceful and im-
pressive manner. Fifty years ago, the general direction given by teachers in

reading was, that in every sort of sentence, the voice should be kept up in a

rising tone till the regular cadence is formed, at the close. This was exactly

adapted to ruin all variety and force, and to produce a set of reading tones com-
pletely at variance with those of conversation and speaking. The more partic-

ular directions as to voice, formerly given in books for learners, are the three

following: that a parenthesis requires a quick and weak pronunciation;—that

the voice should rise at the end of an interogative sentence,—and fall at the end
of one that is declarative. The first is true without exception;—the second,

only in that sort of question which is answered by yes or no ; and the third is

true with the exception of all cases where emphasis carries the voice to a high
note at the close of a sentence. So thai, among the endless variety of modifi-

cation which the voice assumes in speaking, but one was accurately marked
before the time of Walker."

The absolute modifications of the voice are reduced by our

author to four, namely, monotone, rising inflection, falling inflection,

and circumflex inflection. Besides the absolute, there are what

are denominated relative modifications of the voice,—as pitch,

quantity, rate, and quality, which come under the article on mod-
ulation. After some strictures on the classification of inflections,

adopted by preceding writers, Dr. P. makes the following observa-

tions respecting the one which he bus adopted.

" In order to render the new classification which I have given intelligible, I

have chosen examples chiefly from colloquial language: because the tones of

conversation ought to be the basis of delivery, and because these only are at

once recognised by the ear. Being conformed to nature, they are instinctively

right ; so that scarcely a man in a million uses artificial tones in conversation.

And this one fact, I remark in passing, furnishes a standing canon tothe learner

in elocution. In contending with any bad habit of voice, let him break up the
sentence on whicli the difficulty occurs, and throw it, if possible, into the collo-

quial form. Let him observe in himself and others, the turns of voice which
occur in speaking familiarly and earnestly on common occasions. Good taste

will then enable him to transfer to public delivery the same turns of voice,

adapting them, as he must of necessity, to the elevation of his subject."

The " standing canon," noticed in the above passage, is worthy

of special remark. Governed by this, our author succeeded in re-

ducing this hitherto complicated subject to a form at once so tan-

gible and simple, that those of moderate resolution need not hesi-

tate in attempting to practise it. The rules given are few, brief,

and perspicuous ; and may be readily comprehended, and easily

retained. The examples introduced to illustrate the application of

these rules appear to have been selected with care and judgement.
As a specimen take the second rule :

—
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" The direct question, or that which admits the answer of yes or no, has the

rising infection, and the answer has the falling .•"

—

Example. "Are thev Hebrews? So am /—Are they Israelites ? So am I—
Are they ministers of Christ? /am more."

Were this passage read so as to give the rising inflection to the

several answers, it would destroy that gravity and authority, with

which it would doubtless have been uttered by the apostle.

In a subsequent rule, the following position is assumed
;

" The indirect question, or that which is not ansiccred bij yes or no, has the

falling infection ; and its answer has the same :—
' Who say the people that I am ? They answering, said, John the Baptist

;

but some say Elias ; and others say, that one of the old prophets is risen." '

The characteristic difference between the rising and falling in-

flection, so far as emotion is concerned, is, that the former is ex-

pressive of the tender, and pathetic ; as grief, lamentation, com-
passion, affection, and devotional reverence. The Lamentations

of Jeremiah, and various other portions of the Scriptures, abound

in passages, which require that plaintive utterance, in which the rising

inflection may be distinctly perceived. The falling inflection more
generally is expressive of decision, force, authority, denunciation,

bold and strong passion.

Examples. " Go to the ant, thou sluggard ; consider her ways, and be wise.
His lord answered and said unto him, thou wicked and slothful servant,—thou
knowest that I reap where I sowed not, and gather where I have not strewed.
Let that day be darkness ; let not God regard it from above, neither let the
light shine upon it ; let darkness and the shadow of death stain it ; let a cloud
dwell upon it ; let the blackness of the day terrify it."

Though the analysis of vocal inflections is a recent thing, yet it

has been understood from the days of Pericles, that the voice was
susceptible of various and significant inflections, and that good de-

livery required them to be skilfully managed. The correct ear

could determine, when delivery was good ; but the rationale was
a mystery, which none could explain. Quinctilian, in his directions

on the subject of delivery, did not overlook the fact, that there

were vocal inflections, though he did not analyse them. Dicnmus
ut in iisdem partibus, iisdemque affectibus, sint quaudam non ita

magnae vocis dedinat'wnes piout ant verborum dignitas, aut sen-

tentiarum Datura, aut dispositio, aut excep'.io, aut transitus postulat.

Quinct. Lib. xi. c. 3. When the voice is judiciously managed,
delivery, to use the language of Fenelon, " is a kind of music,
whose beauty consists in the variety of proper tones and inflections,

which ought to rise or fall with a just and easy cadence, according

to the nature of the things we express. It gives a light, as well as

a grace, to language ; and is the very life and spirit of discourse."

The chapter on tones and inflections, as a whole, is well execut-
ed. The results are those of actual experiment and observation

and not of hypothesis. The philosophy of inflections lies at the
foundation of correct elocution, and every public speaker would
derive important advantage from a thorough knowledge of the
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subject. Nor is this the dry and arduous task which many may
have supposed, especially as it is presented by Dr. Porter. What
Walker has spread over one hundred and fifty pages, he has

brought into less than twenty, and yet has retained most that is

valuable in the work of his predecessor, with the addition of some
original matter. Though he was not the first to apprehend and

bind ' that varying Proteus of the speaking voice,' to him belongs

the credit of narrowing its limits, so that it is no longer difficult to

approach and master it. And after chasing this flitting truant

for years to little purpose, we feel greatly obliged to the man, who
has thus given us the means of apprehending it and retaining it in

our service.

Another elementary article, belonging to the subject of rhetor-

ical delivery, is the correct adjustment of emphatic stress. In an-

imated conversation this stress is correctly laid, even by a little

child, and it is so laid, because feeling is awakened—there is

emotion. On this subject we recur with pleasure to the pertinent

observations of our author.

" Emphasis is governed by the laws of sentiment, being inseparably connect-
ed with thought and emotion. It is the most important principle, by which elocu-

tion is related to the operation of mind. Hence when it stands opposed to the

claims of custom or of harmony, these always give way to its supremacy. The
accent which custom attaches to a word, emphasis may supersede. Custom re-

quires a cadence at the final pause ; but emphasis often turns the voice upward
at the end of a sentence ; as,

You -were paid to fight against Alexander, not to rail at him.

Harmony requires the voice to rise at the pause before the cadence ; whereas
emphasis sometimes prescribes the falling slide at this pause, to enforce the
sense : as,

Better to reign in hell, than serve in heaven.

" New I presume that every one, who is at all accustomed to accurate obser-
vation on this subject, must be sensible how very little this grand principle is

regarded in forming our earliest habits of elocution ; and therefore how hopeless
are all efforts to correct what is wrong in these habits, without a just knowledge
of emphasis.

" What then is emphasis ? Without staying to assign reasons why I am dis-

satisfied with definitions heretofore given, by respectable writers, the following
is offered as more complete in my opinion, than others which I have seen.
Emphasis is a distinctive utterance of lands, ichich are especially significant,
with such a degree and kind of stress, as conveys their meaning in the best
manner."

This subject of emphasis is disposed of under two simple div-

sions, namely, emphatic stress and emphatic inflection.

More particularity in enumerating the faults that obtain in laying

emphasis, would to some have been an acceptable service. We
have noticed a variety of such faults, some of which render deliv-

ery harsh and unnatural, almost past endurance. * The abrupt,

jerking emphasis' is common. We have heard the periodic stress,

laid at regular intervals, as if designed to prevent monotony. Not
unfreqtiently the speaker lets it fall on a little word, which has no
claims to prominency, and ' in monosyllables his thunders roll.'
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There is occasionally heard the drawling, trilling, twanging, em-
phasis, which serves rather to ' tear a passion to tatters,' than give

force and effect to delivery. Not unfrequently are the rights of
emphasis sacrificed to metrical accent, as in couplets like the

following :

Show pity, Lord ; O Lord, forgive ;

Let a repenting rebel live.

There are passages, however, in which small words, even particles,

require the force of emphasis. Examples are introduced and illus-

trated by our author.

" In the narrative of Paul's voyage from Troas to Jerusalem, it is said, ' Paul
had determined to sail by Ephesus.' This sentence, with a moderate stress on
Ephesus, implies that the Apostle meant to stop there

;
just as a common

phrase,' The ship is going to Holland by Liverpool,'—implies that she will touch
at the- latter place.

•' Now what was the fact in the case of Paul ? The historian says, ' He hasted
to be at Jerusalem, on the day of Pentecost.' Therefore he could not afford the
time it would require to visit his dear friends, the Ephesian church, and be
chose to pursue his voyage without seeing them. But can the words be made
to express this sense ? Perfectly ; and that with only an increase of stress on
one particle. ' Paul had determined to sail by Ephesus.'

" Another example shows us a succession of small words raised to importance
by becoming peculiarly significant. In Shakspeare's Merchant of Venice, Bas-
sanio had received a ring from his wife, with the strongest protestations that
it should never part from his finder ; but, in a moment of generous gratitude for

the preservation of his friend's life, he forgot this promise, and gave the rino- to
the officer to whose kind interposition he ascribed that deliverance. With o-reat

mortification at the act, lie afterwards made the following apology to his wife,

an unemphatic pronunciation of which leaves it scarcely intelligible ; while dis-

tinct emphasis on a few small words gives it precision and vivacity, thus:

If you did know to whom I gave the ring,

If you did know for whom I gave the ring,

And would conceive for what I gave the ring,

And how unwillingly I left the ring,

When nought would be accepted but the ring,

You would abate the strength of your displeasure.

" In the case that follows, too, we see how the meaning of a sentence often
depends on the manner in which we utter one short word :

' One of the servants
of the high priest, (being his kinsman whose ear Peter cut off,) saitli, did not I

see thee in the garden with him ?' Now if we utter this, as most readers do,
with a stress on kinsman, and a short pause after it, we make the sentence af-

firm that the man whose car Peter cut off was kinsman to the high priest, which
was not the fact. But a stress upon his, makes this servant kinsman to an-
other man, who received the wound."

A fundamental position of Walker is, that emphasis always im-

plies antithesis; and that emphatic stress is never to be given to

a word, unless it stands opposed to something in sense, that is

either expressed or implied. Others have acquiesced in this

decision. Dr. P. has contested it, exposed the fallacy of the reasons

urged in its support, and shown, as we think, that there is absolute

emphasis.

" The principle assumed," he says," cannot be admitted ; for to say that there
is no absolute emphasis, is to say that a thought is never important, considered
of itself; or that the figure of contrast is the only way in which a thought can bo
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expressed with force. The theory which supposes this, is too narrow to corres-
pond with the philosophy of elocution. There are other sources, besides an-
tithetic relation, from which the mind receives strong and vivid impressions,
which it is the office of vocal language to express."

Examples of absolute emphasis abound, such as the follow-

ing :—
Up ! comrades,

—

up !—
Charge, Chester, charge! On, Stanley, on !—
Wo unto you, Pharisees !—
Angels ! and ministers of grace,—defend us.

That antithesis constitutes the more frequent occasion for emphatic

stress is doubtless the fact. This appears in such passages as

the following :

—

The manner of speaking is as important as the matter.
Study not so much to show knowledge, as to acquire it.

It is not so difficult to talk well, as to live well.

Our author has treated the subject of emphatic inflection with

his usual acuteness and discrimination. ' Strong emphasis,' he

observes, ' demands in all cases an appropriate inflection ; and to

change this inflection perverts the sense.' The question which
here meets us is, how may it be ascertained which inflection an

emphatic word requires ?' In illustrating this point, Dr. P. has

again departed from Walker, who has devoted twenty pages to

explain what he calls the ' grand distinction,' and leaves it still in-

volved in obscurity. Having stated his reasons for dissenting from

his predecessor, he gives us his own views.

" The plain distinction between the rising and the falling emphasis, when
antithetic relation is expressed or suggested, is, the falling denotes positive af-

firmation or enunciation of a thought with energy ; the rising either expresses
negation, or qualified, and conditional affirmation. In the latter case, the anti-

thetic object, if there is one, may be suggested ironically, or hypothctically, or

comparatively ."

This position is amply illustrated by apposite examples and

explanations, and concluded as follows :

—

" The amount is, that generally the weaker emphasis, where there is tender,
or conditional, or partial enunciation of thought, requires the voice to rise:

while the strong emphasis, where the thought is bold, and the language posi-

tive, adopts the falling slide, except where some counteracting principle occurs,
as in the interrogative inflection just mentioned. Emphatic inflection varies
according to those general laws of the voice which I have endeavored to de-

scribe at some length. For these varieties we may assign good reasons, in some
cases ; while in others we must stop with the fact, that such are the settled

usages of elocution ; and in others still, we can only say, such are the instinc-

tive principles of vocal intonation. In all such cases, explanation becomes ob-

scurity, if carried out of its proper limits. Beyond these, I can no more tell

why sorrow or supplication incline the voice to the rising slide, while indigna-

tion or command incline it to the falling, than I can tell why one emotion flashes

in tho eye, and another vents itself in tears."

In concluding our remarks on emphasis, we intended to have

said something on what Dr. Rush calls guttural emphasis, which

is not noticed in the work before us. But the cases are so rare
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in which it can be used, without the appearance of affectation,

especially in grave delivery, that we shall be excused in passing it

over in silence. It is a species of stress, employed in the histrionic

school, when scorn, indignant authority, sulien despair, he. are

expressed with convulsive emotion.
( To be continued.)

MISCELLANEOUS.
shall i send my son to harvard college ?

Dear Sir,

The question proposed in your last is one of great interest to your-

self and family, and though considerations of a personal nature might
prompt me to be silent, I could never excuse myself, should I refuse

or neglect, on such grounds, to express to you my real sentiments.

"My son ." you say, " will be prepared, in a few months for Col-
lege. Where shall I send him? You know my partialities for Harvard, and
were it not for the Unitarumism prevailing in that seminary, I should not hesi-

tate. But are there no circumstances which render it more safe than formerly
for the childicn of Orthodox parents to be educated there? You are in the vi-

cinity, and better acquainted with the state of things than I am. Will you have
the goodness to drop me a line on the subject ?"

I could drop you a line, my dear Sir, with little trouble ; but a

line would not answer i/our purpose, nor satisfy my conscience. If

I write anything, I must go into the subject, and endeavor to place

it before you, as it presents itself to me; and if you have not time

or patience to plod through a long letter, you had better stop where
you are, and 'do what seemeth right in your own eyes.'

It is natural that you should feel a partiality for Harvard, as one
of the most ancient and best endowed institutions in our country,

and especially as the place of your own education. There are many
who feel the same partiality, especially in this region, and whom
nothing but the force of conscience and the fear of God could have

induced to withdraw from it their countenance and patronage. You
are apprized, it appears, of the Unitarian character of the institution,

but seem to flatter yourself that some circumstances have recently

taken place, ' which render it more safe than formerly for the chil-

dren of Orthodox parents to be educated there.' I know not to what
particular circumstances you allude. Sure I am, that nothing has

come to my knowledge, which goes to remedy, or scarcely to modify,

the previous religious character of the College. An honorary de-

gree was indeed conferred on an Orthodox clergyman a year or two
ago; another such clergyman has recently delivered the Dudleian
Lecture ; and two or three others have been appointed on commit-
tees of visitation and examination. Provision has also been made,
by which students, at the request of their parents, can be permitted
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to attend public worship out of the chapel. Circumstances such as

these I do not overlook, or undervalue. As indications of diminish-

ed exclusiveness, of budding liberality, of a disposition to treat the

Orthodox with some small degree of attention, they are deserving of

notice. But how far, my dear Sir, do they go, towards changing or

even modifying the fixed and all pervading Unitarian character of

this Institution ? The Corporation and the Overseers (so far as

they are elective) are still, with scarcely an exception, Unitarian. The
officers of instruction and government, from the highest to the low-

est, are understood to be Unitarian.* Whatever religious instruction

is afforded by the Professors will be, of course, Unitarian. A great

majority of the students, and the whole current of influence pro-

ceeding from them, will be found on the side of Unitarianism. A
strong corps of resident graduates, especially those in the Divinity

School, will exert their influence on the same side. Periodi-

cals, tracts and books, inculcating the favorite doctrine, are freely

circulating and with high recommendations. Indeed, the esprit

du corps, the pervading spirit, which has more influence in such
an institution than anything else, is altogether in favor of this

doctrine, so that Harvard College still is (what it has been denom-
inated by its partizans in years past) ' the pure, uncorrupted fountain

head of Unitarianism.'

Shall I advise you, then, to place your son—the child of your

prayers and fondest hopes, whom you early dedicated to Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, and whom you are endeavoring to prepare

for usefulness in the kingdom of Christ—shall I advise you to place

him, during the four most critical years of his existence, at this

Unitarian institution ? No, my dear Sir, I cannot do it ;—and for

the following reasons :

—

In the first place, you have no right to place your child in a
scene of such extreme moral and spiritual danger. Under the most
favorable circumstances, a Collegiate course is a morally hazardous

one, so much so, that no Christian parent, who understands the sub-

ject, can enter his son upon it without deep solicitude. What,
then, must this course be, under circumstances, I was about to say,

the most unfavorable 1

You will be told, perhaps, that no very definite religious instruc-

tion is attempted to be given to the under-graduates at Harvard.

And suppose this is true. What other objection to such an institu-

tion would the Christian parent need ? Ought there not to be

definite religious instruction ? Ought the young, susceptible, form-

ing mind to be left four years without religious instruction ? Ought
the deceitful heart to remain so long uncultivated, and the weeds of

sin be suffered to grow unrestrained?

I presume there are no very open, direct means used by the offi-

cers with the children of Orthodox parents, to convert them to the

Unitarian faith. Such means, if resorted to, would defeat them-
selves, They would excite suspicion, create repellency, and bar

.the heart of the pupil against further efforts. Palpable persuasions

* A young gentleman, at present a tutor, ought, perhaps, to be excepted.
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need not be employed. A current of influence, too strong ordina-

rily for youthful energy to resist, can easily be put in motion without

them. Suppose your son should to-day become a member of Har-
vard College. He could not be there a week, without discovering

what kind of religion was fashionable, was popular, and what reli-

gion he must embrace, if he intended to secure general approbation.

He would see where the multitude of his companions thronged, and
where his instructers led the way ; and the respect which you
would wish him to accord to his instructers would be easily transfer-

red to the principles which they professed. He would see what
preachers were admired, and what hated ; who were spoken of as

men of enlarged and liberal views, and who denounced as stupid,

ignorant, and bigoted. He would soon find, that he must break

loose from some of the restraints of his education, must visit his

closet less frequently, keep the Sabbath less strictly, lay aside his de-

votional books, and regard the institutions of religion with less

seriousness and reverence, or he must become, at least to many, an
object of suspicion, if not of scorn. He may indeed be permitted, at

your request, to attend an Orthodox meeting ; but this very circum-

stance would separate him from his companions, expose him to an

odious name, and identify him with a hated sect ; and unless blessed

with more purity of principle, more strength of character, than falls

to the lot of some young men, he might not long be willing to grat-

ify you in this respect, but would prefer to remove suspicion, and
restore himself to favor, by sitting down quietly under the Unitarian

droppings of the Chapel. In short, he would first be ashamed of

his orthodoxy, and then, probably, renounce it; and you would ere

long hear from others, if not from him, that he had learned to trifle

with the great and precious doctrines of the Gospel.

That I do not exaggerate the dangers of a four years' residence

at Harvard College will be evident from the following account, pub-

lished two years ago in Philadelphia, by a young gentleman who
had experienced them.

"The most able description can convey but a very imperfect impression of the

thousand influences which are there brought to bear upon the heart of every stu-

dent, to chill his piety, to weaken the bold which the great truths of the gospel

may have had upon him, to induce him to look upon the scriptures (except in

name) with a skeptical mind, and some portion-; of them with a sneering infidelity.

And all tbis is effected in the bosom of the incautious youth almost impercepti-
bly. Whilst the poison of error is insinuating itself into his mind, and the sleep

of spiritual death is coming over him, his cars arc charmed, and his fears lulled,

by the captivating notes of charity^liberality, the improvements of the «gc, and
the requiem that is forever sung over creeds and confessions, bigotry and
superstition !

" Since 1805, the time of the election of Dr. Ware to the Professorship of
Divinity, few young men, even of the most, devout and faithful parents, have
been able to recover from the shock which their early religious education there

sustained : A melancholy interval, when surveyed in its results by the eye of
Christian benevolence, during which Unitarianism has ingulfed in its dark flood

nearly all the sons of Harvard. Within a few years past however, several,
after having made shipwreck of their faith at Harvard, have been restored. I

am personally acquainted with a number of this description, who look back upon
dangers escaped with amazement, and upward with overflowing gratitude to the
Eternal Spirit as their deliverer.
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"This I consider myself bound to testify before the world, that the influence

there exerted against sound religious sentiments and vital godliness, is like a

sweepingflood ; to the unfortified minds of youth it is resistless. I am acquaint-

ed with no situation, where, in my view, (and I speak from sad experience,) a

principle of evangelical pi^ty, and faith in the doctrines of the cross, would be

less likely to be obtained, or, if possessed, would be placed in circumstances of

greater peril."

Since the publication of this solemn testimony, I know of no dim-

inution of spiritual dangers at the University, nor indeed of any

considerable change for the better. A fuller developement of Unita-

rian principles has since been made, showing that they go to a denial

—not only of most of the doctrines of the Bible, as those of depravity,

atonement, regeneration, justification by faith, and eternal punish-

ment*—but of the inspiration of the Bible itself.i

My next reason for the advice here given relates rather to

yourself, than to your son. You have repeatedly and publicly

expressed your dissent from the religion inculcated by mod-
ern Unitarians. You have represented their system as defect-

ive and dangerous, and justified those who have come out and
separated themselves from it. Now suppose, after all this, you send

your son to be educated at Harvard College, and place him under

the immediate direction and influence of Unitarian instructers.

What use, think you, would be made of such a procedure? Would
it not be said at once, ' See how much in earnest Mr. is, in

the censures which he passes upon Unitarianism. He does not think

so unfavorably of our religion, after all. If he really believed our

views to be essentially wrong, and of dangerous influence, would he

entrust us with the education of his son ? Would he place his own
child under our direction and care, and commit to us the formation

of his mind, if he seriously regarded us as in fatal error 1 Impossi-

ble ! These Orthodox pretenders may say what they please. Their
actions are inconsistent with their declarations, and render them
unworthy of regard.'— I well know, my dear Sir, what has been said

in similar cases ; and I know as well what would be said, and said

with no little show of reason, should you decide to place your son at

Harvard. You must expect, as the result of such a measure, not

only to have your sincerity and consistency impeached, but to have

your influence, in favor of truth and in opposition to prevailing errors,

materially obstructed.

Allow me further to inquire whether, by extending patronage to

Harvard College as it now stands, you do not countenance the per-

versions, the injustice, by which it has been brought to its present

state.—I need not inform you, that it is by a gross perversion of

funds that Unitarianism has predominated in Harvard College—that

the Hollis Professor of Divinity first obtained and still holds his

responsible office. It was provided and ordered by Mr. Hollis, that

his professor should be a man " of sound or orthodox principles,"

* The conductors of the Christian Examiner inform us, that they ]no'< upon 'the Cal-

vinistic doctrine of hell torments,' as ' beyond all question, the most horrible dogma ever

conceived or littered by man.' Number for May, 1830. p. 202.

t Sec Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iii. pp. 13—15 and 95—101.
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and a solemn promise was given him that liis orders should be obeyed.

It was further provided by Deacon Henchman, who made an addi-

tion to the Hollis fund, that the Professor should " teach the princi-

ples of the Christian religion, according to the well known Confes-

sion of faith drawn up by the synod of the churches of New Eng-
land." But is Dr. Ware a man " of orthodox principles," according

to the views of the Calvinistic Hollis ? Does he '• teach the princi-

ples of the Christian religion, according to the New England Con-
fession of faith 1" Nobody can with the least reason pretend it.

Why then does he receive the avails of these funds ? Why is the

faith plighted to the holy dead thus wantonly disregarded? Why
are such perversions endured?—But I need not say these things to

you, who are well acquainted with the facts, and who regard them
as I do. The proper questions are, Does not every man, who pat-

ronizes Harvard College (as it now is) by placing his children there

for education, give a sort of countenance to these perversions ? Is

it not so understood by those immediately concerned ? Is it not

because they have felt encouraged by such countenance, that these

perversions have been persisted in? And can you, Sir, or can
any one who views the subject as you do, encourage and coun-

tenance them in this way ?

It may be urged, again, that the permanent good of Harvard
College requires, that the Orthodox community should for the present

stand aloof from it, and withhold their patronage.—We are accused

of indulging hostility towards this ancient seminary—of pursuing it

with a relentless persecution—of striving to curtail its influence,

cut off its resources, and effect its overthrow. Perhaps this very

letter, should you make it public, will be adduced as evidence of

such a disposition. But our feelings, with those of thousands of
our brethren, bear witness to the injustice of these accusations. So
far from hostility, there is a strong and general partiality among the

Orthodox of Massachusetts for this venerable institution. They
cannot forget the high and holy purpose for which it was founded

;

the great good which, in former years, it has accomplished ; and the

many excellent men (now in heaven) to whom it has been an object

of deep solicitude, and earnest prayer. Their warm affections still

cluster around it ; and though compelled, by its present infected

moral atmosphere for a time to withdraw, they are waiting the hour
when this shall be blown away by the pure breath of heaven, and
when they can with safety return.

We are well satisfied that Harvard College cannot rise and prosper,

as it now is. There must ultimately be a change. We do not claim
that it shall become exclusively Orthodox, or wish that it may fall un-

der the entire influence of any one denomination. Unlike those insti-

tutions which have been founded by different sects for their own
particular use and benefit, Harvard College is in right, and ought
to be in fact, the College or the State, where all the religious

denominations may have an influence, and to which all may send
their children without the danger of their being perverted. Not
only is a change of this nature just and proper, it is absolutely neces-

sary to the prosperity of the institution. But how shall such a
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change be effected ? The Unitarians, a sect of recent origin,

which has crept in upon us by concealment and artifice, and which

constitutes but a small part of the whole Commonwealth, have so

managed as toobtain exclusive possession of the College, and have so

modified its original, legal constitution as to feel secure beyond the

possibility of change. The institution is now in their hands, and

doubtless they intend it shall be. In these circumstances, what

course does it become the tried and best friends of the College to

pursue? What measures will an enlightened and extended regardfor

the good of the institution incline them to adopt? I reply, without

hesitation, Let them withdraw. Let them, for the time, withhold

their patronage, and send their scholars to other seminaries. Not
only do their principles, and the spiritual safety of their children,

require this procedure,—the best good of Harvard College requires

the same. By such a course, entered on and persisted in, the eyes

of those who now direct the affairs of College may at length be open-

ed. The question will, at least, be submitted to them, whether Har-

vard College shall be in fact, what it is in right, and what from the

first it was designed to be, the University of Massachusetts, doubling

and trebling its present number of students, collecting them from all

the different denominations, and enjoying the confidence and sup-

port of all ; or whether it shall continue as it now is, a Unitarian,

sectarian College,—lauded and supported by a few, but by the great

body of the people suspected and shunned, destined to see other

much younger establishments towering above it, and leaving it, in

point of numbers and influence, a second or third rate institution.

This is the question which the different denominations in our

country (the Unitarians excepted) have it in their power to put

to the present Curators and Governors of Harvard College, and

which, in my judgement, ought to be put to them, very distinctly,

and without delay. Nothing will so directly tend to open their

eyes, bring them to a sense of their duty and interest, and hast-

en the change for which we are all waiting, and without which

the institution cannot rise and prosper, as this. But in order to the

full success of a measure of this kind, the excluded denominations

must be of one mind on the subject, and must consent for a time,

(though some may be called to make a sacrifice) to stand aloof from

the perverted institution, and educate their children at other sem-

inaries.

Nor can Unitarians consistently complain of such a procedure.

Ts it not enough that they have taken possession of the College, in-

stituted and endowed for the benefit of the whole State, excluded

the other denominations from any share in its government, and are

using it for the furtherance of their sectarian views ?* Must the

excluded denominations now come forward and help them support

it ? Must they consent to give up their children to be educated in

it, and there to be moulded into a belief of Unitarianism ? If Uni-

* In support of this last assertion, it may be stated, that the (Unitarian) Divinity school

in Cambridge is instructed almost solely by the University Professors, Ware, Willard,

Norton, and Follen, who receive their compensation chiefly (some of them entirely) from

the College, funds. See Unitarian Tract, No. 32, pp. 19, 20.
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tarians expect the countenance and patronage of other denomina-

tions, then let them give them a due share in the government of the

institution. Or if they are resolved that Harvard College shall re-

tain its sectarian character, and continue, what it now is
—

' the

pure, uncorrupted fountain head of Unitariauism ;' then let them
expect to support it themselves. The most, certainly, which they

ought to expect of the excluded denominations is, that they will

quietly withdraw, and give their support to institutions of a different

character.

You are aware, doubtless, that the views expressed in this letter

are not new. They have been entertained and acted on by the ma-
jority of Evangelical Christians for several years. And this fact

suggests another reason why all should unite in them. All must
unite, in order to impress more deeply the necessity of a change,

and to induce those who have the direction of College to restore it

to its original destination with the least possible delay. In these

circumstances, therefore, for dissatisfied individuals (like yourself)

to continue their patronage, is not only to protract the evils of which
you complain, but is practising a sort of injustice upon those breth-

ren who, from motives of conscience, have already withdrawn. It

is placing the restoration of their privileges at a needless distance.

It is shutting them out (perhaps at great personal sacrifices) from the

benefits of Harvard College, longer than would otherwise be neces-

sary. At the same time, it is fastening a disease upon the institu-

tion itself, under which it may long languish, but can never rise, and

flourish, and prosper.

And perhaps this last consideration, to which I again recur,

ought to have more influence with us than any other ;

—

an enlight-

ened and extended regard for the prosperity and usefulness of
Harvard College. Notwithstanding all the perversions and evils it

has suffered, we still love and honor this venerable seminary. We
remember what it has been—we know what it might be—and

with sadness we are constrained to see what it is. In the increase

of population, wealth, and public education, why has the number of

its under-graduates, for the last several years, been rather diminish-

ing than increasing? Why are other institutions, less ancient, less

favorably situated, less liberally endowed, outstripping it and going

beyond it in this respect ? Why are some, of but a few years'

growth, already treading on its heels, and threatening soon to pass

beyond it. Fast by the Capital—the centre of influence— in a State

which educates more scholars than any other in the Union, why
does it receive but a small pnrt of them ?— It is clear, my dear Sir,

that there is a disease upon this institution—which, unless removed,

must greatly impair, if not destroy it. Those who alone have the

means of applying a remedy begin to be sensible of this ;
but it is

necessary that they feel it more and more. They have already ad-

ministered some little palliatives, but nothing which goes to the seat

of the difficulty, or renders it safe for those who would avoid infection

to place their children within its walls. The best which you, and

I, and the great body of Evangelical Christians of all denominations

can at present do for it, is to leave it. We will not forget it in our

VOL. III.—NO. vi. 42
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supplications—we will stand ready to do anything for it which can
be done, without pampering the disease which is destroying it—and
when the existing experiment of folly shall have been fully tried, the

reign of Unitarian exclusiveness shall have come to an end, the Col-

lege shall be restored to its original destination, and be placed in a

situation in which it can be safely patronized—in which it ought

to rise and prosper ; then we will show our attachment to it, by

contributing our influence, with the thousands of our brethren, to

make it the glory of our land.

Pardon me, my dear Sir, if, by the length of these remarks, I have

put your patience to too severe a trial. I have written freely, and

in as few words as I could, consistently with my sense of the impor-

tance of the subject. I have expressed not only my own views, but

those of several judicious friends, whom I have taken the liberty to

consult on this occasion. You will bear in mind the great impor-

tance of the question which you are about to decide—will endeavor

to view it in all its bearings—will carry it often to the throne of

grace—and will thus be enabled, I doubt not, to come to that con-

clusion, which will be most for your own comfort, and that of your

family, and for the honor and interest of the Redeemer's kingdom.
With much affection yours, &c.

Chauncy.

NATURAL HISTORY OF ENTHUSIASM.

In our last, we published a Review of the "Natural HistoYy of Enthusiasm."

Our limits did not permit us to give all the extracts which we intended. We
now add the following, as deserving the attention of our readers.

The Doctrine of Divine Influences consistent with the Use of Means.

" If it be true that the agency of the Holy Spirit in renovating the

heart is perfectly congruous with the natural movements of the mind,

both in its animal and intellectual constitution, it is implied that

whatever natural means of suasion, or of rational conviction, are

proper to rectify the motives of mankind, will be employed as the

concomitant, or second causes of the change. These exterior means
of amendment are, in fact, only certain parts of the entire

machinery of human nature ; nor can it be believed that its Author
holds in light esteem His own wisdom of contrivance ; or is at

any time obliged to break up or contemn the mechanism which He
has pronounced to be " very good."

Two causes seem to have operated in maintaining the notion that

divine influence is dissociated from concurrent means of suasion :

—

The first of these is an ill-judged but excusable jealousy on the part

of pious persons for the honor of sovereign grace ; and is a mere re-

action upon orthodoxy from the Pelagian and Semi-Pelagian heresies.

Such persons have thought it necessary, for the safety of a most im-

portant doctrine, not merely to assert the supremacy of the ultimate
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aorent ; but to disparage, as much as possible, the intermediate

agency. The second of these causes is the imaginary difficulty felt

by those who, having unadvisedly plunged into the depths of meta-

physical theology, when they should have busied themselves only

with the plain things of religion, cannot adjust their notions of divine

aid and human responsibility ; and, therefore, if they would be zeal-

ous for the honor due to the first, think themselves obliged almost to

nullify the second. If any such difficulty actually exists, it should

be made to rest upon the operations of nature, where it meets us not

less than in the precincts of theology ; and the husbandman should

desist from his toils, until schoolmen have demonstrated to him the ra-

tionale of the combined operations of first and second causes. Or if

such a demonstration must not be waited for, and if the husbandman
is to commit the precious grain to the earth, and to use all his skill

and industry in favoring the inscrutable process of nature, then let

the theologian pursue a parallel course, satisfied to know that while

the Scriptures affirm in the clearest terms whatever may enhance
our ideas of the necessity and sovereignty of divine grace, they no
where give intimation of a suspended or a halved responsibility on
the part of man ; but, on the contrary, use without scruple, language

which implies that the spiritual welfare of those who are taught, de-

pends on the zeal and labors of the teacher, as truly as the temporal

welfare of children depends on the industry of a father. The practi-

cal consequences of such speculative confusions are seen in the

frightful apathy and culpable negligence of some instrueters and pa-

rents, who, because a metaphysical problem which ought never to

have been heard of beyond the walls of colleges, obstructs their un-

derstandings, have acquired the habit of gazing with indifference

upon the profaneness and immoralities of those whom their diligence

might have retained in the path ofpiety and virtue.

Evangelical Christians improperly called Enthusiasts.

All who are not wilfully ignorant must know that what is vulgarly

called " the religious world," now includes, not only myriads of the

lower, and middle, and imperfectly educated classes, in relation to

whom self-complacent arrogance may easily find pretext of scorn ;

—

and not only many of the opulent and the noble ; but a fair proportion

also of all the talent, and learning, and brilliancy of mind, that adorns
the professional circles, and that vivifies the literature of the country.

What appropriateness is then left to language, if a phrase of super-

cilious import is to be attached to the names of men of vigorous un-

derstanding, and energetic character, and eminent acquirement ;—of

men, successful in their several courses, and accomplished in whatever
gives grace to human nature ? When those, who are in no assign-

able good quality inferior to their competitors on the arena of life are,

on account of their religious opinions and practices, called Knthusiasts,

is it not evident that nothing is actually effected but the annulling of
the contumelious power of the term so misused ? We may indeed in

this manner neutralize the significance of a word ; but we cannot
slur the fair fame of those upon whom so absurdly we have flung it.

That this infatuation should, in any great number of instances, be
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dispelled by mere shewing of reasons, is what the religionist, the

enthusiasts, are by no means so enthusiastical as to expect :—they

too well understand the nature of the malady, and too well know its

inveteracy, to imagine that it may be dissipated by argument, even
though the cause were in the hands of a college of dialecticians.

And yet, though they entertain no such expectation as this, they

—

the religionists—do very generally, and with some degree of confi-

dence, entertain the belief that, ere very long, the error-of irreligion

will be seen universally, and that Christianity, or, for the sake of
distinctness, let it be said the religion of the Reformation, the reli-

gion of Wickliffe, and Latimer, and Cranmer, and Jewel, and Hook-
er, and Owen, and Howe, and Baxter, will gain unquestioned ascen-

dancy—will bear down infidelity and heresy, and absorb schism, and
possess itself of Christendom ;—and of the family of man.

The Power of Christianity.

The early triumph of the Gospel over the fascinating idolatries and
the astute atheism of Greece and Rome, has been often (and con-

clusively) insisted upon, as evidence of its truth. With that argu-

ment we have nothing now to do ; but if the subject were not a

very hackneyed one, it might well be urged, in all its details, in

proof of a different point—namely, the innate power of the religion

of the Bible to vanquish the hearts of men. An opponent may choose
his alternative ; either let him grant that Christianity triumphed be-

cause it was true and divine ; or let him deny that it had any aid

from heaven. In the former case, we shall be entitled to infer that

the religion of God must at length universally prevail ; or in the

latter, strongly argue that this doctrine possesses almost an omnipo-
tence of intrinsic force, by which it obtained success under circum-

stances of opposition, such as made its triumph seem, even to its

enemies, miraculous.

It is natural to look to the next occasion in which the opinions of

mankind were put in fermentation, and to watch in what manner the

system of the Bible rode over the high billows of political, religious,

and intellectual commotion. It was a fair trial for Christianity, and
atrial essentially different from its first, when, in the fifteenth century,

after having been corrupted in every part to a state of loathsome

ulceration, it had to contend for existence, and to work its own ren-

ovation, at the moment of the most extraordinary expansion of the

human intellect that has ever happened. At that moment, when the

splendid literature of the ancient world started from its tomb, and
kindled a blaze of universal admiration ; at that moment, when the

first beams of sound philosophy broke over the nations ; and
when the revival of the useful arts gave at once elasticity to

the minds of the million, and a check of practical influence to the

minds of the few ; at the moment when the necromancy of the press

came into play, to expose and explode necromancy of every other

kind ; and when the discovery of new continents, and of a new path

to the old, tended to supplant a taste for whatever is visionary, by
imparting a vivid taste for what is substantial ; at such a time, which
seemed to leave no chance of continued existence to aught that was
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not in its nature vigorous, might it not confidently have been said,

This must be the crisis of Christianity 1 If it be not inwardly sound

—if it have not a true hold of human nature—if it be a thing of

feebleness and dotage, fit only for cells, and cowls, and the precincts

of spiritual despotism—if it be not adapted to the world of action

—

if it have no sympathy with the feelings of men,—of freemen ;—noth-

ing can save it : no power of princes, no devices of priests, will avail

to rear it anew, and to replace it in the veneration of the people ; or

at least in any country, where has been felt the freshening gale of

intellectual life. The result of this crisis need not be narrated.

Another species of trial was in store to give proof of the indestruc-

tibility and victorious power of Christianity. It remained to be seen

whether, when the agitations, political and moral, consequent upon

the great schisms which had taken place in Europe had subsided,

and when the season of slumber and exhaustion came on, and when
human reason, polished and tempered by physical science and ele-

gant literature, should awake fully to the consciousness of its powers
;

whether then the religion of the Bible could retain its hold of the

nations ;—or at least of those of them that enjoyed without limit the

happy influences of political liberality and intellectual light. This

was a sort of crisis which Christianity had not before passed

through.

And what were the omens under which it entered upon the new
trial of its strength? Were the friends of Christianity at that mo-
ment of portentous conflict awake, and vigilant, and stout-hearted,

and thoroughly armed to repel assaults 1 The very reverse was the

fact. For at the instant when the atheistical conspiracy made its

long-concerted, and well-advised, and consentaneous, and furious

attack, there was scarcely a pulse of life left in the Christian body, in

any one of the Protestant States. The old superstitions had crawled

back into many of their ancient corners. The spirit of protestation

against the superstitions had breathed itself away in trivial wrang-

lings, or had given place to infidelity—infidelity aggravated by stalled

hypocrisy. The Church of England—the chief prop of modern
Christianity, was torpid, and fainting under the incubus of false doc-

trine and a secular spirit, and seemed incapable of the effort which

the peril of the time demanded : none of her sons were panoplied,

and sound-hearted, as champions in such a cause should be. Within
a part only of a small body of Dissenters (for a part was smitten with

the plague of heresy) and that part in great measure disqualified from

free and energetic action by rigidities, and scruples, and divisions

—

was contained almost all the religious life and fervor anywhere to be

found in Christendom.

Meanwhile the infidel machinators had chosen their ground at

leisure, and were wrought to the highest pitch of energy by a confi-

dent, and as it might seem, a well-founded hope of success.

They were backed by the secret wishes, or the undissembled cheer-

ings of almost the entire body of educated men throughout Europe.
They used the only lannruanc then common to the civilized world,

and a language which might be imagined to have been framed and
finished designedly to accomplish the demolition of whatever was
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grave and venerated ;—a language beyond any other of raillery, of

insinuation, and of sophistry ; a language of polished missiles, whose

temper could penetrate not only the cloak of imposture, but the

shield of truth.

At the same portentous moment, the shocks and upheayings of

political commotion opened a thousand fissures in the ancient struc-

ture of moral and religious sentiment, and the enemies of Christian-

ity, surprised by unexpected success, rushed forward to achieve an

easy triumph. The firmest and the wisest friends of old opinions

desponded, and many probably believed that a few years would see

Atheism the universal doctrine of the western nations, as well as

military despotism the only form of government.
It is hard to imagine a single advantage that was lacking to the

promoters of infidelity, or a single circumstance of peril and ill-omen

that was not present to deepen the gloom of the friends of religion.

The actual issue of that signal crisis is before our eyes in the fresh-

ness of a recent event. Christianity—we ask not whether for the

benefit or the injury of the world—has triumphed ; the mere fact is

all that concerns our argument.

The spread of the English stock, and language, and literature,

over the North American continent, has afforded a distinct and very

significant proof of the power of Christianity to retain its hold of

the human mind, and of its aptness to run hand-in-hand with civili-

zation, even when unaided by those secular succors to which its

enemies in malice, and some of its friends in over-caution, are prone

to attribute too much importance. The tendency of republicanism,

which obviously has some strong affinity with infidelity—and the

connection of the colonies, at the moment of their revolt, with France
—and the prevalence of a peculiarly eager and uncorrected com-
mercial temper, and the absence of every sort and semblance of re-

straint upon opinion—were concurrent circumstances, belonging to

the infancy of the American Union, of a kind which put to the

severest test the intrinsic power of Christianity, in retaining its hold

of the human mind. Could infidel experimenters have wished for

conditions more equitable under which to try the respective forces

of the opposing systems ?

And what has been the issue? It is true that infidelity holds

still its ground in the United States, and there, as in Europe, keeps
company with whatever is debauched, sordid, oppressive, reck-

less, ruffian-like. But at the same time Christianity has gained,

rather than lost ground, and shows itself there in a style of as much
fervor and zeal as in England ;—and perhaps, even, has the advan-
tage in these respects. Wherever, on that continent, good order

and intelligence are spreading, there also the religion of the Bible

spreads. And if it be probable that the English race, and language,

and institutions, will, in a century, pervade its deserts, all appear-

ances favor the belief that the edifices of Christian worship will

bless every landscape of the present wilderness that shall then
" blossom as the rose."
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DISAPPOINTMENT IN THE LAST DAY.

It appears from the representations of our Lord that many, in the

last great day, will experience unutterable disappointment. They
expected admittance into heaven, but find it shut against them, and
themselves excluded. Of the ten virgins, who went forth with their

lamps to meet the bridegroom, only five were received to the mar-
riage feast. The others came and cried for admittance, 'Lord, Lord,

open unto us. But he answered and said, Verily I say unto you,

I know you not.' ' Many will say unto me in that day, Lord,

Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name ? and in thy name have cast

out devils ? and in thy name done many wonderful works ? And
then will I profess unto them, I never knew you ; depart from me,
ye that work iniquity.' ' When once the master of the house has

risen up, and shut to the door, and ye begin to stand without, and
to knock at the door, saying, Lord, Lord, open unto us, and he
shall answer and say unto you, I know you not whence ye are

;

then shall ye begin to say, We have eaten and drunk in thy

presence, and thou hast taught in our streets ; but he shall say,

I tell you I know you not whence ye are ; depart from me, all ye
workers of iniquity. There shall be weeping and gnashing of

teeth, when ye shall see Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and
all the prophets in the kingdom of God, and you yourselves

thrust out.'

May it be deeply impressed, upon both writer and reader, that

we are hasting together to the judgement ; that to these eyes and
ears its amazing realities will soon be revealed ; and if so many,
who indulged hopes of heaven, will be disappointed in that day,

and find themselves forever excluded, are we sure that we shall

not be of the number ? The bare possibility of such an event

VOL. III. NO. VII. 43
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should excite the most wakeful apprehensions, and lead to the

most diligent searchings of heart.—My object in this paper—an

object of sufficient importance, surely, to command attention

—

will be to expose some of the grounds or reasons of those dis-

appointments with which so many at the last will be overwhelmed.

1. Some will be disappointed, because they did not suppose

any particular traits of character were requisite, in order to entitle

them to the heavenly kingdom. They supposed that Christ died

for all, in such a sense, that all of every character were authorized

to expect salvation in his name. Or they believed that some means

were provided, they hardly knew what, by which the whole race

of men, without distinction, would eventually be received to heav-

en. Consequently they lived thoughtless and careless, engrossed

with the trifles and the pleasures of the world, and neglected to form

those holy, religious characters which many around them believed to

be necessary. Bui—as there is any truth in the Bible—when persons

of this description appear in the other world, they will find themselves

most grievously disappointed. When they appear at heaven's gate, it

will be shut against them ; and shut, not only by the decree of

the Saviour, but by the necessity of the case. They will be en-

tirely unmeet for heaven. They will have an utter disrelish for

divine employments and heavenly joys. They will see, that

they could not be happy in heaven, if admitted, and, to their end-

less confusion, they will find, too late, that the blissful regions have

no place for them. They must be excluded in outer darkness,

and take their portion among the despairing and the miserable

forever.

2. Not a few will be disappointed, when they appear before

God in the other world, because they expected to have there a

space for repentance. Unlike the class of whom I have spoken,

these believed in the necessity of repentance ; but they did not

believe that the space for repentance was limited to the present

world. They hoped it would be extended to the other world

;

and consequently, if they neglected religion here, that they

should have an opportunity of embracing it hereafter. On this

ground, they ventured to waste their time on earth, and to abuse

the many opportunities with which they were favored. They loved

the ways of sin, and presumed to persist in them, expecting there

would be time enough for repentance, and a more convenient sea-

son for securing salvation, beyond the grave. But alas ! when the

thread of life is severed, and their immortal spirits appear in eter-

nity, they find that they have been mistaken. They find, that

as the tree has fallen, so it must lie ; and that in the miserable state

on which they have entered, no change for the better is to be ex-

pected. They must now reap according to that they have sown, and

must be regarded and treated forever according to the deeds done in

the body. Contrary to all previous expectation, they find that their
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probation is ended, their space for repentance closed, and their

souls irrecoverably lost. Thus their once cherished hopes have

vanished like a dream, and they are destroyed, and that without

remedy.
2. Many will be disappointed, when summoned into the other

world, because they did not live so long as they expected. They
believed that a return to God was necessary to prepare them to

enjoy his presence and favor, and that this return must be accom-

plished on earth, or never ; but still they did not think there was

any need of haste. They were in the vigor of their days, in the

full enjoyment of health ; and if they thought of death at all, they

thought of it only as a distant event. They were often warned

that life was short and uncertain, and that their eternal well-being

was at hazard ; and they not unfrequently made resolutions that

when they had arrived at a certain period, they would repent. But

when the promised period came, they were not read}'. They
found the same hindrances and objections as before, and that these

were rather increased than diminished by delay. Of course, they

could not attend to the subject then, but still did not cease to hope

that some more convenient season would arrive. In this way, life

ran to waste, death was comparatively excluded from their thoughts,

and the concerns of the immortal soul were neglected and forgot-

ten. But in an unexpected manner and moment, disease invaded,

and the dread messenger approached. They had scarcely time

to look about them, and realize their situation, before all hope of

life was extinguished, and the arm of the king of terrors was lifted

for their destruction- At this dreadful hour their distress and

horror were unspeakable. They shuddered—they resolved—they

entreated for mercy : but nothing could stay or avert the lifted

hand of death. It fell— it despatched them—it sent them into the

eternal world—it disclosed to them in a moment that all was lost.

It showed them that the half of their doom had not been told them,

and left them to wail on forever, ' The harvest is past, the summer
is ended, and we are not saved.'

4. Numbers will be disappointed hereafter, because they have

mistaken the true character of God. They believed that persons

must love God in order to enjoy him, and they flattered themselves

that they did love him. They supposed, indeed, that they had

always loved him, and that the love of God was one of the most

natural affections of the human heart. They could not doubt that

they were the friends of God, and that the judgement scene would

test the sincerity of their friendship. But when they appear in

the eternal world, to their unutterable confusion, they find, that the

God they loved so well is not there. They discover that their

God was a mere fiction, and had no existence save in their own
imaginings : for instead of taking the character of God as he had

himself revealed it, they fashioned it after their own fancies, and
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no wonder they loved it. No wonder they pleased themselves

with the airy delusion. But though the phantom has fled, they

find that the God of the Bible, the God of heaven remains. He
remains, just as he revealed himself, glorious in holiness, angry

with the wicked, delighting to show mercy to the penitent ; but he

will by no means tarnish the honor of his law, or clear the guilty.

How shall they meet this holy and just God ? How shall they

stand before him, and answer for denying him ? They feel that

they cannot do it ; and in consternation and confusion they cry to

the rocks and mountains to fall upon them, and hide them from

the face of Him that sitteth on the throne.

5. Another class will be disappointed in the judgement, because

they have mistaken the nature of true religion. They believed

religion necessary, as a preparation for death, and they clung to

something which they thought was religion. They continued to

cling to it to the last. But the moment they step into eternity,

they find that they have been deceived. They have mistaken the

shadow for the substance, and have clung to that which cannot

support them.

Some mistake their orthodoxy for religion, and because they are

speculatively correct in their religious opinions, flatter themselves

that they shall be accepted. But let such persons remember, that

self-flattery like this is no part of orthodoxy—that there is such a

thing as' holding the truth in unrighteousness'—that an enlightened

head renders an unsanctified heart the more inexcusable—and that

mere speculation, however correct and extended, cannot save

them. 'Thou believest there is one God,' and believest many
things which he has revealed ;

' thou doest well : the devils also

believe and tremble.'

Some mistake external morality for religion, and because they

treat their fellow men with justice and kindness, and perform the

relative and social duties, fancy that that they have all the religion

which they shall ever need. They feel no deep sense of sin, and no

need of a Saviour's cleansing blood ; and though they live in a neglect

of prayer and all the duties which they owe to God, they are con-

tent to rest on their own supposed righteousness, as the foundation

of their hopes, and their preparation for heaven.—Notwithstanding

the absurdity of views such as these, there are multitudes, it may
be feared, who entertain them. Thousands under the gospel are

living, dying, and going into eternity, with no better religion than

this. How great must be their disappointment, when summoned
into the presence of God in all die confidence of self-righteous ex-

pectation, to find that heaven has no place for them : to find that

a preparation for heaven is a very different thing from what they had

supposed : to find that all who rise to that world, go there, not on

the ground of their own righteousness, but as those who have been

pardoned for the sake of Christ : to find that the feeling which
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pervades all heaven is, ' Not unto us, not unto us, but to Him who
hath loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, be

all the glory of our salvation.'

Others mistake the nature of religion in a different way.
They think it enough that they have had convictions of sin

;

that they have passed through something which they call con-

version ; that they have made a public profession of their

faith ; and are commonly regarded and spoken of as Christians.

They do not love the duties of religion, and they neglect these

duties as often as decency will allow. Their hearts are set upon
the world, and they pursue it with unremitting ardor. Still, strange

as it may seem, they do not doubt that their hearts have been
renewed, that they have the essentials of religion, and that they

are prepared to die in peace. Such persons seem to suppose that,

in order to be religious, it is only necessary to pass through a cer-

tain process usually denominated conviction and conversion ; and
that prayer, and watchfulness, communion with God, and a strict

religious life (though well enough for those who like them) are

wholly unnecessary. Consequently, though they live after the

manner of the world, and perhaps more loosely than many who
make no pretensions to piety, they never doubt the reality of their

religion or the goodness of their hope. But, if the representations

of the Saviour are at all to be credited, such persons are prepar-

ing for an overwhelming disappointment. A shoreless eternity is be-

fore them ; time, with resistless current, is bearing them on towards

it, and the moment they enter there, they will find that they have no
support. They will discover, at a glance, that they have been de-

ceived, that they have mistaken the nature of true religion, that

the gate of heaven is shut against them, and their souls are lost. And
though they may stand without, and cry, 'Lord, Lord, open unto

us ; we have eaten and drunk in thy presence, and thou hast

taught in our streets ;' a voice of thunder will reply, ' I know
you not whence ye are ; depart from me, ye workers of iniquity.'

G. Many will be disappointed at the last, because they have mis-

taken the character of their own exercises and feelings. They
believed that religion was necessary as a preparation for heaven,

and that true religion is in ils nature spiritual, having its seat in the

affections of the soul. They trusted, also, that their own affections

were of the right kind, and consequently that their title to heaven
was sure ; but in this respect their hearts deceived them.

Some mistake the excitement of mere animal sensibilities for the

glow and fervor of religious affection. We are so constituted as

to be susceptible of a variety of feelings connected with our animal

nature, such as fear, joy, grief, natural affection, &ic. These animal

feelings are not unfrequently excited by religious considerations.

The sufferings of Christ, the worth of the soul, the joys of heaven,

and the pains of hell, may be so presented to the mind, as to excite
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hopes and fears, desires and sympathies which are entirely of an

animal nature. Feelings of this kind are usually ardent, strong,

palpable to the sense, and peculiarly calculated to deceive the un-

wary. In many instances, they have been mistaken for holy affec-

tions, and persons, on the ground of them, have made high profes-

sions and indulged confident hopes. A religion of this character

is usually transient. The gust of passion quickly subsides, and

the sleep of worldliness returns. Or, where this is not strictly the

case, the character is unstable, fitful, subject to inconsistencies and

extravagancies, and easily distinguishable from the course of the

just, which shines brighter and brighter to the perfect day. Still,

those who are deceived by feelings such as have been described

are usually fond of the delusion, and refuse to renounce it. They
think much of their high religious exercises, perhaps boast of them,

and regard themselves as elevated almost above the region of

doubt, or the ordinary necessity of self-scrutiny. O what must be

the disappointment of such persons, their weeping and wailing and

gnashing of teeth, when they shall see Abraham, and Isaac, and

Jacob, and all the prophets, and all the ransomed of the Lord, in

the kingdom of glory, and they themselves thrust out !

But there is another mistake in regard to the nature of religious

exercises, by which many are preparing themselves for disappoint-

ment hereafter. They do not distinguish between holy and selfish

affections, and because their selfishness assumes a religious aspect,

they please themselves with the idea that it is religion itself. They
have something which they call the love of God, but it is a mere
selfish love : they love him because they think he loves them, and

is determined to save them. Their repentance too is of the same
character. If anything more than mere compunction of conscience,

or animal grief—if it is a sorrow of the heart at all, it is selfish

sorrow ;—a sorrow for sin, not because it is wrong in itself, and has

been committed against God, but because it is likely to injure

them. With the same kind of affection they embrace the Saviour.

They believe he has died for them, and will certainly save them,

and they love him for the favors which they expect to receive from

him. Under a delusion such as this, persons may also experience a

joy in religion, which they mistake for holy joy, but which is en-

tirely selfish. They believe that God loves them, and has par-

doned all their sins, and will certainly make them happy forever
;

and with such impressions, who would not rejoice ? These selfish

affections may at times be ardent, may rise very high, and may
leave the possessor of them in no doubt as to the reality of his

religion, while it is obvious to other eyes that they have nothing of

the nature of true religion in them. They are spurious, counter-

feit, terminating on self and not on God, and such as a holy God
cannot approve.—Persons deceived in this way will be very likely

to go on, trusting to their false hopes and selfish affections, till the
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light of eternity undeceives them ; and then their disappointment

will be extreme. Thinking nothing but that they have reli-

gion, and their foundation is strong, till their eyes are opened in

the other world ; what fearfulness must surprise them, what
untold horrors must come over them, to find that they have been
deceived, that they have no religion, that their lamps when most
needed are gone out, and they are left in eternal night !

It may be easily conceived, that the disappointments, with which
so many will be overtaken at the last, must be unutterably dreadful.

Disappointments are painful, often almost beyond endurance, in

the comparatively trifling concerns of the present life. Who then

shall describe the anguish of disappointed, despairing souls, when
the curtain of sense is withdrawn, and the scenes of the invisible

world appear? Who can conceive the misery of those, whose
unsuspected, long-cherished hopes suddenly vanish, in the blaze of

eternity, and under the searching eye of Jehovah ? They see the

celestial city afar off, but it is shut against them. They see the

happy company of the redeemed, but they must never be of their

number. Instead of the approbation of God, they meet his frown.

Instead of his favor, they endure his wrath. In place of expected glo-

ry and peace, they feel the gnawings of the never-dying worm, and

the burnings of unquenchable fire. And what puts the seal upon
their destruction is, they know it is irreversible. They know their

dreadful state is fixed. Could they look forward to any period,

however distant, when they should enjoy again the offers of the

gospel, it would be some relief; but no such prospect is presented.

All around them is the blackness of darkness. All is horror and

despair. And to meet this, in place of an expected heaven of

glory and bliss,—what a difference ! What a depth of disappoint-

ment and wo !

To conceive of the subject more fully, make it, reader, your

own case. You now indulge a hope of heaven. You flatter

yourself that you have reason to hope. Your hope is dear to you,

and you are unwilling to relinquish it. But admit it as possible, at

least for a moment, that you may be deceived, and that were you
called away in your present state, you must be found among the

miserable. Suppose also that your summons had arrived, that the

scenes of eternity had opened, and your future miseries were now
disclosed. O tell me, fellow traveller to the judgement, tell me if

you can, what would be your feelings under such circumstances.

What a fearfulness would surprise you ! What a shuddering

horror would come over you ! What a disappointment would
overwhelm you ! Such a destruction of your fondest hopes—such
a dashing of your most cherished expectations—such a fall—such
a ruin ;—how could you or I sustain it !

And yet, is it not possible, beloved reader, that we may be
deceived ? Is it not possible that we are preparing all this disap-
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pointment and ruin for ourselves ? I put these questions, not to

inflict needless pain, but to give seasonable warning. We need

not be deceived. We are under no necessity of urging our way
onward to the judgement with ' a lie in our right hand.' Some of

the more common grounds of deception and disappointment have

been pointed out. Are we resting on them ? Let every reader

search his deceitful heart to the bottom, and determine for him-

self. There is a hope which, in the hour of trial, will be as an

anchor to the tossed soul ; and there is a hope which is as the

spider's web. There is a hope of more value than worlds ; and
there is a hope which is worse than nothing. Both, reader, are

before you. Both are within your reach. Give all diligence, and
you may secure the one ; sleep on in false security, and you must
hold to the other. Every thing invites to instant watchfulness, ex-

amination, and effort. The suggestions of reason, the whispers of

conscience, the decisions of God's word, all unite in saying, ' Be
not deceived ; God is not mocked ; for whatsoever a man sow-
eth, that shall he also reap.' Heaven lifts its portals to allure you
upward ; hell warns you with terrific murmurs to turn away and
come not thither; while a voice from the throne of judgement, loud

as seven thunders, breaks upon the ear, ' Prepare to meet thy God.'

OPINIONS OF THE EARLY CHRISTIANS RESPECTING THE
TRINITY.

JVo. 3.

JUSTIN MARTYR.

This celebrated father was born of heathen parents at Flavia

Neapolis (the ancient Shechem) in Samaria, early in the second

century of the Christian era. He had an ardent, inquisitive mind,

an enthusiastic temperament, and a deep anxiety to ascertain

religious truth ; though naturally far enough from being of a

philosophical turn. He felt his moral wants as a sinner,

and was prepared to appreciate and love the gospel of Jesus

Christ ; but he had neither the native coolness nor the intellectual

training necessary for accurate metaphysical speculations. His
restless longings after some satisfactory religious hopes, led him to

study the various systems of pagan philosophy ; and, passing through

the schools of the Stoics, the Peripatetics, and the Pythagoreans,

he at last attached himself to the Platonists. The patience and
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constancy of the Christians amid their sufferings and persecutions

attracted his notice, and was at length the means of his conversion

to Christianity. Here, as he himself informs us in his first Apology,

his moral wants were satisfied, and he found that peace which he

had sought for in vain in the Platonic philosophy-* He suffered

martyrdom at Rome, A. D. 165.

The most important works of Justin, which have descended to

us, are his two Apologies for the Christians, addressed to the Ro-
man emperor, and his Dialogue with Trypho the Jew. He is the

first Christian writer who attempted to state the doctrine of the

Deity of Christ in a scientific form, and to obviate the philosophical

objections against it. It is important, therefore, to my present

purpose, that copious extracts be made from his writings, and that

his very style and forms of expression be preserved as nearly as

possible, in order that his mode of thinking and reasoning may be

distinctly understood. Before proceeding to an examination of

these extracts, it will be necessary for the reader to have some
knowledge of the theory which he adopted to reconcile the doc-

trine of the Deity of Christ with the unity of God.
The outlines of this theory, so far as I can understand it, are

the following : The Logos in God is what reason is in man ; and

so far, the Logos was in God from eternity, and one with God.
This Logos is the source of all that is reasonable and true among
men, so that not only the inspired writers enjoyed his influence,

but also those heathen philosophers who communicated truth, such

as Socrates, Plato, and others. Just before the creation of the

world, God evolved the Logos, or a particle of the Logos, from

himself: this is the generation of the Logos, and from this time he

became the Son of God.f From the time when the Logos was
evolved from the Father, he possessed his own peculiar substance

or personality separate from the Father, and consequently was
numerically distinct from him. By this Logos, the world was cre-

ated and adorned. The Logos at length assumed a body for the

good of men, in order to communicate to them a full view of the

truth, which they had before received only in fragments. J Such
is the theory ; I will now proceed to the extracts. I quote from

the Benedictine edition, printed at Paris, A. D. 1740.

Dialogue with Trypho, cap. 61. " In the beginning, before all

creatures, God begat from himself a certain rational power, which is

* Compare Neander, Kirchengcsch. B. I. S. 1110, and Lardncr, Credibility, vol.

ii. p. 258.

t This part of the theory evidently rests on the twofold meaning' of the Greek word
AO'j.oc. which signifies reason, and also a word spoken, as the dcvclopemcnt of reason.

The first meaning is applied to the Logos as it existed in God from eternity, and the sec-

ond to the Logos after it was evolved from God : a distinction which was afterwards

recognized in the phrases \oyis svcf<a6«7oc and \oyo; TrptqcpuiK or Logos immanent and
Logos emanant.

X Compare Martini, Geschichte des Logos, S. 42.

VOL. III. NO. VII. 44
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sometimes called by the Holy Spirit the Glory of the Lord, some-
times Son, sometimes Wisdom, sometimes Angel, sometimes God,
sometimes Lord and Logos ; and he calls himself Leader (*f>xirli>*l»yo*)

appearing in the form of a man to Joshua the son of Nun. For he

has all these appellations, because he ministers to the will of the

Father, and was begotten of the Father by his will. Somewhat of

the same kind we see happen to ourselves ; for when we utter a

[reasonable] word (7'v* \oycv} we beget reason, not by cutting off,

so that the reason (*-<-y-v} in us is diminished while we utter it. And
the like in respect to fire ; we see it produce another fire, and the fire

is not diminished by which the kindling takes place, but remains

the same." (pp. 157, 158.)

From the language of Justin in the above extract, it might be

supposed that he uses the word Logos merely as a personification

of the wisdom or creative power of God ; but in another place, he

strongly protests against such an opinion. As this is a point of

considerable importance in the investigation of early opinions, and

as the passage is very characteristic of the author, I will insert the

whole paragraph.

Dialogue, cap. 128. " It has been shown by many things already

said, that Christ, being Lord, and being God, the Son of God, and
by power appearing first as man, and an angel, and in the glory of

fire as he appeared in the bush, and in the judgement which came
upon Sodom ; I now again recur to all which I have written before

from the Book of Exodus, respecting the appearance in the bush
and the imposition of the name Jesus, and I add : Do not suppose,

O friends, that I say these things often .to no purpose. But since I

know that some, wishing to forestall (jrpMyuv
) these things, even

say that the power of the Father of the universe appearing to Moses,

or to Abraham, or to Jacob, is called angel in its approach to men,
because by it the messages of the Father are communicated (*»y^7a<)

;

and glory, because it appears in a visible form (ywl*™.} before unap-
proachable ; and is sometimes called a man and human, because it

appears assuming such forms as the Father wills; and they call it

Logos [word] because it bears the conversations from the Father to

men ; and also that this power cannot be cut off and separated from

the Father. In like manner, they say, as the light of the sun upon
the earth is not to be cut oft* and separated while the sun is in the

heavens, and when the sun sets, the light is borne away with it ; so

also the Father, when he pleases, makes his power to go forth, and
when he pleases, brings it back again to himself; and they teach

that he acts in this manner also in regard to the angels. But it is

demonstrated that the angels exist, and always remaining, are not

revolved back into that from which they were made ; and that this

power, which the prophetic word calls God and angel, it has like-

wise been demonstrated at large, is not numbered by name only like

the light of the sun, but is another one (^s/w 7/) even in number.
And in what was before written, I have discussed this matter briefly,

saying, that this power was begotten from the Father, by his power
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and will, but not by cutting off, as though the substance of the Fa-

ther was divided, in like manner as all other tilings which are divid-

ed and cut off are not the same things as before they were cut off;

and for the sake of example 1 took tire, which we see kindled by

other fires, that not being diminished from which many can be

kindled, but remaining the same." (pp. 221, 222.)

Dialogue, cap. 56. After quoting Psalm xlv. 6, 7, Justin says :

" Answer me, whether you would say that any one is called God
and Lord by the Holy Spirit, except the Father of the universe and
his Christ ; for I suppose that 1 have demonstrated to you from the

Scriptures themselves, that not one of the two angels who descended

to Sodom is he whom the Scriptures call Lord, but he who was with

them, also called God when he appeared to Abraham." (p. 152.)

The principal text lo which Justin appeals in proof of the gene-

ration of the Logos is Proverbs viii. 22 ; where the Seventy had

erroneously train lated the Hebrew word rup by «7«s (created)

instead of «7««7« (possessed). He had access to the Old Tes-

tament only by the Septuagint translation, and he was regardless of

the distinction between *l& and y&vsm (create and beget), which

the Arian controversy afterwards rendered so important. To prove

the separate personality of the Logos, Justin quotes Gen. i. 26,
• Let US makef he. compared with iii. 23, ' Man has become as

one of US ;' also Gen. xix. 24, 'The Lord rained, &c. from
the LORD ;' expressions which he supposed to indicate a plu-

rality of persons in the Godhead.* To the same purpose are the

following quotations.

Dialogue with Trypho, cap. 50. " Bear with me while I demon-
strate to you from the Book of Exodus, how the same one, both

angel, and God, and Lord, and man, and human, appearing to Abra-
ham and Isaac, appeared to and conversed with Moses in a flame of

fire from the bush." (p. 15(5.)

Cap. 60. " As it has also been demonstrated to you by the words
before written, he who said to Moses that he was the God of Abra-
ham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, is not the God, the

Maker of the universe : but he who is shown to you, that he ap-

peared to Abraham and to Jacob, ministering to the will of the

Maker of all things, and likewise in the judgement of Sodom minis-

tering to his will. So that even if it was as you say, that there were
two, both angel and God, no one who lias the least understanding
will dare to say, that the Maker and Father of all things left his all

above the heavens, and appeared on a little spot of earth."

This last quotation is in reply to an objection of Trypho, who,

speaking of the vision of the burning bush, had said :
" It was indeed

an angel who was seen in a flame of fire, but it was God who
talked with Moses ; so that in this vision there were two together,

both the angel and God."

* Compare Dialogue with Trypho, cap. lxi. p. 158, cap. lxii, cap. exxix. p. 222.
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The quotations already made afford a fair specimen of the mode
in which Justin reasoned, respecting the divine nature and

distinct personality of the Logos. It is plain that there was not

much of the philosophical precision of modern times in his thoughts

on these subjects ; and that his conceptions of spiritual objects

were not very different from his conceptions of the objects of

sense.

Speculative theology was then in its infancy. Justin knew full

well what he ought to believe, and how he ought to feel and act

;

he could make the most touching appeals to the heart and con -

science, and reason most powerfully on the adaptation of Chris-

tianity to the wants and woes of man ; but in the business of

metaphysical speculation ; in the matter of philosophising on the

doctrines of religion, for the purpose of pointing out their mutual

relation, harmony, and consistency, and of obviating philosophical

objections against them, he was not at home. Nature had never

designed him for such an employment ; while the remains of his

heathen education, and the grossly physical metaphysics (if the ex-

pression be allowable) of the age, rendered his speculations still

more crude and unsatisfactory than they would have been in a

more philosophical age.

Of Justin's opinion respecting the general influence of the Logos

on the virtuous heathen as well as Christians, a full developement

may be found in Apol. ii. cap. 8, 10, and 13. pp. 94—97. One ex-

tract on this subject I will give, as a specimen of the rest.

Apol. i. cap. 46. " We have been taught, and have before de-

clared, that Christ, the first-born of God, is that Logos of which all

the race of men has partaken ; wherefore, all that have lived accord-

ing to reason (a«7* w>'» with the Logos,) are Christians, although

thought to be Atheists, such as Socrates and Heraclitus among the

Greeks, and those like them ; and among the barbarians, Abraham,
and Ananias, and Azarias, and Misael, and Elias, and many oth-

ers."—" In like manner, also, those who had lived without reason
(a.vtu\cyou) were wicked, and enemies to Christ, and murderers

of those who have lived according to reason." (p. 71.)

There can be no doubt that Justin considered the Logos, in his

external developement, as subordinate to the Father. The whole

course of thought exhibited in the preceding extracts proves this
;

and a few passages will now be quoted in reference to the same

point.

Apol. i. cap. 32. " But the first however, after God the Father

and Lord of all, even the Son, is the Logos, who in a certain man-
ner was incarnated and made man." (p. 50.)

Cap. 12. Speaking of the Logos, he says :
" Than whom we

know none a more noble and more just ruler, after God who begat

him." (p. 50.)
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Dialogue with Trypho, cap. 129. " When it is said the Lord
rainedJire from the Lord out of heaven, the prophetic word declares
them to be two in number ; the one indeed being upon earth, who
says that he will descend to see the cry of Sodom, and the other
being in the heavens, who is also the Lord of the Lord upon earth,
as Father and God, and is to him the cause that he is also most pow-
erful, and Lord and God." (p. 222.)

A few passages will now be adduced, showing that Justin con-
sidered the Son and the Spirit, as well as the Father, objects of
religious worship.

Apol. ii. cap. 13. " After God, we worship and love the Logos
from the unbegotten and unsearchable God ; since for our sakes he
became man, in order that he might become a participator even in

our sufferings, and make a remedy for them." (p. 97.)
Dialogue with Trypho, cap. 93. " For he who loves God with

all his heart and all his strength, being fall of pious sentiments, will

worship (V*™) no other God; he will also worship that Angel,
God willing it, who is beloved by the Lord, and is God himself."*

(p. 190.)

Apol. i. cap. 13. " We will show that with reason we worship Je-
sus Christ, the teacher of these things to us, for this purpose born and
crucified under Pontius Pilate, being the governor of Judea in the
times of Tiberius Caesar

;
we learning that he is the Son of the true

God, and holding him in the second place, and the prophetic Spirit

in the third rank." (p. 51.)

Thus far it is certain, that Justin regarded the Logos, as of the

same nature with the Father, having been in him and a part of him
from eternity ; and he supposed that, after the Logos was begotten,

he became subordinate or inferior to the Father, though still an

object of divine worship. The question then occurs, how did

Justin reconcile this notion with the doctrine of the divine unity ?

He shall answer for himself.

Dialogue with Trypho, cap. 56. " Returning to the Scriptures,

I will endeavor to persuade you that the same one who appeared to

Abraham, and to Jacob, and to Moses, being called and written

God, is other than the God who made all things, in number I say,

but not in mind (y*»p*), For I say that he never did anything
but what he who made the world willed him both to do and say."

(p. 152.)

It may now be asked, What is the difference between the opinion

of Justin and that of Arius? Justin believed that the Logos from eter-

nity was in the Father, a part of the Father ; and consequently, when
begotten, he proceeded immediately from the Father, was in all re-

spects of the same nature with him, and subordinate only as external

* The Logos, and also the Spirit, is frequently called angel by the early Fathers.
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Los;os, after his dcvelopement from the mind of the Father. Justin

would say that the Logos was either begotten, or created, or made ;

and all these terms, in his use of them, stand for precisely the same

idea, namely, the external developement of the Logos just hefore

the creation of the world. This was the opinion of several of the

Antenicene Fathers ; and in reference to this subject, they saw no

difference between begetting and creating.

Arius could not rest satisfied with these general conceptions
;

he must refine upon them, and push his theory to some more de-

finite results. He accordingly rejected all idea of a generation

immediately from God, as inconsistent with the divine unity ; and

maintained that the Son was a mere creature, created in time, and

having no existence coeternal with the Father in the divine mind.

He believed, notwithstanding, that the Son is the most exalted of

all the creatures of God, that he is in fact a sort of secondary God,

and entitled to divine honors ; and one of his favorite texts was the

famous passage in Acts xx. 28, because a God is there mentioned

who has blood. This controversy first taught the Fathers to make
a distinction between the verbs *7/fa> and >w«» a distinction which

afterwards became the test of Orthodoxy. (Compare Martini,

Geschichte des Logos, S. 100.)

From the writings of Justin Martyr it is evident, that he had been

taught to regard Jesus Christ as God, as the proper object of reli

gious worship, and of the same nature with the Father, though

numerically distinct from him. This doctrine the Christians had

been in the habit of believing, without making any attempt to ex-

plain it, or even to state it in a scientific form. But Justin was a

philosopher by profession, and a companion of philosophers. He
was therefore anxious to state and explain this doctrine, as well as

others, in such a manner as to silence the objections of philoso-

phers ; and the grossly corrupt philosophy of the age, his ardent

feelings, his loose habits of thought, the remains of his heathen

education, and his very imperfect knowledge of the true principles

of interpreting Scripture, led to results such as have been exhib-

ited. His mode of reasoning is conformed to the philosophy of
that period, the particular discussion of which is reserved for a

subsequent part of this investigation. On the principles of this

philosophy, his explanations are neither so unsatisfactory nor incon-

sistent as they appear to be when estimated by the more refined

metaphysics of the present day. It required a long course of

training to bring the human mind to a distinct conception of the

essential difference between matter and spirit; and it is an attain-

ment less common, even in our own enlightened age, than we are

sometimes inclined to suppose.
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Tatian, an Assyrian by birth, was the disciple and warm ad-

mirer of Justin. He early became dissatisfied with the heathen

religion and philosophy; and was at length brought to a knowledge

of the true God. and prepared for the reception of Christianity, by

reading the Old Testament. Of him we have only one short

piece entitled, An Address to the Greeks, written about A. D.
170. His conceptions of spiritual objects are as little spiritualized

as those of his master, Justin.

Cap. 5. " God was in the beginning ; and the beginning (*px*)

we consider to be the power of the Logos. For the Lord of the

universe, being himself the substance (u»w7a«f.) of all things, while

yet the creation had not taken place, was alone. Inasmuch as he
was all power, and was himself the substance of things visible and
invisible, all things were with him by a rational power, and the Lo-
gos himself, which was in him, did subsist. By his will also the

Logos leaped forth from his simple being (V'w an-MWos cu/lou) • and
the Logos, not going into emptiness (**7* WH?}, became the first-

born work of the Father. This we know to be the beginning of the

world. He was made by communication, not by cutting off; for

that which is cut off, is separated from the first, but that which is

communicated, (o««»/w*s Thv <uf»<rw wwa^cv*
) t

makes no diminution

in that whence it was taken. For as from one torch many torches

are lighted, and the light of the first torch is not diminished by the

kindling of the many torches ; so also the Logos, going forth from the

power of the Father, did not make him who begat him destitute of

reason (ttoyae). For indeed I speak, and you hear ; and yet I who
speak do by no means become destitute of reason by the passing

over of the word to you." (pp. 247, 248.)

Athenagoras lived at the same period. He was originally an

Athenian philosopher ; and he evidently possessed a more philo-

sophical mind, and had been habituated to a more correct

style of thinking, than Justin. The only work of his which we
have, is a short Apology for Christianity, addressed to the emperor

Marcus Aurelius, A. L). 175. The first extract from this work

I will give in the translation of Professor Stuart. (See Letters to

Dr. Miller, p. 31.)

Legat. Cap. 10. " I have sufficiently proved that we are not

Atheists, who believe in one eternal God, unbegotten, invisible,

impassible, incomprehensible, known only by reason and understand-

ing, surrounded by light, and beauty, and spirit, and indescribable

power, who by his Word (a:>cc) created, adorned, and preserves all

things. We acknowledge also a Son of God. Nor must any one

think it ridiculous that God should have a Son. For not as the poets

feign, who exhibit God nothing better than men, do we think, either

concerning God the Father, or concerning the Son. But the Son
of God is the Word of the Father in idea and in operation ; for by

him and through him were all things made, inasmuch as the Father

* These words I have not attempted to translate.
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and Son are one. The Son moreover being in the Father, and

the Father in the Son, by a oneness of energy and spirit, the Son of

God in the understanding and reason (
msiuuwyof) of the Father.

—

What the Son is I will briefly delcare. He is the first progeny
(ymi/ua.) of the Father, not as made, (for God from the first being

eternal understanding, had the Logos in himself, being eternally a

reasonable intelligence,) but he came forth to be the idea and ope-

ration of all material things.—With this account agrees the spirit of

prophecy. The Lord, saith he, created me in the beginning of his

works." (pp. 286, 287.)

Legat. cap. 12. Athenagoras says, that Christians desire to pre-

serve life only that they may know " God and his Logos, what is the

unity of the Son with the Father, what is the connection of the Fa-

ther with the Son, what the Spirit is, what is the oneness of these

three (evaw/c 7o<rst/7&>v
}

or according to Gesner, 1™ Va,v
), and the

distinction of these united, the Spirit, the Son, and the Father."

(p. 289.)

Cap. 16. " God himself is all things in himself, Light unap-

proachable, the perfect Word, Spirit, Power, and Logos." (p. 291.)

Theophilus, bishop of Antioch, was cotemporary with Athena-

goras. After his conversion to Christianity, which was occasioned

by a study of the prophecies of the Old Testament, he became
celebrated as a writer. He was the author of commentaries on

the Scriptures, and of treatises against the heresies of Marcion and

Hermogenes. Of his works, however, none remain but his three

books to the heathen Autolycas, in which he refutes his objections

to Christianity. (Neander, Kirchengesch, B. I. S. 1136.) In

the extracts from Theophilus, compared with those from Athenago-

ras, we may see the difference between the grossness of the Asiatic,

and the refinement of the Athenian philosophy.

Ad Autol.Lib. ii. cap. 10. " And in the first place, indeed, they

[the prophets] have harmoniously taught us, that God made all things

from those which did not exist; for nothing is coeval with God, but

he himself being his own place, and needing nothing, and existing

before the worlds, desired to make man ; wherefore for him he pre-

pared the world. For he who is created, is also needy ; but he who
is uncreated, is in need of nothing. Wherefore God, having his

Logos dwelling within his own bowels, begat him with his wisdom,
casting him forth before all things. This Logos he had for his as-

sistant in the things created by him, and by him he made all things.

He is called the beginning {"tX") because he rules (*txu ) and gov-

erns all things which were created by him. He, therefore, being the

Spirit of God, and the beginning, and wisdom, and power of the

Most High, descended upon the prophets, and by them told the

things respecting the creation of the world, and all other things.

For the prophets were not when the world was created ; but the

wisdom of God, which is in him, and his holy Logos, which is al-

ways present with him." (p. 355.)
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The next extract I will give in the translation of Professor Stu-

art, Letters to Dr. Miller, (pp. 37, 38.)

Cap. 22. " God, the Father of the Universe, is incomprehensi-

ble, and cannot be contained in any place. But his Logos, by whom
he made all things, assuming the person of the Father, came into

paradise in his person, and conversed with Adam. For the Holy
Scripture teaches us that Adam said he heard a voice. Now what else

is a voice, but the Word of God, who is his Son ? not as the poets

and mythologers speak of the sons of God, born of carnal inter-

course, but, as truth declares, the Logos who was always immanent
in the heart of God. Before anything was mude, he had him for a

counsellor, who was his understanding and his reason. But when
God desired to make what he had purposed to make, he begat the

Logos, produced the first-born of all creatures. Not that the Father

deprived himself of reason ; but having begotten the Logos, he con-

verses always with his Logos (or reason). This the Holy Scriptures

and all inspired men teach ; of whom John says, In the beginning

was the Logos, and the Logos was with God,—showing that, at first,

God was alone and his Logos in him. Afterwards he says, And the

Logos was God. All things were made by him, and without him
was nothing made. The Logos, therefore, being God and produced
from God, when it seemed good to the Father of the universe, he

sends him to any particular place,'' &,c. (p. 365.)

Irenjeus, bishop of Lyons, was contemporary with the writers

already quoted. Tertullian and Origen were born at this period,

but most of their works belong to the early part of the third cen-

tury. These writers are the most celebrated of the Antenicene

Fathers, whose works yet remain to be examined. Their writings

are more copious, and there is more of philosophical precision in

their thoughts and language, than we have found in the works
which we have just been inspecting.

The early Fathers had not the aid of inspiration ; their intellec-

tual culture was exceedingly imperfect ; they had hardly learned

to distinguish between the qualities of matter and those of mind
;

and consequently, in all their speculations concerning the Divine
Being, their conceptions appear to be grossly material. The opin-

ion of Theophilus relating to the pre-existence and generation of the

Logos is a striking illustration of this remark. If, therefore, we inter-

pret the language of the Fathers by the principles of mental philoso-

phy which prevail at the present day, we may make them avow sen-

timents which they never designed to inculcate. But if we honestly

seek after the leading idea which guides all their speculation, and in-

terpret their language with due regard to the modes of philosophising

prevalent at that period, we need be at no loss in regard to what
they really believed and taught. One thing will be observed in all

their speculations which have been exhibited thus far, namely, that
they uniformly take it for granted that Christ is of the same nature

vol. m.—NO. VII. 45
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with God,\n his essence coeternal and identical with the Father, sub-

ordinate only in external developement as generated Logos. There
can be but one divine nature. Whoever, therefore, acknowledges that

Christ is of the same nature with God, is essentially a believer in the

doctrine of the Deity of Christ. That the early Fathers acknowl-

edged this there can be no doubt. They use expressions in regard

to the Son which we should not adopt, and they do the same in

regard to the Father ; for their notions of spiritual existence and

of the attributes essential to the Divine Being were altogether dif-

ferent from ours. It has cost many ages of severe study to bring

the human mind to that definiteness and refinement of philosophical

views respecting spiritual beings, to which it has now attained.

The doctrines of the Bible are always the same ; but the theory,

by which these doctrines are connected together and made to har-

monize in a theological system, changes its form with the ever-

varying philosophy of each successive age. The Bible, which is

given by inspiration of God, is one thing; and the philosophy by
which men attempt to systematize the doctrines of the Bible, is

quite another thing.

ON HERESY.

The word, heresy, is commonly understood to imply a departure

from essential truth, and an adherence to fundamental error, in

matters of religion. It is not a mistake merely, or a false judg-

ment, which is renounced and discarded as soon as discovered.

Were it nothing more than this, it would not be criminal ; whereas,

heresy, if persisted in, is fatal.

In opposition to this view of the subject, it has been contended,

that, irrespective of opinion and sentiment, the word means sect

only—that, as now used, it has no correspondent sense whatever

in Scripture—that it designates an effect, not a cause—and that for

the two first centuries, it never denoted an opinion, and never stood

connected with any of the words usually signifying to teach or to

preach.

The subject is important. Men are not rashly to condemn each

other for heresy, in the common sense of the word ; nor if it

mean sect, and designate an effect rather than a cause, is it unim-

*portant what sect is intended, and what relation we stand in towards

it. In every view, the subject is worthy of attention.

Without asserting that the word is used in precisely the same

sense in every place, my object in this paper will be to examine the
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several passages in the New Testament where it is found, and thus

to ascertain, as far as may he, the sense given to it by the inspired

writers. Previous to this examination, it will be necessary to

state, in brief, some of the principles of interpretation, and some of

the facts concerned in the case.

In determining the use of words and phrases, and their meaning
in different connexions, we are to consider the circumstances and
apparent motives or designs of the writer or speaker ; the kind of

composition in which they are found ; the circumstances of time

and place ; the relation of the different persons concerned to one
another ; the parties to which they belong, on supposition they are

divided; and, finally, the sentiments and views they reciprocally

entertain of each other, and of things in general. These, and the

like, are some of the first principles of interpretation. The facts im-

portant to be kept in mind, are, that in the time of Christ and his

apostles, there were parties in religion, as there are now, some of
which embraced more, and some less of revealed truth ; while one,

though not perfect, was yet substantially approved ; that of the

former, were the Sadducees and Pharisees and those generally

whom Christ denominated " the world," and that of the latter,

were those who " wailed for consolation," and " looked for re-

demption in Jerusalem."

In passing to the examination of passages, suppose the result

should favor, as to primary meaning, the idea of sect, as being that

which, a.tft<TK the word translated heresy, more generally signifies;

and suppose it should designate an effect, not a cause, and so point

out a division only, or the leaders of a party, and not the senti-

ments of the party
;

yet, who does not know that cause and effect

imply each other ? and that the idea of a sect or party necessarily

implies some peculiarity of sentiment or practice, by which the sect

or party is known ? And suppose the term be not, in every in-

stance, accompanied with any express mark of reprobation ; are

we of course to infer that no fatal, >error is involved in it; while it

is manifest that, in narration especially, or history, the sacred wri-

ters were wont generally to record facts, without formally express-

ing an opinion respecting them ?

But not to detain the reader ; the first passage to come under
consideration is Acts v, 17, where ^fi^n (heresy) is rendered

sect, and is applied to the Sadducees. " Then the high priest rose

up, and all they that were with him, which is the sect of the Sad-

ducees."

Suppose in this passage we render eufint doctrine, sentiment , or

opinion ; what objection to such a translation ? ' Which is of the

doctrine, sentiment or opinion of the Sadducees.' This certainly

is not bad English ; nor do I perceive that it fails to express the

fact which the writer wished to record. True, he neither ap-

proves, nor disapproves ; but shall we therefore infer the absence
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of all hurtful error ? Let us recur to our principles and facts.

He had no occasion to commend or condemn the persons of whom
he spake. His object was simply to record who they were. Had
he been called to speak of their sentiments, and say whether he
approved or disapproved them, we may reasonably suppose there

would not have been wanting express marks of disapprobation.*

Consider who the Sadducees were, what sentiments they held,

and whether Christ and his apostles approved them. The Sad-
ducees denied the resurrection, and believed neither angel nor

spirit. And what is heresy, in the common acceptation of the

word, if not involved in the denial of these great doctrines ?

The next passage is Acts xv, 5, where a^zo- is again rendered

sect. It is applied to the Pharisees, and used without commenda-
tion or censure. " But there rose up certain of the sect of the

Pharisees." But with the same propriety as in the former case,

the word here might be rendered doctrine, sentiment, or opinion
;

and we have only to call to mind what the doctrines of the Phari-

sees were, and how they were treated by Christ and his apostles,

to see that they were a most fatal heresy, in the common accepta-

tion of the word. That the Pharisees were the uniform opposers
of Christ and the gospel is undeniable and notorious.

The next passage is Acts xxiv, 5, where the sect of the Naza-
renes is spoken of. It is found in the speech of Tertullus, the

orator, who informed against Paul before Felix. " We have
found this man a pestilent fellow, and a mover of sedition among
all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the sect

<m atp*<rwt of the Nazarenes." Here, the word is applied to the

gospel, and to those who embrace it. But we are to remember
that this is not the language of the sacred historian, nor of his chris-

tian brethren, but of a bigotted Jew ; and, in the estimation of the

Jews, what could have been a greater heresy, as the word is com-
monly used, than Christianity ? In the judgement of Tertullus and
the Jews, the Nazarenes held to pernicious and destructive errors.

All this is confirmed by the next passage, which is the fourteenth

verse of the same chapter. In this place, Ztf>&ri; is rendered her-

esy. " But this I confess unto thee, that after the way which they

call heresy, so worship I the God of my fathers." These words
contain, first, Paul's profession of his faith in the truth and impor-
tance of the gospel, and its consistency with the religion of his

fathers ; and, secondly, the estimation of this gospel by unbeliev-

ers, regarding it as a destructive error and fatal delusion. Here,
certainly, the word is used in the common acceptation. How
meagre and void would the whole passage be, were we to render
it sect, irrespective of sentiment !

" But this I confess unto thee,

that after the way which they call a sect, so worship I the God of

"See 2 Tim. ii, 17, 18. Tilus iii, 10.
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my fathers?" Beyond all question, Paul meant to admit, that, in the

opinion of Tertullus and the Jews, the gospel was a ruinous error.

The next passage in order is Acts xxiv, 5, where Paul is speak-

ing of his manner of life before conversion. " After the most

straightest sect aTpun; of our religion, I lived a Pharisee." Here,

says an eminent critic, ' It was manifestly Paul's intention to exalt

the party to which he belonged, and to give their system the pref-

erence to every other system of Judaism, both in soundness of

doctrine and purity of morals.' Be it so. I acknowledge that

here, if anywhere, the word must be used in a good sense. But

though, as he formerly regarded it, and as those whom he was

addressing still regarded it, Pharisaism was the best of the Jewish

systems ; still, as the apostle now viewed it, might it not be called a

heresy, in the common sense of the word ? Why might not Paul

as well " call" Pharisaism a heresy, as the Jews " call" Christianity

a heresy ? Was not Pharisaism now as great a heresy to him, as

Christianity could be to them ? Let not, then, a construction be

put upon this passage, which will represent the apostle as passing a

compliment upon those views, in the spirit of which he had once

been a persecutor and injurious.

But I proceed to the next and last passage in the Acts (xxviii,

22,) where the word is rendered sect, and applied, as in xxvi, 5,

to Christians :
" For, as concerning this sect, we know that it is

everywhere spoken against." This is the language of the unbe-

lieving Jews to Paul ; and here, evidently, the word must be under-

stood of doctrine or sentiment. They say, " But we desire to

hear of thee what thou think est ;" which is an inquiry after belief.

They had heard various accounts of the belief of" the Christians
;

now they come to Paul to know the truth. No mention is made
of persons any way, and no substantial reason can be given why
doctrine, or sentiment, or Christianity as a system, may not be the

chief thing meant by the word mpr*. Indeed, that such is the

fact, this additional consideration proves, namely, that Christianity

was considered, even by Pagans (and if by them, much more by

the Jews) as " a new and mischievous superstition." At any rate,

those who employed the term in this passage regarded Christianity

in this light. They considered Christ as an impostor, and his reli-

gion as subverting the religion of their fathers—a heresy certainly,

in theirjudgment, surpassed by nothingthat has sinceborne the name.

I pass now to the Epistles, in which the word in question is

found but three times. It occurs first, in 1 Cor. xi, 19. "For
there must be also heresies up**, among you." In this passage,

says the critic before referred to, the term ' has no necessary ref-

erence to doctrine, true or false.' But why ? it may be asked,

why has it no reference to doctrine ? How does it appear that

heresies (<j)/>e<r«t) in the nineteenth Jverse means the same thing as

ffXiirfAXT* in the preceding ; and that neither relates to doctrine ?
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Do not ecclesiastical divisions ^i^aTa (except those that are friend-

ly, and mutually consented to lor the better promotion of the same

cause,) commonly grow out of differences in doctrine? Did they

not here in the Corinthian church f Instead of meaning the same

thing, the terms hold to each other the relation of cause and effect,

and heresies (false doctrines) are the cause.

The next passage is Gal. v. 20, where heresies are coupled

with various sins ; such as idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance,

emulations, wrath, &ic. ; a connexion, surely, in which it would be

strange to find sect. Let us learn from this instance, to distrust a

criticism, however fair in some respects, which teaches that ' the

word heresy, in the modern acceptation, never suits the import of

the original word, as used in Scripture.' The word may mean in

this passage divisions, or the contentions out of which they grow,

or (more radical still, and which is more probable,) the errors

which so often cause both.

I pass to the only remaining passage in the New Testament,

namely, 2 Peter ii, 1 ;
" But there were false prophets also among

the people, even as there shall be false teachers among you, who
shall privily bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that

bought them, and bringing upon themselves swift destruction."

—

In this passage, wp««« is connected with another word, &&&&?,
which must be considered. This word is found in the New Tes-
tament twenty times ; in one of which it is rendered damnation

;

in two waste ; in four by a phrase, as in this passage ; in five de-

struction ; and in the remaining eight, perdition. In this passage,

instead of " damnable heresies," which is more conformable to

our English idiom, the phrase might be rendered " heresies of

damnation." This would seem to suggest, what appears to be the

fact as to the use of Sipms, that while it may have originally meant

a sect merely, or been used " in a general and indeterminate sig-

nification," it soon came to mean something more, as has been

shown in this discussion, and that before " the close of the two

first centuries," yea, before the writing of this Epistle, it came to

mean destructive or damnable doctrine,—" denying the Lord that

bought them."

1 might extend this investigation to one passage more, Titus iii, 10,

where, though not the abstract iipuns we have the concrete, £i/*m«j

" A man that is an heretic, after the first and second admonition

reject." But here I should come to the same conclusion as before,

and therefore I pass it without further notice ; while, with a single

thought in relation to the application of the passage in Peter, my
communication will be concluded.

And here I would say, that as Christ crucified, or the atonement

of Christ, is the foundation of all hope for sinners, so those who
deny this doctrine, differing or agreeing in whatever else they may,

are the persons referred to by the apostle, when he speaks of
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" damnable heresies." It is not necessary to suppose that he re-

ferred to any particular sect or heretical doctrine, in distinction

from all others. He may have referred to many, or to any which

should arise, some denying in one form, and some another, the

Lord that bought them. *

Inasmuch as there are heresies in our own time, and heresies of

destruction, let every one be on his guard, lest he be ensnared and

destroyed. ' Denying the Lord that bought us,' what have we
on which to rest ? " There is no other name given among men
whereby we can be saved, but the name of Jesus." Let us all

pray, "Lead us not into temptation." May God save the writer

and readers of this article from all those heresies, which, if imbibed

and persisted in, must inevitably destroy the soul. Verax.

REVIEWS.
Analysis of the principles of rhetorical delivery, as

applied in reading and speaking. By Ebenezer Porter,

J). D., Bartlctt Professor of Sacred Rhetoric in the Theologi-

cal Seminary, Jlndover. Third Edition. Andover : Flagg &;

Gould. 1S30.

(
Concludedfrom page 323.J

The subject of modulation is " environed with difficulty" truly

embarrassing, especially as it has been presented by most rhetori-

cians. The variety of sentiment expressed in composition requires

variety in managing the voice. This is what we understand by

modulation. To communicate instruction on this subject by writ-

ing, has been the least successful attempt of the elocutionist. Here
the aid of the living voice is needed. No rules or system of nota-

tion, however perfect, can be considered as an adequate substitute

for the living teacher. But where no such teacher is at command,
much assistance may be derived from a work like the one be-

fore us.

Among the faults of modulation two are noticed, namely, mono-

tony, " that dull repetition of sounds, on the same pitch, and with

the same quantity," and mechanical variety, which consists in ut-

tering a sentence with " the greatest possible number of notes"

—

or with " a frequent change of stress"—or, more frequently, " in

the habit of striking a sentence at the beginning, with a high and

full voice, which becomes gradually weaker and lower, as the sen-
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tence proceeds." In treating of the remedies, Dr. P. suggests,

that " the most indispensable attainment towards the cure of bad
habits in managing the voice, is the spirit of emphasis." Another
attainment necessary, is " some good degree of discrimination as to

vocal tones and inflections." The remedies here suggested, and
illustrated in the work, are not difficult in their application ; and we
know of no apology that the public speaker can offer, for neglect-

ing the means placed at his command, to correct his defective

habits of elocution, and learn to speak well.

" With discriminating ear," says our author, " and perfect command of his

voice, why has he a bad modulation in delivery ? His talent is hid in a napkin
;—he is too slothful to use a gift of his Creator, which in possession of another

man, might be an invaluable treasure. Paradox as it may seem, it is only the
plain statement of a well known fact, to say, that many a man, while devoting
ten years to studies preparatory to professional life, deliberately looks forward
to his main business, as one in which his success and usefulness must depend on
his talent in speaking,—yet takes no pains to speak well! Perhaps of these
ten years, he does not employ one entire week in all, to acquire this talent,

without which all other acquisitions are, to his purposes, comparatively
useless"

!

The just modulation of the voice requires judgement and dis-

crimination in respect to several essential points. The pitch,

recommended as the most suitable at the commencement of deliv-

ery, is the middle key. This is the key of animated conversation,

and admits of that elevation and depression, variety and energy,

which are absolutely indispensable to a good delivery. The rule

of Dr. Blair, to commence speaking as if addressing the most dis-

tant persons in the audience, would require so high a pitch that,

to rise from it, as emotion might prompt, would put in requisition

Stentorian lungs, or carry up the voice to an " unmanageable ele-

vation." The opposite extreme, to which Walker's rule would be

likely to lead, should be avoided ; for hearers are soon weary with

the effort of listening.

The reason why some speakers are heard with difficulty is not,

in general, that their key-note is too low, but that it is not swelled

to a full sound. The defect is in quantity, a term used to desig-

nate both the fullness of tone, and the time of utterance. Power
and compass of voice are indispensable to a commanding elocution.

Where the organs of speech are perfect, the lungs sound, and the

chest well constructed, all that is necessary to acquire a powerful

voice, and skill to command its various keys, is vocal exercise.

How was it that David Garrick could make himself distinctly heard

by an audience of ten thousand, when he spoke on his under-key?

He exercised his voice on that key. How did Bridaine and White-

field acquire such energy of vocal power, that they could, in open
air, make the thunder of their eloquence distinctly audible to an

assembly of twenty thousand ! They exercised their voice, till it

was capable of trumpet-tones that would command and silence " the
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tumult of the people." The directions which are given by Dr. P.,

as means of preserving the lungs and strengthening the voice, are

well worthy of attention.

As to time or rate of utterance, he observes, that the habits of

different men may differ considerably, without being chargeable

with fault. " But," says he, " I refer rather to the difference

which emotion will produce, in the rate of the same individual.

Those passions which quicken or retard a man's step in walking,

will produce a similar effect on his voice in speaking. Narration

is equable and flowing ; vehemence, firm and accelerated ; anger

and joy, rapid. Whereas dignity, authority, sublimity, awe,

—

assume deeper tones, and a slower movement."

The accomplished speaker, whose soul is warmed and moved
with his subject, will so time his pauses, that by " expressive silence"

he will produce a powerful effect. We recollect hearing a gentle-

man remark of Dr. Chalmers' manner in the pulpit, that " his

pauses were tremendous." Garrick and Whitefield managed the

" rhetorical pause" with prodigious effect. " It occurs," as Dr.

P. remarks, " sometimes before, but commonly after a striking

thought is uttered, which the speaker thus presents to the hearers, as

worthy of special attention, and which he seems confidently to

expect will command assent, and be fixed in the memory, by a

moment of uninterrupted reflection."

The general subject of transition assumes, in the hands of our

author, an original aspect, especially as it respects the system of

notation, designed as a substitute for the assistance of a living

teacher. As the standing law of delivery is, " that vocal tones

should correspond in variety with sentiments, in contradistinction

from monotony, and from that variety which is either accidental or

mechanical," something like this system of notation will be found,

we doubt not, of practical utility. We are not without apprehen-

sions, that in some cases it may be liable to perversion ;—in many,
however, it will be resorted to with desirable effect. The author,

with his characteristic caution, suggests it merely as an experiment.

There may be diversity in the taste of good critics respecting the

application of this notation in numerous passages; but this might
be expected, even if the system were as perfect as the nature of

the subject would admit. We would recommend to all, who wish

to correct a bad manner of delivery, or to acquire a good one,"

critical and patient attention to this part of Dr. Porter's work, as

illustrated and applied in the Exercises which are appended.

Another thing pertaining to modulation is expression. This qual-

ity is that " modification of the voice, which accompanies awaken-
ed sensibility of soul"—and which " constitutes the unction of
delivery." Expression, in most cases, defies mechanical imitation,

and the government of rules. Very few will succeed in imparting
vol. in.—NO vii. 46
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to their elocution the thrilling influences of this inimitable quality,

whose hearts are not moved.

Si vis me flere, dolendum est
Primuin ipsi tibi.

An affected sensibility will generally be detecled. It must be
real pity, that would express " pathetic exhortation." On this

point we subjoin what our author has expressed :

—

" The indescribable power communicated to the voice by a delicate sensibil-
ity, especially a Christian sensibility, it is quite beyond the reach of art to imi-
tate. It depends on the vivid excitement of real feeling ; and, in Christian
oratory, implies that expansion and elevation of the soul, which arise only from
a just feeling of religious truth. The man whose temperament is so phlegmatic,
that he cannot kindle with emotion, at least with such degree of emotion as
will show itself in his countenance and voice, may be useful in some departments
of learning, but the decision of his Creator is stamped upon him, that he was
not made for a public speaker."

It was our intention to have gone into a more particular consid-

eration of Rhetorical Action, than the limits of this article will ad-
mit, after what has been said on the management of the voice. It

is a subject which claims, in our opinion, more attention than it

has generally received. We admit that some powerful speakers
are reckless of all rules or care, as it respects their action in deliv-

ery ; it does not follow, however, that the power of their eloquence
would not be augmented by a correct and dignified action. Gi-
gantic genius, whose splendid creations are accompanied with fervid

emotion, possesses a spirit-stirring energy, that always produces
effect, in despite of awkwardness of manner. This does not prove
that those who are not favored with an equal power of intellect may
dispense with the advantages derived from just and graceful action.

Rhetorical action, as treated in the work before us, includes atti-

tudes and expression of countenance. It is what Cicero calls

"sermo corporis," and what ancient orators studied with care, and

practised with surprising effect. In the judgment of Demosthenes,

it was the first point of excellence in the public speaker.*

Two extremes relating to this subject are noticed by Dr. Por-

ter,, viz—" that which encumbers a speaker with so much technical

regulation of his movements as to make him an automaton ;" and
" that which condemns all precepts, and all preparatory practice

too, as mischievous in their influence." The action which belongs

to good delivery is such as corresponds with thought and emotion,

and hence it arises from nature. The attitudes of men are signifi-

cant, often indicating the personal qualities of individuals ; as " the

measured pace of the ploughman, the strut of the coxcomb, and

the dignified gait of the military chief." That gesture may be

significant is proved by the fact, that it furnishes a medium of rapid

communication between deaf-mutes. The speaker who delivers

himself with the grace and majesty of appropriate attitude and ex-

pression of countenance, will, other things being equal, possess

* Cicero de Oratore, Lib. iii.
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a decided superiority over liim, who stands like a wax figure, and

speaks without moving a muscle or a limb. Such an inanimate

mariner ill becomes the faithful messenger of truth.

Is has been said, " the tap of Cassar's finger was enough to awe a

Roman senate." Paul, by a significant gesture, quelled the up-

roar of a tumultuous assembly, which he addressed from the stairs

of the temple. And could we see him in the attitude he assumed,

when he preached at Athens, his spirit all the while stirring in him,

we should have before us a figure, not less dignified and com-
manding than that, designed and executed by the genius of

Raphael, which represents the apostle as lifting up his arms, and

pouring out the thunder of his rhetoric, amidst an audience of

pagan philosophers.

The fault of public speakers, however, is not so much a want
of action, as it is unmeaning and unnatural action. Our author has

therefore directed the main drift of his remarks to the common
faults that prevail in this department of delivery. These he attri-

butes chiefly to personal defects, diffidence, and imitation ; princi-

pally to an " unmanly diffidence," by which the young speaker

especially is, in many instances, fettered and embarrassed. Those
noticed in the work under review, have respect to the countenance,

attitude and gesture.

The principal source of the expression that beams from the

countenance is the eye. " Imago animi vultus est, indices oculi."*

There is in the human eye a varied power of expression capable

of immense effect. " Indeed (says Beatlie) this little organ,

whether sparkling with joy, or melting in sorrow ; whether gleam-

ing with indignation, or languishing in tenderness ; whether glow-

ing with the steady light of deliberate valor, or sending forth ema-
nations of good will and gratitude, is one of the most interesting

objects in the whole universe. There is more in it than shape,

motion, and color ; there is thought and passion ; there is life and

soul ; there is reason and speech." The most common fault no-

ticed by Dr. Porter is the eye " bent on vacuity," by which its sig-

nificance is sunk, its expression lost. There is the " indefinite

sweep of the eye, resting steadily nowhere," and also a " tremu-

lous, waving cast of the eye, and winking of the eyelid," all which

arise generally from a fear of looking an audience directly in the

face, and always prevent the effect produced by a collected and

manly expression of the countenance. Servile confinement to

notes, in many instances, destroys the expression of which the

countenance is capable. The hearer, anxious to catch an enliven*

ing gleam from the kindling features, must watch attentively for

those brief intervals, when the speaker ventures to lift up his head,

while uttering part of a line, or reciting a familiar passage of scrip-

ture. These defects we have often noticed, and sometimes with a

feeling bordering on impatience, that the expression of an eye,

* Cicero.
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capable of sending a look to the very heart, should be utterly lost,

in the effort of picking up the lines of a manuscript, or by an un-

manly gaze at nothing.

In the attitude of a speaker improprieties are not unfrequent.

Sometimes there is an appearance of haughtiness, and at other

times of indolence. Sometimes an awkward stiffness of posture

is exhibited ; in other cases, too much motion. We have noticed a

" violent tossing of the body from side to side, rising on the toes,

or writhing of the shoulders and limbs." We have seen the

speaker, in the earnestness of his eloquence, stand with his hands

locked behind him, like a pinioned culprit. In the attitude of

man there is something noble, dignified, and commanding, which

is worse than lost to the speaker, who has contracted careless and

awkward habits in delivery.

The most numerous class of faults noticed by Dr. Porter, per-

tain to gesture. Among these he mentions want of appropriateness.

Rhetorical action, in order to be appropriate, must be suited to the

various circumstances, under which.one is called to speak. In speak-

ing to a common audience, more boldness of action would be ad-

missible, than in addressing a prince on his throne, or a bench of

judges in the supreme court of the nation. Addresses to Jehovah,

and the utterance of language in which he is personified, do not,

as our author has noticed, admit of gesture.

There are faults arising from a want of discrimination, " which

consist in acting words instead of thoughts. On this point, Dr.

Porter has remarked ;

—

If there is language in action, it requires propriety and precision. The in-

discriminate movement of the hands signifies nothing. Want of emphasis in

this language is a great, but common fault. When the speaker, however, has

an emphatic stroke of the hand, its effect is lost if that stroke does not accom-
pany the emphasis of the voice ; that is, if it falls one syllable after the stress

of voice, or if it is disproportionate in force to that stress, in the same degree

its meaning is impaired. The direction of the hand, too, in which the emphatic
stroke terminates, is significant. The elevated termination suits high passions;

the horizontal, decision ; the downward, disapprobation. And any of these may
denote definitive designation of particular objects."

An excess of action is a frequent fault. It has been said of

Garrick, who was pre-eminent for the power of his action, that

his gestures were few, but full of meaning ;—they always spoke.

Action may be too violent as well as too frequent.

" Such are the habits of some men, that they can never raise the hand, with-

out stretching the arm at full length abov a the head, or in a horizontal sweep;
or drawing it back, as if in the attitude of prostrating some giant at a stroke.

But such a man seems to forget that gentleness, and tranquillity, and dignity,

are attributes that prevail more than violence, in real oratory. The full stroke

of the hand, with extended arm, should be reserved for its own appropriate occa-

sions. For common purposes, a smaller movement is sufficient, and even more
expressive."

Good taste is offended at a violent beating of the air, and espec-

ially when the force of the stroke falls with clenched fist upon the
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cushion or the desk. The speaker has the appearance of one in

anger, and by the vehemence of seeming indignation he creates in

many of his hearers a feeling of repugnance, which prevents per-

suasion and conviction.

Action may be too complex. " When there is a want of pre-

cision in the intellectual habits of the speaker, he adopts, perhaps,

two or three gestures for one thought. Jn this way, all simplicity is

sacrificed ; for though the idea is complex, an attempt to exhibit

each shade of meaning by the hand is ridiculous." p. 160.

Another common defect is too great uniformity of action. The
effect is analogous to that produced by monotony in utterance.

" This barren sameness in a man's manner usually prevails, just

in proportion as it is ungraceful." Where there is but one gesture,

whether graceful or awkward, it soon loses its significance, and
becomes tame. If we do not misjudge, a dull uniformity is the

besetting and prevailing fault in public speakers.

To the class of defects which Dr. Porter has noticed, others

doubtless might be added. He has specified those which are the

more prominent and frequent. Wherever they exist, determined

effort should be made to correct them, especially if age has not

given them a stubbornness that defies discipline. The rules of

rhetorical action are by no means complicated ; nor are they so

difficult, that any need shrink from the task of making them famil-

iar,—which must be done, before they can be reduced to practice

without affectation or stiffness. We fully concur in the opinion

expressed by our author, that " any man who has good sense, and

a warm heart, if his faculties for elocution are not essentially de-

fective, and if he is patient and faithful in the discipline of these

faculties, may render himself an agreeable and impressive speaker."

Though we avow ourselves the advocates of a thorough and sys-

tematic attention to the whole manner of delivery, and would com-
mend the speaking art to those especially who preside over our lit-

erary institutions, we protest vehemently against that cold, studied

precision of movement—that affectation of correctness, which those

may exhibit, who have the form, without the soul and spirit of de-

livery. Let correct habits be acquired, and emotion, such as

every commanding speaker must have, will prevent affectation.

The principles stated, and illustrated with so many apposite re-

marks and examples in the work before us, nre founded in emotion.

If this vital energy be wanting, no rules, no instruction, will supply

the means of a just and powerful delivery. We mean by emotion

that sensibility of soul, excited by the spirit-stirring influence of

some affecting or important subject, which it is the speaker's busi-

ness to exhibit, and impress on his hearers. " Be it remembered,"
says Dr. P. " that all directions as to management of voice, must
be regarded as subsidiary to the expression of feeling, or they are

worse than useless." The chisel of a Phideas or Cornova may
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from a shapeless block of marble bring up the figure of a man, and

give him the exquisite finish and symmetry of a Theseus or Apollo

Belvidere ; but it cannot light up the eye with the beamings of a

living expression. So may art smooth from the awkward speaker

the ruggedness of his perverted habits, give him gracefulness of at-

titude, command of tones, power of voice, and discrimination of

taste ; and yet it cannot produce " one flash of passion on the

cheek, one beam of feeling from the eye, one thrilling note of sen-

sibility from the tongue." The soul must be kindled within him,

his heart must grow warm with the subject, or he will not pour

forth the breathings of true eloquence.

Isocrates was accomplished with all the rhetorical graces which

ancient art could furnish. He could amuse with his vainly gay and

florid eloquence ; but he was destitute of emotion, and he produced
but little effect. Demothenes, says Fenelon, " moves, warms, and

captivates the heart. He was sensibly touched with the interests

of his country. His discourses gradually increase in force, by greater

light and new reasons, which are always illustrated by bold fig-

ures and lively images. One cannot but see that he has the good
of the republic entirely at heart, and that nature itself speaks in

all his transports." " Shall we imagine" the same writer observes

in another place, " that the ministers of the gospel have less con-

cern for the eternal salvation of souls, than Demosthenes for the

liberty of his country ?" The connection between pulpit eloquence

and the success of the ministry has, we are compelled to believe,

been too generally overlooked. To this perhaps the fact may be

attributed, that so few, comparatively, who minister at the altar,

have a just and commanding elocution. It cannot be objected,

that the subjects of the preacher's discourses are deficient in that

pathos, interest, and importance, necessary to stir up the soul, and
awaken emotion.

" He that negotiates between God and man,
As God*s ambassador, the great concerns
Ofjudgement and of mercy,"

should be the last man to exhibit dulness, or carelessness, when
officiating in the solemn assembly

—

" When sent with God's commission to the heart !"

" If Pericles could shake the firmest resolutions of his hearers,

and set the passions of all Greece in a ferment, when the public

welfare of his country, or the fear of hostile invasions was the sub-

ject ; what may we not expect from him, who, with a becoming
energy, warns his audience against those evils which have no
remedy, when once undergone ?"*

It was the command of pulpit eloquence, which, with the bless-

ing of God, made Luther the successful champion of the reforma-

tion. Destitute of advantages from this source, he would not have

* Spectator.
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lifted his voice above the thunders of the Vatican, or burst the

chains of an enslaved work). It was this that enabled Knox to

rise amidst the tempestuous elements of a feudal age, and plead

the cause of truth, and break from the Scottish church the bonds
of Rome. Whenever he addressed an audience, " his spirit was
stirred in him." Said he, " I never entered the pulpit without

trembling." Bossuet was the " bright and shining light" of the

French pulpit, in the age of Louis XIV. When he rose to speak
of life, and death, judgement, and eternity, nobility quailed, and the

king trembled. He moved on a tide of eloquence with irresistible

majesty. " What distinguishes him most," says a French critic,

" is the ardor of his feelings ; the girding up of his whole soul to the

object before him." President Davies has been pronounced one of

the most accomplished pulpit orators, that our country has produced.

Though he died at the age of thirty-six, he reared a monument of
sacred eloquence, that will outlive the stupendous architecture that

gives renown to the Dynasty of the Pharaohs. We could mention

other names, alike preeminent both for the success of their minis-

trations, and a commanding elocution—names, the precious mem-
ory of which will for a long time linger in our churches.

" These stars have set ;—O rise some other such."

If we mistake not " the signs of the times," a crisis is pending,

which will require a great increase of the " legitimate, peculiar

powers" of the pulpit, if it is to stand acknowledged, as it has been,

"The most important and effectual guard,
Support, and ornament of Virtue's cause."

It is a day of blasphemy, rebuke, and opposition in regard to pure
religion. The warring, restless elements of human wickedness
portend a conflict, to sustain which, all the energies of the church
of God will have to be put in requisition. There is a tide rising

in the moral affairs of this country, whose violent waves will not

be stayed by such means as have been found competent during

times of less excitement. They who have made resistance to the
cause of truth under different standards, are following the example
of the different Christian denominations, in respect to a genera)
concentration of their power and influence. They begin to assume
the attitude of a common enemy—they are taking the field with a
bold and reckless spirit—their sounding manifesto is issued—and
the warfare is waged against the truth, against the church. It is

a question of deep interest to the church, what is to be the char-
acter, and what the qualifications of her standard-bearers. It is

not enough, that cultivated intellect pours forth its remon-
strances, and memorials, and able vindications of religious truth ;

—

it is not enough, that the press issues its sheets of thrilling appeals,
expressed in classic diction ;—the pulpit must speak with more
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fervid and commanding eloquence. It must thunder, as well as

lighten, or it will not retain the influence and produce the effect it

has done. There must be no cold indifference, no dullness and

carelessness, in those who are set for the defence of the gospel.

Let secular example be contemplated, and it will rebuke indolence

and apathy in the service of Heaven. The Legislator hears his

constituents reproached ; or perceives, as he thinks, a treason-

thrust aimed at the national confederacy. His spirit takes fire,

and the voice of his eloquence commands a senate, and thrills

through the country.

Let us not be understood as reflecting upon any of the venera-

ble men, who now minister at the altar. We revere their char-

acters, and confide in their talents, and rejoice in the success of

their pious labors. We see among them a goodly phalanx, who
have borne the burthen and heat of the day, and been nobly val-

iant in contending for " the faith once delivered to the saints."

But we would see a Boanerges at every one of Zion's posts, whose
powerful ministrations shall fill the sanctuary with attentive wor-

shippers, and inspire a respect for the pulpit, that shall perpetuate

and increase its important influences. We forget not, that carnal

weapons are of themselves powerless, and that unless the Lord
keop the city, the watchman waketh in vain. But God uses

means ; and the better they are adapted to the end in view, the

more efficient and successful they prove. It is a fact, that pulpit

eloquence greatly augments the power of the instruments which

God employs in accomplishing his work. Whoever, therefore,

can command this talent, though at the expense of much labor, is,

in our judgement, under sacred obligations to attain and use it ;

—

not to secure personal celebrity, but to persuade dying men to be-

come reconciled to God.

Upon young men especially, who are commencing the work of

preaching the gospel, or who are looking forward to the responsi-

ble service, we would urge this subject, as one that must not be

neglected. They will have to sustain a conflict with error and

wickedness, such as the church in this land has never seen. They
cannot be too well disciplined, or too thoroughly prepared and arm-

ed for the crisis, to meet which they are summoned to the field.
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Lectures on the inspiration of the scriptures. By Leon-

ard Woods, D. D., Abbot Professor of Christian Theology, in

the Theological Seminary, Jlndover. Andover : Mark New-
man. 1829. pp. 152.

The three questions, Is the Bible true? Does it contain a Di-

vine Revelation ? Was it divinely inspired ? have Ions: agitated,

and do still agitate, some portions of the community. We rejoice

that each question in this ascending series is rapidly approaching

an issue. For increased and brightening evidence in relation to

the first, we look with confidence and pleasure to several sources
;—to the recently published works of Wilson, Blunt, and others ;*

to the researches of Champolion, in decyphering the hieroglyphics

of the Pharaohs, and reading another edition of Mosaic history

among the antiquities of Egypt ; and to the various revolutions on

the other continent, which may be expected, ere long, to open
hitherto unexplored depositories of ancient manuscripts, illustrative

of the sacred pages. It is a striking argument in favor of the truth

of the Bible, that its statements receive confirmation from almost

every new discovery. This can be said of no false theory. Er-
ror is fated to run crooked, and to encounter new obstacles in

every stage of its progress. But truth so completely harmonizes

with surrounding objects, that the more extensively and diligently

it is compared with them, the more is its agreement seen.

On the second question, Does the Bible contain a Divine Rev-
elation ? we are also favored with increasing light. As the Bible

asserts its own heavenly origin, every new argument for its truth,

is of equal force to prove its divine authority. The truth of the

essential doctrines of the Bible affords additional proof of the

same point. Some of these doctrines could never have been the

discoveries of reason. If true, they must have been revealed.

The heavenly origin of the gospel further appears in its adaptation

to the nature and the wants of man. This argument is daily re-

ceiving new illustrations, and accessions of strength. Scarcely a

breeze blows from any quarter, which does not bring some cheer-

ing evidence of the adaptation of our religion to change the barren

heath into a fruitful field, and make the wilderness blossom as the

rose.

On the third question, Was the Bible divinely inspired ? much
light has been cast by the Lectures now before us. As the most
of these Lectures have been presented to our readers, in previous

* Some valuable information, respecting' ancient, oriental history, by which certain ob-
jections against the truth of the Old Testament are removed, will be found in Professor
Stuart's Chrestomathy, vol. ii.
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numbers of the Spirit of the Pilgrims,* an analysis of them will

not here be expected. The author assumes the truth and divine

authority of the Scriptures, and appeals to the sacred writers them-
selves, as competent witnesses of their own inspiration. The argu-

ment is ingeniously conducted, and we think conclusive. Objections

will doubtless be made to it, but we have no fear that it will be

overthrown.

There are those among us who think themselves believers, and

who insist that others shall think as well of them as they do of

themselves, who not only deny the inspiration of the Scriptures,

insisting that they " are not a revelation," and " are to be regarded

as possessing properly and purely a human character ;"f but who
also charge them with imperfection and error. " The sacred doc-

uments of our faith" were " prepared for temporary use," and are

" filled with subjects of local interest, or popular accommodation."
" The scheme of preparation which led the way to Christianity"

(in the Old Testament) " is, for the most part, but dimly discern-

ed, and unsatisfactory even in what is plainly to be perceived,

mixed with the doubtfulness of old traditions, and with systems of
superannuated errors."f " The words of Christ were reported

from memory by the Evangelists, and not always with perfect ac-

curacy."\ " Neither the teaching of our Saviour, nor the influence

of God's Spirit in enlightening the minds of the Apostles, preserv-

ed them from all the errors of their age, from the influence of all

human prejudices and feelings, from all inconclusive reasoning, or

from all ambiguity, impropriety, and insufficiency in the use of

language."f " There are among our sacred books, mistakes in

philosophy, and discrepancies in statements of facts.."}• In view

of these and similar assertions, not unfrequently thrown out before

the public, we may well expect to hear objections against the state-

ments and arguments of Dr. Woods.

* The volume before us contains one Lecture on the " Manner of quoting from the Old
Testament," and an Appendix of more than twenty pages, which were not published in

the Spirit of the Pilgrims.

t Christian Examiner, vol. iii. p. 19; vol. v. p. 59 ; vol. vi. p. 344; vol. vii. pp. 347,
352 See also Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iii. pp. 14, 15, 95—100.
The Christian Examiner for May, 1830, the Number last published, contains further evi-

dence of the estimation in which leading Unitarians hold the Scriptures. " Though they

were written by inspired men, they are not, in the common sen.se, inspired—they were not

produced under the miraculous supervision, of the Deity."—" Do not they" (the sacred

penmen) " write as those who are recording, in the usual way, events and sayings which

were witnessed in the usual way" ?
—" We do not believe that the writer of the book

of Acts either required or received dinne inspiration, in penning the account of Pe-

ter's inspiration."
—" We believe that the" events " which they" (the sacred writers) "re-

late, with some trivial and natural discrepancies in their details, are facts."—" It is im-

possible for any person of sense and candor to read the Epistles of the New Testament,
and not perceive that several things in them are merely the priimte opinions or commands

of the writers, and therefore are not of general or perpetual obligation, and of no other au-

thority than that of their own reasonableness."—" We have dwelt thus long on this topic,

because we arc desirous that those who are least versed in questions of theology may
understand, that a denial of the immediate inspiration of the Scriptures does not, in the

slightest degree, affect their authority." pp. 138—143. Such are the most recent effu-

sions of the Christian Examiner. Let the reader compare them with the declarations of

the Apostles, 2 Tim. iii. 1G ; 2 Pet. i. 21 ; Gal. i. 11, 12; 1 Cor. ii. 13 ; 1 Thess. ii. 13.
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The writers of the New Testament positively assert the inspiration

of the Old Testament. ' All Scripture is given by inspiration of

God.' • The prophecy came not in old time by the will of

man, but holy men spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.

What do these and the like declarations mean ? Nothing more,

perhaps, if we may believe Professor Norton, than that the

Scriptures are " the works of men whose minds were acted upon

by the motives which he (God) presents, and who had that sense of

religion and duty which his dispensations to the Jewish nation

were adapted to produce."* But it cannot be denied, that the

sacred penmen sometimes wrote that which they did not understand,

and which, nevertheless, was full of meaning. They sometimes

wrote that which no unaided human power would have been able

to discover. Of course, they were in some instances supernaturally

inspired. And where is the evidence that they were inspired at

one time, more than another ? Does the expression, " All

Scripture" is inspired, mean some Scripture is inspired ? Facts,

then, are against the hypothesis, that inspiration was ever the mere

common influence of common motives.

We may also resort to the usus loquendi.' What idea did the sacred

writers convey, when they made the above declarations? This is the

proper question before us, and we rejoice that it admits of a satis-

factory answer. With the highest degree of moral certainty it

may be proved, that these declarations conveyed to those im-

mediately addressed, as much as this ; The sacred penmen were

under an extraordinary, miraculous influence from God, so that

what they wrote was, in matter and manner, infallible. The idea

intended to be conveyed was nothing short of plenary inspiration.

A distinguished German divine, f has abundantly shown, that when
these declarations of the Apostles were made, all nations (the Jews

we may suppose more firmly than others) believed that particular

men were inspired of God, and that the men thus inspired were

mere passive instruments on which God operated. Thus Plato says

of the poet, " He does not speak of himself, but God speaks through

him" ; " He is transported beyond himself, and does not under-

stand what he says." The Talmudists also assure us, that the

prophets frequently did not understand the import of what they pre-

dicted. All the ancient world seem to have believed that their

prophets and poets were under a positive divine influence. This

was, perhaps, peculiarly the belief of those whom Christ and his

apostles addressed. It was the actual, deep-rooted belief ol the

age. It was expressed very frequently in language not unlike

that above quoted from Plato. Did not, then, the apostles know,

that they should convey to their readers the idea uniformly can-

* Note to Norton's Edition of Locke and Lc Clerc, p. 128.

t Dr. Knapp, whose valuable system of Theology is now in the American press.
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veyed by such declarations,—the idea of a plenary divine inspira-

tion ? And can we believe that these now glorified apostles would
have conveyed this fundamentally important idea with an intention

to deceive?

We pass to another argument in favor of the inspiration

of the Scriptures : Christ promised the aids of the Comforter

to his disciples, ' to guide them into all truth.' From this

we infer, that they wrote the infallible truth, under the influence

of the Comforter. But we are told that this promise of Christ

extends only to addresses before judicial tribunals.* In reply to

this it may he observed, first, it is in the highest degree improbable

that Infinite Wisdom should bestow assistance, when the less ne-

cessary, in temporary addresses, and withdraw it, when the more
necessary, in permanent written instructions. Secondly, the apos-

tles ascribe the same authority to their oral and written communi-
cations. And thirdly, the words of the promise forbid any such

limitation. Without a hint of any intermission or exception, John
declares, that the Spirit ' shall abide with the apostles forever,'

' guide them into all truth,' and ' teach them all things.'

But who is this promised Spirit, this Comforter ? " The Com-
forter," says one, " that Jesus promised and sent down, is Truth/'

Let us compare this interpretation with the Bible. ' Take
ye no thought how or what ye shall say, for the Truth shall

teach you.' 'When the Truth is come, whom I will send unto

you from the Father, even the Truth, which proceeded! from the

Fattier, he shall testify of me.' ' Nevertheless, I tell you the

truth : it is expedient that I go away ; for if I go not away, the

Truth will not come unto you.' ' Howbeit, when he, the Truth,

shall come, he shall guide you into all truth.' ' The Trath shall

not speak of himself, but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he

speak.'

We ask again, who is this Comforter who should teach the apostles

what they ought to say ? " It is," says another, the " spirit of courage

and holiness which the gospel produced in their hearts," and " that

disposition which was the effect of their faith." But what will be

the language of the Bible, according to this interpretation ? ' It

seemeth good to the spirit of courage and holiness, and to us, to

lay upon you no greater burden,' &c. &c. After being forbidden

by the ' disposition which was the effect of their faith' to preach in

Asia, the apostles ' assayed to go into Bythinia, but this disposition

suffered them not.' The gross absurdity of all such interpretations

renders it necessary to revert to the received opinion, that the

Comforter, or, which is the same, the Holy Spirit, is a divine person.

What, then, was the nature of that assistance which he was to afford

the disciples ? Was it nothing more than ordinary assistance ? the

common operation of common motives? This, it is well known, is the

* Le Clerc, pp. 93, 74.
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opinion of some. But it is an opinion, in the first place, entirely in-

consistent with the true interpretation of our Saviour's promise.

The words—' It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father

which speaketh in you,' conveyed, as has been proved, no other

idea than that ofplenary inspiration. Did then Christ mean to be un-

derstood, or did he mean to deceive ? The Scriptures prove that he

teas understood to predict a full inspiration ; and the opinions of the

earliest fathers show the same. They customarily speak of the sacred

writers as the mere amanuenses of the Holy Ghost ;* mere instru-

ments for the emission of a given sound. We do not fully justify all

their expressions on this subject ; but they serve to exhibit the ideas

anciently prevalent respecting inspiration, and the impression

produced, in those times, by the phraseology of Scripture.

The opinion that the assistance promised by Christ was
the mere ordinary assistance of Providence, is also inconsist-

ent with the spirit of the promise. Christ was now leaving his

beloved disciples, and they were overcome with sorrow. They
had hoped, that the long-expected Messiah had appeared, and

some had even dreamed of sitting on either hand of his shining

throne. But all their sweet hopes are at once blasted, by an

assurance of his death. Dismayed and discouraged by the pros-

pect before them, their hearts are troubled, and their divine

Master speaks to comfort them. What does he say? 'It is

expedient for you that 1 go away.' But why ? How expedient ?

In these circumstances are they to be satisfied with the cold

promise, that the truths he had lodged in their minds should hereaf-

ter produce their legitimate effects? Whose soul does not chill at

sucli a suggestion ? What ! could not the laws of nature operate,

and truth produce its wonted effect, without their Master's leaving

them ? And what means he by saying, 'If I go not away, the

Comforter will not come ; but if I go, 1 will send him' ? All this is

senseless on the supposition here examined. We cannot, then, admit

this supposition. We cannot doubt that our compassionate Saviour

meant to give precisely the same encouragement which lie did give
;

the cheering promise of a constant, efficient, infallible Helper.

Again, the idea, that the inspiration of the apostles and evange-

lists was the mere natural operation of Christ's preaching upon
their hearts, is contrary to fact. The promise of Christ to his

followers was fulfilled. But how? Before the day of Pentecost,

it is implied that the Holy Ghost was not yet given ; but on that

memorable day, ' suddenly,' amid sounds, and rushing winds, and

the appearing of cloven tongues, the apostles, ' all in one place,'

were filled with the Holy Ghost.' The community were amazed.

* " Look into the Holy Scriptures," says Clement, " which are the trtte tcords of the

Holy Ghost." 1st Epistle to trie Corinthians, chap. xlv. This father commonly quotes
the Scriptures by saying, " Thus saiUi the Holy Spirit." See chapters xiii. xvi. xxii. &.c.
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After this day, the Holy Ghost was often given by the imposition

of hands. It was given instantaneously ; it ' spoke expressly ;'

Philip was \ caught away' by it ; Ananias ' lied unto' it. Apply

these representations to the ' natural effect of the gospel on the

heart,' to ' Truth' ; and we shall have occasion to say, as well

as others, that the apostles often fell into great " inaccuracies of ex-

pression." It appears, then, from the letter, the spirit, and the

fulfilment of the promises under consideration, that the Holy

Ghost inspired the writers of the New Testament supernaturally,

constantly, infallibly.

The volume before us, to which we now return, is written in the

usual style and manner of the author—serious, affectionate, clear al-

most to transparency, and without the appearance of affectation. It is

characterized also by simplicity of argument. Some of our old

theological writers were fond of heaping argument on argument, as if

the solidity of a tower were proportioned to its height. But the

author of these Lectures, instead of bringing before the mind a

crowd of arguments, not one of which presents any distinctive

feature, singles out from the group some of the more prominent,

and urges them in a way to produce impression. Instead of going

forth with an unwieldy and entangling armory, he wisely ' chooses

him five smooth stones.' Considering, however, the great diver-

sity of minds, it may admit a question how far this mode of rea-

soning ought to be extended. One man is affected by an argument,

which has little influence on another.* We have ourselves been

strongly impressed with the confidence of the apostles in the truth

of their doctrines, and should be glad to see a greater prominence

given to this topic. Take, for instance the expressions, ' Though

an angel from heaven preach any other gospel than that which we

have preached, let him be accursed :' ' He that despiseth' us,

' despiseth not man, but God ;' and the question occurs, What right

have these men to set themselves up as the standard of perfection ?

Men,just from the fishing boat, and from the ensnaring occupation of

taxgatherers; some of them the 'chief of sinners; and all the

disciples of a man of sorrows ;' what right have they thus to anathe-

matize the philosophers who dissented from them ? They knew that

they were divinely inspired. Without this knowledge, their strong

confidence would have been arrogance, and could not be justified.

Another peculiarity of the Lectures before us is the removal of

objections, before the establishment of the main propositions. And,

in despite of rhetorical rule, we think the author exhibits much

wisdom, in first freeing the mind from embarrassment, and thus

preparing it for a steady contemplation of evidence. He expels

* Spinoza declared his willingness to believe the whole of revealed religion, if he

\ could only be convinced of the raising of Lazarus; but Mr. Yates says, that he would

not believe the doctrine of the Trinity, even if it were taught in the book of our religion.
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the mist from the eyes, before he presents the picture. And in

removing the objections agninst revelation, Dr. Woods, we think,

has been very successful. There seems to us a striking parallel

between the objections against inspiration, and those against cre-

ation. A celebrated skeptic* suggests four objections against the

creation of the world by a wise Being ;— 1st, contrivances for

pain ; 2d, government by general laws ; 3d, the frugality with

which all our powers are bestowed ; 4th, the inaccurate work-
manship of the whole system of things. Now, may we not reduce to

these principles a great proportion of deistical objections ? The
inspiration of men is contrary to our experience, says the Infidel

;

so is the creation of the world, says the Skeptic. It would be

degrading to the character of God to reveal many parts of Scrip-

ture ;f equally so to create many objects of nature. God never

would have inspired a book which should be liable to corruption

by men, says one ; neither would he create a human body liable

to injury and irreparable disaster, says another.

Our readers will forgive us, if we dwell for a moment on one

objection, which seems to deserve more than ordinary attention,

because attempts are making to give it a force on common minds

to which it is by no means entitled. We allude to the objection

drawn by Le Clerc and others, from the alleged incorrectness of

the received text. Dr. Woods has happily shewn the futility of

this objection ; we wish to show the futility of the charge of un-

certainty, which so many are disposed to bring against the manu-
scripts of the Bible. This charge is unjust, as well as disingenu-

ous. For, in the first place, it can be satisfactorily proved that

alterations in the manuscript copies of the Bible have been guarded

against with astonishing care. J Who can reconcile such scrupulous

* See Hume's Dialogues.

\ This objection, we apprehend, has been allowed far loo much force. Even Parry sup-

poses that tliS " inspired writers mention common occurrences" " without inspiration,"
' as any other plain and faithful men might do." Liberal Christians often appeal to those

passages which declare apparently unimportant events, as decisive against our views of

inspiration. But if we deny the inspiration of one passage, "here shall the line be drawn,

between that which is proper and that which is improper for God to reveal ? Locke
happily compares the Bible to a telescope, which aids, not supersedes, the use of the eye

;

and as die glass brings to our sight worlds undiscoverablehy unaided vision, so does the

Hible bring to our minds objects undiscovcrable by our natural powers. How absurd,

then, to refuse the use of this telescope, on account of the smallness of some of its screws,

or the concealed use of some of its wheels 1

\ That great care was taken in correcting manuscripts recently transcribed, is confirm-

ed by the practice which prevails in Eastern countries, even in our own time. The tran-

scriber reads over the newly made copy before a collection of learned men, each of whom
follows the reader with his own copy of the same book, carefully examining whether what

is'read agrees with it. As soon as any disagreement is perceived, the render stops, and

a discussion takes place,—which is sometimes long continued." See Jahn's Introduction

to the Sacred Hooks, pp. 124, 125.

The care of the Jews may be shown from the attempt of the Masorites to fix immovcably
the Hebrew text. For several ages from the sutth century, ihey continued to collect

observations on the " number of letters, words, and verses "t each book ; its middle letter,

word and verse ;" " the verses which contain all the letters of the alphabet or a particular

number;" " the verses which end with a particular form of a letter; the words which
have a particular letter in the middle ; and the number of times a particular letter occurs
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care with the idea of the uncertainty of our Scriptures ? But,

secondly, it can be shown, that no important alteration of the sacred

text Arcs ever been generally received. Why does not some modern

sectary alter the text of our Bible ? The attempt would be in-

stantly discovered and universally reprobated. So in ancient times.

The Christian world was early divided into sects ; and among the

Israelites do we not read of Jews and Samaritans ? All the exist-

ing copies of the Bible, particularly those in foreign tongues, would

stand up as faithful witnesses against a modern corruption. And
could an ancient sectary diffuse his corrupted passages through all

the Hebrew and Greek copies of the Bible, and the numerous

foreign versions ? Impossible. " The Bible exists now, to all

essential purposes, in its original purity." Its most imperfect copies

clearly exhibit its fundamental doctrines. It is estimated that

nearly a complete copy of the New Testament might be found in

the quotations of only three writers of the third century. True,

Kennicott, after an examination of 615 manuscripts and 52 edi-

tions, and De Rossi, after an examination of 731 manuscripts and

300 editions, have brought to light a huge congeries of facts; but

these facts only multiply the original witnesses to the purity of our

text, and put to eternal silence the charge of uncertainty preferred

against it. With this evidence before us, we cannot but regard the

attempt to unsettle common minds in regard to the Bible, and

set them adrift on the wide ocean of conjecture, as unfair, un-

christian, and even cruel.

f

It has been somewhere said, that Infidelity, although ever the

same in nature, assumes different appearances in different commu-
nities. It is like a fever, which some physicians tell us is one

simple affection of body, but, from the various conditions of the

systems which it attacks, assumes the various modifications of slow,

in the whole book." Jahn's Intro, p. 128. Mamonides mentions the following rules for

copying the sacred rolls :
—" Whatever is corrupt shall he burnt." " A book of the law

wauling but one letter, with one letter too much, or with an error in one single letter,

shall be considered corrupt." " No word shall be written without a line first drawn on the

parchment ; no word shall be written by heart, or without having been pronounced orally by
the writer ;" " no letter shall be joined to another," and " if the blank parchment cannot be
seen all around the letter, the roll shall be corrupt." Carpenter's Popular Lectures on
Biblical Criticism.

t Some late Unitarian publications on this subject, we think calculated lo produce an
impression on the popular mind decidedly false, and lamentably injurious. Might not our

Saviour and his apostles have described the impossibility of having in their day a pure

text of the Old Testament with the same zeal that these works exhibit in describing such

an impossibility in our day? But how did these models of excellence describe the uncer-

tainty of their text ? 'Search the Scriptures,' ' the Scriptures cannot be broken,' ' All

Scripture is profitable.' Do we find them using the language of a Unitarian tract ;
" The

Old Testament ' cannot possibly have been preserved from a vast number of literal,

verbal, and other errors' ? And yet the same causes of error existed then as now. We
will be the last to deny a free examination of Scriptural manuscripts ; but we protest

against communicating the results of our examination in a manner necessarily productive

of incorrect and ruinous impressions.
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intermittent, yellow, &c. In New England, Infidelity has attacked

those who were previously diseased with latitudinariati views of

the gospel. Who can wonder that it should here assume a pecu-

liar appearance ? We are much pleased with the antidote which
Dr. W. has furnished for this dangerous malady. It is wise not

to attempt the cure of a fever with a Galvanic battery. When we
wish to convince, it is wise not to suffer our arguments to be ob-

scured by the smoke, nor consumed by the flame of our feelings.

We recommend most cordially the spirit of cool, cautious, and sure

deliberation, which pervades the work before us. Above all, do
we recommend the spirit of Christian dignity and gentleness which
breathes through it. No severity of feeling, no precipitancy of

angry passion, no harshness of crimination. Every Christian must
rise from its perusal with his faith confirmed, and his benevolence

enkindled. Every opposer of the doctrines and inspiration of the

Bible, must confess that " right words" are " forcible," and that ' a
soft answer turneth away wrath.' He will find in it nothing irri-

tating, unless it is argument : nothing offensive, unless it is the

candid, quiet, and manly temper of the Christian. We pray that

the bland spirit of our religion, which breathes through these pages
may be more generally diffused ; and that its benignant influence

may be more generally manifest.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The following creed is extracted from Lightfoot; Works, vol. ii. p. 383.

This eminent Divine, after the most diligent research in the different depart-

ments of Biblical and Rabbinical learning, supposed these articles to be contain-

ed in the laws and institutions of Moses, and that they were for substance em-
braced by the ancient, learned, and pious Israelites.

Articles of a believing jew's creed, collected out of moses's
law.

1. I believe that salvation is by faith, not by works.
When the Talmudic Jows make such a confession, " The just

by his faith shall live :" it is no wonder, if the more ancient and
more holy Jews, under the law, looked for salvation, not by their

own merits and works, but only by faith.

2. I believe that there is no salvation without reconciliation with
God, and no reconciliation without satisfaction.

The first part of this article is so plain, that nature might teach
it ; and so might it the latter also.

3. I believe that satisfaction shall once be made.
This they might see by their daily sacrifice, aiming at a time,

when there should full satisfaction be made, which these poor things
could not do.

vol. in.

—

no. VII. 48
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4. I believe that satisfaction for sin shall be made by a man.
This is answerable to reason, that, as a man sinned, so a man

should satisfy.

5. I believe that he shall be more than a man.
This they learned from the common service about the tabernacle,

wherein the high-priest, a man as fully hallowed and sanctified as

man could be, for his outward function
;
yet did he offer, and offer

again, for the people and himself, and yet they were unclean still.

This read a lecture to every one's apprehension, that a mere man
could not do the deed of satisfaction ; but he must be more.

6. I believe the Redeemer must also be Sod, as well as man.
The disability of beasts to make satisfaction, they saw by their

dying in sacrifice one after another; and yet, man's conscience

cleansed never the better. The inability of man we saw before :

the next, then, that is likely to do this work, are angels. But them
Israel saw in the tabernacle-curtains, spectators only, and not actors,

in the time and work of reconciliation. From hence they might
gather, that it must be God dwelling with man in one person,—as

the cloud, the glory of God, never parted from the ark.

7. I believe that man's Redeemer shall die to make satisfaction.

This they saw from their continued bloody sacrifices, and from

the covenants made, and all things purged by blood. This the heed-

less manslayer might take heed of, and see that as, by the death of

the high-priest, he was restored to liberty, so should mankind be, by

the death of the highest Priest, to the glorious liberty of the sons of

God. Their delivery from Egypt by the death of a lamb taught

them no less.

8. I believe that he shall not die for his own sins, but for man's.

Every sacrifice read this lecture, when the most harmless of beasts

and birds were offered.

9. I believe that he shall overcome death.

This Israel saw by necessary conclusion, that if Christ should

fall under death, he did no more than men had done before. His

resurrection they saw in Aaron's rod, the scapegoat, sparrow, &c.
10. I believe to be saved by laying hold upon his merits.

Laying their right hand upon the head of every beast that they

brought to be offered up, taught them, that their sins were to be im-

puted to another ; and the laying hold on the horns of the altar,

it being a sanctuary or refuge from vengeance, taught them, that an-

other's merits were to be imputed to them.

Thus far each holy Israelite was a Christian, in this point of doc-

trine, by earnest study finding these points under the veil of Moses.

The ignorant were taught this by the learned every sabbath-day,

having the Scriptures read and expounded unto them. From these

groundworks of Moses, and the prophets' commentaries thereupon

concerning the Messias, came the schools of the Jews to be so well

versed in that point, that their scholars do mention his very name,

Jesus ; the time of his birth, in Tisri ; the space of his preaching,

three years and a half; the year of his death, the year of jubilee:

and divers such particulars are to be found in their authors, though

they knew him not, when he came amongst them.
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TRANSUBSTANTIATION AXD THE TRINITV/.

Unitarians often class the doctrine of the Trinity with Transubstantiation,

and insist that those who admit the former, ought not to stumble at the latter.

The one doctrine, say they, may be supported by the letter of Scripture, not less

than the other ; and both are equally absurd. This objection to the Trinity was

urged by Dr. Priestley, and has since been echoed by hundreds of others. The
following reply to Priestley is from the pen of the celebrated Mr. Fletcher.

1. The question between Dr. Priestley and us is, whether there

are three Divine Subsistences in the one Divine Essence. Now it

is plain, that to deny this proposition, as reasonably as we deny that

bread is flesh, and that wine is human blood, we must be as well

acquainted with the nature of the Divine Essence, and of Divine
Personality, as we are with the taste of bread and wine. But how
widely different is the case, the Doctor himself being judoe? Do
not his Disquisitions assert, that the Divine Essence hath properties

most essentially different from everything else—that of God's sub-
stance we have no idea at all—and that he must forever remain the
Incomprehensible? Therefore, if God hath revealed, that he exists

with the three personal distinctions of Father, Word, and Holy
Ghost, the Doctor, after his concessions, can never deny it, without
exposing at once his piety, his philosophy, his logic, and his com-
mon sense ; unless he should make it appear, that he is the first

man, who can pertinently speak of what he has no idea at all and
who perfectly comprehends what must forever remain incomprehen-
sible. But,

2. The question between the Pope and us, with respect to

transubstantiation, is quite within our reach ; since it is only,
whether bread be flesh and bones ; whether wine be human blood

;

whether the same identical body can be wholly in heaven and in

a million of places on earth, at the same time ; and whether
a thin round wafer, an inch in diameter, is the real person of a
man five or six feet high. Here, we only decide about thino-g

known to us from the cradle, and concerning which, our daily ex-
perience, and our five senses, help us to bear a right judgement,
agreeable to the tenor of the Scripture. Therefore,

3. Considering that the two cases arc diametrically contrary, and
differ as much as the depths of the Divine Nature differ from a piece
of bread ; as much as the most incomprehensible thing in heaven
differs from the things we know best upon earth ;—we are bold to say,
that when the learned Doctor involves the Protestant worshippers of
the Trinity, and the Popish worshippers of a bit of bread, in the same
charge of absurd idolatry, he betrays as great a degree of unphilo-

sophical prejudice, and illogical reasoning, as ever a learned and
wise man was driven to, in the height of disputation for a favorite

error.

Do what you can, says the Socinian, you must either sacrifice the
Unity to the Trinity, or the Trinity to the Unity ; for they are in-

compatible.—But who says it? Certainly not our Lord, who com-
mands all nations to be baptised into the one name of the Father, of the
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Son, and of the Holy Ghost. And if Dr. P. says it, then he says it

without knowing it ; for, speaking like a judicious Philosopher, he

has just told us, that probably the Divine Nature, besides being simply

unknown to him, most essentially differs from the human in many cir-

cumstances of which he hath no knowledge at all. To this sufficient

answer, we beg leave to add an illustration, which may throw some
light upon the Doctor's unphilosophical positiveness.

Modern physicians justly maintain the circulation of the blood,

which being carried from the heart through the arteries, flows back

to it by the veins. But a learned Doctor, very fond of unity, availing

himself of the connection which the arteries have with the veins in

all the extremities of the body, insists that one set of vessels is more
agreeable to the simplicity of the human frame. What ! says he,

Arteries ! Veins ! and lymphatic Vessels too ! I pronounce that

one set of uniform, circular vessels, is quite sufficient. You must
therefore sacrifice the arteries to the veins, or the veins to the arte-

ries ; for they are quite incompatible. This dogmatical positiveness

of the Unitarian Anatomist would surprize us the more, if we had

just heard him say, that there are many things in anatomy, of which
he has no knowledge at all, and assert, that the minute ramifications,

and delicate connections of the vessels which compose the human
frame, are, and must forever remain incomprehensible to those who
have our feeble and imperfect organs.

From this simile, which we hope is not improper, we infer, that

if positiveness on this anatomical question would not become the

learning and modesty of a Doctor in Physic ; a like degree of peremp-
toriness and assurance, in a matter infinitely more out of our reach,

is as unsuitable to the humble candor of a Doctor in Divinity, as to

the cautious wisdom of a Philosopher.

ON CHRISTIAN LIBERTY.

The following very just sentiments on the subject of religious freedom are

extracted from a sermon, preached to the first general Assembly of the Province

of Massachusetts Bay, after the two colonies of Massachusetts and Plymouth

were by royal charter united, in 1692. They show that, although the first set-

tlers of this country were not altogether free from the errors of their age in re-

gard to liberty of conscience, these errors were soon shaken off, and better views

were entertained.

Things will go well, when magistrates are great promoters of

the thing that good is, and of what the Lord requireth of them. I do

not mean that it would be well for the civil magistrate, with a civil

penalty, to compel men to this or that way of worship, which they

are conscientiously indisposed unto. He is most properly the officer

of humane society ; and a Christian, by non-conformity to this or that

imposed way of worship, does not break the terms on which he is to

enjoy the benefits of humane society.

A man has a right unto his own life, his estate, his liberty, and his

family, although he should not come up unto these and those bless-

ed institutions of our Lord. When a man sins in his political ca-
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parity, let political societies animadvert upon him ; but when he sins

only in a religious capacity, societies more purely religious are the

fittest then to deal with him. Indeed, in the Old Testament, the

magistrate was an ecclesiastical officer; and compliance with the

Mosaic rites was that which entitled men unto the benefits of Canaan,
the typical and renowned land. But now these figurative things

have more spiritual things to answer to them. It may be feared, that

things will not go well, when heresies are not exterminated ; but I

pray, when (except once, perhaps, or so in the case of Donatism,) did

fines or gaols ever signifie anything for the cure of hcreticks ? The
primitive church, for the first three hundred years of Christianity,

cut off a thousand new Hydra's heads, without borrowing such penal

laws as have since been used ; it was by sound preaching, by disci-

pline, by catechising, and by disputation, that they turned to flight

the armies of the aliens. Then 'twas that Christians did use to say,

non gladiis, aut jaculis, aut militari manu, Veritas prcedicaiur, sed

suadendo 8? consulendo. Afterwards, indeed, the orthodox engaged

the emperors unto severities upon the hereticks of those days ; but

what got they by it? When a wicked Manichee, a sort of Quaker,

was put to death, an excellent historian says, 'Twos amost wretched

example, and it made the heresie spread the more.' Such prosecutions

do but give a. principle, which would be most fatal to the church of

God
;
yea, they do but afford a root for Cain's club to grow upon.

These violences may bring the erroneous to be hypocrites, but they

will never make them to be believers ; no, they naturally prejudice

men's minds against the cause, which is therein pretended for, as

being a weak, a wrong, an evil cause.—Wherefore, that things may
go well, I would willingly put in a barr against the persecution of any

that may conscientiously dissent from our way. Possibly the zeal

in some famous and worthy disciples of our Lord among ourselves

has been reported and reckoned, as having once had a little too much
fire on this account ; but the churches of God abroad counted that

things did not go well among us, until they judged us more fully come
up unto the Apostolic rule, to leave the otherwise minded unto God.

Nor would I desire myself to suffer persecution upon a clearer cause

than that of testifying against our persecution of other Christians that

are not of my own opinion. 1 am sure that things will not go well,

as long as we incur the fulfillment of that aweful word, If ye bite

and devour one another, take heed that ye be not consumed one of

another.

pvley's change ok sentiments.

Extracted from Bickersteth's Christian Student, pp. 35G, 357.

Paley, in a Visitation Sermon, preached July 17, 1777, on the

question, What the expressions in Scripture, regenerate, born of the

Spirit, new creatures, mean ?—answers, ' Nothing ! that is, nothing

to us ! nothing to be found or sought for in the present circumstances

of Christianity !' It is very gratifying, however, to know that Paley's

views materially changed on this topic before he died ; and that,

among the sermons directed to be printed after his death, are the
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following much more scriptural views ofconversion. In a sermon on
Matt. ix. 13, he says :

' Of the persons in our congregations, to whom
we not only may but must preach the doctrine of conversion plainly

and directly, are those who, with the name indeed of Christians,

have hitherto passed their lives without any internal religion what-
ever ; who have not at all thought upon the subject, &c. &c. These
persons are as really in an unconverted state as any Jew or Gen-
tile could be in our Saviour's time. . . .These must be converted be-

fore they can be saved ; the course of their thoughts must be changed
;

the very principles upon which they act must be changed ; . . .there

must be a revolution within. A change so entire, so deep, and so

important as this, I do allow to be a conversion ; and no one, who is

in the situation above described, can be saved without undergoing
it ; and he must necessarily both be sensible of it at the time, and
remember it all his life afterward. It is too momentous an event
ever to be forgotten. A man might as easily forget his escape from
a shipwreck.'

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF DR. WEST.

Of the last generation of ministers in New England, Dr. Stephen West of

Stockbridge, Mass. was among the most, distinguished. The following account

of him is from a very useful work, lately published, entitled ' A History of the

County of Berkshire, Mass.,' and will be interesting to many of our readers.

Dr. West was the son of Zebulon West, Esq., of Tolland, Conn.,
and was graduated at Yale College in 1755. After leaving college,

he taught a school, and studied theology in Hatfield. He was li-

censed to preach by the Association of Ministers in Hampshire
county, probably in the close of 1757, or the beginning of 175S,
soon after which he was appointed chaplain at Fort Massachusetts
in Adams. From that place he came to Stockbridge in November,
of the latter year, and was ordained pastor of the church, June 13,

1759.

For several years, he communicated instructions, as his predeces-

sors had done, both to the Indians and the English inhabitants. His
common practice was to preach to the Indians on Sabbath morning,
by an interpreter, and to the English in the afternoon. But as it

was very difficult to obtain a suitable interpreter, and as the English
rapidly increased by the accession of families from different parts of

the country, and became capable of supporting the gospel themselves,

Dr. West, in 1775, relinquished the instruction of the Indians, and
with it the income received from the commissioners, to Mr. John
Sergeant, son of the first missionary, who perfectly understood their

language, and who had received a respectable education at Newark,
N. J. The Indian professors, however, were not immediately sepa-

rated from the church. They retained the same relation to the

church and people as before ; but instead of receiving instruction

from Dr. West through an interpreter, they received it directly from

Mr. Sergeant in their own language. This state of things continued
until their general removal to the township given them by the Onei-

das, in 1785, when the professors among them, then 16 in number,
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were regularly dismissed, formed into a new church, and Mr. Ser-

geant was ordained their pastor. The little church still lives among
them, and has occasionally received some additions from the world.

For a part of the time since their residence at Green Bay, they have

enjoyed the labors of a missionary, and have been recently visited,

in some degree, by the gracious influences of the Spirit.

When Dr. West was ordained in Stockbridge, there were only

four settled ministers within the bounds of the county ; the Rev.
Jonathan Hubbard of Sheffield, Thomas Strong of New Marl-
borough, Adonijah Bidvvell of Tyringham, and Samuel Hopkins of

Great Barrington. Mr. Hopkins, afterwards Dr. Hopkins, was the

nearest, and with him Dr. West contracted an early, intimate, and,

as the result shows, a very happy friendship. The structure of their

minds was somewhat similar. Both were fond of discussion and
research. Dr. West was dissatisfied with what his predecessor,
" Pres. Edwards, had written on the freedom of the will, and on
many points relative to the distinguishing doctrines of grace."

These became the topics of free and repeated conversation ; and the

effect was, that Dr. West gave up his hope of a personal interest in

Christ, which he had long entertained, and which he had professed

before men, and was convinced, that while lie had undertaken the

charge of souls, his own soul had been neglected. His conviction

of sin was deep and pungent, and his solicitude was strong, and at

times almost overwhelming. But the Lord was pleased soon to re-

lieve him, to make him the subject of new views and affections, and
to give him a good /tope through grace. The reality and greatness of
this change directly appeared in the solemnity, fervency and pungen-
cy of his preaching, and in the humility and goodness of his life.

Soon after this change, Dr. West preached a series of discourses,

in which he dwelt extensively upon the character and government
of God, and upon the dependence and accountability of man; the

substance of which he published in 17*2, in a work entitled " An
Essay on Moral Agency." The fame produced by this essay, led

many young men, designed for the holy ministry, to repair to him
for instruction and assistance in the study of divinity. A succes-

sion of students from the New England colleges were under his

care, for the space of thirty-five or forty years. These he boarded
in his own family, where they had the benefits of his daily conver-
sation and example, as well as his more formal instructions.

In pleaching, he dwelt principally upon the doctrines of grace,
the richness and excellence of which he had experienced in his own
soul, and which he deemed all-important to the good of the souls of
others. He was much in the habit of giving instructions in an ex-

pository form. During his ministry, he passed three times through
the New Testament, expounding the sacred oracles, verse by verse,
" with a propriety, acuteness and vigor," says a certain writer well

acquainted with him, and a very competent judge on the subject,
"of which this country has seen no parallel."

In 1792, the trustees of Dartmouth College conferred upon him
the degree of Doctor in Divinity.
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In 1810, such were his infirmities, that it was deemed important

that he should have the assistance of a colleague ; and the Rev.
Ephraim G. Swift was associated with him in that capacity, on the

26th of Sept. in that year ; after which the duties of the ministry

were discharged by them jointly. Things passed on in this manner
for some time to their mutual satisfaction, and to the satisfaction of

the people. The Lord also blessed their labors. But difficulties

at length occurred in the church, which rendered it necessary that

the colleague should be dismissed ; and with a view to quiet the

party feelings which then existed, Dr. West agreed to be dismissed

also. Accordingly both were dismissed on the 27th of August,

1818.

After his dismission, Dr. West was rarely able to appear in pub-

lic. On the first sabbath in November and January following, he

administered the Lord's supper to the church, and on the 10th of

Feb. attended a funeral. After this, he was confined to his house,

and generally to his bed, growing weaker and weaker in body and

mind, until Saturday, the 13th of May, 1819, when he expired, in the

84th year of his age. His funeral was attended the Monday follow-

ing, at which a sermon was preached by the Rev. Jacob Catlin,

D. D., from Zech. i. 5.

Dr. West was twice married. His first wife was Miss Elizabeth

Williams, daughter of Col. Ephraim Williams. She died Sept. 15,

1804, in the 74th year of her age. His second wife was Miss Elea-

nor Dewey, daughter of Mr. Daniel Dewey of Sheffield. She died

in her native town, March 14, 1827, aged 73.

The courtesy and politeness of Dr. West, the effect of his good

sense, his piety, and acquaintance with the world, were universally

acknowledged and admired. All were made easy in his presence,

while they regarded him with respect and love.

His mind, originally superior, was well disciplined, and greatly

improved by science. At college, he had the reputation of a sound

classical scholar. In the earlier period of his ministry, enjoying

good health, and having but a small family, he applied himself in-

tensely to study ; and indeed through life he was distinguished for in-

dustry and application. Hence he acquired a fund of knowledge.

He had some acquaintance with the Hebrew of the Old Testament,

was a good critic in the Greek of the New Testament, and read

the Latin language with great facility. Other branches of knowledge

were pursued, which were directly connected with his profession.

His acquisitions of knowledge, and improvement as a divine, were

greatly promoted by the exactness and punctuality with which he

prosecuted duty, doing everything methodically. One branch of

service was never suffered to intrude upon another. All was antici-

pated and arranged, and his mind kept clear, and fit for vigorous

and successful effort. He always kept several sermons written on

hand, that he might not be driven to prepare for the sabbath at the

close of the week. Fast and thanksgiving sermons were prepared

weeks before they were used.

Though his passions were naturally quick and strong, they were

kept under steady subjection. He possessed his soul in patience.
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Scarcely anything ever ruffled his mind, or caused him to utter a

rash or imprudent word. At the same time, tender emotions were very

readily excited, upon the occurrence of anything interesting among
his own people or in the Redeemer's kingdom. In reading the

Scriptures, in prayer, especially when the Saviour was brought di-

rectly into view, he was often affected, even to weeping.

As a Christian, Dr. West was certainly eminent. All the graces

shone in him, and some with distinguished lustre. His humility was

continually noticed. The fact that he had once deceived himself,

and entered the ministry without piety of heart, and his deep con-

victions, made impressions that were never forgotten. He seemed

to count himself less than the least of all saints, because he had thus

offended. Another trait to which this gave rise, was his marked and

strong reliance on the merits of Christ for forgiveness and salvation
;

a reliance which was conspicuous in all his conversation, preaching

and conduct ; especially in his prayers, offered up through his death

and intercession.

He had stated seasons for private communion with God. In

the morning, after dressing and washing, he used to go to his closet

almost as steadily as the sun arose. His season for private devotion

in the evening, was a little after eight, when he used to retire, even

if company were at his house, though he did it in such a manner
that the reason of his withdrawing was not perceived by strangers.

In keeping the sabbath he was very strict. Having all his con-

cerns previously adjusted, that his mind might not be disturbed on
this sacred day, he was wont, when the sun went down on Saturday,

to give himself to prayer for the blessing of God upon his own soul,

upon his church and people, and upon the world. The day, except

so far as it was taken up in family and public devotions, was spent

in reading, meditation, and secret communion with God.

Though Dr. West read the Scriptures much, probably from early

life, he gave them a more thorough examination after his conversion.

Now in the prime of life, all the powers of a vigorous and cultivated

mind, and of a renewed heart, were brought to an investigation of

the truth as it lies on the inspired pages. The practice of giving

expository lectures on the Sabbath, the superintendence of a theolog-

ical class of young men, and another of young women, together with

the instruction of students in divinity, living in his family and per-

mitted to ask him questions at any time on subjects of doctrine and
practice, conspired also to make him thus earnestly and habitually

attentive to the sacred volume. Hence he became mighty in the

Scriptures, and was able, almost beyond any other man, to unfold

the meaning of the Holy Ghost. For many of the last years of his

life, he read the Bible more than all other books.

The traits and habits which I have now mentioned, gave a heav-

enly cast to his conversation and conduct in his family, and to his

visits among his friends and his people. The things of this world
were little regarded, and a savour of divine goodness and wisdom
continually attended him.

It is hardly possible that the preaching of such a man should not
have been excellent. This excellence, however, did not consist so

VOL. III.—NO VII. 49
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much in the graces of style, as in lucid and forcible exhibitions of
truth, applied to the conscience and heart. He was logical rather
than rhetorical ; though sometimes in his expository and extempo-
raneous performances, when warmed with the subject, he became
highly eloquent.

As an instructer in theology, his attention was chiefly confined
to what is termed Didactic Theology. A system of questions was
given out on the great doctrines and duties of religion, on which
the students read, reflected, and wrote. On their compositions,
when read before him, he remarked, pointing out their excellencies

and defects. He said comparatively little to them concerning bibli-

cal criticism, philology, and some other subjects, which are important
to theological students, especially at the present day. His great ob-
ject was to make them thoroughly acquainted with the system of
doctrines revealed in the Bible ; an object which his own preaching
and conversation contributed not a little to promote. Many of them
have been distinguished in the churches ; among whom may be
mentioned the late Dr. Spring of JNewburyport, and the late Dr.
Catlin of New Marlborough.

Dr. West ranks high among the writers of his day. His Essay
on Moral Agency, first published in 1772, and republished with an
Appendix in 1794, is a proof of very respectable talents and diligent

research, and sufficient alone to establish his reputation as a meta-
physician. His treatise on the Atonement, published in 1785,
which has also passed through a second edition, has been highly

approved by the most competent judges. Besides these larger

works, he published a variety of sermons, and other smaller treatises.

But the greatest excellence of Dr. West yet remains to be noticed :

he was wise to win souls to Christ. His preaching, after his

conversion, was with power. He witnessed five seasons of special

revival among his people, and during his ministry almost 400 persons

were added to his church.

It was impossible that such a man should not have been ex-

tensively known. Peculiar circumstances also served to elicit

and display his talents and graces. Settling in Stockbridge, while

some of the southern, most of the middle, and all the northern parts

of Berkshire were a wilderness, he had much opportunity for influ-

encing the views, and shaping the habits of the new settlers, who
flocked into the county in the early part of his ministry, from every

quarter. He assisted in the formation of many of the churches, and
had an important agency in introducing the orthodox confessions of

faith with which these churches are now blessed. He helped to ordain

the pastors of these churches, many of whom had been his pupils.

He was often called upon in councils for settling difficulties, and
was for many years standing moderator of the Berkshire Association.

In all his services he displayed ability, acquitted himself with honor,

and enjoyed pre-eminently the esteem and confidence of his brethren

and of the community.
Among his more particular friends and correspondents were Dr.

Bellamy, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Edwards, and the Rev. John Ryland of

Bristol, in England.
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THE CHRISTIAN EXAMINER ON UNIVERSALISM.

Since the publication of the Review of Universalism, in our num-
ber for April, a long article has appeared in the Christian Examiner
on the same subject. The object of this article seems to have been
to dissipate remaining fears and prejudices, and prepare the minds
of Unitarians for further devolopements of Universalism in their own
body. Accordingly many things are said of Universalism of a nature

to give it currency and credit, and which none but Universalists would
be likely to say. " Until the close of the fourth century, this opinion

(Universalism) was held and avowed by many among the most eminent

Orthodox Fathers in the east." " It was not until the fifth General
Council, held A. D. 553, that the doctrine of a final restoration of

the wicked was formally condemned as heretical by the supreme ju-

dicatory of the Catholic church."* Some of the " brightest orna-
ments and highest dignitaries" of the English church have been
Universalists. " The doctrine of the proper eternity of hell torments
has been gradually fading away before the progress of civilization,

and biblical and theological science." Some "of the purest and best

men that have ever lived"—men of "extraordinary attainments," and
"of unimpeachable integrity and piety," who " would do honor to

any cause," and of whom their friends would " have a right to be
proud," are reckoned in the number of Universalists. f—Whether
these assertions are true or false, it is not our intention at present to

inquire. We look rather to the purpose for which they were made,
and the real sentiments of those who have uttered them ; and these
certainly are too obvious to be mistaken.

Another means resorted to for preventing alarm, on account of
the appearances of Universalism, is to state the views pretended to

have been held respecting the future condition of the wicked under
a variety of distinctions, imputing opinions to the believers of eternal
punishment such as never were entertained, probably, by any human
being. The effect of this manoeuvre is, not only to cast a stigma
upon the truth, but to unsettle the whole subject, throw over it an
air of speculation and uncertainty, and dispel all definite apprehen-
sions as to the future consequences of our actions.

Still, the more serious Unitarians, who are not yet prepared to

make common cause with Universalists, may be alarmed, and some-
thing must be said to quiet their fears, and make them easy. Ac-
cordingly it is pretended that Unitarians are not Universalists, and
there is no danger that they ever will be. " If any changes of opin-
ion are taking place among the principal writers, or the junior min-
isters, they are of a kind to lead them still farther away from the belief,

that the time will ever arrive, when all mankind will be saved by an
invincible necessity, or when those who have sinned, and those who
have not, will stand on precisely the same footing. "| p. 202,

* Gibbon assigns, as one cause of the rapid spread of the Christian religion in the Ro-
man Empire, that the primitive Christians insisted much on the doctrine of eternal punish-
ment, and thus frightened people into a reception of their cbgmas. They " delivered
over, without hesitation, to eternal torture, the far greater part of the human race," Chap.
xv. See how these unbelievers refute one another!

t See pp. 230, 229, 236, 237, 243. 245, 239, 247.

t A very singular phraseology this. Who ever charged Unitarians with holding Uni-
versalism as here described ? We might almost say, who ever did thus hold it? May
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The article concludes with the following declaration :
" We look

upon it" (the doctrine of eternal punishment, as held by Calvinists)
" as beyond all question the most horrible dogma ever conceiv-
ed or uttered by man."

harvard college.

Dear Sir,

In reply to your last, in which you inquire if the time is " ever

to come, when the sons of Orthodox parents may safely and properly

pursue their education at Harvard College, and if so, what changes
are previously to be desired," I observe, negatively, in the language
of my former communication, "We do not claim that the College
shall become exclusively Orthodox, or wish that it may fall under
the entire influence of any one denomination. Unlike those institu-

tions which have been founded by different sects for their own par-

ticular use and benefit, Harvard College is in right, and ought to be
in fact, the College of the State, where all the religious denom-
inations may have an influence, and to which all may send their

children, without the danger of their being perverted." With these

views, we do not claim that there shall be an entire, or so much
as a general change in the present curators and governors of the

institution. But we do claim, to express it all in few words, that the

College shall drop its sectarian character—that it shall cease to be a

Unitarian College—that important appointments, instead of being
confined to a single sect, shall be impartially distributed—that the

institution shall no longer be held as the property, and subjected to

the entire influence and control, of a single denomination. We claim

that it shall be placed on such a footing, that Evangelical Christians

may bestow their patronage, and greatly increase the number of stu-

dents, without giving occasion for any to boast, " See how Unitari-

anism prospers ! See how popular it is becoming, and how exten-

sively it is likely to prevail" ! That such would be the feeling, if

not the language, of many, should Orthodox parents now fill up the

College with their sons, is to me indubitable. By such a proce-

dure, Unitarians would be encouraged, and strengthened, and more
than ever determined to carry out the system of exclusion on which
they have entered. This consideration proves, that a change in

the state of the College is necessary, indispensably necessary, before

the patronage of Orthodox Christians can with safety or propriety be

bestowed.

But what change? In answer to this, I do not feel authorized,

nor would it become me, to speak particularly. For your consider-

ation, however, I will suggest two things in which, as it appears to me
and to many others with whose views I am acquainted, a change is

indispensable.

not a person be a Universal ist, without believing that " all mankind will be saved by an
invincible necessity ? without believing that " those who have sinned and those who have
not," the redeemed and the holy angels, " will stand on precisely the same footing" ?
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In the first place. Let the College, and the Theological School, be

entirely separated. If Unitarians wish an institution for the instruc-

tion of their ministers, we are willing they should have one. But
let them take the same means to accomplish their wishes in this re-

spect which other denominations are obliged to take;—let them
found it, endow it, and support it. Let them not attach it to a Col-

lege, instituted and endowed for very different purposes, and attempt

to support it by a continued perversion of College instruction and
College funds. The truth in regard to the Theological School at

Cambridge* is, that it has no proper foundation of its own. It has

derived, and is deriving nearly all its instruction and support from
the College. In proof of this, I appeal to one of the publications

of the American Unitarian Association. Speaking of the "course
of study in the Divinity School at Cambridge," the writer (Rev. F.

W. P. Greenwood) observes,

" No PERMANENT PROVISION IS YET MADE FOR ANY PART OF THIS INSTRUCTION.
Dr. Ware is a professor in the University, and acts as College Chaplain ; he
cannot, therefore, devote much of his time to the students of the Divinity School.
Professor Willard is also a University Professor, and has numerous duties in the
College. Professor Norton

-

' (an University Professor) " receives $300 from the
Dexter fund, and the rest of his salary from the general theological funds. Dr. Fol-

len is altogether paidfrom the Collegefunds, except one hundred and fifty dollars,

which comes from the theological funds. Mr. Palfrey is to receive his compen-
sation, of four hundred dollars per annum, from the rents of Divinity Hall. The
provision for Mr. Ware's professorship expires in ten years.

It is very desirable that permanent provision should be made for some part of
the above instruction, as in that case the general theological funds would be
relieved from the disbursement of sums, which might be applied to the increase

of the theological library, t the building of houses for the instructers, and
other needful purposes, and more ample instruction would be also secured.
Even more urgent, perhaps, is the want of a fund for scholarships. These

are now in a measure supplied by annual contributions from churches in Boston
and the vicinity. But from various causes this source is very uncertain. Two
thousand dollars is an ample foundation for one scholarship.

Theie is wanted, also, the sum of twenty thousand dollars, to free the Divini-

ty Hallfrom a debt to that amount, for money advanced by the trustees, for

which interest is now paid."

From this statement it is evident, that the Theological School at

Cambridge coulg
1

never have gone into operation at all, nor can it

continue in operation on its present footing, independent of the in-

struction and support which it derives from College. Its situation

is such, that College officers and College funds are made, in a great

measure, to support it. The amount of instruction received from its

connection with College could not, on a moderate computation, be pro-

vided, short of 3,000 dollars annually, which is the interest of 50,000.
Not less than 50,000 dollars of College funds, of public property, is

thus virtually made over, by the existing state of things, to the use

* If any persons entertain doubts as to the character of this school, let them listen to the
following language of Mr. Greenwood, sanctioned by the American Unitarian Associa-
tion. Tract No. 32, p. 18. "The cause of the Cambridge School, and the cause of ra-
tional religion and pure Christianity (i. e. UnitarLtmsm) we sincerely hold to be one
and the same. The prosperity of the former is intimately, perhaps inseparably, connect-
ed with the progress of the latter."

t The College Library now answers the purpose, to a great extent, of a Library for the

Theological School.
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and benefit of the Unitarian Theological School. Now these things

ought not so to be. And this unwarrantable connection must be

dissolved—this Theological School must be cut loose from College,

before the patronage of Evangelical Christians can be extended to

it. Why should there be any more connection between Cambridge
Theological School and Harvard College, than there is between An-
dover or Newton theological institutions andHarvard College 1 What
better right have Unitarians to educate their ministers from the avails

of public funds, than have the Orthodox Congregationalisls or the

Baptists ?

The other change proposed to be mentioned, and which seems to

me indispensable, is the restoration of the Hollis Professorship. This
Professorship was instituted by a man, Orthodox in the technical

sense, and for the permanent support of an Orthodox Professor,

who should be " in communion with some Christian church of one

of the three denominations, Congregationalist, Presbyterian, or Bap-

tist." Under these conditions, the endowment was accepted, and a

promise given that it should be faithfully applied. It is incumbent,

therefore, on those who make and confirm appointments in Harvard
College, as honest men, either to fulfil the design of the founder of

this Professorship, or to abolish the Professorship and relinquish the

fund. For the gross perversion which has been committed, and
persisted in, in relation to this matter, I know of no excuse; and
certainly (as I said in my former communication) I can do nothing

to countenance it. Nor do I think it right for Orthodox Christians

to patronise the institution, so long as this perversion continues.

The other officers of College may be chosen, and perhaps ought to

be, without regard to religious opinion; but the Hollis Professor of

Divinity (if he bears the name of Hollis, or is supported from his

fund) must be such an one as Hollis prescribed.

I might reply to your inquiries at greater length, but at present it

is unnecessary. The time, I believe, will come—may it come speed-

ily—when the regard which you feel for your alma mater may flow

out towards her unobstructed, and when the confidence and pat-

ronage of Orthodox Christians may safely be extended to this an-

cient seminary. I have hinted at certain changes as previously

indispensable : Let these be made in good faith, and none ofthe sons

of Harvard will be found to exceed us in affection and zeal. But until

they are made, the best which the excluded denominations can do
for the College is—to withdraw. In this way, they will impress the

necessity of change, and will undoubtedly hasten it.—In the mean
time, there are other Colleges to which our sons may repair—Col-

leges blest with able instructers, with the faithful preaching of the

gospel, and with the special smiles of Heaven. In institutions such
as these, we may hope with confidence, and pray in faith, that God
will meet our dear children, and bestow his grace, and prepare

them for usefulness in his kingdom. I am yours, &c.
Chaunov.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

1 Encyclopedia Americana : A Popular Dictionary of the Arts,,

Sciences, Literature, History, Politics, and Biography, brought
down to the present time ; including a copious collection of original

articles in American Biography ; on the basis of the seventh edition

of the German Conversations-Lexicon. Edited by Francis Lieber,

assisted by E. Wigglesworth. Philadelphia : Carey & Lea.

This work is to be completed in twelve volumes octavo, each containing be-

tween GOO and 700 pages. The third volume has been recently published.

2 The Works of William Paley, D. D., Archdeacon of Car-
lisle ; comprising the additional volume of Sermons first published

in IS25, with a Memoir of his Life. Complete in 6 volumes.

Cambridge : Hilliard and Brown.

3 The Works of Thomas Chalmers, D. D., Minister of the Tron
Church, Glasgow ; complete in one volume. Philadelphia : Towar
and Hogan. 1830. pp. 469.

4 Course of Hebrew Study, adapted to the use of Beginners. By
Moses Stuart, Associate Professor of Sacred Literature in the The-
ological Seminary, Andover. Vol. II. Andover : Flagg &, Gould.

1830. pp. 204.

5 A History of the County of Berkshire, Mass. in tioo parts ; the

first being a general view of the County ; the second an account of

the several Towns. By Gentlemen in the County, Clergymen and
Laymen. Pittsfield : Samuel W. Bush. 1829. pp. 468.

6 The Life of Rev. Philip Henry. By his Son, Matthew Henry,
author of a Commentary on the Bible. Revised' and enlarged. New
York : John P. Haven. 1830. pp. 238.

7 Pleasantness of a Religious Life opened and proved. By Mat-
thew Henry, i^ythor of the Exposition of the Holy Scriptures. Bos-

ton : Peirce 6l Williams. 1830. pp. 168.

8 Abolition of the African Slave Trade by the British Parlia-
ment. Abridged from Clarkson. Together with a brief view of the

present state of the Slave Trade, and of Slavery. In two volumes.
Augusta: G. A. Brinsmade. 1830.

9 A Sketch of Sacred Geography, for Sunday Schools, Bible

Classes, and Families, with four elegant Maps. By a Friend of
Youth. New York : John P. Haven. 1830. pp. 140.

10 Elements of Astronomy, Descriptive and Physical. By Her-
vey Wilbur. Second edition, with an Appendix. New Haven :

Durrie % Peck. 1830. pp. 144.
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11 Select Practical Theology of the Seventeenth Century, com-
prising the best Practical Works of the great English Divines, and

other congenial Authors of that age ; Collected and Arranged, with

Biographical Sketches and Occasional Notes. By James Marsh,

President of the University of Vermont. In five Volumes. Burling-

ton : Chauncy Goodrich. 1830.

The first volume of this work, the only one yet published, contains " The

Blessedness of the Righteous" and " The Vanity of Man as Mortal," by the

Rev. John Howe ; and " Discourses on the four last Things," Death, Judgement,

Heaven and Hell, by Dr. Wm. Bates.

12 Moses on Nebo ; or Death a Duty : A Sermon occasioned by

the Death of the Rev. Joseph S. Christmas, late Pastor of the Bow-
ery Presbyterian Church, New York. By Gardiner Spring, D. D.,

Pastor of the Brick Presbyterian Church. New York : J. P. Haven.

pp. 47.

13 A Valedictory Discourse, preached to the South Church and

Parish in Dedham, Dec. 20, 1829. By William Cogswell. Boston :

Perkins & Marvin. 1830. pp. 28.

" In this discourse," Mr. Cogswell proposes " to point out the way in which

Individuals, Parishes and Churches, as such, may expect prosperity and

happiness."

"Would a Society prosper,'' says he, " it should never interfere with the rights

and immunities of the Church. It is for the welfare of both, that the privileges

of neither should be infringed. The excellence of Congregationalism is, that

the Church and Society live together as distinct bodies in partnership, and as

independent bodies, co-operating in their proceedings. There is a reciprocation

of civil and spiritual interests and influence embodied in Congregational

polity."

14 A Sermon preached at the Annual Election, May 26, 1830,

before his Excellency Levi Lincoln, Governor, his Honor Thomas
L. Winthrop, Lieutenant Governor, the Honorable Council, and
the Legislature of Massachusetts. By Wjvi. E. Channing. Boston:

Carter &- Hendee. pp. 46.

The subject of this discourse is " inward, spiritual liberty ;" which Dr. C.

makes to consist in " moral energy, or force of holy purpose, put forth against

the senses, against the passions, against the world, and thus liberating the

intellect, conscience, and will, so that they may act with strength, and unfold

themselves forever." This " spiritual liberty," the writer says, " is the great

gift of Jesus Christ," and " the supreme good of men ; and civil and political

liberty has but little worth, but as it springs from and invigorates this." The
means here proposed, " by which this spiritual liberty may be advanced," are

" two ;

—

Religion and Government."—We have not time or space to go into an

examination of this discourse. Many of the observations, paiticularly under the

head of government, arc valuable. Others, more directly connected with the

subject of religion, we think unscriptural and absurd —The writer is evidently

improving in a point, which he often inculcates as one of great importance, that

of reverencing himself*

15 The Fruits of the Spirit ; being a comprehensive View of the

principal Graces which adorn the Christian Character. By J.

Thornton. First American from the fourth London Edition. Port-

land : Shirley, Hyde & Co. 1830.

* " Let the minister cherish a reverence for his own nature.''
1 Sermon at the ordination

of Mr. Farley, p. 34.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
letters on the introduction and progress of

unitarianism in new england. no. vii.

Dear Sir,

In my last, I was led to speak of the concealment formerly

practised by the Unitarians of Massachusetts, as one of the means
resoried to, 10 facilitate the propagation of their sentiments. The
error crept in secretly among us, and the churches were corrupted

unawares. I shall now call your attention to anothet circumstance,

connected with the progress of Unitarianism in this region.

Those who have watched the measures and the publications of

Unitarians cannot hut have observed a want ol consistency in them

—a disposition to write and act according to present, circumstances

and feelings, without much regard to what may have been previ-

ously said or done. If this course has been adopted unconscious-

ly, I can only say that it betrays a surprising lack of system, and

of discernment, in those who have fallen into it. Or if it has been

adopted with design, with a view to make the most of circumstan-

ces, and to be able to turn one way or the other, according as (at

the time) should be thought convenient, it betrays a want of prin-

ciple and integrity, for which artifice and management can make
no amends. Or if those who have adopted the course desciibed

have been compelled to do it, in order to sustain a cause, to which

they were committed, and which they were unwilling to abandon,

still, the inference is scarcely more in their favor. The fart, that

gross inconsistencies have been very common, in the measures fend

in the publications of Unitarians, is undeniable. In proof of this,

I must be permitted to call your attention to a variety of particth

roL. m
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lars. And if the statements about to be made shall have an unfa-

vorable bearing upon some individuals, the fault will not be mine.

I shall endeavor to use ' acceptable words,' give a true account,

and quote their publications as I find them.

There was a time, as you may well remember, when Unitarians

were the avowed enemies of Foreign Missions.* They disbeliev-

ed, they pitied, they derided and opposed. But as the cause of

missions rose in importance and in public favor, and events took

place out of which something might, perhaps, be gained—suddenly

the tone was changed, and the former opposers of missions became
their warm advocates and friends. More recent events seem again

to have chilled this ardor, and voluntary associations for Evangeli-

cal purposes have become the objects of suspicion and alarm.

The lime, too, is within your recollection, when Unitarians were

opposed to Sabbath Schools. So strong was this opposition in

Boston, that an attempt was once made to prevent the schools from

assembling in the public school rooms of the city.f But as Sab-

bath Schools continued to prosper, and children flocked to them,

and it was found that they would rise and be successful, in spite of

opposition, the opposition quickly ceased, and Unitarians became
apparently as zealous in promoting Sabbath Schools, as they be-

fore had been in endeavoring to crush them.

Unitarians have ordinarily opposed religious meetings during the

week, and especially meetings in the evening. One of their minis-

ters, only a few years ago, published a sermon on the fourth com-

mandment, the design of which was to show, that men are imper-

atively required to labor the whole of six days, and that it is as

much a violation of the law of God to hold a religious meeting

during the week, as to perform ordinary business on the Sabbath. J
But wherever meetings during the week, or in the evening, become

frequent and popular, these scruples, it is observed, are easily dis-

pensed with, and Unitarians can have their extra services and eve-

ning lectures, as well as others.

* See Christian Examiner, vol.i. p. 182.

t At the instance of a Clergyman of this city, (who professes to belong to no party, but

whose influence is uniformly exerted <n the side of Unitarians,) an order passed in the

School Committee of Boston, Dec. 1821, by which the school houses were closed against

the Sabbath Schools. A very earnest appeal was immediately made to the School^ Com-
mittee on the subject, and in the Jan. following the obnoxious order was rescinded.

Shortly after this. Sabbath Schools were, I believe, commenced in connexion will) some

of the Unitarian Societies.

I This extraordinary sermon was from the pen of the Rev. Dr. Bancroft, of Worcester.

In the course of it he says, " The duty of stated employment extends to every portion of
the six days. We may not, therefore, suspend our weekly business under the pretence of at-

tention to religious exercises not enjoined. In these cases, the question ever occurs, Who
hath required this at your hands ? The direction is as imperative to work six days, as it is

to rest on the seventh. As we may not carry the labors of the week into the Sabbath, so

we may not carry the rest of the Sabbath into the week " p. 12.—From the foregoing

extract, it appears, that at the time of its publication, Unitarians in general had not discov-

ered (what they now believe—see Christian Examiner for Sept. 182'J) that the fourth com-

mandment is not obligatory at all, and that the Christian Sabbath is not of divine insti-

tion.
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Much reproach has been cast upon the Orthodox, on account

of their holding meetings and promoting divisions (as it is said)

in Unitarian parishes. This is a favorite theme of declama-

tion at the present time, by which an odium is expected to be ex-

cited. But strange as it may seem, Unitarians are frequently

intruding into the parishes of the Orthodox, and holding meetings,

and endeavoring to gain proselytes. Unitarian minorities are also

exhorted to separate themselves from the parishes of the Ortho-

dox ;* and separations of this nature have, in several instances,

occurred.

If we turn now from the measures of Unitarians, to consult their

publications, which is more especially the object which I have in

view, the same inconsistencies will be observed.

It is sometimes alleged, that the Orthodox have fallen into

great errors, and are fostering and spreading a horrible corruption

of Christianity. But in other connexions, these appalling errors

suddenly vanish, and those who retain them are regarded as differ-

ing very little, if at all, from their Unitarian brethren.—In 1S15, a

pamphlet was published by a noted " Layman" of Boston, entitled,

" Are you a Christian or a Calvinist ?" implying that a Calvinist is

not a Christian. In this work, the views adopted by Calvinists are

represented as " most false and pernicious," " hurtful to general

morality, opposed to the true character of God, tending to produce

intolerable spiritual pride and bigotry in one class, often the least

worthy, and causeless anxiety and tormenting oppression in an-

other." p. 57. But within only a few pages of this representa-

tion, Unitarians are spoken of as the " natural allies" of these

Calvinists ; " allies, who have no other end in view than

union and harmony in the Christian church." p. 60.

Unitarians have declared, that they regard the system of the

Orthodox as being, in its essential principles and tendency, oppo-

site to the true spirit of the. gospel ; "and " that, if the influence of

its peculiar doctrines, by themselves, should be fully imbibed, and

permitted to operate uncontrolled, it would turn the fruits of the

gospel into wormwood."f They have declared that "transubstan-

tiation is a less monstrous doctrine, than the five points of Cal-

vin ;"J and that the Orthodox make " representations of God,

which every generous and honorable man in the community would

shudder to have applied to himself."|| But again they tell us that

the two parties "may really agree in all that is of essential im-

portance to religion and to salvation ;" and that the difference be-

* See a long article on this subject in the Christian Register for July 23 and 30, 1825,

in which various reasons are urgea to show, that Unitarians, residing in Orthodox parishes,

ought to separate, and support public worship by themselves.

t Hurlbut's Presumptive Arguments, p. b" t Christ. Examiner, vol. iii. p. 76

|| Unitarian's Answer, p. 8.
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tween them " seems a question of arithmetic, rather than of true the-

ology." " If we differ in one particular* we unite in a hundred. If

our speculative metaphysics are at war, our practical morality, our

evangelical spirit, may meet together and emhrace each other. In

all the great topics of Christian exhortation, we ore alike."*

The late Rev. S. C. Thacher, in an article ascribed to him by

his biographer, charges ihe Orthodox with " attempting to revive

the exploded absurdities of the dark oges."j- But in a sermon,

written at a later period, he declares that " the differences between

us and our fellow Christians" (referring directly to the Orthodox)

are chiefly ve> b d."\

The Unitarian Advocate, speaking of the controversy in this

region, says, " It is a great controversy. It is not about the minor

forms and features of religion. It is not about a church govern-

ment or ritual. It is, in fact, about the very nature of morality

and piety." "The great questions at issue are these, What is the

true character, the real moral perfection of God ; and what is the

system of religious sentiments that truly illustrates his character and

perfection ? What is it to be a good man, and a Christian ? What
constitutes the true preparation of a moral being for happiness and

God's favor, here and hereafter?"' Vol. ii. pp. 229, 230. These

questions are properly stated, and certainly they are radical ques-

tions, going to the foundation of all religion. But this same peri-

odical, when apologizing for the concealment formerly practised

bv Unitarians, says, " Unitarians generally did not think those

points of doctrine on which different opinions were entertained

among Christians the essential principles of religion, those which

men ought to be instructed in, for the sake of their salvation. They
believed that a Trinitarian held all the vital truths, notwithstanding

his errors." Vol. i. p. 190.

The inconsistency here pointed out, runs through most of the

publications of Americ an Unitarians. In nearly all their contro-

versial writings, you will find the differences between them and the

Orthodox represented, sometimes as very great, and at others very

small ; sometimes the Orthodox are charged with holding the most

pernicious errors, and then again their errors dwindle almost to

nothing, amounting to but little more than an exceptionable phra-

seology. This species of self-contradiction is very manifest in the

writings of Dr. Channing. In his controversy with the late Dr.

Worcester, he represents Trinitarians as holding " some of the

grossest error*." ||
Of Calvinism he says, that he considers it " as

one of the most injurious errors that ever darkened the Christian

world."§ He speaks of it as a " heart-chilling doctrine," " a

* Gilman's Sermon on the Introduction to John's Gospel, pp. 18, 20.

t I'efence of his Review respecting the Andover Theo. Seminary, in Anthology, vol.

vi. p. 205.

i Sermons, p. 288.
||
Remarks on Dr. Worcester's second Letter, p. 25.

f Letter to Thacher, p. 14.
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dreadful corruption of true Christianity."* "Did Ibelieve,"says he,
" what Trinitarianisrn teaches, that not the least transgression could

be remitted without an infinite expiation, I should feel myself living

under a legislation unspeakably dreadful ; under laws written,

like Draco's, in hlood." Unitarians M look with horror and gri*fort

the views of God's government, which are materially united with

Trinitnrianism."f—Let us now compare these representations with

some others made by the same writer. " The differences between
Trinitarians and Unitarians are very often verbal." " Ought dis-

tinctions so subtle and perplexing to separate those who love the

same dicine character, and respect the same divine will ?"J
" I

have stated once and again that the differences between Uni-
tarians and Trinitarians lie more in sounds than in ideas ; that a

barbarous phraseology is the chief wall of partition between these

classes of Chi istians; and that, would Trinitarians tell us what
they mean, their system woidd generally be found little else than

a mystical form of the Unitarian doctrine. These two classes of

Christians appear to me to concur in receiving the most interesting

and practical truths of the gospel. Both believe in one God of
infinite perfection ; and we must remember that it is this perfection

of Gotl, and not his unknown substance, which is the proper object

of the Christian's love. Both believe in the great doctrine, that

eternal life is the free gift of God through Jesus Christ. Both learn

from the lips and life of Jesus the same great principles of duty,

the same exalted views of human perfection, and the same path to

immortality. 1 could easily extend these points of agreement."

"Trinitaria is are apt to think themselves at an immeasurable dis-

tance from Unitarians. The reason, I think, is, that they are sur-

rounded with a mist of obscure phraseology. Were this mist

dispersed, I believe that they would be surprised at discovering

their proximity to the quarter of the Unitarians, and wuuld learn

that they had been wasting their hostility on a band of friends and

brothers."||

Before leaving Dr. Channing, 1 must be allowed to hint at

another of his inconsistencies. He sometimes represents Unita-

rians as very far from being confident of the correctness of their

religious views. " Let us beware," says he, " lest opposition and
reproach lead any of us into a sectarian attachment to our peculiar

opinions." " Let us be willing to believe that we, as well

as others, may have been warped in our opinions by education and

situation, and that others may have acquired important truths, which,

through weakness or prejudice, we may have overlooked."§ " We

* Remarks on Dr Worcester's first Letter, p. 34.

f See Dedication Sermon at New York.

% Remarks on Dr. Worcester's first Letter, p. 26.

y Remarks on Dr Worcester's second Letter, pp. 22, 23.

§ Letter to Thatcer, p. 28.
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dare not imitate the bold and positive language in which the

darkest doctrines are sometimes urged as undoubted and essential."*

But in other connexions, this modest diffidence, this shrinking

distrust, in regard to the correctness of received opinions, is ex-

changed for tones of the highest confidence. Unitarians " always

declare, that Scripture, with one voice, disowns the doctrine of the

Trinity : and that, of all the fictions of theologians, the doctrine

of three persons in the one God has, perhaps, the least countenance

from the Bible."f
" We ought to speak ofreligion," it is well said

in another place, " as something which we ourselves know."1[.

Unitarians sometimes represent the truths, the doctrines of re-

ligion as of very little consequence ;—and then again as of

the utmost importance. " You will expect from me," says

a Unitarian minister, addressing his flock on the Sabbath fol-

lowing his ordination, "You will expect from me no detail of my
speculative opinions. They are really of too little consequence to be

brought forward at a period so interesting as the present. You know
that 1 am a Christian. "§ Another gentleman, after having speci-

fied particularly most of the doctrines of the gospel, adds, " My indi-

vidual belief in respect to the truth or error of these points can be

of but little importance, and my subject no way requires that it

should be given. JYeque teneo neque refello. I believe that an

innumerable company of Christians, who never heard of these arti-

cles, have fallen asleep in Jesus ; and that innumerable of the

same description are following after. "|| But this same gentleman,

only a few years previous, delivered an ordination sermon on the

inestimable value of truth, as the only means by which men are

sanctified. " We naturally infer," says he, " in the first place, the

great importance of the truth. It is the means that God, in his

wisdom and mercy, has provided and employs for the sanctification

of men. To be indifferent whether religous truth or error, light

or darkness, prevails among our fellow men, is to be indifferent to

their best interests, present and future.^

It is sometimes insisted by Unitarians, that sincerity in our reli-

gious belief and character is all that can properly be required of

us. " It is of little importance what a man believes or disbelieves,

if he is only sincere." This was a favorite and oft repeated senti-

ment several years ago. "One rule," says Dr. Thayer, " shall

measure the decisions of the great day. Sincerity will be the test of
character."** But we are as positively told, on the other hand,

that sincerity is not sufficient. " It is to be remembered," says

* Remarks on Dr. Worcester's first Letter, p. 12.

t Remarks on Dr. Worcester's second Letter, p, 19.

t Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Gannett, p. 14

§ Rev. Samuel Cary.

||
See Dr. Eliphalet Porter's Convention Sermon, pp. 19, 20;

IT Sermon at the Ordination of Rev. Charles Lowell, p 14.

** Dedication Sermon, p. 25.
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Mr. Richardson, " that the sincerity of any one's faith gives no
evidence that it is founded in truth, or is safe to be adopted."*

It was fully shown in my last, that the Unitarian clergy, in for-

mer years, were accustomed to conceal their peculiar sentiments.

" We seldom, or never," says Dr. Charming, " introduce the Trini-

tarian controversy into our pulpits." " We have never entered into

discussions of the doctrine of the Trinity." " They touched not dis-

puted doctrines." " Though Boston was full of Unitarian senti-

ment and feeling, there was no open profession of it." Clergymen
maintained a " cautious reserve" so that " neither from their ser-

mons, their prayers, nor their private conversation," could it be in-

ferred that they were Unitarians. They even considered themselves

as slandered, if the epithet, Unitarian, was applied to them.f But
more recently, a very different language, and an equal difference in

practice, are observed. Concealment and disguise are strongly

reprobated, and it is represented as of great importance that Uni-
tarian doctrines be fully and plainly preached. " A cunning mes-
senger," says Dr. Ware, " will temporize ; and a timid one will

palliate and each may be expected to practise somewhat
of concealment and disguise ;—will be tempted to inquire, not

what is true, but what will be acceptable ; not what duty demands,
and the exigences of mankind require, but what they will bear,

what may be said with safety, what will be heard without offence."

This spirit the Dr. disapproves, and says that the minister must
" deliver, without fear, and without reserve, the whole scheme of

doctrine and duty which is revealed in the gospel."J
Unitarians have insisted much on the happy tendency of their

system, as a convincing argument in favor of its truth. Mr.
Sparks published a volume, entitled "An Inquiry into the compar-
ative moral tendency of Trinitarian and Unitarian doctrines," with

a view to show the vast superiority of the latter; and the Chris-

tian Examiner, in reviewing this publication, says, " The point, on
which the whole of the argument is made to turn in this book, is

that which must, after all, decide the controversy with the bulk of
mankind

;

—namely, the comparative moral tendency of the two
conflicting systems." Vol. i. p. 223. This, it will be recollect-

* Sermon on Conversion, p. 27.

t For Ihe authorities on which I make these quotations and assertions, see Spirit of the
Pilgrims, vol. iii. pp. 117, 122, 123.

% Sermon at the Ordinaiion of Mr. Brooks, at Hingham, pp. 5, 9. Dr. Ware was un-
doubtedly a Unitarian, at the time of his election to the Professorship of Divinity in Har-
vard College

;
yel, during the ten following years, it is presumed he never preached, frankly

and openly, the peculiarities of Unitarianism. Did he, at diis time, " deliver, without fear
and without reserve, the whole scheme of doctrine and duty revealed in the gospel," as
he understood it? or was he " tempted to inquire," " VVhat will men bear? What may
be said with safety ? What will be heard without offence 1"

I might refer to several ordination sermons in which the importance of a full and fearless
exhibition of doctrine is inculcated. See particularly Dr. Ohanning's sermon at the Ordi-
nation of Mr. Gannett, and Mr. Nathaniel Whitman's sermon a« the Ordination of his

brother at Waltham.
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ed, was the subject of Dr. Channing's Dedication Sermon at

New York,—" The fitness of Unitarian Christianity to promote

true, deep, and living piety." But when a gentleman of Boston,

some years since, renounced Unitarianism, on the ground of what
he supposed its unfavorable tendency and effects, this grand argu-

ment was suddenly relinquished, and the American Unitarian As-

sociation issued a Tract to show, that the happy influence and

effects of a doctrine, in promoting seriousness, deep feeling, pray-

er, a strict observance of the Sabbath, and zeal and effort in the

cause of religion, were "no test," no sure evidence, of its truth.*

Unitarians have, in some instances, announced themselves as a

distinct denomination of Christians. In the first annual report

published by the American Unitarian Association, it is said, " The
want of union among Christians of our denomination, is felt to be

a great evil by those who have directed their attention to this sub-

ject." " The contributions of many of our friends have been

thrown into the treasuries of other denominations of Christians,

from the want of some proper objects among ourselves, upon
which they could be bestowed." pp. 14, 15. The Christian

Examiner also says, " With the exception of our own, there is

hardly a denomination of Christians, which does not support its

newspaper, and its other periodical works, and support them well."

Vol. iii. p 84. But on another occasion, the Examiner repels

the suggestion that Unitarians are a distinct denomination, with

great warmth. " What are we to understand by this ?f That the

liberal Christians are a new denomination ? They are Congrega-

gationalists." Vol. iv. p. 131.

A few years since, Unitarians were accustomed, almost invaria-

bly, to speak of themselves as a sect., a party, a distinct class of

Christians- In the introduction to his Ordination sermon at Balti-

more, Dr. Channing says, " 1 have thought it to be my duty to

lay before you, as clearly as I can, some of the distinguishing opin-

ions of that class of Christians in our country, who are known to

sympathize with this religious society." p. 3. " A minister who
attaches himself to that class of Christians to which we of this

religious society are known to belong," &.c. J
" This house has

been built by that class of Christians who are called Unitarians,

and the gospel will here be taught, as, interpreted by that body of

believers."§ More recently, however, Unitarians seem averse to

* See Tract. No. 17. The Clergyman, who replied to " the Letter of a Gentleman of

Boston," says, that to deride " in regard to the iruih or excellence of religious tenets"

from ''their benefirial effects," " is a very mistaken ground of judging. ' And again;
" This argument for a system from the character of those who hold it," is founded alto-

gether in a mistake, and is of no weight at all." pp. 15, 19.

t Referring to a remark in the Result of a Council at Groton.

\ Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Gannett, p. 17.

$ Dedication Sermon at New York, p. 2. For instances of a similar mode of e«-

presaiou 3ce b\r. Thatcher's Sermon at the Dedication of the New South Church ; Dr.
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being known as a class or party. They will suffer no opinions to

be imputed to them, as a body ; and their preachers are very

careful to announce, that they speak as individuals, and of their

own mind. " I am not giving you," says Dr. Channing at the In-

stallation of Mr. Motte, " the opinions of any sect or body of men,

but my own. I hold myself alone responsible for what I utter.

Let none listen to me for the purpose of learning what others

think." p. 2.

While Unitarians were willing to be known as a party, contra-

dictory representations were not unfrequently made, as to the size

and extent of the party. Sometimes it was represented as very

small ; and then again as very large. " Is it not notorious," says Dr.

Channing, "that we have espoused an unpopular cause?" " Is

it not notorious, that beyond a narrow sphere, our names are load-

ed with reproach ?"* " Where," says a writer in the Christian

Examiner, " where are the vast resources of Unitarianism ?"

" The resources are not vast, nor even respectable. When a pur-

pose, strictly Unitarian, is to be accomplished, they, into whose

hands it is committed, know full well, that the interest in Unita-

rianism, as such, is small indeed, and that its resources are soon

exhausted." Vol. iii. p. 116. But the conductors of the Chris-

tian Examiner, in another place, insist that their party is not small.

" Will this Council" (the Council at Groton) " as Christian minis-

ters, dare to say, that in the Congregational church the liberal

Christians are a very small party ? They know it to be otherwise."

Vol. iv. p. 132.

Unitarians have represented, long and often, that the Orthodox

system was decaying and falling to pieces—that it had literally

' waxed old, and was ready to vanish away.' In 1806, it was a

" frail and crumbling fabric."f Twenty years elapsed, and it was

fast " wearing out. Tne human errors in which" it originated

" had died away." Its " roots were perishing."J And though not

yet entirely prostrate, it is represented as now " crumbling, in

presage of a final overthrow. "|| But from other accounts it may
be inferred, that this wonderful system, so long in dying, is hardly

likely to die at all. It is represented as full of life and vigor, and

spreading itself far and wide. " The whole banded power of the

country is Orthodox." "All the institutions for religious educa-

tion in the country, with a single exception, are decidedly, and

some of them assumingly, popishly Orthodox." A man " cannot

travel toward any point of the compass, without being surrounded

Ware's Sermon at the Ordination of his son in New York I Mr. T.amson's Ordination

Serm«o at Danvers; and Sparks ou the " Comparative Moral Tendency" of the two
systems.

* Remarks on Dr. Worcester's firsi Letter, p. 13.

f Antholog}', Vol. iii. p. 496. $ Christian Examiner, Vol. iv. p. 66.

||
Christian Examiner, Vol. viii. p. 320.

vol. in.

—
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by Orthodox believers, Orthodox manners, and Orthodox exclu-

siveness."*

I might proceed, in tracing out inconsistencies like those here

mentioned 10 much greater lengths. 1 might remind you, for ex-

ample, that while the doctrines of grace are continually objected

to, as being of a licentious tendency, those who hold them are ob-

jected to, as being too precise and strict in their religious course.

Again, I might point you to passages, in which it is virtually said,

1 If we believed as you do, we should give ourselves and the world

no rest—we should devote all our lime, influence, and property

to the work of rescuing sinners from eternal woe ;'f and at the

same time to other passages, in which Unitarian doctrines are said

to furnish even stronger motives to action than Evangelical doc-

trines, and in which the Orthodox are blamed for being officious,

obtrusive, and too much engaged in endeavoins; to promote

the salvation of souls. But I can proceed no further—as I have

already wearied myself and probably have wearied you.

The question occurs, How have inconsistencies, contradictions,

such as have been noticed, been made to further the progress of

Uuitarianism ? One might rather suppose they would be fatal to

its progress, and cover its abettors with confusion. But however
natural such a conclusion may seem on paper, in real life it is not

verified. Most men will be pleased with what appears plausible

at the time, especially if it comes from those who possess their

confidence, and will hardly trouble themselves to inquire after con-

tradictions, for the sake of exposing them. Of this trait in the

human character, the promoters of Uuitarianism seem to have

been well aware, and of the advantages to be derived from it they

have availed themselves to the full. They have seemed to write

and act— I do not mean to judge them, but such is the appear-

ance ;—they have seemed to write and act according to circum-

stances, and with a view to present effect, without much regard to

system, or to any other principle than that of advancing their own
cause. When an odium is lo be cast upon the Orthodox on ac-

count of their religious sentiments, then they are in the "grossest

errors ;" but when a prejudice is to be excited against them, on

account of their alleged exclusiveness, then the existing differences

are littie more than verbal. When their positiveness is to be re-

proved, then it is presumption for any person to be confident of

the correctness of his own opinions ; but when decision and ear-

nestness are inculcated, then " we ought to speak of religion as

'Christian Examiner, Vol. iii. p 113.

t " We wonder," says the Christian Examiner, " that anything is Hone for the temporal

comfor. of friends, where the doctrine on which modem missions chiefly rests, is believ-

ed. W e refer to the doctrine that the whole heathen world are on the brink of a botiom-

less and endless hell," " and th.it nothing ran save them but sen ling them our religion.

We see not how they, who so believe, can givr their families orfriends a single comfort,

much less un ornament of life." Number for Sept. 18!29i
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something which we ourselves know." When the vnlue of Uni-

tarian speculations is to be exhibited, truth is of vast importance ;

b a when an indiscriminate fellowship is urged, then it is ol little

consequence what a man believes. At one time, the minister

must "deliver, without fear, and without reserve, the whole

scheme of doctrine and duly which is revealed in the gospel
;'

and at another, he must " not touch disputed doctrines," but in

regard to certain topics, must " maintain a cautious reserve.

Now, ihe happy tendewy of Unitaiian doctrines decides every

tiling in their favor ; and then the superior tendency of a religious

system, as manifested in its declared results, is no sure evidence

of its truth. When Unitarianism is to be promoted in one way,

its advocates are a distinct denomination ; but when another way

opens for its advancement, they are not a distinct denomination.

When it is convenient for the clergy to speak in the name and on

the hehalf of their brethren, then they are a " class of Christians;"

a sect, a body, a party by themselves; but when it is no longer

convenient to be held responsible for one another's opinions, then

the existence of a party is disclaimed, and individuals are alone an-

swerable for what they have said and written.

But I need not recapitulate, as the subject is a plain one, and the

instances I have furnished will enable you to pursue it, as you have

opportun'ty. It is certainly very convenient to be able thus to trav-

erse the field of argument, crossing one's own track variously and

at pleasure, while good-natured friends admire and applaud, and

declaie that the course pursued is consistent and direct. There
is, however, an attendant difficulty. What we have written may
remain behind us, to be read by oilier and less partial eyes; and

the artifices we have practised, and the contradictions into which

we have fallen, will sooner or later be detected and exposed.

On the motives of Unitarians, whose publications and measures

have been the subject of remark, I pass no judgment. I doubt

not they are sincerity attached to their s\stem, and feel authorised

to resort to a variety ol measures with a view to promote it. But

what must be the character of a system which needs so fiequeut con-

tradictions in order to its support ? Can it, my dear Sir, be the truth ?

"Truth," it has been well said, "is always consistent with itself."

Error must either be stationary, or " run crooked ;" but the path

of truth, like that of duty, is direct. Judge for yourself, then,

whether Unitarianism, as here exhibited, bears the characteristic

marks of truth.

Towards the abettors of this system, even the most zealous,

I can detect no feeling which I think uncharitable. I regret

their errors and consequent inconsistencies, and would fain hope

that the statements here made, though for the time unpleasant,

may lead ultimately to the indulgence of better views, and of
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more enduring hopes. But whatever the effect may be upon

them, we have obligations to fulfil to ihe cause of Christ, and to

this community, with which we are not at liberty to dispense. An
interested public should have the means of knowing where the way

of truth and of safety lies, and to whom they may trust for direc-

tion in pursuing it. Investigator.

remarks on isaiah vn. 14. " Behold a virgin shall conceive

and bear a Son, and shall call his name Immanuel"

That Matthew quotes this passage, and represents it as receiv-

ing its fulfilment in the miraculous conception of Christ, is univer-

sally admitted. And the greater part of Christians, in every age,

have understood it as a direct and explicit prediction of that mys-

terious event. It is well known, however, that the enemies of

Christianity, from Celsus down to the present day, have objected

to such an application of the prophet's language, and asserted that

it has no reference whatever to the birth of Christ. And some,

whom it would be unjust to class with the enemies of religion, have

so far harmonized with them, as to maintain that the prophet refer-

red to a child that was to be born soon after he delivered the pre-

diction ; and that Matthew is to be understood as quoting his lan-

guage by way of accommodation ; or, at least, as applying to

Christ what had a primary reference to a child that may be regard-

ed as a type or symbol of him. I propose, therefore, to examine

what has been alleged against the primary and exclusive reference

of this prophecy to Christ.

I. It has been asserted, that the Hebrew word, here rendered

virgin, may properly denote any young woman, married or un-

married, chaste or unchaste. But this assertion is in direct oppo-

sition to the authority of the ancient versions, to the etymology of

the word, and to its indubitable signification in other parts of the

Hebrew Bible. For in every other place where it occurs, it

manifestly has the meaning which our translators have given it in

the text.

II. There are others who, admitting this, maintain that the

prophet's meaning is, that a young woman who was then a virgin,

should, within a definite period, be married and bear a son. As
this is probably the ground taken by most of those, who, at the

present day, deny that this prophecy had a primary reference to

Christ, I shall take the liberty to state some objections to it.
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1. It is inconsistent with the context. The prophet encour-

aged Ahaz to ask a sign for the confirmation of what he had

just predicted, and left it to his choice in what part of creation

the sign should be exhibited. "Ask thee a sign of the Lord thy

God ; ask it either in the depth, or in the height above." And
when Ahaz refused, the prophet, after reproving him for his per-

verseness, says, " Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a

sign. Behold a virgin shall conceive and bear a Son," he. Does

not this language necessarily imply, that there should be something

supernatural in the event foretold ? But according to the exposi-

tion which I am opposing, nothing was predicted as a sign but one

of the most ordinary occurrences among men. For what event

could be more common, than that a young woman, then a virgin,

should be married and bear a son ? But,

2. This exposition is inconsistent not only with the context, but

also with the language of Matthew. "Joseph, thou son of David,

fear not to take unto thee Mary, thy wife
; for (hat, whvh is con-

ceived in her, is of the Holy Ghost. Now all this was dove, that
it might be fulfilled, which tvas spoken of the Lord by the

prophet. Behold a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring

forth a Son, and they shall call his name Immanuel." Now
whether the Evangelist considered this language of the prophet as

a direct prediction of Christ, or not, it is evident that, in his view,

there was a striking correspondence betiveen the miraculous con-

ception of Christ, and the event foretold by the prophet. But if

the prophet did not predict a miraculous conception, where is the

correspondence ? In what sense could the miraculous conception

of Christ be a fulfilment of the prophet's language, if his lan-

guage did not import any such thing? To say that Matthew has

applied the prophet's language by way of accommodation, is lar

from removing the difficulty ; for the language of the Old Tes-

tament is never accommodated to events in the New, unless there is a

correspondence between the events described. Thus, for instance,

the language of God by Hosea respecting Israel, " Out of Eirypt

have 1 called my Son," is by Matthew accommodated to Christ's

being called out of Egypt. But here, the correspondence is

striking. God had said of Israel, " He is my Son, my firstborn ;"

and in the diameter of a Father, had brought him out of Egypt.

And thus the language admitted of an easy and natural accommo-

dation to Christ, who was the Son of God in a far higher sense,

and who was brought out of Egypt at the divine command. But

if the prophet in the text did not predict a miraculous concep-

tion, then there is no analogy or correspondence between the event

which he foretold, and that to which Matthew has applied his lan-

guage.

3. To the exposition under consideration I object, that it ren-

ders nugatory the name by which this child was to be called.
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Though I am far from supposing, that the name alone proves that

he vv;is to be God in our nature, yet it does prove that he should

be some extraordinary person ; or at least, that he should have

something more than a common part to act in the world. If not,

why was this extraordinary name to be given him ? a name, which

seems necessarily to imply, that God would be in a bp cud manner
with him, and make him the instrument of extensive good to his

people ? But according to the exposition under consideration,

there was nothing extraordinary, either in the intellectual powers,

or the piety of this child, or in the part that he acted in the world.

Those who give this exposition are unable to tell us who he was,

or what he did ; nor have we any record of the fact that such a

child was ever born. Grotius, indeed, supposes that a child of

Isaiah's, whose birth is mentioned in the next chapter, was here

intended. But to this it may be replied, first, that Isaiah's wife

was not at this time a virgin, she having already borne him Shear-

jashub, whom the prophet was directed to take with him on this oc-

casion. And, secondly, the name of the child, who, as Grotius

supposes, was meant, was not Immanuel, but iYlahershalalhash-

baz. And, notwithstanding what he alleges to the contrary, there

S3ems not the remotest probability that this child should be called by

both these names, and yet no intimation be given of it in the Bible.

But, thirdly, the child whose birth was predicted in the text, is in

the next chapter addressed as though he were the proprietor or

prince of the land. "The stretching out of his wings shall fill the

breadth of thy land, O Immanuel;"—a plain proof (in my view

at least) that whosoever is meant by Immanuel, he is here recog-

nized as the propiietor and prince of the land of Jndea. Sensi-

ble of this, some, who are unwilling to admit that Christ is intend-

ed, have supposed that Hezekiah was meant; but Hezekiah was
born a number of years before the prophecy in the text was de-

livered ; and of course his birth cannot be here predicted. Nor
does it appear that after this, Ahaz had any son to whom this

prediction could apply. Who then can this Immanuel be, if not

the Lord Jesus Christ?

It has indeed been objected, that it is difficult to conceive that

he should be addressed, as the proprietor and prince of the land

of Judah, 700 years before he was born. But where is the diffi-

culty of conceiving this, if we admit his preexistence and Divinity?

In various places in the Bible, he is represented as the Ruler or

King of Israel, whom they tempted in the wilderness, who con-

ducted them into Canaan, and who afterwards protected them from

their enemies. Why, then, might he not be addressed by the

prophet, as present, and as the prince of the land of Jndea,

though his human nature did not then exist ? Is there any more
difficulty attending such a supposition, than in supposing that a

common child, a few months old, should be thus addressed ? But
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such a supposition, those who deny that Christ is intended are com-

pelled to make.

4. To the exposition under consideration I object, that it in-

voices substantially die same difficulty which its advocates allege

Bg;iinst the common interpretation. The great abjection uniformly

urged is, that the birth of Christ, which did not take place till more

than 700 years after, could be no sign to Ahaz, that within three

years the designs of his enemies should be defeated. For, say

they, " In oider that anything should be a sign of the fulfilment of

a prediction, it must come to pass before the predicted event of

which it is a sign takes place ; and its having thus come to pass

must be known to him, to whom it is given as a sign ; otherwise to

him it is no sign at all." But how could such a birth as they

suppo-e was predicted in the text any bt tter answer the purpose

of a sign to Ahaz, than the birth of Christ? Could it be to him

a stronger confirmation of the predicted deliverance, to be told

that a virgin, that is, some virgin in his kingdom, should, at some
indefinite future time, bring forth a son ? In order that this should

be a sign to him, in the sense in which our opponents understand

the term, it would be necessary, in the first place, that he should

know the time when the sign given was to come to pass. They
indeed assume that it was known to Ahaz that the child should be

born within less than " three years." But the prophet gives no

such intimation, and to take it for granted is to beg a main point

in dispute. And, secondly, it would be necessary that Ahaz
should know the particular virgin intended ; otherwise, how
could he know whether the sign given had come to pass,—since

doubtless, many who weie then virgins might, within "three

years," bear sons. It may, indeed, be urged, that the name, 1m-

manuel, would sufficiently designate the child intended. But not

to insist on the possibility that more than one child, born about that

time, might be called by this name, ue may ask, Must Ahaz be

under the necessity of searching his kingdom through, to ascer-

tain that some virgin, referred to by the prophet, had brought

forth a son, and called his name lmmanuel ? To avoid this difficulty,

Rosenmuller supposes, that when the prophet uttered the predic-

tion in the text, he pointed with his finger to the particular virgin

that was to hear lmmanuel. But this supposition is gratuitous

and improbable. And if we might be permitted to make such

suppositions, we could easily free the common interpretation of

the text from all difficulty. We might, with Chandler, Doddridge,
and a host of commentators mentioned by Poole, suppose, that

when the prophet uttered the 16th verse, (which creates the prin-

cipal difficulty in thp way of the common interpretation) he pointed

with his finger to Shearjnshub, whom, say these critics, he was
directed to take with him, " for no other imaginable reason, but that

something remarkable was to be said respecting him." However
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unnatural this may be, it is not more so than the supposition of

Rosenmuller,— vv.iich, however, he considers as favored by the

article being1 prefixed to the Hebrew word, so that it may be ren-

dered, '• this virgin." But every one, at all versed in Hebrew,
knows, that the article is frequently indefinite, and Gesemus as-

sures us that this is the case in the text. (See his Lexicon, p.

163.) But, if it should be admitted that the article has here the

definite signification, and if Rosenmuller may account for its being

thus used, by supposing that the prophet pointed with his finger to

a particular virgin ; I may with more propriety account for its

being thus used, by supposing that he referred to the well-known

prediction in the third chapter of Genesis, that the Messiah should

be " the seed of the woman." Why might not Isaiah desig-

nate the mother of our Lord by the phrase, " the virgin" with

as much propriety as his cotemporary Mieah has designated her

by the phrase, " She which travaileth. See Micali v. 3.

I proceed to examine what Professor Stuart, who is the latest

writer that has delivered his opinion on this text, has advanced.

In his Commentary on the Hebrews, Vol. ii. p. 335, he says,

" We knotv th it in the preceding chapter, the birth of a child to

be called Imrnanuel, and who was to spring from a virgin, was pre-

dicted, (vii. 14.) which birth was to be a proof to Ahaz, that with-

in some three years, (compare verse 14, with 15, 16,) the land of

Judah should be delivered from the confederated kings of Israel

and Syria, who had invaded it. Originally and literally, this

seems applicable only to the birth of a child within that period of

three years ; for how could the birth of Jesus, which happened

740 years afterwards, be a sign to Ahaz that within three years

his kingdom was to be freed from his enemies? Such a child, it

would seem, was born at that period ; for, in chap, viiith, 8, 10,

he is twice referred to, as if then present, at least, as then living.

In verse 1 0th, our English version has translated the proper name,

Emmanuel, and, thus obscured the form of the original Hebrew."
He adds, on the next page, " The Emmanuel then born in an

extraordinary way, and then, by his birth and name, a pledge of

temporal deliverance to Judah from their enemies, might well be

a symbol of him, who was to save his people from all their spirit-

ual enemies, to bring in everlasting redemption, and whose name
was in a much higher sense Emmanuel, God with us." On this I

remark,

1. That the application of this prophecy to Christ by Matthew

is made in such decisive terms, that not only Prof. Stuart, but

most of those who adopt the exposition which I oppose, are oblig-

ed to consider this child as a type or symbol of Christ. But in

what respects could this child be a type of Christ ? Not ce-
tainly, in the deliverance, of which his birth, according to the

Professor, was a sign. For this bore no resemblance to the

salvation, of which the birth of Christ was the pledge. It
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was not a deliverance wrought by the special interposition of Divine

Providence, but one which Ahaz bribed Tiglath-pileser to accom-

plish, and which was a calamity rather than a blessing to him and

his people. It was a deliverance from the mouth of the wolf, that

they might fall into the jaws of the lion. And hence, in 2 Chron.

xxviii. 20, it is said, in reference to this very deliverance, that

'The king of Assyria came to Ahaz, and distressed him, but

strengthened him not;'' because, though he crushed the power of

the confederate kings, yet his interference proved ultimately of

no benefit to Ahaz, or his kingdom. And even if this deliverance

had been a blessing, the child in question had no agency in bringing

it about; and of course could not, in this respect, be a type of

Christ, who is the author of the salvation of his people. Nor
could he be a type of Christ in his lineage, or descent ; for we
have no evidence that he was of the family of David. Indeed we
know nothing respecting him, except what is contained in the

prediction before us. But if he were designed to be a type of

Christ, is it not surprising that we should, have no record of his

birth, or manner of life ?

Prof. S. seems to consider this child as a type of Christ, in the

name by which it was foretold that he should be called. But no

person was ever a type of Christ merely on account of the name
that he bore, without regard to anything that he did, corresponding

to the import of that name. Besides, it deserves to be considered

what evidence, according to the Professor's exposition, we can

have, that Christ's name is Emmanuel. Our only evidence of this is

the prediction in the text, and Matthew's application of it. But if

the child spoken of in the text was not Christ, iIipii where is the

evidence that Christ's name is Immanuel? It will be of no avail

to say that Matthew's application of the text is a sufficient proof of

this; for if this application proves that Christ's name is Immanuel,

it equally proves that he was the identical child whose birth was

predicted by the prophet.

But it will prohablv be said, that this child was a striking type

of Christ, in that he had no human father. But Grotius and Ros-
ennmller appear to deny his miraculous conception, nor is it certain

that Prof. S. admits it. He indeed says of this child, that it " was

to spring from a virgin,'
1

'' and was " born in an extraordinary way ;"

which seems to imply that he admits its miraculous conception.

Buc if he does, he contradicts what he has elsewhere advanced,

and, in my view, involves himself in insuperable difficulties. In his

Letters to Dr. Miller, p. 131, assigning the reason why Christ is

called " the only begotten of the Father," he says, " Is not that

generation in the womb of the virgin, by supernatural miraculous

power, and on account of which the angel says he shall be called

the Son of God, the only generation of the kind which has ever

taken place ? Has God any other Son who was thus produced ?"

VOL. III. NO. VIII. 52
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The answer must be, Yes ; if a child was thus produced 700 years

before. How, then, could Christ on this account be called " the

only begotten of the Father," if, as the Professor maintains, his

miraculous conception is the primary reason, why he is called

" the Son of God ?" I see not why the child, whose birth was fore-

told in the text, might not for the same reason be called the Son
of God. But the idea that any child was in this respect like

Christ, or was miraculously begotten in the sense that he was, ap-

pears, in every view in which 1 can contemplate it, so utterly im-

probable, that nothing but the plain testimony of Scripture could

make me willing to admit it.

Indeed, if the child spoken of by the prophet was not Christ, I

am unable to perceive any valuable purpose that could be answer-

ed by its miraculous conception. It certainly cotdd no better an-

swer the purpose of a sign to Ahaz, than the miraculous concep-

tion of Christ 700 years after. For the miracle was of such a

nature that, for the knowledge of it, Ahaz must rely entirely on the

.divine declaration. And why might he not as confidently rely on

this, if the miracle were to be performed 700 years after, as though

it were to be wrought immediately ? The birth of this child in-

deed, supposing him to know that it had taken place, would be to

him a visible sign ; but its miraculous conception could not. What
purpose then could such a miracle answer? Will it be said, that

it was intended to typify the miraculous conception of Christ ? But
is it probable that the Supreme Being would perform one miracle,

merely to typify another of the same nature to be afterwards per-

formed, especially, when the performance of the former would

seem to interfere with his design in the latter, viz : that it should

be " a new thing in the earth."

2. As a proof that Immanuel must have been born within less

than three years from the time when the prediction in the text was
delivered, the Professor tells us, that " he is twice referred to in

the eighth chapter, as if then present, at least, as if Men alive." To
this 1 answer, that the prophecy in the eighth chapter was deliv-

ered the very next year after the prophecy in the seventh ; and of

course, if Immanuel were then born, he must have been an infant

under q year old. Where then would be the propriety of address-

ing him and saying, (verse 8th) " The stretching out of his wings

shall fill the breadth of thy land, O Immanuel," any more than there

would be in addressing such language to a child to be born /00
years after ; especially, if that child was to be united, in a mysteri-

ous manner, to him who was then "the King of Israel" ? If this

language proves that Immanuel was then present, it seems equally

to prove that he had arrived to yearsof understanding, and also that

he was proprietor or prince of the land ; suppositions which are

plainly impossible. And as to' the 10th verse, on which the Pro-
fessor has relied, 1 think the English version is correct in translat-
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ing the Hebrew word Tmmanuel ; for if it is regarded as a proper

name, the sentence appears imperfect and obscure : " Speak the

word, and it shall not stand ; for Immanuel." But if we render it

" for God is with us," the sense is clear. Thus also it is ren-

dered by Bishop Lowth, who was certainly an able critic, and a

competent judge in a case of this nature.

But if it should be admitted that the word Tmmanuel is here

used as the proper name of the child whose birth was promised in

the text, 1 am unable to see how it will prove that " he is referred

to as then present, or as then" born. Why may not the prophet

refer to the promise of his birth, as furnishing triumphant evidence,

that the combined efforts of the enemies of Judah to destroy it

should prove abortive ? ' Associate yourselves, O ye people,

and ye shall be broken in pieces ; gird yourselves, and ye shall be

broken in pieces. Take counsel together, and it shall come to

nought ; speak the word, and it shallnot stand ; for Immanuel is

promised, and therefore the nation shall be preserved till he

come.'

3. For further proof that Immanuel must have been born

within less than three years from the time that the prediction was

delivered, the Professor refers us to the 16th verse, which, in the

common version is rendered, " Before the child shall know to re-

fuse ihe evil and choose the good, the land that thou abhorrest

shall be forsaken of both her kings.' But the translation of this

verse given by Bishop Lowth, and which had long before been

given by eminent critics, particularly by Ludovicus de Dieu and

Castalio, appears to correspond more exactly to the original.

" Before the child shall know to refuse the evil and choose the

good, the land shall become desolate, by whose two kings thou art

distressed." But when did this desolation of the land of Israel

take place ? If we allow the prophet to be the expositor of his

own language, we shall, perhaps, conclude, that it was not accom-
plished till about 65 years after, when " Ephraim was broken that

it was not a people." But supposing that the land became deso-

late sooner ; still, the earliest date that can be fixed for its deso-

lation is when the king of Assyria besieged and took Samaria
;

(see

2 Kings, xvii. 5, 6.) which was fifteen years after the defeat of

"the confederated kings." If, then, Immanuel was born before

their defeat, he must have been capable of knowing good from
evil before the land became desolate. But if he was not born till

after their defeat, we may ask, in the language of the Professor,
" How could his birth be a sign to Ahaz, that within three years
his kingdom should be freed from his enemies" ? What, then, does
he gain, by denying that the text is a prediction of Christ ? But,

4. If we should admit that the received translation of the 16th
verse is correct, or, (which amounts to the same,) that the land
became desolate, when " the confederated kings" were defeated
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by Tiglath-pileser, still it will not follow that Immanucl must
have been born before their defeat- For, in the first place, there

is no certain evidence that his birth was designed to be (in the

strict sense of the phrase) a sign or pledge to Ahaz, that within

three years his kingdom was to be freed from his enemies." The
prophet had indeed declared that their counsel against Judah
" should not stand," and had directed Ahaz to ask a sign in con-

firmation of it„ But he refused, under the pretence that it would

be tempting the Lord ; but no doubt from a secret contempt of the

prophet, and a disbelief of his predictions. Jehovah, therefore,

proceeded to give such a sign, or to foretell such a miracle, as his

own infinite wisdom saw fit, and which, for aught that appears to

the contrary, was intended, not to confirm the faith of Ahaz in the

deliverance just predicted, (lor probably he had none to confirm,)

but to assure the pious remnant among the Jews, that all the de-

signs of their enemies should be defeated, and the nation preserved

under those dreadful calamities which the prophet immediately

proceeded to foretell should be brought upon them by the king of

Assyria. And what stronger assurance of this could they have,

than a prediction of the birth of the Messiah ? What right, then,

have we to assume, that the event foretold in the text must have

taken place before the overthrow of the confederate kings ; and to

assume it from the fact that it is called a sign
1
) It is well known,

that this word often signifies a miracle, where the idea of a sign or

pledge of the fulfilment of a prediction, is entirely out of the

question. Thus, the miracles which Moses wrought in Egypt are

called by this name.

But if it were certain that the birth of Immanuel was intended

as a sign that the counsel of the confederate kings " should not

stand," still the inference drawn from it by Professor S. and others

would by no means follow. For, in the second place, the assump-

tion that whatever is foretold as a sign or pledge of the fulfilment

of a prediction must necessarily come to pass before the predicted

event of which it is a sign takes place, is entirely unsupported by

Scripture. When God predicted to Hezekiah the destruction of

Sennacherib's army, he said, " And this shall be a sign unto thee,

ye shall eat this year such things as grow of themselves, and in the

second year that which springeth of the same, and in the third year

sow and reap," &c. (see 2 Kings, xix. "29.) But it is certain that

what was here given as a sign was subsequent to the overthrow of

the Assyrian army, which took place the same night that, the pre-

diction was delivered. And when God gave commission to Moses

to deliver the Israelites from Esiypt, in order to assure him of suc-

sess, he said, (Ex. iii. 12.) "Certainly 1 will be with thee, and

this shall be a token (a sign) unto thee that I have sent thee

;

when thou hast brought forth the people out of Egypt, ye shall

serve God on this mount." On this passage Scott justly remarks,
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" The token announced was made, not to sense, but to faith ; and
therefore the sign was consequent to the event confirmed by it. As
though God had said, I promise to meet thee and Israel at this

mountain; this promise is thy assurance of success; depend on
my power and faithfulness, and go, and bring them forth, nothing

doubting." Now, why may we not suppose that this was the case

in the text ? The prediction that the Messiah should be born of a

virgin was the surest pledge that could be given to the pious, that

the designs of the confederate kings, and of all their other ene-

mies, should be defeated, and the nation preserved under those

calamities, which the prophet foretold should be brought upon
them. If God had such a blessing in store for his people, would

he suffer them to be destroyed ? If he would raise up the Messiah

from the family of David, would he permit that family to be extirpa-

ted ? And is it going beyond the truth to say, that the text, if under-

stood as a prediction of Christ, would be a more satisfactory sign

or pledge to the pious in Israel, than it could be, if understood of

a common child to be born within less than three years from that

time ?

It has, however, been confidently asserted, that the language of

the 16th verse as clearly implies th-it Immannel was to be born,

as it does that he was not to be capable of knowing good from

evil, before the overthrow of the confederate kings. But where is

the proof of such an assertion ? With equal truth 1 might say,

that the language of Micah, v. 3. 'Therefore will he give them
up vntil ihe lime that she which travaileth hath brought forth ; then

shall return the remnant of his brethren,' &,c. as clearly implies that

the Jews were notxn be given up into the hands of their enemies after,

as it does that they were to be thus given up before, \he birth of Christ.

But who does not know that they have been given up for a longer time

and in a more rsmarkable manner since, than they were before, the

coming of the Messiah ? Nor is there any more "difficulty attending

Isaiah's prediction of his biith in the text, than attends Micah's

prediction of his birth-plnce, in the chapter referred to. In both,

the prediction itself is plain ; and in both, what follows is attended

with obscurity and difficulty. And I may add, this is the case

with some other remarkable prophecies respecting the Messiah.

I have now examined all the objections to the common interpre-

tation of the text, that have come to my knowledge. And how-
ever forcible some of them may be, I cannot think them unanswer-
able. Indeed I am persuaded, that whatever difficulties may attend

the common interpretation, they are by no means equal to those

that press on the one that has been substituted in its room. And
the same principles of exegesis, that lead to a denial that the text

is a prediction of Christ, would, for aught I can perceive, lead to a

denial that there is any direct prediction of him in the Old Testa-
ment. For I scarcely know of a prediction of him more plain, or
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applied to him in a more decisive manner in the New Testament,

than this. And when we consider wiih what plainness the

prophets foretold the remarkable circumstances of his birth, life

sufferings and death, it appears truly unaccountable, that they

should pass over his miraculous conception in silence, and that

Matthew, in order to show that it was foretold, should be under

the necessity of quoting a prediction, that had no direct reference

to it.

Iota.

THE NATURE, CERTAINTY, AND EVIDENCE OF TRUE
CHRISTIANITY.

The following little tract was handed us by a friend, with the expectation

that, if approved, it might be presented to our renders. It is entitled " The

Nature, Certainty and Evidence of True Christianity ; in a Letter from a Gen-

tlewoman in Rhode Island to another, her dear friend, in great darkness, doubt,

and concern, of a religious nature." The following advertisement appears on

the title page :
" Though this letter was writlen in great privacy from one

friend to another, yet, on representing that, by allowing it to be printed, it would

probably reach others in the like afflicted case, and, by the grace of God, be

helpful to them, the writer was at length prevailed on to suffer it, provided her

name and place of abode might remain concealed." The letter is dated July 2,

1753, and was probably published soon after it was written. Jt was re-printed

at Providence in 1793. With the omission of a few sentences, and with slight

verbal alterations, we feel a pleasure in laying it before our readers,—that the

excellent authoress, long since gone, we doubt not, to behold the face of her

Redeemer in the heavens, may still dispense light and consolation to those who

here walk in darkness.

Some, probably, will think that the writer expresses loo great confidence in

regard to her own piety. But on this subject seveial considerations may

be suggested. And, in the first place, we must be permitted to inquire, whether

Christians, at the present day, are not too fond of harboring and expressing

doubts? Has not the language of doubt become so common, that some would

even be alarmed, if they could not freely and in good truth adopt it ? 1 hey

would be led to doubt, because they had not (as they thought) doubts enough.

We would be far from encouraging a false or an unseemly confidence ; but is the

language of doubt, perpetually recurring, honorable to leligion? Ought not

Ciiristians to love their Savior so well as to be satisfied that they love him ?

And are not expressions of doubt much more frequent now, than we have any

reason to suppose they were among the early disciples of our Lord ?

It should be remembered, too, that the letter before us " was written in great

privacy," without a thought, at the time, that it would be seen by any eye,

except that of the friend to whom it was addressed. It should be recollected

further, that the writer was " not a novice ;" that she had been long in the school
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of Christ, and, so far as appears, had adorned her profession. So great is the de-

ceitfulness of the human heart, that it might argue moie of presumption than of

piety, to hear the young, inexperienced believer giving utterance to his feelings

in the language of strong confidence. Still less would such language become
the lips of one, whose religious course had been of a doubtful, suspicious char-

acter. But it well became " Paul the aged" to say, "
I know in whom 1 have

believed, and am persuaded that he will keep that which I have committed to

him against that day." And we rejoice to see tried, devoted, exemplary believ-

ers now, rising above their doubts, dismissing their fears, and claiming, with a

strong but humble faith, their title to the promises.

My dear Friend,

I have thought much on those few lines you began to write to

me, and do not at all wonder that you expect I should improve
every opportunity to relieve you. For surely the strong bonds of
friendship, with which we have for some years been bound to each
other, (were there no bonds of grace at ail,) demand this ; and how
much more when these are added ? And truly, my dear friend, it

has not been owing to want of tenderness and compassion towards
you, under your distresses, that my tongue as well as pen has oft

been silent. No; my bowels yearned, and 1 longed to speak many
times ; but your difficulties were such that I dare not open my lips,

lest a subtil adversary should turn that against you, which I intend-

ed for your comfort, and sink your spirits the lower, as has sometimes,
you know, been the case.

And will God now bless the poor weak endeavors of a worm to re-

fresh you ! If so, it will rejoice me much ; but whether it please him
to use a poor creature as an instrument or no, 1 am persuaded he will,

in his own good time, revive you; and I rejoice and praise him on
your behalf, that through grace he will turn your captivity, and that

he will bruise Satan under your feet shortly. For, blessed be God,
Jesus Christ is stronger than he and all his combined legions : and
he cannot resist his power, though he has audaciously struck at his

honor, and endeavored to impede his blessed work in your soul. Has
the bold-daring spirit presumed to insinuate that all religion is vain,

imaginary, and delusive? Does he pretend that none can know
th(jy are right? Tell him he is a liar : God has declared him so;

and I am bold to say, I have proved him so. He has told me the

same tale ; but, blessed be God, I do know that religion is no imag-
inary thing, but a substantial reality. I do know that there is a

God of boundless perfections, truth and faithfulness, that will not

deceive, no, nor forsake the soul that puts its trust in him.

But perhaps you will say, How do I know this God is mine ; and
that I myself am not deceived? I answer, by the evidences of a

work of grace wrought in my soul. And now, as God shall enable

me, my dear friend, 1 will tell you truly what God has done for my
soul, and what I call evidences of a work of grace. This question I

could never fully answer when with you, which makes me now at-

tempt to explain myself.

First, then, I do know that God has, by his word and Spirit, con-

vinced me of sin ; that 1 was by nature a child of wrath, an heir of
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hell, an enemy to him and his ways
;
yea, enmity itself—being averse

to the gospel wav of salvation wrought out by Christ. 1 plainly

saw the cause of that complaint, ' Ye will not come to me that ye

might have life.' God convinced me, also, that by the deeds of the

law no flesh living should be justified, and that he and his throne

would be guiltless, though he should cast me off forever.

Nevertheless, though I had thus destroyed myself, yet in him was

my help. He discovered to me, that he had laid help upon ONE who
is nighty to save to trie uttermost all that come to God by him : even

a glorious Christ, the great Emanuel, in whom dwells all the fulness of

the Godhead bodily, one every way complete and suited to my
wants ; and that he was not only thus qualified, and sealed, and

sent by the Father, but that he was willing as well as able to

accomplish the great work, and would by no means cast out any that

come to him. Upon this discovery of the amiable and lovely Jesus,

I do know that the Spirit of God constrained me to throw down the

weapons of my rebellion, and to submit to Him, as Prince and Sa-

viour, and consent to be saved by him in his own way, and upon his

own ter ns ; thit he should be the Alpha and the Onega, the foun-

dation and the top-stone in my salvation. Yea, God caused my
heart to go out after him in strong and vehement desires, and to

choose him in all his offices, with all his benefits, to be my portion

f >rever. He appears to me to be the most lovely and desirable ob-

ject ; and God enabled me to give myself, my whole soul and body,

with all my concerns, for time and eternity, into his merciful and

faithful hands : and had I a thousand precious souls, I would gladly

venture them all with him ; for I am persuaded he will keep by his

mighty power what I have committed to his charge ; nor shall all

the hosts of hell be able to pluck mc out of his hands. Cpon this

choice, and surrender of myself to Christ as .Mediator, God the Father

m inifested himself to me, as my reconciled G >d and Father, the bless-

ed Spirit took up his abode with me, afforded me his influences and
assurance daily, and God made with me an everlasting covenant,

never to be forgotten, even the sure mercies of David : and I

solemnly gave myself up, all I have, am, or can do, both in life and
death, in time and for eternity, to God the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, to be his own in a covenant way, to be disposed of as shall

most cotisist with his glory ; and chose the glorious Trinity for my
portion forever, in opposition to all others—even a God of infinite

perfections. Oh happy choice ! Oh how happy, that I lived to see

that day, wherein God betrothed me to himself in loving kindness

and tender mercy !

And now the foundation of my hopes are laid upon the rock of

ages. And agreeably to those covenant engagements, a faithful God
has ever since dealt with me. And surely I can say, ' Whereas I

was blind, now I sec; old things are done away, all things have be-

come new.' Now, through grace, I dare appeal to a heart-searching

God, and say, that none of his commands are grievous; I esteem
them all holy, right, just and good, and long to yield an universal

obedience. God does excite in me strong and vehement desires

after an entire conformity to his law, as though my whole salvation
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depended thereon ; while at the same time he will not suffer me to de-

pend on anything but Christ alone, notwithstanding a strong propen-

sity to rely on my own merits, but enables me to account all things else

as nought, in point of justification. Yet he gives me to see a beauty

in holiness, which far exceeds the lustre of all created things. Nor
do 1 know what desire means after any or all the enjoyments of

time and sense, compared with those ardent longings which he at

times excites in my soul after the enjoyment of himself, and for

sanctifying grace.

And though grace is not always alike in exercise, (no, I am
sometimes dull and lifeless) yet, blessed be God, it has been the

habitual and settled bent of my soul for many years, to choose God,

his Christ, and grace, for my portion, in all conditions, both adverse

and prosperous. Sometimes he has bereaved me, cut off the streams

of earthly comfort one after another, and then caused me to justify

him, and fly to him as my all. Sometimes he has hid his face, and

caused me to mourn after him, and refuse all comfort till he return-

ed. Sometimes he has permitted Satan to tempt and tyrannize over

me for a season ; and many a precious jewel has been stolen from

me, by clouding my evidences, and insinuating that all was delusion

and hypocrisy ; but a faithful God would not suffer me to be tempt-

ed above that I was able, but made way for my deliverance. Some-
times he has permitted the remains of indwelling corruption to rally

all its force, and strive for mastery ; but at the same time stirred up an

inveterate hatred and an abhorrence of it and myself for it, because it

is the abominable thing his soul hates. And sometimes unbelief has

so far prevailed, that I have cried out, I shall one day perish by the

hands of these enemies ; or I shall at least fall into sins, to the dis-

honor of the dear name by which I am called ; but for more than

sixteen years has God preserved me from allowed transgressions,

and, by grace assisting, I am determined never to lay down my arms,

but fight till I die, under the banner of the great Captain of my sal-

vation. And since my Lord is mine, all is mine, and I shall come
off more than a conqueror, through him that has loved me and given

himself for me, though now I groan under a body of sin and death.

Never does sin appear more odious than when I am well satisfied

it will not prove my ruin. God disposes me to choose any affliction,

or all the afflictions in this world, rather than sin. O that Christ

would entirely possess his rightful throne in my soul, wholly sway
the sceptre there, and fill every room ; that not a lust, an usurper,

might ever dare to lift up its head again ! Transporting thought

!

one everlasting day this shall be the happy case !

Again, God causes me to love his image, wherever I see it ; in

strangers, in rich, in poor, in bond or free, of what denomination

soever. Surely I do esteem the saints the excellent of the earth,

and they are my delight. God also enables me to love my enemies,

to forgive injuries, and earnestly to pray that God would forgive

them also. But I must not enumerate more.
These, my dear friend, are what I deem evidences of a work of

grace
; and for my part, I had rather be able to read them, than to
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hear a voice from heaven, telling me I am a child of God. If you
ask again, whether I can always, or of myself, read them to my sat-

isfaction, I answer, Without Christ I can do nothing ; all my suffi-

ciency is of God : but God has taught me to live more by faith, and
less by sense, than I used to do ; and therefore if he hide his face, I

do not immediately raze foundations as formerly, and draw up hard
conclusions against myself; but having treasured up the experiences
of many years, I repair to them in a dark and cloudy day, and find

thus and thus God has done for me, and appeared for my help in

times past ; and this, as an anchor, holds me sure, that he will in

his own time return, and revive me. He has begun a good work in

me, and he will carry it on till the day of Jesus : he was the author,

and he will be the finisher of my faith ; and so he makes me hang
on the faithfulness of a covenant God, who will not deceive, nor
make any ashamed of their hope, that put their trust in him.
And now, my dear friend, 1 have given you the reason of the hope

that is in me ; and judge you, are these all the effects of nature,

gifts, imagination, or a common work of the Spirit ? Will any or

all of these thus determine the soul for God, and make it even
break with longings after a conformity to him ? Will they cause it

to cry out, Whom have I in heaven but thee ? and make it rejoice

that nothing throngh eternity shall be able to divert it one moment
from God ? Will nature abhor and dread hypocrisy, and cause the

soul to tremble at the thought of it, and earnestly to plead with God
to search and try it, if there is any guile, or reservation, or false way
in it ? Will nature cause the soul to plead with God that his all-

piercing eye may penetrate into its most secret recesses, and rejoice

that it does so 1 Will nature welcome death, the king of terrors, purely

because it will deliver the soul from sin, and usher it into the pres-

ence of God ; when no outward difficulties make it desire death,

but God in his providence makes things comfortable and easy 1

Again, will nature cause all things below to appear as vanity, and
less than nothing, compared with communion with God—cause it to

deprecate and tremble at the thought of unsanctified prosperity ; and
absolutely to refuse accepting of creature comforts, as any part of its

portion, or in the room of sanctifying grace ? May not the soul in

this case say, There is none upon earth I desire besides thee ; ordi-

nances and providences are all empty without thee ; and I will not
let thee go, I will not be comforted, except thou comfort me 1 Yea,
though thou slay me, I will trust in thee ; and, leaving the things
that are behind, I am determined to press after as great discoveries

of Christ, and degrees of sanctification, as it is possible for a mortal
creature to attain in this imperfect state.

Surely this is a work of almighty power, and victorious grace !

May God have all the glory ! But methinks I see you wondering
that I attempt to write in so positive a strain ; and withal, your ten-

der heart misgives you, and you fear lest I am influenced by self-

confidence, pride, ostentation, or vain glory. And would to God, I

dare tell you that I had no remains of these odious sins in me ; but

doubtless they will cleave to my best performances, as long as I
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live in this world. However, these, I am sure, are not the motives
which has constrained me thus freely to communicate my ex-

periences to you : No, but to vindicate the honor and glory of the

great GOD, whom Satan has dared to slander and reproach with
his lies ; to bear a testimony for God, that I know him to be truth

and faithfulness, and far to exceed all that I could ever ask or think
;

and again to declare, that had I a thousand precious souls, I would
venture them all on his truth, and cling to him. When God himself

rends my hope from me, I will let it go, but not till then ; and if it

is the hope of the hypocrite, may it go this moment. I know assur-

edly, it is by grace, and grace only, that I stand. For so weak am I of
myself, that should he withhold his grace, I should wander from
him to my utter destruction, notwithstanding all he has done for

me. Whereof, then, have I to boast ? I rejoice that boasting is

forever excluded. May the crown be set on Jesus' head, while I

lay my mouth in the dust, and acknowledge I am an unprofitable

servant, and utterly unworthy of all the mercy he has shewed to me.
I intreat you not to conclude, from what I have written, that I

have any desire to establish assurance as the essence of saving faith,

or to set up my experiences as a standard. No, no, far be that from
me. I know God by his Spirit works variously with his children.

But as to the essential and fundamental parts, I trust you will find

them agreeable to the Scripture. Try them by that ; to the law
and to the testimony ; if they agree not with that, reject them im-

mediately, as false, delusive, imaginary, and having no light in

them. But if you find they are genuine characters of a saving work,
wrought by almighty power in the soul ; discern, I pray thee, whose
signet, bracelets, and staff, are these. Can you not lay claim to

them, and say, Surely God has done thus and thus fur me also ? Or
if you dare not lay claim, dare you deny and say, that God has not

convinced you of sin and of your absolute need of a Saviour? Has
he not determined you for himself? Do you not choose him for your
everlasting portion ? Do not for a world say you do not : I trust

you dare not say so. Well, if you ever have chosen God for

your all, renew your choice ; fly to him again
;
give up yourself, and

all your vast concerns, into his hands, through the Mediator ; and I

doubt not but you will derive strength from the Head of all gracious

influences. Say not, you cannot do it, but try to stretch forth the

withered hand, and it will be whole. Touch but the hem of his gar-

ment, and all shall be well. Lay your impotent, needy soul by the

pool, and I trust the angel of the everlasting covenant will ere long

descend, and make you whole, and restore to you the joys of his

salvation. And thus, perhaps, you will see, though now they are

clouded, that you have the evidences of grace in you ; that you do
hate sin as sin ; that you do love holiness for its own sake, and God
because he is an holy God ; that you love his law, and long perfect-

ly to obey it ; that you do prize Christ as a King, as well as Saviour
;

that you do love his image in his children ; that you do love your ene-
mies ; are weaned from this world, and all its trifling enjoyments ; and
that you are reaching after greater degrees of sanctifying grace.
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I know you will forgive me, if I intrude on your patience in this

long epistle, since it proceeds from a heart full of tender concern

for you. May God refresh you by it, and lift up the light of his

countenance upon you. And I beg you to pray for me, that I enter

not into temptation : for though I have for some time, through sur-

prising grace, walked up and down in the light of God's countenance,

I am yet in an enemy's country ; a thousand snares await me from

within and without : I have not yet put off the harness, and am per-

haps comparatively but girding it on ; and though the house, built

upon the rock Jesus Christ, fall not, yet I have no expectation but

that the rain will descend, and the floods come, and the winds blow,

and beat upon it.—Oh pray that I may glorify God, in every condition

and state of life, and all will be well.

This long letter I commit to your care and prudence, as the very

secrets of my soul, and as a token of my sincere affection and esteem

for you, as my very dear friend. Pray write to me as soon as you

can.—Yours heartily,

REVIEWS.
Nature and Extent of Inspiration.—An Article in the

Christian Examiner for July, 1830.

The discussion commenced in the first number of our present

volume on the question, " What constitutes Infidelity ?" has evi-

dently been a very embarrassing one to some Unitarians in this

region. It has drawn them out on the important subject of Inspi-

ration, and wrung from them disclosures which have shaken the

confidence of not a few of their friends.

In determining the question, " What constitutes Infidelity ?" our

correspondent pursued the following plain, and, so far as we see,

unexceptionable method : Certain writers, whose names were

given, had, by common consent, been denominated Infidels. What

made them such ? What views did they hold and profess respect-

ing the Bible and the Christian religion, which brought upon them

the charge of Infidelity ? It was found, on examination, that none

of them " avowedly rejected Christianity," or " treated the charac-

ter of the Saviour with open irreverence or disrespect." Some
" admitted that that the Scriptures contained a revelation from

God, and that particular portions were of divine inspiration ;"

some were professors of the Christian religion, and observed its

ordinances ; and some pretended to extraordinary zeal for the pu-

rity and advancement of this religion. Still, in the deliberate and
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recorded judgement of the Christian world, they were Infidels.

What made them such ? What constitutes Infidelity ? What are

the characteristic marks by which to distinguish between an infidel

and a Christian ?—To these inquiries, the following answer was
given :

" The Christian receives the canonical Scriptures of the Old and JVeto Testa-

ment as coming from God—as of binding authority—as the standard of his

faith, and the ride of his conduct ; - but the infidel, whatever he may profess or

pretend, never in reality does this.—The intelligent Christian is not averse

to sober and just criticism, in application to the Scriptures. He wishes the

canon of Scripture to be investigated and established, and that whatever is in-

cluded in the canon may be properly explained. He wishes to possess a correct

copy, if possible, as the inspired writers left it ; and he wishes this copy to.be

correctly interpreted, if possible, according to ' the mind of the Spirit.' But
when all this is done to his satisfaction, he has no further questions to ask. He
receives it all. He says, with Chillingworth in his better days, ' No demonstra-
tion can be stronger than this : God hath said so, therefore it is true.'

" But the infidel is not satisfied with having a correct copy of the Scriptures,

and with having it correctly interpreted. He does not thenbow to it, as a stand-

ard. There is a certain part of it, if not the whole, which, in his estimation, is

not the authoritative word of God."

The distinction here made was illustrated at considerable length,

and the line of division between the Christian and the infidel was
drawn with precision, and we think in its proper place. It was
then shown, by quotations numerous and authentic from the writ-

ings of Unitarians in this country and in Europe, that they fall on

the side of the infidel.

It will not be denied by any, not even by Unitarians whose
works were quoted, that, according to the distinction established by
our correspondent, they fall on the wrong side. If any objection

is to be made, it must lie against, not the application of this distinc-

tion, but the distinction itself. It is incumbent, therefore, on those

who feel themselves injured at being found on the side of the infi-

del, and who mean to persist in their opinions, to show that the

proper line of distinction has not been drawn. It is incumbent on
them to draw another, if they are able, which, in point ofprinciple,

shall place such men as Herbert and Bolingbroke on the one side,

and themselves on the opposite. It was not said by our corres-

pondent, nor will it be by us, that American Unitarians have
followed out their principles to so great an extent as some of those

with whom they are classed. But, in point of principle, where is

the difference ? Both call themselves Christians ; both profess to

believe that the Bible contains a revelation from God, and that partic-

ular parts of it may be in some sense inspired ;* both are, in some
instances, professors of religion, and come to its ordinances, and

pretend to much zeal for its purity and advancement ; and yet

; may be quoted from both, which seem to imply as much as this, though
both talk variously and inconsistently on the subject.
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both refuse to receive the whole canonical Bible as the word of

God, and bow to it as a standard of truth and duty. One class

may receive more of the Bible than the other, or may regard it

with greater veneration ; and there may be differences among in-

dividuals of either class in these respects. All may not apply

leading principles in the same way, or carry them out to the same
extent. But, in point ofprinciple, where is the difference ? For
ourselves, we cannot see where ; and if others have better eyes, or

a better understanding of the subject, they will have the goodness,

we hope, to inform us.

In relation to this whole argument of our correspondent, which
is certainly a close one, and from which, as it seems to us, there is

no escape, the reviewer in the Examiner has the following excla-

mation :

" What a notable argument is it, and what notable minds must it be expected
to operate upon ! Unitarians believe some things that infidels believe, and use
some of the same methods of reasoning ; therefore, Unitarians are Infidels !"

We should do the conductors of this work far greater injustice

than we ever have done them, were we to suppose that they did

not know, when they consented to the insertion of these and the

following sentences, that they were nothing to the purpose—that

they did not touch the argument in question, or constitute any

proper reply to it at all. " Unitarians believe some things that

infidels believe, and use some of the same methods of reasoning ;

therefore, Unitarians are infidels" ! Was this the argument of our

correspondent ?" By no means. All Christians unite with infidels

in the belief of a thousand things that might be mentioned ; but

are all Christians on this account infidels ? Or are infidels to be

identified with all sorts of Christians ?—It was inquired by our

correspondent, first of all, " What constitutes Infidelity ?" and this

being determined, it was shown, that those Unitarians, whose
words were quoted, do agree with infidel writers, not in some in-

different things, but in that very thing which goes to make a man
an infidel. They agree in pretending to respect Christianity,

while they refuse to bow to the Bible as a standard, and receive

it as the word of God. Such was the reasoning of our corres-

pondent ; and it is much easier to pass it with a sneer, than to

grapple with it, and fairly to answer it.

It is sometimes said by Unitarians, that the English infidels were

driven off from Christianity by its corruptions,* and that, had they

lived in this age and been familiar with modern improvements in

theology, they would not have been infidels. Now this, with a

difference of phraseology, is just what we have been saying. Were

* " Lord Herbert was indeed an extraordinary man, a man forced off and driven away
from Christianity by what we consider as the corruptions by which, in his time, it was
surrounded." Norton's General Repository, vol. i. p. 6.
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Lord Herbert or Lord Bolingbroke now citizens of Boston, be-

yond question they would not allow themselves to be denomina-

ted infidels. They would resent such an appellation as highly as

any of their peers. They would doubtless connect themselves

with some Unitarian society, and might go to the sacrament at

some Unitarian church. To be sure, they would not believe all

that was in the Bible ; they would pronounce some portions of it

unreasonable, and throw them aside as no part of the revelation

;

and their religious teachers would do the same.

On the day of our publishing the communication on Infidelity,

an article appeared in the Christian Examiner, entitled " The
Scriptures not a Revelation, but the Record of a Revelation." Of
this, we gave our readers some account in our number for Febru-
ary, pp. 95— 1 01. In the Examiner for May, the subject was
again introduced, in an article entitled " Misapprehensions of Uni-

tarianism." A leading object of this article seems to have been

to show, that, although Unitarians do deny the inspiration of the

Scriptures, still, they are very serious in doing it, and are, on the

whole, a very serious, religious people. From this article, some
extracts were given in our last number, p. 370. In the article

now under consideration, the conductors of the Examiner under-

take to tell us, as they had done before, what they believe.

" We lay our hand strongly upon the foundation—the Bible. We say, there

is a communication from heaven. There is light supernaturally communicated
and attested to those heaven-commissioned prophets and apostles, who, in their

turn, have simply, naturally, each after the manner of his own age, his own
style, his own peculiar habits of thought and feeling-

, imparted it to us. There
are truths recorded, beyond the human reach of the men who delivered them,
and they are truths dearer to us than life.—Right or wrong in our conviction,

this is what we believe."

Now all this is very well. A sense may be put upon these

words which will make them express, perhaps, all that is necessa-

ry. A sense may also be put upon them which virtually nullifies

them. And taken in connexion with all that has appeared in the

Examiner on the subject, we are constrained, whether we will or

no, to understand them in the latter sense. " There, is a commu-
nication from heaven." Where ? Contained in the Bible,—to

be culled out at the discretion of the reader. " There is light

supernaturally communicated," &c. How much ? How large a

portion of the contents of the Bible was supernaturally communi-
cated ? Only a part, as we shall presently see, and this part to be

determined by the judgement of individuals ; so that we have

no standard, after all, except our own understandings. And to

whom was this light supernaturally communicated ? To the

prophets and apostles ; and by them imparted to us, without any
kind or degree of inspiration ; so that we have nothing on
which to rely, in regard to the correctness of the record, ex-

cept the unaided fidelity and ability of the writers.—That these
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are the real views of the conductors of the Examiner, no one who
has read their pages can entertain a doubt ; and those who hold

to the full inspiration of the Bible, and receive it as a perfect stand-

ard, can as little doubt whether views such as these go to nullify

its declarations, and render the word of God of none effect.

The principal argument, in the several articles in the Examiner,

to disprove the inspiration of the sacred writers, arises from the

manner in which they wrote. Their " style is natural, and there-

fore is not supernatural." " The phraseology, the choice of words,

the order of thought, the selection of figures, comparisons, argu-

ments to enforce the communication, was altogether a human work."

—Now we admit that the different writers of Scripture exhibit

their characteristic differences of style. They were left, to some

extent certainly, each to follow the bent of his genius, and to ex-

press his thoughts in his own natural way. The language is that

of the age and country in which the writers lived, and we discover

in each somewhat of the peculiarities of his own mind. So far,

there need be no dispute. But what does all this prove 1 That

these writers were not guided and assisted in what they wrote by

a directing, superintending, unerring Spirit ? Not at all. We are

aware of no inconsistency, and we are confident that none can be

made to appear, between the doctrine of inspiration, properly ex-

plained, and the fact that the sacred penmen communicated divine

truth, each in that style and manner which to him was the most

natural and agreeable. Admitting the fact of inspiration, we might

expect beforehand that they would communicate after this man-
ner, since, to secure such a manner, seems to have been a principal

reason why men were selected as the instruments by which God
should reveal his truth. Why did he not utter responses from a

brazen oracle ; or speak in an audible manner from the clouds ?

He saw it best, doubtless, that the communication should come to

us through a human medium, and should possess, to our apprehen-

sion, the very property of naturalness which it does possess. And
now shall we urge this intended and important quality to show that

God had no concern in making the communication, and that men,
the appointed instruments, were not inspired ?

The argument in the Examiner proceeds on the supposition,

that what is supernaturally communicated must be presented in a

style altogether unique and peculiar. There can be no appear-

ance of naturalness, nothing seemingly human about it. If the

style is natural, it cannot be supernatural ; and, vice versa, if it is

supernatural, it cannot be natural.—Now let us examine this

assumption, on grounds which the conductors of the Examiner
themselves admit. They admit that some " portion of the Scrip-

tures" was " written from express dictation'''—the highest kind of

inspiration possible. Let them, then, select these portions, and

show us that the style of them is manifestly supernatural—altogeth-
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er unique and peculiar—discovering no traces of having passed

through a human medium. This certainly is incumbent on them,

or else their argument must lose all its force, even in their own
estimation.

Again, these reviewers believe that Christ was a human being,

possessing a human body and soul,with all the faculties and affections

of human nature. They profess also to believe that he was, in the

highest degree, inspired—that the Spirit was given him without

measure—so that whatever he spake was truly the word of God.

Now, do they believe that the discourses of Christ were delivered

in a style altogether superhuman—like the hollow responses of an

oracle, or like a voice sounding from the skies ? " A portion of the

discourses of our Saviour," say these gentlemen, " were [was]

undoubtedly written from an exact remembrance of the words.''
1

Let us then have these discourses selected (for no doubt our op-

ponents will be able to select them) and let it be shown that they

are supernatural discourses, in such sense as to have lost all ap-

pearance of naturalness, in " the phraseology, the choice of words,

the order of thought, the selection of figures, comparisons, argu-

ments," &LC
There is no doubt, there can be none to those who admit the

truth of the Bible, that no small part of it is literally the word of
God. How very often is God represented as speaking—in the

first person ? How much of the Old Testament follows a ' Thus
saith the Lord' ? These passages are numerous and long, em-
bracing in some instances whole chapters, and they occur in every

part of the Old Testament. Now if these passages are examined,

they will be found to contain the same characteristic differences of

style and manner, the same apparent ease and naturalness, which

appear in other parts of our sacred books. The argument of these

reviewers is therefore inconsistent, not only with their own conces-

sions, but with facts. Consequently, it cannot be a valid argu-

ment. They may theorise as much as they will, and please

themselves with the notion, that what is natural cannot be super-

natural, and that what has the appearance of naturalness cannot be

inspired ; the facts in the case are against them, and may be urged

to brush away their cobweb reasonings as fast as they spin them.

Large portions of the Bible (if true) are in fact the word of God,
for God is represented as personally speaking ; and yet these por-

tions present no more superhuman appearances than some other

portions. They exhibit the same degree of naturalness, and the

same characteristic differences of style.

It is urged by the reviewers in the Examiner, to keep them-

selves in countenance, that others have rejected the doctrine of

inspiration ; and several respectable authors are quoted as holding

views similar to their own. But admitting that others have rejected

the inspiration of the Scriptures ; this will not prove that it is right

VOL. III. NO. VIII. 54
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Wardlaw, after giving Dr. Priestley's views of the Bible, adds, "I
like the honesty of this avowal ; but I presume you will agree with

me in thinking that Deism ought to have been the profession of

him who makes it."* Mr. Fuller has a long letter on " the like-

ness of Socinianisin to Deism," illustrated in the agreement of

Socinians and Deists, " in their leading principles,
5
' their " preju-

dices," their successes, hc.f Dr. Jamieson, in the Preface

to his "Vindication of the Doctrine of Scripture," speaks of the

fatal influence of the Socinian scheme, in throwing open the sluices

to infidelity ;" and of " the fascinating power which it invariably dis-

covers, in bereaving its votaries of all that distinguishes Christianity

—but the name.'''' Dr. Miller says that " Unitarianism and infidelity

are so closely allied, that he who embraces the one has really no
good reason for objecting to the other."J Mr. Wilson denominates
the liberal theologians of Germany infidels. " I open the works
of the German infidels." " What are all the monstrous expositions

of the German infidel school. "|| Mr. Noble speaks of those who
deny the Divinity of the Saviour, in the same manner. " Not
only is absolute infidelity very prevalent, but the religion that is

professed is more and more assuming a character which renders it

different from infidelity less in substance than in name. The most
low and unworthy ideas of the Christian Redeemer are daily

superceding the honor that is his due."§
We present these authorities, to which others almost numberless

might be added, for the purpose of satisfying our opponents that it

is nothing new, or strange, or " monstrous" for those who deny
the inspiration of the Bible, and refuse to receive it as a standard,

to be denominated infidels. We call no man an infidel merely
because his views differ from ours in regard to the person of the

Saviour. We have never charged the conductors ofthe Examiner, or
any other Unitarian, with infidelity, on such grounds. But we do
call that man an infidel—we know not what else to call him—let

his theological speculations be what they may, who denies the

inspiration of the Scriptures, and refuses to receive them as a perfect
rule offaith and manners. The readers of the Christian Exami-
mer must judge for themselves whether some of the writers in that

work have not brought themselves within the range of this defini-

tion, and fairly incurred the charge with which it stands con-
nected.

But though these gentlemen do regard the Bible as a human
composition, and many parts of it as of human contrivance, still

* Discourses on the Socinian Controversy, p. 160.

t Works, voi. ii. pp. 211—223. % Letters on Unitarianism, p. 272.

|| Lectures on the Evidences of Christianity, pp. 48, 332,

§ Lectures on Inspiration, p. 3.
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they believe it contains a supernatural revelation ; and they ask

whether " any infidel ever admitted the divine, supernatural, mi-

raculous origin of that system of interpositions and instructions that

is recorded in the Bible ?" In reply to this, we would merely in-

quire whether they do not regard Hobbes and Bolingbroke and

Dodwell as infidels. But Hobbes, says Mr. Leland, " seems some-

times to acknowledge inspiration to be a supernatural gift, and the

immediate hand of God.'''' Lord Bolingbroke says " The Chris-

tian system of faith and practice was revealed by God himself;

and it is absurd and impious to assert that the divine Logos revealed

it incompletely or imperfectly. Its simplicity and plainness showed

that it was designed to be the religion of mankind, and manifested

likewise the divinity of its original." Dodwell also represents

" the divine law" as " first dictated by the Holy Spirit."*

The conductors of the Examiner complain, that we " take brief

sentences, and disjointed members of sentences, here and there,

from their writings," and " altogether suppress the strong and full

declarations they make of their belief of a supernatural communi-

cation to the inspired teachers of our religion." To this we reply,

that we have quoted " brief sentences," and sometimes " members
of sentences," from the Christian Examiner ; for the very good

reason that we have not space, and if we had, we should have no

necessity or inclination to extract entire articles. The proper

question on this subject respects, not the extent of our quota-

tions, but the manner of them. Have we quoted falsely or

unfairly ? Have we quoted in a way to convey an erroneous im-

pression ? Until some instances of such quotation are pointed out,

it may be safely assumed that none exist.—But we " suppress al-

together the strong and full declarations they make of their belief

of a supernatural communication." Now this representation is

untrue. Our readers know perfectly well, know it from the gene-

ral course of argument adopted, and from the quotations we have

made, that the conductors of the Examiner profess " their belief

of a supernatural communication to the teachers of our religion."

We have never attempted or wished to conceal this fact. Our
endeavor has been that, along with the knowledge of such a pro-

fession on their part, our readers should have the means of esti-

mating it.

Another complaint is, that we " pertinaciously" charge upon our

opponents our own " inferences as theirfaith." But this allegation,

like the last, must be met with a denial. To the best of our

knowledge, we have not done it. We have said that certain opin-

ions expressed in the Examiner amount to a species of infidelity
;

but we have not said or intimated that the conductors of that work
admit the justness of our conclusion, or make it a part of " their

* See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iii. p. 5.
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faith." On the contrary, it is implied in nearly all we have said,

that this conclusion, however just, will not, on their part, be

admitted.

Still another complaint is, that we " so completely wrap our-

selves up, as to all the difficult points of this controversy concern-

ing inspiration;" and we are called upon to tell our opponents "in

good truth, what we do believe."—It will seem strange, we are

sure, to many of our readers, that the Spirit of the Pilgrims should

be charged with a want of explicitness. We had supposed, that

we had excited prejudice and incurred reproach, more on account

of our explicitness, particularly in relation to subjects connected

with the Unitarian controversy, than from any other cause. If,

however, in the opinion of these gentlemen, we have not been

sufficiently explicit, we will endeavor to be more so ;—and before

telling them what we believe in regard to the subject of inspiration,

it may be proper to remove some apparent misapprehension by

telling them, in few words, what we do not believe. We do not

believe, then, that a kind of inspiration or miraculous guardianship

has been extended to our sacred books, to secure them against the

mistakes of transcribers, or the mutilations of designing men. Er-

rors, without doubt, at different periods, have crept into the text of

the Bible ; and it is of great importance that they be ascertained

and corrected.—Nor do we think it necessary to insist that the

sacred writers were guided liniformly by what has been called an

inspiration of suggestion. We prefer not to descend to distinctions

of this nature, but should rather say, with Dr. Knapp, that inspira-

tion is " an extraordinary divine agency upon teachers, while giv-

ing instruction, whether oral or written, by which they were taught

what and how they should write or speak ;" or with Dr. Woods,
" that the sacred writers were so guided by the divine Spirit, that

in every part of their work they were rendered infallible, and wrote

just what God willed they should write ;" so that the Scriptures

throughout may "justly be considered as the word of Got?."*

But we are called upon to reconcile these views of inspiration

with certain things contained in the Bible
;

particularly with " the

philosophy of Moses, the imprecations of David, the differences

among the Apostles, the obscurities of Paul, and" with the " in-

stances of puerility, coarseness, and indelicacy in style, and inap-

positeness in illustration," which are thought to occur. Of the

philosophy of Moses, as we know nothing, we shall say nothing.

In respect to natural, visible objects, he was doubtless directed,

and for the best reasons, to use the current phraseology, and write

according to invariable appearances, without regard to any philo-

sophical theory whatever. And we should as soon think of charg-

ing a writer with falsehood now, who should speak of the sun's

* See Dr. Wood's Lectures on Inspiration, p. 90.
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rising, or of the sun's going down, or of the moon as one of the

lights of heaven, as of preferring a charge of this nature against

Moses, and arguing against his inspiration, on the ground that such

language occurs in his writings. It is, we insist, proper language

—the most proper to be used in the connexion in which it stands,

and we should have deemed it a real imperfection in the Bi-

ble, had there been a manifest departure from the ordinary-

modes of speech, and an endeavor to shape its phraseology in ac-

cordance with the changing schemes of human philosophy.—Of
the imprecations of David, we cannot be expected within our

present limits to speak particularly. With the generality of

Christians we may safely say, that while we do not think them
inconsistent with the piety of the Psalmist, or with his inspiration,

we do not regard them as an example for us. They are doubtless

to be accounted for, on the ground of the peculiarity of David's

situation, and the genius of that dispensation in relation to which
he was called to act so responsible a part. He was the anointed

leader of God's chosen, covenant people ; a progenitor and type

of Christ ; and, what is more to the purpose, he was an inspired

prophet, to whom the future doom of his enemies was miraculously

dislcosed, and against whom he was divinely commissioned to de-

nounce judgements in the name of the Lord. Hence the impre-

cations which he uttered, so far from disproving his inspiration,

would be of much more difficult interpretation, consistently with

his piety and devotion, on supposition that he was not supernatu-

rally inspired.

When the writer in the Examiner spake of " discrepances in the

Evangelical narratives," and " differences among the apostles,"

we supposed, from the purpose for which these expressions

were used, and the connexion in which they stood, that he refer-

red to supposed contradictions, in the New Testament. For if not

contradictions, how could they render the inference " unavoid-

able, that these writings," (the sacred writings,) " so far as their

composition is concerned, are to be regarded as possessing a pro-

perly and purely human character?" Vol. vii. p. 352. But in

the article before us, these " discrepancies" and " differences" are

explained to mean no more than this, that the Evangelical narra-

tives, though perfectly reconcileable, are not couched in precisely

the same terms ; and that the apostles, in some instances, had the

misfortune to judge differently of men and things—a sense which

no Christian ever thought of disputing, and to which no infidel

could with propriety appeal, as constituting an objection to the

inspiration of the New Testament.
As to " the obscurities of Paul," and " the instances of puerility,

coarseness, and indelicacy of style, and inappositeness in illustra-

tion," which the conductors of the Examiner think they find in the

Bible, and respecting which they wish to know our views, we say at
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once, that in the writings of Paul, there " are some things hard to be

understood," not, however, because he wrote improperly, or with-

out inspiration, but because of the peculiar circumstances under

which he wrote, and the nature of the subjects of which he was

called to treat. We know of no parts of the Bible which we should

dare to characterize as puerile, or coarse, or inapposite, or on the

whole indelicate. They may seem so to our ears and tastes ; but

we ought to remember that the tastes of different ages and nations

differ in this respect ; that what would be sufficiently delicate to

an Oriental now, and would have been so regarded by our own
fathers and mothers two hundred years ago, may strike us very

differently ; that what we esteem our superior delicacy may be

chiefly owing to greater impurity in our mental associations ; and,

in fine, that we have need to know much more than we do, before

we presume to sit in judgement on the style of a book prepared

for all ages, past and to come, designed to be read in future by all

people, and intended to answer so many and high purposes, as the

Bible. And language respecting this holy book, like that here

quoted, we can but think indecent and irreverent, such as no be-

liever in divine inspiration would be willing to employ, and fur-

nishing strong evidence in proof of the charge to support which it

was originally quoted.

Thus much we have deemed it necessary to say in reply to the

queries of the Examiner, and to the charge of wrapping ourselves

up as to all the difficult points of this controversy—a charge which

we never thought of deserving, and which, could we have consent-

ed to deserve, we probably might have escaped much of the re-

proach which has been cast upon us by these reviewers.

We find several objections urged against the inspiration of the

Scriptures, to which, in passing, we must give a moment's atten-

tion. It is said, that there are trivial and seemingly unimportant

things in the Bible, which it would be dishonorable to the Deity to

regard as having come from him. And are there not trivial and

seemingly unimportant things in nature ? Is not the world around us

made up, to a great extent, of little things, to many of which, sepa-

rately considered, we can scarcely conceive why the Creator should

have given existence f Yet who would urge their littleness

against the abounding evidence that he created them ? Or who
will urge the seemingly little things which we find in the Bible to

confront the direct testimony of the writers, that " all Scripture is

given by inspiration of God ?"

It is further objected that, with our views of inspiration, we ought

not to be satisfied with translations of the Bible. "How is it pos-

sible for our opponents, on their principles, to rely, as they do, on

uninspired translations of the sacred text

.

?"—But suppose we deny

inspiration, and regard the Bible as a mere human composition ;

would a translation in that case be any more safe than it is at pres-
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ent ? Cannot an inspired book be translated as well as one that is

uninspired ?—But we must have an infallible standard. And so

we have, in the original Scriptures ; and in translations, so far as

they agree with the original, and no farther. Admitting, then,

that there may be some uncertainty about translations ; would there

be less uncertainty, if the original were not perfect ; or would

there be more ? And because we cannot have all that would

be desirable in translations, shall we utterly reject them ? The
fact that translations must be uninspired, and may be imperfect,

evidently shows the importance, rather than otherwise, of having

an inspired and infallible original.

But " human language," it is said, " is essentially fallible ;"

" words are but conventional signs of thought ;" so that it is impos-

sible they should be the medium of conveying to us a perfect and

infallible standard.—Our opponents seem to talk variously on this

subject. When it is their object to show that their own views of

the Bible are sufficient and sale, then language is a very intelligible

medium. " We are constantly reading books without any of this

distrust—and books, too, written by men in every sense fallible."

" Why are we not in constant and grievous uncertainty about the

meaning of our familiar authors ?" But when it is their object to

depreciate inspiration, then " all human language, when referring

to what is intellectual, to what is spiritual, is but an approximation

to the truth." And " how can the idea of absolute infallibility be

attached to such an instrument of communication ?" Admitting,

however, all that can justly be said as to the uncertainty of human

language, we are unable to see how this goes to disprove the real-

ity or the necessity of divine inspiration. If words are not an.

infallible medium of communication, they are the best medium we
have ; and if God was pleased to give us an inspired record of his

will, to what means of accomplishing his purpose should he have

recourse, except to language ? Besides, if language is essentially

imperfect, it ought surely to be made as perfect as possible ;
and

the consideration of its imperfection, so far from being a reason

against inspiration, is an important reason in its favor,—one which

should lead us to receive with thankfulness, and peruse with dili-

gence, the divinely attested record which God hath given us.

But perhaps it will be denied by those on whom we here remark,

that they do reject the inspiration of the Scriptures ; and there are

sentences in the article before us, which might seem to justify such

a denial.—But if they do not deny the inspiration of the Scriptures

—and by the Scriptures we mean the entire canon of our sacred

writings—then, with whom are they contending ? Their objec-

tions and arguments are all levelled against themselves, as really

as against us.—The truth is, however, these men do deny the in-

spiration of the Scriptures j and the insinuations to the contrary

VOL. III.—NO. VIII. 55
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which occssionally appear are but new instances of self-contradic-

tion, for which the writings of many among them have become so

remarkable. It may be amusing to our readers to review and

contrast some of their declarations on this subject.

After quoting a passage from Dr.

Knapp, in which he speaks of the hooks

of Scripture as " given by inspiration

of God," and " written under a divine

impulse," these reviewers say, " We
have no difficulty in admitting the doc-

trine of inspiration, in the general

terms here laid down."
" We believe that the truths of our

religion were inspired, and that the

teachers of our religion were divinely

directed and assisted to communicate
them.'"
" Those writings" (" the Old Testa

ment as a whole") " had a divine and
supernatural origin. They had a higher

origin than the will of man."
" If we took his arguments" (the ar-

guments of Dr. Woods for a plenary

inspiration) " just as they stand in their

simple statement, we should never sus-

pect that they were designed to estab-

lish a position different from that in

which we ourselves stand."

After quoting Dr. Woods' arguments
for the inspiration of the New Testa-
ment, one of which asserts, " that there

are many passages in the New Testa-
ment to show, that the writers consid-

ered themselves to be under the infalli-

ble guidance of the Spirit," the review-
ers say, " We can admit all these propo-
sitions, and we have no doubt, indeed, of
their truth, without coming to the con-

clusion to which Dr. Woods would
guide us."

It appears from the extracts here exhibited, that while the con-

ductors of the Examiner " have no difficulty in admitting" that the

books of Scripture were " given by inspiration of God," and

" written under a divine impulse ;" they deny " the immediate in-

spiration of the Scriptures," and assert that " they were not pro-

duced under the miraculous supervision of the Deity ;"—and while

they profess to hold, that the sacred " writings had a divine and

supernatural origin," that the writers " were divinely directed and

assisted to communicate them," and " considered themselves to be

under the infallible guidance of the Spirit ;" they also hold, that

the Scriptures " are not, in the common sense, inspired," but " so

far as their composition is concerned, are to be regarded as pos-

sessing a properly and purely human character."*

The reader of the Scriptures " would
rise from their perusal with an argu-
ment stronger than we can express
against the doctrine of verbal inspira-
tion, or of special guidance in regard to

the style of writing and modes of illus-

tration."
" The style is natural, and therefore

is not supernatural."

"These writings," (the Scriptures)
" so far as their composition is con-

cerned, are to be regarded as possess-

ing a properly and purely human char-

acter."
" The manner, the style, the phrase-

ology, the choice of words, the order of
thought, the selection of figures, com-
parisons, arguments to enforce the
communication, was altogether a hu-

man work."
" They" (the Scriptures,) " are not,

in the common sense inspired—they

were not produced under the miraculous
supervision of the Deity.'"

" We are desirous that those who
are least versed in questions of theolo-

o-y may understand, that a denial ofthe
immediate inspiration of the Scriptures

does not, in the slightest degree, affect

their authority."
" It would not follow that those holy

men" (the writers of the Old Testa-

ment) " were indebted for their style,

ox for any direction of their style, to

inspiration."

* These are not the only instances of contradiction which occur in the article before

us. The question we are told on one page " is indeed about words. It is about the ve-
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It is evident, on the whole, that leading Unitarians in this region

are intending to persist in rejecting the inspiration of the Bible,

and in refusing to receive it as the word of God. The result to

which they have come has not been adopted suddenly, or without

opportunity for consideration. In some minds it has been matur-

ed, and the way has been preparing for a disclosure, for several

years. The following views respecting the old Testament were

expressed by Professor Norton, as early as A. D. 1818.

11 While we believe that God gave the Jews the knowledge of himself, and
taught them some of the great truths of religion by a miraculous revelation,

and miraculously superintended their concerns ; we at the same time believe

that the records of their history were composed by men. We must, therefore,

warn those whom we instruct, from attributing to God the human passions, the

imperfect vieics, the national prejudices, and the false moral judgements of ac-

tions and character which belong only to the historian''
1—" We believe that God

made to his ministers, under the Jewish dispensation, most sublime communica-
tions respecting his nature and works ; but that the language in which these

truths were expressed by them was their oion." " We may further, I think, ra-

tionally teach, that many of the particular laws of the founder oj the Jewish
State are attributed to Jehovah, only because Moses was appointed and commis-
sioned by God as the lawgiver of that State, and might, therefore, be considered

as acting throughout under his authority."*

From this extract we gather, first, that in the judgement of Pro-

fessor N. certain portions of the Old Testament, those particularly

in which he thinks are exhibited " imperfect views, national preju-

dices and false moral judgements of actions and character," con-

stitute no part of the revelation, but, both in thought and language,
" belong only to the historian." Secondly, that in other portions,

containing "sublime communications," from God, "respecting his

nature and works," the language is to be attributed to the writer

exclusively. And thirdly, that " many of the laws" which Moses
gave to Israel, and which he declared he received from God, were
the result of his own wisdom, while acting under a general com-
mission from Jehovah.

It is urged by Dr. Woods, that unless the inspiration of our sa-

cred books extends to the language as well as the thought, we
may be disturbed by continual doubts as to the propriety of some
of the representations of Scripture.

" Hero, we might say, Paul was unfortunate in the choice of words ; and
here, his language does not express the ideas he must have intended to convey.

hide of communication, about style, about the manner of writing." But on another page
the writer carries the question much farther than this, and demands of us whether we
" believe in the inspiration of every idea that is contained in the Bible." And after quot-

ing a part of the second Epistle to Timothy, he asks, " Can any sensible man believe that

these ideas were inspired 1 We presume not."

Again, he represents it as " the great difficulty" with us, that the Bible must be regard-

ed as " a perfect book,"—necessarily implying tha< he does not thus regard it. But with

all its imperfections, he speaks of it on the opposite page as "just what God saw to be
suited to the ends of revelation," and believes "it was best that the communication should

be left to be madejust as it was made."

* Discourse on Religious Education, pp. 21—25.
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Here, the style of John was inadvertent ; and here it was faulty ; and here it

would have been more agreeable to the nature of the subject, and would have
more accurately expressed the truth, had it been altered thus."

The reviewers in the Examiner admit the force of this objec-

tion, but insist that they " seldom find occasion" to use such lan-

guage respecting the Bible ; implying that in some instances they
" do find occasion" thus to criticise and censure our sacred books,

and that when they think there is occasion, they have no objection

to doing it.

Taking the whole" subject in connexion, we come to the same
conclusion respecting the views of leading Unitarians, to which we
were brought in a former number, and which we must be allowed

to repeat.

u No manner of inspiration, not even a general superintendence, attaches to

the language of Scripture. It is the word of man, and not of God, and is to be
regarded, entirely and throughout, as a human composition. And as to the

ideas conveyed by this language, though some of them are inspired, others are

not, and every one must judge for himself, (though he has no certain means of
judging) how much to receive as a revelation from God, and how much to im-
pute to the ignorance, the prejudice, the ingenuity, or the device of man."

Unitarians have not yet informed us definitely and fully what

portions of the Bible they mean to set aside as forming no part of

the revelations of God. They have, however, told us some
things ; and it may be interesting, before we close, to trace the

progress of developement on this subject, up to the present period.

We learn, then, in the first place, that "many of the particular

laws" which were given to Israel, came not, as the Scriptures as-

sert, from God, but from Moses. We further learn from Dr.

Ware, and the sentiment has been more than once expressed in

the Examiner, that all " the arguments, illustrations, and topics of

persuasion employed" by the sacred writers to enforce their instruc-

tions, " were the suggestions of their own minds." The Epistle to

the Hebrews is formally discarded as uncanonical, and, in many
parts, unreasonable. We must also reject all those portions which

seem to us trivial or unimportant ; as .2 Tim. iv. 10— 13. " Can
any sensible man believe that these ideas were inspired ? We
presume not." We must reject, too, those parts which appear to

be founded on the writer's " private notions of fitness and proprie-

ty ;" for instance, 1 Cor. x'i. 1— 16. " No Christians," we are

falsely told, " not even the most Orthodox, believe" these verses

" to be ... . inspired." Those parts are also to be rejected, in

which the writer seems to be " giving utterance to feelings entire-

ly natural, in words and arguments purely human ;" for instance,

1 Cor. ix. 1—7. We are further to reject all " the imprecations"

of the sacred writers, their "imperfect views," their " false moral

judgements," their " mistakes in philosophy and discrepancies in

statements of facts," all that is " local," all that is " temporary,"
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in short, everything that seems to us unreasonable ; for it is said

expressly,

"If we are asked how we distinguish between the private opinions of the

writers, and the essential principles of their religion, between what is of partial

and temporary, and what is of universal and constant obligation, we answer,

that we do it, as we would do everything else of a similar nature, by the sober

exercise of our reason.'" Vol. viii. p. 139.

Our readers will learn from the statements here made what havoc

is coming to be made of the Scriptures, and the importance of guard-

ing them with a vigilant eye and a strong hand. We need say nothing

to impress the importance of this discussion. ' If the foundations

are destroyed, what can the righteous do?' And if the inspiration

of the Scriptures, their plenary inspiration, does not lie at the

foundation of the Christian's hope, we know not what subject or

doctrine is entitled to such a distinction. The points at issue

in this discussion may appear to some a small matter ; but only

suffer these questions to be carried on the wrong side, and we
hazard nothing in saying that the Bible, as to all essential purposes,

is gone. Only yield to our opponents the full range of their

principles, and there is not a sentence of the Bible, on which the

advocate of revelation can lay his hand, and say, ' This is au-

thoritative—this is the word of God.' For if he appeals to the

Penteieuch, much that Moses pretended to have received from

God was of his own invention. If he refers to the historical parts

of the Old Testament, no small portion of these " belongs only to

the historian." If he quotes from the Psalms, many passages here

are to be rejected. If he quotes from the alleged discourses of

Christ, these were " reported by the Evangelists from memory,
and not always with perfect accuracy." If he quotes from the

writings of the apostles, they in some instances were mistaken. Or
let him quote from what part of the Bible he may, the language

is " purely human," and is as likely to be faulty as any other lan-

guage. Suppose he quotes the introduction to John's gospel, in

proof of the Divinity of Christ; but who can be sure that the old

apostle did not Platonize, and conform his language, if not his

theology, to the false philosophy of the times ? Or suppose he
quotes the strong language of Paul, to prove the doctrine of atone-

ment by the death of Christ ; but Paul, it must be remembered,
was a Jew, had been cradled and nurtured among victims and

sacrifices, and we must be careful not to mistake his private opin-

ions and Jewish notions for the revelations of Jehovah.

It will be perceived at once, that under the application of prin-

ciples such as these, the Bible is of no value, as a common and

authoritative standard of appeal. For what can be proved by it ?

And why should any be at the trouble of quoting and interpreting

proof-texts, if, after the meaning is ascertained, there is still another
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question to be decided at the bar of reason, viz : Is this meaning
true or false ?

We commend this subject to the consideration of Christians of
all denominations who love the Bible, and call upon them to unite

with us, in defending the full inspiration and the divine authority of

the word of God. The authority of this sacred word is now as-

sailed ; and what renders the assault more fearful, it is made
(as it has been before) under a profession of regard, and a cover

of friendship. Of the spread of open, scoffing infidelity our ap-

prehensions are comparatively feeble. But when we see infidelity

in the high places of the church, and hear it from lips which ought

to be among the first to defend the unerring standard of the word of

life, we cannot but lift a note of warning, and call upon all who love

the Bible to unite in its defence.

We commend this subject to the consideration of sober, reflect-

ing Unitarians—fathers, mothers, and heads of families. Are such

persons aware of what is doing under their patronage, and with a

reliance on their countenance and favor ? Are they prepared to

give up the Bible, as a standard of appeal, and a rule of duty ?

Are they willing that their children should be educated under the

influence of principles in regard to the Bible, like those on which
we have here remarked ? Are they sure that they shall not them-

selves need the Bible, the whole Bible, for their instruction and

comfort, as they travel through this vale of tears ? And are they

willing to turn away from that ' sure word of prophecy,' that ' light

shining in a dark place,' by the beams of which the holy of other

ages have walked to heaven ?

We would commend a further consideration of this solemn sub-

ject even to those Unitarians on whose writings we have felt it our

duty to remark. It may be they are not fully aware of the nature

and influence of those results to which they have come. We call

upon them, therefore, to pause, and consider, and retrace their

steps. Our consciences bear us witness that we have not pursued

this discussion with feelings of bitterness or hatred. Had we writ-

ten a line under the influence of such feelings, most gladly would
we blot it out with tears. But we do feel the importance of the

subject, and under a sense of its great importance, we feel impel-

led to expose impending dangers, and warn our fellow travellers to

the judgement to beware. For whether received or rejected, the

Bible will stand. Having " God for its author, salvation for its

end, and truth, without any mixture of error, for its matter," it has

sustained and outlived a thousand assaults, and it cannot now be

overthrown. But those can be overthrown who dare to trifle with

it, and who refuse to receive it, and walk by it, as the standard of

truth and duty, the word of the living God. Let impetuous mor-

tals, then, beware; and instead of exalting their own powers, and

proudly leaning to their own understandings, let them in meekness

receive the engrafted word, which is able to save their souls.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

EDUCATION REPORTER AND BOSTON RECORDER.

The subject of Education is one of paramount interest and importance, in

relation to individuals and communities, to this life and the future. Of
its advantages, when wisely directed, no one entertains a doubt, and the power
which it is capable of exerting is immense. If it cannot literally create new
faculties, it can transform, expand, and invigorate those with which the Creator

has endowed us. If it cannot infuse the living soul, it can enlarge and elevate

the soul, and bear it onward in its eternal course beyond any assignable limits.

It is one of those subjects which commend themselves to all classes and

descriptions of persons—to the aged and the young, to parent and child, to the

friend of his country, of the church, and of the souls of men.

It should be regarded as among the favorable omens of the present age, that

the subject of education, so great and interesting always, is now exciting un-

wonted attention. Not only is the old established system, of school education

continued, we hope with increased facilities and power, but the Infant school,

the Sabbath school, the Bible class, the Lyceum—names and institutions for-

merly unknown— have come into notice, and multitudes of every age, from

lisping childhood to those in the busy scenes of active and professional life, are

drawn frequently together, to enjoy their benefits. A system of general, popu-

lar education has been adopted, the results of which, if wisely and persever-

ingly pursued, can be hardly estimated.

But here, we apprehend, is the danger : These frequent meetings for general

instruction may be so conducted as to excite little interest, and then they will

soon grow stale and be neglected ; or they may fall under a corrupting influence,

and then they will prove a curse, rather than a blessing. They need, therefore,

to be fostered and encouraged, and to be furnished with a continual supply of

new, interesting, and profitable topics for investigation and discussion. They
need also to be looked after and watched over, not with the stern eye of a censor,

but with that of an intelligent and faithful friend.

But how shall this important service be rendered ?—It may be rendered in a

variety of ways;—by the stately periodical, like the Journal of Science, or the

Journal of Education ;—or by means of Scientific Tracts;*—or perhaps more

efficiently by a weekly paper, devoted to this specific object, and designed to

circulate among the School committees, and teachers, and lecturers, and lyce-

ums, and institutions for popular instruction, with which our busy land is com-
ing to be filled. Such a paper is the Education Reporter, a few numbers of

which are before the public, and to which we feel a pleasure in directing the at-

tention of our readers. In the principles and talents of the editor, (Rev. Mr.
Rand,) his long experience in a kindred employment, his industry and persever-

ance, in the attention which he is known to have paid to the general subject

of education, and in the character of the numbers already issued, the public

have every assuranee which the nature of such an experiment admits, that the

paper will not disappoint its patrons, but will meet and answer the important

* A scries of "Scientific Tracts," to be "conducted by Josiah Holbrook and others,"
has been commenced, which, if properly prepared, may be very useful.
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object of its institution. We trust it will commend itself to the friends and pro-

moters of education in this community generally, and that its circulation and

consequent usefulness will be equal to its deserts.

By the removal of Mr. Rand to his new sphere of labor, our good old friend

and ally, the Boston Recorder, has fallen into other editorial hands. Of this

change we need only say at present, that it has been effected with the entire

concurrence and approbation of such of the tried supporters of the Recorder as

could be conveniently consulted, and that the results of it, thus far, are highly

satisfactory. We trust they will not be less so in future, and that this—we had

almost said venerable paper—(for it is the eldest of the kind, we believe, in exist-

ence) which has carried light and comfort into so many families, may continue

and extend its weekly visits, to instruct and edify the friends of truth, and con-

vince and reclaim the gainsayer and wanderer.

As a specimen of what may be expected from the new editor (Mr. Stowe), and

to furnish those of our readers who do not see the Recorder with the means of

deciding a very importaut question, we present an extract from the number for

July 14. The occasion of the article was as follows. Dr. Channing, and other

Unitarians, have been urging into notice and circulation a new English Testa-

ment, conformed to the corrected copy of Griesbach. In our number for March
last, we replied to their statements and appeals by saying, that " Dr. Knapp's
Testament is now admitted by German scholars, Liberal as well as Orthodox,

to be superior to Griesbach's." (p. 134.) This assertion was contradicted in the

last number of the North American Review, and a further attempt made to urge

Griesbach into notice. The article which follows is in reply to theNorth Amer-

ican ; and is a complete vindication of the position we had taken.

griesbach's greek testament.

Agreeably to our promise last week, we proceed to offer a few
remarks on this celebrated work.
We cheerfully grant, in the outset, that the arduous and judicious

labors of Griesbach deserve all praise ; and that, with the ex-

ception perhaps of Wetstein, he is unquestionably superior, in point

of talent and faithful diligence, to any who preceded him in the

critical examination of the text of the New Testament. We further

say, that no biblical scholar can ever mention the name of Griesbach
without feelings of veneration for his character and attainments.

Having said this, we hope we shall not be accused of being under
the influence of prejudice against him, if we prefer Knapp's Testa-
ment to his, provided we can give good reasons for our preference.

That Griesbach, though a great critic, was far enough from perfec-

tion, may be seen by consulting Dr Lawrence's Essay on the sub-

ject, published in England some years since, and republished in the

Princeton Biblical Repertory. The first edition of his Greek Testa-

ment was published in two volumes in 1775—77, and the second in

1796—1806.
Something is attempted to be made of the circumstance that Gries-

bach was a Trinitarian, and that his emendations of the text are not
always favorable to the doctrine of the Trinity. It is true that

Griesbach was professedly a Trinitarian ; and so all the theologians

in Germany of any repute, Liberal as well as Orthodox, so far
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as they profess to be Christians, profess to be Trinitarians. The
doctrine of the Trinity is not the dividing line in that land of learn-

ing, for it is a conceded point that the Bible teaches this doctrine,

and that it is a constituent part of Christianity ; and the only ques-

tion on which they are at issue is, Was the Bible given by supernat-

ural revelation ? Accordingly, the most common names of the two

parties are, Naturalists and Supcrnaturalists. All the principal

treatises on theology from both these parties, recognise, illustrate,

and defend the doctrine of the Trinity, as a fundamental doctrine of

the Bible and of the Lutheran church. If any one doubt the fact, let

him examine the theological system of Schleierrnacher, who is of the

liberal party, and a Naturalist in his views of inspiration ;
nnd of

Hahn, who is reckoned among the Orthodox, or Supernaturalists.

The only difference between them is, that the latter considers him-

self bound to believe what the Bible teaches ; and the former does

not consider himself thus bound.

Griesbach, therefore, though professedly a Trinitarian, might

have been as liberal as any of his contemporaries ; and surely he

was never very rigidly Orthodox. Some of the rules which he pre-

scribed to himself in the examination of various readings, show that

in his anxiety to walk straight, he almost leaned over backwards. We
will mention two.

6. " The reading that gives a sense especially calculated to nour-

ish piety, (particularly monastic) is to be suspected."

8. " Among many readings of one passage, that which more than

the others, manifestly favors the doctrines of the Orthodox, is justly

regarded as suspicious." (Pref. p. 61.)

We make no objection to these rules, considering circumstances;

we merely say, that twelve and thirteen are equi-distant from tioelve

and a half
In 1782—88, Prof. Matthaei, formerly of Moscow, after a most

laborious examination of more than a hundred MSS. (the greater

part of which were unknown to Griesbach,) and a careful compari-

son of the text with the scriptural quotations in the writings of the

Fathers, published a splendid edition of the Greek Testament in

twelve volumes, with Latin translations, critical remarks, fac simi-

les of MSS., &c. He strenuously opposes the principles of Gries-

bach throughout, and comes very near the received text. Eichhorn,

who for more than 30 years stood at the head of the liberal party in

Germany, speaks in the highest terms of the merits of Matthaei, and
observes in reference to his opposition to Griesbach, that he had
himself always preferred a middle path between the two. (Bibliothek,

B. II. S. 311.) Hug expresses an equally favorable opinion of

Matthaei, though he gives a more decided preference to Griesbach.

(Einleit. in N. T. B. I. S. 842.) It ought to be mentioned to the

honor of Griesbach, that in his second edition, he very carefully

availed himself of all the remarks that had been made upon the

first.

In 1827, Dr. David Schulz, a decided Naturalist, published at

Berlin the first volume of a new edition of Griesbach's Testament,
with numerous corrections and additions. In his Preface, among

VOL. III.—NO. VIII. 56
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many other reasons for revising the text of Griesbach, he gives the

following :

1. Griesbach, and those who preceded him, in settling the text,

relied too exclusively on external evidence, such as the authority of
codices, versions, the Fathers, &c, without sufficient regard to the

internal evidence, that is. the genius of each writer, the custom of
language, the course of thought, the scope of the argument, &,c.

2. Griesbach did not investigate with sufficient accuracy the

origin and sources of various readings, nor form on this ground a

just estimate of these variations.

3. The most ancient and best codices, the versions, and Fathers,

had not been described, collated, and estimated with due correct-

ness, by Griesbach and his predecessors.
4. The doctrine of Griesbach concerning the recensions of the

New Testament, though not to be rejected entirely, yet ought
to be restricted within narrower limits, and applied more cautiously

and sparingly, than has been done by Griesbach and his dis-

ciples.

Dr. Schulz gives several other reasons of the same nature ; but

these, which are the first that occur, may suffice as a specimen.
(Pref. p. 30.)

In 1797, Dr. Knapp of Halle published his Testament, which
approaches much nearer the common reading than Griesbach. The
merits of this work are very cheerfully acknowledged by Griesbach
himself, in the Preface to the second volume of the second edition

of his Testament ; and he candidly avows that its excellencies ena-
bled him to make several improvements in his own work. Eichhorn
also gives a hearty recommendation of Knapp. (Bibliothek, B. IX.
S. 574.) Dr. Schulz, in the Preface already referred to, gives the

same testimony, and affirms that Griesbach owes it to Knapp,
that the second edition of his Testament is so much more correct

than the first. He then adds :
" Knapp alone certainly has deserv-

ed the best of all in modern times in this department of New Testa-
ment criticism ; and among theologians you will scarcely find his

equal for acuteness and perspicacity, or cautious skill and learning,

or a subtle knowledge of the classic languages." (Pref. p. 9.) This
from Dr. Schulz, respecting so Orthodox a character as Dr. Knapp,
is surely very high praise. This Testament has gone through four

very large editions, each with improvements, the last by Dr. Thilo
in 1829.

Such being the facts, we are surprised to find in the North Amer-
ican Review, in addition to the most unqualified eulogy of Gries-

bach, such language as the following, in reference to the labors of
Knapp. " What state it was of opinion, or of the book market in

Germany, which called for such a work, we cannot presume to

say."—" It was bought at first because there was nothing to compete
with it, and copies were subsequently multiplied, because, from use,

they would sell."

We readily allow that the merit of original and laborious collation

belongs to Griesbach, and that had it not been for the materials

which he collected and labored upon, the work of Knapp would not
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have existed ; that Griesbach is the leader and Knapp the follower :

still we affirm, that as Griesbach had all the ardor and adventurous

boldness of a first discoverer, as he had an immense mass of materi-

als to arrange and examine, as he was walking in an untrodden

path, as it was impossible for him accurately to weigh and to con-

template in all their bearings all the principles on which he acted
;

—Knapp, who came after him, and had all the advantage of his

previous labors, who walked in a path that was already cleared, and

made use of materials that were already collected, and acted on

principles that had been sufficiently tested, and proceeded with so

much caution and skill and conscientiousness, is a much safer guide,

has given us a more faultless text, than Griesbach ;
and in this opin-

iou we think we are supported by the reason of the thing and the

judgement of the German public. The question is not, Who per-

formed the most labor ? Who led the way ? Who has the most

merit 1—but the simple inquiry is, Who has come to the most accu-

rate result 1

We have several reasons for concluding that the attempt to crowd

Griesbach on to the religious public, at the present time, is prema-

ture. (We speak here of the public at large; professed scholars

ought to have a critical Testament.)

1. Facts are now so rapidly accumulating, in regard to the text of

the New Testament, by the researches of travellers and scholars,

that we are not yet authorized to present a new standard text.

2. Most of the investigations, which have been made since Gries-

bach's time, have tended to bring the text nearer than he left it, to

the received text.

3. With two or three exceptions, the alterations, which Griesbach

proposes, are so very slight, that we need be in no haste about a

change.

4. It is best not to attempt so important an innovation until we
are quite sure that it is necessary.

TESTIMONY OF THE EARLY CHRISTIAN FATHERS TO THE INSPIRA-

TION OF THE SCRIPTURES.

Extracted from Wilson's Lectures on the Evidences of Christianity.

" What, then, do the Fathers declare as to the opinion of the

church, in the first centuries, on the subject of the inspiration of

the Scriptures ?

1. First, as the sacred writers of the New Testament cited pas-

sages from the Old Testament with the solemn title of Scripture,

without any addition, as expressive of the inspiration of the books

of the Jewish canon ; so the Christian Fathers, coeval with the

apostles, constantly quote the writings of the New Testament under

the same name.
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2. Again, the other titles which they familiarly attribute to the

New Testament, almost all imply their divine inspiration. They
call them, " The Word of God, the Voice of God, The Oracles of
Heaven, The Oracles of the Holy Ghost," and especially they ap-

ply to them the expression which we have already noticed, as con-
taining the sum of the whole argument, }/>*<?» Bhtmrros divinely in-

spired scripture.

3. Further, the distinction which the ancient Fathers made be-

tween canonical and apocryphal books, turned on this very point of
inspiration. They accounted other writings, however true upon
the whole and edifying, not canonical, because not inspired by the

Holy Ghost.

4. Then, as to the innumerable passages in which they speak
their own sentiments, and that of the church, on the subject,

Hear, first, Clemens Romanus, Bishop of Rome, (A. D. 91

—

110,) a contemporary with the apostles, to whom we have frequently

referred already. " The apostles," says he, " preached the gospel,

being filled with the Holy Ghost—the Scriptures are the true words
of the Spirit—Paul wrote to the Corinthians things true by the aid

of the Spirit—he, being divinely inspired, admonished them, by an
epistle, concerning himself and Cephas and Apollos."

Justin Martyr (A. D. 89— 164) says, that " the gospels were
written by men full of the Holy Ghost."

Irenaeus (A. D. 97—202) declares that " all the apostles received

the gospel by divine revelation—that the scriptures were dictated

by the Spirit of God—and that therefore it is wickedness to contra-

dict them, and sacrilege to make any alteration in them."

Theophilus, (A. D. 168—181,) citing the authors of the Old
and New Testament, says, " that both the one and the other spake,

being inspired by one and the same Spirit."

" These things," he also observes, "the Holy Scriptures teach us,

and all who were moved by the Holy Spirit."

Clemens Alexandrinus (A. D. 191) says, " that the whole Scrip-

tures are the law of God, and that they are all divine, and that the

evangelists and apostles wrote by the same Spirit that inspired the

apostles."

Tertullian, (A. D. 150—220,) in several passages, attributes the

Scriptures to the Spirit, and once expressly says, that " the majesty

of the Holy Ghost suggested what St. Paul wrote."

Origen (A. D. 230) teaches, that " the Scriptures proceeded

from the Holy Spirit, that there is not one tittle in them, but what
expresses a divine wisdom, that there is nothing in the law, or the

prophets, or the gospels, or the epistles, which did not proceed from

the fulness of the Spirit, that we ought, with all the faithful, to say,

that the Scriptures are divinely inspired ; that the gospels are ad-

mitted as divine in all the churches of God, and that the Scriptures

are no other than the organs of God."
The Emperor Constantine wrote unto the Council of Nice, (A.

D. 323,) and called the Scriptures, " the doctrine of the Holy
Ghost in writing."

An ancient writer in Eusebius, (A. D. 315,) says, " that they
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who corrupt the sacred Scriptures, either do not believe that the

Holy Spirit uttered the divine Scriptures, and then they are infidels;

or think themselves wiser than the Spirit, and so seem to be pos-

sessed."

Can it be necessary to pursue our quotations further ? Can any

thing be more clear than the inference from such testimony 1 In

short, to admit the full divine inspiration of the New Testament

was, in the early church, the test of Christianity."

MORE EVIDENCE OF CONCEALMENT.

Extracted from a " Memoir of Rev. S. C. Thatcher," by Rev. F. W. P. Greenwood.

Of the Sermon by Mr. Thatcher, at the Dedication of the New
South Church, entitled, " An Apology for Rational and Evangeli-

cal Christianity,"* Mr. Greenwood observes, " It (the Sermon) be-

came a general topic of conversation : and while by one portion of

readers it was praised, as an able and lucid exposition of liberal and

intelligible Christianity, and a calm and manly defence of those

who had embraced such a faith, it was denounced by another por-

tion, as advancing principles subversive of what they called the

peculiar and fundamental doctrines of the gospel. The weak were

alarmed at they knew not what ; the bigotted were surprised at the

avowal of nonconformity ; the cautious shook their heads and inti-

mated their doubts ; while they who had observed the signs of the

times, and who knew what they believed, rejoiced that the time had

arrived, when religious opinions could be fairly and openly discus-

sed, when reason was to be permitted to come out into the light, and

men could maintain that their minds were their own."

After finding some fault with the discourse, as speaking " too

much in the tone of apology and confession," Mr. Greenwood pro-

ceeds, " If these peculiarities of opinion" (the peculiarities of Uni-

tarianism) " existed, they ought to have been known. It was best

for all sides that they should be known, and that an end should be

put to a state of things which was an improper, a disagreeable, and

from its nature a temporary one. The time may be easily remembered

when, in our religious world, there was nothing but distrust on the one

side, andfear and evasion on the other ; when the self-conceited theo-

logue looked awry on the suspected heretic, and the object of his suspi'

cion answered him with circumlocution and hesitation. There is no

denying that this was the fact. And how much better is it

that there has been a change, and that we can now use language,

as it was meant to be used, for the expression of ideas ! And again

it may be asked, How is truth ever to be known, if her face is al-

* This Sermon was delivered near the commencement of the year 1815, a short time

previous to the publication of the pamphlet entitled " American Unitarianism."
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ways to be kept under a veil 1 How are we to expect that our opin-

ions are to be received or respected, if they are studiously thrust

aside, and into the shade, as if we toere ashamed of them ? pp. 34

—

36.

RECENT PUBLIC ATIONS.

1. A Letter to Wm. E. Channing, D. D., on the subject of Re-

ligious Liberty. By Moses Stuart, Professor of Sacred Literature

in the Theological Seminary, Andover. Boston : Perkins & Mar-

vin. 1830. pp. 52.

We purposely defer an extended notice of this publication—one of the most

important which has recently appeared, and for which the author is entitled to

our warmest thanks—until the individual to whom it is addressed shall have had

sufficient oppoitunity to reply. The following extracts will give our readers some

idea of the object and spirit of the work—a work which, we cannot doubt, will

have a rapid and extensive circulation.

" You (Dr. Channing) have given your name to the world as the author of

accusations, that ice are aiming to subvert and destroy the religious liberty of
this Commomcealth ; that we are combined to put doicn all free inquiry in mat-

ters of religion ; that we are endeavoring, in secret and openly, to introduce an
ecclesiastical tyranny worse than that of the Inquisition ; that toe are determined to

raise up ecclesiastical Courts to try , condemn, and punish all whom we deem to be

heretics ; and thus to prevent all right ofprivatejudgement, and all freedom in re-

spect to religious opinion." " / do know that the accusations which you stand

pledged to support are NOT TRUE. J aver that THEY ARE NOT, before

heaven and earth. That they are accusations of a hurtful tendency, need not.

be said. They go to destroy all respect for us, all confidence in us, all prospects

of our usefulness in society or in the church, just so far as you are believed ;

and to render us the objects of suspicion, of scorn, and of hatred. As injured

men, as injured in a manner that is highly unjust and cruel, we call on you ei-

ther for reparation, or else to support your charges." " On every ground of

equity, you must either support the charges which you have made, as to facts ;

or take them back ; or else stand before the public as one who has abused and
maltreated his fellow beings."

" Sir, we have borne these charges in silence long enough—so long that not

a few of your friends begin to aver, that silence gives consent to the truth of
them." " There are boundaries beyond which it is not the duty of the peaceful
and the inoffensive to go, in tolerating abuse of this nature without demanding
a reparation. We have come to those bounds. We allege before the world that

we have been slandered and abused by your writings ; we appeal to the partic-

ulars ; we offer the evidence ; and we now appeal to every honest and candid
man of any party, to judge whether we have not supported our charge, that

you have made and often repeated such accusations against us." " My belief is,

that you cannot make your charges good, against any man in this State who
bears the name of Orthodox." " I have the pleasure of a personal acquaintance
somewhat extensive, among the men who are active in promoting the interests

of Orthodoxy in Massachusetts. I know that you have wronged them, and that

you are utterly unable to support these charges."
" The Orthodox are not insensible to what their fellow beings think and say

of them. Far from this." "They know when they are maltreated. They know
when then rights are denied under cover of law ; when they are excluded from
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the literary and civil privileges and offices of the State ; when they are jeered
at in private circles, and pointed at with the finger of scorn in public. With all

this they have borne, and borne long ; I do not say that they have always dono
this with such patience and meekness as became them. I am afraid that this

is not the case. But depend on it, Sir, there is a secret flame kindled in this

Commonwealth, by such measures as I have named above on your part and that

of your friends, which, though smothered long, cannot always be smothered.
Justice, and fairness, and equality of rights, must at last become the order of
the day. Well will it be for the peace of this community, if the season when
this shall take place should not be long protracted. There is always danger in

a smothered sense of injustice and oppression ; above all when this is the fact

with respect to great numbers who belong to the leading class of men in the
community ; danger to those who feel it, as well as to others. May Heaven
avert its consequences from our beloved Commonwealth !"

2. The History of the Old South Church in Boston ; in four Ser-

mons, delivered May 9, and 16, 1830, being the first and second
Sabbaths after the completion of a century from the first occupancy
of the present Meeting House. By Benjamin B. Wisner, Pastor of

the Church. Boston : Crocker & Brewster, pp. 122.

A Review of these elaborate Discourses, and the Notes, which occupy nearly

half the publication, may bo expected in a future number.

3. The Works of that eminent Servant of Christ, John Bunyan
y

Minister of the Gospel, and formerly Pastor of a Congregation at

Bedford. In three Volumes. New Haven : Nathan Whiting.

1830.

4. The Christian, contemplated in a Course ofLectures, delivered

in Argyle Chapel, Bath. By William Jay. Second American Edi-

tion. Boston : Lincoln & Edmands. 1830. pp. 432.

In these Lectures the Christian is exhibited—" in Christ"—" in the Closet"

—

" in the Family"—" in the Church"—" in the World"—" in Prosperity"—" in

Adversity"—" in his Spiritual Sorrows"—" in his Spiritual Joys"—" in Death'
11 in the Grave"—" in Heaven." This work is in the usual animated and almost

inimitable style of Mr. Jay, and it is sufficient evidence of the estimation in

which it is held, that it has already passed to a second American Edition.

5. A Discourse on Preaching the Word, delivered in the Chapel

of the Theological Seminary, Andover, Mass. and published at the

request of the Students. By Edward W. Hooker. Andover : Mark
Newman. 1830. pp. 40.

" The object of this Discourse is to urge the importance of preaching the

word,—in distinction from preaching philosophy, " giving heed to fables,"

" turning aside into vain jangling," " doting about questions and strifes of

words," and engaging in foolish and unprofitable speculations. The Sermon

contains many seasonable and excellent remarks-

6. Three Sermons, on the Obligations, Duties, and Blessings of
the Sabbath ; to which are added, Remarks on the Report made to

the House of Representatives of the United States, March, 1830,

on Sabbath Mails. By Charles Jenkins, Pastor of the Third Con-
gregational Church, Portland, Me. Portland : Shirley, Hyde& Co.

1830. pp. 116.
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The author of these Discourses, first, assigns reasons " why the friends of the

Sabbath believe it to be an institution of universal and permanent obligation ;"

secondly, " considers some of the appropriate duties of the Sabbath ;" and third-

ly, points out " some of the personal blessings to be derived from the perform-

ance of these various duties.*' We are glad to see so satisfactory a discussion

of this important subject, at the present time.

7. The Kingdom of Christ ; a Sermon preached before the

Annual Convention of the Congregational Ministers of Massachusetts,

in Boston, May 29, 1830. By Heman Humphrey, D. D., President

of Amherst College. Boston : Peirce &, Williams, pp. 36.

" The kingdom of Christ," says Dr. H. " is his ' church, which he hath pur-

chased with his own blood,' and which in its holiest aspirations asks for none
but spiritual munitions for its defence. It wants no Jeffries, no Star Chamber,
to enforce its discipline—no compulsory tythes to support its teachers—no mili-

tary to extend its conquests or guard its sacred towers. Its preservation and
increase do not depend upon bulwarks of stone and mortar, nor upon long train-

ing in the use of steel and gunpowder." " The church has always flourished

most, when it has been let alone. And even a dark and frowning sky has been
safer for it, ihan the brightest radiance of any political firmament. How won-
derfully has it been purified and enlarged by the fires of persecution ! How of-

ten have the faithful come up invigorated out of great tribulation ; while, on the

other hand, they have been all but destroyed by the caresses of kings and par-

liaments."

8. Lessons for Infant Sabbath Schools, with a Plan for conduct-

ing an Infant Class. Worcester : Dorr & Howland. 1830. pp.

108.

9. Elements ofDogmatic History. By William Muenscber, S. T. D.
and Ordinary Professor of Theology at Marburg. Translated

from the second edition of the original German. By James Mur-
dock, D. D. New Haven : A. H. Maltby. 1830. pp. 203.

This work " is an outline of a general history of the Christian faith, with
copious references to authorities and authors who have treated on the subjects."
" It is purely a history : For the author did not design to discriminate between
true and false doctrines," but " to narrate truly and candidly what doctrines

were discussed, and how they were staled, defended. and attacked, and by whom,
without laboring to prepossess the reader either for or against any doctrine."

10. History of the Town of Natick, Mass., from the days of the

Apostolic Elliot, MDCL., to the present time, MDCCCXXX. By
Wm. Biglow. Boston : Marsh, Capen &- Lyon. pp. 88.

Fiom this amusing pamphlet, we extract a single paragaph, to show the con-

cealment formerly practised by the Unitarian Clergy of Massachusetts. Speak-

ing of Mr. Badger, a former Minister of Natick, who died in 1S03, Mr. Biglow

(himself a Unitarian) says,

" Like many of his distinguished contemporaries in the ministry he
(Mr. Badger) was a Unitarian ; but, like the rest, with the exception of Dr.

Mayhew of Boston and Dr. Howard, his successor, he thought that, though it

was lawful for them to avow this sentiment, it was not expedient. They be-

lieved that, in omitting to mention this opinioii, they kept back nothing that

would be profitable to their hearers." p. 61.

The peculiarities of Unitarianism mu3t be of very little importance, in the

estimation of their own receivers, if they can be concealed from a people, year

after year, and still nothing be kept back that is profitable.
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WHAT CONSTITUTES INFIDELITY?

To the Conductors of the Spirit of the Pilgrims.

Gentlemen,
An article with the above title, which appeared in your pages

several months since, appears to have excited unusual attention,

and to have occasioned, in some minds, not a little disquietude.

With the review in your last, in reply to the Christian Examiner, I

have no reason to be dissatisfied, and shall not think it necessary
to call further attention to what has of late been published in that

work. On an article in the Unitarian Advocate for May last, I

propose to offer a few remarks ; in doing which, I shall of necessity

be led into a more particular investigation of the general subject.

The conductors of the Advocate commence with saying,

" We are utterly at a loss to conceive how there can be any difference of
opinion on the question, what profession of faith is necessary to constitute a
man a Christian, as distinguished from an infidel ; and we believe that until a
comparatively recent date there has been but one opinion on the subject. The
test now adopted by Christians of the exclusive sect, is altogether arbitrary and
fallacious, and to us appears opposed to reason, to the usage of all Christian
antiquity, and to the plain import of the language of the Bible." " If we care*
fully read the New Testament, we shall find that the faith deemed necessary to
constitute a Christian, by Jesus, and his apostles, was exceedingly simple.
It consisted in the belief of this single proposition

—

Jesus is the Messiah, or
Christ. Whoever made this profession was considered a Christian as distin-

guished from a Jew, or a Heathen ; and whoever now makes it is a Christian,
so far as faith is concerned. He is a Christian, as distinguished from an unbe-
liever or infidel, and he is authorized to complain of injustice done him, if his
title to the name of Christian be denied him."

" This, we conceive, is the sense of the term Christian, as distinguished from
infidel. Whoever employs it in any other sense, departs from primitive usage ;

he assigns to it a meaning which was unknown to Jesus and his apostles ; sets
up a test not sanctioned by their example."

VOL. III. NO. IX. 57
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" That the simple proposition, Jesus is the Messiah, or Christ, the Son of

God, expressions which, in the language of the Jews, were considered as synon-

ymous, was, as we have asserted, the only article of belief required by the Found-
er of our religion and by his apostles, the first preachers of Christianity, in order

to the enjoyment of the Christian name and privileges, is too obvious to need
formal proof"

In view of the extracts here given, two questions arise ; first,

Was " the simple proposition, Jesus is the Messiah or Christ, the

only article of belief required by the apostles in order to the enjoy-

ment of Christian privileges ?" And, secondly, Does a profession

of belief in this " simple proposition" constitute the proper distinc-

tion now between a Christian and an infidel ?

The first of these inquiries, although not directly connected with

the subject in hand, is yet of sufficient importance to attract a mo-
ment's attention ; for it is one on which Unitarians have dwelt long

and often, with great apparent satisfaction,* and which they seem
to suppose must be decided in their favor. I shall presume, how-
ever, to decide it against them, and to maintain, that a bald, unex-

plained profession of belief in Jesus, as the promised Messiah, was

not sufficient, in the days of the apostles, to entitle those who made
it to the fellowship of Christians. In support of this position, I

need only refer to several plain cases, in which those who profess-

ed to believe in Jesus as the Messiah were spoken of as enemies

to the cross of Christ.

This evidently was the case with the Judaizing teachers, whom
Paul denounced and anathematized as preaching another Gospel.

These professed to believe that the Messiah had come, and that

Jesus of Nazareth ivas the Messiah; but they denied the sufficien-

cy of his atoning blood, and taught, ' Except ye be circumcised,

and keep the law of Moses, ye cannot be saved.'' Acts xv. 1, 5.

This sentiment was condemned by the assembled apostles in their

consultation at Jerusalem, and those who held it were represented

by Paul as ' perverting the Gospel of Christ,' and making it of ' no

effect.''

Again, the Gnostic believers, whom John denounced, admitted

that Christ had come, and that Jesus was the Christ; but they

denied that he had come in thefiesh.\ Considering matter as the

source of all evil, they could not reconcile it with their notions of

* So long ago as 1810, Dr. Porter of Roxbury asserted, in his Convention Sermon, that

the faith required of the primitive Christians " consisted of one glorious article, and was
contained in one bright line, Jesi/s of Nazareth is the Christ." This sentiment was echo-
ed in a review of the sermon of Dr. P. in the Anthology in October of the same year. Mr.
Hurllmt says, "The essentials of our creed may be stated in three words, "Jesus is the

Christ." Presumptive Arguments, &c. p. 32. '• We thus arrive," says a writer in the
Unitarian Advocate (vol. ii. p. 31.) " at the only true faith of the Gospel. It consists]in

believing this one plain proposition, Jesus is the Christ." " What," says Mr. Whitman,
" is faith in Jesus '>. It is believing this one plain, simple proposition, Jesus is the
Christ." Sermon on Regeneration, p. 43.

i " There was a class of people who, at the same time that they acknowledged the truth

of Christ's mission, held that he did not come in theflesh." Hamilton's Reasons for the
Unitarian Belief, p. 67.
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the purity of Jesus to believe that he had a material body. They
regarded him as the spiritual image of a man, who suffered, died,

and rose again rather in appearance than in reality. This class of

teachers, according to the standard instituted by Unitarians, must
have been admitted without question or explanation to the fellowship

of the Christian church. But riot so judged the beloved disciple.

' Many deceivers,' says he, ' are entered into the world, who confess

not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh. This is a deceiver and

an Antichrist." 2 John, 7.

Other instances equally in point may be adduced. Thus Dio-

trephes, who ' prated against the apostles with malicious words,'

and whose evil deeds John promised he would remember, profess-

ed to believe that Jesus was the Christ. How should he have

been in a situation to tyrannize over the church, without such a

profession ? 3 John, 9, 10. "The Nicolaitans" also, and " that

woman Jezebel," and those " that held the doctrine of Balaam,"
no doubt pretended to believe that Jesus ofJYazareth was the Christ.

How should they be suffered to teach in the churches of Asia, or to

hold any manner of connexion with them, unless they believed as

much as this ? Rev. ii. 14—20. There might have been those in

these churches who held to the modern Unitarian notion, that if a

candidate for membership professed to believe in Jesus as the

Christ, no further questions must be asked ; and it was through their

means, perhaps, that " the Nicolaitans" and " that woman Jezebel"

gained admittance. But what says the ascended Saviour ? " The
doctrine of the Nicolaitans—I hate ;" and " I will cast that wo-
man Jezebel into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her

into great tribulation, and I will kill her children with death ."*

When the apostles commenced their labors on the day of Pente-

cost, and for a while afterwards, the profession of a belief in Jesus

as the promised Messiah implied, and was understood to imply,

perhaps all that was requisite in doctrine and character,—so that

there was scarcely a necessity of asking many questions. But be-

fore the labors of these holy men ceased, the mystery of iniquity

began to work, errors were broached, and it became indispensable

to be more explicit. Paul would wish to know of those who ap-

plied to him for admission to the churches, not only whether they

believed that Jesus was the Christ, but whether they regarded the

sacrifice of Christ as the sole and sufficient foundation of hope.

He would wish to know whether they thought that they must " be

circumcised, and keep the law of Moses, in order to be saved."

And John would be sure to inquire of those who applied to him
for admission, not only whether they believed that the Messiah had
come, but whether he had come in the flesh. He might wish to

know, too, how they regarded the doctrine of " the Nicolaitans,"

and the teachings of " that woman Jezebel," and the heresy of

* If it be supposed that a class ofteachers is here referred to, under the name and figure

of an adulterous woman, the inference in my favor will be the stronger.
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the Unitarian Cerinthus.* As errors and grounds of deception

were invented and multiplied, a greater number of questions, and

a more particular examination, would be necessary ;—and it is on

account of the various errors and grounds of deception which now
prevail, that an examination of candidates for membership has be-

come indispensable to the safety of the church.

I proceed to inquire, in the second place, whether a profession

of belief in Jesus as the Christ constitutes, at this day, the proper

mark of distinction between a Christian and an infidel.—In discuss-

ing this question, I might pursue a similar course to that in my
former communication. I might show, from the authentic and ac-

knowledged writings of the old English deists, that most of them

professed to believe that Jesus was the Christ. Morgan, " in

many passages, speaks very honorably of Jesus Christ, and of the

religion he introduced." Chubb, in his posthumous works, ac-

knowledges repeatedly the divine mission of Christ." He says

that by Christianity, he means " that revelation of God's will which

Christ was, in a special manner, sent to acquaint the world with."

Bolingbroke speaks of Christ as " the divine Logos," by whom
" the Christian system of faith and practice was revealed." Wool-

ston " declares, that he is the farthest of any man from being en-

gaged in the cause of infidels or deists ; and that he writes, not

for the service of infidelity, which has no place in his heart, but

for the honor of the holy Jesus, and in defence of Christianity."

He concludes several of his discourses by declaring, that " his de-

sign is the advancement of the truth, and the Messiahship of

the holy Jesus, to whom be glory forever, JLmen"\

It is needless, however, to go over with the subject, on this-

ground, again. The statements made in my former communica-

tion have not been refuted, nor can they be. And they are all

in palpable contradiction to the line of distinction between the

Christian and the infidel, attempted to bs drawn in the article un-

der consideration.

In determining the question now before us, there is another me-
dium of proof to which I may recur, and which, it may be hoped,

will be more satisfactory. The conductors of the Unitarian peri-

odicals, who are so greatly scandalized atbeing denominated infidels,

it is to be presumed, would not themselves prefer the charge

of infidelity but upon the most substantial grounds. They,

who complain so loudly of injustice done to them, would not lightly

be guilty of the same injustice to others. Let it be known, then,

and remembered, that that these men have repeatedly charged the

Liberal theologians of Germany with deism or infidelity.

In the Letters of Professor Stuart to Dr. Channing, published

* See Milner'sEcc. Hist. vol. S. pp. 121—124.

t See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iii. pp. 4—6.
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in 1819, a number of German writers are quoted for the purpose

of showing the manner in which they regard and treat the Holy
Scriptures. In a review of these Letters in the Christian Disci-

ple, the author is represented as expressing an " apprehension" or
" hope" " of the progress of infidelity in this country, especially

among our clergy, and in that form particularly which it (infidel-

ity) has assumed in Germany." Again ;
" It is to the rejection of

these doctrines, that Professor Stuart attributes the infidelity which

exists in Germany."* It follows from these passages that, in the

judgement of the conductors of the Christian Disciple, the Ger-

mans referred to by Professor Stuart are fairly chargeable with

infidelity. In other words, they are infidels.

The Christian Register, referring to the Liberalists of Germany,
in distinction from the Orthodox, says, " The German party, re-

jecting the miracles and inspiration of Jesus Christ, are in fact

deists."f—The Unitarian Advocate is still more full and direct

in its charges
:"

" A part of the plan of the Spirit of the Pilgrims is to confound American
Unitarians with German Deists. This is an act of injustice too gross to be
overlooked. We were shocked at the coolness with which it is perpetrated.

When German theology began to be more generally known in this country,
some remarks were made by the Rev. Professor Stuart in his letters to Dr.
Channing, very highly in praise of the learning and talent of some of the wildest

theorists on the continent. These men had written deislical works, and Dr.
Stuart had read them. His praise of their learning would naturally detract

something from his rebuke of their audacious attacfcs on Christianity. The
gentleman who reviewed his letters in the Christian Disciple, spoke disparagingly

of these learned Germans ; took off the whole of the compliment paid them at

Andover ; and utterly disclaimed their theology. Besides this, we believe the

deistical toorks imported for the Seminary at Andover from Germany, far out-

number all which could be found in Cambridge. If any leaning to the foreign the-

ology may fairly be imputed in the one case it may be also in the other. But in

good truth, there is in this country no such thing as a theology like that of Weg-
scheider, and others abroad."

We have it then, on the most unquestionable authority, that the

Germans quoted by Professor Stuart, and Dr. Wegscheider, not

quoted by him, are deists or infidels. A standard of infidelity is

thus discovered, in which all parties in this country will be agreed,

to which all may appeal, and by which (it may be hoped) several

important questions may be determined. Does not Dr. Wegscheider
profess to believe that Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ ? Yes,

as pertinaciously as the conductors of the Unitarian Advocate them-

selves. Yet, in the judgement of these gentlemen, Wegscheider is

an infidel. And in the judgement of the same gentlemen, no man
ought to be called an infidel, who professes to believe that Jesus is

the Christ.

We must leave them to reconcile the difficulty here presented in

the best manner they are able. Meanwhile, as the line of distinc-

tion between the Christian and the infidel, which they have drawn
* Vol. i, N. S. pp, 330, 331. t Number for June 27, 1829.
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in the article before us, is manifestly wrong, and is inconsistent with

their own declarations, it will be necessary to search for a more
accurate distinction. And as we have now, in the acknowledged in-

fidelity of Wegscheider and the other Germans referred to, a com-
mon standard of appeal, it may be proper to take up the question

de novo, ' What constitutes infidelity r'

But who is Dr. Wegscheider ? Who are the " German Deists"

quoted by Stuart, to whom the appeal is now to be made ?—Weg-
scheider is a professed Christian—a Lutheran clergyman—a Doctor

of Divinity—a learned and distinguished professor of Christian

Theology in the University of Halle ;—a University containing, at

this moment, more than eight hundred theological students. Bret-

schneider, an eminent clergyman at Gotha, places Wegscheider
in the third class of German theologians,* " whom," says he, " we
commonly denominate Rationalists. T hey agree in recognizing in

Christianity, an institution at once Divine, beneficent, and intend-

ed for the salvation of mankind ; in Jesus, a messenger of Provi-

dence ; and they believe that in the Scriptures, a true and eternal

word of God is contained, which is destined to be preserved and

diffused by means of Scripture." They deny a miraculous agency
in the communication of Scripture, and hold Christianity to be " a

religion to which reason is capable of attaining. They therefore

discriminate in Christianity the essential from the non-essential

;

the local and temporal from that which is of perpetual validity.

To this class belonged, among philosophers, Steinbart, Kant, and

Krug; and among theologians, W. A. Teller, Loffler, Thiess,

Henke, and of living authors, J. E. C. Schmidt, DeWette, Paulus,

Wegscheider, Rohr."—Again, Bretschneider says that Wegschei-
der " avoivs the holy Scriptures to be the word of God equally,

whether it be mediately or immediately so, and therefore urges

the duty of a firm adherence to their Divine contents in our reli-

gious instructions."f
But it will be more satisfactory to give the words of Wegschei-

der himself.

" It is," says he, " an unquestionable fact, that in the canonical books of the
New Testament are contained the authoritative documents of the Christian
religion, and of the Divine truth which it declares ;\ and that those documents
are of the antiquity which they purport, and are perfectly worthy of credit."—
" This being the case, it is our duly, in conducting a system of religious in-

struction for mankind at large, to employ the utmost attention and pains, that,

laying aside those far-fetched conjectures and questions, equally difficult and
unprofitable, which have been brought up in latter times, concerning revelation
and the inspiration of the sacred books, we should evince that the Christian re-

ligion, as well as the Holy Scriptures, originated in God as its Author, and
should urge upon men the truly Divine contents of the Scriptures, which be-

* These classes are formed, according to the views entertained by individuals respect-
ing the Bible. Two classes are mentioned which have lower views of revelation than the

Rationalists, and one which has higher.

t Kcply to Rose, pp. 45, 46, and p. 10.

t Precisely the phraseology in which American Unitarians are accustomed to speak of
the New Testament;
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come constantly better understood, as what has proceededfrom God, and is the
TRUE WORD OF GoD."*

In regard to Wegscheider it may be further stated, that the charge

of infidelity is resented by him and his friends as highly as it can

be by any in this country. In January last, an article appeared in

the Evangelical Church Journal, a Periodical published at Berlin,

exposing the principles of Wegscheider, and the light and irrever-

ent manner in which he was accustomed at times to treat the Bi-

ble. The consequence was a riot among the theologues at Halle,

whose liberality and charity were excited to vengeance by the im-

putations cast upon their favorite Professor. They resolved them-

selves into a liberal mob, attacked the houses of the Orthodox
bigots, and published on placards in different parts of the Univer-

sity, " Wegscheider, who is in all respects a Christian.
"-f-

But enough has been said respecting the infidel Wegscheider.

It is time that we inquire after those " German Deists," whose
names were mentioned by Professor Stuart. The first of these is

Semler, a Lutheran clergyman, a Doctor and Professor of Divini-

ty at Halle, who spent his life in a critical study of the Bible, and

in communicating the results of his investigations to others. He
considered some " part of Scripture" as " inspired, or as the

word of God," and was, says his biographer, Eichhorn, " the bold-

est and best read theologian among those who have deceased

during the eighteenth century." " How painful it must have been
to him," adds the same writer, " to hear his attacks upon theolo-

gical speculations reproached as attacks upon Christianity itself'."J

Other Germans mentioned by Professor Stuart are Ammon,
and Thiess, and Heinrichs, and DeWette, and Eichhorn, and
Paulus, and Henke, and Eckermann, and Herder, all distinguish-

ed biblical scholars, and several of them Professors of theology in

the different German Universities.
||

These are the infidels referred to in the Christian Disciple and

Unitarian Advocate, and to whom I may now, (I hope without of-

fence) appeal, in deciding the question, " What constitutes Infidel-

* Instil. Theol. Christ. Dogmat. Sect. 36, 44.

t See Bostou Recorder for June 30.

\ Life of Semler translated from Eichhorn in Norton's General Repository, Vols. i. & ii.

||
Ammon was Professor of theology at Erlangen, and afterwards court preacher at

Dresden. Bretschneider places him in his fourth class, among those " who call them-
selves Evangelical divines," and whose views of revelation are higher than those of the

Rationalists.—Thiess was a preacher at St. Paul's Church, Hamburg, and afterwards
Professor of Divinity at Kiel. He died in 1810.—DeWette was a very distinguished
Professor of theology at Berlin ;—now at Bale. " What shall we say now of DeWette ?

That he is not a Christian ? Surely he would look with disdain on any man who should
think of such an accusation, and tax him with the highest degree of illiberality and super-
stition." Stuart's Letters to Channing, p. 168.—Eichhorn was an equally distinguished
Professor and biblical scholar at Gottengcn.—Paulus was a clergyman and Professor of
theology at Wurtsburg, afterwards at Heidleburg. Henke was Professor of Divinity at
Helmstadt—Herder was an eminent clergyman and Ecclesiastical Superintendent at

Saxe Weimar.—Theiss, Henke, DeWette, anil Paulus, Bretschneider places in the same
class with Wegscheider, and calls them Rationalists.
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ky ?" And it will be seen at once that by appealing to these, several

points, leading on to a full and definite decision, may be determined

in a summary way. For if the Germans, ofwhom some account has

been given, are infidels, Unitarians themselves being judges, then a

man may be an infidel, and yet not avowedly reject Christianity;—he

may be an infidel, and profess to believe that Jesus ofNazareth is the

Christ

;

—he may be an infidel, andpretendmuch respectfor the char-

acter ofthe Saviour;—he may be an infidel, and admit thatsome"part

of the Scriptures is inspired" and that they " contain the true and

eternal word of God ;'<—he may be an infidel, and still be a pro-

fessor of the Christian religion, an observer of its ordinances, and

an ordained minister of the sanctuary ;—he may be an infidel, and

at the same time be a Doctor ofDivinity, and a learned and laud-

ed Professor of Christian theology ;—he may be an infidel,

and yet spend his days and nights in a critical study of the

Bible ;—in a word, he may be an infidel, while he scorns the name

of an infidel, and resents the imputation of it, as in the highest de-

gree injurious and scandalous. If any still doubt whether these

seemingly strange assertions can be supported, it will be kept in

mind that the Germans, by common consent, are infidels ; and we
have seen who these Germans are, and what are their stations, and

what they profess to believe.

But if a man may be all that these Germans are—all that has

been described, and yet be an infidel ; then what makes a man
an infidel ? What is the proper distinction between infidelity and

Christianity ?—And here we are brought, though by a different

process, to precisely the same result as before. The Christian

receives the canonical Scriptures of the Old and New Testament,

and every portion of them, as coming from God—as of binding

authority—as the standard of his faith, and the rule of his conduct

;

but the infidel, whatever he may profess or pretend—whatever

may be his title or station, never in reality does this. He may
think some parts of the Bible a divine revelation, but this is not

true of it all. He may hold that it contains the word of God, but

it is not itself the word of God. He may think the sacred writers

honest, and, in the main, competent ; but then, as they had no

special, divine assistance, they doubtless are chargeable with mis-

takes and errors, and must be judged of as to the accuracy of

their statements and reasonings just like any other men. If any

portion of their writings strikes us agreeably, as reasonable in itself

and worthy of God, we are entitled to regard it as coming from

God ; but whatever strikes us in a different manner, we may prop-

erly reject as no part of the revelation.

Views such as these respecting the Bible, I call infidelity. I

know not what else to call them. They obviously go to take

away the Bible, as an authoritative standard, and make reason, and
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not Scripture, the rule of final judgement.* For in accordance

with these views, what can be proved on the simple authority of

the Bible ? Nothing. And what can be known, on the simple grounc
that the Bible declares it? Nothing.—It is because I find views

such as these in the writings of some of the Germans, that I am
obliged to call them, with all their pretensions and all their reputa-

tion for critical learning, infidels. And it is because I find similar

views in the writings of some American Unitarians, that I am con-

strained to apply the same term to them. With the reviewer in

your last, I can sincerely say, I " call no man an infidel merely
because his views differ from mine in regard to the person of the

Saviour." I call none infidels, but those who, in their cherished and
uttered sentiments respecting the Bible, are such. I confidently be-

lieve that the great body of American Unitarians, or those who are

commonly reputed such, have not yet rejected the inspiration of

the Scriptures,f and adopted the opinions of those who would be
thought their leaders in regard to the important subject before us.

At least, I have no evidence that this is the case ; unless it be their

willingness to patronize and countenance publications, like those

on which I have been called to remark. But when we hear

men charging the sacred writers with " imperfect views," " in-

conclusive reasonings," and " false moral judgements," with
" mistakes," " errors," and contradictions, and with recording in

place of divine revelation, the mere " suggestions of their own
minds ;" what are we to think of such charges ? And by what
name shall those be called who prefer them ? Shall they enjoy

the name and reputation, the fellowship and confidence of Chris-

tians, while they are frittering away peicemeal the sacred charter

of the Christian's hope ? Or shall they be made to bear the name
which, for a like reason, they give to others of as lofty pretensions

as themselves—the name o(infidel9 I have no wish to inflict injury,

by applying a hard and reproachful name ; but I must insist on the

right (especially where the public good is concerned) of calling

things by their right names. These men count it a slander now
to bear the suspicion of infidelity, just as, a few years since, they

counted it a slander to be denominated Unitarians. But their Unita-

rianism came out, and was, at length, acknowledged, notwithstand-

* Revelation, says a distinguished American Unitarian, " is itself subjected to the deci-

sion of reason, and must abide the test." "And as with the evidence on which it rests,

so with the doctrines it contains. These too are subjected to the test of rea-
son." Hurlbut's Presumptive Arguments, p. 28.

t Perhaps it will be denied that any American Unitarians have rejected the inspiration

of the Scriptures. But what is the inspiration of the Scriptures ? " By the inspiration of
the Scriptures," says Professor Norton, "is meant, either that they (the Scriptures, the

sacred writings) were miraculously suggested by God, or that they were written under
his miraculous superintendence." Locke and LeClerc, p. 126. A very good definition.

And have not the conductors of the Christian Examiner and Register rejected the inspi-

ration of the Scriptures, according to the sense here given to the words ? Their readers

will be able to answer.

VOL. III.—NO. IX. 58
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ing it was long concealed ; and their infidelity is now too plainly-

discovered to be be mistaken or denied.*

In the article under consideration, the conductors of the Advo-
cate use the following language :

" We regard one as our master, even Christ ; from him we would derive our
faith. We view him as the true light, and we would seek illumination from
him, conceiving that his doctrines have the sanction of divinity. This is our
impiety, and the whole of it. For this our names are cast out as evil ; for this

we are told that 10c deserve, and shallfind, the hottest place in hell."

In reply, I would barely ask these gentlemen, Where are you
told so ? And by whom ? Just refer us to the author and page.

When you have done this, and we have read for ourselves, we will

believe you. But until you doit, we hold you chargeable with gross

and unpardonable misrepresentation.

Again, these gentlemen assert in regard to the Bible,

" They (Unitarians) believe its doctrines inspired, but not, as it is said,

its language ; the matter, but not the style ; the thought, but not the turn of
expression in which it is conveyed ; and therefore it is dogmatically asserted
that they are to be classed with infidels."

Now, if it was true that the Unitarians here referred to merely
denied the inspiration of the sacred writings, this would be no
slight error, as it would go to destroy the infallible, binding author-

ity of these writings, and, to some extent, their credibility.f But
the individuals spoken of do more than this. In respect to many
parts of the book of God, they do not believe " the matter" is in-

spired, any more than " the style ;" " the thought," any more than
" the turn of expression in which it is conveyed." Speaking, for

instance, of a passage in Timothy, the reviewers in the Christian

Examiner ask, " Can any sensible man believe that these ideas were
inspired ? We presume not."

The object of leading, learned Unitarians, in rejecting the inspi-

ration of the Scriptures, and adopting the views which have been

exhibited, is too obvious to be mistaken. They find the plain

testimony of Scripture against them, and are satisfied that, on
principles of fair, grammatical interpretation, it can never be made
consistent with the Unitarian doctrine. Much has been done in

years past to bring into doubt and suspicion certain portions of the

* The conductors of the Advocate speak of it as a new thing for men such as they to

be charged with infidelity. But they ought to remember, that they have themselves been
complaining of this charge, from their first number to the last. See vols. i. p. 3, and iii.

p. 27. In 1822, the conductors of the Christian Disciple thought it necessary to publish an
article to vindicate themselves against the charge of infidelity. See vol. iv. pp. 313

—

3. ' See also Chris. Exam. vol. v. p. 86.

t On the subject of inspiration, as extending to the language of our sacred books, I quote
with much pleasure the following passage from Ernesti. " However we may be content
to depend on human writers in human matters, yet in divine ones, containing rules offaith
and life .... we cannot be content to depend on mere human strength. For it is harder
to write accurately than to think rightly, a truth very conspicuous in the writ-

ings of philosophers, who so often fail to "express their meaning with accuracy. We con-
clude,therefore, that in the actual writing, the apostles were assisted immediately by the Holy
Spirit, the choice and order of matter pointed out, and the necessary accuracy and cer-

tainty given ; and that otherwise their writings could not properly be proposed as a rule

offaith and life." See an art. in the Theol. Bibl. vol. iii. p. 469.
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Bible, under a pretence of correcting the sacred text. Much, too,

has been done by new translations, and by forced and far-fetched

interpretations. But after all, there are, (as Mr. Dabney would

say,) " vexatious passages," which cannot be disposed of by

either of these methods. There are many things which do not

well square with humanitarian theology ; and the Orthodox doc-

trines of the divinity and atonement of Christ, of regeneration, jus-

tification by faith, and eternal punishment are too apparent. But

what more can be done ? The next resort is, to deny the inspira-

tion of the sacred writings, and set them aside, as of infallible

accuracy and binding authority. We will receive so much of them

as seems to us reasonable, and reject the remainder.

The Liberalists of Europe, we know, have reasoned after this

manner, whether those of this country have done so, or not.

Wakefield " acknowledges that the hypothesis of the two natures

in Christ agrees best with the letter of Scripture;" but insists

" that here the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life."* Wegschei-

der too admits that " in Scripture, literally understood, there are

some grounds (semina) for the Orthodox doctrine as to the union

of two natures in Christ."f Eichhorn, in his Introduction to the

Old Testament, " confesses that the Orthodox interpretations are

in perfect conformity with the text."% Another of the German
Rationalists, in accounting for the conversion of a celebrated theo-

logian from Neology to Orthodoxy, says, " It was very natural, as

he (the convert) was no friend of forced interpretations of the

Scriptures" Professor Gabler, also a Rationalist, has the follow-

ing concession ; " Whoever proceeds from the principle of an im-

mediate divine revelation through Christ, and is still decidedly

heterodox, must either do the utmost violence to the clearest expres-

sions of the New Testament, or be exceedingly inconsequent in all

his reasoning : for an impartial view of Biblical Theology, as a

history of the doctrines of the New Testament, must, in its nature,

he pretty much Orthodox."||

But I hasten to bring this communication to a close. The great

importance of the subject is my only apology for presuming to oc-

cupy so large a portion of your pages as I have already claimed.

If there is any subject which the people of God in all ages have

been agreed in regarding as fundamental, it is the inspiration and

binding authority of the sacred Scriptures. Our Saviour and his

apostles appealed to the writings of the Old Testament, as to a

perfect standard. The primitive Christians appealed to the ca-

nonical writings of both Testaments in the same way. " Look
into the Holy Scriptures," says Clement, " which are the true

words of the Holy Ghost. Ye know that there is nothing unjust or

counterfeit written in them." Sect. xlv. On the foundation of

* Hist, of Dissenters, Vol. iv. p. 253. '

t Instit. Theol. Christ. Dogmat. Sect. 128. p. 383,

i See Biblical Repertory, Vol. ii. p. 495.

|| Journal for Theol. Literature (published by Gabler) for 1802, p. 594.
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the Scriptures, as the " true words of the Holy Ghost," our feet

rest upon a rock. We know where we stand, and feel that we
have a firm support. But breaking away from these, and regarding

them no longer as a perfect standard, we are afloat together on an

ocean of speculation and conjecture, without anything on which to

depend for guidance and safety.

Till the questions now at issue respecting the Bible are fairly

settled, it is obviously of little importance to discuss any other

questions, at least where an appeal to the divine word is necessary.

For in the language of your reviewer, " Why should we be at the

trouble of quoting and interpreting proof-texts, if, after the mean-
ing is ascertained, there is still another question to be decided at

the bar of reason, viz. Is this meaning true, or false ?

ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE LATE GOV. SULLIVAN

AND DR. SAMUEL WEST, ON ISAIAH VII. 14,

AND MATT. I. 22, 23.

LETTER OF GOV. SULLIVAN.

Groton, Wth Nov. 1781..

Dear and Rev. Sir,

Having an inexpressible pleasure in cultivating an acquaint-

ance with you, and no opportunity offering to be where you are,

I take the freedom of intruding this letter upon you, not doubting

but that the goodness of your heart, and the deep literature of your

mind, will furnish me with an answer sufficient to remove any

doubts I may labor under. I should not expect a satisfactory

solution of the following case from a divine who teaches the

Christian religion, because it is the religion of his country or fam-

ily ; but from one who builds upon first principles, I may hope for

light and information.—But to the point.

I have lately blundered upon a question in revealed religion. I

find in the first chapter of Matthew, where the Evangelist is de-

scribing the advent of our Saviour, this text-—" Now all this was
done that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by
the prophet, saying, Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall

bring forth a son," Etc. The prophecy here referred to is in the

seventh chapter of Isaiah, where, by the history of the transaction

therein mentioned, two kings came up against Judah in the days

of Ahaz, and about 750 years before Christ, and the prophet was
directed to tell Ahaz to t)e quiet, and not to fear, for they should

not prevail ; and a sign was given, " A virgin shall conceive and
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bear a son ; butter and honey shall he eat, that he may know ta

choose the good and refuse the evil. For before the child shall

know to choose the good and refuse the evil, the land which thou

abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings."—The child here

predicted was to be born in the days of Ahaz, and before the cap-

tivity of the ten tribes by the Assyrian monarch, as is agreed by

Grotius, Hammond, Le Clerc, and others : And if this was not

the case, how could the birth of the child be a sign of the truth of

the prophecy ? And if it was, how can the Evangelist's saying that

the prophet spake of Jesus be reconciled with truth ? An anony-

mous writer says that the prophet, in the sixteenth verse, left speak-

ing of the child predicted, and turned his attention to the Messiah.

But the particle for appears to me an insuperable bar in the way
of this hypothesis ; for in this light, instead of affording a reason

in support of the prophecy, or serving to urge the*truth of it, it will

be but an unmeaning and useless part of the text. Le Clerc and

some others solve the difficulty for themselves, in supposing that

the Greek word rendered fulfilled, does not always mean the ful-

filment of predictions of future events, but barely expresses an

accommodation of borrowed words. If this is true, the prophet did

not in this place prophesy of the Messiah at all; and if the obser-

vation has force, it applies to many other quotations of the apostles,

and will have a great tendency to weaken the evidence of revealed

religion.

But some suppose that the prophecy is fulfilled in a secondary,

typical, or allegorical sense, in Jesus ; and why may not the proph-

ecies apply to everybody and everything else as well, in an allegor-

ical and typical sense ? And if they have applied to two several

persons already, why may we not expect a third ?

Whiston, aware of this difficulty, condemns all allegorical

meaning, and wishes to restore the whole Hebrew Bible to its

primitive purity, and avers that the Jews in the third century put a

false copy into the hands of Origen to deceive the Christians.

But this seems to be agreeing that the present copy does not

amount to evidence sufficient to evince the truth of the Christian

religion. And besides, how does Whiston know that there was a

better copy 1700 years ago ? Surenhusius, the Hebrew professor

at Amsterdam, talks learnedly of points used by the ancient Jewish

doctors in reading and construing Hebrew, and gives many in-

stances of license taken by the apostles in shifting Hebrew points

and letters in their quot ations. But why did not the apostles use

the ancient points and le t\ers ? or is it probable that they would
make such shiftings as to turn the meaning of the text from one
person to another ? Upon the whole, this learned conjecture

serves only to resolve the difficulty into a multiplicity of errors.

I do not expect to have every part of revealed religion opened to

my capacity, but sincerely wish to have it cleared of every palpable

I
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contradiction. The Christian religion spreads so many moral

beauties before my sight, that I am exceedingly unhappy when my
mind labors in the evidence of it. And therefore from your learn-

ing and friendship, I hope to be taught, either that an inspired pen-

man can, consistently with divine inspiration, be mistaken, or that

there is no mistake in the quotation, by Matthew. If this point has

been long settled, as perhaps you will tell me it has, you will for-

give this intrusion, remembering that I only ask for the milk pro-

vided for babes.

I am, Sir, with most cordial friendship,

Your most Obed'nt. humble Serv't.

James Sullivan.

Rev. Mr. West.

REPLY OF DR. WEST.

Dartmouth, Dec. 9, 1781.

Dear Sir,

I received last night your favor of the 17th ult., which gave

me inexpressible satisfaction, as it revived in my mind those

happy days when I had the pleasure of your company and conver-

sation ; besides it was a convincing proof of your sincere and af-

fectionate regards for me. Permit me, Sir, further to assure you,

that I am extremely pleased with the subject of your letter, and I

heartily wish that every gentleman of my acquaintance would dis-

cover as earnest a desire as you have done to attain a rational con-

viction of the truth of revealed religion. Were this the case, bigotry

and infidelity would be no more. They would vanish away, like

the shades of night before the rising sun.

Most cheerfully, then, will I now endeavour to solve the difficulties

which you have proposed. I am fully convinced in my own mind
that the passage in Isaiah vii. 14. is a real prediction of the mi-

raculous conception of our Saviour ; and that Matthew, in his fiist

chapter, has applied this text in its true and literal sense, and not.

merely by way of accommodation. My reasons fork are these,

—

First, both the ancient Greek translations of the Seventy, (which

I have by me) and the Chaldee paraphrase (as I find by Pool's Sy-

nopsis) translate the words as we do, viz. " Behold a virgin shall

conceive" &c.—Now as both these translations of the Seventy and

the Chaldee paraphrase were made before the birth of our Saviour,

and consequently before the sense of the text came to be contro-

verted, they are a plain proof, that these ancient Jewish interpre-

ters understood the text in the sense that Christians now do, viz.

that a virgin should, in a supernatural way, conceive and bring

forth a son. And we must naturally suppose that these ancient

interpreters understood the true meaning of Hebrew words much
better than we do at this day : therefore, they are unexceptionable
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witnesses in favor of the Christian sense of this text. And, indeed,

it is hardly possible to make a tolerable sense of it upon the mod-

ern Jewish interpretation, which is, " Behold a young woman shall

conceive and bear a son." Now let us remember, that the occa-

sion of these words was this—God had offered to grant Ahaz any

sign he should desire, to remove his fears concerning the confede-

rate kings. Upon his refusing to ask a sign, God says, ' Therefore,

the Lord himself shall give you a sign ;' and what is it ? Why,
according to the interpretation I am now considering, it is this,

' A young woman some time or other, no mortal can tell when,

shall in the usual manner conceive and bear a son.' And what no-

table thing shall this son do ? ' Why, he shall eat butter, and honey,

as other children are wont to do, until he is grown big enough to

know good from evil !' This interpretation is so low and flat, that

if 1 thought it to be the meaning of the prophet, I should be tempted

to call in question, not only his inspiration, but also his good sense.

Secondly, The Hebrew word which we translate virgin, seems

to me incapable of being applied to any person, but a woman that

had not known man ; for the word properly signifies a hidden or

concealed female, which evidently implies, as I understand it, one

that had been hidden or concealed from the knowledge of man.

The only places where this Hebrew word is used in Scripture are

Gen.xxiv. 43. Exod. iv. 8. Ps. lxviii. 25. Prov. xxx. 19. Cant. iii.

1. Chap. vi. 8. Isaiah vii. 14., which last is the text under consid-

eration. I presume, Sir, if you examine these texts in the English

translation, you will conclude they all speak of virgins. If, then,

this Hebrew word is translated a virgin by the ancients, who lived

before the birth of our Saviour, if it is everywhere so used in the

Hebrew Bible, and if the etymology of the word requires us to

understand it in this sense, we may most certainly conclude, that

the text under consideration is a prophecy of the miraculous con-

ception of Jesus Christ.

But you will ask, How could the prediction of this future event

be considered as a sign, that the Jews should not be destroyed by

the confederate kings ? I answer, the word which we translate

sign, is used in Scripture, sometimes to signify the absolute and un-

conditional promises and threatenings of the Deity, in contradistinc-

tion to those promises and threatenings in which a condition is

implied. A (ew words will make this point very plain and easy.

In Jeremiah, eighteenth chapter, we are told, that when the Deity

threatens to destroy a nation, if they repent of their evil deeds, he

will not bring upon them the destruction with which he had threat-

ened them ; in like manner, when he promises to build up a peo-

ple, if they become disobedient, he will not confer upon them the

blessing which he had promised. Thus, we find Jonah declaring

to the Ninevites, " Yet in forty days and Nineveh shall be destroy-

ed ;" but upon their repentance we find the sentence was revoked.
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Thus also God had promised to David, that his house and kingdom

should be established before him forever ; but when David had been

guilty of adultery and murder, he judged he had forfeited his right

to the divine promise. See Ps. li. 4. " Against thee, thee

only have I sinned, and done this evil in thy sight, that thou mightest

be justified when thou speakest, and be clear when thou judgest
;"

that is, having committed this heinous crime against God, he was

ready to acknowledge, that God wasjust in promising that he would

establish his house forever, and that he would be clear from injus-

tice, though he should never perform his promise to him, but should

judge him according to his deserts. Thus much concerning prom-

ises and threatenings that are conditional. There are others that

are absolute and unconditional. These latter are called signs. In

proof of this, we may observe, that when God told Moses, that he

was about to send him to Pharaoh, to deliver the children of Israel

from their bondage, Moses immediately feels his own imperfec-

tion, and inability to undertake such an arduous task, and says,

" Who am I, that I should go unto Pharaoh, and that I should

bring forth the children of Israel out of Egypt ?" To this the

Deity replies, " Certainly I will be with thee, and this shall be 4

token unto thee, that I have sent thee, when thou hast brought forth

the people out of Egypt, ye shall serve God upon this mountain."

The Hebrew word translated token is the same with that which we
render by the English word sign, in Isaiah vii. 14. Here we see

that the Israelites' worshipping God upon mount Horeb, is made a

sign, that God had sent Moses to deliver them from the Egyptian

bondage ; and yet this sign could not take place until the Israelites'

deliverance from the Egyptians was completed. But it is called

a sign, to assure Moses that the event should certainly take place,

and that it should not fail through his insufficiency or misconduct

;

for God would be with him, and enable him to perform this ardu-

ous undertaking. In the same sense the word sign is used, 1 Sam.

ii. 34. and also, 2 Kings, xix. 29. In like manner, the promise in

the text, that a virgin should conceive and bear a son, is a sign,

because it was an absolute and unconditional promise, which could

not fail of its accomplishment, through the wickedness or miscon-

duct of the Jewish nation. And it must afford great consolation to

the pious Jews in the hour of distress ; for it was to them a sign,

or an infallible proof, that these confederate kings could not destroy

them, because they must remain a distinct people until this glori-

ous person should be born of a virgin.

Before I proceed any further, I would rectify an error or two in

our English translation of the passage before us. For instance, I

would read the fifteenth verse thus, " Butter and honey shall he

eat, until he know to refuse the evil and choose the good." Mr.

Pool informs us that divers learned men so interpret it, and

among others, the ancient Chaldee paraphrase. The Seventy
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translate it, ' Butter and honey shall he eat, before he know to re-

fuse the evil, and choose the good.' Now we are informed that

butter and honey were the common food given by the Jews to their

young children, for their nourishment and support ; so that the

sense is* that this child, though conceived in a supernatural way,

should be fed with the common food of other children, until he

arrived at the age of discretion. The panicle in the sixteenth

verse, which our translators render for, is sometimes translated al—

though, or yea ; and instead of the child, I would read this child,

which is an exact and literal translation of the Hebrew word ;
and

then the text will read thus, ' yea before this child, or, although

before this child shall know to refuse the evil and choose the good,

the land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings.'

The child here spoken of, I apprehend, was the prophet's own
child, which he then held in his arms, and which he was ordered

to carry with him for a sign to Ahaz and the Jews, that the con-

federate kings should not destroy them.

For establishing the point before us, it is necessary to remember,

that the writers both of the Old and New Testament frequently

use typical, and symbolical, and hieroglyphical representations of

things. Thus in Jeremiah i. 11, 12 :
' Jeremiah, what seest thou ?

And I said, I see a rod of an almond* tree. Then said the

Lord unto me, thou hast well seen ; for I will hasten my word to

perform it
!' Ezekiel xi. 13. ' And it came to pass when I pro-

phesied that Pelatiah (i. e. the delivered of the Lord) the son of

Benaiah died ;—then fell I down upon my face, and cried with a

loud voice, and said, Ah Lord God, wilt thou make a full end of

the remnant of Israel?' Because he saw a person die at the time

of his prophesying, whose name signified the, delivered of the Lord,

he took it to be a sign, that the Lord would make a full end of the

remnant of Israel, even of those whom he had formerly delivered

from destruction. In John ix. 7, the Evangelist observes, that

Christ, said to the blind man, ! Go wash in the pool of Siloam,

which is, (says the apostle,) by interpretation Sent ;' that is, Christ

ordered the blind man to wash in a pool, whose signification was

sent, as a sign that Christ was the person sent of God for the sal-

vation of man. See also, Heb. vii. 1

—

r3, where the apostle consid-

ers Melchizedec as a proper type of Jesus Christ, because Mel-

chizedec signifies King of righteousness, and Salem signifies peace ;

and being a priest that was not descended either on the father's or

mother's side of persons that were in the priest's office, neither

having the beginning of his days, nor the end of his life anywhere

recorded, he became a fit person to represent the everlasting and

unchangeable priesthood of Christ. In Isaiah xi. 1, Christ is call-

ed nazer, a branch ; therefore, in order to fulfil this prophecy,

* The Hebrew word signifies a hastening tree.

vol. in.

—

no. ix. 59
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Matthew tells us, chap. ii. 23, that he dwelt at Nazareth, that is,

the place of branches. In Zech. vi. 11, the prophet is ordered

to make crowns of silver and gold, and to place them upon the

head of Joshua the high priest. Now Joshua signifies Saviour,

and is the same name that in the New Testament is called Jesus.

He is then ordered, in verse 12, to speak to him, and say, ' Thus
speaketh the Lord of Hosts, saying, Behold the man whose name is

the Branch, and he shall grow up out of his place, and he shall

build the temple of the Lord, and he shall bear the glory, and

shall sit, and rule upon his throne, and he shall be a priest upon

his throne.' The crowns signify that the Messiah should be both

king and priest. They are placed upon the head of Joshua for

two reasons ; first, because, being high priest, he was a proper

representative of the Messiah ; and secondly, his name (being

Joshua, or Jesus) was made by this action a sign that the Messiah,

when he came, should be called Jesus. Therefore the meaning

of verse 12, is, as if he had said, Behold this man, Jesus, the true

Messiah, whom I have formerly named the Branch. Under the

law of Moses, the priest was to bear the iniquities of the people

;

hence, when God would represent to his people that he was about

to take away their iniquities, the prophet Zechariah sees in a vision

the high priest, Joshua, clothed with filthy garments, and the Lord
ordering him that stood before him to take away from Joshua his

filthy garments ; and then the Lord says to him, (Zech. iii. 4.)
' Behold I have caused thine iniquity to pass from thee, and I

will clothe thee with change of raiment.' This was said to him,

as a typical person, who bore the sins of the people ; and

it signifies that God had removed their iniquities from them.

And then, to inform them that the Messiah should, when
he came, take away the iniquities of his people in consequence

of his priestly office, he says to him, in verse 8, ' Hear now, O
Joshua, the high priest, thou and thy fellows that sit before thee, for

they are men of signs or typical men ; for behold I will bring forth

my servant, the Branch ;'—that is, you priests, who now bear the

iniquities of the people, are types of the Messiah, the branch, who
shall, when he comes, bear the iniquities of his people. In like

manner Ezekiel was a sign to the Jews of what was to befall them.

See Ezek. xxiv. 15—24. And to come to the point before us, the

prophet Isaiah, chap. viii. 18, says, • Behold I and the children

whom the Lord hath given me, are for signs and for wonders, that

is, types, in Israel, from the Lord of Hosts which dwelleth in

Mount Zion.' We have an account of one of these typical chil-

dren in the third verse of this eighth chapter, whom the Lord
ordered the prophet to call Maher-shalal-hash-baz ; that is, In

making speed to the spoil, he hasteneth the prey ; and we are told

in the fourth verse, why this child was so named, viz : because
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• before the child have knowledge to cry, my father and my moth-

er, the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall be taken

away before the king of Assyria.' Another of these typical chil-

dren is mentioned, chap. vii. 3. ' Then said the Lord unto Isaiah,

Go forth now to meet Ahaz, thou and Shear-jashub thy son.

Now the meaning of Shear-jashub is, The remnant shall return.

The reason of this child's being thus named, we shall find in Isaiah

x. 21, The remnant shall return, the remnant of Jacob to the

mighty God.' Here Shear-jashub represents the remnant of Jacob,

that should return to the mighty God. Undoubtedly, then, this

name was given to Isaiah's son, as a type, to signify that a remnant

of Jacob should be saved. When, therefore, the prophet, in the

text just now cited, was ordered to take this son along with him in

his visit to Ahaz, it was that he might be a sign to the people, that

a remnant should be saved, and consequently, that these confede-

ate kings should not be suffered to destroy the kingdom of Judah.

I trust I have said enough to show you the propriety of such a

sign, and that Isaiah and his children were ordained of God to be

signs to the people. Now upon this view of the matter, we shall

find three things that might afford comfort to the Jews, and from

whence they might be assured that they should not be cut off by
the confederate kings ; the first was, the promise that a virgin

should conceive and bear a son. This proved that they must remain

a people until the promise was accomplished. The second was, this

child of the prophet, which was ordained of God to be a sign to

them, that the people should not be utterly destroyed, because a

remnant should be preserved. And the third ground was, the

express declaration of the prophet, pointing to the child in his arms

and saying, ' Yea, before this child shall know to refuse the evil

and choose the good, the land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken

of both her kings.'

I apprehend I have now sufficiently cleared this passage of

Scripture from all the difficulties that attend it. For, as I take it, I

have proved that the Hebrew word in verse fourteenth does

signify a virgin, and that it cannot be applied to any other descrip-

tion of person. I have shown in what sense this prediction was a

sign to the Jews, viz : as it assured them that they should not be
cut off by their enemies, nor cease from being a nation, until the

prediction should be accomplished. I have shown, why I take

the child mentioned in verse 16 to be Isaiah's son, and not the son

of the virgin, mentioned in verse 14, viz : because Isaiah and his

children were ordained of God to be signs and types to the Jews.

When, therefore, the prophet was ordered to carry his son with

him to Ahaz, it was ordering him to carry a typical person, whom
the Jews were to look upon as a sign of what was to happen to

them. Upon the whole, I look upon this prophecy as a glorious
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confirmation of the truth of the Christian religion ; and that Mat-

thew has quoted and applied it with the utmost propriety.

I shall now endeavor to express my sense of this famous proph-

ecy, in the following paraphrase :
—

' Although thou, O Ahaz,

through thy obstinacy, dost refuse to ask for any sign that may re-

move thy fears
;
yet the Lord, in mercy to his church and people,

will grant them a sign, which shall be an infallible proof that those

confederate kings shall not destroy them ; for behold a pure virgin,

that has ever been concealed from, and is an entire stranger to,

the embraces of a man, shall conceive and bear a son, and thou,

O virgin, shah call his name Immanuel, that is, God with us ; for

he shall be a Divine person, in whom shall dwell all the fullness of

the Godhead bodily, being the brightness of his Father's glory, the

express and visible image of the invisible Deity. But though he

shall be so glorious and Divine a personage, yet he shall not make
his entrance into the world with any peculiar pomp or splendor to

distinguish him from others ;—so far from this, during his infancy,

he shall be nourished with the same common food that is given to

other children ; for butter and honey shall he eat, until he knows
to refuse the evil and choose the good, and shall arrive at the age

of discretion. And for your further consolation, behold this typical

child, whose name was given him for a sign that you should not be

utterly destroyed, but that a remnant shall be saved and shall re-

turn to the Lord. Yea, further, let me assure you, that before

this little child, which I hold in my arms, shall know to refuse the

evil and choose the good, the land that thou abhorrest shall be

forsaken of both her kings.'

Thus, dear Sir, in compliance with your request, 1 have en-

deavored to give you the best solution of the difficulties you have

proposed, that I am capable of. How far I have succeeded, must

be left to your Honor's judgement. I have advanced nothing but

what clearly appears to me to be the truth. The New Testament
phrase, ' That it might be fulfilled,'' does generally, and I rather

think, always, mean the accomplishment of predictions of future

events ; but there are some very learned gentlemen, that discover

an amazing genius in expounding many parts of Scripture, who
blunder most wretchedly whenever they meddle with the prophecies.

Whether this be owing to their having too great a fondness for

certain pre-conceived opinions, or whether there is a particular

genius necessary for the interpreting of prophecies, I know not.

However, thus much may be learned from this case, that we ought

not to pay a blind obedience to the authority of any man, however

wise or learned he may be, because the best of men have many
imperfections.

I am far from supposing that our common Hebrew Bibles are

entirely free from all errors
;
yet I believe that whoever will com-

pare the Hebrew Bible with the translation of the Seventy, and
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with the ancient Targums of the Chaldee interpreters, will find

reason to conclude, that the Bible, as we now have it, is perfect

enough to be appealed to as a standard by which to examine the

Christian religion. I very much doubt whether the apostles ever

took the liberty to shift the points and letters of the text in their

quotations from the Old Testament, notwithstanding the insinua-

tions of your learned Dutchman.
I shall transmit this letter to our mutual friend, Mr. Eliot. If

your Honor should be pleased to send me any more questions to

solve, I shall receive them with a vast deal of satisfaction ; and if

I find myself unable to remove your objections, I shall be very

ready to own my ignorance. I hope your candor will forgive the

inaccuracies of a very hasty performance. I should have taken

more time, had I not been afraid, that if I let slip the present op-

portunity of sending it, it would be a great while before I should

have another.

I am, dear Sir,

Your most affectionate friend,

and humble servant,

Samuel West.
Hon. James Sullivan.

ETERNAL DEATH.

The kinds of death spoken of in the Scriptures are commonly
reckoned to be three, viz : death temporal, spiritual, and eternal.

Death temporal is the separation of soul and body. Death spirit-

ual is a uniform and confirmed course oi transgression ; in other

words, it is to be ' dead in trespasses and sins.' And death eternal

is that future and everlasting punishment which every sinner de-

serves. Under one or another of these three classes, it is believed

every passage of Scripture, in which the word death is used, may
be fairly ranked ; if we except perhaps a very few, in which it is

used in an obviously and highly figurative sense.

Some have considered this enumeration of the different kinds of

death unsatisfactory, especially as it includes eternal death. They
have denied that any such kind of death is spoken of in the Scrip-

tures, or will ever be realized by any portion of our race. The
candid and dispassionate, who entertain this view of the subject

(for others it is useless to attempt convincing) are invited to a con-

sideration of the following classes of Scriptures in which the word
death is used. And,
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1. Those, in which a certain kind of death is contrasted with

eternal life.
—

' As sin hath reigned unto death, even so grace might

reign, through righteousness, unto eternal life, by Jesus Christ our

Lord.'—' The end of those things' (sinful practices) • is death ; but

now, being made free from sin, ye have your fruit unto holiness,

and the end, everlasting life. For the wages of sin is death ; but

the gift of God is eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord.'

—

The death spoken of in these passages is set, in every instance, in

close and immediate contrast with eternal life. Consequently it

must be the opposite of eternal life ; that is, it must be eternal

death.

2. Eternal death is intended in those passages, in which the

wicked are represented as exposed to a certain kind of death, to

which the righteous are not exposed. As a specimen of the nu-

merous passages in which this representation is made, I may refer

the reader to the 18th and 33d chapters of Ezekiel. God here

urges repeatedly, and in every form of expression, that those who
persevere in holiness shall live ; while those who decline to the

paths of sin, and persist in them, shall die. But what is the death

here intended ? What kind of death is it, to which the wicked are

exposed ; but from which the righteous are exempt ? Not tempo-

ral death, surely : for to this, both the righteous and the wicked

are exposed alike. Neither is it spiritual death : for to this the

wicked are not exposed—they are already involved in it. They
are already ' dead in trespasses and sins.' What death then is it,

so frequently mentioned, in the chapters to which I have referred ?

To this question, the ingenuity of man can furnish but one answer

—it is eternal death—that death spoken of by the apostle, as the

proper wages and desert of sin.

3. Eternal death is intended in all those Scriptures, in which

sinners are exhorted to rescue themselves from their exposure to

death.— ' I have set before you, this day, life and death, blessing

and cursing ; therefore, choose life, that thou and thy seed may
live.' • Make ye a new heart, and a new spirit ; for why will ye

die, O house of Israel ?' ' Turn ye, turn ye, from your evil ways,

O house of Israel ; for why will ye die V—But what is the death

here intended, to which sinners are exposed, and from which they

are exhorted to save themselves by repentance and reformation ?

Not temporal death : for from this, repentance will not save them.

Neither is it spiritual death : for to this the wicked are not expos-

ed—they have already fallen under its power. In regard to this

kind of death, there would be no propriety in saying to them,
' Why will ye die ?' for they are already l dead in trespasses and

sins.' The inference therefore is unavoidable—the death here in-

tended, which the wicked are exposed to suffer for their sins, and

from which they can be saved only by repentance and reforma-

tion, is eternal death.
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4. Eternal death is intended in those passages, which speak of

a sin as unto death—which is never to be forgiven—and for the

forgiveness of which the people of God are not required to pray.

' If any man see his brother sin a sin which is not unto death, he

shall ask, and he shall give him life for them that sin not unto

death. There is a sin unto death : I do not say that he shall

pray for it. And there is a sin not unto death.' The distinguish-

ing mark of the sin here spoken of is, that it is ' unto death ;' or

that it must inevitably terminate in a certain kind of death. But
what kind of death is intended ? What death is it, in which the

dreadful sin here spoken of is sure to terminate, and which renders

those who have committed it no longer the proper subjects of

prayer ? It cannot be temporal death : for this is a fruit of all sin

;

and it is no reason why persons should not be prayed for, that they

are exposed, in this sense, to die. Neither can it be spiritual

death : for this is the state of all persons, previous to repentance ;

and if none may be prayed for, who are in this state, then no im-

penitent sinner is entitled to the prayers of God's people. The
death intended then must be eternal death. In this, the sin spok-

en of is sure to terminate—it hath no forgiveness—and consequent-

ly prayer for those who have committed it must be vain. I

observe again,

5. Eternal death is intended in those passages of the Revelation

which speak of the second death. ' He that overcometh, shall not

be hurt of the second death? l Blessed and holy is he that hath

part in the first resurrection ; on such the second death hath no
power.' It might be shown conclusively, from the passages them-

selves, that the death, here spoken of, is not temporal, or spiritual,

but eternal death. But on this point we are not left to mere infer-

ence. ' I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God ; and

the books were opened, and the dead were judged out of those

things which were written in the books) according to their works.

And whosoever was not found written in the book of life, was cast

into the lake offire. THIS is the second death.''— ' But the fearful,

and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whore-
mongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their

part in the lake which burnetii with fire and brimstone

—

which is

the second death? From these passages, we knoiv, that the second

death is eternal death. It is that fearful and eternal punishment,

which is reserved for the finally impenitent beyond the grave.

There are many other passages of Scripture, besides those here

referred to, in which mention is made of eternal death. But these

are such as will not admit of any other interpretation. They
speak, not only a language which can be understood, but which,

it should seem, cannot be misunderstood. And they assure us, on
the highest authority on earth or in heaven, that impenitent, incor-

rigible sinners must suffer the pains of eternal death. W.
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REVIEWS.
Lectures to Young People. By William B. Sprague, D. D.,

Pastor of the Second Presbyterian Church in Albany : tvith

an Introductory Essay, by Samuel Miller, D. D., Professor in

the Theological Seminary at Princeton, N. J. 12mo. New-
York : John P. Haven.

Moral science is among the earliest subjects of human specu-

lation. So soon as men begin to think at all upon abstract sub-

jects, they turn their thoughts to the nature and tendency of their

actions, considered as right or wrong, and as beneficial or hurtful

to others. Such contemplations may be followed by the mind

without intercepting the ordinary engagements of life. The hunter,

the peasant, and the shepherd, may each pursue them without in-

jury to his business. No laboratory is wanted for the purpose,

but that of a sound head and an honest heart. Hence it is, that

rude nations abound with apothegms and proverbs, which manifest a

deep knowledge of the human heart, and of the tendencies of hu-

man conduct. Hence some of the earliest efforts of public teach-

ing have been to regulate the moral actions ; and there is no doubt

that Pythagoras, and perhaps others before him, were preachers of

what th.oy considered to be virtue. Even among the Pagan inhabi-

tants of our own woods, there is much of moral inculcation. We
have heard with our own ears an aged chief giving to the young

lessons of patience, mutual forbearance and discretion, which could

hardly have been expected from a savage.

In that country whence nearly all the literature and much of the

science of modern times took their origin, the discussion of moral

subjects occupied, for many ages, a great share of public attention.

Centuries before the time of Christ, different schools and sects

were formed, which sought to rival each other in public favor,

and to gain proselytes. This fact may show how strong a hold

they had upon public attention ; and, in passing, we may be allow-

ed to suggest to the learned, that a consideration of the manner

and degree in which the schools of Greece tended to prepare the

minds of men for the preaching and hearing of a code ' founded

upon better promises,' would well repay the labor of an investiga-

tion, which we think it has never yet received.

Up to the age before Christ, we know all that the unassisted

wisdom of man had discovered concerning virtue. We are en-

abled to know this with certainty, from the work of Tully upon

moral duties. We had been revising the studies of former years,

and were led into a train of reflections upon the comparison of

heathen and Christian ethics by a new perusal of that immortal
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work, when the Lectures before us were received ; and the sub-

ject of them is well calculated to encourage the reflections with

which we have commenced this article, and which we may be al-

lowed to pursue a few moments longer.

If, according to the foregoing remark, the study of morals is an

early study of mankind, we think it may also be added that, even

among the uninspired, it has been a successful one. The difficulty

with mankind is not, that they do not know, or cannot easily learn

their duties. No thinking man can read the work of Cicero, to

which we have referred, without admiration for the beauty, and

dignity, and truth of the lessons, which he lays down for his son,

and for mankind. Certainly the Gospel, and before it the Law of

Moses, have given some rules of moral duty which, as if to show
the superiority of their source, exhibit a moral excellence above

all that Greece and Rome had heard. But the number of these

is not very great. Socrates (or Plato) had gone so far as to for-
bid the negative of our Saviour's great rule of conduct between

man and man. He forbade us to do to others what we would not

be willing that they should do to us. Cicero plainly adopts the

same rule,—a rule that calls forth our admiration by its approach

to inspiration on the one hand, while on the other, it leaves room
for the towering superiority of the positive precept of the Redeem-
er,—" so that in all things he might have the pre-eminence." In

like manner, the injunction in the law to remember the poor, the

precepts about gleaning, the limitation of servitude to seven years,

the command to deliver our neighbor's ox, and not to muzzle the

mouth of the animal, and many others, attest, even in the reproach-

ed law of Moses, a higher and better humanity than was known to

the philosophers of Greece.

This superiority in the precepts of the divine legislation is dis-

tinctive ; but it is not its most peculiar feature. The great pecu-

liarity of revealed religion is, that by it, man is placed in an actual

intercourse of discipleship and obedience to his Creator and Judge.

This is an entire new head, in addition to all that the light of phi-

losophy had revealed. It places man in a condition entirely new

;

it changes the whole principle of moral obligation, or rather intro-

duces a principle of obligation for the first time. Ethics, as a

science, became as new, on the publication of the Gospel, as As-

tronomy after the discoveries of Kepler and Newton. We now
receive rules written by the Creator for the government of those he

has created. These rules are not the operation of natural appetites

within us ; but something different from, and often in opposition to

them. They are either not written upon the natural heart, or not

observed by it. By him those rules are actually and especially

given
; by us they are actually heard and read ; so that we find

ourselves in the relation of subjects, and pupils, and children, to

the God of all worlds.

VOL. III. NO. IX. 60
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In the next place, the laws of God are enforced by sanctions ;

—

by rewards and punishments. " On these two hang all the law and
-the prophets." If even the gross and imperfect legislation of man
needs to be enforced by the powerful anticipations of good or evil,

how just and reasonable does it appear that a law, which can em-
brace no shade of error, should be enacted with the highest sanc-

tions.

Cicero had prescribed to his son the observance of justice and
temperance. When the same great man came to arraign Verres

before the Roman people, for aggravated violence, plunder, and
bloodshed, in his government of a province, he reasoned from such

topics as he knew ; and Verres no doubt grew pale from the ap-

prehension of confiscation, or banishment. But when, in the next

century, Paul appeared before another Roman governor, equally

flagitious, he had been divinely taught, and he knew of other

topics. He reasoned not only of righteousness and temperance,

but of judgement to come ; and the rapacious governor trembled
before a man in chains.

We have brought up the contrast of these two trials, not because
it exhibits anything which is new, but for the sake of newly im-

pressing truths which, however important, seem stale, and are

almost forgotten. In the midst of overflowing privileges and re-

dundant light, we forget how great those privileges are. If any-

thing could impress upon the youth of our country the value of-

such a series of lessons as are contained in these Lectures by Dr.
Sprague ; we think it would be a fair comparison of Christian doc-
trine proposed to youth, with all its magnificent hopes, and most
solemn sanctions, and under the eye of a present God, on the one
hand, and on the other, the brightest moralist of ancient days pro-

posing to his son a system of morals, just indeed for the most part

as to practice, but destitute of accountableness, unfortified by any
reverence for the divine name, without pardon or purification for

sins, and not adorned by any glimpse of immortal hope. Let the

studious and ingenious youth then ponder upon the treatise De
Officiis, and in that splendid system of heathen ethics let him ob-
serve that no higher reason is given for any duty, than because it

is " naturoi hominis aptissimiim"* and the like. The father can
quote to the son no higher authority than that of Cratippus and
the Stoics. If interest or passion should urge the youth to break
over these barriers of reason, it is a case unprovided for, and the

parent had no remedy. He heard no superior and revered com-
mand : he saw no stay of fear, or prop of hope, or smiling spirit

of comfort, or avenging arm of wrath, to keep the steps of erring

youth in the path of rectitude. When the whole administration of

things around us is so manifestly formed upon a principle of retri-

bution, it seems wonderful that the operation of this principle was
not discovered by heathen antiquity ; or if discovered, that it was

* But adapted to tho nature of man. Cicero De Officiis. Lib. I.
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not applied to some more important purpose than to give zest to a

fable, or bedeck a poem.
Taking their system of morals, such as we admit it to be, we

have often tried to imagine what would have been the effect, if

their poets and mythologists had adorned that system with imagery

derived from revelation. If their Elysium, instead of being peopled

with warriors drinking nectar, had been peopled with the pure and

sweet spirits of the just made perfect, employed forever in studying

the works, doing the will, and singing the praise of one all-perfect,

just, and good Ruler :—suppose its inhabitants collected from all

the scenes of great tribulation,—their sorrows assuaged,—their sins

forgiven,— their tears all wiped away,—and this from unmerited

and unexpected favor :—Suppose their Tartarus filled with none

but those who rejected the just government of a kind Ruler, and

persisted to mar the bliss of his creation—and were therefore ne-

cessarily held up as " ensamples, suffering the vengeance of eter-

nal fire :"—finally, if the unimaginable realities of the judgement

had been produced as the fiction of poetry :—howT would the world

of taste have pursued and dwelt upon the splendid pageant ! How
beautiful, and sweet, and right, if imaginary :—how repulsive to

the same hearts, if true !

The plan of these Lectures seems to be to take youth in pre-

cisely that situation in which they are placed by the providence

of God : that is, exposed to temptation, error and allurement.

The introductory address, by the Rev. Dr. Miller, is conceived

with great felicity, and is happily adapted to answer the purpose

for which it is designed. The first discourse impressively points

out the importance of the period of youth. The next three

are upon the three great dangers which beset its course : The
danger of evil company ; of evil instruction or bad principles ; and

of a life of pleasure. The next Lecture brings into contrast the

favor of the world, and the favor of God ; and in the sixth, Reli-

gion is shown to be a principle, which ought to pervade the whole

character, and as demanding the homage of the intellect, the heart,

and the life. In subsequent discourses, the young are urged to

embrace religion ; their excuses for not doing so are met and an-

swered ; they are exhibited as awaking to its influence and em-
bracing it ; the personal evidences of it are examined, and the

nature, qualifications, and importance of a public profession of it,

are then stated. The thirteenth Lecture is upon Defence against

temptation ; and the four last upon Christian Decision, upon

growth in grace, upon doing good, and upon the triumphant close

of the young Christian's course.

Without any ostentation of method, we see in this arrangement

something for the young in every condition which regards religion,

or the want of it. The opening of the first Lecture is very striking.

After slating the season of youth as the commencement of existence

—
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of a rational existence—and of an existence, the character and

destination of which is all in doubt, the author proceeds :

—

" Collect now the several circumstances which have been mentioned under
this article, and tell me whether they do not invest the morning of human
life with peculiar interest. It is the period in which a rational soul commences
a career as unlimited as the existence of Jehovah, and attended by joy or woe
which imagination in its boldest flights never conceived. And over the whole
path of the soul's existence, there hangs, at present, a fearful uncertainty ; no
one can say, in what manner these unfolding faculties are hereafter to be em-
ployed ; whether in serving God or in opposing him ; whether in bringing upon
the soul a perpetual shower of blessings, or an everlasting torrent of wrath.

Is that an interesting moment, when the experienced adventurer steps from the

shores of his native country, and trusts himself to the mighty deep, to be borne

to some far distant region? How much more interesting the period, in which
an immortal soul commences the voyage of life, not knowing how much he may
be tempest-tossed during his passage, or whether he may not even be wrecked
on the dark coast of eternity ! If, in the former case, the eyes of anxious friends

follow the mariner as he goes off into the deep, is it not reasonable to suppose, in

the latter, that the watchful regards of angels are attracted by the condition of a
young immortal, whose character is yet to be formed, and whose destiny is yet

to be revealed?"

The interest of the following extract from the second Lecture,

we trust will justify its length.

" Another sentiment which is brought into operation in aid of a vicious habit,

by associating with wicked companions, is the dread of being singular.

There is nothing that goes to the heart of a young man like " the world's

dread laugh ;" or the idea of standing alone; or of being charged with super-

stitious scruples of conscience : and this is a principle of which the abettors of

vice are always sure to avail themselves, in regard to those who are inexperi-

enced. When a young man, whose mind has been stored with good sentiments
through the influence of education, falls into their company, it is wonderful to

observe how their invention is quickened for devising means for his destruction.

They take care not to display to him all the mysteries of iniquity at once, lest

it should produce a shock which should drive him from their society. At first,

perhaps, he discovers in them nothing more than an excessive cheerfulness
;

and so far, he thinks they may be imitated without much danger. But it is not
long before he must take another step ; and if he hesitates and falters now, he
sees on one side, a reproachful frown, and on the other, a contemptuous smile :

one, perhaps, charges him with unmanly superstition, and another with the
want of independence ; or it may be, the whole fraternity of them set up one
general shout of ridicule. At such a moment, I look upon a young man as sus-

pended between life and death ; and as the experiment which is now going for-

ward may result, I expect his eternal destiny will be decided. If I could look
into his heart at this awful crisis, I should expect to find it in a state of fearful

agitation; and if the power of reflection had not deserted him, to find him pro-

posing to himself some such questions as these :
—" What step is this which I

am now tempted to take ? Whither will it conduct me ? May it not ruin my
character, and ruin my soul ? What mean these counsels and warnings of my
early youth, that now come knocking at the door of my heart ? If I yield, will

not the hearts of my pious friends bleed with tenfold deeper sorrow than if I

were to die ;—nay, will it not almost send a pang of agony down into the graves
ofmy departed parents, who dedicated me to God, and with their dying breath
charged me to beware of a life of sin? But how can I sustain the anguish of
being singular ? How can I bear to be thought mean and spiritless ; to hear
these shouts of ridicule, and witness these expressions of contempt ? No, I will

not submit to this intolerable burden : I will rush headlong into the haunts of
sin, and endeavor to stifle conscience and drown reflection. Cease, then, to

trouble me, ye recollections of my early days. Ye pious friends, who have fol-

lowed me all my life with affectionate wishes and good offices, I can heed you no
longer. I will sooner pierce all your hearts with anguish, than to stand
alone and try to stem this torrent of ridicule. And you too, departed parents,
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even if I knew I should disturb the repose of your graves, and plant a thorn in
that pillow which sustains your head in yonder lonely mansion,— I could not
bear to be singular. Leave me therefore, friends ; leave me, conscience

; leave
me, every tender and endearing recollection ; leave me too, ye gloomy forebod-
ings of future misery; and let me sacrifice myself as quietly as I can! lean hazard
anything else, even the eternal burnings of hell ; but I cannot, I will not,
hazard the odium of being singular!" I do believe, my hearers, that many
a young man, who now sits in the seat of the scoffer, if he would honestly tell

you his whole experience, would be obliged to relate the story of some such
conflict as this which I have here supposed ; and it may be that there are young
persons before me, who can recollect something like it in their own experience.
But if I knew there were such a case, I should hardly think it premature to call

upon you to begin even now to mourn for the death of an immortal soul.

The third Lecture is the most argumentative, and yet with little

parade of argument. We extract as a specimen the head on mir-

acles in which, arguing a posteriori, the lecturer puts his supposed
opponent to account for known facts, upon any other supposition

than the truth of them.

" You must be able to show that the miracles of which the Bible contains a
record, either were never performed, or if they were, that they do not prove its

divine authority. If you take the former side of the alternative, and say that
these miracles were never performed, you must still admit either that they
were pretended to be performed, or they were not. If they were pretend-
ed to be performed, as recorded in Scripture, it behooves you to show how it

was that so many competent witnesses, and among them the most malignant
enemies, in circumstances the most favorable for detecting imposture, and for

several years in succession, should actually have been deceived. If you say
that they were not pretended to be performed, then you have to account for the
fact that such a record of them as that which the Bible contains should have
been made, at the very time when the imposture—if it were one—was most
open to detection ; and that it should have been circulated first among the very
persons who would have been most interested and most able to detect it ; who
yet never even pretended to call the facts in question. If you say that the record
of these miracles was not made during the age in which they were professedly
performed, but that it was palmed upon some succeeding age, then you have
to account for the fact that the whole mass of historical testimony fixes the
date of this record to nearly the period in which they are alleged to have been
performed; and you have this additional difficulty to solve,—how a record of
facts, purporting to have occurred under the observation of the very people to
whom the record was first given, could have been received by them as a true
record, when, at the same time, no such facts had ever fallen within their
knowledge.

" But if you choose the latter side of the alternative, and say that these mira-
cles were actually wrought, but still do not prove the Bible to be a divine reve-
lation ;—you have then to show either that the God of trutli would give the
stamp of his authority to falsehood, or else that these mighty works were per-
formed by the aid of evil spirits; for that they transcended the limits of human
power, admits of no question. The former of" these suppositions—that Jehovah
has lent his sanction to falsehood—you will not dare to admit, even in thought.
Ifyou admit the latter, and refer the miracles of the Bible to diabolical agency,
then you have this great moral phenomenon to explain—how the enemy of all

good came to be so heartily and earnestly engaged in the destruction of his own
kingdom; for the manifest tendency of all the miracles of the Bible was to pro-
mote the cause of righteousness."

Towards the close of the fourth Lecture is the following earnest

appeal

:

" The consequence of your being brought before the last tribunal, and of re-
ceiving a formal and final sentence from the lips of the Judge, will be still more
tremendous. At the close of this awful transaction, you will behold, with a be-
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wildcred look of agony, all above, beneath, around, vaulted with the funereal
fires of this great world ; and when amidst this final wreck of nature, you look
out for a refuge from the fiery storm, no refuge in the universe will be "open for

you, except that dungeon ofwo in which the wrath of God is to have its perpetual
operation. Into that prison of the universe, that grave of lost but living souls,

you will immediately enter ; and there, in the hopelessness of unavailing an-
guish—there, amidst the curses and wailings of the lost—there, where the eye
can fasten upon no object upon which the wrath of God has not fastened before
it, you must run the dreary round of everlasting ages. The sentence was,
" Depart, ye cursed, into everlasting fire." And is it so, that this prison is

built for eternity ;—that these flames are kindled for eternity ;—that these
bolts, and bars, and chains, bespeak an eternal residence in these vaults of de-
spair ? Will not some messenger come hither from yonder blissful regions,
though it be ten thousand millions of ages hence, to tell thee that this long
night of suffering will yet be succeeded by a morning of peace and joy ? No,
sinner, there are no such tidings in store for thee : thou wert sentenced there
for a period as unlimited as the duration of God ; and thy sentence is irre-

versible."

The fifth discourse, which is upon the favor of the world com-
pared with that of God, considers the various particulars in which
the favor of one or the other may affect us ; and institutes a con-

trast between the two in relation to those particulars, as they

respect,—first, the formation of character ; and second, the obtain-

ing of happiness. The method and arrangement are happy. The
following is one of the heads :

" 3. He who seeks supremely the favor of the world, even if he not only gains
it, but retains it till the close of life, does not, after all, find in it what he needs :

he who seeks supremely the favor of God, finds in it everything that he needs.

" Be it so, that so long as the days of prosperity last, the man who seeks su-
premely the favor of the world, finds in it a portion with which he is tolerably
satisfied ;—though I doubt not that even then, the heart sometimes sickens over
the meagreness of its enjoyments, and longs for something more substantial
and satisfying : but let it not be forgotten, that in the calendar of human life

are numbered many days of affliction. There are days of pain, when the hand
of disease rests upon us, with convulsive and ominous pressure. There are
days of bereavement, when the light of friendship and hope goes out in our
dwellings. Above all, there is the day of death, when this earthly tabernacle
tumbles to ruins, and the spirit which has inhabited it takes its flight to other
worlds. Weigh all the consolation to be derived from the favor of the world in ei-

ther of these cases, and it will be lighter than vanity. Can the favor ofthe world
make you forget the pains which convulse your system ? Can the favor of the
world cheer your desolate heart, when your dearest friend goes down to the
grave ? Will any light break from the favor of the world upon the valley of
death, to cheer your passage from time into eternity ? On yonder dying bed
lies a man, the grand object of whose life has been to gain the favor of the
world : and now in this extremity of nature—this most fearful exigency of his
existence, let the world be called upon to open its sources of consolation. Who
now of all the children of the world shall go to that bed ofdeath in the character
of a comforter ? Shall the votary of wealth go, and talk to that dying sinner of
his splendid domains or numerous possessions ? Shall the votary of pleasure
go, and tell of some projected scene of amusement, where every heart will beat
high with sensual joy ? Shall the stout-hearted and impious opposer of religion

go, and talk fearlessly about dying, and exhibit all the black infidelity of his

creed, and press the awful thought of annihilation? Who will not say that all

this is but an insult to the agonies of death ; and that they who have professedly
come on an errand of consolation, have only imparted an additional sharpness
to the pang of dying 1 Go back, ye miserable comforters ; this is not the place
for you. Here are agonies to be relieved, which your presence only serves to
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heighten. This expiring sinner pants for something which it is not for you, or

the world which you represent, to bestow ; and because he has it not, he is stung
by remorse, or overwhelmed with despair.

" Such are the world's resources of consolation in respect to the calamities

which be.fal us while we remain in it : and if it is so powerless to yield relief

even here, what can it do for the soul when it shall have passed into the eter-

nal world ? Think not that all the evils to which men are exposed, exist in tho
present life : the most fearful evils belong to the condition of the sinner in

eternity. But when he has once passed the boundary of time, the world, if it

had ever so many favors to bestow, can no longer reach him. The influence of
. what it has done is indeed felt, not in the mitigation, but in the aggravation of
his doom ; but henceforth it can do nothing either to lessen or to increase his

anguish. Oh, if the favor of the world could satisfy every desire in the present
life, yet how poor a portion would it be, so long as it offers no provision for a
future and eternal existence !

" Not so with the all-sufficient God. When the arrows of affliction pierce tho
heart, Jehovah condescends to take up his residence in it, while it is yet bleed-
ing and broken, as the Spirit of consolation. You may see what his almighty
grace can do, in that quiet and uncomplaining spirit which delights to count up
the mercies of God, on the bed of pain. You may see it in the cheerful sub-
mission with which the heart lets go the earthly objects and interests which it

valued most ; in the serenity which settles upon the countenance, while the
falling clods announce that a beloved friend will never rise from his dark bed
till the morning of the resurrection. You may see it especially in the sublime
actings of that faith, which often enables the soul to hold sweet communion
with its Redeemer in the valley of death, and to celebrate, as it were, the fall of
the earthly tabernacle with a shout of victory* And beyond tho boundaries of
time, when the soul wakes, conscious, active, immortal, and the world has no
more that it can do, or even attempt to do, for the soul's comfort, their will

flow out to it from the favor of God, blessings large as its desires—lasting as its

existence. Tell me, ye votaries of the world's favor, what is it, when compared
with the treasures of almighty graco ?"

The solemn appeal contained in the following paragraph, we
could wish to be brought home to the heart of every trifler :

" 3. And this leads me to say, thirdly, that those youth tcho dare to trifle with
the serious convictions of their companions, arc in the very broadest part of the

road to destruction. They trifle with the immediate influence of the Spirit of
God. They cast contempt upon the most benevolent work which he ever per-

forms for mortals. They make a direct and most dreadful attempt to thwart
the gracious purposes of heaven, and plunge an immortal soul into everlasting

burnings. If I supposed there was a single youth before me who bore the char-

acter of a scoffer, I would say to him, Beware—beware how you ever speak
lightly again of the work of the Holy Spirit. And possibly some ofyou may have
been guilty of the essence of this sin, when you have thought little about it.

When you met your brother or sister, whose countenance wore an aspect of

anxiety, and you purposely threw out some light and careless remark, or per-

haps cast a significant smile, as if in derision, know that that brother or sister

felt it at the heart, as a cruel and cutting rebuke ; and know, too, that He who
takes an account of all your actions, recorded it as an insult shown to his au-

thority, and an attempt to counteract the influences of his Spirit. And when,
as you were passing off the threshold of this house, you met some companion
whom you had seen melted under the warnings, or invitations, which had just

been announced, and when you took that companion by the hand and said,"Come,
let us go and talk of tho pleasures of tho past week, or project plans of amuse-
ment for the week to come,"—know too, that you were then opposing the ope-

rations of the Spirit of God, and aiming a murdeious dagger at the soul of your
friend. I say nothing which is not tho result of solemn conviction, when I do-
clare, that I would a thousand times rather my dearest friend should come and
trifle with my last agonies, and dance around tho bed on which my cold and
motionless body was stretched, and close my dying eyes with a loud poal of
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laughter, than to have him approach me with ridicule, when my heart was bur-
dened with conviction ; for in one case he would only chill the last blood that

passes through my veins ; in the other, he might awaken everlasting agonies
in my soul."

The following paragraph seems to us a happy exhibition of the

fulness of the Christian character, as exemplified in the life :

" There are those who lay great stress upon the duties which they owe to

man, who yet find it an easy matter to compromise with conscience for those
which they owe to God. In their domestic relations, as parents or children,

husbands or wives, brothers or sisters, they are in many respects most exempla-
ry ; and are always on the alert to minister to each other's happiness. In civil

society, they are active and public spirited, and are ready to lend a helping hand
to the various institutions which promise to meliorate the condition of* man.
They are moreover generous and humane, and will never turn a deaf ear to the

cry of distress, and will even go and search out objects of want and suffering,

that they may administer relief. But on the other hand, they will think it a
light matter to suffer their seats to be vacant in the house of God, and will

regard the Bible as little more than a piece of antiquated furniture, and
will hardly suspend their secular employments on the Sabbath ; and as for the
duty of private prayer, or confessing Christ before men, they never even think
of performing it. They are good neighbors, and good friends, and good citi-

zens ; but here you must stop, unless you go on to say that " God is not in all

their thoughts."
" There is another class—just the opposite of this—who perform with phari-

saical exactness the external dujies which they owe to God, while those which
belong to their social relations are but little regarded. They make conscience of
being in the house of God at least twice every Sabbath, and oftener if they have
opportunity ; they publicly profess their faith in Christ, and unite with his people

in commemmorating his death ; they come regularly to every prayer meeting,
and never shrink from taking part in its services ; they go, at least every morn-
ing and evening, into their closets for prayer, and in their daily intercourse

always seem ready to admonish the careless sinner or the sluggish Christian, or

to put forth an effort, in any way, for a revival of religion. And yet, after all,

when you hear the testimony of their poor or sick neighbors respecting them,
it may be that they have said to them, " Be ye warmed, and be ye clothed, de-

part in peace :" or if it has occurred to you to look a little more closely into

their characters, and to inquire of those who have had dealings*with them in

the world, what testimony they have to render concerning them, possibly they
may tell you significantly, that though they have heard that they were very good
in a prayer, they have found them to be very hard in a bargain ; and it may
be even that common report has superceded the necessity of all inquiry ;

and that they have an established character in the world, for being not only
unmerciful but unjust. If you should see them in the church or the lecture

room, you might put them down on the list of those of whom the world is not
worthy ; but if you should see them in the counting room, or the exchange,
you would put them down on the list of those with whom you would wish to

have as little to do as possible."

Long as these extracts are, we are desirous to give one more.

We think we have seen much injury done to religion, by a certain

positive way of speaking of conversion, and of the work of the

Spirit in certain cases, as if it was a subject to be discussed by
special skill. We wish to see these subjects spoken of with re-

served caution, and as being things, the certain knowledge of which

belongs to Him who searches the heart. We think the extract

below, the last we shall give, well calculated to inspire a proper

degree of caution in treating subjects of so much importance :

" 1. The subject shows us the importance of being cautious in respect to the

judgements ice form of Christian cnaracter, both in regard to ourselves and
others. We have seen that there is a strong tendency among men, to set up
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false standards on this subject ; and instead of referring character to the only
scriptural test, to refer it to some arbitrary test, which the Bible has not even
seemed to sanction. For instance, you have a friend who has been the subject

of pungent convictions, and then again the subject of glowing raptures ; and
you speak to that friend, and of him, as if you were absolutely certain that he
had been renewed. You may indeed have reason to hope that that is the
case ; and there may be that in his general appearance, for which you may,
with good reason, give God thanks : but from the nature of the case, you
can never at that period knoio that he is a Christian ; because you cannot
search the heart ; and because multitudes have, for a season, appeared, in

all respects, as promising as he, who have afterwards shown themselves
among the open enemies of the cross. Now, believe me, you will be likely

to render a much better service to that individual, by impressing him with
the danger of self-deception, and of the importance of self-examination, and
of giving all diligence to make his calling and election sure, than by inspir-

ing him with a spirit of self-confidence : for if he be a Christian, the former
course certainly will do him no harm : if he be not a Christian, the latter

course may serve effectually to seal his perdition. Or, it may be that the

case is your own—that you are the very person who is rejoicing in the hope
of having felt the power of God's grace. My young friend, I rejoice with
you ; but it is right that both you and I should rejoice with trembling.

The act of regeneration is indeed instantaneous ; but not so the evidence
of it

—

that is to be collected by a diligent and long continued inspection of

your heart and life. Beware, then, how you indulge a hope too soon or too

confidently. Beware how you satisfy yourself with any evidence which is

nothing more thah calling Christ " Lord, Lord."

If, in speaking of this work, we mention the unexceptionable and

classic purity of the diction ; or if we refer to the style of writing,

at once chaste, yet not without ornament, vigorous and impressive,

but still elegant,—it is not because we attach high comparative

merit to this kind of excellence. It has its share of importance,

however, in a work to be put into the hands of youth j and there

may be some, we hope few, who will estimate the value of the

book by their opinion of its literary merits alone. Our own stand-

ard is different. We are indeed admirers of that pure, uncor-

rupted English, of which the style of our author is so happy a

specimen. But there is a purity which we value much higher

—

that of uncorruptness in doctrine, and in life. It is, therefore, as

an epitome of the preceptive, experimental and practical parts of

religion, as peculiarly applicable to the season of youth, that we
recommend this work, especially to the rising generation. We
know of no book, among our vast variety of religious works, which

professes to supply all that these Lectures furnish. They ought

to be in the hands of every young person. We add our prayers

and our earnest hope, that under the guidance of the Spirit of all

grace, they may be the means of turning many of the youth of this

land, and of other lands, from darkness to light, and from the

power of Satan unto God.
VOL. III.

—

no. ix. 61
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The History of the Jews. From the earliest period to the

present time. By Rev. H. H. Milman. With Maps and En-
gravings. In three Volumes. New York : J. &c J. Harper.

1830.

We have read this work with mingled emotions of pleasure and
pain. It is a vivid history : the picture is touched by the hand of

genius ; but if art has heightened the coloring, it has also desecrat-

ed the subject. The imagination of a poet has been too exclu-

sively at work, where a fervid as well as rational piety should have

accompanied and influenced the researches of the grave histo-

rian. It wears throughout the appearance of having been written

with great rapidity,—for general readers, rather than for critical

scholars. This would perhaps be no objection in itself, but it has

sometimes occasioned inaccuracies and great obscurities in the

style ; it has produced assertions that have no support in crit-

ical research ; and not unfrequently it has led to such a hasty, in-

discriminate conglomeration of facts and events, that the perusal of

a chapter leaves upon the mind a confused, transitory impression.

Add to this, a great number of typographical errors, the immense
length of unbroken paragraphs, and the absence, through the

greater part of the work, of marginal, historical dates, and it makes
the whole book careless in appearance, unmethodical in execution,

troublesome to the memory, and inconvenient for reference.

We have heard that the work has been treated, in some publi-

cations, with unjustifiable and undignified reproach. The chief

ground of complaint—and it is a heavy accusation—is its alleged

infidel tendency. While we attempt to show that there is some
reason for this charge, we willingly declare that, in our opinion,

the history of the Jews, considered principally in a popular light,

was never before presented to the mind in a manner so novel,

classical, spirited and attractive. We know not when we have
perused any history with such thrilling and continued interest. Its

author displays a brilliant imagination, fine taste, various, though

somewhat superficial reading, and composes in a glowing, though
often abrupt and careless style. The merits of the work are there-

fore considerable, but mingled with many defects, besides the im-

portant one of which we shall particularly speak. That part which
relates to the destruction of Jerusalem is instructive and interesting.

The whole of the last volume is written in a spirit of benevolence

towards the suffering Israelites, which is calculated to infuse a sim-

ilar feeling into the mind of the reader. The work is valuable

also for its graphic exhibition of the manners, habits, customs, ob-

servances, edifices, worship, and character of the Jewish people.

Probably the author, in preparing this work, was not conscious

of contributing to weaken or destroy, in any mind, its impressions in
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regard to the sacredncss and divine authority of the historical por-

tions of the Old Testament
;
yet we are compelled to believe that

this must be the natural consequence of its perusal, unless great

care be previously used, in pointing out and guarding against its

dangerous tendency. Such an influence it would not exert, were
the history intended exclusively for scholars ; or for those who, with

firm moral principles, have had opportunity to go over an extensive

course of reading ; or for those whose judgements and opinions pos-

sess the experience and stability of manhood. They could detect

the ignorance of the writer, the weakness of the reasoning, and
would be prepared to resist the insinuating influence of sophistry

and doubt.

But the readers of these volumes will be confined principally to

the younger and more inexperienced portion of the community.
They stand first in the general series of the ' Family Library.'

We can scarcely be too solicitious in our anxiety, or too severe in

our judgement, in regard to the moral character of all books that

are to influence the minds of our children ; especially, that are adapt-

ed to form or modify their opinions in regard to the sacred oracles.

This consideration will make us more severe in criticizing this

work, than otherwise we should deem necessary.

And here we might say much on the responsibility which that

club of literary adventurers are assuming, who have undertaken to

form a Family Library for the people of England, if not for those

of America ; and on the caution which it becomes them to use,

lest they sanction and circulate what is morally injurious ; espe-

cially, as the various works they may issue are likely, for a time,

to be received by the public with uncommon trust and eagerness.

Such a caution is not merely becoming, but obligatory ; and men
of high moral principle, anxious that the rising generation may be
trained to the service of God, would esteem it no common happi-

ness to be enabled powerfully to subserve this purpose, by making
the moral tendency of every volume published under their patron-

age elevated, vigorous and pure. It may be well at present for the

American public to use a little caution as to the reception of the

works which come forth under their auspices. They have lately

issued the Life of Napoleon by Mr. Lockhart, which we fear may
have been written with the same flippant haste that disgraces the

History of the Jews. But we would rather see the Harpers of

New York pour from their prolific press almost anything in the

form of historical literature, than have the American libraries del-

uged with such a flood of immoral novels, and romances of high

life in England, as they have been sending through the country.

If a bill could be passed preventing the importation to this country

of at least nine tenths of the modern English literature, it would be
a great and lasting benefit. We presume that thousands of our
people, who scarcely know that such venerable Christians as Lord
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Teignmouth or Wilberforce exist, are well acquainted with the

character and manners of half the dissipated, degraded, licentious

nobility in England, and ape them, as far as they can conveniently,

on this side the water. Strange delusion ! that the citizens of a

republic can condescend to be the admirers and imitators of des-

picable, titled, monarchical buffoons.

Mr. Milman could hardly have desired a better opportunity for

communicating moral and religious instruction in an attractive

form, than was furnished in the composition of a history of the

Jews. He might have led the youthful mind to venerate its in-

structive exhibitions of the character of Jehovah, and gratefully

to admire his dealings with the Israelites ; and he might have pow-
erfully confirmed the faith of all his readers in the inspiration of the

Hebrew Scriptures, exciting a deeper reverence for their sacred-

ness, and a more heartfelt admiration of their beauty. We regret

to say that he has done almost nothing of this. The solemn, in-

structive, and interesting lessons, to be learned from nearly every
page of the sacred history, the reader may here search for in vain.

We are surprised that a clergyman of the Church of England,
writing for the Family Library, the domestic circle, should have
permitted himself to degrade the tone of his work almost to a level

with that of the merest political and worldly story. But he thought
the world disposed to look with too great a feeling of reverence
on the Jews, and everything belonging to them ;—he has certainly

been very successful in making it impossible that such a feeling

should ever spring from the perusal of his own history. " In
fact," he says in the preface, " we are apt, in our reverence for

" the Bible," to throw hack the full light of Christianity on the olden
volume ; but we should ever remember, that the best and wisest
of the Jews were not Christians—they had a shadow, but only a
shadow, of good things to come." This is, perhaps, to some ex-
tent, a truth. But the evil, if such it can be called, needs a very
delicate and cautious hand for its correction, lest, in our zeal to

eradicate superstition, we weaken the ground-work of a rational

faith, and destroy what is a just and necessary awe ; while we root
up the tares, there is certainly some danger lest we carry the
wheat with them. We hope the time will never arrive, when
Christians can come to the perusal of the Scriptures, New or Old,
without a deep, solemn impression that they are divine in their

origin, and sacred in their character—-a feeling, that while within
the precinct of " the Bible," they stand on holy ground.

The sanctity with which the pious mind is accustomed from
childhood to invest the ' distinguished characters in the Mosaic
annals,' is not without authority, and that, too, of a very high kind.
When we look into the New Testament, we find them mentioned
with a reverential regard, very different from the unceremonious
style in which they are treated by our author. " Superior in one
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respect alone," says he, " the ancestors of the Jews, and the Jews
themselves, were not beyond their age or country in acquirements,

in knowledge, or even in morals ; as far as morals are modified by
usage and opinion." This is an extravagant statement ; their

writings alone attest their superiority. " This," said Moses, speak-

ing of the law, " is your wisdom and your understanding in the

sight of the nations, which shall hear all these statutes, and say,

Surely this great nation is a wise and understanding people." A
people who could relish such poetry as that of Moses in the nine-

teenth Psalm, must have been not a little advanced in refinement,

as well as in piety.

Mr. Milman did not wish to meddle with theology—he had no
desire to make his work a sermon. And " it is possible that,

wishing to avoid the tone of a theological treatise, he may
sometimes have left the reader to infer that, which was constantly

present in his own mind." But moral and religious inferences,

left for the reader to draw at his option, are rather apt to be over-

looked. Here is one reason why Mr. Milman has produced a

work, which, without alteration, is hardly proper for the shelves of

any Family Library, and in its best view is rather a brilliant, inter-

esting history, than a very moral or instructive one. Instead of

making it an object, in the composition of his work, to strengthen

the belief of his readers in the inspiration of the sacred oracles, to

lead the mind to the contemplation of God, to point out the methods
of his discipline with his people, to enforce the authority of his

Jaws, and the sentiment of dependence upon him, and to make the

heart feel the importance of obeying him, by the lessons which
compel the attention of every man of piety, in whichever way the

history, character, and prospects of the Jews may be contemplated,

he seems resolutely to have retreated as far as possible from the con-

sideration of topics so trite, and to have refrained from looking at his

work in a religious view, lest he might unfortunately incur the

odium of theological dullness. In his eagerness " to avoid the

tone of a theological treatise," a phrase which to us savors some-
what (though we may be uncharitable) of a sneer at the character

of histories, whose object it is to make men more pious as well as

more learned,—he has almost hurried into the opposite extreme.

He has generally excluded from observation, whenever it could

easily be done, the agency and interposition of God. In the pre-

face to the second edition of his work, he labors to vindicate this

course, and appeals to the authority and argument of Warburton,
that God, in choosing a man learned in all the wisdom of the

Egyptians, as was the Jewish leader and lawgiver, did it to spare

himself the necessity of a perpetual interposition ; in accordance
with a principle of his moral government of the world, " never to

do in an extraordinary, what may be done in an ordinary way."
Now we have no great veneration for the character of Warburton,
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either as a critic, theologian, or Christian ; but without 6peaking

of this, we have only to turn the eye upon almost any page in the

early history of the Jews—the history in the Pentateuch—to find

that God does exhibit his own marked agency, necessary or not,

by a perpetual interposition. It is therefore presumption in any

individual to labor to conceal or keep out of view such interposition,

and nonsense in the highest degree to pretend in this way to write

a more rational history.

One would really imagine that Mr. Milman thought Moses him-

self too " theological," too superstitious, too devout, too anxious to

attribute everything to the omnipotent and omnipresent energy of

Jehovah ; and so intended to improve on the model of the sacred

historian. He keeps too much out of view the theocratical consti-

tution of the Hebrews, nor does he commence the work with a

sufficient exhibition of this peculiarity in their condition as a

people. The sovereignty of the Jewish Commonwealth is prac-

tically transferred from God to Moses ;—this great lawgiver, who,

in his own history, always acts by command from the Deity, and

appears in a subordinate, dependant capacity, in Mr. Milman's

work acts for himself, legislates by his own authority, and almost

performs miracles by his own power. In the Pentateuch, it is

God acting through Moses as the instrument ;—everywhere an en-

tire dependence upon Jehovah is minutely recognized. It is he who
directs his people in their measures ; it is he who leads them through

the wilderness ; it is he who gives them bread from heaven to eat,

who brings water from the rock, who sunders the Red Sea, and

rolls back the Jordan, who goes before them in the fire and the

cloud, who protects Iris people and leads them like a flock. The
78th, 105th, and 106th, and 136th Psalms are not less beautiful for

their spirit of deep devotion, their simple and confident recognition

of the hand of God, than for the historical accuracy with which

they have sketched the picture from the annals of the nation.

This grateful, joyous recognition of the divine presence is what

gives its inimitable sweetness to the sacred poetry. But in Mr.
Milman, God is put out of the way—it is human agency, almost

all. Now this is the very spirit of infidelity—an unwillingness to

recognize the hand of God, wherever such recognition can be

avoided, and a desire to shut up the mind's vision exclusively to

the notice of human means and the human instrument.

We cannot conceive what object is gained by thus excluding all

immediate agency of God but what is absolutely necessary. Mr.

Milman does indeed avoid the " tone of a theological treatise ;"

but he also avoids the opportunity of giving- solemnity, sacredness,

and instructiveness to the history, and of sustaining the mind's

reverence for the sacred oracles, its source. We deem it quite

unnecessary to entertain a more jealous caution for the dignity and

grandeur of Jehovah than the inspired writers themselves entertain-
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ed and exhibited. If they did not think it derogatory to the divine

character to introduce the Deity on the scene, continually interpos-

ing by the exertion of power and authority, it is paltry affectation of

superior wisdom in any man, to pretend, as often as possible, to get

along without acknowledging the supreme agency, merely because

the author of the divine legation of Moses asserts that it is a prin-

ciple in God's moral government of the world " never to do in an

extraordinary way that which can be equally effected in an ordi-

nary." It should have been sufficient for Mr. Milman, that he
finds God present and acting on every page in the Mosaic history :

he should have imitated, in the character of his own work, this

striking peculiarity in that of the sacred historian, without perplex-

ing his mind, and hampering his piety, by the fear of falling into

" the tone of a theological treatise."

It will be gathered from the tenor of our remarks, that we con-

sider the Jewish history a subject of peculiar sacredness and im-

portance, and to be treated, so far as the pen of inspiration has

traced it, in a manner altogether different from that with which any
portion of profane history, so called, would be written ; in entire

subordination, especially if it be intended for youth, to the example
of the sacred oracles, and with evident and perfect reliance on the

truth of their whole contents. The pages of a work of this nature,

a work to exert its influence on the feelings and opinions of the

young, are no place for the discussion of disputed points, the ex-

amination of infidel objections, or the exhibition of doubts whether
this or that miracle may not be resolved into the vagaries of poetic

license. A man of piety and firm faith in the truth of inspiration

would conduct the narration in such a manner as to show his own
unhesitating and well-grounded confidence in its truth, and to in-

spire a kindred feeling in the bosom of his reader. A man igno-

rant, doubtful and unbelieving, is the last person in the world to

engage in such a task—the task of preparing a history of the Is-

raelites for the library of the family.

In regard to any other work, we should not have found fault

with Mr. Milman for refusing to notice and exhibit, in a decided

manner, the constant agency and the providence of God. We are

conscious that in writing history, men have sometimes fallen into

the gross presumption of undertaking to tell God's reasons for

every event, and his intentions in every revolution of empire. All

must disapprove the mistaken, presumptuous zeal, which pretends

to explain the hidden, inscrutable arrangement of providence, and
to reveal the purposes of the infinite mind. But with the history

of the Jews it is far different. Follow closely the divine oracles,

and there is no danger of mistakes ; exercise the spirit which they

breathe and inculcate, and there is no fear of presumption, while

there can be no dearth of practical piety. In " the Bible" the chart

is already made for us ; God himself holds up his providence, with
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its secrets laid open, and its springs bare, to our notice ; nor are

we at liberty to pass it by as a thing of mystery, insignificance, or

doubt. We are bound to remark it, and to draw from its exhibi-

tion the salutary lessons it is well adapted to enforce, without fear

of falling into " the tone of a theological treatise."

Our objections are principally confined to the first volume of

Mr. Milman's history, for with this, his guide in the sacred oracles

has nearly ended ; afterwards he stands on much the same ground
with the profane historian, and is not exposed to the censure,

which he deserves hitherto. We fear the transition from the sa-

cred, simple, God-exhibiting books of the Old Testament, to the

secular, common, worldly, political, human air, pervading the

pages of Milman, must be injurious in its tendency. The youth-

ful mind feels there is a contradiction, and receives a shock. In-

stead of meeting with a full, unhesitating confidence in the truth of

what inspiration has written, it finds a caution, a suspicion, a half

doubting manner, a readiness to give credence to objections, and an
attempt to meet them by lowering the claims of the sacred history.

He finds the Hebrews, (we speak only of the first volume) an-

other sort of people than the one he has been accustomed to con-
template as the chosen people of God, the subjects, though obsti-

nate and rebellious, of a glorious theocracy ; he finds, indeed, in

the manner of the whole narrative, something very diverse from
what the Bible, the revered, beloved Book has presented to his

view. We cannot help contrasting the work of Milman, in these

respects, with that of Jahn. Jahn's volume is the production of
immense, patient, cool, judicious research—a work for the critical

scholar, and one to be carefully studied. In writing such a work,
its author might, if ever with propriety, have presented it merely
in a political aspect ; for it is not to influence the faith or guide the

opinions of youthful, inexperienced minds. But this has not

been the course he has chosen. He keeps in view, with a broad
decisive mark, the theocratical constitution of the Hebrews

—

God, their sovereign and the supreme administrator of their state

—

and their entire dependence upon him. The influence of this

work is to strengthen the convictions of the reader in regard to the

truth and inspiration of the Old Testament history.

Mr. Milman's tone in the first volume, seems confident, hasty,

and destitute of humility : at least, this is the impression we re-

ceive while he is on ground where the sacred historian has been
before him. His unwillingness to receive the literal account of

some of the miracles in the Hebrew Scriptures is very appar-
rent. Did the author suppose it would make his own mind appear
more independent, give a greater dignity or interest to his history,

or add to its credibility in the view of any sober, judicious believ-

er in the truth of the Bible ? He was certainly mistaken. Per-
haps he sincerely thought it might convince infidels : this is the
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more likely, since the preface closes with this declaration. " To
conclude ; in the works of writers hostile to revelation, the author

has seen many objections, embarrassing to those who take up a

narrow system of interpreting the Hebrew writings ; to those who
adopt a more rational latitude of exposition, none."

We have no desire to confine ourselves to a narrow system of

interpretation ; but we know, that of all impossible vagaries of a

learned fancy, that of making the Bible a book which infidels will

believe, is the wildest. As long as the spirit of infidelity exists,

objections will be invented ; it is vain to hope to prevent them
by any concessions for the purpose. We may go on conceding

point after point, and yielding inch after inch, till at length we are

left with no ground to stand upon, while infidelity remains as rank

as ever, and the ranker for our ill-judged attempts to make the dig-

nity of revelation bow before its insolence. Unbelievers will but

laugh and exult, when they see a grave and apparently learned

churchman cutting down the miracles in order to meet objections,

till they dwindle away into mere natural phenomena, or vanish in

the poetical license of an Eastern imagination, and anxious to ex-

clude every thing peculiarly religious from the view, lest he

offend by the tone of a " theological treatise." Let the defender

of the inspiration of the Bible take the highest ground ; he will

find it easiest to maintain. Let him enlarge his researches ; they

will prove the wisdom and the reasonableness of his faith. He
will find that human investigations, the deeper and more thorough

they are, strengthen his elevated position, and confirm his arguments

in an increasing degree. Let him not be anxious to explain every

thing to the contracted, distorted, vision of infidelity. If even

the eye of faith meets with arrangements at which she can only

wonder, to the sight of an infidel the pages of God's administra-

tion must teem with monstrous shapes, and be covered wTith a

darkness that may be felt. Such a vision is no more fitted to scan

the history of God's providence, than the fly on the stone in

Westminster cathedral to behold the grandeur of the symmetry
of the whole building ; than the mole that digs in the earth, to

measure the sun's orbit.

We shall notice some particular passages in the work, which ap-

pear to us objectionable. We have said they are principally con-

fined to the first volume, and for a very obvious reason. Thus
far the steps of the sacred historian have gone before the author,

and if he departs from their course, it is an unwarrantable

liberty.

After relating the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, the

author goes on to tell the escape of Lot.

" Lot, warned of tho impending ruin, fled with his daughters ; his wife
lingering behind teas suffocated by (lie sulphureous vapors, and Tier body encrust-

ed toith the saline jiartidcs, whichfilled the atmosphere. Later tradition, found-

VOL. III. NO. IX. G2
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ed on a literal interpretation of the Mosaic account, pointed to a heap or a
column of salt, which bore, perhaps, some resemblance to a human form, and
was believed, even by the historian Josephus, who had seen it, to be the pillar

into which she was transformed."

We are amused with the confident manner in which the writer

here describes the death of Lot's wife, just as if he had been an

eye-witness of her fate. It is not impossible, indeed, that she

might have been suffocated, as Mr. Milman relates ; or she might,

in her great haste, and while looking back, have fallen into a pit of

salt or bitumen ; but who will dare assert this ? We have a very

plain historical account by the inspired writer,—and why not be-

lieve it as it stands?

In his account of the passage of the Red Sea, Mr. Milman
apparently imagines that a literal acceptation of the words of

Moses, is altogether out of the question.

" Still, wherever the passage was effected, the Mosaic account can scarcely

be made consistent with the exclusion of preternatural agency Not to argue
the literal meaning of the waters being a wall on the right and on the left, as

if they had stood up sheer and abrupt, and then fallen back again ; the Israel-

ites passed through the sea with deep water on both sides ; and any ford be-

tween two bodies of water must have been passable only for a few people, at one
precise point of time."

He says likewise, with singular carelessness, that they began to

pass over at night-fall, probably about eight o'clock ! In regard

to this miracle, let us hear the statement of a critic, who does not

merely conjecture. We refer to professor Stuart, and quote from

one of the valuable excursus, to be found at the end of the second

volume of his course of Hebrew study.

" But in addition to all this, it should be stated, that the waters were miracu-
lously divided by the power of God, and stood up, on the right and left of the

Israelites, as they passed through, like a wall or ridge, Ex. 14. 22. This took
place after the operation of the strong east wind upon them during most of the
night, Ex. 14 : 21. Of course, when the sea returned to his strength, (Ex. 14.

27.) these accumulated and elevated masses of water, suddenly flowing down,
with the addition of the water that would be accumulated, in case the wind
came round into the south quarter, would be amply sufficient for the accom-
plishment of all which is stated by Moses to have happened.
" I know, indeed, that the French legation, and Du Bois Ayme in partic-

ular, make the supposition that the passage of the Hebrews may be account-
ed for from merely natural causes ; and that the accumulation of waters on
the right and left of the Israelites, is merely a " poetic ornament," added by
the writer of Ex. 14. 22. But then, our belief of facts like these must depend
on the credibility of the sacred writers ; for surely, the God who made the sea,
can divide it. To dispute the question of their credibility, does not comport
with my present design. I write for those who believe in the credibility of the
narrations of the Bible."

The following passage in regard to the numbers of the Israel-

ites, contained in a note, on page 119, of volume first, is still more
exceptionable.

" It is by no means easy to reconcile the enormous numbers contained in the
census, with the language of other passages in the scriptures, particularly, that
of the seventh chapter of Deuteronomy. The nation which could arm 000,000
fighting men, is described as the fewest of all people ; as inferior in numbers,
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it should seem, to each of the seven greater and mightier nations, which then
inhabited Canaan. And it is remarkable, that while there has been much con-

troversy whether the whole area of Palestine could contain the Hebrew set-

tlers, the seven nations are ' to be put out by little and little,' lest the beasts of
the field increase upon the new occupants. The narrative of the campaign
in the book of Joshua is equally inconsistent with these immense numbers

;

e. g. the defiling of the whole army of 600,000 men, seven times in one day
round the walls of Jericho ; the panic of the whole host at the repulse of 3000
men before Ai. The general impression from this book is, that it describes the
invasion of nations, at once more warlike and numerous, by a smaller force,

which, without reliance on divine succor, could not have achieved the conquest

;

rather than the irruption of a host, like that of Attila or Zengis, which
might havo borne down all opposition by the mere weight of numerical
force. Wc have not, however, thought fit to depart from the numbers as they

stand in the sacred writings ; though, ifwe might suppose that a cipher has been

added in the total sum, and throughout the several particulars ; or if we might
include men, women and children under the 600,000, the history would gain, in

our opinion, both in clearness and consistency .'"

We scarcely know which to admire most in this passage, Mr.
Milman's thoughtlessness, ignorance, or want of ingenuity. It

seems as if he wrote merely to show that he possessed indepen-

dence enough to doubt ;—it is wanton irreverence to the sacred

oracles, to huddle together such crude and unfounded objections,

and set them before his readers, without an attempt even to obvi-

ate them. But the reader has only to glance at a few chapters in

Numbers and Deuteronomy, and to examine with attention " the

narrative of the campaign in the book of Joshua," and he will at

once be convinced of the looseness of this writer, and the complete

futility of the objections which he, with such a grave tone of infi-

delity, brings forward. Is Mr. Milman quite certain that the

whole army defiled around Jericho : or has he given the reason

which the Bible does, for the panic which he mentions ? Or has he

read the narrative of the second attack of Ai, when the history

speaks of Joshua sending away by night, to lie in ambush, so large

a detachment from the main army, as 30,000 men—mighty men
of valour

—

picked men, chosen from all the people of war ? Still

more—is it possible that the author could have had the ignorance

to imagine that the Hebrews used ciphers in their method of nota-

tion ? Yet such is the meaning on the face of this passage : At all

events it shows a carelessness and a want of research which is

utterly disgraceful. How much easier it is to scribble such a note,

than to submit to the labor of a critical investigation—to examine
with patience and pronounce with humility ! And what must be the

effect of such a passage on the mind of inexperienced youth.*

* This is not the place for an examination in extenso of the point, in regard to which,
Mr. Milman has so judiciously displayed his want of critical investigation ; nor'js such an
investigation necessary. If the reader will turn to the twenty-second chapter of Num-
bers, he will find a striking corrobpration of the truth of the Scripture account. " Behold
they cover theface of the earth," said the king of Moab, speaking- of the Israelites; "now
shall this company lick up all that are round about us, as the ox licketh up the grass of
the field." In Deuteronomy, several of the ' greater and mightier' nations are descri-
bed as nations of giants—their enormous stature, as well as their numbers, struck the
Israelites with dread.

" The Lord your God hath multiplied you," said Moses to the Hebrews, just before
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We pass by his account of the miracle of the Sun and Moon
arrested in the Heavens, at the command of Joshua, though it is

open to severe censure for the doubtful, hesitating style in which
it is related. We can scarcely learn his own opinion as to the

reality of this supernatural and astonishing event.

The following are his remarks respecting the miraculous des-

truction of the Assyrian host.

" The destruction of Sennacherib's army is generally supposed to have been
caused by the Simoom, or hot and pestilential wind of the desert, which is

said not unfrequently to have been fatal to whole caravans. The Arabs, who
are well experienced in the signs which portend its approach, fall on their faces,

and escape its mortal influence. But the foreign forces of Sennacherib were
little acquainted with tne means ofavoiding this unusual enemy, and the catastro-
phe taking place by night, (the miraculous part of the transaction, as the hot
wind is in general attributed to the heat of the meridian, sun) suffered immense
loss."

Now it is not impossible that ihe Simoom may in this case have

been the instrument employed by the destroying angel ; though it

is rare indeed that this wind occurs near Jerusalem, as its violent

effects are always weakened by passing over cultivated land ; but it is

curious to see this author defining with such particularity " the

miraculous part of the transaction," and with so much appearance

of certainty in the limitation, when the fact only of a supernatural

interposition is known to us, and the modus in quo is mere con-

jecture.

Mr. Milman's account of the death of Herod Agrippa, in the

second volume, page 164, is liable to censure, because he passes

by the sacred history of the same event with too little notice,

and omits, indeed, one important particular in the narration of

Luke.

" On the second day of the spectacle, at early dawn, the King entered the
theatre in a robe of silver, which glittered with the morning rays of the sun, so

as to dazzle the eyes of the whole assembly, and excite general admiration.
Some of his flatterers set up a shout ' A present God !' Agrippa did not repress
the impious adulation which spread through the theatre."

He goes on to say that he was " eaten of worms." Luke, it

will be remembered, relates in the Acts, that he made an oration

to the people, and was smitten of the angel because he gave not

God the glory. Jahn's account is much more calculated to con-

firm that of the inspired writer.

" On the second day of the games, he appeared in the theatre very early in

the morning, arrayed in a magnificent robe of silver, to give audience to the

they were to pass over Jordan, " and behold, ye are this day as ihe stars ofheavenfor mul-

titude." Had not Mr. Milman been so anxious ' to avoid the tone ofa theological treatise,'

the consideration would naturally have occurred to him that God intended, in all his deal-

ings with the Israelites, to convince them that their strength lay not in numbers, however
great, but in his assistance j 'not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the

Lord.' The moment they were unmindful of the Kock of their Salvation, one of their

enemies might 'chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight ;'' a truth which is

confirmed not merely from the history of the Hebrews 5 for such has been the experience

of the Lord's people in all generations.
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Syrians and Zidonians. " At the close of his oration, the multitude 6aluted him
as a God, according to the customs of that period.* * " Both Luke and Jose-

phus concur in the statement, that the disease of the intestines, with which ho
was attacked, was a divine judgment/'

To some, the points we have now noticed, may seem to be of

little importance ; but they forget the inexperience and suscepti-

bility of the youthful mind, and the necessity of an early and un-

shaken confidence in the truth of the Bible. Things that are

trifles to mature and ripened judgment, may be full of danger,

when opinions are forming, and the soul is receiving a bias, to de-

termine perhaps its eternal welfare.

We were grieved and disappointed to find, in this history for the

perusal of families, the birth, the life, the miracles, the teachings,

the example, the sufferings, and the death of the Lord Jesus

Christ, all glanced over in the short space of a solitary page—no-

ticed, indeed, in so abrupt, hasty, and general a manner, that the

mind is scarcely conscious of the presence of Him, of whom
Moses in the law, and the prophets did write',—him, because of

whom Abraham was called, and the very Israelites were constituted a

people, and sustained in their national existence through so many
ages and so many changes, by the miraculous interposition and

the over-ruling providence of God. The author seems to imag-

ine that this subject belongs to the Christian, rather than the

Jewish historian ;—but its place too, is here,~and a man of deep piety

would have made it the most interesting, solemn, and instructive

chapter in the whole work. Instead of this, the reader is turned

aside, with a dry reference to the pages of the Evangelists ;

—

and Christ and his cross, the very life, centre, energy of all revela-

tion—the story which the genius of the poet and the heart of the

Christian might have united to display—they are lost from the

volume ; the reader expects them in vain, and the work goes on in

the same vivid, indeed, and highly coloured, but soulless and se-

cular strain. Others may regard the omission with a different

feeling, but we deeply regret it.

It is easy enough to see, that Mr. Milman's opinions, in regard

to inspiration, are very loose. " A late writer," he remarks in his

preface, " of great good sense and piety, seems to think, that in-

spiration may safely be limited to doctrinal points, exclusive of

those which are purely historical. This view, if correct, would
obviate many difficulties."

We should more than doubt both the good sense and the piety

which could dictate such an opinion. It is however the clue to

our author's style of narration, particularly his manner of relating

the miracles. The history gains, in his opinion, " both in clear-

ness and consistency," by considering it in some respects errone-

ous. It obviates also many difficulties, to regard the purely his-

torical parts of Scripture,as uninspired ! These are creditable max-
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ims, truly, for a minister of the Church if England, and equally

so, for the Professor of Poetry in Oxford University ! The ven-

erable Lowth, who long ago adorned that office with so much
dignified piety and learning, would have looked upon them with

equal astonishment and reproach. We desire to keep aloof from

the library of our family, a history of the Jews, written under the

influence of such opinions, however interesting it may be in other

respects.

SPEECHES ON THE INDIAN BILL/

ACTUM EST DE REPUBLICA! The contemplated per-

fidy is accomplished ; the constitution has been violated by its

appointed guardians ; and whatever may be its consequences to

the Indians, a page of the darkest guilt is already written in our

country's history. The passage of the Indian Bill has disgraced

us as a people, has wounded our national honor, and exposed

us to the merited reproach of all civilized communities in the world.

If we go on in this way, we shall become a by-word to the nations.

It will no longer be Punicajides, that points the moral of the school-

boy, and tips the arrow of the public satirist with gall. The mem-
ory of the wicked shall rot

;

—but the memory of a faithless nation

cannot mingle itself with perishable elements ; can never stagnate

in the forgetfulness of contempt. Ours will be embalmed, unless

we prevent it by a timely interposition, in curses that can never lose

their energy, or weary the tongue which utters them.

The world may now see what reliance can be placed upon the

faith of a republic. Had we been dealing with a European com-
munity, instead of an Indian tribe, who would have dared mention

the claims of selfishness, or the clamors of party, against the sol-

emn obligation of treaties ? The frown of the eastern continent alone

would have intimidated the most reckless politician. But a nation

that will cheat an inferior, will also, should a fair opportunity occur,

overreach and violate justice with a higher power ; nor can any
confidence be placed, either in an individual or a community of in-

dividuals, proved to have acted, on a great and important occa-

sion, rather as a furious partisan, or an unprincipled marauder,

than from a sense of duty, or a knowledge of the truth. This is

not the first time that the American Republic has shown a disposi-

tion to trifle with the sacredness of its plighted faith ; it was all that

the eloquence of an Ames could do, to keep his countrymen, in

* The speeches against this Bill are now in press in this city, and will shortly be pub-
lished in a neat duodecimo volume.
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the memorable winter of 1796, from the guilt and the dreadful con-

sequences of violating the British Treaty.

" Let me not even imagine," said this illustrious orator, "that a republican

government, sprung, as our own is, from a people enlightened and uncorrupted,

a government, whose origin is right and whose daily discipline is duty, can, upon
a solemn debate, make its option to be faithless ; can dare to act, what despots

dare not avow : what our own example evinces that the States of Barbary are

unsuspected of."

When the subject of Indian rights began to be agitated in this

country, it was regarded by reflecting minds as by far the most

important which had occupied the public attention for many years.

The apathy manifested throughout the nation as to the possible fate

of these interesting communities was looked upon with anxiety, as

an indication of the most alarming blindness or insensibility. It

seemed to argue a torpor of patriotic feeling, a selfish indifference

as to the treatment of a defenceless people, which was cruel and

criminal in the highest degree. It argued a melancholy disregard

of the sacredness of national faith ; a point on which the citizens of

a republic should be exquisitely sensitive—on which they could

hardly be sensitive to a fault.

On a subject like this, no people can be made to feel deeply with-

out information ; unless, indeed, oppression enter their very doors,

and come in a palpable form to each man's senses. No question,

therefore, involving the rights, the property, and the privileges of a

large body of men, ought to be discussed in a republican legisla-

ture, till the public mind has first been rightly directed to it and in-

formed respecting it.

The subject of Indian rights was too long delayed, to admit of

its being examined before the tribunal of public opinion, till it was
on the eve of a final decision in Congress. It should have been
foreseen and studied by the people at a period previous to the last

election of their representatives, that they might have sent them pre-

pared to vote for the nation, and thus have preserved a question of

such vast importance from the possibility of being influenced in

its decision by the bitterness of party prejudice. This is done
in regard to such bills as the tariff; and why should a mere political

business be treated with more solicitude, than that which touches

the honor of the nation, and is to influence the lives and liberties,

as well as the fortunes of men. In respect to the Indian bill, suf-

ficient time was not afforded for the people to form and utter their

judgement. Memorials were indeed numerous
;
yet the expression

of public feeling was faint, compared with what the exigencies of

the case demanded, and with what we should have witnessed, had
the true nature of the bill, the character, prospects, and rights of
the Indians, and the wretched sophistry of their enemies, been large-

ly exhibited, and illustrated with familiarity and power.

There is, however, a portion of our people who cannot plead ig-

norance in excuse for their apathy, and whose course would not
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have been altered by the greatest degree of additional light and in-

formation. The people of Georgia, or their leading partizans,

know well the merits of this case ; but there, as in some other

parts of the country, the prevalent feeling in regard to the In-

dians seems to be not merely reckless, but inhuman and savage.

If the toasts at public celebrations are not a totally false indication

of the tone of public feeling, then what must be the degradation of

morality and honor which could dictate or tolerate such sentiments

as some of those delivered at public dinners, on the late 4th of

July in Georgia ? The style of expression adopted by some mem-
bers of Congress from Georgia, in speaking of the Indians, is anoth-

er proof of the cruelindifference and contempt, if not absolute hatred,

with which this portion of our race are regarded in the scale of

human existence. The idea of sympathy for their distresses, or

anxiety for their fate, was scouted, as if it were perfectly ridiculous.

The designation of "poor devils," applied to them by Mr. For-

syth, was an outrage on the moral sense of the whole community
;

an insult to the Senate ; a contemptible taunt upon the Cherokee

nation, which a child's sense of honor might have taught him to

spare; a wanton violation of the delicacy due to the feelings of the

Cherokee Chiefs in his hearing. With what a sense of wounded

dignity, with what grief of soul, with what ideas in regard to Chris-

tian and civilized refinement, must they have departed that day

from the halls of Congress !

The discussion of this bill in the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives produced appearances not often witnessed in the delib-

erative proceedings of a national assembly. In the Senate, the

American Senate, which ought, of all bodies in the world, to be

most illustrious for its dignity and virtue, was witnessed, not an im-

plied, but a direct, disgraceful refusal to maintain inviolate the

public faith. There was witnessed the evasion of an appeal, re-

peatedly urged in the most solemn manner, and intended to obtain

a pledge, that nothing in the measures about to be adopted should

be construed as denying the obligation of existing treaties, or ope-

rating to suspend their execution. Messrs. Sprague and Fre-

linghuysen, it will be remembered, both offered amendments to the

bill, whose total and repeated failure placed the Senate repeatedly

in this disgraceful attitude. The last proviso offered by Mr.

Frelinghuysen was the following :

" Provided always, That nothing herein contained shall be so construed, as to

authorize the departure from, or non-observance of, any treaty, compact, agree-

ment, or stipulation, heretofore entered into and now subsisting between the

United States and the Cherokee Indians."

This was rejected by the Senate, which thus publicly authorized

the violation of its own most solemn acts. Mr. Sprague's previously

proposed amendment was as follows :
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" Provided always, That until the said tribe or nation shall choose to remove*
as is by this Act contemplated, they shall be protected in their present posses-

sions, and in the enjoyment of all their rights of territory and government, as

promised and guarantied to them by treaties with the United States according

to the true intent and meaning of such treaties."

This was rejected by the Senate, thus publicly reiterating the

denial cf the President to the demand of the Cherokees for pro-

tection ! We were astonished and grieved when we found that this

avowal of a determination to break the plighted faith of the United

States excited so little alarm and indignation.

The discussion of the bill in the House of Representatives, was

attended with circumstances, if possible, more fatal to the cause of

justice, and more discreditable to the character of a legislative as-

sembly. For some time at first, the supporters of the measure

seemed anxious ; but all at once, their whole manner changed ; their

air was confident ; they gave up the floor to their opponents, scarcely

deigning to be present, or listening to them with the utmost indif-

ference, and evincing by their whole deportment, what was know nto

be true, that they had brought about an arrangement among the

members, by which they had secured to themselves a majority, be-

fore the hearing of the case.

Our disgrace and guilt as a community are great ; and if it be

possible, (which we will not believe,) that this measure can ever

be executed according to the intention of its authors, this nation will

be criminal indeed. In a mere worldly point of view, the plan in

question can bring nothing but unmingled odium now, and incalcu-

lable expense and injury hereafter. These would grow out of the

natural operation of the bill itself. Then too, we must remem-
ber the terrific consequences of blotting the national reputation, and

breaking down the national spirit, involved in the act of annihila-

ting the public faith. Individually, a liar is the basest creature

that walks the earth : can the spirit of a perjured nation be less

degraded ? Still more, let us remember, this cause must be heard

in the chancery of Heaven ; and for a nation to incur the ven-

geance of that court, is an evil which no mind can grasp—no words

express.

But in spite of its present result, the discussion of this question

in congress must prove, unless all honor and humanity in the country

be extinct, eminently advantageous to the interests of the Indians.

It could hardly be otherwise, so long as opportunity of free dis-

cussion was not prevented. No course could be more fatal to the

Indians, than silence on the part of their friends, either in congress

or out of it. Truth, justice and benevolence, are on their side
;

the power of argument, and the power of Christian feeling ; any

discussion therefore, though ever so limited, if respectable talents

are engaged, must be favorable to the Cherokees. Accordingly,

if this interesting people are saved, it will be in a great measure,

VOL. III. NO. IX. 63
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through the defence their cause has received on the floor of con-

gress, though that defence was inadequate to arrest the progress

of the Indian bill, borne onward as it was by the concentrated

energy of an inflexible political party.

* The investigation acts upon public feeling, and public feel-

ing thus corrected, reacts still more powerfully upon Congress.

There is now not a pin left to hang a doubt upon. The
cause of the Cherokees has been defended with such irresisti-

ble power of argument, that any man in his senses, who has

but glanced at the public prints for the last six months, must

feel ashamed to open his mouth in favor of their oppressors, or

in support of the miserable sophistry, patched up for its excuse.

We do not believe that a question ever came into Congress, where

the argument, the eloquence, and the truth were so exclusively

on one side. The speeches of the supporters of this iniquitous

bill were as lame and poverty-stricken, as could well be imagined.

Whatever of declamation they exhibited was disgraceful for its

inhumanity of feeling, and its recklessness of truth ; and every

thing that looked like argument received from their opponents a

complete annihilation. Notwithstanding the final result of the dis-

cussion, and the fact, that the resolution of the party had been

made up before it commenced, and not upon any grounds of rea-

son or humanity ; there never was a nobler triumph of truth over

falsehood. It would doubtless have been favorable to the cause

of the Cherokees, if some one or two of the speeches against

them had been printed in the coming volume. The miserable

abortions would have operated as powerfully, by their own moral

deformity, lameness in argument, and ragged, beggarly appearance,

to produce a conviction of the truth, as the best reasoning on the

other side.

This discussion is ofgreat benefit to the Indians, by making known
their present character and condition. The proofs of their civil-

ization and Christianity were before few, and scattered about like

the leaves of the Sybil. We refer not now to the information ob-

tained directly from Missionaries ; there was enough of this to sat-

isfy any candid mind ; but it bore not the world's seal. It was the

best authority, but from mere prejudice, was often discredited :—
in its teeth and eyes, men persisted in asserting that the Indians

were all savages ! It is an absolute fact, that many in the com-
munity hardly knew that such a people as the Cherokees existed ;

and when this truth was with a good deal of pains discovered, an

ideal picture of their state came with it, like that which we form
of the condition and life of the earliest Aborigines. No reason-

ing, no statements of the truth, though backed by the testimony of

the most unimpeachable witnesses, could uproot these prejudices

from the minds, in some instances, even of enlightened and charita-
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ble men. The sanction of respectable Senators and Representatives

in Congress will, however, work wonders. When it was found that

such men as Mr. Sprague, Mr. Everett, and others believed in

the doctrine of Indian improvement, there was no longer any

want of converts. It began to be suspected that the Cherokees

were not absolutely wild ; and that even Missionaries could speak

the truth. In the light shed upon this subject, such slander and

sophistry, as were palmed upon the public in the North American

Review, appear in their proper nakedness. It has come to pass,

moreover, that a man may exert himself in favor of this oppressed

race, and yet not be suspected of fanaticism, or branded with the

title of a meddling enthusiast. The most shameless presses are

sparing of such epithets, when they fall upon able Senators of

the United States, as well as on the respected author of the essays

of Wm. Penn. We were gratified when we saw Mr. Everett,

with the true dignity of an honorable mind, expressing on the floor

of Congress his own respect for the motives and character of that

gentleman.

Had the activity of the friends of Indian rights in Congress been

instantly succeeded by a corresponding activity, on the part of their

friends throughout the country, the results would have been incal-

culably more favorable. Delay and supineness have marked
their efforts. It is the fate of almost every measure adopted in

behalf of the Indians, to have been suggested and executed too

late. When the final passage of the Indian bill was made known,
the papers abandoned the subject ; for a while there was a slight

excitement, but it soon died away ; a few speeches were publish-

ed in a few journals, but most editors were too busy with the in-

significant trifles of the moment, to allow themselves to bestow
much attention on this momentous subject. Scarcely a newspaper
has performed its duty ; and now the topic is almost forgotten.

A steam-boat disaster will awaken more sympathy and talk, than

the alarming occurrences that are every week taking place to terrify,

coerce, and enrage the Cherokees. Yet the Cherokee Phoenix
contains, in every number, sufficient matter to awaken the public

mind, if it could but gain attentive readers. It is but lately that, in

reading that paper, we met with the following fact. It has been
extensively circulated, but it will do no harm to repeat it here.

" Mr. Gray, a Cherokee, owed a small sum of money to a citizen of Geor-
gia, who wished to obtain payment by law. An officer appeared with a writ,
but being unable to obtain property belonging to Gray, and finding another
Indian in the neighborhood, possessed of some cattle, he seized them, and soon
made return of the writ, before a magistrate's court. The owner of the cattle
thus stolen, appeared and stated the fact, but as the evidence of an Indian is,

by the Georgia law, inadmissible against a white man, and indeed ho cannot
be received as a witness in any case, his property wa3 sold before his eyes, and
under the authority of the court, for tho payment of his neighbor's debt."

These things are not done in a corner, but in open day, in this
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very republic, where we boast the security of our freedom, and the

perfection of our laws. If we formed our opinions in the slight-

est degree upon preconceived notions of the Indian character, we
should not be surprised to learn by the next mail from the South,

that the Cherokees had risen, with the determination to die by
the sword, rather than endure any longer the merciless tyranny of

such state legislation. But they possess a patience which is truly

affecting ; a submissiveness that no other christian nation would have

shown. "We could bear reproach," said Mr. Storrs, " from the

proud and the insolent ; but there is eloquence in the humility

with which these people plead their wrongs. We feel our guilt in

the very submissiveness with which they reproach us." Amidst all

that they endure, there is wisdom, energy, and greatness of mind
in their proceedings. We are mistaken if their dignified and
spirited proclamation to the people of the United States does not

produce a powerful impression.

This is a case of such complicated absurdity and wickedness

on the part of our government, that the wise framers of the con-

stitution, with all their extreme care, seem never to have had it

suggested to their imagination. A cruel policy towards the In-

dians was the last thing which those noble patriots would have

thought of. But we look upon it as though it contained nothing

to disturb our security, nothing to demand our intervention. A
whole people, free, from the remotest period, but feeble through

the overshadowing growth of our strength, have cast themselves

upon our government for protection ; and we have sworn protec-

tion, by forms as solemn as any with which language can bind a

nation. Enslaved upon their own soil, and reduced to political

beggary and disorganization, by the tyranny of a neighboring

state, they appeal to the executive for the performance of our

oath ; and he tells them, that the constitution will not bear him out

in their defence ; assured and pledged though it be, in treaties piled

upon treaties, some of them executed by his own hand, and defined

to be the supreme law of the land, " any thing in the laws of any state

to the contrary, notwithstanding." Disappointed in this appeal,

they carry it by a solemn delegation before the United States in

Congress assembled, and it is supported by all the eloquence and
power of argument of which the truth is capable

;
yet here the

national engagements are not only refused to be sustained, but a

bill is passed, enabling the President to co-operate with the tyran-

ny of Georgia, in expelling them from their lands, their rights,

and every thing on earth dear to them. The time passes on ; a

gang of intruders rush in, and terrify and trample upon their peo-

ple ; their persons are imprisoned ; their lives at the mercy of any
ruffian who chooses to murder ; they are interrupted while in the

exercise of their lawful industry, and forced away at the point of

the bayonet ; all is confusion, terror, insecurity, dismay. Again
the President comes before, them, at this trying conjuncture, with
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the proposition for their removal, and the declaration, that he can

offer no legal protection. The very troops that were stationed to

keep peace in their borders are withdrawn, and commanded to

aid in executing the civil processes of Georgia; and the defence-

less Cherokees are thus totally deserted to the mercy of a state,

whose statutes in this case may well be said to be written in

blood ; to the operation of laws, by which they are annihilated as

a community, and enslaved as individuals ; to the rush, finally, of

an army of miserly and impatient gold-diggers.

What is to be done ? Had the slightest attempt at such insuffer-

able aggressions been made upon the whites, what indignation

would have ensued ! And shall we be less jealous of the freedom

of a people voluntarily dependent upon us, and in all respects inde-

pendent of every other community ? If the President absolutely re-

fuses to perform his duty in such cases, we are fast striding

towards despotism. Are the Cherokees to be suffered to remain

month after month in the power of a state, which has abrogated

their institutions, annihilated their political existence, and made
them private slaves ? Are they to be left exposed to all manner of

rapine and murder, without the possibility of effectual resistance

on their part, and without a single refuge to which they may flee

for safety ? And this too, while they have brought an action ; en-

tered a complaint against their oppressors, in the Supreme Judicial

Court of the Republic ? Why, we should treat the veriest gang
of robbers with more lenity. While reserved for trial, they

would at least be under the protection of the laws ; and, though

the violaters of all law, they would experience its power in preserv-

ing them from popular outrage, and in the enjoyment of a fair,

safe, impartial trial. Here are the Cherokees, convicted of no
crime, but in the attitude of a defenceless, injured plaintiff; sub-

jected, all the while the trial is pending, to a daily and hourly re-

newal of outrages enough to drive them mad ; and asserted by
the Executive of this Government to be beyond the protection

of the law

!

We ask then again, what in this crisis, is to be done ? If there

are no means of bringing the Executive to a sense of duty, and
of compelling the execution of our intercourse laws, then must
this unfortunate people remain, here, in the nineteenth century, ex-

posed to the slavery of laws, which would have disgraced the

darkness of the middle ages ; to the tyranny of a state, which, in

this respect, is a despotism. Then must this state of things con-

tinue, till the tardy decision of justice from the Supreme Court shall

have arrived—arrived, perhaps too late to be of any effectual bene-

fit. We confess that such seems to be the melancholy necessity

—

we can think of no other alternative, unless the protestation of

the people of the United States against these illegal proceedings

should be so forcible as to bring the Executive Government to the

immediate performance of the trust committed to its charge.
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And of this there can' be no hope, so long as the present apathy

on the subject continues. We tremble for the possible result of

such uninterrupted oppression on the minds and feelings of the In-

dians ; but we trust in God, that their truly Christian patience

and humility will not be worn out. If it should, and they should

be goaded to a sanguinary struggle, it would be the day of Heaven's

wrath on their oppressors, as well as the signal for their own ex-

termination. But they possess wisdom and forbearance, as well

as a keen sense of their wrongs. Meanwhile, our citizens must

be more fully enlightened in regard to this whole subject, and pre-

pared to sustain the decision of the court, and to see that justice

be done to the Indians, whatever may be the present exertions of

their enemies.

The late singular order of the President, that the Cherokee
annuity should be paid, not to the treasurer of the nation, as here-

tofore, but to individuals,* ought to arrest the attention of the most

careless, and open their eyes on the true character of such pro-

ceedings. It is one consequence of the extreme ignorance which

has prevailed throughout the country in regard to this whole busi-

ness, that the great majority of our citizens have not known wheth-

er the President and the state of Georgia, may not all this while

be acting in perfect accordance with the constitution. In his

order respecting the payment of the annuity, he has violated the

treaty of Hopewell ; for he has commauded payment to be made,

in a mode directly contrary to that prescribed by the treaty.

—

Amidst so many treaties, torn into shreds, and scattered to the

winds, perhaps an additional violation is of little importance.

The motives, which have led to this act, it is not difficult to

divine. It is part of a plan of cooperation with Georgia, and evi-

dently intended to cripple the Cherokees in their resources ; to

destroy their means of defence, and of support to their Newspa-

per and National Establishment ; and to serve as a practical proof

of the construction, which the United States Government are dis-

posed to put upon the denationalizing laws of Georgia. No meas-

ure yet adopted is of so alarming a nature, both to the Chero-

kees and the people of the United States. In every aspect, it in-

dicates a combined determination on the part of our Executive

and of Georgia to terrify the Indians into submision, and if pos-

sible, to compel them to a surrender of their rights, and an abandon-

ment of their cause in despair, before it can be brought again into

Congress, or decided in the Supreme Court of the United States.

In this view, the measure is indeed dangerous, it becomes us to

take care, lest a result be hastily brought about in this business,

which justice, honor and benevolence alike forbid, and which the

people of the Republic would most bitterly deplore.

[to be continued.]

* Average the annuity on the Cherokee individuals, and the proportion would be about

forty-six cents apiece

!
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

1. Letters to Rev. Nathaniel W. Taylor, D. D. By Leonard
Woods, D. D. Andover : Mark Newman. 1830. pp. 114.

In these Letters, we have an extended and critical examination of a Note

attached to a Sermon on Depravity, delivered by Dr. Taylor, in the chapel of

Yale College, Sept. 10, 1828. Of this celebrated sermon we gave some account

in the last number of our first volume, and expressed our satisfaction with it, so

far as related to the doctrine of depravity ;—believing, with the author, that the

depravity of men is in some sense natural, and voluntary, and that, from the

commencement of moral action to the period of regeneration, it is entire. We
expressly waived a consideration of the Note, as requiring more discussion than

we had then space or time to bestow.

Much has been said and written within a few years respecting what is called

New Haven Theology ; some claiming that the brethren there have made
great improvements ; others, that they are chargeable with dangerous innova-

tions ; and others, that they scarcely differ (unless it be in phraseology) from

the generality of the Orthodox clergy of New England. The sensibility man-
ifested on this subject, though attended by some unpleasant circumstances,

presents one aspect which we regard as favorable. It shows a state of feeling

very different from that in which persons may believe anything, or nothing, and

still retain their standing and character as Christians. It shows the Orthodox

community to be alive to the importance of correctness in doctrine, and that the

lessons which Providence has read before them of the danger of gradual depart-

ures from the truth, have not been in vain.

The views of our brethren at New Haven, which have furnished matter of

inquiry and discussion, relate chiefly to four points :

1. The nature of sin.

2. The state and character of infants.

3. The means of regeneration. And,

4. The subjects introduced in the Note of Dr. Taylor, and considered in the

Letters before us.

We have not been unmindful of these discussions, or been disposed to regard

them as of small importance. We have hoped, and still hope, that it will not

be necessary for us to enter deeply into them, as it would be next to impossible

to do this to any good purpose, without committing ourselves as partisans on
one side or the other. The character of the gentlemen chiefly concerned is a
sufficient security that all inquiries will be conducted with ability and candor,

with mutual respect and kindness, and without any unnecessary disturbance of

the peace and order of the churches ; and that whatever benefits lie within the

reach of investigation and argument may be confidently expected to bo

realized.

2. The Political Class Book ; intended to instruct the higher
classes in schools in the Origin, Nature, and Use of Political Power.
By William Sullivan, Counsellor at Law. With an Appendix, up-
on Studies for Practical Men, with Notices of Books suited to their

Use. By George B. Emerson. Boston : Richardson, Lord & Hoi-
brook. 1830. pp. 148.
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We received and have perused this volume with much pleasure, as it meets

an exigency in the means of early instruction among us which we have

long seen and known to exist. The youth of our country, when they

have passed their minority, are expecting to assume high responsibilities.

They are expecting to take a stand among the sovereign people, who are here

the sources of all power, and sole judges, in the last instance, of the manner in

which delegated power has been exercised. This being the case, it is of special

importance that our youth be early and properly instructed, as to the frame ofour

government, the nature of our institutions, our political privileges and dangers,

and the duties, rights, and responsibilities of American citizens. We are sur-

prized that no more suitable means of instruction on these great topics has

been furnished ; and we cordially welcome a volume, like that before us, which

has this object specially in view. It embraces the more important subjects,

and is evidently written with care and judgement, and in a manner adapted to

the capacities of the young.* We cannot doubt that it will find its way into

most of our higher schools.

3. Ordination by Elders Vindicated. A Discourse, delivered

May 12, 1830, at the Dudleian Lecture at Harvard University. By
William Allen, D. D., President of Bowdoin College. Boston :

Peirce & Williams, pp. 43.

We have been gratified with the perusal of this excellent discourse, not so

much as a vindication of the validity of our ordinations (though the argument

on this point we think conclusive) as because of the fullness of evangelical truth

with which the author has contrived to enrich what might be thought an un-

promising subject. He first proves the independent exisience of our churches,

as founded on covenant, as distinct from parishes or towns, and as entitled to a

free and separate agency in the election of their pastors. He explains the na-

ture of ordination, and shows the validity of those practised in our churches

—

from Scripture, from " the judgement of the early Christian Fathers," and from

the blessing which has attended the labors of the New England ministry. Un-
der this last head, he establishes the doctrine of the special operations of the

Holy Spirit, in awakening and sanctifying the soul and producing revivals of

religion, and then shows that these special operations have attended the labors

of our evangelical ministers, thus giving " a divine signature" to their authori-

ty, and stamping them with " the broad seal of heaven."

There are expressions in this discourse to which all our readers could not,

probably, subscribe
; yet all will agree that it is able and learned, and (consid-

ering the circumstances under which it was delivered) that it is a noble testi-

mony to the truth, entitling its author to the gratitude of his brethren, and of the

churches of New England.

4. A Discourse on the Duties of Church Members By Thomas
H. Skinner, Pastor of the Fifth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia.

Philadelphia : William F. Geddes. 1829. pp.16.

A very useful, practical discourse—worthy of being re-printed and circulated

as a tract.

* Wc feel grateful to Mr. S. for endeavoring to impress upon his young readers the

importance o( the Sabbath. There is a single sentence, however, p. 117, which we wish
had been omitted. We do not believe there is any danger that the youth of our country
will be compelled to keep the Sabbath too strictly. As it seems to us, the danger is all

on the other side.
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Dear Sir,

I must be permitted to trouble you with another communi-
cation relative to the means by which Unitarianism has been pro-

moted among us. And here let me call your attention to the

advantage taken by the Unitarians of Massachusetts of the existing

parochial laws, and of the decisions of courts.—By the laws of

this State, all the citizens are obliged to belong to some religious

society, and to aid in supporting the institutions of the Gospel. All

the inhabitants within the limits of a local parish or town are con-

sidered as belonging to the first or original society in such town,

unless they formally signify to the clerk of said society that they

have connected themselves with some other religious body. And
when those who have signified their secession from the first society

for any cause choose to return, they have usually considered

themselves at liberty to do so, without let or hindrance from any

quarter.* Thus much it seemed necessary to premise respecting

* It is doubtful whether those who voluntarily leave a religious society have any legal

right to return to it against its consent, or without its consent, directly or indirectly ob-

tained. Those who wish to see an ingenious discussion of this subject may consult the

Appendix to Rev. Mr. Cogswell's farewell sermon to the South Church and Parish in

Deaham.
I am a friend to religious liberty, in every proper sense of the term. I wish all

persons to have the liberty of worshipping God, according to the dictates of their own
consciences ; and (he liberty of leaving a religious society, whenever they become sin-

cerely dissatisfied with its doctrines or its forms. I5ut when persons have once left a
religious society, I really think they ought not lo be suffered to return, unless those who
remain are willing to receive them. The religious liberty of one man should never con-
fer on him the power to trifle with the religious rights and privileges of his neighbors—

a

state of things which must often be realized, where persons take the liberty to play fast and
loose, to leave a religious society and return to it just as they please, in the maimer they
have sometimes done, of late, in this Commonwealth. *

VOL. III. NO. X. 70
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the present legal establishment of religion (for it amounts to a sort

of legal establishment) in Massachusetts.

This State was originally divided into towns and parishes, and

over these parishes were settled, with few exceptions, Orthodox

Congregational ministers. In the progress of years, as diver-

sities of opinion and interest increased, and full liberty of

dissent was granted, from most of the parishes, there came
to be a considerable number of dissenters. Many of these

were among the most respectable of the citizens, who left

from motives of religion, because they conscientiously preferred

a different form of worship. But others were induced to leave

from motives of less value ;—some in anger ; some, because

they were indifferent to all religion, and were little better than

infidels ; and many, because, in connexion with another society,

they could discharge the demands of the law upon them at a

cheaper rate.

When Unitarianism began to prevail among us, although the

clergy, in general, were first corrupted, and endeavored, by a va-

riety of influence, to withdraw their people from the truth, still,

this was not uniformly the case. Leading individuals among the

people in some instances became corrupted, while the pastor and
the church continued steadfast. In cases of this latter kind, the

design has been not unfrequently formed, and too often carried

into effect, to dismiss the pastor, seize the property of the church,

and turn it all to the support of Unitarianism. The mode of pro-

cedure by which this has been accomplished has, of course, vari-

ed according to circumstances. The following, however, may be
considered as an outline.

The pastor is at first harassed, perhaps, with a proposition to

exchange pulpits with avowed Unitarians, or with some other re-

quest, equally trying for him to refuse, and equally impossible for

him to grant. The effect of this is to produce discussion, excite-

ment, and at length dissatisfaction, among a portion of the people.

A party is raised to contend with the minister ; and after skirmish-

ing for a while and making due preparation, a meeting is called to

see what shall be done. If at this meeting it is found that a ma-
jority is already gained, or can by any means be procured, to act

against the minister, a tone of authority is assumed, and he is

given very significantly to understand, that he must either submit,

or be discharged. The unprincipled part of those who have be-

fore seceded, have been lying in wait to perpetrate mischief,

now stand ready to return, whether the society are ready to re-

ceive them or not, and to make up a majority for the oppression

and removal of the faithful pastor.

But if it is found, on examination, that a majority of voters, even

in this way, cannot be obtained, a different system of measures

will be adopted. The mal-contents in the society will them-
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selves withdraw—setting up, at the same time, a loud lamen-
tation over its broken and divided state—in hope of weakening
it to such a degree, that the pastor cannot be supported.* A
manoeuvre of this kind may not immediately succeed, but it will

be rather likely to effect its object in the end ; as every secession,

by increasing the expense to those who remain, holds out a temp-
tation to further secession, and the friends of truth themselves will

at length grow discouraged, and think that possibly another man
may be more acceptable.

But when from this, or from any cause the pastor is dismissed,

the society receives at once a great increase of numbers. Those
who had left it come back in a body, and with them a host of old

dissentients—nothingarians, infidels, unprincipled men, who de-
clare that they were always Unitarians, although for a time they

did not know it. Everything, in town and out, that can be brought

to act in subserviency to the cause, is now rallied, and a desperate

effort is made to secure a majority in favor of "the new doc-

trine. "f
The friends of order refuse to compete with measures such as

are sometimes resorted to, and the desired majority is perhaps

secured. A Unitarian committee to supply the pulpit is appoint-

ed ; a candidate to their liking is employed ; and a determination

is manifested to effect his settlement. Meanwhile the church re-

monstrates, and asserts her immemorial rights and usages in regard

to the choice of a pastor in vain. She is given to understand that

she has neither rights nor existence, separate from the parish, and
that if she will not act in subserviency to the views of the majority,

she shall not act at all. Thus trampled on and despised, the

resolution is formed to secede from a connexion, where she can

have no privileges, and from which she can expect nothing but

abuse and injury. The brethren meet ; they deliberate ; and,

having sought direction from on high, they solemnly vote to with-

draw from the parish, and establish the worship and ordinances of

the Gospel in connexion with those who will respect their rights.

In accordance with their vote (with the exception, perhaps, of two
or three brethren) they do withdraw. The Unitarian ordi-

nation is now hastened ; a venerable council is convened ; and by

prayer and imposition of hands, a young gentleman is established

over the first society, and

—

the first church ! ! in .J
While these things are transacting on the one part, the church

and those associated with them, being driven out from their sanc-

* I do not object to the secession of dissatisfied individuals from a society, but to their

secession for a sinister and malicious purpose.

t In one instance at least, not only a large number from other societies, but some, it is

understood, from other towns, were induced to join the first society in a town, for the
purpose of creating a Unitarian majority.

% Severalfirst churches, like that here supposed, now exist in Massachusetts. As their

claim to an existence, as first churches, rests entirely on a decision of the Supreme Court,
they have been denominated, not improperly, Juridical Churches.
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tuary and altar, begin to look around, and consider what shall be

done. By their own sacrifices and exertions, and the needed assist-

ance of friends, they commence erecting a house of worship,

where they may serve the God of their fathers in peace. Provi-

dence smiles upon them in the undertaking ; the building rises
;

they prepare to enter it ; and hope their troubles are nearly at an

end. But even in this last hope, they are disappointed. A suit

is commenced against them by the two or three brethren who re-

main behind, in connexion with such others as have been induced

to join them, to take away their property, their communion furni-

ture, and even the records of the church. Relying on the manifest

justice of iheir cause, they resolve to stand in defence of their

rights. They go to the bar of their country, and plead there, that

their property is their own ; that they hold it by their own dea-

cons, according to the Platform, to usage, and to law ; that they

have always had the entire control and management of it ; that

they have done nothing to forfeit it—nothing which they were not

fully competent to do, and which has not been done by Congrega-

tional Churches from the first settlement of the country ; conse-

quently, that their ecclesiastical existence and rights remain

unimpaired ; that their property is theirs now, as much as it ever

was ; and that no man has a right to take it from them.

But, 1 would that truth would suffer me here to stop,-

but they are told, from the bench of justice, in opposition to plain

historicalfacts, that " before the migration of our ancestors to this

country," and " for several years after they came here," " there

was little practical distinction between church and congregation;"

that " almost if not quite, all the inhabitants of the towns were

church members ;"* that " a church cannot subsist without some

religious community to which it is attached ;"f that " the secession

of a whole church from the parish would be an extinction of the

church;" that, by their secession, they have destroyed their eccle-

siastical existence ; that they have now no rights or appurtenances,

* From the three hundred and fifty persons, who commenced the settlement at Salem,

the first church was gathered, soon after landing, and numbered only thirty communi-
cants. Neal's Hist, of the Puritans, vol. ii. pp. 229, 230. At the first General Court in

Boston, 1631, " many who were not of any of the churches" were admitted freemen.

Hutchinson, vol. i. pp. 25, 26. Leechford, in 1637, says, " Most persons at New Eng-
land are not admitted of their church." Hutchinson, vol. i. p. 451:

t To what " religious communities" were the original churches in Plymouth, in Dor-

chester, and in Rowley " attached," while removing, as ecclesiastical bodies, from Europe

to this country 1 To what " religious communities" were the first and third churches in

Boston " attached," while removing from Charlestown ? And the original churches in

Cambridge and Dorchester, while removing to Connecticut ? And the first church in

Wenham, while removing to Chelmsford ? And the church in Granville (Ohio) while

removing, in 1804, from Massachusetts ? And the African church, formed in Boston in

1825, while removing to Liberia ? See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. i. p. 136, and ii. p. 393,

and Boston Recorder for Dec. 20, 1825. To what " religious communities," or parishes,

were the churches of Massachusetts "attached," before any parishes were incorporated,

or any parochial power was committed to the towns ? And such power, it is admitted,

was not committed to the towns, until more than twenty years after the settlement of the

country. A mistake like this in regard to plain historical fact was probably never before

made, especially in a case so directly affecting the civil and religious rights of men.
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as a church ; that their property, their records, the furniture of

their sacramental table, all belongs to those who have demanded
it j and that the " inconvenience" of losing it " will nev-

er be felt, where a case of conscience is in question" !
!*

They bow in silence, retire, and submit ; but they do it with a

sense of deep and complicated injury. They do it with a full

consciousness that they have been wronged and plundered. They
do it, feeling as the primitive Christians did, when called to take

the spoiling of their goods.

I do not say that the whole of the above representation has ever

been realized, in any particular case. But I do say, that it is a

fair exemplification of the manner in which Unitarians have shown

themselves ready to take advantage of existing laws and decisions,

to promote their cause ; and that, in all material points, the repre-

sentation has been realized, in a number of instances.

The first church that was deprived of its property, to any

considerable extent, in this way, was the original church in Ded-
ham. In August, ISIS, a majority of the first parish in Dedham
elected the Rev. Alvan Lamson to be their minister. A majority

of the church refused to concur in his election, or to receive him

as their pastor. He was ordained teacher of the parish, but not

pastor of the church, in October of the same year. Those mem-
bers of the church who adhered to the parish chose him for their

pastor, subsequent to his ordination ; appointed deacons from

among themselves ; sued the church for its property ; and at length

recovered it.f From the Report of the decision in this case,

which was delivered March, 1821, I have already quoted. This
has since been referred to as a precedent, an authority, on which
to justify similar perversions.

About the time of the decision of the Dedham case, the views

of Unitarians, in regard to the powers and rights of the churches,

seem to have undergone a great and sudden change. It will not

be denied that the doctrine of this decision is in palpable opposition

to that of the Cambridge Platform. The Platform proceeds on
the assumption, that the church is a distinct and independent body

;

this decision makes it a mere appendage of the parish. " The
church cannot subsist without some religious community to which
it is attached." " The secession of a whole church from the par-

ish would be an extinction of the church." The Platform gives

to the church, in the most express terms, the right of electing its

* See Report of Decision in the case of Baker &. Fales, Mass. Term Reports, vol. xvi.

t The events here referred to form an epoch in the history of the churches of Massa-
chusetts. Those who desire a particular acquaintance with them should consult a Pam-
phlet, entitled " A Statement of the Proceedings in the First Church and Parish in
Dedham, res^eetinir the Settlement nf n Minister." Hetnilinn- n vnriotv nf elinmeteficiir.

incidents, ar

gregational i__
ington's History of Dedham, pp. 112—115.
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own pastor, and of holding and controlling its own funds. See
chap. vii. and viii. But the Dedharn decision nullifies and de-

stroys this right. It is remarkable, therefore, that only a short

time previous to this decision, Unitarians were loud in their

praises of the Cambridge Platform. A noted Unitarian " Lay-
man" of Boston, in 1815, speaks of the Cambridge Platform as

our " religious charter," " our present church constitution." He
says it "has been the rule of discipline, and palladium of our reli-

gious liberties, from the early settlement of the country." " Abol-

ish the Cambridge Platform," says he, " and the Congregational

churches will soon be found on a tempestuous sea, without com-
pass, or rudder, or pilots." " It is worthy of consideration," he

adds, " whether there should not be a covenant instantly formed
by the friends of religious freedom, and of the Cambridge Plat-

form, for its defence against all schemes of innovation, [good]

and a public Convention of laity and clergy of those opinions,

called to adopt measures to counteract this conspiracy against the

church and its ancient rights."*

Well would it have been for the churches of Massachusetts, if

the " Convention" here spoken of had been actually called, and
the proposed " covenant" had been formed. Perhaps it is not too

late to attempt the thing now. After all that the churches have

suffered from " innovations" on the Cambridge Platform, perhaps,

the zealous " Layman," will now be willing to bring forward his

" convention" and " convenant ;" and his Orthodox friends will

cordially unite with him in so important a design.

In 1816, the same individual issued another Pamphlet, in which

he went more largely into the subject of the Platform and of church

rights. " A law was necessary to call the synod which framed"

the Platform ; and their " proceedings were considered of no

account, till adopted by the Legislature." The Platform " was
duly passed into a laiv by the Legislative adoption." This is a

true account ; and here, if nowhere else, we have a legal incorpo-

ration of the churches of Massachusetts, with all the powers and

liberties prescribed iff the Platform. " So wisely and judiciously

was it (the Platform) framed, that it survived all our civil convul-

sions, our municipal and political revolutions." It is alleged now
that the Platform was superseded and nullified by the adoption of

the Constitution of Massachusetts.—Our author insists much, in

this second pamphlet, on the independence of the churches, and

quotes with approbation the following account of the Brownists,

who, he says, " were, in fact, the same church" as the Independ-

ents or Congregationalists. " The whole power of admitting and

receiving members, with the decision of all controversies, was
lodged in the brotherhood. As the vote of the brotherhood made

* Are you a Christian or a Calvinist ? pp. 70—72.
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a man a minister so the same power could discharge him
from the office." " In a word, every church, in a Brownist mod-
el, is a body corporate, having full power to do everything which
the good of the society, [the brotherhood] requires."*

These pamphlets were written by a leading Unitarian, and
were published, we may presume, with the approbation of his

brethren. No complaint was ever made of the views expressed

in them, relative to the Platform and the rights of the churches.

The public will perceive, therefore, that between the years 1816
and 1821, the opinions of leading Unitarians, in regard to church

rights, must have undergone a total and most surprising change.

Other evidence of such a change may be gathered from the

Result of the Council convened to ordain Mr. Lamson.

" The Council here convened do indeed esteem the concurrence of the
church and parish in the settlement of a minister as very desirable ; but they
believe that each of these bodies has a right to elect a pastor for
itself, when it shall be satisfied that its own welfare, and the general inte
rests of religion, require the measure; this right being secured to the
CHURCH BY THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES OF CONGREGATIONAL POLITY, and to
the parish by the Constitution and laws of the Commonwealth, as well as by
the free principles of the same polity, and of the Gospel of Christ."!

The Committee of Council, who prepared this Result, were
Doctors Reed, Kirkland, Channing, and Lowell, and Hon. John
Davis. Do these gentlemen, and other leading Unitarians who
acted with them, now believe, that the "right to elect a pastor for

itself," separate from the parish, is " secured to the church by the

essential principles of Congregational polity ?" Or does their

practice evince that, for some cause or other, their opinions on
this subject have totally changed f

We have further evidence of this change in the fact, that those

members of the church who adhered to Mr. Lameon, who claimed
to be the church, and who doubtless voted for him previous to

settlement as members of the parish, thought it necessary, shortly

after his ordination, to hold a meeting, and elect him pastor of the

church. Would a meeting of this kindj be thought necessary, in

* Inquiry into the Right to change the Ecc. Constitution of the Cong, churches of
Mass. pp. 28—30. Notes, p. ii.

t Statement of Proceedings, &c. p. 48.

t The account of this meeting, in the Pamphlet entitled "A Statement of Proceedings,"
&c, ought not to be wholly omitted. On the 13th of November, Mr. Lamson exchanged
with Mr. Bradford, of Roxbury, who gave notice that there was to be a church meeting
at the close of the afternoon service, for the purpose of electing a pastor and scribe, and
of admitting the Rev. Mr. Lamson a member of this church." Those who were present
at this meeting, and were willing to take part in such proceedings, "voted that they
would have Mr. Lamson for Pastor and Scribe of this church," and "a Committee was
sent to bring him in, to act his part. But how could that be? He preached at Roxbury,
four miles on"? We will relate how it was. He cut short his exercise there to half the
usual time, and the moment he had done, seized his horse, and drove with the utmost
impetuosity and violence the whole distance from Roxbury to Dedham, in such a man-
ner as no man of any gravity or self-respect would do at any time." "His zeal carried
him so fast, that he arrived ten minutes before the close of the public service. He came
in and declared his acceptance of the office, and was then voted a member of the
church." pp. 85, 86.
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similar circumstances, now ? Now, the members of the church
are given to understand, that it is enough for them to vote in con-
nexion with the parish. And if they are out-voted, or do not

choose to vote at all, it is of no importance. The Parish have a

right to settle whom they will, and the man settled by them is, ipso

facto, pastor of the church.

The first open indication of the change here spoken of, is an
article in the Christian Disciple for July and August, 1S20. It

was there insisted that, in the early ages of Christianity, there were
no church members in distinction from the whole congregation;
that church and parish were convertible terms; and that the Pas-
tor was chosen in a meeting of all the people. The Platform was
attacked expressly, as making the church too " aristocratical," and
the practice of Congregational churches from their first establish-

ment was condemned, as " unlawful" initself, and " utterly unknown
in the primitive church." In short, the entire scope and design of

the article here spoken of was to abolish the church, or to make it,

at best, but a mere appendage of the congregation. The decision

of the Dedham case followed, in a few months after the publica-

tion of this article, and was little more than an echo of the senti-

ments contained in it, expressed in a more official form. From
that time to the present, Unitarians seem to have had but one
opinion in regard to the rights and privileges of the churches. The
Platform, recently so much extolled, is given to the winds; the
" right of the church to elect a Pastor for itself," secured to it " by
the essential principles of Congregational polity" is forgotten ; the

prerogative of the parish swallows up everything ; and the church
is nothing and can do nothing but in subserviency to its will. On
the principles assumed in the Dedham case, one church after an-

other has been stripped of its property and rights ; and when meas-
ures of this sort are to terminate, and the odious work of oppres-

sion cease, the Disposer above alone can tell.

It is doubtful, however, whether the cause of Unitarianism has

been at all promoted, or ever can be, by the seizure of church

funds. It is doubtful whether large parochial funds, when honestly

obtained, are ordinarily beneficial to those religious societies which
possess them. It may well admit of a question, whether, by
diminishing interest, fostering negligence, and inducing a spirit of

sloth and security, they are not of more real detriment than ad-

vantage.

But it does not admit of a question, that there is a God who
ruletb in the earth, who hateth oppression, and whose curse will

follow the possessors of dishonest gain. Individuals, amenable to

^ future judgement, he may suffer to prosper for a season in their

sins ; but communities, societies, and especially those of a relig-

ious nature, must expect their retribution here. The instances in

which parishes have attempted to enrich themselves from the spoil
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of churches are yet too recent to admit of a general appeal to facts.

The wise observer will however conclude, from existing appear-

ances, that their judgement, in some cases, does not linger.

Investigator.

INEFFICACY OF DEATH-BED REPENTANCE.

Amidst all the wonders of Calvary, scarcely anything occurred

more wonderful than the repentance of a dying malefactor. By
the same tribunal at which our blessed Lord was condemned to

die, it was decreed that two thieves should suffer with him, the

one on the right hand, the other on the left. Their characters,

previous to that time, had, for aught that appears, been alike : both

carried, even to the cross, a spirit of malignant hatred against the

divine sufferer, with whom they were to share the agonies of cru-

cifixion. But almost in their last hour, God, in the sovereignty

of his grace, was pleased to make a wonderful distinction between

them. One, for aught we can perceive, remained hardened in his

guilt, persevered in his enmity to the dying Saviour, and carried with

him into eternity the spirit of a reprobate. The other became con-

vinced of his guilt, and had his heart softened to the impressions of

godly sorrow : he cast an eye of faith towards the divine Saviour,

while in the act of dying for the redemption of the world ; and the

Saviour had compassion upon him, and gave him an assurance of

his favor and mercy. " Lord, remember me," said the penitent

thief, " when thou comest into thy kingdom." The Saviour an-

swered, " To-day shalt thou be with me in paradise." Here,

then, was a case, in which an open and migrant sinner became a

true penitent, near the close, probably in the last hour, of his life.

His sins were forgiven him while he was on the threshold of eter-

nity ; and when the agony of crucifixion was over, his triumphing

spirit, washed, and justified, and sanctified, went to mingle with

the spirits of the just.

• And is not here,' some one may ask, ' an instance recorded in

Scripture of death-bed repentance ? And if the blessed Redeem-
er was ready to extend his compassion to the repenting thief in

his expiring moments, why may not others repent and be forgiven

in similar circumstances ?'—Whoever asks this question in sincerity,

has sadly perverted this incident ; for the most that can legitimately

be collected from it is, that repentance, at the close of life, is not

impossible. There is an awful fact to be considered in connexion

with it—it is that it is the only instance of repentance at the close

vol. in.
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of life, recorded in the Bible ; so that the fair conclusion from this

very incident is, that forgiveness of sin in a dying hour is an exceed-

ingly rare dispensation ; and that in almost every instance, those

appearances that would seem to indicate it, are probably delusive.

It may be worth while to dwell a little on some considerations,

illustrative of this sentiment.

Let it be remembered, then, in the first place, that there is

no more reason to suppose that God will enable the sinner to

repent in the hour of death, than at any preceding period ; and

the fact that he has come through life without repentance, furnishes

a strong presumption that he will go through death without it.

It is a truth never to be forgotten that, though man is a moral

agent, and as such his actions are entirely his own, yet he is also a

dependent being ; and there is nothing in relation to which it is

more true that God acts as a Sovereign, than in the bestowment of

that grace which is connected with salvation. But this is a truth

which men, in making their calculations for death-bed repentance,

entirely overlook. They proceed on the false supposition that the

work of their salvation depends upon themselves alone ; and that

they may as well bring their powers into exercise in the way of

repentance for the first time in the last hour of their lives, as at any

preceding period. But the truth is, as has been stated, that they are,

in an important sense, dependent on the grace of God ; and they

have no reason to believe, because lie has nowhere told them, that

he will be more ready to grant them that grace in the hour of

death, than while they are in the vigor of life and health. So far

as the agency of God is concerned, then, there is not a week, or

a month, or an hour in their whole life, but is as likely to witness

their return to God, as is the closing hour of their probation.

But how many hours, and weeks, and months, have they passed,

without having ever felt the efficacy of renewing grace ! How
slender the probability, then—how few, according to human calcu-

lation, the chances, that this grace should be extended to them, just

at the moment when flesh and heart are failing !

But it may be imagined that there is something in the approach
of death, which is peculiarly fitted to rouse the sinner to action,

and bring him to repentance. True it is, that there is much in this

event that is adapted to wake up in the breast a spirit of anxiety
and alarm : there is a terror in the thought, that the last moments
of probation are on the wing, and the scenes of an awful retribution

just opening upon the spirit, which it is not easy for the most harden-
ed sinner to resist. Yes, it is admitted that the dying bed is a
place for alarm, and trembling, and horror ; but it is denied that

there is any natural, much less any necessary, connexion between
these emotions, and that great change of character which we call

repentance. The inhabitants of the world of wo have these emo-
tions in a far greater degree, than it is possible any sinner should
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feel them here : but amidst all their writhings, and lossings, and

convulsions, there is not the semblance of a feeling which approach-

es to that godly sorrow which is unto life. They ' gnaw their

tongues for pain, and blaspheme the God of heaven,' but ' repent

not of their deeds.' No doubt that a sense of the wrath of God
against sin, enters into the nature of that conviction which is pre-

paratory to true repentance : but who does not know that the

highest degree of religious terror may exist, often does exist, in the

present life, and yet the soul remain as dead in trespasses and sins

as ever?

I have said that there is not more reason to suppose that God in

his sovereignty will grant grace to the sinner to repent in the hour

of death, than at any preceding period : I now go farther, and say,

that there is much less. Far be it from me to assign a limit to the

mercy of God : but let it never be forgotten that infinite mercy is

exercised only in consistency with infinite wisdom. Is it not,

then, contrary to all just notions of the divine government, to sup-

pose that, in the ordinary course of his providence, God should

call sinners into his kingdom, just at the close of their probation ?

Is it not rational to conclude that, if he ever designs to make them

subjects of his grace, he should do it, in ordinary cases, before

life is nearly spent, that they may have opportunity to labor

in the advancement of his cause ? How improbable that he

should suffer them to sin away the whole period which was given

to be devoted to his service, and just at the moment of their de-

parture, make them the monuments of his renewing grace, and

take them to heaven ! That individual cases of this kind may
occur, it were rash to deny ; but surely we must regard them as

exceedingly rare dispensations ; as little less than miracles of mer-

cy ; as variations from God's ordinary procedure for which He
doubtless has good reason, but before which it becomes us silently

and reverently to bow. And tell me, whether what passes under

our observation in respect to the subjects of divine grace, is not in

exact accordance with these remarks ? We know, indeed, that

some are converted after they have reached the period of man-

hood ; and here and there one, in the ranks of old age ; but far

the greater number who ever give evidence of being followers of

Christ, commence their religious course while they are young.

God calls them into his kingdom, and appoints them a service to be

performed for him. He trains them to become soldiers of the cross
;

and it is by patient continuance in well-doing that they become
fitted for a crown of glory. If, then, there are comparatively few

in middle life, and almost none in old age, who are brought to re-

pentance, how improbable is it that God's Spirit should often ope-

rate effectually on a death-bed ; that he, whose time and faculties

have all been given to the service of sin, who has wasted the whole
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period allotted him to prepare to die, should, after all, acquire that

preparation in the act of dying !

Another consideration that illustrates the delusive nature of

death-bed repentance is, that it always takes place in circumstances

in which there is the strongest possible temptation to self-deception.

The prospect which opens before the dying sinner who is unrecon-

ciled to God, is appalling beyond the power of conception. It is

the loss of all good, real or imaginary, which he may have enjoyed

in this world, and an accumulation of all those woes and tortures

in the next, which must be the effect of God's wrath against the

reprobate. He had, indeed, often heard of all this when he was

in health, and heard of it, it may be, with profound unconcern.

The reason was that he regarded it as something distant and invis-

ible, and perhaps even flattered himself that it might not be a real-

ity. But now, when he sees that it is all but just before him, that

the covering is beginning to be taken off from the world of wo,

his spirit recoils with agony, and he exclaims, ' Who can dwell with

this devouring fire?' Here is alarm, and agitation, and terror,

such as can be known only by being felt, and no wonder that in

these circumstances the sinner should earnestly desire to find re-

lief; and the only way in which he can find it, is by gaining some

evidence, real or imaginary, that God is reconciled to him. Hence

how natural is it, that he should earnestly watch the changes of

his own feelings, and try to discover something with which he may
connect the hope that the great work of regeneration has passed

upon his soul; something by which he may persuade himself that

his destiny is reversed, and that from being a candidate for hell,

he has become an heir of heaven ! How natural that in this state

of trembling anxiety, he should grasp at the faintest gleam of

hope ; and how probable that he will take up the opinion that he

is converted, when this is not the case. And let the idea that he

has passed the necessary change once get possesion of his mind,

whether with or without evidence, and the natural effect of it is to

fill him with joy : and here is the true reason of all that rapture

which is so often exhibited on the death-bed, where there has

been no previous exhibition of Christian character. The soul

takes up the idea that it has passed into a state of security ; that it

has escaped the tremendous doom to which it was exposed ; that

it is just on the threshold of immortal glory, and about to join the

communion of angels ; and no wonder it should be filled with rap-

ture in these circumstances, should imagine itself the subject of all

holy exercises, and should feel prepared to resign itself into the

hands of God with triumph. No doubt, this is the true account

of many a triumphant death-bed scene ; and that what seems to

be the acting of an overcoming faith, is nothing better than a splen-

did delusion.
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Another consideration which renders death-bed repentance of

a suspicious character is, that it usually takes place when the

mind is enfeebled by disease, and incapable of vigorous exertion.

If there be any work to which the mind is ever called, which

requires the vigorous exercise of all its powers, it is the work of

repentance. It is essential that the Gospel system, in its leading

features, should be understood, and that its truths should be in the

mind, as subjects of practical contemplation. And in order that it

may be understood, it must have been not merely heard from the

pulpit, but made a subject of thought and reflection. It is more-

over necessary that is should be applied. The heart must be tho-

roughly explored by the light which it furnishes, especially the light

of God's holy law ; that law must be brought to bear upon the con-

science ; and the sinner, with a proper understanding of the nature

and design of Christ's atonement, must rest on that atonement alone,

as the meritorious ground of salvation. Who does not perceive

that this is a great work ;— a work to require the most vigorous

exercise of the faculties of the mind, and the affections of the

heart. Recollect now the circumstances in which it is supposed

to be performed :—the body not improbably is racked with pain
;

or it may be that the hand of disease has been so long upon it that

its energies are nearly gone. And with the weakness of the body
the mind necessarily sympathises ; it finds it difficult to command
its powers^ or to concentrate them on any one subject ; and not

unfrequently, even where it is generally unclouded, there are in-

tervals of delirium in which the powers of moral agency are sus-

pended. I ask now whether this is a state in which it is probable

that the great work of repentance will be performed ;—or rather

is it not precisely the state, in which the individual, from weakness
of body and weakness of mind—to say nothing of other causes

—will be most likely to mistake in respect to his own sinful-

ness, or in respect to the terms of acceptance with God, and

to receive that as evidence of being renewed, which, in dif-

ferent circumstances, would be regarded as no evidence ?

Who has not witnessed, or at least known of cases, in which

persons on a sick bed have expressed the most comforting

views of spiritual things, and if they had died, would have been
spoken of as striking instances of triumphant death, who, on re-

covery, have declared that, at that very time, they were scarcely con-

scious of what was passing, and that all which they experienced, on a

review of it, seemed to have hardly the semblance of reality ? It

admits not of question that the case has often occurred, in which
even the wild reveries of delirium have been mistaken for the ex-

ercises of an intelligent and triumphant faith ; and that survivors

have talked of the wonderful power of Christian principle to sus-

tain the soul, when the mind was completely unstrung, knowing
nothing of its own frantic operations.
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The last consideration which I shall notice, illustrative of this

subject, is founded wholly upon experience ;—it is that, in almost

every case in which persons recover, after they have experienced

what is supposed to be a death-bed repentance, they return to the

world, and to their evil courses, with as keen a relish as ever. I

do not say that there are no cases, in which persons, who have in-

dulged a hope of spiritual renovation for the first time on the bed

of dangerous sickness, and apparently near the gate of eternity,

and have afterwards been restored, have persevered in a religious

life, and given evidence of a radical change of character—I do not

say that there are no such cases, but I can say, after the experi-

ence of a considerable number of years, that I never knew one.

Many a person have I known, who has felt, while on a sick bed,

that religion was a momentous concern, and has professedly chosen

the service of God, and has expressed a wish to live only that he

might glorify Him, and evince to the world the sincerity of his re-

pentance ; but scarcely has his malady left him, before his religion

has left him too, and he is just what he was before, except that he

has become vastly more hardened. If we should consult the ex-

perience of ministers, who have been practically most conversant

with this subject, the testimony we should receive would no doubt

accord substantially with this statement : if they have known any

exceptions to it, they would say that they have been but

few ; and that when they occurred, they regarded them as little

less than miraculous. If it be so, then, that the repentance of

nearly all who expect to die and yet recover, is mere delusion
;

on what ground can we conclude that the repentance of those who
actually die, is any better ? The only difference is, that in the

one case they live to manifest that it is not genuine ; in the other

case they die, and it is impossible that they should manifest it.

But nothing is more certain than that all analogy leads to the con-

clusion, that as they have lived the life, so they die the death, of

the impenitent sinner.

What a view do the preceding remarks present of the infatuation

and blindness produced by sin ! The considerations which illus-

trate the danger of deferring repentance to a death-bed, are so

plain, as to be within the reach of every mind, and they cannot

fail to approve themselves to every mind, the moment they are

suggested. And yet how many are there, whose fears about an

hereafter are kept quiet by the reflection, that they may safely defer

the concerns of religion till their closing hour ! Reader, have you

ever begun to yield to this delusion ? Rely on it, you are in cir-

cumstances of fearful jeopardy. You are leaving a work sufficient

for your whole life to be crowded into the few uncertain moments
of its close—moments surely of agony, not improbably of dis-

traction. Oh, dismiss the infatuation of sin, and remember that it

is not in death, but in life, that you are to prepare for eternity.
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Let Christians also beware, lest they give their sanction to a

death-bed repentance, by expressing their confidence of its gen-

uineness in respect to their own departed friends. If our friends

have never embraced religion till they have come to a dying

bed, it is impossible, from the nature of the case, that we should

know that they have embraced it then ; because, even if they have

a principle of piety implanted in their heart, they do not live to

make it manifest ; and there are no expressions which may fall

from them, however confident or triumphant, but maybe the effect

of delusion. I say, then, if they are Christians, it is impossible

that we should know it ; and if we believe them to have been

Christians, the expression of such an opinion can do them no good,

because their destiny is fixed irreversibly. But it may do others

immense harm, by encouraging in them the belief, that a death-

bed repentance will avail to their salvation ; that they may live in

the neglect of religion till their last hour, and then go safe to heaven,

in virtue of a few serious thoughts, indulged while passing through

the dark valley. Let Christians, then, beware how, even by an

unguarded word, they encourage any in this delusion. The care-

less world are ready enough to embrace such errors, without our

aid. God forbid that any of them should perish under a fatal de-

ception, imbibed and retained through our instrumentality !

REVIEWS.
Speeches on the Passage of the Bill for the Re-
moval of the Indians. Delivered in the Congress of the

United States, April and May 1830. Boston: Perkins and

Marvin, pp. 304.

[Continued from p. 500.]

The investigation which this subject received in Congress was
full and profound, even beyond our hopes. Every part of it was
examined with the keenest legal accuracy, and the truth demon-
strated with a power of argument utterly irresistible. The right of

the Cherokees to the free, sovereign, inalienable possession of their

lands, so long as they may please to occupy them, was settled by

proofs which can never be evaded. No demonstration in mathe-

matics could be more convincing. No proposition in the whole
circle of moral science was ever established by a chain of reason-

ing more perfect and beautiful in all its parts, more inevitable and
overwhelming in its conclusion. Every division of the argument
moves onward in unbroken strength ; not a line falters ; not a

weak or exposed point in the whole array ; firm, deliberate, im-
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penetrable. The subject was examined not only in the light of

abstract justice, benevolence, and moral obligation ; it was tested,

and that severely, repeatedly, and in every shape, by a reference

to the Constitution, to scores of treaties, to the history of the In-

dians, the history of our country, the usage of the colonies, the

practice of all past administrations, the maxims of national law,

the views of profound lawyers and statesmen, the intrinsic charac-

ter of the bill, the practice of Georgia herself, and the views of her

own senators. Out of their own mouths the enemies to the rights

of the Indians were convicted. Their sophistry was laid bare
;

their misrepresentations detected ; the moral deformity of their

reasoning made notorious ; light, like noon-day, flashed in on all

the concealment, artifice, and intrigue, which have marked their

proceedings in this whole business. Not a point, at which they

attempted to rally their forces, where they were not disgracefully

defeated. Every historical evidence was made to speak the truth
;

every false witness turned out of court ; every sophistical argu-

ment dissected, exposed, and refuted, in all possible shapes.

The opposers of this iniquitous measure plied their task nobly
;

alert on their posts, faithful in duty, prompt and vigorous in their

defence of the Indians. Though it was made the grand measure

of the ruling party, and they in the minority, so that they knew,

even before its decision, that argument might as well have been

spoken to the raging sea, as to all hope of influencing the result,

yet they would not be driven from the contest. Theirs was the

noble side, the cause not only of the Indians, but of all this nation
;

and if clear argument and impressive eloquence could have exor-

cised the demon of party, theirs would have been the victory.

They spoke like men convinced of the importance of truth, and

earnest for its triumph.

In point of argument, we are inclined to give the preference to

the speech of Mr. Sprague ; it is exceedingly close and powerful

in its reasoning, nor is it wanting in passages of eloquence. No
where else have we seen the sophistry of the supporters of the bill

so glaringly exposed. Mr. Everett's is equally distinguished in

his part of the subject ; he shows the enormous absurdity of the

bill from beginning to end. The speeches we trust will be in

every man's hands throughout the country : we will here present

a mere skeleton of some of the points which their perusal makes

evident.

From the volume before us, and from the whole debate in Con-

gress, it appears, first:

That this measure originated with the State of Georgia ; that

the course to be pursued by the present administration was known

before the election of the President; that his proceedings are in

direct accordance with the advice of the famous Committee of the

Georgia Legislature in 1827 ; that, apart from this bill, the policy

adopted by him in his official intercourse, through commissioners
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or otherwise, with the Indians, is inhuman, sordid, and disgraceful

to the nation. The present Secretary of War directs the agent of

government " to move upon the Cherokees in the line of their own
prejudices;" not to meet them in general council, for ' the conse-

quence would be, what it has been, a firm refusal to acquiesce? but

to appeal to the chiefs and influential men, not together, but apart

at their own houses ; and to offer them extensive reservations in

fee simple, and other rewards /' The character of these unblush-

ing propositions of bribery, and of other similar suggestions* has

been severely exposed, and with full justice to their author, in the

speeches of Messrs. Sprague, in the senate, and Storrs, in the

house of representatives.

Second ; That the President, in virtually abrogating the treaties

with the Indian nations, by taking on himself to inform the Chero-
kees that he had no power to protect them from the operation of

the laws of Georgia, has been guilty of violating the Constitution,

and acting in a manner most dangerous to the safety of the repub-

lic. If he can annul treaties or deny their obligation with one
community, he can with another ; and by an approach to despot-

ism hitherto unheard of, our relations with all foreign powers are

thus left wholly at the mercy of one man.
Third ; that the arguments in favor of the bill were derived

in great part from the consideration of the rights of discovery,

rights of conquest, rights of civilized over uncivilized mind, rights

of the king of Great Britain pretended to have been transferred to

the States, and other topics of the like nature, which ought not to

have been mentioned, except to reprobate them, in any enlightened

assembly. Some were attempted to be drawn from one or two
treaties, incorrectly quoted and totally misunderstood ; misrepre-

sentations, proved to be so, and yet maintained, not only on the

floor of Congress, but in print. A great part of the speeches of
the abettors of the bill consisted of inaccurate statements, loose and
unprincipled declamation, .appeals to sectarian prejudices, and
blind, unintelligible sophistry, to release the States from all obli-

gations to keep their covenanted engagements. It was reserved
for them to broach the singular doctrine, " that because the Presi-

dent has sworn to support the Constitution, he may abrogate any
treaty, or repeal any law, which he himself may judge to be incon-
sistent with that Constitution."

Fourth ; That the views of national moral obligation entertained

by the supporters of the bill were beyond measure careless and
unprincipled ; and that their feelings towards the Indians were of
such a character as ought in justice to have excluded them from
the discussion. They were called " poor devils ;' sympathy in their

behalf was ridiculed ; the utmost indifference manifested in regard
to their fate; the most outrageous falsehoods asserted as to their

condition.

VOL. III.
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" But alas ! (said Mr. Wilde, of Georgia,) the Indians melt away before the
white man, like snow before the sun! Well, sir! would you keep the snow,
and lose the sun ?

" It is the order of nature we exclaim against. Jacob will forever obtain the
inheritance of Esau. We cannot alter the laws of providence, as we read them
in the experience of ages."

Fifth; That Georgia, by the extension of her oppressive laws

over the Cherokees, not only declares that they were not before

subject to her jurisdiction, but places herself in open, actual rebel-

lion against the statutes of the United States, calling for immediate
and vigorous interference on the part of the general government

:

That the withholding of that interference by the Executive is an

act of connivance with such rebellion: That Congress, in the

passage of the Indian bill, present to the whole world the astonish-

ing anomaly of an enlightened republic, not only refusing to inter-

fere for the preservation of her laws when grossly violated, but

sanctioning that violation by her own solemn act of approval.

Sixth ; that Georgia, by the whole course of her practice from

the first of her existence, and by solemn treaties between herself

and the Cherokees, has always contradicted her present doctrine,

and maintained, as strongly as possible, the full sovereignty of that

nation : That in 1824, one of her own Senators established the

sovereignty of the Cherokees by the most conclusive reasoning, in

a deliberate and written opinion, which in the late congressional

debate he could not refute, and of which he did not even attempt

a refutation : That the compact of 1802, on which Georgia so

strangely insists for the support of her tyrannical claims, does, in

itself, utterly destroy those claims, even if no previous or succes-

sive treaties between the United States and the Indians could be

found in existence : And that all the right which Georgia can

claim by virtue of any compact with the United States is the right

of accession to the property, when the Indian title shall have been
legitimately and peaceably extinguished.

Seventh ; That " there is not an act of Georgia since Oglethorp

first planted his foot upon the site of Savannah ; there is not a

resolve, ordinance, or law of Congress ; there is not a treaty of

the United States with the Indian Tribes,—that does not tend to

establish the fact, that the Indians are the sovereign proprietors of

the lands and hunting grounds they claim. You might have put

the question to every man in this nation, or child on the frontier,

and he would have told you so, until the legislation of the States,

aided by interest, instructed him otherwise." The passage of this

bill goes to " stultify the senate of the United States for a period of

thirty-seven years ;" fill the national statute book with nonsense
;

and make the history of our country's legislation nothing but a

series of monstrous absurdities.

Eighth ; That the policy of the present administration is not only

contrary to the constitution and to every principle of benevolence,
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but at war with that of every preceding administration, and with

the course pursued by the patriots of the revolution, and recom-

mended and practised by the Father of his Country. For several

years, the methods adopted in obtaining cessions of territory from

the Indian Tribes have been practically coercive, and not in ac-

cordance with the spirit of humanity. But this has been owing to

the conduct of the treaty commissioners, and the nature of their

representations and arguments ; nor has it ever originated in the

measures of government, which have heretofore been strictly

upright and constitutional. Until the present administration, it has

been unheard of that a course of injustice and intrigue should be

prescribed and marked out by the Executive for the commission-

ers and agents of government. But now, our negotiations with

them are nothing better than a system of cheating, bribery, and

corruption. It is recommended to cajole them out of their territory
;

to seduce them into unfavorable treaties ; to persuade, threaten,

and compel them to relinquish portion after portion of their

country. The fatal parchments have been signed in tears ; and if an

individual is prominent in his opposition, he is " broken on the

spot,'''' and the action is daringly avowed. It is recommended to

send an " armed force" to the Cherokee country, to assist in per-

suading the natives to remove ; and the .enforcement of the State

laws, under whose operation the President declares that the In-

dians cannot live, is made use of to produce such a persuasion.

Ninth ; That of all propositions of government, all schemes of

legislation, this Bill is the most perfectly Utopian, contradictory

and absurd. Of all projects that ever entered into the head of any

political fanatic, it is the wildest and most visi',nary ; the most
utterly destitute of any foundation whatever in necessity, utility, or

common sense. There is but one feature which can have opera-

ted to redeem it from universal contempt ; and that is, the enor-

mous scale of its absurdity. Vast acts of oppression astonish the

mind, when insignificant ones would only excite its scorn. If a

man kills an individual, he is a murderer ; when he destroys ten

thousand, he becomes a hero. There is something in the extrava-

gance of this plan so gigantic, that the mind is overwhelmed by
the conception ; we are confounded with the vastness of the folly.

It is like the wild combinations that present themselves to the fren-

zied imagination of the maniac, rather than the drivellings of idiocy.

It involves such a complication of incoherencies as no common
mind could have invented.

" Whoever heard of such a thing before ?" said Mr. Everett. " Whoever
read of such a project? Ten or fifteen thousand families to be rooted up, and
carried hundreds, aye, a thousand of miles into the wilderness ! There is not
such a thing on the annals ofmankind. It was the practice—the barbarous and
truly savage practice—of the polished nations of antiquity to bring home a part
of the population of conquered countries as slaves. It was a cruel exercise of
the rights of the conqueror, as then understood, and in turn practised by all

nations. But in time of peace, towards unoffending communities, subject to
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our sovereignty indeed, but possessing rights guaranteed to them by more than
one hundred treaties, to remove them against their will, by thousands, to a

distant and a different country, where they must lead a new life, and form other

habits, and encounter the perils and hardships of a wilderness : sir, I never
heard of such a thing ; it is an experiment on human life and human happiness

of perilous novelty."

Tenth ; That it proposes and requires an incalculably wasteful

expenditure of the public money. Five hundred thousand dollars

have already gone from the treasury—it is vain to ask where ;

twenty-four millions more will be demanded, ere this bill can go

into complete execution ! A sum almost sufficient to disburse the

whole national debt ; sufficient, if expended in internal improve-

ments or public charities, to render this country the pride and the

Wonder of the whole world. This calculation is neither visionary,

nor improbable, nor false ; it is based on indisputable evidence : it

is arrived at by a minute statement of items, in a close, accurate,

business-like " counting of the cost." It is made up,—from the

original purchase money, more than seven millions of dollars ; from

the expense in the payment for improvements, more than nine

millions ; from the cost of collection and transportation, more than

two millions ; from the expense of subsistence for one year of

75,000 human beings, more than four millions,—" to say nothing

of the support, which the Government, unless it leaves them to

starve, will indubitably be compelled to furnish them, at the end of

the year, and for years to come j" for the extinguishment of titles

beyond the Arkansas, a million and a half; for the support of the

territorial government and a Military Establishment, nearly a mil-

lion. Twenty-four millions ! ! And this is the consequence of the

speculations of an administration, whose grand title to the public

esteem was to be—its practices of economical reform. Twenty-
four millions from the treasury of a republic so prudent that the

whole expenses of the national establishment could be furnished

from the trappings of a monarchy ! Our republic may be termed
' the miser turned spendthrift,^ when her representatives, who have

been for years haggling and huckstering to reduce or annihilate the

hard-earned pensions of her revolutionary patriots, shall scatter

twenty-four millions from her treasury, in the prosecution of one

of the wildest schemes of inhumanity ever suggested.

Eleventh ; That it leaves the disbursement of this enormous

expenditure, without the least specification, within the uncontrolled

discretion of one department, at the mercy of one man. " Five hun-

dred thousand pounds," said Edmund Burke, animadverting on the

appropriations for unspecified civil list expenses, " five hundred

thousand pounds is a serious sum. But it is nothing to the prolific

principle upon which the sum was voted : a principle that may well

be called, the fruitful mother of an hundred more. Neither is the

damage to public credit of any great consequence, when compared
to that which results to public morals, and to the safety of the con-
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stiiution, from the exhaustless mine of corruption opened by the

precedent, and to be wrought by the principle." The principles of

this great Statesman are peculiarly applicable here : for the ex-

penditure of this money must of necessity occasion a scene of

corruption in the herd of public officers, and of degradation in

the public morals, beyond all example.

" Here we have a vast operation," we again quote from Mr. Everett's able

speech," extending to tribes and nations, to tens of thousands of souls, pur-
chasing and exchanging whole regions, building fifteen thousand habitations in

a distant wilderness, and putting seventy-five thousand individuals in motion
across the country, and not an officer or agent specified ; not a salary named

;

not one item of expenditure limited ; the whole put into the pocket of one
Head of Department, to be scattered at his will"!

Twelfth ; That the execution of this proposed measure would

be attended, not only with a vast expenditure and loss to the Uni-

ted States, but in regard to the Indians, with an amount of misery

utterly incalculable, and to be terminated only in their total extinc-

tion. The heart sickens at a bare attempt to conceive or delineate

the scenes which must ensue.

" A community of civilized people, of all ages, sexes, and conditions of bodily

health are to be dragged hundreds of miles, over mountains, rivers and
deserts, where there are no roads, no bridges, no habitations ; and this is to

be done for eight dollars a head, and done by contract. The question is to be,

What is the least for which you will take so many hundred families, averaging
so many infirm old men, so many little children, so many lame, feeble, and
sick ? What will you contract for ?"—" I will not," said Mr. Everett, " vote a
dollar for this dreadful contract. Send these Indians off by contract, and their

removal will present a scene of suffering, unequalled by that of a flying army
before a triumphant foe."

The agitation, the terror, the tumult, the misery of such a march
to the dead waste beyond the Arkansas cannot be described

;

it is a consequence of this measure, which most persons do not

seem to have thought of.

But the sufferings of the march are nothing to the misery in store

at its end. The curse of perpetual desolation rests upon the

greater portion of country to which they are to be driven. There,

hardly a flower grows, or a brook runs, or a tree strikes its roots

into the soil, or lifts its branches to the sun-light. A great part of

the region is nothing but untamed and indomitable barrenness

;

the rain, and the sun, and the soft dews of heaven, and the pro-

cesses of human culture, would be alike wasted on a marble marl

or a naked sand-desert, which nature resolved should never be

reclaimed from its sterility. The herds of bisons that sweep over

the dreary scene for leagues, scarcely touching a blade of green

grass or even a tuft of moss with the hoof, supply, by their ordure,

the only fuel with which the wandering hunter can light up his

fire. Man can live, where the wild beast would perish with famine
;

but in part of this country, human existence, with all human inge-

nuity, cannot be sustained. The most powerful tribes, in its rich-
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est tracts, and the nearest our own border, " during several seasons

in each year,".are in a state of starvation. " The living child is

often buried with the dead mother, because no one can spare it so

much food as would sustain it through its helpless infancy" ! After

so shocking a recital, no other feature can be added. Yet to this

region, where the hardiest savages die through hunger, and in which

there is not room, even for the babe that is born there, we propose

to send seventy-five thousand new inhabitants, accustomed hitherto

to the plenty, and many of them to the luxuries of civilized life !

Think of the change to the Cherokees, from the exuberant fer-

tility of their pleasant native lands, from their ripe orchards and

cultivated cotton fields and gardens and farms, to such a scene of

incurable and inevitable dearth !

Nor, in the moral world, could anything of vigor and beauty

spring up ; amidst such a region, and in the endurance of such

privations, every good habit, every good feeling must soon die.

" It is in vain," says the official report, " to talk to people in this

condition about learning and religion." And this is the truth
;

a school of morality might almost as well be established in the prison

of despair, as amidst these troops of starving barbarians. But the

subject is too painful. It is too painful to think that a Christian

nation should conceive such a project;—to break up and disor-

ganize the government, the schools, the churches, of a whole civ-

ilized people : expatriate thousands of families from a delicious

climate, a generous soil, a Christian neighborhood, from the

mounds that cover the bones of their fathers, from everything,

known, loved, and valued, many miles beyond the extremest out-

posts of advancing civilization, to be set down on a spot utterly

barren in itself, and surrounded by famishing savages who live in

perpetual war! In such a situation, even with all their present

institutions in vigor, they must soon be exterminated, or relapse

into barbarism. But with passions excited, and habitudes and

institutions broken up and commingled in the confusion of removal,

social and Christian discipline would disappear ; nor could religion,

or knowledge, or domestic manners ever regain their power.

Multiply instructers and missionaries indefinitely, and set up the

proposed territorial government, and draw a cordon of troops

round every ferocious tribe, and still the obstacles would be utterly

insurmountable. Yet all this vast and dreadful operation of

removal is to be undertaken, that the Indians may have scope and

leisure for uninterrupted improvement

!

An imagination which could paint the desolation of the Carnatic,

and the horrors of the French Revolution, might undertake to

grapple with a detail of the frightful consequences attendant on

this measure. It is beyond our power to give a faithful picture of

a single one of them. The exterminating hostilities of the Indian

tribes beyond Arkansas have been partially described by one of
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the strongest partizans of this bill. He says that through the whole

of that vast region, there is not a tribe that has not an hereditary en-

emy to flee from or pursue. Those uninhabitable wilds, that are

scarce disturbed the year long by the footstep of other living thing,

echo the warwhoop and shake with the tramp of conflicting savages.

As if it were not misery enough to endure, season after season, the

horrors of famine, they make each other's destruction the principal

business of life. But they have room enough to fight with their

native caution, and to exercise all their ingenuity of stratagem in

the onset and escape : they have unoccupied deserts to sweep

over in each others pursuit. Now, however, we propose to narrow

their battle grounds, to compress them together, and to place new
tribes, to the amount of seventy-five thousand individuals, in their

midst. It reminds us of the amphitheatrical exhibitions in Impe-
rial Rome ; where, for the sport of the people, naked slaves were
cast in upon the arena, and the doors of the dens of wild beasts

of all descriptions, thrown wide open upon them.

The progress of this bill teems with warning to the United

States. It tells, with a power which no eloquence could have

commanded, the awful necessity of an enlightened and well-prin-

cipled public mind, for the perpetuity of our institutions. In all

countries, where despotism has not stamped the soul of the subject

with imbecility, popular vigilance must be the only safeguard to

the public freedom. Just in proportion as the people become un-
wary, indifferent, or uninformed, civil liberty will be broken down,
and disorders rush in and accumulate on every part of the Con-
stitution. In our Republic, where predicaments may occur and
questions arise every month, which, without a clear, informed, and
regulated mind in the whole country, and a very delicate manage-
ment on the part of those to whom they are entrusted for decision,

may shake the union to its centre, popular ignorance and apathy
will be freedom's grave. The tendency of the Executive to an
unwarrantable extent of its prerogative should keep us on the

watch, and cautious in the extreme, how we commit the highest

trusts in the Republic to unprincipled hands.

A deep religious spirit, and a morality founded on this ; a uni-

versal, and growing acquaintance with the principles and operation

of the Constitution; a guardianship, like that of the lioness to her
whelps, over every particle of the rights of the poorest and most
defenceless communities within our limits ; a suspicious eye to the

conduct of every individual in public authority ; a restive, intract-

able opposition to everything that looks like despotism, or that

attempts to shroud the measures of government in mystery ; a dis-

position "to judge of the pressure of a grievance by the badness
of the principle;" and to crown all, a steadfast regard to the sa-

credness of the national faith ;—these should be our features as a

people. As Burke said of us, while yet dependent on Great
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Britain, we should "augur misgovernment at a distance, and snuff

the approach of tyranny in every tainted breeze." These were
our characteristics as colonies ; these were the traits of our youth-

ful independence.

Under the administration of Washington, the people were more
watchful of governmental movements, and better acquainted with

the Constitution, than they are now, when knowledge and vigilance

are more deeply necessary. The Constitution had then been just

formed ; every paragraph was familiarly known ; it was an exper-

iment which they resolved should be fairly tested. The essays of

Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, were widely circulated ; the whole

country was alert ; no act in the slightest degree unconstitutional

could have imposed upon the people. Now, we are sluggish,

incautious, confident in the success of our republic, and easy as

to the operations of government. Amidst the dissemination of all

other knowledge, the study of the Constitution has diminished ; in

regard to most public measures, the mass of the community are ab-

solutely ignorant what is their character in the light of republican

principles, what their immediate influence, or what their future

consequences. Sophistry blinds them, and they become per-

suaded, in very important instances, that inhuman and unconstitu-

tional measures are right.

No question like this, touching the rights of a large portion of

the community, ought ever to enter Congress, till it has undergone

a thorough consideration in the public mind. Then, should occasion

require, the people will be ready to interpose, and with a prompt,

decided, energetic authority. They will not need to be urged

into remonstrance against a meditated act of injustice ; it will be

their simultaneous movement, from Maine to the Texas. No
government, in the slightest degree considerate, would dare,

by any illegal step, to encounter the energy of such an en-

lightened public opinion. But if the people sleep, a dangerous

measure may be passed, and its consequences irretrievable, before

they can be brought to a solemn consideration of the subject. To
guard effectually against such a state of things, the only sure pro-

vision is a correct moral sentiment, combined with a universal

knowledge of the Constitution.

The Indian question has been suffered to take us by surprise,

and to find us, as a community, unacquainted with its merits.

The sophistry of the enemies to Indian rights seemed to blind for

a time the whole public mind, and distort the moral sense of

the country. The bill in Congress was suffered to be carried as

a party measure. The efforts made by the friends of humanity to

wake the country into seasonable action, fell clogged by the igno-

rance and perversion of feeling so generally prevalent. Memorials

were neither sufficiently quick nor numerous to exert a powerful

interposition. Many believed and argued there was a fatality in this
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whole business ; that it was a fiat in God's providence that the

Indians must die ; and that all we could do to resist it would be in

vain. Such a belief was scarcely accompanied with pity ; the

thing was talked of with as much indifference as if the Indian

tribes were but a great herd of buffaloes. Few individuals in the

country had any knowledge whatever of the actual condition of

the Cherokees ; all the Indians were looked upon as savages ; and

a man hazarded the charge of enthusiasm if he was warm in their

defence, or came up, in any degree as he ought, to the perform-

ance of duty. People were really ashamed to memorialize; they

shrunk from cold looks and sneers, if urged to engage with ardor

in the task of procuring petitioners. Christians were afraid of the

cry of church and state ; others were fearful of meddling with

what did not concern them ; others declared that such an excite-

ment at the north would only prejudice the cause, and all, being

ignorant of the character and rights of the Indians and of the true

merits of the case, and of course having no stable principles to guide

them, entered on the measures in their favor with reluctance, and

even then half repented of the little they had done. There was this

evil also, that most of those who signed memorials did it without ex-

pecting success; they did it with a sort of melancholy, hopeless resig-

nation, accompanied with many doubts in regard to the necessity of

the measure, that " cast ominous conjecture," or in the more ex-

pressive conventional phrase, " threw cold water," on the whole

thing. " I will sign, but I don't think it will be the least use to

memorialize," was the common strain of remark. Nothing good,

or to any purpose, will ever be done in such a state of feeling.

On the part of Christians, there was a sad want of firmness and

moral courage. "What will the political world say of us ? Shall

we not be derided?" Or if these were not the questions, conscience

was so little enlightened, that it did not tell them the great duty

of humanity incumbent on them to discharge. There was like-

wise a general disposition to act too exclusively as individuals ; a

dread of exciting odium and sarcasm by combining in this benev-

olent cause ; an unwillingness to acknowledge the responsibility of

making our neighbors act and feel right, as well as of doing right

ourselves. We might be ready to sign in our own persons, but

were unwilling to use self-denial, or make sacrifices, for the pur-

pose of obtaining additional signatures. But did we do right, if

we merely recorded our own solitary protest, and refused to carry

the paper to others, or to persuade those within our influence ?

The great law of Christian love enforces its claims upon us col-

lectively as well as individually ; to a certain extent we are re-

sponsible for the belief and practice of all with whom we associate.

If the friends of the Indians had exerted themselves as they ought,

there would have been five thousand signatures where there were
five hundred ; and the memorials, as have often been the fact in

VOL. III.

—

no. x. 67
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Great Britain, would have literally covered the tables of Congress

;

accomplishing, as their result, a triumphant vote in behalf of suf-

fering humanity. But our habit of regarding the Indians as a de-

graded race, destined for extinction, our indifference as to their

fate, and the obstinate disbelief of their advancement in civiliza-

tion, in addition to the prevailing want of acquaintance with our

country's Constitution, treaties and history, prepared us to re-

ceive the scheme of the President with no very sensitive marks of

displeasure, and to witness the despotic course in the proposed ex-

pulsion of the Indians with an apathy most criminal and alarming.

Because the oppression did not enter our doors, we ceased to re-

gard it as unjust.

The duty of memorializing in this country is not understood.

The people are unacquainted with their own best interests, too

confident in the wisdom and patriotism of government, and so

selfish as to be politically blind. The English are better acquaint-

ed with this duty, and more ready for its performance. The form

of our government is so much more favorable to freedom than

theirs, that we seem to think the Constitution will preserve our

liberties, instead of remembering that nothing but our utmost vigi-

lance can preserve the Constitution. In the year 1791, when ex-

ertions were vigorous for the abolition of the slave trade, " there

was not a day for three months, Sundays excepted, in which five

Or six petitions to parliament were not resolved upon in some
places or other in the kingdom." In that year, five hundred and

nineteen were presented for the total abolition. If we are not mis-

taken, Mr. Clarkson himself, in the space of four weeks, obtained

seventy thousand signatures. Who here could have gained such

a result for the Sabbath, or the Indians? Those who know any-

thing about English history, remember what multitudes of peti-

tions and memorials poured in upon the House of Commons about

the period of our Revolution ; some, among the most forcible,

written by Mr. Burke and Sir George Saville, who were not

thought to be out of their station in this employment. But here,

active petitioners for objects of benevolence are styled meddling

enthusiasts ; and one would really think, from the tone which

many have not been ashamed to use, that we are out of our place

when attempting to influence the measures of our own Represen-

tatives, by the expression of our own wishes. It will be a new
thing indeed when the people of this republic are interdicted from

an interference in the proceedings of government by the expres-

sion of their views, whenever and in whatever manner they please.

The manner in which an excitement for objects of public benevo-

lence is said to be " got up," is also exclaimed against with great

fury. On the floor of Congress last winter, severe strictures were

urged in regard to the circulars in behalf of the Indians ; as if be-

nevolent men in this country have not a right to use all the consti-
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tutional measures in their power to promote their objects. The
outcry is precisely similar to that raised in England, where, on the

eve of our Revolution, meetings became frequent and full for the

redress of our grievances, and spirited circulars were issued

throughout the colonies. We are indeed degraded, if we will be

kept back from our privilege and duty of petitioning, by the clam-

ors or sneers, either public or private, which in a good cause we
ought to be forward to encounter.

An unwillingness to memorialize, when the business is not too

inconsiderable to be noticed, ought never to be felt or manifested

in the Republic. Yet every one knows the apathy which has ex-

isted, and the extreme difficulty with which anything like a gen-

eral expression of the public feeling can be obtained. There is

also a disposition to relax, after the first effort ; an unwillingness

to return to the trial ; an idea that the movements are useless,

which do not at once accomplish their purpose. We will not

keep our sinews girded to renew the struggle year after year ; as

if the subject were not worthy of perseverance, a second attempt

can hardly be procured ; as if intimidated by ill success, or

ashamed of our first ardor, we give up the purpose, creep off in

silence, and the cause dies away.

Yet in other respects, we are acknowledged to be enterprising.

We have as much industry and steadfastness of purpose as the

English. Surely the cause of public morality does not demand
less zeal, than the accumulation of public or private wealth. It

is not less important to maintain the sanctity of one day in the

week, than it is to hoard up riches during the other six. It is not

less necessary to keep the public faith and preserve a whole Indian

community from annihilation, than it is to dig canals, to build light-

houses, or to vex the sea with our fisheries. Had the patriots of
Great Britain, when they set their shoulders to the abolition of the

Slave Trade, been so fickle-minded, so half-persuaded, so backward
in their efforts, that great work of benevolence had still remained
unaccomplished.

This important topic forces another on the mind ;—the criminal

neglect of the Indians and their interests, as an object demanding
the prayers of Christians. We might speak of this neglect as ex-

tending to all the civil interests of the land. If a stranger from

another sphere should light upon this globe and enter our churches,

he would be apt to imagine that in this part of the universe God
has the arrangement only of our religious prosperity, and leaves

the political and civil affairs of the country to take care of them-

selves ; or, what would amount to the same, gives us in this de-

partment the exclusive jurisdiction. In episcopal churches, the

Liturgy has provided supplications for the weal of the realm ; a

very happy foresight, considering the tendency of all Christian

communities to practical political atheism.
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Especially is it necessary to humble ourselves in prayer to God,

when the nation is on the very brink of a crime, which all might

justly fear would bring down some speedy and terrible infliction of

the vengeance of Heaven. If men of piety do not feel for the In-

dians, if Christians desert them at the throne of grace, then may
they indeed weep in despair. The truest patriots have ever main-

tained the deepest sense of dependence upon God. Would Chris-

tians now do this in regard to the fate of the Indians, their own
feelings would be kept alive, their minds clear, and they would be

ready to act with energy. We should no longer see them enter

coldly and reluctantly into this subject ; they would put to it a

strong hand ; and in the very striking scriptural expression,

come up to the help of the Lord against the mighty.

The prayers of ' the solitary saint' should always go up for the

oppressed ; and if ever any human beings needed them, the In-

dians do new. Defenceless, abandoned, submissive, with what

solemnity and pathos do they speak to the people of the United

States. Their patience is indeed wonderful. God grant them

an unfailing supply of this virtue.

In whatever light we view this bill, it is portentous in its

aspect, and pregnant with ruin. But there is one part of its con-

sequences, that should make the Christian deprecate its curse as

he would the pestilence ; which should add intensity to his prayers

that God might utterly avert it. It is the blight with which it

would wither the hopes, now so teeming with promise, of the full

evangelization of these interesting remnants of the Aborigines. In

vain, if we break up their schools, and scatter their churches, and

drive them out amidst the wilds and savages beyond the Arkansas,

may we hope ever to rebuild the desolations of this rising Zion.

Already, the influence of the distractions caused by this bill is felt

in the decay of religious anxiety, and we might almost fear, in the

departure of God's Spirit. What can be expected, in the very

nature of things, from a tumultuous removal to the pathless wilds

beyond the Mississippi, even could they exist there a few years,

surrounded by murderous hordes, but a rapid retrograde march in

civilization, and a relapse, as to all piety, into worse than the sav-

ageness of past centuries. If we uproot them now, we uproot at

the same time every plant of morality and piety which the dews
of heaven have cherished, and render it impossible, to all human
appearance, ever again to behold their fruits. It is perfectly vam
to imagine, that if we start them off towards the Pacific, a single

one of their improvements would ever arrive with them to abide

at their destination. Hopeless, miserable, abandoned, what heart

could they have to put themselves again to the work of building

up the institutions, which a Christian people had laid waste, and
which, if again erected, would in all probability be ere long over-

whelmed again, and swept down, by the rushing tide of a republi-
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can population. What heart, if we cast them out from their own
native Eden, could they have to nourish in a strange soil the

plants, so long to grow, so hard to cultivate, but of which,—" their

early visitation and their last,"—they had already experienced and

loved the value.

We appeal to the Christian public, and ask if they can suffer,

that, through the rapacity of one State, and the connivance of our

Executive, not only our national faith shall be made a byword of

contempt, but the rights of a whole people annihilated, and all that

is flourishing in their institutions hopelessly destroyed ? If it be

so, they had better be at the mercy of the Turks, and have the

whirlwind of war sweep over them, as it did over Scio. They would
have the consolation to reflect, that nothing better could have been
expected from infidels and slaves. But to be thus treated by
Christians and freemen—the possibility makes us thought-sick.

May it never be said of our country, that when the blessings of

Christianity had dropped upon an Indian people, and the light of

civilization was 'already illuminating every cabin, we rose up to

extinguish it, and drove them out to chase the buffalo and echo

the war whoop, to ' curse God and die,'—in the wilderness.

There is no American but must tremble for his country, who
looks back with a reflecting mind on the indications presented by
public events in the past and passing year. That the demon of

party should have gained such possession of the souls of our Sen-

ators and Representatives, as to permit them, in the eyes of all

the world, to set their hand and seal to the violation of the Faith

of the Republic, plighted in multiplied and most solemn treaties,

and lend their aid to carry forward a measure, which, if executed

to the full intention, must annihilate the rights of seventy-five thou-

sand freemen, and plunge them into irretrievable misery, is indeed a

most dark and dreadful fact. It speaks volumes of danger to our

free institutions. The danger remains : but that measure, we trust in

God, will yet be stayed. There is a court ofjudicature, a light amidst

all the storms that may threaten to wreck our liberties, aloof almost

from the possibility of prejudice, and elevated above the commo-
tions of party zeal. Before that tribunal, this great question is

soon to be brought. Let the people of the United States prepare

themselves firmly to support its decisions, and the rights of the

Indians may yet be secured. But there may be delay ; and if

there should be, then must these unfortunate people remain, expos-

ed to the galling oppression of the laws of Georgia, without the

possibility of a redress of their grievances. It is well remarked
by Mr. Wirt, that every officer of Georgia, who attempts to serve

a civil process within the Indian territory, stands amenable for

violating the laws of the United States. But the laws are a dead
letter without an Executive ; with an unprincipled one, they are

instruments of oppression. We need not disguise from our read-

ers, what they cannot disguise from themselves—that so long as
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our present Executive maintains the opinions and the line of con-

duct he has adopted, there is no hope for the Indians but in the

virtue of the people at large, to whom ihey have appealed. From
the people, therefore, enlightened and determined that they will

not suffer the stain of such cruelty, but that full justice shall yet be

executed, a redeeming influence must enter, and be all-powerful,

in the Congress of the coming winter. The Indians must be pro-

tected ; the laws must be executed : if there be not virtue enough

in the people to make their National Legislature see that this is

done, then we are lost indeed.

The History and Antiquities of Dissenting Churches, and
Meeting Houses, in London, Westminster, and South-
wark, including the Lives of their Ministers, from the Rise of
Nonconformity to the Present Time. With an Appendix, on

the Origin, Progress, and Present State of Christianity in

Britain. In four volumes. By Walter Wilson, of the Inner

Temple, London, 1803.

In this rare and interesting work, we have accounts, more or

less extended, of hundreds of Dissenting Ministers, who have

lived, or are now living, in and around London. The history

runs back to the origin of dissent, soon after the Reformation in

England. The author treats his subject under six divisions, the

Eastern, Southern, Northern, and Western in the city of London;
and Westminster, and Southwark. His plan is, after giving the

name and situation of a particular place of worship, and briefly

describing the changes it has undergone, to publish a list of its

ministers, followed by a biographical notice of each. Many of

these biographies are full and interesting, and constitute the only

remaining record of men, eminent and useful in their generation,

who have long since entered on their final reward.

Our principal object in noticing these volumes is, to avail our-

selves of the testimony they furnish as to the effects of Unitarian

ministrations in England. In our second volume, p. 669, we
published long extracts from Bogue and Bennett's History of

Dissenters, on the same subject. The testimony of Wilson is en-

titled to the more consideration, as he is a layman, and moreover

distinguished for his moderation and candor. We shall make our

quotations in the order in which they occur in the volumes.

Speaking of the Presbyterian establishment in Jewry Lane, the

same to which Lardner, Benson, and Price ministered, Mr. W.
says,
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"The first Pastor was Mr. Timothy Cruso, who settled there a
little before the Revolution. In his time, there was a flourishing

church and congregation." After his death, the church was dimin-

ished on account of a division in the choice of a successor. "In the

time of Dr. Lardner and Dr. Benson, it was in a very low state;

for though they were men of learning and talents, and deserve hon-

orable mention on account of their labors in defending Christianity

against infidels, yet their sentiments and mode of preaching zoere ex-

tremely unpopular, and but ill adapted to preserve the churchfrom a
languishing state. After some feeble attempts to revive the expir-

ing interest, the society dissolved in the year 1774, and the meet-
ing house was disposed of to the Methodists." vol. i. p. 55.

The Presbyterian Society in New Broad Street, was collected

soon after Bartholomew day, by the Rev. Thomas Vincent.

Several of his successors, as Dr. Daniel Williams and Dr. John
Evans, were ministers of eminence and usefulness.

"The congregation at the old meeting was very large and sub-

stantial, and continued so for some years after their removal to the

new place ; but for the last thirty or forty years, it gradually de-

clined. At length, upon the expiration of the lease, about the year

1780, it was reduced to so low a state that a renewal became unad-
visable, and the church dissolved. In point of doctrinal sentiment,

the ministers of this society have deviated not very materially from
the Harmony of Confessions of the Reformed Churches, with the

exception of Mr. John Palmer, the last minister, [settled in 1755,]
who loas reckoned a Socinian." vol. ii. p. 190.

Pinner's Hall was, for more than a century, one of the most cel-

ebrated places of worship among the Dissenters. The congrega-

tion to which it belonged was collected in the reign of Charles the

Second, by the Rev. Anthony Palmer. He was assisted by a

Mr. Fownes, and succeeded by the Rev. Richard Wavel. All

these ministers were zealous Calvinists.

" Their successors, though divines of considerable eminence in

their day, were of a very different stamp, and preached in a manner
to empty pews. It is a most surprising circumstance, how a num-
ber of Christians, and many of them of long experience, should,

from a warm,, evangelical Pastor, fix upon one who, however
learned and amiable, strove to keep his people in the dark, as to his

sentiments concerning the leading doctrines of the Gospel. But
Pinner's Hall affords not the only melancholy instance of this na-

ture. The lease of the meeting house expiring in 1778, the church,

after subsisting more than a century, became extinct." vol. iii.

p. 254.

The Presbyterian meeting house in JVIonkwell Street, is proba-

bly the oldest now in existence among the Dissenters in London.
It was erected, soon after the great fire, in 166G, for the famous
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Mr. Thomas Doolittle, by whose labors the congregation was

gathered. The society was very numerous at the time of his

death, and continued to flourish under his immediate successors,

who were men of strictly evangelical sentiments.

" But latterly, several circumstances have operated to the decline

of this congregation. At present, the number of pews greatly ex-

ceeds that of the hearers, who are so few, that the ends of public

worship seem scarcely answered by their meeting together. With

the falling off of the congregation, there has been an equal declen-

sion from the doctrines taught by the earlier Pastors of this society.

For many years past, those doctrines, that ave peculiarly styled

evangelical, have ceased to resound from their pulpit, and given

place to what is called a more rational mode ofpreaching." vol. iii.

p. 188.

The Presbyterian congregation, which assembled at the meet-

ing house in .Bartholomew Close, was gathered near the end of

the reign of Charles the Second, by Mr. John Quick. The
church continued to worship here, under a succession of ministers,

till the year 1753, when, in consequence of its reduced state, it

was dissolved.

" This congregation was never large, nor indeed would the size

of the meeting house admit of it. But latterly it declined very fast,

by deaths and desertions, nor did others appear to take their places.

In the times of the latter ministers, there was an equal declension

from the doctrines of the reformation. The earlier ministers were

decided Calvinists ; Dr. Fleming [the last] it is well known, was a

zealous Socinian." vol. iii. p. 371.

In the early stages of nonconformity, the society in Princes-

Street, Westminster, was one of the most flourishing among the

English Presbyterians. Few congregations can boast such a suc-

cession of learned, exemplary ministers;—an Alsop, a Shower, a

Mayo, a Calamy, men who were instrumental in building up the

great cause of Christianity, as well as of Protestant dissent.

" Prior to Dr. Kippis, the ministers of this society were Trinita-

rians, and may be considered moderate Calvinists ; at present the

church ranks with what are called the Heterodox Dissenters. Since

the death of Dr. Kippis, the people, who are but few in number, have

been in rather an unsettled state with regard to a pastor, none hav-

ing continued with them for any length of time. Indeed, the pur-

poses of religious worship seem scarcely answered in keeping open

the doors to so few persons ; nor can it be very encouraging to a
minister to preach to empty benches. Notwithstanding the pains

that are taken by some zealous persons to uphold the cause of what
is, by a perverseness of language, called " Unitaranism," their suc-

cess is by no means apparent in our old Presbyterian churches,

which seem fast hastening to a dissolution."
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The meeting house in Maid Lane, Southvvark, was erected

about the year 1672, for Mr. Thomas Wadsworth, who gathered

a church here, soon after the passing of the Bartholomew Act.

" It (the church) subsisted at this place, for nearly the period of

a century, under a succession of ministers, many of whom for talents

and respectability, ranked high amongst the churches of their day.

In its earlier days, the congregation was large and respectable, and
the meeting house well filled ; but under the ministry of Mr. Ward
it declined so rapidly, that its dissolution became easy and natural,

and took place about the year 1752. With regard to religious sen-

timent, there does not appear to have been any great difference be-

fore the settlement of Mr. Ward, who was then an Arian, and after-

wards became a Socinian. The former ministers appear to have
been zealously attached to the old Protestant doctrines, counting it

their honor to set forth Jesus Christ and him crucified, as the sum
and substance of their discourses."

The Presbyterian congregation at St. Thomas', Southwark,

was collected in the reign of the second Charles, by Mr. Nathan-

iel Vincent, brother to Thomas Vincent, who wrote an account of

the plague.

" Mr. Vincent left a large congregation at the time of his death

;

and it continued in a respectable state for more than half a century

under his successors. Since that time, it has gradually declined

;

and for some years past, the number of people has been so few, that

the puiposes ofpublic tvorship seem scarcely anstoercd by keeping the

doors open. One of the services on the Lord's day has consequently

been dropped. There has been a very considerable variation at dif-

ferent periods in the religious sentiments of this society. The ear-

lier ministers were zealously attached to the old Protestant doctrines,

aud God remarkably owned their labors for the enlargement of the

church : But for the last half century and upwards, both ministers

and people have been gradually receding from their doctrines, and
the effect has been, that one of the largest places of tvorship amongst

the Dissenters in the metropolis, has become nearly deserted." " The
remnant of the congregation have thrown off the antiquated term,

meeting house, and substituted that of Unitarian chapel." vol. iv.

p. 295.

Presbyterian Society, King John's Court, Southwark.

"This society was for many years in a very flourishing state ; but

in proportion as the old Protestant doctrines were departed from,

and another gospel introduced, different from that which their ear-

lier ministers gloried in, the congregation declined. The five first

ministers were decided Calvinists ; those that succeeded were far

gone in Arianism."

vol. m.

—

no. x. 08
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Presbyterian Society, Jamaica Row, Rotherhithe.

" This congregation was for many years large and respectable,

but for the last forty years of its existence gradually declined, till

tliere were scarcely any hearers left. This induced the last pastor,

Dr. Flexman, to resign, which he did in 1783, and the congregation

dissolved. There was a considerable variation in religious senti-

ment between the former and latter ministers. Mr. Ratcliffe was
supposed to be in the middle way, that is a Baxterian. Those that

preceded him were Calvinists, and his successors Arians. The con-

gregation of Independents that now occupies the place, was raised,

after the dissolution of Dr. Flexman's church, and invited Mr. John
Townsend to the pastoral office. He is the present minister, and
has a flourishing congregation."

Independent Society, Lower Rotherhithe.

" When Mr. Sandercock (a Unitarian) settled at Rotherhithe, his

congregation was but small, nor did his preaching or religious opinions

tend in any degree to increase it. On the contrary, it continued to

decline under his hands for several years, till their numbers were so

far reduced that they broke up their church state about 1762.

After this, Mr. Sandercock retired to York, where he occasionally

assisted Mr. Newcome Cappe."

Presbyterian Society in Leather Lane.

"The Presbyterian Society in Leather Lane was collected in the

reign of Charles second, by Mr. John Turner." " Mr. Turner had
various ministers to assist him, and left at his death a flourishing

congregation. His meeting house was a moderate size building,

with three galleries ; and in former times it was frequented by many
people of substance. During the latter time of Mr. Pope's ministry,

the congregation very much declined ; and after Mr. Hughes left

them, about 1801, they had one settled pastor. The doors, how-
ever, were kept open till 1812, when the meeting house was dis-

posed of to a more thriving congregation of Methodists." "By far the

majority of ministers were decidedly attached to the old Protestant

doctrines ; nor does there appear to have been any essential devia-

tion till after the death of Mr. Pope. The lioo last pastors were

Arians."

Appended to these volumes is a treatise "on the origin, pro-

gress, and present state of Christianity in Britain." In the last

chapter, " On the present state of the Dissenting Interest," the

author expresses his views more at large respecting the causes of

decline in some of the congregations.

"That which contributed most to the decline of the Dissenting

interest, was the open departure of many from the doctrines of the

Gospel. This began to take place immediately after the Salter's-

Hall controversy, and continued to make rapid strides amongst the
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Presbyterians, till it has at length landed them in a region some-

thing below Socinianism." "The Presbyterians have continued to

decline in a very progressive manner, till their congregations have

been ruined, and their meeting houses shut up. The progress of

error was gradual. It hrst began with that convenient stalking

horse, charity, which was as successfully applied to screen those

who departed from the doctrines of the Gospel, as it is in the present

day to cover a defection from the distinguishing features of noncon-
formity. As liberality grew in fashion, the divines of the new
school began to preach up the innocency of mental error ; and the

celebrated lines of Pope were appealed to with as much confidence

as any one would quote a text of Scripture to support a doctrine.
" From High-Arianism, there was a gradual advance, step by step,

to the lowest state of Socinianism ; and in our own day, the system

has been still farther purified, and rendered less objectionable to un-

believers. Under the specious pretence of rescuing Christianity

from the corrupt glosses of Christians, the most bare-faced attacks

have been made upon everything that is peculiar to the system. If

Woolston explained away the miracles of our Lord, in order to ren-

der Christianity rational, its modern defenders have been equally

unmerciful with his doctrines; and to prepare the way, one of them
has had the shameful hardihood to compare the conception of Mary,
with the debaucheries of a Roman knight in the temple of Isis. Tlr
result of a departure from the doctrines of the Gospel, has been the

declension of the Presbyterian interest, and in many places its total

extinction. Indeed the name is now retained only by a few Arian
congregations which scarcely exist, and are hastening to a dissolu-

tion.

" When the Presbyterians departed from the doctrirtesof the Gos-
pel, the mantle of the ejected ministers was transferred to the Inde-

pendents. These were at first a much smaller body than the other,

but the number of (heir churches gradually increased, and their in-

terest became very considerable. It is greatly to their honor, that

amidst surrounding declensions, they continued steadfast in the faith

once delivered to the saints. The discipline of their churches was
much stricter than that of the Presbyterians; and they kept a con-

stant watch over the attendance and deportment of their members.
In their academies they paid a particular attention to religious du-

ties, and admitted none as candidates for the ministerial office, who
did not previously discover marks of genuine religion. By these

means, they possessed a constant succession of pastors, who were
eminently devoted to their work ; and whilst their brethren were
exalting the religion of nature, they gloried only in the cross of
Christ."

Our extracts from these volumes have hitherto related to a sin-

gle subject. We are unwilling to close without presenting another,

which may serve as a specimen of the manner of preaching adop-
ted by the old, evangelical Presbyterians of England—that preach-
ing under which their congregations rose, and their churches pros-

pered. It is from the last discourse of the great Dr. Calamy, de-
livered early in the year 1732'.
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" Were I assured," says he, " that this was the last sermon that I

should ever preach to you, I know not any better subject I could

fasten upon, than Rom. xvi. 24. " The grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ be with you all
;"—and I can heartily say "Amen" to it. For

I can freely say, as to you, as he with regard to Israel of old,

" Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to God for you is, that you

may be saved." And may you but have the grace of our Lord Je-

sus Christ with you, and I shall not doubt of it. But though this is

my desire in the case of you all without exception
;
yet there are

sundry of you, as to whom I might say, it is not the object of my
hope. I know not how to suppose, that such of you as are sermon
proof, and on whom the word of God maketh little or no impression ;

that allowedly run a round of repenting and sinning, and sinning

and repenting ; that though you name the name of Christ, yet de-

part not from iniquity ; and though you profess to belong to him,

yet live like the rest of the world ; that run into temptations, instead

of shunning them, and have Christ in your mouths, but the devil in

your hearts, and rest in the form of godliness, while you are con-

tentedly strangers to the power of it : I can't, I say, see how such
of you can have the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ with you. You
rather thrust it from you, and signify to him that you neither value

him nor his grace a rush, and are able enough to shift for yourselves.

No, you must be thoroughly changed and altered before you can
have any lot or portion in this matter. The good Lord grant you
may be convinced of the necessity of such a change, and stirred up
to pray earnestly to him to effect it, and then may experience it.

There are, I apprehend, others of you, with respect to whom there

is more ground for fear than hope. And I take this to be the case

of such as remain contentedly ignorant of the mysteries of the king-

dom of heaven, without earnestly laboring for divine knowledge

;

and of those who totally absent themselves from the Lord's table for

fear of coming under too strict bonds to be religious ; and of those

that shut God out of their houses, and take no care about training

up their children and servants in the knowledge and fear of God
;

that will plead any little trifle that offers, in excuse of non-attendance

on God in his house ; and as forward to spy motes in the eyes of

their brethren, while they make nothing of beams in their own eyes.

It may well enough be feared that such persons as these have not

the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ with them, and if they really de-

sire it, they ought to take care that such things as these be mended.
But then there are others of you, as to whom, I bless God, I can

satisfactorily hope, that the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ will be

constantly with you. All of you that endeavor more and more to

deny yourselves, and mortify your earthly affections ; lead a life of

faith ; have your conversation in heaven , and adorn the doctrine of

God your Saviour in all things : You that watch over your hearts

and tongues, your thoughts and ways ; and are determined that

whatever others do, you and yours will serve the Lord
;
you that are

disposed to take up your cross when you are called to it ; and count

all things but loss that you may win Christ
;
you that can take upon

you the most troublesome service, when your call is plain, trusting
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him for assistance ; and are careful to manage the talents with which
you are entrusted, so as may be most for the honor of him that be-

stows them on you
;
you that walk humbly with God, and mourn

after him, though you cannot delight in him to that degree you
would aim at ; and say with the Psalmist, that you have none in

heaven but him, none on earth that you desire besides him : All

such as you, most certainly have the grace of God with you ; and may
you have it more and more ! May it be upon you and yours ! May
you have it in your own dwellings, and in your attendance on God
in his house ! You will be much in my thoughts, and I hope 1 shall

not be out of yours. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with

you all. Amen."

RECEJfT PUBLICATIONS.

1. The Christian Examiner and General Review. Sep-
tember, 1830.

This number of the Examiner contains two articles, of which we
think it proper to give our readers a short account, accompanied by
remarks.* The first is entitled " Difficulties in Parishes." The
writer " begins by glancing at the history'' of parishes, " particularly

in Massachusetts ;" and concludes with an estimate of the good and
the evil resulting from the present divisions in parishes.

In the history here given of our parochial establishments, there

are some inaccuracies requiring notice. It is alleged, for instance,

that " the first planters" of Massachusetts " were, almost without
exception, communicants." This would be a trivial error, were it

not that great results, in our time, have been made to depend on it.

All who are thoroughly acquainted with the early history of Massa-
chusetts know that the statement is incorrect. The reader may see

it refuted in the Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. i. p. 61, and in a note, p.

506 of the present number.
Again it is said,

" The third article of the Bill of Rights, guaranties to every parish or relio-ious
society, as they are exclusively responsible for the support of the minister, the
exclusive right of electing him. Respect for an ancient usage, it is true, has,
until lately, induced parishes almost universally to concede to the church the
privilege of leading in the choice of a minister, and voting as a separate body.
The church, however, in law, has no such right, and can claim it only as a
matter of courtesy ; for the parish is competent to call and settle a minister,
not only without the consent of the church, but against the declared wishes
and solemn remonstrance of every member of it. Communicants, of course,
are not excluded from voting in the choice of a minister, for they have a rio-ht

to vote, and do vote, as members of the parish ; but the Constitution bars their
right of voting twice on the same question, first in ono capacity, and then in
another."

* There is a long and valuable article in this number of the Examiner on the Rights of
the Indians. Another on the same side, and of equal value, will be found iu the North
American Review, published the present month.
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On this statement we have several remarks to offer. In the first

place, the words" religious societies," in the third article of the bill

of rights, were understood, at the time when our State Constitution

was adopted, to include churches, and to secure to the churches the

right of electing their pastors, as really as to parishes that of electing

their ministers. " By ' religious societies' we are to understand the

churches of Christ." Again, " By 'religious societies' I suppose we

are to understand the churches of Christ." And again, {' The Legis-

lature have a right to require ' religious societies' or churches to

perform a civil duty." This is the very language of the times,

quoted from the public discussions attending the adoption of our

State Constitution. We present it to show how the Constitution

was then understood, and in what sense it was received and consent-

ed to by the people.

2. Venerable men, clergymen and others, who lived at the time

when the Constitution was adopted, declared shortly afterwards,

have declared since, and are ready to declare now, that the idea

was at that period unknown, that the Constitution went to deprive

the churches of their immemorial rights, in regard to the election

of their pastors. When this thought was suggested, in 1784, by

Gov. Sullivan to the late Dr. Thatcher of Boston, he replied, " Min-

isters did not suppose that there would be such a total change in the

system of their church government, as Mr. S. hath suggested ; nei-

ther had this gentleman himself ideas of this nature at that time,

(the time of the adoption of the Constitution) unless I am much
mistaken."—The venerable Dr. Dana, of Ipswich, wrote as follows,

in 1827.

" I have a perfect remembrance of what passed in 17S0, when the Constitu-

tion was pending. After the frame of it was voted in Convention, it was sent

to all the towns for their adoption, with such variations as two-thirds of them
might wish for. It was read in town meeting where I live, and a committee
was appointed to consider it and report. I was on that committee. Besides

this, it was read publicly, and considered by parts for several days. Explana-

tions were likewise given, as they were desired, by a venerable member who
had attended the Convention. At all these meetings I was present. But at

none of them all did I meet icith one intimation, or expressed apprehension, of
such a kind of exclusive right of towns, parishes, tyc. as we are noio called to

believe in. In fact, had tee then believed that such an exclusion of the church,

was intended, it is past conjecture, thai nine-tenths of this ancient town would
have rejected it. Nor is it believed that it was with such an understanding, that

the Convention itself agreed, or could have agreed in it. In every vicio, their

silence on the subject is conclusive evidence.

Respectfully,

J. Dana."

3. Unitarians themselves, until within a few years, contradicted

the pretensions now set up, as to the controlling and absorbing

power of parishes, and the utter destitution of power and right on

the part of the churches. The council which ordained Mr. Lam-
son, in the year 1818, declare that church and parish have each " a

right to elect a pastor for itself, "and that " this right is secured to

the church by the essential principles of Congregational polity." Did

the gentlemen composing this council, the corps d 'elite of American
Unitarians, believe that the Constitution of Massachusetts went to

annul " the essential principles of Congregational polity" ?
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This council, which was called by the parish and settled Mr.

Lamson only as teacher of the parish, expressly disclaimed the
" power to set a pastor over the church against its consent." But

it is contended in the article belore us, that " the parish is compe-

tent to call and settle a minister" [who, as the connexion implies,

will have charge of the church] " against the declared wishes and
solemn remonstrance of every member of it."

We are further told in this article, that it is enough for the com-
municants, that " they have a right to vote, as members of the par-

ish." But Mr. Lamson's communicants did not think it enough,

that they had voted, as members of the parish. They held what

they called a church meeting, after his ordination, and formally

elected him to be their pastor.*

Speaking of the attempts which have been made at different times

to divide and break up the Congregational parishes of Massachu-

setts, the writer mentions the disturbances in the early days of Mrs.

Hutchinson and her followers ; the operations of the Baptists ; the

separations which followed the labors of Whitefield ; and then adds,

" After all, the mortal wound inflicted on Congregational ascendancy, was
inflicted, as such wounds commonly are, in the house of its friends. From time

immemorial, ministers and churches of this denomination had been of different

persuasions on points deemed by some fundamental. This, however, though
sometimes the occasion of sharp controversies, and partial and local estrange-

ment, had never led to anything like a dismemberment of the sect. But in

1814 and 1815, several publications appeared, impeaching the orthodoxy of
some of the Congregational clergy, and accusing them of practising dishonest

concealments, and calling on the people, in the words of the apostle,—' Where-
fore, come out from among them, and be ye separate, and touch not the unclean
thing.' From that hour, the ascendancy of Congregationalists, for some time
the sole, and until then the predominant sect, was at an end in this State. The
house was divided against itself, and it fell."

The design of this passage is to throw the blame of the separation

which has taken place in the old Congregational establishments of

Massachusetts upon the heads of the Orthodox. But before they

consent to bear the blame, they must be allowed to state the case as

it is.—Until within less than fifty years, there was not an avowed
Unitarian in New England, taking the term Unitarian in its widest

sense. What some individuals were privately, among their confi-

dential friends, we pretend not to say ; but no man preached and
professed, openly and explicitly, any form of Unitarian doctrine.

And until within less than twenty years, no Congregational minis-

ter of Massachusetts professed to deny the doctrine of atonement,
and some other of the distinguishing doctrines of the Gospel. In

1812, Mr. Parkman describes most of the Congregational ministers

of Boston as " holding high and exalted views of the person and
mediation of Jesus Christ, resting on the merits of his atonement, his

cross, and passion, and zealous to pay the honor which they believe

* For the authorities on which quotations have here been made, and for a full exami-
nation of this important subject, we must refer our readers to a review in the Spirit of
the Pilgrims, vol. ii. pp. 374—38 1,—an article to which no reply has ever been made or
attempted, and we presume never will be.
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due to his name."* And so late as 1815, Dr. Channing complains
repeatedly and bitterly of Dr. Worcester, for intimating that Unita-
rians " give up the doctrine of the atonement." This doctrine " is

not rejected by Unitarians." " Unitarianism does not exclude the
doctrine."t To what purpose, then, is it to assert, that " from time
immemorial," there have been differences of opinion among Con-
gregational ministers. " From time immemorial," there have not
been open Unitarians in Massachusetts. Nor until within a short

period have there been those among us, who professed to believe,

and to disbelieve, what Unitarians now do. Who among our fathers

denied the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ? Who regarded the
Saviour as no more than a mortal man ? Who denied the doctrine

of atonement by his death, and justification by faith in his blood ?

Who denied the divine institution of the Sabbath, the separate exist-

ence of the soul, the doctrine of fallen spirits, and of a general
judgement, and the eternal punishment of those who die in their

sins ?! Yes ; and who among our fathers is known to have held
fellowship, or to have been willing for a moment to hold it, with those

who did reject these solemn and vital truths ? That there has been
and is a separation, wide and visible, among those denominated
Congregationalists in Massachusetts, is most true. But who are

responsible for this separation ? At whose door does the sin of it

lie? At whose hands must it hereafter be required? Are those in

fault, who have adhered to the doctrines and discipline of the New
England churches—continued steadfast in the faith of their ances-

tors—and done precisely what they have good reason to believe

those venerable Orthodox Congregationalists would have done, in

similar circumstances ? Or does the blame of the separation lie

altogether on the other side ? upon those who have gone out from
us, because they were not of us ? who have secretly but radically

departed from the principles on which these churches were founded ?

who have embraced and inculcate another Gospel ? who have so

widely strayed, so fearfully corrupted themselves in point of doc-
trine, as to lay a necessity upon their former brethren to withhold

their fellowship ?—These are indeed searching and solemn ques-

tions, but obviously they are the proper ones, bringing out the true

grounds of this lamented separation, and fixing the blame of it

where it will be found to lie, in the day when the secrets of all

hearts shall be revealed. The Orthodox of New England, be it

repeated and remembered, are not the separatists in this dreadful

schism. They stand, to the present hour, upon the foundations of

their fathers, and are struggling to preserve these venerable founda-

tions, against the assaults of those who have wandered from them,

and are seeking to destroy them. If the old Congregational house

* Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. ii. p. 226.

t See Remarks on Dr. Worcester's Second Letter, pp. 17, 18.

% That American Unitarians, or many of them, do reject the doctrines here specified,

is fully shown in a Tract recently published, entitled " An Exhibition of Unitarianism in

Quotations from its Standard Authors and Works." A writer in the number of the

Christian Examiner now before us, speaking of the " general judgement," says, " 1 do not

believe tJiere ever will be any." It " is a mere coinage of the human brain. Ctrtainhj the

Scriptures assert no such thing." vol. Lx. p. 30.
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has become divided against itself, (as to some extent it has) then

let those of the household who, by their innovations and artifices,

have excited and created the division, look well to the consequences,

and consider well what account they are to render, at the bar of
public opinion on earth, and before the throne of God hereafter, for

the part they have taken in originating evils—which may outlive

the world—which may endure forever.

In the concluding part of the article before us, the author en-

deavors to dissuade Unitarian minorities from separating from the

parishes of the Orthodox, and establishing worship by themselves.

And if the considerations he urges are correct, he certainly has the

best reasons for his advice. " More persons," he tells us, " in

this country have been made Unitarians by Calvinistic than by Uni-
tarian preaching ;" and he declares that, were it not " for the exist-

ence of a Unitarian sect, there could be no obstacle to the rapid and
universal prevalence of Unitarianism." p. 19. Now if these things

are indeed so, and if the conductors of the Examiner truly believe

them, then doubtless they do well to dissuade any, and all, over

whom they have influence, from deserting the parishes and preach-

ing of the Orthodox. But on the same principles, why would it not

be wise for them to proceed further 1 Why not break up their

Unitarian associations and establishments—the appendages of the

sect—and all consent to sit down together under the droppings

of the Calvinistic sanctuaries ? The sole obstacle in the way of

what they hold to be the Gospel would thus be removed, and the

truth would have free course, run, and be glorified.

On this subject we only add, that to Orthodox minorities in Uni-
tarian parishes, we give directly the opposite advice. To such we
would say, without hesitation, ' If you cannot enjoy the faithful

preaching of the Gospel in your present connexion, by all means
separate. Do it speedily ; do it decidedly ; and be not deterred by
expected sacrifices and difficulties, or by the consideration that you
are few and feeble. Better meet in a private room, as the primitive

disciples often did, or even "in dens and caves of the earth," and
there hear of salvation through a crucified Redeemer, than to assem-
ble in the most gorgeous temples, with admiring multitudes, to be

soothed and deluded by that " instruction which causeth to err from
the words of knowledge." Better dispense altogether with the ser-

vices of a public teacher, and read and pray for mutual edification,

than to sit under the ministrations of one whom you are obliged to

regard as a ' blind leader of the blind.'— We are far from recom-
mending that the ancient parochial establishments of New England
should be rashly assailed, or needlessly broken up We do not ad-

vise our friends to depart from them, in any case, without an ur-

gent, imperious necessity. But it should be borne in mind, that

these establishments were instituted only as means to a vastly impor-
tant end. Consequently, when they fall into such hands that, instead

of being a means to this end, they are an eflectual bar and hindrance
to it ; they then have lost their importance, become a nuisance, and
the same evangelical spirit which led to their formation demands
that they be taken out of the way. We repeat, let no one be en-

voi,, in. no. x. 69
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couraged by our advice to break away from the existing parishes ca-

priciously or needlessly. Let no one secede, so long as he can hear

the Gospel faithfully preached in his present connexion. But when
there is no longer a reasonable prospect of this, then we say, ' De-
part at once. Confer not with flesh and blood. You have a

full right and liberty to go, and this is plainly your duty. Crosses

and reproaches you must expect to bear. Sacrifices of time, labor,

and property you will be called to make. But surely you may bet-

ter dispense with superfluities, and even with some present conve-

niences, than with the bread and water of life. Better leave your

children with a diminished patrimony, than without the faithful

preaching of the Gospel. If the Lord deal with you, as he has with

others in similar circumstances, he will first try you, humble you,

purify you, and then bless you. Be faithful, be prayerful, trust

simply in him, and do your duty ; and if he deal with you as he has

with others, the mountains before you will shortly be levelled into

plains, and your little one shall become a thousand.'

It ought to be said of the article on which we have here remarked,

that it is written with apparent coolness and deliberation, and con-

tains passages (some of which we intended to have quoted) which
are very true, and well worthy the consideration of our readers.

The other article in the late number of the Examiner, of which
we proposed to give our readers some account, is entitled " The evil

consequences of an Injudicious Use of the Old Testament." It is

here insisted, that the religion of the Old Testament " was adapted

to a single people, and to an ignorant age," and " no more suited to

Christians, than infant instruction to the manhood of the mind."
" Superstition has found its strong hold in the Hebrew Scriptures,

and can never be dislodged, till those remarkable writings are better

and more generally understood." " By taking the lessons of moral-

ity from the Old Testament, we lower our standard ofduty." " How
then can men, with any consistency, go to the Old Testament for

their moral examples ?" " It is universally understood that our

Saviour came to reform the Old Testament morality." The review-

ers in the Examiner complain that, " not merely the ignorant, but

those who might know better, regard those writings [the Old Tes-
tament] as equally important with the Gospel." " They get their

ideas of God and duty from the Old Testament. If they want in-

struction, encouragement, or consolation, they go to the Old Testa-

ment. They are in the constant habit of drinking from that broken

and moss-grown cistern, though the living water is flowing at their

feet."

To an " injudicious use of the Old Testament" (and by an inju-

dicious use, they evidently mean an undue attention and veneration)

these reviewers attribute most of the errors which now infest the

Christian church. To this they " ascribe much of the narrowness

of feeling, the servility of devotion, which dishonors the religious

spirit of the present day." From the Hebrew Scriptures, " men
borrow incorrect impressions of the nature of God." " Little, com-

paratively speaking, is said" in these Scriptures, " of the moral
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perfections of his nature, which entitle and recommend him to the

reverence and love of enlightened minds." " On the contrary,

everything gives the impression that he exists in a human form."

"The Old Testament reminds us, not so much of God's mercy, as

of his exalted power. It holds out, comparatively, but little encour-

agement to repentance and prayer, and in the 10/iolc of its spirit and

letter, awakens fear rather than love." " God seldom appears there

as a kind and merciful Father." " There are few, we believe, who
cannot feel in themselves the bad consequences of being more famil-

iar with the Hebrew than the Christian representations of God."
" Can any man doubt that we perpetuate this delusion" respecting

the Divine character, " by taking our idea of God from ancient

prophets, instead of later and milder interpreters of his will ?"

The language of the Old Testament in some instances, " which
can be excused only by the savage character of the age in which it

was spoken, has been brought as a precedent for the indulgence of

revenge in the cause of religion."—" There is another common and
pernicious error, which may be traced directly to the use of the Old
Testament, without regard to the design of its parts, and the times

when and for which they were written. It is the doctrine that mis-

fortunes are sent as judgements for sin."— After saying all this, and
much more to the same purpose, respecting those Scriptures, all of

which an apostle describes as " given by inspiration of God, and

profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in

righteousness," these reviewers add, " Let no one charge us with

undervaluing the Old Testament , because we say that it does not

contain Christianity, and that men do wrong to go to it to learn

the duties, feelings and consolations of the Christian religion. Deny
it who can" !

We have not space, nor do we think it necessary, to go into a

particular examination of the views here expressed. Our principal

object has been to expose them, and to show our readers in what
light by far the greater portion of that holy book which we call the

Bible is now regarded by not a few in the midst of us. It would
be easy to prove, did time permit, that nearly every position

assumed in the foregoing quotations is false ;—that the religion of

the two Testaments is the same—that the views of God exhibited

in both are the same—that their moral instructions are in general

the same—that the connexion between the two is so inseparably

intimate, that the one cannot be properly studied or understood
independent of the other, nor can one be discarded or disparaged
without destroying the credit of the other. Where do we find more
sublime expressions of the spirituality and all-pervading presence of

the Supreme Being, than occur in the Old Testament? " Whither
shall I go from thy Spirit? Or whither shall I flee from thy

presence? If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I make
my bed in hell, behold thou art there." Where do we find a purer
morality, on earth or in heaven, than that inculcated in the ten

commandments, and more summarily in the general law of the Old
Testament, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, with all thy heart,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy might" 1 And where does
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God display his mercy, his forbearance, his tender concern for

transgressors, and his readiness on easy terms to forgive, in a more
affecting manner, than in the Old Testament? "The Lord, the

Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-sulfering, and abundant

in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving

iniquity, transgression and sin." " How shall I give thee up,

Ephraim 1 How shall I deliver thee, Israel ? How shall I make
thee as Admah ? How shall I set thee as Zeboim? My heart is

turned within me, and my repentings are kindled together." " As
I live, saith the Lord God, 1 have no pleasure in the death of the

wicked, but that the wicked turn from his way and live. Turn ye,

turn ye from your evil ways ; for why will ye die, O house of

Israel ?"

We have long known that the Liberalists of this region had no
great respect for the Old Testament, considered even as " a human
composition ;" and we have long looked for some decisive ex-

pression of their feelings in regard to it. But much as we were
prepared to expect, we acknowledge that the views exhibited in this

article have surprised us. We did not expect to be told that

"superstition has found its strong hold in the Hebrew Scriptures ;"

that they are "no more suited to Christians, than infant instruction

to the manhood of the mind ;" and that by going to them for

lessons of morality, " we lower our standard of duty." We did not

expect to hear it objected to us, that we " get our ideas of God and
duty from the Old Testament," and that we seek " instruction,

encouragement, and consolation" from the same divine source.

We did not expect to hear of "narrowness of feeling," and
"servility of devotion," of "delusion" perpetuated, "revenge"
encouraged, " pernicious errors" inculcated, and other " bad con-

sequences," as resulting from the study of any portion of the

inspired writings. We did not expect to hear that the doctrine of

Christ is not contained in the Old Testament, and that " men do

wrong to go to it to learn the duties, feelings, and consolations of

the Christian religion."

True, we are told of " the grandeur of its inspirations," and
" the plaintive music of its hymns ;" but if what is asserted in

other connexions be correct, these are fitted only for the infancy of

mind, and are so commingled with much that is objectionable, as to

render the whole a dangerous volume. On the principles laid

down in this article, who would dare say, as our Saviour did, to a

mixed assembly, " Search the Scriptures," (meaning the Old Tes-

tament,) "for iu them ye think ye have eternal life* and they are

they which testify of me" 1 Or what preacher of the Gospel would
commend his hearers, as Paul did his, for searching the Scriptwes

of the Old Testament daily, to see whether his doctrine was true

or false ? It is not difficult to see whither these principles tend,

and to what, unless resisted, they must grow. Let them be be-

lieved, and carried out in practice, and what is the Bible worth to

* The writer of this article asserts that the Hebrew Scriptures " never taught the

immortality of the soul." How then did the Jews find in them the doctrine of " eternal

life"?
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us? No more than any ancient story—the relic of a remote people,

and of a distant age. " Mixed up with the doubtfulness of old

traditions, and with systems of superannuated errors," nothing can

be certainly known or proved by it, and we are left on a sea of

doubts, at the mercy of our own imaginings.

To the strictly Christian community, the Bible, we apprehend,

was never more precious than at the present moment. The
insidious attempts to slip it through their fingers, and take it from

them ere they were aware of it, have been exposed ; and they cling

to it with a firmer grasp than ever. They come to regard it more

as their last hope—that " sure word of prophecy to which they do

well to take heed, as to a light—shining in a dark place."

2. The Unitarian Advocate and Religious Miscellany. Sep-

tember, 1830.

Our single object in noticing this number of the Advocate, is to

call attention to an article containing some remarks on Professor

Stuart's Letter to Dr. Channing. Nor shall we go, at present,

into a particular examination of the misrepresentations, the unfound-

ed and ridiculous asset tions,* the concessions and contradictions,

which occur in this article. For, in the first place, the con-

ductors of the Advocate profess to have reserved some important

topics to be discussed in a future number ; and we certainly wish to

hear them through, before we attempt a general reply. And be-

sides, it is our intention, ere long, to take up the Letter of Mr. Stu-

art, and in connexion with it the various remarks to which it may
have given rise. We confine ourselves now to that part of the arti-

cle before us, in which reference is had to the Spirit of the

Pilgrims.

The conductors of the Advocate speak of ours as a " bold, bad

work," and declare that they " will not pollute their pages with for-

mal extracts." As some apology for the perturbed feelings and
denunciations of these gentlemen, it should be recollected that we
once had the misfortune to drive them, or their predecessors, into a

most unlucky corner. The circumstances were these : We com-
plained, in our introductory article, (vol. i. p. 5,) that Unitarians

misrepresented the sentiments of the Orthodox. The conductors of

the Advocate denied the charge, declaring that they had, " for years,

habitually consulted every Orthodox publication which was thrown
in their way," and that " the rery erred inserted in the Spirit of the

Pilgrims expressed precisely what they found represented in works

on the opposite side." vol. i. p. 193. In reply, we quoted numerous

passages from a printed sermon* of the then editor of the Advocate,

* We say ridiculous assertions, and "ivc the following as a specimen. " Take
another case : there arc thousands of such. A parish accustomed to hear Unitarian

preaching becomes divided, anil an Orthodox Society is set up '" Where are these

tJwusands of Unitarian parishes, which become divided, and in which Orthodox societies

are set up 7 Not in this country, surely, nor in (his world. The writer's ideas must have
been wonderfully expanded, when he gave utterance to the sentences above quoted.

* This Sermon, with all its «ross misrepresentations, was then, and is now, circulated
as a tract, by the American Unitarian Association.
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and requested him to point out anything in what he called the creed

of the Spirit of the Pilgrims, which was at all equivalent to the rep-

resentations he had made. vol. i. p. 327. This, of course, he could

not do ; and consequently he stood convicted before the public,

first, of grossly misrepresenting the sentiments of the Orthodox, and
secondly, of denying that this had been done. As this was not a

very comfortable position, an attempt was made, after several

months, to escape from it. The gentleman took one only of our
quotations from his sermon, that in which he had represented the

Orthodox as holding " that God brings men into life incapable of
goodness"—not attempting to free the others from the charge we
had fastened on them ;—and what did he do with this one ? Did he
show, as in duty bound, that the creed of the Spirit of the Pilgrims

taught the same sentiment ? No, nothing of this,—but only that

the Westminster Assembly, and Calvin, and some others, had used
similar language. In replying the second time, we addressed the

gentleman directly as follows :

u This, Mr. Editor, is not the point. What have we taught ? In what pari
of the creed of the Spirit of the Pilgrims is it said, ' that God brings men into

life incapable of goodness' ? Shoio us the passage, and then we will admit, that

in this particular you have not misrepresented us : and that in denying the
charge of misrepresentation, you have spoken the truth. But until you show
us this passage, and others, in what you call our creed, of similar import to

those we previously quoted from your sermon, we are bound to repeat the
charge of misrepresentation against you, and to say that in denying it you
have not spoken the truth." vol. i. p. 560.

Here the editor, and those so associated as to be responsible with
him, were again cornered and caught, in a situation from which
they could not possibly escape, without retracing their steps ; and
here the subject has rested from that time to the present.—We have
thought proper to refer to these things, for the purpose of reminding
the conductors of the Advocate that there are some old affairs yet un-
settled between us,—and also of excusing them, in the best manner
we are able, for the excited feelings under which they seem to labor,

whenever they have occasion to speak our name.*
These gentlemen complain, in the article before us, that we have

attempted to fasten on Unitarians "the stale charge of Universal-
ism." Now this is not representing the case so bad as it is. We
have not only attempted to fasten this charge on the great body of
AmericaryUnitarians—we have actually done it. We have proved,
beyond all question, that the charge is true. Having observed for a
long time the shuffling, inconsistent course which some were pursuing
in regard to Universalism, we concluded to take up the subject in

earnest, and give it a thorough investigation. We first defined Uni-
versalism ; and, secondly, proved that " leading Unitarians in the

* We quote a single sentence from the article before us, that the Orthodox may see in

what manner their sentiments are still represented in some Unitarian publications. The
Orthodox " system teaches us to regard a majority of our fellow men as the enemies of
goodness, outcasts and reprobates, being born subject to God's wrath and curse, and
doomed, by the necessity of their yiature, to endure never-ending torments in hell fire

forever, while a few, arbitrarily selected from the corrupt mass, are regenerated and
saved by a miraculous agency." p. 122<
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United States, with possibly a few exceptions, do," (what they al-

lege to the contrary notwithstanding) " believe the doctrine of

Universal Salvation, and are, in everything but the name, Univer-

salists." In support of this position, we urged nine specific argu-

ments, the last of which was the confessions of Unitarians themselves.

Will the conductors of the Advocate undertake to meet and refute

these arguments? Or will they take it upon them to say, that the

great body of Unitarians in the United States believe the doctrine

of eternal punishment? They will not say this. They dare not.

But if those who die in their sins are not punished forever, what
becomes of them after death ? Are they annihilated, or restored 1

Some few may adopt the former opinion, but we have it on the

authority of their own publications, that "the great body of Unita-

rians in this country " believe in the final restoration of all men to

happiness ;"*—and this is Universalism.

Another ground of complaint is, that " in defiance of all decency,"

we have charged Unitarians with infidelity. After what has appeared

in our last two numbers, we have but little to add in regard to this

subject. We have undertaken to show what constitutes infidelity ; or

to mark the distinction between the Christian and the infidel.t In

doing this, we ascertained—could we help it?—that certain distin-

guished Unitarian writers, in Europe and in this country, had

ciearly involved themselves on the side of the infidel. They had
denied the inspiration of the Scriptures, and did not hesitate to

eharge the sacred writers with mistakes and errors, inaccuracies

and contradictions, in such manner as to destroy all confidence in

them, as furnishing a perfect standard of truth and duty. Will the

conductors of the Advocate deny the facts here alleged? Or will

they pretend that, if correctly stated, they do not amount to a

species of infidelity ? They have themselves denounced the Liber-

alists of Germany as deists ;—will they task themselves to frame a

definition of deism, which shall fairly include the Germans, and
fairly exclude certain writers in the Christian Examiner ?

Again, it is said we have charged Unitarians " with a disposition to

conceal their sentiments, to equivocate, to evade, and even to deny
them when questioned." And again we reply, have we charged

them with anything in relation to this subject which we have not

proved— fully proved—proved on the testimony of Unitarians them-
selves ? Let the proof we have furnished be fairly met, if it can be.

Or if it cannot be met; if it is conclusive and irrefragable; if it

establishes the point for which it was adduced : then how is our

correspondent to blame for introducing it, when professedly giving

a history of Unitarian management, and of the manner in which the

doctrine has prevailed in this country ?

* See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iii. pp. 220, 221.

+ This distinction, as it seems to us, may be brought within a narrow compass. The
infidel disbelieves somethbiu; pertaining to the Bible, which the Christian believes. What
is this 1 Not the whole Bible, anil all it contains. Perhaps no infidel ever lived, who
would say of the Bible that he disbelieved it all. How much, then, docs he disbelieve ?

Why as much as he pleases, i. e. all that seems to him unreasonable. And this is precisely
what is done by some professed Unitarians.
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The editor of the Advocate, writing on this subject in a previous

volume, admits " that the Unitarian controversy was, at a certain

period, kept out of the pulpits in our metropolis," but insists that
" the fact that they were Unitarians icas not hidden by the clergy

from their flocks," but that they were " hioion to be, what they

really were, Unitarians." vol. ii. p. 117. But how does this comport

with the testimony of Mr. Parkman 1

" With the exception of two or three, or at most four or five heads of

families, I may safely say, that there is scarcely a parishioner in Boston icho

would not be shocked at hearing his minister preach the peculiarities of
Unitarianism."—" There is now one more gentleman in Boston, who, with his

intimate friends, may perhaps be considered a Unitarian ; but he maintains the

same cautious reserve, and from neither his sermons, his prayers, or his private
conversation, could I infer that he was a Unitarian."*

And how will the conductors of the Advocate reconcile their ac-

count of the matter with the following testimony, which came to us,

unsolicited, from a very respectable lady now living in Massachu-
setts? The letter has been in our possession more than a year

;

we had concluded not to publish it ; but as the subject continues to

be agitated, it is best that it should be brought into as clear light as

possible. For a very obvious reason, names will be omitted. They
shall be told, however, if the facts are denied.

" Dear Sir,
" The Unitarians in former years not only concealed their sentiments

from the public, but also from members of their own congregations. My
mother, the wile of Col. , formerly of Boston, after an absence
of a few years from the city, returned, I think, iu 1809, and took a house near

street church. Although she had joined the Old South at the early
age of fifteen, and, according to the custom of that church, had given in, at
the time, her " experience" in writing, yet, from her proximity to

street church, she attended the preaching of the Rev. Mr. . At length,
it was reported that Mr. did not believe in the supreme divinity of
Christ. This led her to fear lest, by hearing him, she, with her family, should
be drawn away from " the faith once delivered to the saints." As her safest
course, therefore, she wrote to him, stating what she had heard respecting his
sentiments, and saying that, if it were untrue, she should be much pleased to
sit under his ministry ; but if true, she should not dare to hear him ; and
concluded by requesting a direct and explicit avowal of his sentiments." [A
very reasonable request, certainly, from a parishioner, a communicant, an
anxious mother, to her minister.] " To this letter, he made no reply. After
ten days or a fortnight, he called and made a morning visit. He was sociable
and agreeable, but not a word was said respecting the subject of the letter.

As he rose to go, she inquired of him, whether he had received a letter from
her. He answered in the affirmative, and was proceeding to the door, when
she asked him, ' What reply, sir, do you make to the inquiry there stated?'
He then attempted to show her the impropriety of endeavoring to learn the
doctrinal views of a minister in any other way than by hearing his sermons,"
[in this way she could not learn them,] " and closed the conversation by
saying, ' If you wish to know my sentiments, you must attend my preaching;
and learn them in that way.'—This, sir, is a statement of Unitarian conceal-
ment practised before my own eyes, on a beloved parent, who is now deceased.

Very respectfully yours,

" May 5th, 1829."

* See Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. ii. p. 224.
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This communication needs no comment. The Advocate admits
that Unitarianism, " at a certain period, was kept out of the pulpits in

our metropolis ;" but insists that it " was not hidden by the clergy

from their flocks." But here we see that it was " hidden by the
clergy from their flocks"— with the exception, perhaps, of a few of
the initiated, whom Mr. Parkman calls their " intimate friends"

—

and so hidden, that an explicit avowal, one way or the other, could
not be obtained. Let the situation of the good people of Boston, at

that critical period, be, for a moment, contemplated. And let the

question be asked, What could they have done 1 Suspicions were
abroad as to the Orthodoxy of their ministers; and, as the

event has proved, well-founded suspicions. But from their preach-

ing, they could determine nothing ; and if they addressed them
privately, and in the most cautious and respectful manner, still, no
explicit answer could be obtained. This then—be it known to the

world—was the manner in which Unitarianism came in here. It

came in by stealth and artifice—by an abuse of the confidence of a

generous, unsuspecting people. It " crept in—unawares."

We are charged, in the last place, with not " sparing individual

character ;" and in proof of this, reference is made to the Review
of Dr. Channing on Associations, in our number for March, 1830.

—Those who think that Dr. Channing was treated with undue
severity in that article, will do well to consider the circumstances

under which it was written. Here, the acknowledged leader of the

Unitarian party—that party, whose boast has been a monopoly al-

most of talents, wealth, and influence, especially in this region

—

comes forward and scoffs (for we call it scoffing) at revivals of reli-

gion ; objects to nearly all our benevolent associations ; declares

that the fourth commandment is no longer binding, and that men
are under no obligations, from any divine command, to " Remember
the Sabbath day to keep it holy." Others must judge of this sub-

ject as they think proper ; but we felt that it was time to speak

;

and to speak strongly ; in this manner we attempted to speak,

and the attempt, on our part, will doubtless be repeated, whenever
a like occasion occurs.

Of the conductors of the Advocate, we take our leave for this

time, with a single remark : There is a wide difference between
accusing a respectable class of men falsely and maliciously—and
investigating and publishing the truth about them, for a benevolent

and important purpose. Establish the point, gentlemen, that we
have done theirs* of these, and we will make you all the reparation

in our power. But our having done the last, is no evidence that

we are chargeable with thefirst, nor have you any ground or reason

for drawing such a conclusion.

3. An Apology for the Jews. A Sermon. By the Rev. W. H.
Furness, of Philadelphia. Liberal Preacher, vol. iv. No. I.

We do not object to this discourse, on account of its tendency to

excite sympathy in behalf of the dispersed Jews, but on account of

the reasons urged in favor of sympathy. Mr. Furness would fain

vol. in.

—

no. x. 70
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have us believe that the religion of the modern Jew, and that of the

Christian, are very nearly the same ; and that we ought to regard

the sincere Jew much as we would a faithful brother in the Lord.

The Jew embraces the Old Testament, and the Christian the New,
and hence the religion of both, in all essential points, must be

alike. " The faith to which the Jew now adheres was the faith of

Moses, and of Samuel, of David and Isaiah, of all the illustrious

kings and prophets of Israel." " He is" therefore " near to being a

Christian, and is in fact, I am afraid, a much better Christian, than
very many of those who glory in the name."

In remarking on this specious and plausible statement, we admit
and insist (the Christian Examiner to the contrary notwithstanding)

that the religion of the two Testaments is essentially the same ; but

does the modern Jew truly believe and embrace the Old Testament?
Is his faith that of Samuel, and David, and Isaiah, and the prophets?

Is he a true disciple and follower of Moses ? Mr. F. answers, with-

out hesitation, in the affirmative ; but, with equal promptness and
decision, our Saviour answers in the negative. ' Had ye believed Mo-
ses, ye would have believed me ; for he wrote of me.' Paul, too, affirms,

that in preaching Christ and him crucified, he ' said none other

things than what the prophets and Moses did say should come.' The
writings of the Old Testament all look forward to Jesus of Nazareth
as the promised Messiah ; so that it is impossible for a person cor-

rectly to understand and receive these writings, and not be a dis-

ciple of the Son of God. Strange ! that a professed minister of
Christ should stand up and declare, that a believer in the Old Tes-
tament could reject the New—that a true follower of Moses could
despise him of whom Moses spake—and that a religion which
spurns the divine Saviour of men can be essentially the same with
that which embraces him !

4. On the Use of Poisoned Drinks. A Sermon by the Rev.
J. G. Palfrey, of Boston. Liberal Preacher, vol. iv. No. II.

Mr. Palfrey is favorably known to the public already, as an
efficient advocate in the cause of temperance. We welcome his

appearance again in the same noble cause. In the sermon before

us, he takes the high ground of regarding distilled spirits as

poisonous, and urges a total abstinence from them, " except as a
medicine, and then under a responsible professional oversight."

"We do not call spirits poison. But I see a man with a countenance
hideously bloated, arid in hue fiery red or deadly pale. His pulse indicates a
burning fever, or else the low state of typhus inflammation. He has no more
the power of voluntary motion than if he were palsied. His swoln tongue
refuses to articulate, or is helplessly protruded from his mouth. His deep and
distressed breathing is like that of apoplexy. Will any one give me a definition

of the action of poisons, which will explain to me that that man is not
poisoned ? Will any one make me understand that if he had drugged himself
with arsenic or hemlock, he might have been poisoned, but that having only
drugged himself with alcohol, he is not so? I sec another, consumptive, or
paralytic, or dropsical, with no appetite or no digestion, sober enough now
perhaps, but along with one or more of these morbid affections, nervous or
idiotic at the same time, and I learn that his habit has been to ply himself with
the potent agent which has been named. And am I to say that he is not dying
by slow poison, if slow it were, merely because he found it on the inn-keeper's
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shelves, and not on the apothecary's ? Is that a philosophical, is it so much as

a specious discrimination ?"

On the subject of wines, the remarks of Mr. P. are deeply

interesting, and cannot fail to be useful. After saying that he
should prefer the general use of wines to that of spirits—and who
would not, as the less of two evils ? he adds,

'•' But, perhaps, we have much less to do with this question about the wines,
than we imagine. Perhaps what we call by that name deserve to be suspected
by us on other grounds than what are commonly alone adduced. I apprehend,
my friends, that we see very little wine in this country. I suppose, that, for

example, the vineyards which yield the Marsala grape, do not produce more
wine in a year, than is drunk under that name, in a year, in our single State.

I should not be surprised to be assured that they do not produce more than is

drunk in our metropolis alone. I suppose that what can, with any great
propriety be called wine, is scarcely to be met with, except occasionally at the

tables of the opulent ; and we, whose regard for our purse, to speak of nothing
better, must needs prevent us from putting ourselves to very free expense for

such a luxury, I conceive need, out or regard to our health, to say no more, to

refrain from meddling very freely with what goes by the name of wine. By a
common wine, or a table wine, if that rather be the name by which the inferior

quality is disguised, I understand to be meant nothing else than a corrupt

imitation of wine. I suppose it to be undeniable that very soon after a wine
becomes common among us, it becomes corrupt and unwholesome. Many of

us can remember when the wine of Lisbon was in extensive use. At first it

was understood to come pure, and the demand for it naturally increased. To
meet this increased demand came next an adulterated mixture, and then a
most vicious counterfeit. When, at last, every one who touched it, though it

were sparingly, found that he received the admonition of a head ache, or a

fever, it was abandoned, and the wine of Vidonia was adopted in its place, and
went through the same popularity, the same process of treatment, and the

same dismission. The wines of Sicily next reached us, and for the like reason,

are about to be pronounced, by an unanimous voice, intolerable. It is scarcely

half a score of years since the name of the wine of Champagne was known to

our dealers, and already, it is said, that a very insignificant proportion of what
is sold and consumed under that name among us, ever heaved on a wave of

the Atlantic. How, where, and by whom these substances are manufactured,

by which trusting consumers are poisoned, of course no one can tell, any more
than where counterfeit money is struck ; for secrecy is the life of the traffic.

What are the ingredients, however, the faithful test of chemical analysis with
indubitable certainty discloses. Along with some inconsiderable basis of the

liquid which is to give its name to the compound whole, and a copious addition

of alcohol and water, they are such, according to the particular case, as a
decoction of the oak wood to give astringency ; elder flowers and log wood to

heighten the color; alum, gypsum, and potash, to clarify; and sugar of lead,

one of the most active poisons, to cover acidity."

5. A Scriptural Answer to the Question, How may I hioio that

J am an adopted child of God ? By Nathaniel Dwight. Norwich :

J. Durham. 1830. pp. 210.

The subject of this treatise is one of great practical importance,

and we are happy to say that the manner in which it is treated is,

in general, satisfactory. The author describes the change through

which every person must pass, in order to become a child of God,
and dwells largely upon the various scriptural evidences of being in

an adopted, justified state. The evidences suggested are not indeed

those which would be most strenuously insisted on by some reli-

gionists ; but they are those, we are persuaded, on which the
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inspired writers most frequently insist, and on which principal

reliance should be placed,—such as " Humility, Self-denial, Chris-

tian Forbearance, and Watchfulness, Forgiveness of Injuries,

Weanedness from the World," &c. The work is well recom-
mended by respected ministerial brethren in Connecticut, and we
cordially assent to all that they have said in its favor. " Amid the

activity of the age, there is danger that experimental religion may,
in some measure, be overlooked, and essays like this are peculiarly

necessary to check such a result."

6. Memoir of the Life and Character of Rev. Samuel Hopkins,
D. D., formerly paster of the First Congregational Church in

Newport, Rhode Island. With an Appendix. By John Ferguson,
pastor of the East Church in Attleborough, Mass. Boston: Leonard
W. Kimball. 1830. pp. 196.

The subject of this Memoir was an eminently great and good
man. He was one of the few distinguished individuals who labored

to withstand the outbreaking floods of error, and to keep alive the

holy fire of truth and godliness, in times of great spiritual darkness
and declension. By a prolonged life of devotedness and usefulness

in the church of God, he seems as a connecting link between the

revivals near the middle of the last century, and those which have
occurred within the memory of the present generation.

Dr. Hopkins was born, September 17, 1721, and by his pious

parents was dedicated to the ministry of the altar from his birth.

In his youth, he was so distinguished for sobriety and correctness

of deportment, that by many he was regarded as a true Christian,

and consequently was encouraged to make a public profession of
religion, while yet a stranger to its saving power. He was awak-
ened from his self-righteous slumber, while a member of college,

through the instrumentality of David Brainerd. His feelings, at

this critical and solemn period, the reader will find detailed, in his

own words, in our number for January (pp. 40, 41.) of the present

volume. He pursued his theological studies under the direction of

President Edwards, of whom he was afterwards the intimate and
confidential friend. From 1743 to 1769, he was pastor of the

church in Great Barrington, Mass. ; and from 1770 to the time of
his death—through painful vicissitudes and many trials—he con-
tinued pastor of the First Congregational Church in Newport, R. I.

While at Great Barrington, he was instrumental in the con-
version of two individuals, who were afterwards burning and
shining lights in the churches of Massachusetts. The first of these

was the Rev. David Sanford, long pastor of the West Church in

Medway. The circumstances attending this interesting event are

thus detailed

:

" The Rev. David Sanford, late pastor of the church in Medway, Mass., had
at an early age received a liberal education. The intention of his parents was
to prepare him for the ministry ; but being destitute of religion when he
arrived at manhood, his attention was directed to agriculture. As a farmer, he
was located in the town of which Mr. Hopkins was the minister. They
married Bisters. But although thus nearly related, Mr. Sanford was a bitter
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opposer of the religion and preaching of his brother Hopkins. To him the'

preaching of Mr. Hopkins appeared contemptible and foolish ; and on this

ground he justified himself in giving only an occasional attendance on his

ministry. But although he thus Bought to justify his neglect of the iustituted

means of grace, his conscience was by no means easy. As an evidence of his

state of mind at this time, and the rankling opposition of his heart, ho
afterwards mentioned, that while at work on his farm, on removing a log

which had become embedded in the ground, his attention was directed to a
number of very minute, and to him uncommon animalcules. After observing
them for a moment, he thus expressed the rankling feelings of his heart :

1 Hopkins says that nothing was made in vain, and for what were you made ?'

At the same moment crushing them beneath his feet, he continued, ' There,
that is what you were made for.' ' Yes,' said a voice within, which spoke the
language of conscience, 'they were made to show forth the enmity of your
heart against God.'
" While thus indulging feelings of opposition and bitterness against the

government of God, and for righteousness' sake, against his brother Hopkins,
the settlement of an estate, belonging to their wives' family, made it necessary
for t lie brothers-in-law to have frequent intercourse with each other. At one
of those meetings, Mr. Sanford indulged his rankling spirit by endeavoring to

irritate his brother Hopkins. At length he succeeded. Mr. Hopkins left his

brother's house in anger. To Mr. Sanford the irritation of Mr. Hopkins was a

triumph. ' There,' said he to his wife, ' there goes your saintly brother. He
professes to be a Christian, and is always insisting upon the necessity of a
change of heart ; see what a heart he has exhibited.' ' And,' said Mr. Sanford,
when afterwards relating the circumstance, ' I felt that I had triumphed, and
that was to me a night of joy. I had gained an advantage ; my foot was on
the neck of brother Hopkins, and I was determined to keep it there.' But
next, morning Mr. Hopkins called upon his brother at an early hour. 'I want
to see your family together, brother Sanford.' When the family had assem-
bled, he proceeded :

' Last evening I was angry ; mine was not the spirit of
the Gospel. I have done much to wound the cause of religion, and to

prejudice you against it. I have had no sleep to-night, and I cannot hope to

receive forgiveness of God until I have asked your forgiveness. Brother, will

you forgive me ? and O ! do not form your opinion of religion from what you
have seen of its influence in 103' example.' ' And,' said Mr. Sanford, ' as he
left my house, his eye fell upon mine, and it pierced my heart. That placid

look spoke of peace within, and of peace to which I was a stranger.'
" The conviction of an essential difference between his brother's affections

and his own, which then fastened on the mind of Mr. Sanford, never left him,
until he hoped that in a new and higher sense he could call his brother
Hopkins, brother."

The other individual to whom we have alluded, as savingly

blessed through the labors of Dr. Hopkins, was the Rev. Dr. West,
late of Stockbridge.

" Mr., afterwards Dr. Stephen West, had entered the ministry, and settled in

Stockbridge, while yet a stranger to experimental religion. Like other learned
men, who are trusting to their own righteousness, he had labored to accom-
modate his theology and his preaching to his own standard of personal religion.

Two pious females, members of his church, who had often lamented their want
of spiritual instruction and benefit from tho ministry of their pastor, at length

agreed to meet, once a week, to pray for hiin. Amidst man}- discouragements,
they continued their united supplications for their pastor to the Hearer and
Answerer of prayer ; but, as they afterwards remarked, they wire never both
discouraged at the same time. On leaving the house of God, one would say,
' We have had no food to-day.' The other's answer was usually in words of

encouragement :
' God is able to do for us all that we ask ; let us continue our

meetings for prayer.' At length their prayers wire heard; there was a sudden
and remarkable change in the preaching of their pastor. They met as usual

at the close of worship. 'What is this:' said one. 'God is the hearer of

prayer,' answered tho other. The means by which tins change was effected
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remain to be detailed. Mr. West and Mr. Hopkins were in the habit of
meeting frequently, for the purpose of discussing their different views of divine
truth. At those meetings, ii was Mr. Hopkins' practice to allow Mr. West to
state his views, and to exhaust his arguments, before attempting a reply ; and
then, in the kindest and clearest manner, to show their repugnance to the
word of God. On one of these interviews, Mr. West, who had been walking
the room in great agitation, turned to Mr. Hopkins, and said, ' Only reconcile
divine sovereignty with man's agency, and I will give up my sentiments and
embrace yours.' ' And cannot you reconcile them, Mr. West ?' < No,' said he,
' I cannot.' ' Well,' said Dr. Hopkins, with great mildness and sincerity, ' I

have to your conviction proved that God is a sovereign ; and you are con-
scious that man is a free agent; now, therefore, if you cannot reconcile God's
sovereignty with man's agency, you must be damned.' Nor was the appeal in
vain. The words, ' I must reconcile divine sovereignty with man's agency, or
be damned,' continued day and night to dwell upon his mind. Conviction that
he was a stranger to godliness, and a blind leader of the blind, fastened upon
him. With great fearfulness and misgiving of heart, he continued to preach ;

but he preached practically, and according to that view of divine truth which
then occupied his own mind ; and although to himself the way appeared dark,
it was that sermon which he first preached after his mind was awakened which
filled the hearts of those praying females with gratitude and joy. So true it

is, that the experience of Christians is a common experience; that although in
lhe case of Mr. West, all was, in his own view, darkness, yet he could not
preach according to the views of truth which he then entertained, without
carrying conviction to the pious mind that a great and essential change had
commenced in his heart."

Dr. Hopkins was one of the first men in this country who boldly

set his face against the African slave trade, and engaged in

systematic efforts for its suppression. He also possessed, in a high
degree, (for the period in which he lived,) the true missionary

spirit.

" This (the missionary) is an important and commendable work, and worthy
to be pursued with increasing zeal and steady perseverance by all Christians,

whatever difficulties, disappointments, and apparent discouragements may
•occur. And though the attempts should not be succeeded in the conversion of
one heathen, yet they who honestly and from truly Christian principles engage
in this cause, however much they risk or expend, and even if they lose their

own lives in it, yet will really lose nothing by it, but meet with a rich reward.
And if but a few souls be gathered to Christ and be saved, this will more than
compensate for all the cost and pains that can be bestowed in the cause ; for

one soul is worth more than ten thousand worlds. And though Israel be not
now gathered, and there shall be no great and remarkable success at present,

yet they shall be acceptable in the eyes of the Lord, and it will in some way,
though now unknown to us, serve to promote and hasten on the happy day
when the heathen shall bo given to Christ for his inheritance, and the

uttermost parts of the earth for a possession.
" In this view I rejoice when I am taking my leave of the world, and

heartily wish success to all who are, (and within a few years an extraordinary

zeal has been manifested on this subject both in Europe and America,) and the

many more who hereafter shall be engaged in this glorious, happy work."

The Memoir before us should be welcomed, both as a deserved

tribute to the memory of a great and good man, and also as a very

seasonable and acceptable work. The life of Hopkins, properly

speaking, was never before given to the public. A memoir, written

by himself, was indeed published soon after his death ; but, as Mr.

Ferguson well observes, it " is Dr. Hopkins' confession, rather than

his biography."
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" Ho has introduced us into the secret recesses of his heart, and has made
known his doubts, his discouragements, and his humiliating views of his own
sinfulness. And to Christians who have drunk at the same fountain, and who
have partaken of the same spirit, his is tho language of a common experience.

" Still, there is another point of view in which we desire to contemplate his

character. We naturally inquire, " Who is this, that thus calls in question his

own good estate, and speaks of himself in terms of such lowliness and abase-

ment ? What were his life and character, when compared with those of other

men?" And when these questions are satisfactorily answered, when we can

obtain evidence that he was a man of eminent self-denial, of benevolence, of

uprightness and usefulness, then, and not before, are wo enabled to form an

estimate of what Pollok calls " the great humble man."

7. An Exhibition of Unitarianism ; in Quotations from its

Standard Authors and Works. With Scriptural Extracts. Boston :

Peirce and Williams, 1830. pp. 50.

The subject of this little work is sufficiently explained in the ad-

vertisement prefixed to it.

" The design of this tract is to exhibit Unitarianism, according to its latest

transformations, not in the language of those who reject it, and who may be

suspected of giving a coloring to the statement, but in the words of those who
hold it and teach it. Not a few in this country who have heard much respecting

Unitarianism, and whose minds may have been unsettled in regard to it, have

not the means of knowing what it is. Its teachers have never been remarkable

for their explicitness. They have maintained from the first a " cautious

reserve ;" have adopted, so far as possible, the phraseology of the Orthodox ;

and in some parts of Massachusetts, are endeavoring, at this moment, to make
their people believe, that Unitarianism does not differ materially from the

commonly received doctrine. It has been deemed important, therefore, to

collect some of the opinions which from time to time have been expressed, and

present them, in one view, for the satisfaction of the reader. The serious

inquirer may thus see with his own eyes, and read in the words of Unitarians

themselves, what they believe, and what they do not believe, on a variety of

topics connected with the important subject of religion.

To the plan of the work, as here exhibited, there will be objec-

tions.

" It will be said, no doubt, that these are short sentences, separated from

their connexion, and that nothing ought to be determined from them.—That
the following work consists chiefly of detached sentences, is acknowledged.

In what oilier mode could it have been compiled, without swelling what was

intended to be a mere tract into a massy volume ? The public may be assured,

however, that the quotations are made fairly and truly, and with a design to

express the real sentiment of the writer."

Another objection will be, that, admitting " the real sentiments"

of the writers are given, they are but the sentiments of individuals,

and ought not to be charged upon the whole Unitarian commu-
nity.—But supposing they are the sentiments of Individuals

;
prob-

ably more than a hundred individuals are here quoted— the princi-

pal writers in the Unitarian world ; and if the sentiments of the

body cannot be learned from these, from what sources shall they ever

be gathered? Besides, we would inquire of those who object to the

sentiments of the periodicals and individuals here quoted, Are you

not known as those who patronise these periodicals? and who ex-

tend to these individuals the hand of Christian fellowship ? In

these, and other ways, arc you not daily manifesting that they have
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your rpprobation 1 Complain not, then, that you are identified with

them, and even held responsible, to some extent, for their opinions.

The work before us is divided into thirteen sections, with the fol-

lowing titles : Inspiration and Authority of the Scriptures ;—The
Person and Character of Christ ;—The Holy Spirit ;—Human De-
pravity ;—Regeneration ;—Atonement ;—Justification ;—The Soul,

Separate State, Resurrection, and the Judgement ;—Of Angels,

Fallen and Holy ;—Future Punishment ;—Positive Institutions ;

—

Recreations and Amusements ;—Miscellaneous Topics. Under the

most of these heads, passages of Scripture are quoted and so

arranged as to present Unitarianism and the Bible in strong contrast.

The following, which occurs under the head of" Recreations and
Amusements," is from the pen of a " Unitarian Minister in Eng-
land."

" Your correspondent would not have a dissenting minister employ any of
his time at the card-table, ; and he argues upon this subject, as unhappily most
people do when they have a mind to cry down a practice,"—" he argues from
the abuse of the thing." " Do none but the profane and worthless frequent
the card-table ? To admit this, would be illiberal indeed." " I presume that

if a dissenting minister plays at cards, it will not be with the worthless and
•profane, but perhaps with members of his own society."—" Your correspon-
dent's argument seems to avow that a dissenting minister cannot play at cards
without coveting his neighbor's goods. I grant he cannot be indifferent

whether he icin or lose j but really it is enough to make one laugh, when it is

seriously argued that a man playing twopenny or sizpenny points is guilty of a
breach of the tenth commandment.'"*

The work before us was evidently compiled with great care and
labor, and is offered for circulation in the cheap form of a tract.

We cannot doubt that thousands of copies will be circulated.

8. A Decade of Addresses, delivered from 1820 to 1829, to the

Senior Classes at liowdoin College ; together with an Inaugural

Address : To which is added a Dudleian Lecture, delivered May
12, 1830, at Harvard University. By William Allen, D. D., Pres-

ident of Bowdoin College. Boston : Hilliard, Gray & Co. 1830.

pp. 272.

9. Essay on the Hieroglyphic Si/stem of M. Champollion, Jun.,

and on the Advantages which it offers to Sacred Criticism. By J.

G. H. Greppo, Vicar General of Belley. Translated from the

French by Isaac Stuart, with Notes and Illustrations. Boston :

Perkins & Marvin. 1830. pp. 277.

10. A Tribute to the Memory of the Pilgrims, and a Vindiccdion

of the Congregational Churches of Ncio England. By Joel Hawes,
Pastor of the first church in Hartford. Hartford : Cooke &/ Co.,

and Packard &, Butler. 1830. pp. 226.

11. A Sermon preached in the Church in Brattle Square, Boston,

August 1, 1830, the Lorrl's Day after the Decease of the Hon. Isaac

Parker, Chief Justice of Massachusetts. By John G. Palfrey, A.

M., Pastor of the Church in Brattle Square. Boston : Nathan Hale,

and Gray & Bowen. pp. 32.

* See Monthly Repository, vol. i. pp. 644—G50.
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To no period, since the apostolic age, will the pious student of

Ecclesiastical History recur with an interest so intense, as to the

early part of the sixteenth century, when that mighty struggle be-

gan, which shook every pillar of the Papal throne, and resulted in the

most glorious intellectual and spiritual emancipation, that the world

had witnessed, for more than twelve hundred years. It was an

emancipation of reason and of conscience, from a despotism, which,

under the garb of religion, had sealed up the oracles of truth ; had

closed "the wells of salvation;" had daily been gathering new
strength, and forging new chains for enslaved nations and prostrate

minds, during all the dark ages. No one can question, that ' the

excellency of the power' which finally broke these chains, and dis-

pelled these delusions, was of God ; but, in the achievement of

this great victory, He was pleased to employ human instrumentali-

ty. To accomplish his designs of mercy to the church, he raised

up just such agents as the exigencies of the times demanded ; and

who, since the apostles fell asleep, can be named, as having higher

claims upon the gratitude of the world, than those Christian heroes,

who stood foremost against the usurpations, corruptions and blas-

phemies of the " man of sin," and who " willingly hazarded their

lives for the word of God, and the testimony of Jesus Christ?" In

the annals of earthly glory, their names, indeed, may not be record-

ed ; but they will be embalmed in the hearts of emancipated mill-

ions, who, from age to age, will enjoy the full harvest of their la-

bors, perils, and sufferings. Generations to come will do justice

to their memory ; while they " will shine as the brightness of the

firmament, and as the stars forever and ever."

In bringing about that surprising revolution, so appropriately
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denominated the Reformation, Luther, Zuingle and Calvin, were
the most honored instruments. We would on no account detract

one iota from the reputation of Melancjhon, Zanchius, Bucer,

Knox, and more than thirty other mighty men, who distinguished

themselves in those " wars of the Lord ;" " howbeit they attained

not unto the first three."

It would be interesting to follow the great German Reformer,

through the numerous perils, toils and deliverances of his event-

ful life ; and it is to be hoped, that ere long, some one will favor

the public with such a sketch. I am now to invite attention

to a somewhat lengthened biographical notice of John Calvin.

Let it not be imagined that this task is undertaken, under the

impression that the reputation of Calvin stands in need of any

new defence. His fame, like the summits of his adopted country,

rests upon deep and broad foundations. When the memorial of

his bitterest assailants, in both hemispheres, shall have passed away,

the character and writings of this distinguished reformer will ex-

cite increasing admiration and gratitude, as they go down to future

generations and to other times.

John Calvin was born at Noyon, in France, on the tenth day

of July, 1509. He received the rudiments of his education in

the family of a distinguished nobleman, named Mommor, with

whose children, and by whose patronage, he was sent to the Col-

lege of la Marche, in the city of Paris. In that Seminary, under

the instruction of the learned Cordier, he laid the foundation of

that thorough knowledge of the Latin language, which enabled him
to surpass most of his cotemporaries in writing it with elegance

and ease. From la Marche, young Calvin went to the College of

Montaign, where he made uncommon proficiency, for his years, in

various studies. Encouraged by the gravity of his deportment,

and intending him for the priesthood in the Romish church, his fa-

ther procured for him a benefice from the Bishop of Noyon, at the

early age of tivelve years.

From Montaign, Calvin returned to Paris, where, for several

years he devoted himself, with no common ardour and success, to

philosophy and polite literature. Receiving an additional benefice

in 1527, and exchanging it two years after for a curacy in his

native town, he seems to have preached occasionally in the latter

place, until his father, flattered by his attainments and talents, re-

called him from his preparations for the desk to the study of the

civil law, in the university of Orleans.

This change in his studies was by no means agreeable to Calvin

at first ; but he soon distinguished himself so much in the Universi-

ty, that when a professor was occasionally absent, he was invited to

fill the vacant chair. About this time, he became acquainted

with his kinsman, Olivetan, from whom he first imbibed a taste for

the true doctrines of religion. He now began to search the Scrip-
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tures with great diligence ; and as light broke in upon his mind,

he gradually withdrew himself from the Romish communion. So
severe, about this time, was his application to study, so rich and va-

rious were his acquirements, and so high was the admiration of

many for his talents and piety, that, though he earnestly sought re-

tirement, such numbers thronged about him, that his study had the

appearance almost of a public school.

From Orleans, Calvin was removed by his father to the Univer-

sity of Bourges, where he devoted himself to the Greek language,

literature and religion under distinguished masters, and some-

times preached at Ligniers, a small town in the province of Berri.

At the age of twenty two, he went to Paris ; and anticipating the

persecutions which would be raised to suppress every incipient at-

tempt to reform the abuses of the church, he prepared an

elaborate commentary on Seneca's Epistle, de dementia, hoping

to impress on the mind of Francis I. the mild principles of that

celebrated performance. This production, which he enriched

by authorities and examples from the most distinguished classics

of Greece and Rome, is pronounced by good judges to be

a specimen of learning and eloquence, unrivalled as the production

of so young a man. While at Paris, Calvin became acquainted

with several persons of considerable distinction, who had begun to

imbibe the doctrines of the reformation ; and his father being now
dead, he laid aside the study of law, and devoted himself entirely

to the cause of religion. Being soon suspected of heresy, his

papers were seized by the officers of the inquisition, and he nar-

rowly escaped their hands, through the protection and influence of

the Queen of Navarre, who was the only sister of Francis. As
the storm of persecution now began to rage fiercely in France,

Calvin resolved to take a bold stand in favor of the reformation.

In 1434, he publicly renounced fellowship with Rome and re-

tired to Orleans, from whence, knowing that he could be safe no-

where in his native country, he retired to Basil in Switzerland.

There, in 1 535, he published the first edition of his justly admired

Institutes of the Christian religion. After visiting and spending

some little time in Italy, Calvin returned to settle his pecuniary con-

cerns at Noyon, intending, as soon as this could be done, to retire

again, either to Basil, or Strasburgh ; but his course was providen-

tially turned to Geneva. At this place, where he purposed to so-

journ but a single night, he was immediately made known to Farel, a

bold and distinguished reformer, who first came to that city in

1532; and three years after, obtained in a full assembly of the

people, the formal abolition of Papal authority, and the adoption of

the worship and doctrines of the reformed churches. Farel was ex-

tremely anxious to detain Calvin at Geneva, but finding that he had

determined to devote himself to study and retirement, andthr.t he

gained nothing by entreaties, he had recourse to the following strong

language of imprecation :
—" I declare to you, in the name of Al-
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mighty God, that if, under the pretext of love to your studies, you
refuse to unite your labors with ours in the work of the Lord, he
will curse you in your retirement, as seeking your own will and

not his." Calvin was awed by this denunciation. He tarried at

Geneva, and was soon after chosen Pastor, and elected professor of

sacred literature. Assisted by Farel and Coraud, he entered upon

the duties of the pastoral office, and directed all his efforts to ad-

vance the purity and prosperity of the church. He drew up a for-

mula of Christian doctrines, and also a short catechism, adapted to

the circumstances of a people just emerging from the delusions of

popery, which was adopted by the senate and people, on the 26th

of July, 1537.

A few months previous to this important event, the Anabaptists

made their appearance in Geneva, and, being abetted by the ad-

herents of popery, threatened both the peace of the Church and

the safety of the commonwealth. In a public disputation with

Calvin and his colleagues, they were, however, so completely van-

quished, that they left the city of their own accord, which was sel-

dom afterwards visited by any of that people. But the doctrines

of the reformation, in their scriptural purity and simplicity, were at

this time far from being firmly established at Geneva. There was
a powerful and growing faction, which greatly disturbed the order

and obstructed the discipline of the church. By a concurrence of

unfavorable circumstances, this faction ultimately gained the ascen-

dency, and obtained a decree against Calvin and his associates,

Farel and Coraud, requiring them to leave the city within two

days.

They departed, amidst the lamentations of their bereaved flock,

and went directly to Zurich. Leaving Zurich, Calvin spent a

short time in Basil, and then retired to Strasburg, where, freed from

the obligations of his ministerial office, he renewed the resolution of

retiring from all public duties, and devoting himself to his favorite

studies. But Geneva was still destined, in the wise Providence of

God, to be the theatre of his future labors ; and by driving him in-

to exile, his persecutors, though they " meant not so," contributed

materially to prepare him for greater usefulness ; as his faith was
thereby tried and strenghtened, his experience enlarged, his ac-

quaintance with other churches and Ministers was extended, and
his subsequent authority and influence vastly promoted.

Calvin had not been long at Strasburgh, when he was drawn

from his retirement, by being elected theological Professor in the

college of that city; an office the duties of which he discharged

with great applause. Yielding, also, to the solicitations of his

friends, he resumed his ministerial functions, and had the happiness

of gathering a French church in Strasburgh, upon the reformed

basis of that at Geneva. In the welfare of this dear little flock of

exiles, he felt a deep and fatherly interest, to the end of his life.
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But to return to Geneva. Soon after the departure of Calvin

and his associates, Cardinal Sadolet, availing himself of the unhappy
divisions which rent the church, wrote an artful and conciliating

letter to the council and senate, the object of which was, to bring

the Genevese back to the bosom of Rome. How far this design,

which was urged with great plausibility and eloquence, might have

succeeded, had Calvin been ignorant of it, or remained silent, it is

impossible to say ; but although that cruel decree, which drove him

into banishment, was still in force against him, his bowels yearned

over the very authors of it ; and in a prompt and dignified answer

to Sadolet, he so clearly exposed his sophistry, and so fully un-

masked the pollutions of popery, that the people were effectu ally put

upon their guard against the insidious machinations of the Roman see.

While at Strasburg, our indefatigable reformer published a revis-

ed edition of the Institutes ; also an elaborate commentary upon

the Epistle to the Romans, and a treatise upon the Lord's Supper,

designed to allay the controversy then going on between the adhe-

rents of Luther and Zuingle, concerning the real presence. He
was also present, as a delegate, at the imperial Synod of Frankfort

in 1539, at the Diet of Worms in 1540, and at that which was
convened at Ratisbon in 1541. While he was zealously

engaged in these arduous and highly responsible duties, affairs took

a decided turn in his favor at Geneva ; and he was earnestly de-

sired by the senate and people to re-accept of the offices of Pro-

fessor and Pastor in their city, from which he had been so unjust-

ly expelled. At first, Calvin utterly declined ; and if he had been

left to his own inclinations and the wishes of his friends in Germa-
ny, he would probably never have listened to the proposal. But
the earnestness and perseverance of the Genevese, seconded by
the judgement of Bncer and other distinguished reformers, finally

prevailed. He yielded to a sense of duty; and in September,

154 J, returned to Geneva, where he was received with open arms
and public thanksgiving to God, by the senate and people.

Calvin, whose mind was ever awake to favorable times and sea-

sons, availed himself of the opportunity which this renewed confi-

dence afforded, to introduce a system of doctrines and discipline,

which he had drawn up with great care, and which he intended as

a permanent standard of faith and government in the church. He
succeeded, though not without opposition, and on the twentieth day

of November, his revised system of ecclesiastical polity was adopt-

ed by the unanimous vote of the senate, and the consent of a great

majority of the people.

It was about this time, that having carefully revised and enlarged

his Catechism, he published it, both in French and Latin, as a

compendious manual for the benefit of children and youth ; and so

highly was this book esteemed by the pious and learned abroad,

that it was translated into no less than seven languages, the Ger-
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man, Dutch, English, Scotch, Spanish, Greek and Hebrew. Nor
must I omit to add another testimonial in its favor, by that illustri-

ous assembly of Divines at Westminster, who, more than a hun-

dred years after it was written, adopted it as the model of their in-

comparable catechism.

In 1544, Calvin addressed a very interesting letter to the Pas-

tors of Neufschatel on the subject of Church Discipline. The
same year, and while the Diet at Spires was in session, which ter-

minated so favorably to the Protestant cause, he published a

work, entitled, The Necessity ofReforming the Church, in which he

exposed the corruptions of popery, and defended the cause of the

reformation with astonishing ability and effect.

At this time, he also published his Instructions against the errors

of the Anabaptists and Libertines, in which he discusses the doc-

trines of divine sovereignty and human accountability, and strenuous-

ly denies, that God is the criminal cause of evil, or author of
sin.*

In 1547, when the Protestant churches in Germany were great-

ly menaced by the decrees of the famous Council of Trent, Cal-

vin published an " Antidote," in which he examined and replied

to the iniquitous doings of that body with great energy and

effect.

The next year, his active pen was successfully employed in un-

masking the hypocrisy of Charles the V., in that insidious Formu-
la, called the Interim, and in demonstrating its tendency to subvert

the foundation of the Protestant cause. During the same year,

also, and amidst the vexatious factions of his own church, Calvin,

as though surrounded by a perfect calm, completed and published

his learned Commentaries on the epistles, besides a small and ele-

gantly written work against judicial Astrology.

Thus, to sum up in a few words what might be spread over

many pages, deeply intent as Calvin was upon the interests of the

Genevan church, arduous as were the duties of his professorship,

and perilous as were the struggles which he had to maintain at

home with successive calumniators, heresiarchs and factions, in

defence of Gospel truth and Gospel order, he found time and

means to render the most important services to the other churches

of Switzerland, and to the sacred cause of the reformation in

France, Bohemia, Poland, Germany, England and Scotland. Be-
sides the more important works which we have already mentioned,

he wrote and circulated many able and useful sermons, apologies,

and smaller tracts ; maintained an active correspondence with

most of the principal reformers of his time ; assisted them inform-

ing articles of faith and discipline for their respective churches

;

and always stood ready to repel every attack, whether secret or

* Ncgo Dcum esse mali authorem. And again, Nequc tamen malorum author sit Dous.

See his Exposition of Acts II. 23. Also his book on Predestination.
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open, which might be made upon the walls of Zion. By his cour-

age, vigilance, talents and piety, under the blessing of God, he tri-

umphed over all the arts of domestic faction ; and when most of

the reformed churches upon the continent were threatened with

extermination, by the hostile elements which were set in mighty

array around them, by the Pope on one side, and the Emperor on

the other ; and when such men as Bucer and Melancthon were

borne down with anguish in view of the gathering storm ; the soul

of Calvin, while he sympathized in their sorrows, was still undismay-

ed in the midst of all these dangers and convulsions. "Firm as the

rocks of his country," says a faithful memorialist, " and with views

far more elevated than her mountains afford, he looked abroad

over all the darkness of Pontifical impiety and imperial ambi-

tion, which, like the clouds of morning mist winding around their

tops, transiently dissolved before the visions of faith, and passed

away beneath the light of the promises and the providence of the

Redeemer."
But we must hasten forward, that we may enjoy a few mo-

ments with this extraordinary man, in the closing scenes of his life.

As his bodily infirmities increased to such a degree, that he was

compelled to relinquish his public duties, his vigorous and active

mind seemed still to be gathering new and holier energy, and the

nearer he approached the goal of immortality, the more unremitted,

if possible, were his studies. " When confined to his bed, oppress-

ed with the head ache, weakness of the bowels, and pains of the

gout, he would dictate letters, treatises and commentaries, till

his amanuensis was wearied."

He was able to attend the Consistory, on the 24th of

March, which afforded him great satisfaction. Three days after,

he was carried to the door of the Council-house, and being led

into the chamber, he thanked the senate for all their kindness, and

especially for the proofs of affection which they had shown him,

during his present illness. His speech failed, and he left the sen-

ators all in tears. On the second of April, he was carried to the

house of worship in an easy chair. He heard the sermon before

the Lord's Supper, received the elements from the hand of Beza,

and with a trembling voice joined the congregation in a hymn,
while his pale countenance was lighted up with a holy and heaven-

ly serenity.

I hardly know anything more touching than his last address to

the Syndics and Senators of Geneva, who assembled at his house

on the twenty sixth of April, to receive his parting advice and dy-

ing benediction.
" I have long," said he " wished for a conference with you, but

have deferred it, till I was more certainly assured of the near ap-

proach of death. I return you thanks, my highly honored Lords,

for having distinguished me with so many honors, which I have
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by no means deserved, and for bearing so patiently with my many
infirmities. I earnestly beseech you, that if, in anything, I have

not performed my duty as I ought, you will ascribe it to my ina-

bility and not to my disposition. I assure you, that I have always

taken a deep interest in the welfare of this Republic ; but I must

entreat you to pardon me, that I have effected so little in my pub-

lic and private capacity, in comparison with what I ought to have

done.

As for the doctrines which you have heard from me, 1 testify to

you, that I have not rashly nor uncertainly, but purely and sin-

cerely taught th ,' word entrusted to me of God, knowing that oth-

erwise his indignation would already hang suspended over my
head ; but now I am confident that my labors in the ministry have

not been displeasing to Him. I make this declaration in the pre-

sence of God, and before you the more willingly, as I have no

doubt that Satan, after his usual manner, will raise up many vain,

dishonest and giddy minded men, to corrupt the pure doctrines

which you have heard from me."
Then, having exhorted them in many words, still to hope and

trust in God, to keep his commandments, to live in peace, to

execute judgement and justice, to watch against evil passions, and

firmly to resist all temptations, he fervently commended them to

God in prayer, imploring for them the gifts and guidance of the

Holy Spirit in all their official duties, and then affectionately giving

each of them his right hand, he bade them all farewell. They
parted from him with tears as from a common father.

His address to the ministers of Geneva, who were assembled in

his room two days after, was worthy of the man, and of the occa-

sion. He exhorted them to continue faithful in their work after

his decease ; expressed to them his strong confidence, that God
would preserve both the Republic and Church against all the

threats of their enemies ; exhorted them to put away all divisions,

and embrace one another with mutual charity, to consider what
they owed to God and the church, and to hold fast the doctrines

and discipline which he considered indispensable to the prosperity

of true religion. Having thus given them what he thought to be
his dying charge, he expressed his satisfaction that he had always

lived with them in the sincere bonds of charity ; asked their for-

giveness, if he had in the course of his sickness, manifested any-

thing like a morose disposition ; and thanked them for discharging

the duties of his office during his confinement.

On the 19th of May, the life of Calvin being still prolonged, the

ministers assembled once more at his house, to partake of the ac-

customed meal in token of friendship, the week preceding the ad-

ministration of the Lord's supper. As he approached the table

with much difficulty, he said, " / am come my brethren to sit with

youfor the last time at this table." The scene affected them very
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deeply. He offered die prayer, ate a little, and conversed cheer-

fully. But before the repast was ended, he said, with a serene

and pleasant countenance, 1 must be carried to my bed ; these ivalls

will not prevent my union iviih you in spirit, although my body be

absent. He was accordingly carried back to his bed, to rise no

more. He lingered till the 27th of May, IGG5, when in the " full

possession of his reason, without a struggle or a gasp, his breath

ceased, and the spirit of this great doctrinal luminary of the refor-

mation departed, about the going down of the sun." He died in

the fifty sixth year of his age, and the 29th of his ministry.

(To be Continued
)

THE BENEFITS OF SYSTEM IN OUR RELIGIOUS CHARITIES.

A system of charity may be established by individuals for them-

selves alone ; or by individuals associated together with a view to

advance important objects. Individuals may establish a system of

charity for themselves, by resolving to bestow a particular sum,

every week. Thus the brethren, in the apostles' time, were di-

rected to lay something by in store every Lord's day. And
many, in modern times, have agreed to bestow a small sum every

week in religious charity. Or individuals may resolve to bestow,

statedly, a particular proportion of their regular income. Numbers
now living bestow a tenth of all their income, for objects connected

with the general diffusion of the gospel. Persons may establish a

system of charity, by resolving to bestow a particular sum, or a par-

ticular proportion of their gains every month. Many in this way
have made the contributions at the Monthly Concert, the medium of

performing a regular course of religious charitable operations. Or
persons may establish a system of charity, by resolving to bestow

a particular sum every year. This mode of giving is at present

so common, as to need no illustration.

Individuals, who are about establishing either of these systems of

charity for themselves, may associate with others who are willing to

do the same, and thus a regular charitable Society will be consti-

tuted. Where several of these societies exist in one vicinity, they

may connect themselves together by a mutual agreement, and pour

their united streams of charity into the treasury of the Lord. And
where an object of great and common interest is presented, suffi-

cient to excite a whole community, the whole may be divided into

associations of this nature, and thus a general system of religious

charity may be organized.

These remarks are intended to show what is meant by a system
VOL. III. NO. XI. 72
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of charity. I proceed now to point out some of the benefits of sys-

tem, in our religious charitable" operations. And,
1. More will in this way be given, and with less embarrassment,

than could be obtained by any other means. Little sums, regularly

laid by in store, accumulate almost insensibly, and soon swell to a

considerable' amount. A few cents every week amount to

dollars in the course of a year. Or a small proportion of

the gains of any person, who is in flourishing circumstances,

reserved statedly for charitable purposes, would in a little time

amount to a sum that would probably surprise him. " A num-
ber of persons in the city of Boston engaged years ago to contri-

bute a dollar, at every Monthly Concert ; and they fulfilled their

engagement." And it is en this account, chiefly, that the contribu-

tions at the Monthly Concert in Boston have been more regular,

and more productive, than perhaps at any other place. A gentleman,

of whom I have read, " commenced business with very moderate
prospects." He determined to set apart a certain proportion of

every gain, to be sacredly " devoted to the service of God." And
by this means he was enabled to support wholly, for some part of

the time, and to assist constantly " in the support of an aged disci-

ple" of Christ; "to contribute a weekly stipend for a poor and
wretched family ;" and in the course of six months to contribute

fifteen dollars for the promotion of the general cause of religion.

These instances, out of the many which might be mentioned, show
how greatly and almost insensibly little sums, laid by for charitable

purposes, increase ; and make it evident, that by bestowing our

charities according to system, more will be given, and with less em-
barrassment, than could be obtained in any other way.

2. By bestowing our charities in this way, we shall be likely to

save as much as we give. This may seem paradoxical as first

;

but both experience and reflection show it to be true. The gen-

tleman referred to under the last particular, who, by devoting a

certain proportion of his gains to charitable purposes, was enabled

to accomplish so much good, adds, " I have no doubt that the de-

ductions made on every gain, have been saved in carefulness and
economy." It cannot be doubted, I think, that they were ; and
that every person who should make the experiment, would come
to the same result. He would find, that a systematical and con-

sistent course of charitable operations would be a means of saving

him as much as he bestowed. There are good reasons why it

should be so. First of all, he would, if under a proper influence,

secure for himself " the blessing of God which maketh rich," and

which God has promised to bestow upon the consistently liberal.

And besides ; " whoever adopts a system, with respect to his

charities, will be likely to do his other business systematically.

Whoever is conscientious and exact in complying with charitable

claims upon him, will be so in his other concerns ; and this will

lead to the truest and best economy. He who devotes one part

of every gain to promote the cause of God in the world, will not be
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inclined to spend the other part thoughtlessly, extravagantly, or

wickedly. The bare fact of bestowing charity, provided it result

from a proper motive, must have a moral influence on the heart,

which will be felt and exhibited in the whole manner of living.

And if these acts of Christian charity are carried into the common
business of life, and multiplied to the number of any person's gains,

they must so bring into view, and hold up before the mind, the Gos-

pel motives and rules of purity, honesty, and active diligence, as

greatly to prevent poverty, and the numberless disappointments in

pecuniary concerns, to which all men are liable." Such are some

of the reasons which will satisfy every reflecting person, that by

forming and pursuing a wise and proper system of religious charity,

we shall actually save as much as we give. Our system of charity

will probably be more a gain to us, than a loss.

3. If the charities of the Christian public are bestowed regularly

and systematically, they can be expended to much better advantage.

Every person, at all acquainted with business, knows, to how much
better purpose he can employ his means, if he has them in his own
hands, or if he has the means of knowing what they are, and at

what time he may expect them, than though he is left, on these

subjects, in suspense and uncertainty. Every such person will see,

therefore, to how much greater advantage the charities of the

Chistian public may be expended and applied, if they are bestowed

according to some regular sytem. Those to whom they are entrust-

ed, knowing very nearly what sums they are to expect, and when to

expect them, will be able to form their plans with wisdom and

foresight. They will be able to take the advantage of opportunities

and circumstances, and to turn the means entrusted to them to the

best account.

4. The friends of religious charity, by being associated and or-

ganized according to some general system, will inspire mutual con-

fidence and strength. The work of diffusing the Gospel is one of

great labor and difficulty ; and were any individual engaged in it

alone, or with only a few to countenance and assist him, he would

be likely to be soon discouraged. Or were there numbers engaged

in it, but all laboring separately, without plan or union, the strength

and confidence, which they might mutually impart, would be much
diminished. But when the great work of religious charity is un-

dertaken systematically—when its friends and promoters become

regularly organized—each moving in his proper sphere, and doing

his own work ; then they will appear and feel like the army of the

Lord of hosts, will inspire mutual confidence and strength, and the

noble work, in which they are engaged, will go forward with a

steady and resistless progress.

5. System, among the friends and supporters of Missions, will

serve to give confidence to the Missionaries themselves. Those

beloved brethren and sisters, who have left their friends and homes
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and perhaps their country, for the purpose of spreading the gospel

among the heathen, are, under God, dependent on the churches

and Christians whom they have left behind. And this dependence
they must deeply feel. They feel that they are but the messen-

gers of the churches, and can do little more than these churches, by
their contributions, shall enable them to accomplish. With what

interest, therefore, must they look to the contributions of the

churches ? And with what confidence it must inspire them in

their arduous work, to find their brethren at home not only remem-
bering them with affection and prayer, but establishing for their ben-

efit a great and general system of religious charitable operation,

through which the means of their usefulness are to be regularly

supplied, and the donations of the churches are to flow out in one

continual and unbroken stream. Perceiving that, by such a meas-

ure, their earthly foundation is much strengthened, and their pros-

pects of permanent usefulness increased ; they will be encouraged

to enlarge the sphere of their labors, to form and to execute new
plans of benevolence, and to make longer and greater inroads upon
the territory of the enemy of souls.

6. The friends and promoters of religious charity, by being sys-

tematically organized can be more directly addressed—can be

made more minutely acquainted with circumstances—and their

united strength can be more readily calledforth, when special emer-

gencies require it. If insulated or unconnected in their exertions,

they will have no common centre of information and interest, and

no individual among them will be able to make his voice heard, be-

yond the little circle in which he separately moves. But if their

operations become digested into a regular system, their case will

be much altered, and improved. They then can be addressed, di-

rectly and at once, on any subject or occasion which is thought

necessary. They can be made acquainted with the same facts,

the same plans, the same encouragements and wants. The same

calls can be issued, and the same motives be made to bear, on all

at once. The promoters of religious charity would resemble, in

this case, a well regulated army, moving steadily onward to their

purpose, and directing their united energies against the enemies

of their Lord, in sure and certain prospect of a speedy and decisive

victory.

7. A regular system of charitable operations would do away in

great measure the necessity of special efforts.—Hitherto, the cause

of religious charity has been sustained too much by efforts of this

nature. A particular branch continues its expenditures, till it is

brought into straits, perhaps to the borders of bankruptcy, when a

vigorous and strained effort is made for its relief. From the seve-

ral departments, these efforts follow each other, perhaps in quick

succession, till the purses if not the patience of some good people

are nearly exhausted. The times may have demanded efforts
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such as these, and may still demand them ; but they obviously

ought to occur as seldom as possible. They are attended with

danger to the cause, and in some instances have resulted in more
harm than good. But how shall they be dispensed with, and still

the good work be carried on, unless the whole be resolved into a

regular systematic operation ? Let every object have its place,

and its time, when its claims shall be promptly met and answered,

and special efforts may at once cease. The great moral machinery

will move on without them, and without that danger from irreg-

ular shocks and disturbances to which they are now too fre-

quently subjected.

8. By bestowing our charities according to system, they will

be much more likely to be continued, and to be permanent.

Without some regular digested system, Christians are liable to

become careless and negligent in their contributions. Other calls

are made, and are heeded, while the claims of the Lord's treasury

are forgotten or disregarded. This accounts for it, that where
there is no system of religious charity, the contributions are so

fluctuating, and so little to be depended on. But when the chari-

ties of Christians are reduced to a system, there is more reason to

hope they will be regular and permanent. The system estab-

lished, if it be entered into with zeal and spirit, may be expected to

move on in its appointed course. The stream of charity may be ex-

pected to run. Like the operations of nature, these benevolent

operations will be steady and unfailing. The contributions of Chris-

tians maybe expected to be continued, and so far as practicable, to

be increased. In this way, the work of spreading the Gospel may be
expected to cease, only when the necessity for it ceases. It may be

expected to go forward, with increasing energy and success, till

"the knowledge of the Lord *ghall have covered the earth as the

waters do the sea."

I have here noticed several advantages which may be expected

to result, from reducing the charities of the Christian public as

much as possible to a system. They are, in the general, obvi-

ous, and such as can scarcely fail to be realized. In most other

things, the advantages of system are universally acknowledged.
But there is perhaps nothing to which system may be better ap-

plied, and from which the benefits of it will be greater, than the

religious charitable operations of the present day.

It is to be hoped that this subject is beginning to be appreciated,

and that the charitable operations of the day arc gradually resolving

themselves, more and more, into a regular, systematical form. Be-
nevolent individuals are uniting themselves with others of a kin-

dred spirit ; smaller associations arc combining their efforts, and
constituting larger ones ; while these are conveying the collected

treasures of their charity to some greater and more general in-

stitution. By this means, the Christian community are coming
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to act in union and concert, in promoting some of the noblest

objects, which were ever presented to the mind of man. They
are combining their efforts in one vast enterprise, to spread the re-

ligion of their Saviour, and to make known his Gospel to every

creature. The Lord grant, that every attempt to systematize the

charities of Christians may be productive of all those advantages

which have been brought into view.

Let every reader regard himself as bound to engage personally

and zealously in that grand system of religious charity which is at

present going into operation. There is a station provided for ev-

ery helper. There is something for each of us to do. And it

will be a comfort to us, when we come to die, to reflect that we
have stood in our lot, and done what we could, for the cause of our

Saviour. And when millennial scenes are ushered in, it will be an

honor to us to be remembered, as those who have prayed and

labored to advance them. Our children will then love to say, one

to another, " These are the glorious things, on which the hearts

and hopes of our fathers and mothers were fixed—for which they

prayed with many tears—and for which they cheerfully contribut-

ed of their store." Such a reflection will be of more value to our

children than an estate! They will choose rather to be known, as

the descendants of those who have devoted themselves and their

substance to the cause of God, than of those, who have amassed

for them an earthly treasure.

THE COMPARATIVE IMPORTANCE Of MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL
CULTURE.

It is somewhat remarkable, that with all the attention which the

subject of education has received, those institutions which have made
the highest professions in this department of human culture, and

which have actually accomplished most in the developementof mind,

have in some instances done least in the developement and right

formation of the moral affections. In the culture of intellect, it

seems to have been forgotten that man has a heart—a heart sus-

ceptible of being formed into a beauty and grandeur of character,

of which many appear to have little conception. Such have been

the disadvantages of education, in consequence of this neglect,

that the best specimens of human character, as formed through

the instrumentality of human cultivation, have, been rare and

isolated. In the successive ages of the world, there are, indeed,

some distinguished and prominent examples of human excellence,

both in knowledge and in virtue. But the most distinguished
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knowledge has too often been unaccompanied with virtue ; and the

highest virtue has too often wanted the embellishments of know-

ledge. A beautiful symmetry of intellect and character is rarely

to be found. And, indeed, such examples could hardly be ex-

pected, so long as the appropriate means of forming them are not

employed.

The cultivation of intellect is by no means to be depreciated.

But intellectual acquisitions, without corresponding attainments in

virtue to regulate and employ them, have too often furnished occa-

sion for the poet's affecting description of the prostitution of such

endowments

:

" Talents, angel-bright,

If wanting worth, are shining instruments

In false Ambition's hand, to finish faults

Illustrious, and give Infamy renown."

Parents seem to be gifted by nature for early cultivating the

affections of their children. The mother begins with her infant in

her bosom. By her looks, and smiles, and incessant caresses, by
every fond artifice which affection can invent, she awakens and

calls into action the dormant affections in the bosom of her infant.

Affection responds to affection ; the love of the parent calls forth

the love of the child. And that is the most happy mother, who
learns, by such a preparation on the basis of affection, to make her

lessons of instruction a delight to her offspring. The child begins

to feel, before it begins to learn. Knowledge creeps into the soul

through the medium of affection. And happy is that parent, or

instructer, who shall never reave his pupil to feel that his lesson is

a task.

Here, between the mother and the nurseling in her arms, may
be found the grand secret, the true charm of education. And it

would be well, if the grave professors of the higher schools, of

colleges even, would come down, and sit, and take lessons here,

and mark well this infantile process of acquiring knowledge. The
enticements and blandishments of affection, which beam from the

eye and from every visible feature of the parent, awakening cor-

responding emotions in the bosom of the child, make the attain-

ment of every new idea a delight. The liveliness of affection

invigorates thought, suggests new trains of thought, and promotes

inquiry ; and by this delightful process the mind may be led on, from

one branch and from one degrf.e of knowledge to another, insensible

of labor and fatigue. The idea I wish to impress is this: that moral cul-

ture, or the culture of the affections, should, if I may so speak, create

a soil, in which the seeds of knowledge are to be implanted, and by

the constant cultivation of which, knowledge is to be raised to matur-

ity, and to the production of fruit. It is such a state of the heart

which makes knowledge precious, incorporates it with the soul,

and identifies enjoyment with proficiency. Moral excellence
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should constitute the basis, the soil, of every intellectual acquisition.

Virtue is the proper ballast of knowledge ; and the latter is a dan-

gerous possession without the former.

But what shall the instructer assume, as the grand instrument

of cultivating the heart ? Where shall he look for the purest prin-

ciples, by which to guide himself, and to form the growing affec-

tions of his pupil ? I answer—to the word of God.

There is not a necessity, in the wide range of moral culture,

from the earliest period of existence up to manhood,—and even

down to the latest descent into the grave,—but a rule for it, and

the best one possible, may be found in the Bible. Every move-

ment of affection, with which the fond mother bends over her in-

fant offspring, has something to promote and direct it on the sacred

page. Every tender tie, that binds the parent to the child, and

the child to the parent, in every successive period of life, is nour-

ished and fostered there. Not a single virtuous feeling can spring

up in the human heart in any period of human life, in any relation

to God or man, but it has a counterpart, a delineation in the Bible.

Everything that man should be, and do, is there defined. And
this is the only proper, the only adequate rule, for the safest and

highest culture of the affections.

And here it is important to observe, there is such a thing as

going to the Scriptures in an improper way. It is not uncommon
to take the morality of the Bible as a guide in moral culture, and

neglect its religion ; or to cultivate the principles of morality be-

tween man and man, all those virtues of heart and accomplishments

of manners, which grow out of such principles ; and yet neglect

entirely the cultivation of those principles, which define the rela-

tions and obligations between God and man. In doing this, it may
indeed be said, with some show of truth, that we take the Bible

for a guide ; but we take it in an improper way. We take it, not

as it is set before us by its all-wise and benevolent Author. The
Bible should be taken as a whole ; and who does not know, that

it is emphatically a book of religion ? that religion is its grand sub-

ject, its body, its soul ? It reveals God, and asserts . its claims as

coming from God. It records the primitive, and attests the apos-

tate character of man. It discloses a long series of dispensations

preparatory to the opening of a remedial system. It announces

the birth of a Saviour, reveals his character, records his acts, his

sufferings and atoning death, and attests his mediatorial offices in

heaven. It makes the whole economy of Providence here on

earth, and its own entire volume of inspiration, to cluster around

the Saviour, as a grand luminary, a central point of attraction and

effulgence, for whom, and for the objects of whose kingdom, this

world is permitted to stand, and the Bible itself has been revealed.

It opens the doctrine of repentance and faith, as the only possible

law of the sinner's salvation ; so that whatever virtue he may have,
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without repentance it will be of no avail ; and whatever works of

righteousness he may have wrought out by any other law than

that of faith, it will answer him no purpose in the day of his trial.

The Bible asserts the claims of Jehovah for the recovery of the

alienated affections of the sinner, through Jesus Christ. It makes
this demand, as the first duty which the sinner can render to God
with acceptance ; as a duty without which he can never be prop-

erly qualified for any other.

It is religion, therefore, which constitutes the primary and grand

topic of the Bible. Religion is the errand on which these sacred

pages come to us from God. They are all clad and filled with the

subject of religion. This is inscribed upon their front, and gives

life, and soul, and consequence to the whole system of revelation.

But what sort of religion is that of which we have been speak-

ing, and which the Bible reveals ? It is not a religion for creatures

who dwell in heaven, and need no repentance ;—but for man in

his fallen state—for sinners. It is a religion which demands of

every individual to whom it comes, to begin the work with himself,

as a sinner. The first acts and first duties required of him are, to

renew his allegiance to God by repentance, and to secure his title

to favor and acceptance by faith. If he does not begin here, he
can do nothing which will be accepted.

If we do not use the Bible for the purpose for which it was
given, we virtually reject and deny it. It cannot otherwise be the

means of spiritual purification. We might as well scatter the drops

of rain upon the ocean to freshen it, or the snow upon the surface

of a bitter fountain to make it sweet. The saltness and the bitter-

ness would still be there. Just so it s, in bringing the morality of
the Bible to the human heart, without its religion. The deep de-

pravity within remains unsubdued, and is only modified as to the

form of its exhibition.

Believing this, and deeply solicitous for the highest good of

those committed to his charge, the wise instructcr will watch with

a steady and a prayerful eye over their dispositions in regard to

religion. He will feel, too, habitually, that the most important
object of education is unattained, so long as the heart remains un-
subdued by the saving power of evangelical truth.

Antipas.

vol. in.

—

no. Xi. lo
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REVIEWS.
Dtspepsy Forestalled and Resisted : or Lectures on Diet,

Regimen, and Employment. Delivered to the Students of Am-
herst College. By Edward Hitchcock, Professor of Chem-
istry and JVatural History. Amherst : J. S. & C. Adams,

pp. 360.

Everybody now-a-days knows that something besides medicine

is necessary for the prevention and cure of dyspepsia ; .and almost

every body who has suffered, or thinks he has suffered, or fears

that he shall suffer, from this malady, has some notion about a

course of diet or regimen which he regards as a specific cure for

it. Unhappily the disease continues, notwithstanding the multitude

of remedies at ^very body's hand'; and perhaps has never pre-

vailed more extensively among all classes of people than it does at

the present day.

The difficulty, which is inherent in the very nature of the case

is, that the human body is not a mere mechanical apparatus, ca-

pable of being regulated by fixed principles and arbitrary laws. A
man may eat by rule, if he pleases, and drink by rule, and walk

by rule, and sit by rule, and study by rule, and sleep by rule ; but

the stomach will not digest by rule. Accordingly we find, almost

without exception, that the man who constantly aims at directing

his diet and regimen by fixed rules, is overwhelmed with dyspepsia.

When we see a man (what we often do see) asking if this be

wholesome, or that unwholesome, if this is good for the bile, or

that bad for the stomach, instead of receiving the good gifts of a

kind Providence with cheerful thankfulness, we may regard it as

settled, that he is either a confirmed dyspeptic, or far advanced in

the way to become one. In truth, the dyspeptic as really wanders

from his duty as the epicure, when he so anxiously asks, " What
shall I eat ; and what shall I drink?" And the answer, if it may
be so applied, (as we trust it may without offence,) may with pro-

priety be addressed to almost every man who has any tolerable

pretensions to health, ' Eat what is set before you, asking no ques-

tions.' So long as invalids will go to tea with a pocket-full of

dyspepsia bread, or to dinner with a store of mutton chops, (and

we are not imagining cases which have not occurred,) for fear that

the fare of their host will not be sufficiently homely for their mor-

bid stomachs, so long we shall have no lack of invalids. The im-

portance of the matter of eating and drinking is thus as truly over-

rated by the dyspeptic as by the epicure ; but with this difference

in the result, that while the latter obtains, in some degree, the

pleasure which is the object of his pursuit, the former cuts himself

off from that rational enjoyment, with which it is the obvious design
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of the Creator that his creatures should receive his bounty. We
will not say which course is the most injurious to health ; because

where both are wrong, it is not necessary to compare the evils

resulting from them. We will only remark, that while, on the

one hand, a devotion to the pleasures of the table, for the sake of

those pleasures, is most debasing to the moral character, and de-

structive to health, on the other hand, it should not be forgotten,

that a temperate and proper use of food is, by the very constitution

of our bodies, necessarily accompanied by sensations of pleasure.

And this pleasure is not only essential to the cheerfulness that

makes a part of the thankful recognition of the goodness of the

Giver of all our good things, with which a Christian receives the

bounties of Providence, but is indispensable also to a sound di-

gestion.

Shall every individual then be left to the unrestrained indulgence

of his appetites, without any guidance or direction as to the extent

to which their gratification may be useful or safe ? Far from it ;

—

although we are not quite sure that even this were not better, so far as

health alone is concerned, than the rule-making and rule-breaking

system which prevails so much at the present day. But we are

not driven to the adoption of either alternative. The remedy is a

simple one. There are in this, as in every other line of conduct, a

few general principles, which it is easy for every man in health to

adopt, and which, if he adheres to them with tolerable regularity,

soon become matters of habitual practice, without either thought

or care about them. There is the same difference between such

a course, and living by rules which are to be ever present to the

mind, that there is between the condition of a well regulated

community and that of an arbitrary despotism. The good citizen,

in a community like ours, feels himself as free, in all the common
actions of life, while he is strictly conforming to the laws of the

land, as if no laws were in existence ; but the subject of a despot

is often made to feel the weight of arbitrary authority in mat-

ters, of themselves, of little moment.
We have said that our remedy is simple and easy of appli-

cation. It is so to those who live for any of the real purposes

of life. He who lives only that he may Hoc, whether it be the

epicure, who seeks only to gratify his appetite, or the dyspeptic,

who studies only to preserve his health, will find it too simple

for his purpose. It will afford too little occupation for his thoughts,

to feed the sensual anticipations and reflections of the one, or the

self-denying, self-sacrificing spirit of the other. It supposes, too,

that the individual who applies it is in tolerable health. " They
that are sick have need of the physician." It is as vain, and is

more difficult, for a sick man to undertake to direct the course of

his diet, than it is for him to prescribe his own medicines.
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The plan here suggested supposes some knowledge of those gen-
eral principles to which we have alluded. The common sense of

most men were quite sufficient for this purpose, were it not for the

abundance of what may be called false-knowledge, which has gone
forth in the world. Where everybody is so wise, a little teaching

becomes necessary ;
—-and this is what is given in the work before

us. The author does not, it is true, draw the line so strongly as we
have done, between the general principles which should govern a

man's conduct, and a system of rules to apply to his every-day ac-

tions ; indeed, he seems to us to have rather a fondness for specific

rules. But his Lectures are addressed to young men, who, if they

follow his directions enough to imbibe the principles upon which
they are founded, may easily forget the rules themselves.

These Lectures were delivered to the students of Amherst Col-

lege, during the last spring term, and were passed immediately

through the press, very nearly, it should seem, as they were deliv-

ered. We think this haste is to be regretted. For although the

author disdains any very anxious desire to satisfy the expectations

of " the professed critic," we trust he would not regard it unworthy
his attention to render his work, in its style and address, as well as

in matter, acceptable to all classes of readers. There is a collo-

quial style of writing, which may appear very well in a lecture, and
even add force and vivacity to the subject, which, when the work is

printed and read by others, becomes offensive to good taste. We feel

constrained to say, there is not a little of this in the lectures before

us. The title itself is not remarkable, either for its good taste, or

the modesty of its pretensions. But we pass these things by, as

matters that may easily be corrected in a future edition.

The basis upon which all the rules of our author in respect to

diet are founded, is a rigid observance of temperance, both in eating

and drinking. In this, we must heartily concur with him. And
generally, in regard to the rules themselves we should be ready

to agree with him, although we should not be equally ready to as-

sent to all the remarks by which their observance is recommended.
In his earnestness to enforce the importance of temperance, we

think the author sometimes over-estimates the magnitude and ex-

tent of the evils, arising from, an excess in eating
;

(those from
drinking spirits can hardly be over-estimated.) For example he
says :

—

" God has so constituted the human frame, that if properly treated, it will en-

dure to old age, and rarely, if over, be subject to the attacks of disease. Disease,
in most cases, is the consequence of intemperance in diet. A man dies of a
fever, or of apoplexy, or other violent disorders, and men generally consider
it as his unavoidable fate ; whereas, in the majority of instances, it is the con-
sequence of long continued excess in diet. Had the man followed the rigid

rules on this subject, which experience has pointed out, probably he would have
escaped the acuto disease that ended his days, and in extreme old ago, have
3unk in more decay."
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That much of the disease which physicians have to contend with,

and patients to suffer, is produced by excesses in diet will not be

denied ; but it surely requires no argument to show, that not all,

or nearly all, is thus produced ; that human institutions have not so

perverted the designs of God's Providence, as to change the whole

race of mankind from a healthy vigorous state, sinking into the grave

only " in extreme old age," to their present liability to sickness and

death, at every period, in infancy, in childhood, in youth, as well

as in vigorous adult age, and in the decline of life.

The author has been misled by his medical authorities. He
quotes indeed from those of high name and distinguished merit.

But he is not aware, (and who but a physician can be fully aware?)

how great deductions must be made from the statements and opin-

ions of most medical writers, especially where their observations

flow from the summit of some favorite theory. The same thing

would probably hold true in the other professions. But be that as

it may, in medical science, scarcely an opinion or a statement can

be imagined so extravagant, that authority may not be found for it

in the writings ofmen of high name. Most of these indeed are to

be sought in the darker periods of human knowledge. But in our

own day, ingenious men love to theorize ; and the love of theory

accumulates facts always on one side of a question only.

Besides, our author occasionally bestrides his pegasus himself;

and when fairly mounted, he skims along with a velocity which ob-

scures a little the distinctness of his. perception. Successive ob-

jects strike his view with such rapidity that the spaces between them

are overlooked. We know not how else he finds so much good

eating in the world ; although he finds medical authority for the

opinion, which he quotes repeatedly with approbation, " that almost

every man, woman, and child, in this country, habitually eats and

drinks twice as much every day, on a moderate estimate, as is

necessary." We do not, indeed, profess to have watched very mi-

nutely the mode of living of our neighbors, and therefore would not

speak too confidently on this subject. But our avocations some-

times lead us into other people's houses at the hours of meals ; and

truly our country friends far exceed their cily brethren in luxurious

living, if the following is not a somewhat exaggerated description of

the ordinary diet of" literary and religious men." The example

js selected from those of " the latter description," [religious men,]

<' who are considered temperate and respectable," and is given as

«' the ordinary fare of such a family for one day."

" Probably a majority of sedentary and literary men among us mako uso of

meat for breakfast ; and generally of two kinds. Accompanying this, there

must bo bread and potatoes, salt, pepper, pickles, and sometimes eggs, &c. In
addition to these, there must be toast or warm cakes, or biscuit and butter, and
cheese. At dinner, thero aro usually two sorts of meat, accompanied by bread,

potatoes, gravies, pickles, and various other vegetables and condiments. After

this comes a pudding ; then broad, choose, and butter, at least ; or if not a pud-
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ding, bread, cheese, butter and pie ; and not unfrequently some kind of fruit

closes the repast. At supper there must be bread, or biscuit, cheese, and
butter, and generally preserves, with the addition of some kind of cake, or pie,

and sometimes both."
" When the same family invite their friends to dine, or sup with them, there

must be an addition to the dinner, of at least a third kind of meat, and one or two
other pies, custards, &c. To the supper there must be added dried beef, or

beefs tongue, pastry, preserves, custards, and two or three kinds of cake,—the
loaf cake—the pound cake—the sponge cake, &c.—of all things the most unfit

to put into a sedentary person's mouth. Not long after tea—which must also be
so unreasonably strong as to produce wakefulness through the best part of the
night, there come other temptations in the form of fruits, nuts, jellies, trifles,

&c. And we must recollect, also, that it is the general custom of the guests,
on such occasions, to partake of a portion at least, of nearly every variety of
food and drink that is here presented to them."

" I say nothing here of those extensive and ridiculous fashionable parties

among the gay and worldly minded, where the chief object seems to be to exclude
common sense and prudence, and to do all that is possible, by food, drink and
folly, to ruin the health and the morals : but I speak of the manner in which
many temperate men of public education—many professors of religion, many
ministers of the Gospel, live nearly every day—and of the manner in which they
are wont to entertain their friends, when they invite them to a common social

entertainment."

We cannot but suspect that professor H. has mistaken the ex-

pressions of kindness of some of his female friends, " on hospitable

thoughts intent," for their ordinary provision for their households

;

and that he was really partaking of a feast, especially provided

for an esteemed guest, when he supposed himself only sharing

a family dinner. They will in future better know how to do
him honor, by a " simple dish," of " meat, bread, potatoes and
salt." For ourselves, we have known many, in our humble sphere,

who often think of making out a meal from " a single dish," in the

sense in which our author uses this phraseology ; and we had not

thought of regarding them as wonderful specimens of temperance
in so doing.

Neither does it appear to us that the author has much occasion

for the apprehension, to which he so often alludes, that he will be

thought to restrict too closely the quantity of food which he allows.

Except in the mere feeling of living by weight, the man who is

allowed his " twelve to sixteen ounces" of meat and vegetables, and

fourteen to twenty-four ounces of liquids, would seem to us to have

very little reason to cry out against " starvation." And if we take

a pretty liberal interpretation of his description of what he regards

as a " single dish," he need be no cynic who shall be satisfied

with the variety allowed.

The fourth lecture was written as a prize essay on the use of

alcohol and other narcotics, and has been separately published

under the direction of the American Temperance Society. ]t is

written with more care, and consequently in better style, than the

rest of the book.

In reference to the use of distilled spirits, this essay is a highly

valuable production. It takes a judicious and practical view of

the indispensable importance of abstaining from them habitually
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and entirely, and applies the subject with great force and energy

to the condition of literary young men, whose situation and pros-

pects promise such an extensive influence upon the well being of

society.

In regard to the subject of wines, we think discrimination neces-

sary, and we regret to find that Professor H. " groups" them with

spirit, opium, and tobacco, " as alike to be rejected, because they

agree in being poisonous in their nature," " unnecessary to the

healthy, incapable of affording nourishment to the body, fascinating

to diseased appetite, and destructive to property, health, and life."

"They ought, therefore, to be all proscribed together." Of a great

proportion of the wine sold in our country, this may be true; and

perhaps even more might be safely said. For the fact is, that though

it bears the name of wine, it is not such in reality. It is " a vicious

counterfeit," a drugged, adulterated mixture, variously prepared,

according to the taste and skill of the manufacturer, and which

cannot be too cautiously meddled with. Our remarks will have

respect to real ivine, and our principal object in making them will

be to caution the friends of temperance from weakening their ef-

forts, by dividing on this point. There is nothing, unless it be a

remission of effort in this cause, we should so much deprecate,

as division. The true state of the case, we conceive to be this :

All agree that intemperance with wine is no more to be encour-

aged, or tolerated, than intemperance with distilled spirits. On
the other hand, we believe that all, or nearly all, will agree, that

there is not produced the same injury to the constitution by a

moderate use of wine, even although it be habitual, nor the same

direct and immediate tendency to intemperance, which are the

necessary effects of the habitual use of spirits in any quantity,

however small the beginning. If therefore wine is to be retained

in use among temperate men, it is not as the means of intempe-

rance, but because the moderate use of it is believed by some to

be innocent and safe, if not decidedly beneficial. If on the other

hand, it is to be rejected, it is not because it is " poisonous in its

nature," but because the moderate use of it is thought to be too

liable to run into excess to be safe, and to take something from

the force of the arguments against the use of spirits. In either

view of the case, it rests upon ground entirely different from that

of ardent spirits ; and to denounce it in the same terms is, in our

view, injudicious, both because it gives offence to some decided

and zealous friends of a good cause, and because it weakens the

force of argument and language as applied to the more important

article.

We have neither time nor room for a particular examination

of the remaining parts of these lectures, which relate chiefly

to regimen and employment. It is, however, but justice to

the author, and to ourselves, to say, that if we were to do
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this, we should find much less, in which our opinion would

differ from his, than we have in regard to diet. The author has

just views of the importance of exercise, and if he should succeed,

as we trust he may, in enforcing his views upon the officers and

members of our colleges, he will accomplish much in promoting

their prosperity, in the best sense of the word. His allowance of

from seven to eight hours for sleep, will be thought sufficiently

liberal, by any student.
' On the subject of clothing, we hoped to

have found some remarks on walking in cloaks, so com-

mon in some colleges, and in no very cold weather. As they

impede a free use of the limbs in exercise, promote slovenliness

in dress and manners, and distort and deform the person, they

ought to be discarded, except in journeys, during the winter.

We have already said, that the leading principle of these lec-

tures is to recommend temperance, both in eating and drinking,

as the only proper foundation of health. They also urge the

importance of a regular course of exercise, attention to clothing,

proper hours of sleep, &c. In all these respects, the tendency of

the work is altogether useful. We have differed from the author

in some points of detail, but not in his great principles ; and we
are persuaded that these differences will be diminished, when he

gives his work a thorough revisal, such as his plan of publication

precluded before it was printed.—This volume well deserves, and

we are happy to learn is receiving, an extensive patronage. If most

people believe only half of it, and reduce it to practice, they will

find themselves richly compensated for its purchase and perusal.

The Importance and Necessity of Christians considering

Jesus Christ in the extent of his high and glorious

Character. A Sermon preached at the South Church in Bos-

ton. By Samuel Hopkins, A. M., Minister of the Gospel in

Great Barripgton. Boston: Kneeland & Adams. 1768.

pp. 35.

In the Memoirs of Dr. Hopkins, written by himself, we find the

following paragraph : "In 17G8, a Sermon which I preached in

the Old South Meeting House in Boston was published, at the

desire of a number of the hearers. The title of it is, ' The Im-

portance and Necessity of Christians considering Jesus Christ in

the extent of his high and glorious Character.' The text Heb.

iii. 1. It was composed with a design to preach it in Boston, as

I expected soon to go there, under a conviction that the doctrine

of the Divinity of Christ was much neglected, if not disbelieved, by

a number of the ministers of Boston p 95
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A copy of this sermon has recently fallen into our hands ; and
as more than sixty years have elapsed since its delivery and publi-

cation, and probably few now living have ever seen it, or have
any knowledge of its contents ; wo have thought it might interest

our readers to be furnished with some account of it, accompanied
with free extracts. A notice of this kind, while it may serve as a

memorial of one of the most eminent and excellent of the last

generation of ministers in New England, will show, at the same
time, how the doctrine of Christ's proper divinity was estimated,

what stress was laid upon it, with what vigilance it was guarded,

and with what ability defended, by faithful men who have lived

before us. It will show, too, that exclusiveness, as it is now call-

ed, is not peculiar to the present generation ; that sixty years ago,

when suspicions of Arianism were first entertained, and numbers
were disposed to regard the insidious error, if not with compla-

cency, at least without apprehension, there were those who dared
to lift a strong voice against it, to sound an alarm to the slumber-

ing churches, and to give prominency to the sentiment that all who
did not " consider Jesus Christ in the extent of his high and glori-

ous character," as " God manifest in the flesh," were virtually

guilty of denying him. It will further show, that the predictions

which were then uttered, as to the results of a departure from the

fundamental doctrif.es of the Gospel, have been more than real-

ized ; and that those, at that period, who pretended there was no
danger, and urged the exercise of an indiscriminate charity, were
either themselves corrupted, or grossly deluded.

The sermon is from these words : "Wherefore, holy brethren,

partakers of the heavenly calling, consider the apostle and High
Priest of our profession, Christ Jesus." " The august, wonder-
ful, infinitely grand and glorious personage spoken of in the text,

called the apostle and High Priest of the Christian's profession,

and who is represented as most worthy of the constant and earnest

attention of all Christians," is the Lord Jesus Christ.

The plan of the author led him to inquire, first, " What is im-

plied in the exhortation and command here given, to consider

Christ Jesus ?" And, secondly, " Of what use and importance is

it to all Christians thus to consider Christ ?"

" To consider Christ Jesus implies a degree of true discerning

and understanding with respect to the character of Christ; for

where there is nothing of this, Christ is not considered at all. If

his true character is not understood or known in any degree, then

he is not the object of the thoughts and attention of the mind, but

something else which is different from it : for that is never the ob-

ject of a person's thoughts and consideration, of which he has no true

idea and conception at all. Two persons may have entirely differ-

ent and opposite notions of Christ Jesus : those of one may be
agreeable to the truth, by which Christ's true and real character is

VOL. III.—NO. xi. 74
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extant in his mind : those of the other may be essentially and wholly

wrong and false
;
yet they may Use the same name to express their

different and opposite ideas and notions, and ascribe them to the

same person, whom they agree to call Jesus Christ. In this case,

whatever thoughts and exercises the latter has about what he calls

Christ, it is certain he does not truly consider this person, but

something else. And his views and exercises may not be properly

called Christian ; for they are really the reverse."
" Nor can they be properly said to consider Christ Jesus, who

leave out of their view the most essential and important part

of his character ; and in all their thoughts of him sink him down
infinitely lower, and make him infinitely less than he really is. To
consider Christ Jesus is to understand and keep in view that in his

person and character which infinitely distinguishes him from all

others, and in which his truesfexcellence and glory and sufficiency

as High Priest,—as Mediator and the Saviour of sinners, chiefly

consists."
" This consideration also implies a steady, engaged attention of

heart to this object," by which Christ Jesus may be, as it were,

always present to the mind, and it may be hereby enlarged, and

take in more and more of this grand and glorious object, and so
' grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ.'

"

The importance—to all Christians—of thus considering the

great apostle and High Priest of their profession, is urged from the

following considerations

:

1. The knowledge of Jesus Christ, considered in the extent,

greatness and glory of his character, comprises the whole of Chris-

tian knowledge.

" In the knowledge of Jesus Christ is implied and comprised the

highest and most clear knowledge of God, of the divine character

and perfections, and the most important and glorious works of God.

He who knows Christ, knows the truths and doctrines of Chris-

tianity : He understands the precepts and duties of it : He knows
where his true interest lies ; what is true enjoyment and happiness,

and the way in which the children of men may obtain it. In a

word, he is at the fountain head of knowledge and wisdom. There-

fore St. Paul turned all his attention to this great High Priest,

and desired and ' determined not to know anything save Jesus

Christ, and him crucified.'

2. Jesus Christ is an unbounded, infinite object of knowledge.

" He is so great and glorious a personage, and his works are so

grand and wonderful, and of such infinite and amazing influence

and consequence, that a finite mind may be all attention to him,

and expatiate and enlarge in views of him, without ever coming to

an end, or seeing all that belongs to him. He is so great, and so

much is comprehended in him, that however enlarged and grand

ideas the Christian has of him already, they may, by further
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consideration and study, be t?till increased, and swift advances made
without end."

3. All Christian holiness and true happiness consist summarily in

beholding and considering the high and glorious character of Jesus

Christ.

" Hence Christ asks for tho redeemed, as that in which their hap*

piness will consist, that they may be where he is, and Behold him in

the glory of his Mediatorial character. His words are remarkable.
' Father, I will that they also whom thou hast given me, be with me
where I am ; that they may behold my glory which thou hast given

me.' Jesus Christ is, and will always be, the grand medium of all

divine communications of knowledge, holiness and enjoyment to the

creature, especially to the redeemed. He is, in this respect, ' the

bread of life,' on whom all depend for life and enjoyment. And the

more Christians in this world behold the glory of Christ, and con-

stantly attend to and consider him, the more holy and happy are

they. For he is their only support and comfort, and on him they

hang all their hopes."

4. Jesus Christ, in all the greatness and glory of his character,

is to the Christian the only ground ofpardon and acceptance.

" Christ's ability and sufficiency to make atonement for sin, and

obtain eternal salvation for sinners, so far consists in his greatness

and dignity, or the excellence and worthiness of his person and char-

acter, that were it not for these he could have made no atonement at

all. Were he not a person of infinite dignity and worthiness, and so

higher, infinitely higher than the heavens, even a divine person and

truly God, he would be infinitely far from being able to make atone-

ment for the least sin. If all the angels in heaven, however great,

worthy and numerous they are, while yet they are no more than

creatures, should unite to interpose in the behalf of one sinner, who
had been guilty of- but one sin, and that the least that is possible ;

and offer their worthiness, yea, their whole eternal interest and hap-

piness, and to subject themselves to perfect, eternal misery for his

sake, that he might, out of respect to this, be pardoned, and received

to the rewards of eternal life : I say, should all the angels in heaven

thus interpose, the "proposal and offer would not only be rejected,

but would itself be an act of high rebellion, and carry in it a contempt

of God and his law, and a virtual justifying the sinner and taking

his part against God."
" If therefore Christ was not infinitely higher and greater than all

the angels in heaven, and did he not exceed them infinitely in ex-

cellence and worth, he could not be" an High Priest, in whom sin-

ners might reasonably put any trust for pardon and acceptance with

God. Yea, on such a supposition, trusting in him would not only

be unsafe and dangerous, but direct rebellion against God and highly

criminal."*

* What then shall we say of those who profess to trust in a'mere creature for all this ;

which is the ease of all who deny the Divinity of Christ ?—And what shall be saiil of

those who trust in their own righteousness to recommend them to God, under whatever
profession this js done t This is daring presumption, and high handed wickedness, being
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5. The true Christian hopes for redemption from the power of
sin only through Christ in his high and exalted character.

" When a person sees what sin is, what fast hold it has of him, how
deep and strongly it is rooted in his heart, how powerful and vari-

ous are the workings of it, how grievous and deadly are the disor-

ders and wounds of his sinful heart, utterly incurable by any finite

wisdom and power ; I say, when a person becomes acquainted with

his state in this respect, he finds he wants a Redeemer and Saviour

infinitely powerful, wise and good ; and that any other would be in-

finitely insufficient for him. He therefore could have no hope of re-

demption from sin by Christ, did he not view him as infinitely greater

and more sufficient than any mere creature. But when he beholds and

considers Christ in the height of his character, as being infinitely

wise, powerful and good, with whom nothing is impossible, he with

confidence and joy commits his disordered, sinful, wretched soul into

his hands, assured that he is able to cure and sanctify his heart, and

make him perfectly holy."
" Many a person, ignorant of the nature of sin, and of the degree

of extent and power sin had in his heart, has seen no need that he

stood in of an infinite Redeemer. But not so the true Christian.

He finds he wants a Redeemer to deliver him from sin, and bring

him to perfect holiness, who is higher than the heavens, has creat-

ing power, and is able to subdue all things unto himself."

6. Christians should well understand, and keep in view, the

true character of Him, in whose name they are directed to pray

.

" To ask in the name of Christ, is to depend on his worthiness

alone, as that on account of which we shall be accepted and heard.

Therefore asking in his name supposes and implies a view and

sense of heart of his greatness and worthiness. So far as the infi-

nitely excellent and worthy character of Christ is out of sight and

disregarded by any one, just so far ho is without a true spirit of

prayer, and does not ask in Christ's name."

7. It belongs to the character of Christians that l ivhatsoever

they do, in word or deed, they do all in the name of the Lord
Jesus.' Col. iii. 17. "But this is to do all in a view and sense

of his true character. Hence it appears, that Christians in no

case exercise themselves and act agreeably to their profession,

unless they keep in view and rightly consider the character of

Jesus Christ."

The considerations here urged arc as true now, and altogether as

important, as they were at the -time when they were uttered. Are
there not numbers at this day, and some who profess the Ortho-

dox faith, who have no just conceptions of the importance and

necessity of entertaining right views respecting the Saviour ? They

a direet opposition to the divine character, and God's holy law. ' In this view, it appears
that all the pood works of such, in which they trust for infinitely more than they might
reasonably (lo, were they perfectly holy, are heaven daring sins ;lhe most abominable re-

bellion against God, and direct opposition to Jesus Christ and the gospel.
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hear persons speak respectfully of Christ, representing him as a

teacher sent from God, and professing to regard him as their Lord
and Master ; and this, it is thought, is quite enough. There need
be no inquiry whether the personage of whom they speak is really

the Christ of the New Testament, or a mere fiction of their own
imagining. But if he is not the Saviour revealed in the Bible, the

great apostle and High Priest of the Christian's profession, how
can he make an atonement for sin, or deliver from its reigning

power, or open a way of access to God, or be to his people a

foundation of hope, or a Redeemer in whom they may safely trust

to secure the salvation of their souls ?

The discourse concludes with three reflections.

1. How important is it that Christ should he preached, in all the

grandeur and glory of his character.

" Many professed preachers of the Gospel have been greatly de-

ficient here. Many leave Christ very much, or altogether, out of
their preaching: or leave out the most essential part of his charac-
ter, and never bring it into view in all they say of him. They often

use the name of Christ, and have much to say about him: but all

they say of him is either not true, and so gives him a wrong and
false character; or if true, it falls short of his whole character;
yea, leaves the most essential part of it, and what may be justly con-
sidered as comprizing all its glory, wholly out, unthought of and
neglected."

" However the multitude may admire preachers of this sort, it is

certain the true Christian will not be fed, but famish and starve un-
der such preaching as this, while that which is the proper sup-

port, food and life of his soul, even Christ in his true and gloriou3

character, is not set before him."
" What then shall we say of those who expressly deny the Divinity

of Christ, and represent him as no more than a mere creature! If
they do not preach Christ who silently pass over his Divine dignity

and glory, infinitely the greatest, and most essential part of his

character, and without which there is nothing in his person and
character that can be the reasonable ground of hope, support and
life to the true Christian ; must not they who expressly deny that ho
is the true God, and consequently hold that he is only a mere crea-
ture, be justly looked upon and treated as preaching against Christ,
and perverting and overthrowing the whole Gospel 1 They may
speak in strong terms, and high and pompous strains of the dignity

and excellence of Christ. But when it is considered that, whatever
pompous words they use, they are applied to one infinitely below
God, being but a mere creature, all they say on this head, is really

nothing but unmeaning jargon, which is infinitely dishonorable to

Christ, and leaves the Christian without any true ground of hope
and comfort."

" He feels that no person can make atonement for him but one of
infinite dignity and worth, who has something infinitely great to offer.

And did he not see and believe in such an one, he must sink into abso-
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lute despair ; and could not reasonably desire that any mercy should

be showed to him. He therefore who denies the divinity of Christ,

does what he can to rob the Christian of all his treasure—of all

his hopes—of all his salvation ! And the reason why he himself

wants no greater mediator and saviour than a mere creature, and
calls that an atonement for sin which such an one has made, and
trusts in it, is his blindness and insensibility with respect to his own
character, which is grounded in his shocking insensibility to the

glory of the divine character, and enmity to it."

Mr. H. here considers the question, " Whether they who be-

lieve the divinity of Jesus Christ, and trust in him for pardon and

salvation, may and ought to have charity for those, and look on
them as good Christians, who expressly deny this doctrine, and
represent those as idolators who pay any regards and honors to

him which may not be given to a mere creature ?"

" These persons have in truth infinitely different ideas and
thoughts of Jesus Christ, and consequently must differ in the lead-

ing and essential doctrines of Christianity ; so that they do not all

know and acknowledge the true and only Saviour, or believe in the
same person and character. If he who believes in Jesus Christ as

a divine person, as truly God, and places all his hopes of salvation

by him on this foundation, is right, which he must think himself to

be ; then he who denies this article is wrong ; and so wrong, that

he does, in the view of the other, leave out of his thoughts and reli-

gion infinitely the greatest and most glorious part of the character of
the Mediator, even so as quite to spoil it and render it worthless.

How can these two walk together,- who are so far from being agreed
that they oppose each other most directly in the highest and most
leading article of Christianity, in their infinitely different and oppo-
site notions of the character of the author of it, and which really

comprizes the whole ! The former looks on the other as robbing

Christ of his chief glory, and denying that to belong to him which is

the only ground of faith and trust in him. How then can the pro-

fessed faith of the latter in one who, in the view of the former, can
be no more a saviour of sinners, than Mahomet himself, or any of the

imaginary deities of the heathen, recommend him to his charity, any
more than if he made no profession at all 1"

" I know some who would be thought to believe the divinity of

Christ, or at least do not deny this doctrine, have declared their

charity for those who expressly deny it ; and have been forward and
zealous to rank some of them among the number of eminently holy

men and good Christians. But this is not only very absurd and
shocking ; but really carries with it no small degree of impiety and
profaneness. It seems to be trilling with Christianity at a great

rate. Surely Christianity is not worth much, if it is no matter of •

importance whether the author of it, who is the revealed Saviour

for sinners to trust in, be God, or a mere creature ; so that they may
be equally good Christians, whatever is their belief with respect to

Jesus Christ.* If it is no matter what they think of Christ, but may
• I desire it may be considered, whether the ordaining councils who neglect to exam-

ine candidates for tho ministry, with respect to their religious sentiments ; and they who
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differ infinitely in their sentiments of his person and character ; then
it is certainly no matter whether they have any thoughts about Christ
at all, or any ideas of him, or belief in him ; and the Deist who re-

jects Christ's whole character, may be as good a man, and as cer-

tainly happy forever, as the best Christian who has the most just idea

of Christ, and is a true believer in him."
" If Arians are to be esteemed good Christians by those whose

thoughts of Christ are infinitely different from theirs, why may not
the Mahometans also be ranked among truly pious and good men, in

the sure way to eternal life ? They have not the good luck indeed
of being called Christians : But they acknowledge Jesus Christ to be
a true prophet, sent of God ; so are in a sense believers in him.
They may perhaps have as high notions of the character of Christ as
many professed Christians who deny his divinity ; though by the
unhappy prejudices of education, they set Mahomet above him, as
being a greater person. Shall this mistake damn them ? Surely
not ! If the errors and blasphemies the Arians are guilty of relating

to Jesus Christ, in the clear sun-shine of divine revelation, shall not
be fatal to them."*

" In short these charitable persons are either themselves Arians,
and do not really believe the divinity of Jesus Christ, but are, for cer-

tain reasons, unwilling to let their sentiments on this head be known ;

or if, through the force of education, or on some other ground, they
assert this doctrine, they do not understand the true reason and im-
port of it, and so have never seen their need of such a Saviour. In
this view, their extensive charity, upon which they value themselves,

and of which they boast, is so far from being an evidence of the

greatness of their minds, or the goodness of their hearts, that it is

rather a very clear and striking evidence that they have never yet

understood the true nature and genius of genuine Christianity : that

zealously oppose such examinations, do not by this conduct openly declare that it is with
them no matter of importance what men believe, what their sentiments are, and what doc-
trines they hold with respect to Jesus Christ, or what thoughts they have of'his char-
acter and religion. And is not this, in effect, openly to declare, that the truths of the Gos-
pel are of no importance, and that Christianity is really but a trifling affair!

The conduct of these gentlemen is really surprising, and none need to be at a loss whal
will be the fate of Christianity, so far as their influence reaches. All the distinguishing,

important doctrines of it will be neglected; and instead of preaching the Gospel, sermons
will be either insipid dissertations upon something else, or filled with stupid inconsistence,

or else be only florid harangues, without any meaning. Unless perhaps, when times and
circumstances will bear it, another system of doctrines will be preached up, which at pre-

sent are somewhat unpopular ; therefore cannot be with safety expressly and openly es-

poused ; for the sake, of which, that they may be privihj introduced, and from a desire

and design to extirpate the more commonly received, popular doctrine, many think
they have good reason to conclude this method with respect to candidates is gone into."

* " I know this will be thought by some exceeding uncharitable, harsh and cruel. They
will say, ' It is intolerable, and argues a vast degree of arrogance and pride, as well as

ignorance and a base contractcdness of mind, to doom all those to destruction, who have
not been able to see that Jesus Christ is the true God, and equal with the Father. This is

a very disputable point, and many great and, to all appearance, good men have taken the

negative side.'

Ans. All this may as truly, and with as much propriety be said of professed Deists. It

is a very disputable point, whether Jesus of Nazareth was sent of God, or was a wicked
impostor ; that is, it has been greatly disputed ; as much, perhaps, as any one point that

respects Christianity. And many wlio are acknowledged to be great men ; and some, at

least, whose moral conduct has been regular and unexceptionable, have not been able to

see the evidence of his divine mission, and have improved all their powers and advantages
in opposition to Christianity,"
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they do not know Christ, so have not received the witness that God
has given concerning him, and truly believed on his name."*

2. This subject naturally introduces a short but most interesting
and important question, What think ye of Christ

1
?

" If we know Christ, and have right views and thoughts of him,
we are then his friends indeed, and shall dwell with him forever.
Bul^if his true character is not understood by us, and our views and
thoughts of him are essentially wrong, and we continue in this error
and darkness until death, we shall be excluded from his presence
and dwell in darkness forever. How greatly then does this question
concern us all ! We may well think of it with solemn attention
and self-application."

3. Let all professing Christians hearken to the exhortation in

the text, and attentively consider the apostle and High Priest of
their profession, Christ Jesus.

" Jesus Christ is an object so vastly extensive, and infinitely
great, that he cannot be attended to too much and too long. No
matter how soon and early in life persons begin to consider Christ
in earnest. The theme is boundless, the subject inexhaustible.
Here then is a foundation laid for the most attentive and engaged
inquiries, and highest and growing entertainment of the redeemed
forever in heaven :

" Where there is no need of the sun, neither of
the moon to shine in it : for the glory of God does lighten it, and
the Lamb is the light thereof."

This sermon is written in the usual clear and flowing style of
Dr. Hopkins, without much regard to the choice and collocation of
words, or the construction of sentences. It shows a serious, ear-
nest^ mind, and a heart deeply concerned for the honor of the
Saviour, the purity of the churches and the salvation of souls. A
• hi

' Objection. We are told that he who has not Charity is nothing-. Charity is the
ornament and glory of a Christian 5 and where this is not, there is noveal religion. Is it

not astonishing, then, that any should be condemned for their charity; that this should be
reckoned against them, as an argument that they who exercise it, in the utmost stretch of
it, are no Christians !"

" Ans. In such a way of talk as this, the word charity is greatly abused, and perverted
trom its true meaning. Charity is love to God and our neighbor, which is the whole that
the divine law requires ; and therefore comprises all true holiness. This love to God and
man has no tendency to lead the person who exercises it, to think all are good men and
true Christians, who profess Christianity ; much less does it consist in this. But, on the
contrary, it gives a degree of true discerning in spiritual things which others have not

;

and leads the mind to such attention to the divine character, and fills the heart of the true
Christian with such a tenderness and jealousy for ihchonor of this character, that he more
readily discerns, and tenderly feels, what is opposition to it. And to have no discerning in
this case, but to embrace those as good Christians who openly oppose and speak against
Christ, is so far from being an exercise of charity, that it is a glaring evidence of their want
of true love to Christ. St. Paul, in the exercise of all this charity, pronounced those ac-
cursed who preach another Gospel, and told the Galatians'

%
that a mistake about the ground

of the sinner's acceptance with God was fatal. And St. John, while he is in the warmest
manner recommending charity or love, declares that they who hold not the truth concern-
ing Christ, have no interest in God's favor, and orders Christians to reject them."

Many speak of charity as if it wholly consisted in a readiness to think every one a true
Christian. And the more unlike a Christian any one appears, speaks and acts, the higher
degree of charily is required to believe he is a good Christian. And he is the best man
who can exercise the greatest stretch of charity towards them who, in this sense, have the
most need of it."
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temper like this may be denounced as bigotry, but we regard it as
the only true, apostolic charity.

We mean not to be answerable for every expression used in

this sermon, and yet, we hesitate not to say that we think it one
of distinguished excellence. In order to feel the force of it, the
reader must throw himself back, in imagination, to the time when
it was delivered. All the churches in this region then stood in a
profession of Orthodoxy ; and yet appearances of a defection be-
gan to be observed. The wily heretic had cloaked himself under
a fair exterior, but there were watchful eyes about him, whose
search he could not entirely elude. He urged the importance of
mutual charity ; but was answered that charity rejoiceth only in

the truth. He insisted on the right of private judgement ; but
was told that this conferred no right to sin against God, or to cor-
rupt his people. Under these circumstances, a preacher comes
from beyond the mountains, from the then back settlements of
Massachusetts, and lifts a note of solemn warning, of affectionate,

earnest expostulation. Without doubt, he was regarded by many
as an ignorant intruder—a stranger to the courtesies of polished
life—who had better go back and feed the few sheep he had left

in the wilderness. But O that he had been duly listened to ! O that

hisjwords of truth and soberness had been believed and regard-
ed ! What an amount of evil might thus have been avoided

!

The foulest blot, which has ever stained the religious character of
New England, might then have passed from us.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE FAITH OF PROTESTANTS ON THE SUBJECT OF INSPIRATION.

" By the inspiration of the Scriptures," says Professor Norton, " is meant,

either that they were miraculously suggested by God, or that they were writ-

ten under his miraculous superintendence."* According to this definition, the

justness of which we shall not dispute, the inspiration of the Scriptures is now
publicly denied by leading Unitarians in this country. " The composition of

the Bible is looked upon as a human work—a work produced by the natural

operation of human thought and feeling." " These writings (the Scriptures)

so far as their composition is concerned, are to be regarded as possessing a

properly and -purely human character. " They, (the Scriptures) arc not in the

common sense inspired; they were not produced under the miraculous supervi-

sion of the Deity." " Jl denial of the immediate inspiration of the Scriptures

does not, in the slightest degree, affect their authority. "t And not only do

these gentlemen deny the inspiration of our sacred books, they would make the

impression that this is a very small matter, in which they do not disagree with

* Locke and LcClerc, p. 125. t Christian Examiner.
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the majority of Christians of other times and the present; and we are repre-

sented as unreasonable, captious, superstitious, in complaining of them for so

very common and trifling a thing as denying the inspiration of the Bible. We
have thought it might be useful, therefore, to confront them with the sentiment

of the whole Protestant world on the subject, so far as this could be conven-

iently gathered ; and we have been at the trouble to consult a variety of Con-

fessions of faith, the language of which, so far as relates to the inspiration of

the Scriptures, is given in the following extracts :

first Helvetic confession, published in 1532.

" The canonical Scripture, the ivord of God, being delivered by
the Holy Spirit, and proposed to the world by prophets and apostles,

is altogether the most ancient and perfect philosophy, and itself

alone contains the whole of piety, and the whole reason of life."

second Helvetic confession, published in 1566.

" We believe and profess that the canonical Scriptures of the holy

prophets and apostles of both Testaments are the true xoord of God
itself, and have sufficient authority of themselves, and not from
men. For God himself spake to the patriarchs, prophets, and apos-

tles, and still speaks to us through the Holy Scriptures." " So
that when, at this day, this word of God is proclaimed in the church
by those who are lawfully called to be preachers, we believe that

the word of God itself is proclaimed and received by the faithful
;

neither is there any other word of God to be pretended to or expect-

ed from heaven."*

BOHEMIAN OR WALDENSIAN CONFESSION.

" First of all, the ministers of our churches teach with one con-

sent concerning the sacred Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-

ment, which they are accustomed to call the Bible, and which have
been legitimately received and approved by Orthodox fathers,

that they are true, certain, and worthy of a confidence with which
no other human writings, whatever they may be, are able to com-
pare." And for this reason, because they tvere inspired and sug-

gested by the Holy Spirit, and published from the mouth of holy

men, and confirmed by heavenly and divine attestations."

CONFESSION OF THE FRENCH PROTESTANT CHURCHES, published in

1559.

" The one God hath so revealed himself to men, in his works, but
much more clearly in Ms word, which at first he made known by infal-

lible signs, and by (oraculis) oracular responses. These, he directed

should be written in those books which we call the sacred Scrip-

tures." " We believe that the word contained in these boohs, pro-

ceeded from God alone, from whom alone, and not from men, it

derives its authority."

* This Confession, a3 Dr. Jamicson informs us, (" save the allowance of the remem-
brance of some holidays) was all approved and subscribed" by the General Assembly of
Scotland, Dec. 25, 15G6.
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OLD ENGLISH CONFESSION.*

" We receive and embrace all the canonical Scriptures of the

Old and New Testament ; and we render thanks to our God who
hath brought this light to us which we may have always in our eyes,

lest, by the arts of men, or the wiles of the devil, we may be drawn
aside to errors and fables. We receive and embrace these Scrip-

tures as voices from heaven, (cajlestes voces) by which God hath re-

vealed his will to us. In these alone the minds of men are able to

rest."

belgic confession, published in 1566.

"We confess that this word of God was not reported or delivered

by any human will, but holy men of God uttered it, being moved by

the divine Spirit." " Afterwards, God himself commanded his

servants, the apostles and prophets, that they should commit his

revelations (sua ilia oracula) to writing."

AVIRTEMRURG CONFESSION, published ill 1552.

" Those canonical books of the Old and New Testaments, con-

cerning whose authority in the church there never has been any doubt,

we call the sacred Scriptures. This Scripture we believe and pro-

fess to be the response (oraculum) of the Holy Spirit, and so con-

firmed by divine testimonies, that if an angel from heaven should

preach anything different, he would be accursed."

IRISH CONFESSION.

f

" The ground of our religion, and the rule of faith and all sav-

ing truth is the word of God contained in the Holy Scripture. By
the name of Holy Scripture we understand all the canonical books
of the Old and New Testament ;"—" all which we acknowledge to

be given by the inspiration of God, and in that regard to be of the

most certain credit, and the highest authority. The other books,

commonly called apocryphal, did not proceedfrom such* inspiration,

and therefore are not of sufficient authority to establish any point of

doctrine."

WESTMINSTER CONFESSION.

$

" Under the name of Holy Scripture, or toord of God written, are

now contained all the books of the Old and New Testaments ;"

—

* Published in the name of the English Church in Bishop Jewell's Apology, 1562.

—

The following is from the Homily of the English Church, " on the Reverent Estimation of
God's word." '• Tin- whole Scriptures, saith St. Paul, were given by the inspiration of
God. And shall we, Christian nun, think to learn the knowledge of God and ourselves
in any earthly man's work or writing, sooner or better than in the Holy Scriptures, writ-
ten by Tia iNsnnATioN of the IIoly Giiost i The Scriptures were not brought
unto us by tlw will ofman, but holy men of God, as witnesseth St. Peter, spake as they
were moved by the Holy Spirit of God."—The sentiment of the English Church on this

subject is understood to be fully adopted by the Methodist Episcopal Church in England
and America.

t Agreed upon by the Archbishops and Bishops and the rest of the clergy of IrelandJn
the Convocation at Dublin, A. D. 16*15.

X Published and adopted by the Presbyterians of England and Scotland, in 1647.
Adopted by the planters of New England in 1648 ;—afterwards, so far as relates to the
subject of inspiration, by the Independents of Ihigl.uid in 1(158, by the Congregationalists
of this country in 1C80, and by the Baptist churches in England in 1686. This is also the
Confession of Faith of the Presbyterians in the United States.
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" all which are given by the inspiration of God to be the rule of

faith and life. The books commonly called Apocrypha, not being

of divine inspiration, are no part of the canon of the Scripture ; and
therefore are of no authority in the church of God, nor to be any
otherwise approved or made use of, than other human writings.

The authority of the Holy Scripture, for which it ought to be be-

lieved and obeyed, dependeth not upon the testimony of any man
or church, but wholly upon God, the Author thereof; and therefore

it is to be received, because it is the word of God." " The Old
Testament in Hebrew, and the New Testament in Greek, being

immediately inspired by God, and by his singular care and provi-

dence kept pure in all ages, are therefore authentical, so as in all

controversies of religion, the church is finally to appeal unto them."—" The Holy Scripture was delivered by the Spirit, into which
Scripture, so delivered, our faith is finally resolved."

WESTMINSTER CATECHISM.

" The Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament are the

word of God, the only rule of faith and obedience."

DR. EMMONS SERMONS.

The first sermon, in the sixth and last volume published by Dr. Emmons, is

from Acts xxiv. 14, and is entitled ' Faithful Ministers avow their Religious

Sentiments.' After establishing this point, and showing the reason for it, the

first general Reflection is as follows :

" If the true ministers of the Gospel preach their sentiments
openly and boldly ; then it is natural to suppose, that false teachers
will use every artifice to conceal their sentiments. Accordingly,
we find that the inspired writers represent them, as seducers, de-
ceivers, evil workers, who lie in wait to deceive, and employ every
artifice to captivate the hearts rather than to enlighten the understand-
ing, and convince the consciences of their hearers."
" All false teachers imbibe the spirit of the first and great deceiv-

er, and never fail to discover a peculiar skill in the arts of decep-
tion. They learn to conceal their sentiments, by good words, fair

speeches and ambiguous expressions. They learn how to improve
the most favorable seasons foi pouring their false instructions into

the minds of the ignorant, unlearned, and unsuspecting, by familiar

conversation and more public discourses. They act upon the prin-

ciple, that the end sanctifies the means : so that they allow themselves
to employ any means of deception and seduction, which they think
will be the most successful. This is exactly the representation of
false teachers, which is given in the text I have cited. And this

representation is fully confirmed by stubborn and well known facts.

Dr. Chauncy concealed his false doctrine of Universal Salvation,
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from everybody but his intimate friends, for more than forty years
;

and he never published it in America, but only in England,

just before he left the world. Dr. Huntington concealed his scheme

of Universal Salvation a long time, and never suffered it be pub-

lished till after his death. When Mr. Murray, the Universalist,

first came to America, he preached occasionally in some of the

largest and best congregations in New England before he avowed his

corrupt sentiments. There have been Unitarians, in this State, of

differest forms, degrees, or shades of difference, above fifty years
;

but they generally concealed their sentiments, till very lately, they

have been reluctantly compelled to avow them. Though sectarians

may boast of the success they gain by their arts of concealment and

deception
;
yet they have no right to boast of their integrity. Those

and those only, who avow their religious sentiments, as the primi-

tive preachers of the Gospel did, have the claim of integrity, which

none can justly deny them. Transparency is a beautiful trait in

any human character. False teachers themselves would appear to

much better advantage, if they would renounce all their arts of de-

ception, and unfair, not to say unchristian modes of dividing and

corrupting religious societies."

The second sermon in this volume is on "The Right of Privato Judgement."

The plan of the author is to show, first, " what it is to exercise the right of pri-

vate judgement ;" and secondly, " that men ought to exercise it, in forming

their religious sentiments."

The right of private judgement " is the right which every man has,

of seeing with his own eyes, hearing with his own ears, and of

exercising his own reason, in forming his religious opinions. When
any man, without any compulsion or restraint, freely exercises his

own natural abilities, in forming his sentiments, he exercises all

the right of private judgement, that he can have, or enjoy."

This implies, 1. "A right to hear what may be said upon the subject to be

decided ;" 2. " to examine every subject for ourselves, and employ all our ra-

tional powers in investigating the truth ;" and 3. to " form our opinions accord-

ing to the best light we can obtain."

" After a man knows what others have said, or written ; and

after he has thought, and searched the Scriptures, upon any religious

subject, he has a right to form his own judgement exactly according

to evidence. He has no right to exercise prejudice, or partiality
;

but he has a right to exercise impartiality, in spite of all the world.

After all the evidence is collected from every quarter, then it is the

proper business of the understanding, or judgement, to compare and
balance evidence, and to form a decisive opinion, or belief, accord-

ing to apparent truth. We have no more right to judge without

evidence, than we have to judge contrary to evidence ; and we
have no more right to doubt without, or contrary to evidence, than

we have to believe without, or contrary to evidence. We have no
right to keep ourselves in a state of doubt, or uncertainty, when we
have sufficient evidence to come to a decision. The command is,

" Prove all things ; hold fast that which is good." The meaning is,

examine all things ; and after examination, decide what is right."
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Men ought exercise the right of private judgement in forming their religious

Bcntimcnts, because 1. " God has made them capable ofjudging for themselves"

in these matters ; 2. He has given them " the proper means of forming their

own religious sentiments ;" and 3. he " has appointed none to judge for them."

" It is true, God has appointed teachers, but not judges. The
preachers of the Gospel are to explain and inculcate the doctrines

of it, and place them in as clear, plain and convincing a light as

they can. But after all they have done to exhibit and support the

truth, the hearers are to judge for themselves, whether those things

they have heard be the truth. They have the same sure word of

inspiration, to assist them in determining what is truth, that their

teachers have ; and they are obliged to consult it. Teachers, in-

deed, have often been disposed to assume the power and authority

of dictating. And the Christian Church has suffered great injury,

for ages, from the bigotry and usurpation of those, who have sus-

tained the office of sacred guides. But it was not so from the be-

ginning. The apostles and primitive preachers of the Gospel dis-

claimed all dominion over men's faith, and professed to be only help-

ers in promoting their knowledge and holiness. And none, who
sustain the office of the ministry, have any right to impose their

own opinions upon their hearers, by virtue of their sacred office.

The Pope and all his hierarchy are usurpers, whose pretensions to

supreme power and infallibility in the church are to be treated with

disdain, as vile impositions. The people are their own proper

judges of religious truth and error, and of ecclesiastical power.

Christian churches have a right to form their own creeds and
exercise their own discipline, independently of any superior ec-

clesiastical power on earth. As God has appointed none to judge

and dictate for them in these serious concerns, so they are

under indispensable obligations to exercise their own private

judgement."

Dr. E. urges farther, in support of his position, that " God has forbidden

men to take their religious sentiments from others, upon trust ;" and that " eve-

ry man must feel the effects of his own religious opinions, and consequently

ought to exercise his own judgement in forming them."

" True religious sentiments are essential to true religion. Men
cannot have true religion, without having the true knowledge of

God, and of the essential doctrines of the Gospel. Accordingly,

every man's religion will be effected by the religious sentiments

which he cordially embraces. It is, therefore, of as much im-

portance to form our own religious sentiments, and to form them
according to truth, as to have true religion ; and it is of as much
importance to have true religion, as it is to secure the salvation of

our souls. If we suffer others to form our religious sentiments

for us, yet God will not suffer us to escape the effects of our

folly and guilt. We must feel the effects of our own principles,

as well as of our own practice. We must give an account of

our faith, as well as of our conduct. Not only our temporal, but

our eternal interests, are concerned in forming our religious sen-

timents. Let us remember that we must all stand before the
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judgement seat of Christ, who has told us, "Every plant, which my
heavenly Father hath not planted, shall be rooted up." "

We feel a pleasure in publishing the foregoing extracts, becauso they express

entirely our own sentiments, and we believe those of our brethren generally.

Notwithstanding the accusations fulminated against us from certain high

places in this vicinity, the truth is, there are no more strenuous advocates of

religious freedom, and of the right of private judgement in matters of religion,

than the Orthodox of New England. We think for ourselves, and we wish

others to think for themselves. We endeavor to call things by their right

names, and we wish others to do the same. We profess to bo willing to be

swayed by reason and argument drawn from facts and the word of God, and

this is the only influence which we desire to exert in forming the opinions and

characters of others. WT

e wish not to be persecuted or punished lor our opin-

ions, and (unless our hearts greatly deceive us) we should be just as unwilling

to see the most strenuous of our opposers persecuted or punished for theirs. In

the language of the venerable author from whom we have quoted, Let every

one ' see with his own eyes' hear with his own ears, and exercise his own fac-

ulties in forming his religious opinions, remembering at the same time, that he

is responsible to the Judge of all for the principles he embraces, and that if he

abuses the freedom granted him, ho must feel the effects of his own folly and

guilt.

THE THEATRE.

Hitherto our pages have been silent in relation to the theatre, partly because

we have not had time to take up the subject in the manner and to the extent

we wished, and partly because we presumed that anything we should say would

not be likely to do much good. It is well understood, and has been for a long

time, that the religious community to which we are attached are decidedly op-

posed to the theatre—opposed to it on principle—opposed to it in every form it

has assumed, or is likely to assume, in this wicked world. We do not patronise

this amusement ourselves, nor is it patronised, to any extent, by those of our

families, our religious connexions, or friends, over whom wtc can exert a con-

trolling influence. We consider the time passed at the theatre as wasted ; and

the prodigious sums there expended as worse than thrown away. We regard

the theatre, not only as a scene of dissipation, where serious subjects are for-

gotten, and the soul is unfitted for communion with its God, but as a school of

profligacy, a fountain of corruption, from which the tide of ruin flows out in

broad and desolating streams. Entertaining, in common with our Christian

brethren generally, views such as these respecting the theatre, and presuming

it to be well understood that such were our views, we have felt as though a

formal expression of them was not necessary.

We are induced at this time to change our course, and offer a few remarks on

the subject in question, chiefly for the purpose of congratulating our readers on

the manifest change in public sentiment in regard to the theatre, which has

been showing itself for a considerable time past. This change is apparent

in the diminished attention now paid to the theatre. The time has been, when
Boston was cursed with two or threo of these haunts of wickedness, regularly

open, and often thronged ; but for tho last year, there has been but one in

operation, and this, wo aro told, not numorously attended, and with difficulty
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supported. The time has been, when some of the most respectable people in

Boston were accustomed to attend the theatre with their families ; but latterly

not a few of this description, and these, too, not in our sense of the word decid-

edly religious, have withdrawn from it, we trust forever. The time has also

been, when, to speak of the theatre as a nursery of vice, or even as of an im-

moral tendency, could hardly be tolerated in some professedly religious circles
;

but in these same circles it is now denounced in no measured terms of reproba-

tion. Whether the theatre has actually deteriorated, or whether the enormities

of it are coming to be better understood and more deeply felt,' we shall not take

upon ourselves to determine ; but that it is regarded and spoken of by many in

a manner very different from what it once was, is indubitable.—The Christian

Examiner, in May last, used the following language respecting it

:

" It (the theatre) is indeed abused, and so abused, it is a fountain

of so much ruin, it is the receptacle of such infamy—there is, as it

seems to us, such a needless catering for the grossest appetites,

there is such an unseemly and shocking vicinity of innocence with
the most shameless corruption, that we can speak of the theatre, in

its present state, only in terms of utter reprobation. We seriously

think that good men ought to do something to purify this amuse-
ment, or to forsake it entirely."

In the course of the last summer, a memorial, signed by many of the princi-

pal citizens of Boston, was presented to the Mayor and Aldermen, in which the

following statements occur.

" It has been known for a considerable time, that the third row
in our theatres has become a disgusting scene of intemperance,

profaneness, and licentiousness of manners ; and no doubt is enter-

tained, that the sale of intoxicating liquors within the theatres, and
especially in the third row, does much to aggravate, if it does not

produce, the evils complained of.

" Surely it cannot be generally known, what misery has been

thence diffused through families, and how cruelly the honorable

hopes of parents have been blasted, and forever, from that cause.

What a place must that be, gentlemen, in which ten thousand dol-

lars are annually expended, chiefly for intoxicating draughts ; and

where a greater part of this sum is expended by minors, in the soci-

ety of wanton and abandoned women ! What a reproach is it, in

this Christian land, and in this city of Boston, that the permission

to nourish prostitutes, and to corrupt and ruin the young, should

proceed indirectly, from the sanction of public authority !"

' On the last Sabbath in September, the Rev. Mr. Palfrey introduced the subject

into a sermon, and brought it before his people, in a manner, we think, much

to his credit.

" I am safe in saying, that, when it has been asserted in respect-

able quarters, that the income of the many places of refreshment,

so called, beneath that roof, (the theatre) is such as, along with

other indications, proves that it could be furnished only by a

vast amount of expensive sin ;—and that part of the building, more-

over, has been the scene of the most odious practices,—that it ap-

pears to have been not merely an introduction to the brothel, but a
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brothel itself,—it is safe to say, that it is time for the guardians of

the young, and for all good citizens, to take the alarm, and ask if

these things are so. And if they are so, or have been, or are in

danger of being, I do not say that the time, for the magistrate to in-

terpose, is this week, or this month, or this year , but I am sure

that it is well for us to have the magistrate understand, that when
the time does come, a virtuous community will sustain him in laying

a strong hand on such abominations ;—that, when he shall interfere,

on an emergency so pressing, for the public safety, he will not be

left to do it at any hazard or disadvantage."

In reference to the passage above given, representing the theatre " to have

been not merely an introduction to the brothel, but a brothel itself," Mr. Palfrey

remarks in a communication to the Daily Advertiser,

" Whoever is disposed, may find, on inquiry, that there have heen
arrangements of a room attached to a part of the theatre in question,

which, considered together with the society customarily resorting

to it, prostitutes, pimps, liquor venders, rakes, and minors, may
seem to him, as they have seemed to others, to authorize a pre-

sumption of the use intended, stronger than most presumptions which
the law enforces."

In a letter to Mr. Palfrey, dated Oct. 4, the Hon. William Sullivan, epeaking

in the name of a Committee of which he was a member, in relation to the Tre-

mont theatre, observes,

" They (the committee) were unwilling to be silent, when they
supposed it even possible, that their sons, apprentices, and wards,
hitherto unoffending and innocent, might be seduced to become,
first spectators of iniquity, then partakers in it, and finally victims

in a course of folly, leading to felonies, and to irretrievable ruin.

If it is forbidden to parents, masters, guardians, and citizens, to take
such peaceable and lawful measures, as they think proper, to save the

young from folly, vice, and crime, it is time to shut up our
school houses, and places of public worship, and leave the care
and duty of moral instruction, to theatres."

An anonymous writer in the Daily Advertiser, speaking on the same subject,

says,

.
" During the last winter, the things that were done in a par-

ticular part of the theatre, and the agents by whom they were
done, demanded an interference no less than a pestilence would."—This is " a house which moral people will not much longer
permit themselves to be seen in, unless some satisfactory changes
occur."

The testimony here furnished respecting the character of the theatre in Bos-
ton is full and explicit. Nothing can bo added to it, and nothing, wo presume
need be taken from it. We feel much obliged to the gentlemen by whom it is

givon, and can most cordially respond to tho sentiments they have uttered, ex-
copt, porhaps, in a singlo point. It appears on the face of most of those com-
munications, that theatrical representations are not wrong in thomselves, but
only in their abuse ; and that, if they could but be improved and reformed, they

VOL. III. NO. XI. 76
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might be a very commendable source of amusement. This plan of reforming

the theatre has been a favorite one, with many people, for more than two thou-

sand years. Still the theatre is not reformed ; and the time, we think, has fully

come, for the friends of morality to take the higher ground of saying that it

never can be. It does not admit of being reformed, and still exiss as a place of

public resort and amusement. We might as well talk of reforming the fierce

lion, or the ranging bear, and rendering the beast of prey a beast of burden: or

of ' making a covenant with leviathan, to play with him as with a bird, and

bind him for our maidens.' How are the nature and properties of an institution

ever to be known, but by its invariable results ? And where, from the first estab-

lishment of the theatre to the present hour, have not the results of it been uni-

formly unfavorable to the cause of virtue ? Plato denounced it, in his day, as

" dangerous to morality." Aristotle lays it down as a rule, " that the seeing of

comedies ought to be forbidden to young people." Ovid advises Augustus to

suppress this amusement, " as being a grand source of corruption." In the

primitive Christian church, " both the players, and those who attended the

theatre, were debarred from the sacraments." Archbishop Tillotson pronounces

the playhouse to be " the devil's chapel," " a nursery of licentiousness and

vice." Bishop Collier declares that " nothing had done more to debauch the

age in which he lived, than the stage-poets and the playhouse." And even tho

infidel Rousseau, when it was proposed to establish a theatre in Geneva, wrote

against it with much zeal and force, affirming that " every friend ofmorals ought

to oppose it."

That the theatre does not admit of being reformed and purified, so as to exert

a favorable influence on the morals of a community, is evident from the nature

of the case. The virtuous part of society, in general, do not want this amuse-

ment for their pleasure or profit, other places of resort being more agreeable to

them ; and consequently they will not be at the expense of supporting it. The
theatre, then, must depend for support, chiefly, on the vicious and unprincipled.

And as it depends on these, it must be made agreeable to them ; it must be

adapted to their tastes and wishes. In other words, it must be made a wicked

place. It ever has been so, and from the nature of the case, it ever must be.

An advocate of the Tremont theatre admits, by implication, that if" the refresh-

ment rooms" are taken away, it cannot probably be supported. We fully be-

lieve him. Take away from the theatre all the stimulants of the passions, all

the incentives to vice and sin, and you take away most of the attractions of the

place. With these removed, you take away nineteen twentieths, if not

ninety-nine hundredths, of all those who at present frequent it. And when
these have withdrawn, the doors are at once closed, and the institution dies.

If there was the least prospect that those whose hearts are so much set on re-

forming the theatre could accomplish anything, we would " bid them God
speed," as we should think this might be the most effectual method of stop-

ping the whole concern. But we do not believe there is the least prospect of this.

Occasional restraints may be imposed, and occasional outrages upon sobriety

and decency may be suppressed ; but they will soon make their appearance in

other ways, till at length the moral sense of the community becomes hardened

to thenij the friends of order are discouraged, and they are suffered to remain

and increase.

There obviously is but one course for those who .wish well to the cause of

roligion to take in relation to tho theatre, and that is, to desert it, and to lift

their united voice against it. No peaco nor truce should bo mado with it. These

receptacles ofinfamy, those haunts of debauchery and crime, have been tolerated
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long enough. These fountains of corruption have been wide open, pouring forth

their polluting streams upon city and country, long enough. Let them bo es-

poused and abandoned by all good people—by all the friends of religion and their

country. And let the voice of an injured community be raised against them,

never to bo hushed but with their suppression and overthrow.

ON AMUSEMENTS.

From Bogue and Bennett's History of Dissenters.

" The following defence of abstinence from amusements, by a dis-

senter of the primitive stock and spirit, will give some idea of what
those, who think with him, have to say in their own behalf. There
was a large company, and the conversation turned on amusements.

A decent old lady, who sat by him, knowing his sentiments, said to

him, ' Pray, sir, what harm can there be in cards, or an assembly,

or in the theatre ? I keep to my church, and the sacrament, and

prayers on Wednesdays and Fridays ; and if I spend two or three

hours in an evening at the card-table, and carry my nephew and
niece with me to our monthly assembly, and eight or ten times a

year we go together to the play, you are a rigid man if you blame our

conduct. Shew me where such things are forbidden in the word
of God.'"

" Some were silent, but most of those who were present ranged

themselves on her side, and with the exultation of triumph demand-
ed the reasons for this queer opinion. Being thus pressed, he en-

tered on the subject in his own vindication, and said, ' You will, my
friends, while I talk to you, carry this in your thoughts, that I con-

fine my reasoning to Christians. That amusements will suit the

taste of the people of the world, and be agreeable to their inclina-

tions, and be, as it were, their heaven, is readily granted ; and that,

while they are under the dominion of earthly principles, they will

not think these scenes of vanity unsuitable to their ideas of the

Christian religion, nor incompatible with their profession of it. But
that these amusements accord with the sentiments, pursuits, and en-

gagements of a true Christian, I cannot assent. I must likewise in-

sist that the character of a Christian be deduced entirely from the

word of God, and not from the sentiments of the fashionable world :

you must therefore weigh my reasoning in the balance of the sanc-

tuary, not in the scales of human opinion. It is enjoined on a

Christian, you know, not only that he should turn away with abhor-

rence from every sin, but that he should avoid every appearance of

evil, and shun those things which are not of good report. And is

not this the light in which such practices have been regarded by
truly pious people, not in one sect of Christians, but in all ; not mere-
ly in the prssent, but in every preceding age."

" Besides, if, for the sake of argument, it were granted that there

is no positive evil in them, it will not be pretended that there is any
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'

good, either in their nature or their tendency. But ought not every

Christian to aspire after as exalted a measure of excellence of char-

acter as it is possible for him to attain ? Ought he not to aim at

presenting before the eyes of the world a pattern of purity and dig-

nified goodness of the highest kind 1 But can you say that amuse-
ments conduce to so noble an end? Is it by them that such char-

acters have been formed, or by them that they are sustained 1 The
kings of France had no box at the theatre ; it was conceived beneath
their dignity to be there."

"But I have stronger accusations to bring. I charge all those

amusements with producing a waste of precious time. How many
hours of life are here consumed in what neither improves the mind,
nor conduces to health. When relaxation is necessary, it may be
found in exercises which, while they unbend the mind, enlarge its

Btores of useful knowledge, and giving vigor to the body, render it

more fit for labor. But the waste of time by those who make these

amusements a part of the plan of life is gravely to be considered :

the number of hours consumed in such useless things will form a

very serious and extensive article of what they must give an account,
at the day of judgement."

" But I must charge them with a positive evil influence, and this

is, in my mind, a more weighty objection against them. Are they
not the common resort of the irreligious ? Are these not, if their sta-

tion will permit, to be found at the card-table, the assembly, and the

theatre 1 Are not these their delight, their heaven 1 Will it be
presumption to hint, that the fondness of such persons gives reason
to suspect that there is something in them which is wrong, when
you see them to be the universal resort of those who are not only
destitute of religion, but under the influence of the worst principles,

and addicted to the most vicious practices."
" How can you bear, madam, to herd with such companions ?

You, as well as myself, are advancing in life, and have been taught
by experience to respect ourselves ; and have a regard to the com-
pany which we keep. How then can you bear with such associates 1

But if submitting to the dishonor, and conceiving that you will re-

ceive no injury from their vicious principles, how can you introduce
your nephew and niece into such society ? They are in the bloom
of life, when the heart is sensible of the faintest impression : the
charms of conversation and manners which such sort of persons fre-

quently possess (and it is all they can boast of,) will instil the poison
of evil more certainly into the soul. In such company, they will soon
learn to be ashamed of religion, and to blush at the idea of denying
themselves, taking up their cross, and following Christ.. A bias of
an opposite nature is produced : dissipation of mind is the certain
consequence, and levity of disposition, and the rank growth of appe-
tites and passions unfavorable to the pure virtues of the heart, and
to the innocence of the Christian character. The exercises of de-
votion lose all their relish ; they dislike everything that is serious;
and they soon afterwards dislike those who are lovers of seriousness.
A new set of acquaintances is acquired, who displace the old ; the
grave and the wise make room for the thoughtless and the gay.
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" Another very serious evil arising out of them is, that they in-

dispose the mind for the common duties of life. Wherever there is a

high relish for amusements, these duties become insipid ; they are

performed with reluctance as an irksome task ; and the person

longs for the conclusion of them, that he may betake himself

to his joys. Where the mind is not thus perverted in its taste, the

ordinary offices of life have pleasure blended with their performance,

and this secures a continued attention to them through the whole of

life. Whatever, therefore, banishes this pleasure, and converts an

agreeable office into a painful drudgery, is an evil of no ordinary

magnitude.
" It becomes you likewise very seriously to consider, that you are

accountable for the example which you set before the world. That
multitudes of young people, and some of maturer years, are involved

in utter ruin by these amusements, and lose fortune, health, and

present and future happiness in the pursuit, is too evident to be de-

nied. But should any of them have been initiated in these vanities

by your example and countenance, and emboldened in them by see-

ing you a patron and constant visitor at the card-table, the assem-

bly, or the theatre, it may not be so easy to exculpate yourself from

heinous guilt at the awful tribunal of God, as you now imagine."
" That persons, who make any pretensions to eminence in piety,

keep at the greatest distance from these scenes, and consider them
as altogether unsuitable to their condition, you must allow. Nay,
you must be sensible that to be seen there does not accord with

your ideas of sanctity of character. What would be your sen-

sations, if, on taking up a morning newspaper, you were to read the

following paragraph :
' Last night the apostle Paul, and the Evan-

gelist Timothy were at the assembly. St. Paul played all the eve-

ning with two old matrons and a middle aged gentlemen at cards.

Timothy danced with the young ladies, and charmed them all with

his elegance, his wit, and his mirth.' Would you not be shocked at

the intelligence, as containing something abhorrent to the ideas

which you had formed of those holy men ? But is there more than

one rule for the disciples of Christ? Is there a strict formulary and

a lax one, designed for different classes of mankind? No, there is

but one, and all should observe it in all its precepts ; and you, and I,

and every person professing Christianity, should be as good and holy

as the apostles and evangelists, as Paul and Timothy were."

"Not to be tedious, can you bear the idea of death finding you
occupied in these amusements ? To die, while engaged in your

business ; or in conversing with your family and friends ; or in walk-

ing abroad in the fields ; or in lying down on your couch to rest,

has nothing unsuitable to the Christian character : it awakens no
painful sensations as if the person had been surprized by death in an

improper place. To die at church, or in family devotion, or in the

closet at secret prayer, would be considered by you as according well

with a Christian's profession, and you would covet it as an honor,

and say, ' Let my last end he like his.' But would you like to die

at the card-table, in the midst of a dance, or in a box at the theatre ?

You would not : the idea shocks you ? But why ? There must be
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something wrong, that excites such emotions in your breast. Ifyou
shudder at the thought of dying in your beloved amusements, it must
be more than improper to live in them.

" Consider these hints. I will not press the subject farther. I

only say, can you pray for the blessing of God upon them ?

You can do it for the exercises of religion
;
you can do it

for your worldly business; but can you do it for these amusements?
You cannot. Indulge no longer, my friends, in practices on which
you cannot pray for the divine blessing.

" You may think the life of a person, who abstains from your fa-

vorite pleasures, dull and gloomy beyond enduring. This judge-

ment, I know, is frequently passed on it by those who know no high-

er principles than the spirit of the world can infuse. ' How,' say

they, ' can you, and those who think and act as you do, bear exist-

ence? Melancholy and misery must reside continually in your

habitations.' No, this is an egregious mistake. It is a poor mis-

erable life that depends for its happiness on cards, and dancing, and
plays. After bidding adieu to them all, we have enough behind for

comfort and happiness ; the banishing your amusements heightens

our felicity. There remain with us the pursuits of literature, the

charms of agreeable conversation, the satisfaction and quiet peace
arising out of the performance of our every day's duties, the delights

ofrelative'affection in domestic intercourse, which are to be reckoned

among the sweetest joys of life ; delights, which your amusements
tend to lessen and destroy ; and above all, the still superior pleas-

ures of religious worship and devotion. From these sources we de-

rive our happiness, and these ingredients, thrown into the cup of

life, render it sweet and pleasing to our taste."

EXTRACT FROM DR. ADAM SMITH.

The following extract from Dr. Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments, pp. 157

—160, exhibits the views of this distinguished philosopher on some very impor-

tant moral subjects, such as the nature of virtue, the insufficiency ofhuman merit,

and our need of an atonement. Possibly some maybe induced to listen to him,

who would not regard the instructions of a professed minister of Christ.

" That the Deity loves virtue and hates vice, as a voluptuous man
loves riches and hates poverty, not for their own sakes, but for the

effects which they tend to produce ; that he loves the one, only be-

cause it promotes the happiness of society, which his benevolence

prompts hiin to desire ; and that he hates the other, only because it

occasions the misery of mankind, which the same divine quality

renders the object of his aversion ; is not the doctrine of untaught

nature, but of an artificial refinement of reason and philosophy.

Our untaught natural sentiments all prompt us to believe, that
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as perfect virtue is supposed necessarily to appear to the Deity, as

it does to us, for its own sake, and without any further view, the

natural and proper object of love and reward ; so must vice, of
hatred and punishment. That the gods neither resent nor hurt,

was the general maxim of all the sects of the ancient philosophy
;

and if, by resenting, be understood, that violent and disorderly per-

turbation, which often distracts and confounds the human breast; or

if, by hurting, be understood, the doing mischief wantonly, and
without regard to propriety or justice, such weakness is un-
doubtedly unworthy of the divine perfection. But if it be meant,
that vice does not appear to the Deity to be, for its own sake, the

object of abhorrence and aversion, and what, for its own sake, it is

fit and right should be punished ; the truth of this maxim seems re-

pugnant to some very natural feelings. If we consult our natural

sentiments, we are even apt to fear, lest, before the holiness of God,
vice should appear to be more worthy of punishment, than the weak-
ness and imperfection of human virtue can ever seem to be of re-

ward. Man, when about to appear before a Being of infinite per-

fection, can feel but little confidence in his own merit, or in the

imperfect propriety of his own conduct. If the presence of his fel-

low-creatures, he may even justly elevate himself, and may often

have reason to think highly of his own character and conduct, com-
pared to the still greater imperfection of theirs. But the case is

quite different, when about to appear before hi-s infinite Creator. To
such a Being, he fears, that his littleness and weakness can scarce

ever appear the proper object, either of esteem or of reward. But
he can easily concieve, how the numberless violations of duty, of
which he has been guilty, should render him the proper object of

aversion and punishment ; and he thinks he can see no reason why the

divine indignation should not bel et loose, without any restraint, upon
so vile an insect as he imagines that he himself must appear to be.

If he would still hope for happiness, he suspects that he cannot
demand it from the justice, but that he must entreat it from the

mercy of God. Repentance, sorrow, humiliation, contrition at the

thought of his past conduct, seem, upon this account, the senti-

ments which become him, and to be the only means which he has left

for appeasing that wrath which he knows he has justly provoked.

He even distrusts the efficacy of all these, and naturally fears, lest

the wisdom of God should not, like the weakness of man, be pre-

vailed upon to spare the crime, by the most importunate lamenta-
tions of the criminal. Some other intercession, some other sacrifice,

some other atonement, he imagines must be made for him, beyond
what he himself is capable of making, before the purity of the divine

justice can be reconciled to his manifold offences. The doctrines

of revelation coincide in every respect with these original anticipa-

tions of nature ; and, as they teach us how little we can depend upon
the imperfection of our own virtue, so they show us, at the same
time, that the most powerful intercession has been made, and that

the most dreadful atonement has been paid, for our manifold trans-

gressions and iniquities."
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THE UNITARIAN ADVOCATE. '

The conductors of this Periodica], in their number for October,

continue their remarks on Professor Stuart's Letter to Dr. Channing,

and call the attention of their readers, first, to the subject of ' Ec-

clesiastical tribunals ;' and secondly, to the objections which have been

made to some recent Judicial decisions, touching the rights of the

churches.

In the Letter of Mr. Stuart, Dr. Channing was quoted as fol-

lows.

" We are now threatened with new tribunals, or Consociations, whose office

it will be to try ministers for their errors, to inspect the churches, and to advise

and assist them in the extirpation of heresy.' Whilst the laity are slumbering,

the ancient and free constitution of our churches is silently undermined, and is

crumbling away. Since argument is insufficient to produce uniformity of opin-

ion, recourse must be had to more powerful instruments of conviction ; I mean,
to ECCLESIASTICAL COURTS."

" It is a melancholy fact, that our long established form of Congregational
church government is menaced, and tribunals unknown to our churches,—are

to he introduced for the very purpose, that the supposed errors and mistakes of
ministers and private Christians may he tried and punished as heresies ; that is,

AS CRIMES."

The allegations in these quotations are among those which Mr.
Stuart declares untrue, and from which he undertakes to vindicate

himself and his Orthodox brethren. The conductors of the Advo-
cate admit that the Orthodox have not now " any intention of intro-

ducing such tribunals amongst us," but insist that in 1815, the time

when Dr. Channing first prefered these charges, an attempt of this

nature was actually made ; and they remark, at length, on the pro-

posals then under consideration by the General Association of Mas-
sachusetts for a Consociation of the churches.* In reply to their

remarks, it is proposed to consider the two following inquiries :

I. Were the Consociations, at that time proposed, such tribunals

as those described by Dr. Channing 1 And
II. How was the proposal for a Consociation of the churches re-

garded and treated by the Orthodox clergy of the State 1

To the first of these inquiries, we answer, without hesitation, in

the negative. Dr. Channing says, " Our long established form of

Congregational church government is menaced, and tribunals un-

known to our churches are to be introduced." But Consociation was

not " unknown to our churches." " The principles for it were

explicitly set forth, in distinct propositions, by the venerable Synod,

* The conductors of the Advocate suppose that Professor Stuart must have forgotten
these proposals for Consociation when he wrote his Letter to Dr. Channing-, and, in a
strain of affected sportiveness and triumph, they endeavor to assist his recollections on the
subject. Now there is not the least reason to suppose that the proposals for Consociation
were forgotten by Mr. Stuart. They could not have been forgotten. He quotes Dr.
Channing speaking of "Consociations" by name. He might have a perfect recollection

of all that was said and done on the subject of Consociations, and yet have no knowledge
of any such tribunals/or the trial and punishment of heretics, as Dr. Channing says the
churches were threatened with.
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composed of the elders and messengers of the churches, and holden

at Boston in 166vJ." These propositions, prepared in many instan-

ces by the same individuals who, only fourteen years before, assisted

in framing the Cambridge Platform, were incorporated in the Re-
port made to the General Association in 1815, and were spoken of

by the Committee who presented that Report as " especially suitable

to be adopted ; as a Consociation, founded upon them, and consis-

tent with them, can be no innovation, but a recurrence to first prin-

ciples, a restoration of our churches to their primitive order."—
Again, proposals for a Consociation of the churches in Massachu-
setts were made to the Convention of Congregational Ministers in

May, 1706, and received the sanction of that body. In 1716, Dr.

Increase Mather published his " Disquisition concerning Ecclesias-

tical Councils," in which he strongly urges Consociation, in the

very form in which it was proposed in 1815, as a measure " not only

lawful, but absolutely necessary for the establishment of the church-

es."—The public will judge, therefore, whether the Consociations

proposed in 1815 were, as Dr. Channing alleges, unknown to the

churches of Massachusetts—a thing of which they had never before

heard, and concerning which they had no knowledge.

But "our long established form of Congregational church govern-

ment is menaced," &c. This implies two things ; first, that the

Consociations were, in case of refusal or reluctance, to he forced

upon the churches ; for we do not menace a man with that which is

only offered him, and which he is free to accept or decline ; and,

secondly, that they are inconsistent with " Congregational church
government." But so far were the proposals of 1815 from attempting

toforce Consociations on the churches, it was expressly provided, in

one of the articles, that " no church can rightfully be considered or

treated as belonging to a Consociation without its own voluntary con-

sent, ox restrained from regularly withdrawing itself from a Consoci-

ation lohenever it shall seefit to withdraw."

As to Consociations being inconsistent with " Congregational

church government," we have several remarks to offer. In the first

place, it is very strange that the venerable men who planted the

Congregational churches of Massachusetts and framed the Plat-

form, should, only fourteen years after, publish a set of proposi-

tions, entirely inconsistent with the plan of government which they

had previously adopted. Yet, as has been shown, the propositions,

published and agreed on in 1662, were made "the basis" of the

plan of Consociation proposed in 1815.—It is strange, too, that

Doctors Increase and Cotton Mather, than whom no men better un-

derstood the constitution of our churches, or more highly valued it,

should urge the adoption of a measure, which went to subvert and

destroy this constitution. Yet they did urge the adoption of Conso-

ciation, in the same general form which they were made to assume
in the proposals of 1815.—It is also strange, that the Congregational

churches of Connecticut should continue and flourish, for than a

hundred and twenty years, under the influence of a system at war
with the first principles of Congregationalism. Yet they have con-

tinued and flourished, during all this period, in a consociated state.

VOL. III.—NO. xi. 77
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In view of these facts, it may well be asked, What is there in a

Consociation of Churches, inconsistent with the principles of Con-
gregational government? A Consociation of churches is merely

an agreement, voluntarily entered into by a convenient number of

contiguous churches, that they will help to bear each other's bur-

thens, and watch over one another in faithfulness and love ; that

they will mutually afford and accept counsel and aid in all cases of

doubt and difficulty ; and, in short, that they will walk together in a

holy fellowship, according to some previously adopted rules. Now
in all this we see nothing inconsistent with any principles of Con-

gregational government. It is not inconsistent with such principles

for a church to call a Council, when one is thought to be needed.

But a Consociation is no other than a standing Council, previously

agreed on, to be summoned together when a necessity occurs.* A
Congregational church, said our fathers, " hath full power and au-

thority within itself regularly to administer all the ordinances of

Christ, and is not under any other ecclesiastical jurisdiction whatso-

ever." But a body possessing originally all this power may dele-

gate some portion of it, if it pleases—to a mutual Council, to a

Board of reference, or to a Consociation ; and may again resume it,

if it shall be abused. It is not inconsistent with the freedom of a

people, or with their sovereignty, in a civil sense, that they choose

to delegate a portion of their power. And no more is a delegation

of ecclesiastical power inconsistent with the freedom and indepen-

dence of the churches. In the proposals for Consociation, published

in 1815, it is stated expressly, " that it will not be competent to the

Consociation to hinder the exercise of the power delegated by Christ

to each particular church, in regard to its own interior administra-

tions and concerns, but by counsel from the word of God to direct

and strengthen the same, upon all just occasions."

It is further alleged by Dr. Channing that these " tribunals are to

be introduced for the very purpose, that the supposed errors and

mistakes of ministers and private Christians may be tried and pun-

ished as heresies ; that is, as crimes." But this, instead of being
" the very purpose" for which Consociations were proposed in 1815,

constituted, so far as appears, no part of the purpose. Nothing is

said or intimated in the proposals then made about " the errors and
mistakes of ministers and private Christians being tried and punish-

ed as crimes," and there is no evidence that any such idea ever

entered the minds of the Committee by whom these proposals were
reported. Indeed, there is abundant evidence that no such thought

could have entered their minds. It is provided, in one of the

articles, that the connected churches " agree to hold the Consocia-

tion as the proper body" [instead of selecting a Council for the

purpose] " to hear and decide upon any complaint or allegation,

touching ministerial character, against any minister belonging to it,

to acquit, or to find guilty, to advise, sustain, or depose, as the case

• In one of the Articles proposed in 1815, is contained the following- provision : "The
consociated churches with their Pastors agree to regard and use the particular Consoci-

ation to which they belong as the proper Council, made mutual by this agreement, as to

all parties concerned, to be applied to by the churches and individuals in the connexion,

in all cases in which the advice and assistance of a Council is requisite."
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may require." But here is nothing about trying and punishing

heretics as criminals—nothing which may not be done, and which

has not frequently been done, by mutual Councils, under the present

organization of our churches.

Let it not be understood from anything here said, that we are in

favor of Consociations, or that we desire to see the churches of this

Commonwealth consociated. Such an order of things may be expe-

dient, or it may not be; we touch not that question. The churches

have a right to consider and judge of the matter as they please.

—

Our single object has been to show, that the Consociations, propos-

ed in 18J5, have no resemblance to the "tribunals" described by Dr.

Channing, and consequently furnish no colorable ground for the

allegations he has made. He describes " tribunals unknown to our

churches," whereas Consociations had long been known to them.

He describes something with which the churches were " menaced;"

whereas Consociations, had the proposals for them been approved,

would only have been offered to the churches, to be received or re-

jected, as they thought best. He describes something inconsistent

with " Congregational church government ;" but Consociations are

entirely consistent with such government. He describes " tribunals

to be introduced, for the very purpose" of trying and punishing

heretics as criminals; but the Consociations, proposed in 1815,

contemplate no such object as this. Where then is the resemblance

between the two? And how little reason did the proposal for Con-
sociations furnish, for the sweeping charges which have been made
to grow out of it ?

We were to inquire, in the second place, how the proposals for

a Consociation of the churches, of which so much has been said,

were regarded and treated by the Orthodox clergy. It has been

commonly represented by Unitarians, that these proposals originated

with this body of men, and were regarded by them with great compla-

cence. ' They intended and expected to fasten them on the churches,

and to make them the instrument of embarrassing and removing every

minister who could not enter into their views. But by the vigilance

and exertions of their opponents, the people were led to take the

alarm, and the whole project was mercifully defeated.' He can have

had but little acquaintance with leading Unitarians, or their works,

who does not know that this is the manner in which they have

usually spoken of this subject ; but no rcspresentation, certainly,

could be more unfounded.—In the summer of 1814, the plan of

Consociation, approved and confirmed by the Convention of Con-

gregational Ministers in 1706, was submitted to the General Asso-

ciation of Massachusetts. A Committee was appointed to consider

the same, and report the next year. The next year they did report,

and their report was ordered to " be printed, and copies sent to the

several Associations, for the purpose of ascertaining the public sen-

timent respecting the plan of ecclesiastical order therein presented."

At the next meeting, in 1S16, the subject was called up, and finally

disposed of. In what manner 1 By adopting the proposals for

Consociation, and forcing them upon the reluctant churches ? No,

but by leaving the churches to do just as they pleased. " The As-

sociation ivish not to prescribe opinions to their brethren, neither
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would they recommend any reform to be made in the church, other-

wise than in conscientious obedience to its Supreme Head. They
believe that the Report of the Committee" (proposing Consocia-

tions) " accords in its general principles, with the examples and
precepts of the New Testament ; and in those parts of the Com-
monwealth, in which the sentiments of ministers and churches are

favorable to its adoption, this Association have no objection against

their proceeding immediately to organize themselves into Consocia-

tions, upon the general principles of said Report."

The. truth of the case, in few words, is this : the plan for conso-

ciating the churches of Massachusetts, which was first attempted in

1662, and again by the Mathers in the early part of the next cen-

tury, was brought forward, the third time, by individuals of the

clergy, in 1814. The proposal was made to a body of Orthodox
ministers, and never went beyond these ministers. It was never

submitted to the churches, or to the people, so far as we know, in a

single instance. The result was, that the clergy, after much con-

sideration, did not think proper to urge its adoption. They waived
the whole subject by saying, that if the churches in any part of the

State wished to consociate, they had no objection. The plan of

consociating the churches, therefore, whether good or bad, was put

to rest, not by the people, not by the churches, hot by Unitarians,

(whose opposition weighed not a feather in the minds of those to

whom the subject was submitted) but solely through the influ-

ence of the Orthodox clergy.

We say these things, not because we are anxious that our clergy

should have the credit of this measure, if any credit belongs to it

;

but because what we have stated is the truth, and truth which ought
to be known and understood. This is a subject on which Unita-

rians have vapored, and boasted, and accused and censured those

who deserve no censure, long enough. It is time that it should

be explained, and set in a proper light; and we are much obliged

to our neighbors of the Advocate for affording us so favorable an
opportunity of introducing it to the consideration of our readers.

The other subject, to which the conductors of the Advocate call

the attention of their readers, is despatched by them in few words
;

and we shall not need to employ many in reply. That we have ob-
jected to certain decisions of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts,
affecting the interests of our churches, (as every citizen who thinks
with us has an undoubted right to do,) is certain. We have not
called in question the ability of the Judges, much less their integrity :

but as some Unitarians say of " the writers of the books of Scrip-
ture," we think them " men, and therefore fallible." In the Re-
port of the decision of the Dedham case, we are sure that important
historicalfacts, of which we can judge as well as lawyers, are great-

ly [misrepresented. We are sure, also, that the Chief Justice did
travel out of his professional sphere, and go into a discussion of the-
ological questions. Is not the question respecting the proper quali-

fications for communion at the Lord's table a theological question ?

one which has been agitated by theologians in this country for more
than a hundred years, and is still unsettled ? And did not Chief
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Justice Parker go into a consideration of this question, on the bench,

and express officially an opinion respecting it 1 We know, too, that

the decision, to which we have referred, is inconsistent, in several

points, with others on the same subject which preceded it, and in-

inconsistent with itself; for we have examined it to our entire satis-

faction, as any person of ordinary capacity can do at pleasure. See

Spirit of the Pilgrims, Vol. i. pp. 131—137.

The writer in the Advocate represents our opposition to this de-

cision as " for the most part unsuccessful," and doubts the assertion

of one of our correspondents, that it " has never been well received,

or acquiesced in, by the bar, or by intelligent lawyers of the Com-
monwealth.* We could easily remove his doubts on this subject,

were it needful or proper to do so. We could refer him to lawyers

and jurists not a few, of high respectability, both in the state and

out of it, with whose opinions we have been made acquainted, and
whom we know to be entirely dissatisfied with the principles laid

down in the Dedham decision. We could name many such, who
think as we do, that the churches are corporate bodies, entitled to

their own property, and capable of holding it, and that to wrest it

from them, under cover of law, is no better than plunder. What
possible right has a parish, in case of division, to the records, the

communion furniture, and other property of the church ? They
did not purchase such property, nor was it given to them ; and
they have, in justice, no more claim to it, than they have to the

houses and lands of the church members. In regard to decisions,

making such a disposal of church property, we repeat the language

of another correspondent, " They have not been generally acquiesced

in, and tcill not be."
" To be sure there has been, and we trust there will be, no violent

resistance ; but between a mere abstaining from such resistance, and
cordial acquiescence, there is a very wide difference. And it is

high time that our honorable Judges were given distinctly to under-

stand, that, however much professing Christians throughout the

State are disposed to respect them as magistrates and as men, and
however ready they may be to sustain them in the distribution ofjus-

tice, still they cannot look on, and see church after church, which the

Pilgrims planted, and which God has blessed, stripped of its natural

* This writer has inserted <i long note, in which he complains of some inaccuracies in

the communication from which the sentence abo> i uo is taken. See Spirit of the

Pilgrims, Vol. ii. p. 128. We have had no opportunity of conferring with our correspon-
dent, or of learning from any source, precisely what the facts in the case are. The writer

of the article in the Advocate, (ifreport attributes it to its real author) undoubtedly knows
what they are, and we are willing to presume that he has stated them correctly. What
then is the amount of misrepresentation charged upon our con < on '

il
' V\ hy, that a

deacon (not deacons) was removed from office by Mr. Lam: no's chur< h ; and he not (as

our correspondent had understood) without previous notice ai d; ition. !i gives US

pleasure to correct any, the least, mis-statement of this sort, into which ourselves or our

correspondents may at any time fall. If others approve our example in this respect, we
hope they will follow it. In a single article on the rights of the churches, published in our
number for July 1°>"2'J, we pointed out more than forty misrepresentations in the Reviews
in the Christian Examiner on the same subject. Not one of them has yet been so much as

noticed.—It would seem that Unitarians were more civil to their refractory deacons a
dozen years ago, than they have been recently : as it is stated positively that the Juridi-

cals in Cambridge did undertake to remove their deacons, without previous notice,

or the allegation of a crime.
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rights, and its just inheritance, without deep emotion. We ask no
more for the churches than what obviously belongs to them, the

right of self-preservation, of self-organization, of controlling their

own property, and managing, generally, their own concerns ; and
when this is refused them, whether under color of law, or in

face of law, (though we can keep the peace,) we cannot, without

treachery to Him whose are all the churches, cordially acquiesce.

And in saying this, we are confident that we speak the sentiment

of thousands, and of tens of thousands among the most pious and

respectable citizens of this Commonwealth."

Our opponents compliment themselves and one another continual-

ly, on the fair, mild, and charitable spirit in which they are wont to

conduct their religious discussions. We must furnish our readers

with a single specimen, from which to judge of the propriety of such

representations.

" There are strange delusions in the world. The Orthodox may oppress, de-

no unce and vilify, and no injustice, in their opinion, is done. They arc author-

ized to trample the ' world's people,' heretics, and infidels, for so Unitarians are

called, under their feet ; and all this time, Unitarians are expected to be still

;

they cannot utter a word of rebuke or remonstrance, but they must be chasti-

sed for it. ' When Hagar offends her mistress, this is downright rebellion ;

when Sarah beats Hagar this is due correction.' So, according to the ' lively'

Jortin, the Orthodox have thought, taking Sarah and Hagar for ' types' of them-

selves, and of heretics. And so they appear to think now. They being the
' true seed,' ' chosen,' and ' saints,' are at liberty to administer correction to

Unitarian outcasts and reprobates. The blows they give are ' sanctified by the

good intention, and the salutary effect.'

"

If the gentleman who wrote, and those who approved and publish-

ed this paragraph, think that the statements contained in it are

fair and true, and the spirit manifested, kind and charitable

;

we sincerely pity them. They are entitled, in this case, to the

commiseration of all sober, enlightened men. If, on the other

hand, they were willing to publish such statements, when they did

not think them true ; we can only leave them to their own reflections.
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I am confident, that in the foregoing rapid sketch, every serious

and candid reader must discover the lineaments of a mind, at

once penetrating, active, vigorous and steady to its high purpose,

together with induhitable evidence of learning, sincerity, piety, and

ardent attachment to the great principles of the reformation. But
I have purposely reserved a few additional remarks for the close

of the present sketch. If in our final estimate of this great re-

former's character, we could truly present it to the world without a

blemish, it would stand alone upon the annals of the church. In-

firmities and imperfections Calvin undoubtedly had, and few men
have more deeply felt and lamented them than he did. He lived

in a comparatively dark age ; and although he saw many things

more clearly than his cotemporaries, we have to lament, much
more than to wonder, that his mind was not wholly emancipated

from the intolerance which every where surrounded him. I al-

lude here, particularly, to that unhappy incident, which has been

most ungenerously seized upon, magnified, distorted, and employ-

ed to hold up the Genevan Reformer, in the character of a cruel

and relentless persecutor. In order to blast the character of Cal-

vin, and to expose to general reprobation that system of doctrines

which bears his name, a thousand changes have been rung upon

the sufferings of that audacious blasphemer, who was burnt at Gen-
eva, in 1553.

Servetus—yes, alas ! Servetus ivas condemned and executed

for blasphemy and heresy ; and the wonder is with many, how any
one can possibly embrace and defend doctrines, which were taught

by the man, who it is said, was the principal actor in that horrible

tragedy ! Indeed, if the modern Calvinists had actually assem-

VOL. III.—NO. XII. 78
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bled from all parts of the christian world, to express their full ap-
probation of the measures which brought Servetus to the stake,

they could hardly have identified themselves more perfectly with

Calvin, in that transaction, than they are now virtually represented

to be, in hostile magazines, tracts, newspaper-paragraphs, and
itinerant declamations. But why so much pains to visit the iniqui-

ties of Calvin, whatever they may have been, upon the heads of

the present, or any other generation of his followers ?

For my own part, I am utterly unable to reconcile this visitation,

with any notions [ can form of distributive justice. What if Calvin

had personally sat in judgement upon Servetus, or even with his

own hand lighted the fire which consumed him ? Would that

have destroyed the whole system of doctrines which he taught ?

Would it have made it criminal for any body, in after times, to

think and preach as he did ? The religious opinions of Luther,

Calvin, Arminius, Wesley, and other distinguished men, upon the

cardinal doctrines of the Bible, are entirely distinct from their pri-

vate characters, whatever they may have been. We may embrace
their sentiments, without undertaking to justify every thing they
did ; or we may admire them, as men and as Christians, without

adopting their particular religious views.

It would be scarcely less uncandid, to make the whole Episco-
pal church of the present day answerable for the burning of Joan
of Kent, by Cranmer, in the reign of Edward Sixth ; or to attach

the odium of imprisoning Christian David, by Socinus, to all his

present followers, than it is to make the Calvinists bear the re-

proach of what was done by others, at Geneva, almost three hun-
dred years ago.

Bet to return to Calvin himself. Would he have merited the

hundredth part of what has been said against him, even if he had
been far more active than he was, in procuring the death of Serve-

tus ? Was David a reprobate,—did all his piety stand for nothing
because he sinned in the matter of Uriah ? Was Peter a perjured

hypocrite, because he denied his Lord with an oath ? Was Cran-
mer a vindictive and bloody persecutor, and is he to be excluded
from christian charity, because he procured the death of the un-

happy Joan of Kent ? Surely not : and why, then, should the

Genevan Reformer have so many terms of reprobation heaped up-
on his memory, on account of his supposed active and zealous

agency in the burning of Servetus ?

But a great mass of evidence might be brought forward, which,

if it does not acquit Calvin altogether, exposes the calumny of his

enemies in a strong light, and wipes away much of the reproach

which even his friends have been made to believe rested upon his

name.
Michael Servetus, then, who has been adorned by the enemies of

Calvin with all the virtues of a primitive martyr—not to say can-
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onized, in all the blazonry of a Romish legend, was an outrag-

eous and incorrigible blasphemer of the Godhead ;—having in

more than a hundred places, say the ministers of Geneva, boldly

called the triune God, a triple headed Cerberus—a phantom of dev-

ils—a Geryon monster—an illusion of Satan, and the like. When
interrogated on his trial before the Senate of Geneva, he declared,

that all things were full of God ; and said, " I doubt not but this

bench and whatever you see is the substance of God." " When
it was objected, then the devil will be substantially God, he burst

into a deriding laugh, and said, ' This is my general principle—all

things spring from the stock of God, and all nature is the substan-

tial Spirit of God' ?"

Such were the opinions of the unhappy Servetus, industriously

promulgated for many years, both in his writings and conversation,

wherever he could find either readers or hearers. Now we do
not say, that, open and pertinacious as he was in his blasphemies,

it was right to visit them with burning, or any other capital punish-

ment. Far from it. We abhor religious persecution in every

form. Nor can we ever cease to lament the intolerance which
brought him to the stake. But it was the intolerance of a com-
paratively dark age, and not the cold malignity of either public, or

private animosity. We mourn to think, that Calvin had any con-

cern whatever, in the prosecution which brought Servetus to an

untimely end ; but there was nothing of that atrocity in the part

he acted, with which his enemies have so industriously labored to

load his memory. He had no such agency in procuring the death

of Servetus, as has been often ascribed to him ; and in what he
did, there is not a particle of evidence, that he was actuated by
personal animosity ; but every reason to believe, that he thought it

his duty to put a stop, if possible, to the blasphemies of a man, who
was pouring derision upon the most sacred things, and industrious-

ly disseminating his principles wherever he went.

It is true, we lament to say, that when Servetus, whose charac-

ter and principles had long been known, went to Geneva, Calvin

took measures to have him arrested, and assisted in preferring

charges against him before the Senate. Thus much he thought

the existing laws of the Canton required of him, as a free citizen,

and thus much he doubtless felt conscientiously bound to do, as a

minister of Christ, for the preservation of the pure doctrines of the

Gospel. But it is not true that he pursued Servetus with the ma-
lignant spirit of persecution. It is not true that his influence at

that time preponderated in the Senate of Geneva, by which body
Servetus was sentenced to suffer death.* It is not true that CaK

* " A majority of the Senate at this time were under the influence of Pcrrin and the
Bertelier faction (the enemies of Calvin) as appears from the fact, that in August and
September of this year, the Senate voted, in face of Calvin and the consistory, that Ber-
telier, who had been excommunicated, should be a<lmitted to the Lord's Supper." See
Waterman's Life of Calvin, p. 12 k
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vin burnt Servetus, or that he wished to have him punished in

this cruel manner, or indeed in any other ; or that he was present

when the dreadful sentence was executed. On the contrary, there

is abundant evidence, that Calvin earnestly wished to save the life

of Servetus, by persuading him to recant his errors,—that he
persisted in his endeavors against torrents of abuse and blasphe-

mies from the infatuated object of his solicitations ; and that after

the sentence of burning was pronounced, he interceded with the

Senate, though without effect, for a mitigation in the mode of pun-
ishment.*

My object is not to justify the tragical end of Servetus, which I as

strongly disapprove, and as heartily lament, as the bitterest enemies
of Calvinism can do ; but it is due to the cause of truth and jus-

tice to rescue the memory of the Genevan Reformer from the

virulence and ignorance of anonymous calumniators. Persecution

was the fault of the age in which he lived. In him, it evidently

was a mistaken zeal for the preservation of true religion, and not

the clear-sighted malignity of a relentless persecutor. It was the

error of the best men of that period, just emerging as they all were
from the darkness of Popery, and never, probably, having heard
the right of punishing heretics seriously called in question. In

proof of this, a long list of names might be given, including the

most heroic confessors and brightest ornaments of the sixteenth

century—such as Melancton, Urbanus Regius, Bucer, Capito,

Bullinger, Peter Martyr, Farel, Reza, Cranmer, and the Pastors

of Zurich. It is moreover worthy of particular observation, that

for more than fifty years after the death of Calvin, no respectable

writer of any sect can be found, who censures him for the part he
took against Servetus.

JVIaimbourgh, a bitter enemy of the Reformation, and who him-
self wrote a history of Calvinism, with all his popish partialities and
misrepresentations, says nothing on the affair of Servetus. Dupin,
another bigoted papist, and author of an elaborate Ecclesiastical

History, does not even name Servetus in his life of Calvin. Nor
does the learned Bayle, who, from his principles, or rather from
his want of principle, would have felt no reluctance in casting a

stigma upon the character of the Genevan Reformer. And even
Bolseck, who wrote a life of Calvin for the express purpose of
blasting his name, no where accuses him of hatred to Servetus,

nor blames him for any thing connected with the prosecution and
death of that unhappy man. " The pious and excellent Bishop
Hall solemnly pronounced, that, in that transaction relative to

Servetus, Calvin did well approve himself to God's Church."
Heylin, though in his History of Presbyterianism he inveighs bit-

* " We endeavored to commute the kind of death, hut in vain. Wliy we could effect

nothing in hisfavor, I will inform you at our interview." Calvin to Farel.
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terly against Calvin, never reproaches him as the persecutor of

Servet'us, which he would not have failed to do, had the conduct

of the Reformer in that affair been thought reprehensible. ' Even

the learned and pious Turretin, in discussing the question, whether

heretics are to be punished by the civil Magistrate, introduces this

very case of Servetus, and defends the justice of his sentence, on

the ground of the complicated and enormous heresies which he had

propagated, for more than twenty years, with great virulence and

obstinacy, against all the means used to reclaim him.'*

Here, some may be ready to ask, why all this parade ot author-

ities ? and what is to be inferred, when so many distinguished

names are called up, in justification of Calvin ? Certainly not that

persecution could ever be justified, but that religious freedom was

not at that time understood, and that the spirit which prompted

the persecution of Servetus was the fault, not of one man, or one

religious sect, but of the age in which the reformer lived. Every

enlightened christian will now heartily lament it ; but it argues any-

thing, rather than christian charity, to try those holy men, who liv-

ed and suffered in the early twilight of the reformation, before the

dawn of religious liberty, by the light which has been steadily in-

creasing, particularly on that subject, for almost three centuries.

Who, among all the accusers of John Calvin, would have earned

a better title to the gratitude of posterity, had he been born like

that great reformer, in the beginning of the sixteenth century ?

Verily, " shame and confusion of faces" belong to the men, who
pertly arraign the illustrious father of so many of the reformed

churches at their partial tribunals, and summarily sentence him

to the reprobation of mankind, instead of imitating his virtues, cast-

ing the mantle of charity over his faults, and making reasonable

allowance for the prejudices of the period in which he lived.

f

Perhaps, if they had been his cotemporaries at Geneva, they

might not have been concerned in the prosecution of Servetus
;
—

* " They who speak against the punishment inflicted on the profligate Servetus, as

unjust and' cruel, that they may thereby raise an odium against the most noble magistrates

(H Geneva, and especially, against that great man of God, Calvin, have never sufficiently

weighed the atrocity of his offence." " The affair did not come to this issue but with

reluctance, nor until all other means to overcome his obstinacy, and bring him to repent-

ance, had been tried in vain ; and he might, if he would, have avoided punishment."
" Nothing was done in this business by the magistrates rashly and precipitately, but with

mature deliberation on all the circumstances in the fear of God ; and not without con-

sulting the most noble rulers of reformed Switzerland, who acknowledged the equity of

•the sentence, and approved it by their own vote." Institutio Theologies Elenchticoe

Vol. iii. p. 373.

t Robertson, in his history of Charles V., lays down the following equitable principle,

which well applies to the case before us : In PASSING JUDGEMENT on the charac-
ters OF MEN, WE OUGHT TO TRY THEM 1!Y THE PRINCIPLES AND MAXIMS OF TIIEIR

OWN AGE, NOT BY THOSE OK ANOTHER."
James Pcirce, a distinguished Arian Minister of Exeter (England) in his Letter to Dr.

Snape, entitled "The Dissenter's Reasons for not writing in Behalf of Persecution,"'

declares that Calvin, in his treatment of Servetus, " only acted as all oilier Protestants,

as well as Papists, would have done, at that time, when the doctrine of toleration teas un-

known to the world." See Hist, of Dissenters Vol. iii. p. 140.
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but, on the other hand, is it at all likely they would have done as

much as Calvin did, to defend the doctrines and promote the cause

of true religion ? Let him that is without sin among his accusers,

or that is holier, and more devoted to the service of the Redeem-
er, cast the first stone at the head of Calvin.

To have said less on this painful subject, would have been in-

justice to Calvin's memory ; and to say more, would transcend my
present limits. Indeed, the apology which I have thought it my
duty to offer, in ihecase of Servetus, will necessarily exclude from

this biographical sketch many incidents which would serve to raise

the character of the reformer in the estimation of every candid

reader.

I cannot, however, conclude, without subjoining a few additional

remarks. The hours of sleep with Calvin were few ; his mind

never slumbered ; his pursuit of knowledge was ardent and unre-

mitting, and his progress astonishing. His perception was quick,

and his memory tenacious. Amidst all his multiplied cares and

labors, nothing was forgotten ; and such was the command which

he acquired over his thoughts, that in composing the most difficult

works, when interrupted for hours by company or conversation, he

would resume and pursue the train of his reasoning, without re-

viewing what he had written.

Personal care, interest and reputation, were secondary objects

with this great and good man. Love to the cause of Christ was

evidently the ruling passion of his soul. For the promotion of this

cause, all his talents and learning were assiduously employed. He
felt, he thought, he wrote, he labored for the most distant church-

es, as well as for that under his immediate care, and also for pos-

terity.

While he delighted to cherish the smoking flax, and strengthen

the bruised reed, he was sometimes too indignant, perhaps, against

the open and obstinate enemies of religion, who profanely trampled

on the Gospel, and endangered the souls of men. Anxious to

unite all the friends of truth, he was accommodating on points of

minor importance ; but would yield nothing which he considered

essential, either in doctrine or practice. Thus he lived and acted,

not for himself, but for Christ and the Church ; and in the last try-

ing scene of life, he was sustained by the consolations of that

Gospel, which he had so long preached to others. His sun shone

bright in its going down, and while death was breaking his hold on

earthly things, he reposed with unshaken confidence upon the fin-

ished work and promises of the Redeemer ; and departed to his

rest in the exercise of that faith, which is the " substance of things

hoped for, and the evidence of things not seen."
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The following account of Calvin's treatment of Servetus is from Sennebier's

Histoire Litteraire dc Geneve, Vol. i. pp. 204—227. The high literary reputa-

tion of the author renders it peculiarly deserving of attention.

The tragical history of Servetus happened 1553. It has often

been related to blacken Calvin's character, by his bitter enemies, and

by those who had not seen the pieces in his justification. It has

been confidently asserted, that the Genevan Relbrmer long harbored

an implacable hatred of the unfortunate Spaniard, used every effort

to gratify his malice, denounced him to the Magistrates of Vienne,

and caused seize him in the morning after his arrival at Geneva.

Men easily believe what is so positively asserted, and almost imag-

ine it impossible that the tale can be false. Yet Bolzec, the cotem-

porary and the mortal enemy of Calvin, who wrote his life only to

tear his character in pieces, and Maimburg, so celebrated for par-

tiality and misrepresentation, durst not allege those pretended facts,

which modern historians have advanced. Bolzec says, that Serve-

tus's haughtiness, insolence, and dangerous projects, making him
hated and dreaded at Lyons, he left it for Charlieu

;
yet afterwards

returned to Lyons, and communicated his ideas to Calvin, who
keenly opposed them ; and, on Servetus sending him his Restitutio

Christianismi, broke off all intercourse with him. Calvin however
did not betray his secrets, or cause seize him at Vienne ; for he
wrote to Viretus and Farel, that if Servetus came to Geneva, the

consequence would be, the loss of his life. Calvin naturally con-

cluded this from the spirit of the laws and government at Geneva,
and from the ideas of all sects at that time. Indeed, he bore with

Servetus as long as there was any hope of his recovery ; and it was
the Spaniard who first introduced personal abuse into their contro-

versy. Bucer, Oecolampadius, Farel, Beza, and even the gentle

Melancton, approved the sentence passed against him. As it

would he unjust on that account to accuse these celebrated men, it

is equally unjust to accuse Calvin of hatred to Servetus.

But Calvin abused his confidence, and sent to Vienne the letters he

had received from him, and the Restitutio Christianismi which

he had presented him.—That accusation is absurd. Could Calvin,

whose name was execrated by Papists, expect attention to his com-
plaints, or regard to his letters, from the Magistrates of Vienne ?

Suppose Calvin as cruel as you please, why was he silent for seven

years ; why did he not in an earlier period commence his persecution

of Servetus ; and why did he not send to every place where the here-

tic resided, the letters he had received from him, and his Restitutio 1

It is evident, from a letter of Calvin, dated February, 1540, that Cal-

vin, convinced of the punishment Servetus deserved, would not en-

courage him to come to Geneva, but intimated to him what he had

to fear, should he venture it. He wished, therefore, by keeping him
at a distance from Geneva, that he might escape the punishment
with which he threatened him, if he came there. So far was he
from contriving to subject him to punishment in another place. In-

deed, Calvin's writing to the Magistrates of Vienne, and sending

them the Restitutio, could answer no purpose. It would have been
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ridiculous for him to send them a copy of a book printed in France
under their eyes, or to point out what was exceptionable in it, which
the reading of it would sufficiently do. Accordingly, the sentence
passed at Vienne, gives no insinuation that Calvin had interposed in

the process. It is true, that the Magistrates of Vienne, knowing
that Servetus had corresponded with Calvin, applied to the council

at Geneva for his letters. But it is equally true, that their sentence
was founded on the errors in his book, and his own confessions ; not

on these letters.

But Calvin, informed of Servetus's escapefrom the prison of Vien-

ne, caused seize him two or three days after his arrival at Geneva.—
Facts do not quadrate with this charge. Servetus escaped from Vi-

enne before the execution of the sentence which condemned him to

be burned, 17th June. If he took fifteen days in his flight, he would
have been at Geneva the beginning of July, and yet he was not seiz-

ed there till 13th August. Think not that he was concealed till

then somewhere else. A little prudence would prevent his tarrying

where Popery was established, lest the clamors of Vienne should
overtake him ; and Geneva was the first place where he could ex-

pect shelter. Probably, therefore, he was seized, not in two or

three days, but near six weeks after his arrival. The accusations

against him were, 1. His saying, in his Commentary on Ptolemy,

that the Bible vain-gloriously celebrated the fertility of Canaan,
though indeed an uncultivated and barren country. 2. His calling

one God in three persons a three headed Cerberus. 3. His assert-

ing, that God was every thing, and that every thing was God. He
did not deny the charges, but pleaded the necessity of toleration. The
council of Vienne demanded that he should be sent back to them

;

but it being left to his choice, he preferred the chance of a more
favorable sentence at Geneva, to the certainty of capital punish-

ment at Vienne.
While we blame the principles of jurisprudence which conducted

this process, it should be acknowledged, that the Council at Geneva
neglected nothing for discovering the truth ; exerted every mean for

persuading Servetus to retract ; and, when all proved in vain, asked

the advice of the Swiss Cantons, who unanimously exhorted them
to punish the wicked person, and put him out of a condition of

spreading heresy. The intolerance therefore of the age, not the

cruelty of Calvin, dictated the sentence of the 27th of October, that

Servetus should be burnt alive. Castalio alone had the courage to

write a dissertation against the punishment of heretics, which, though

he was at Basil, he thought it necessary for his own safety to publish

under the feigned name of Bellius. There have been both former

and latter instances at Geneva, of similar violent proceedings against

heretics. In 153G, all were deprived of the right of citizenship

who did not admit the received doctrine.- In 1558, Gentilis escap-

ed death only by retracting. Calvin says, in a letter written at that

time, that Servetus, if he had not been mad, would have escaped

punishment, by renouncing his errors, or even by a more modest be-

haviour. But Servetus persisted to defend his opinions in blasphe-
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mous language : the laws of the times could not be violated : and,

therefore, the endeavors of some to satisfy themselves with his

banishment, and of Calvin to render his punishment less cruel, had

no effect. It is certain, Calvin deplored Servetus's fate ; and the

disputes in prison were managed with much greater moderation on

his side, than on that of the panel. In a period when the princi-

ples of toleration were not understood, zeal against opinions sub-

versive both of natural and revealed religion drove men to cruel

and unwarrantable extremes. Calvin's situation was peculiarly

delicate. Roman Catholics accused him of dangerous theological

errors. Their eyes were fixed upon him ; and had he remained an

indifferent spectator of the process against Servetus, they would

have pronounced him a favorer of his opinions. Add to this, had

Servetus escaped, his gross and abusive charges against Calvin

would have appeared well founded ; and Calvin's adversaries would

have availed themselves of that advantage for ruining his influence.

DEATH-BED SCENES.

I design, in this paper, to call the attention of my readers to

death-bed scenes ; and to point out, as well as I am able, the dif-

ference between the feelings of the true believer, and those of the

impenitent unbeliever, in the nearest views of eternity. This is the

more important, as the subject seems not to have been rightly ap-

prehended, always, even by good people, and representations have
sometimes been made respecting it, which were unfair, and of

course unconvincing.

The true difference, then, between the death of the Christian,

and that of the sinner, is not this, that the Christian always leaves

the world in joy and triumph, and the sinner always leaves it in

darkness and horror. For, in the first place, the true Christian

does not always meet his last enemy in this happy and triumphant

manner. He may be cutoff by some sudden stroke of Providence,

without opportunity for reflection ;—or he may be deprived of rea-

son at the last, and die in a state of mental derangement ;—or the

effect of disease may be, if not entirely to take away reason, so to

stupify or derange the nervous system, as to cast a mist over the

faculties, and involve the soul in gloom and fear ;—or God may,

for wise and holy purposes, withdraw the light of his countenance

at the last, and lead his child through a vale of thick darkness to

the openings of celestial day. If we are true Christians, we may
know assuredly that God will not utterly leave us or forsake us

j

but we cannot know under what circumstances he may see best to

take us out of the world ; nor can we know certainly, that he will

not find it necessary to try us, even in our last moments, with dis-

tressing doubts, and fears, and darkness.
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And as the Christian does not always leave the world in

triumph ; so neither does the sinner always depart in horror.

There are various ways in which we may account for the

composure of a stupid and hardened sinner, in the hour of death.

He may have pursuaded himself that there is nothing beyond the

present life—that death is an everlasting sleep ; and under this

impression, he may leave the world with as little thought or sensi-

bility almost as a brute. Or, with much effort and many misgiv-

ings, he may have succeeded in pursuading himself that all of ev-

ery character will be happy immediately after death,; and with

this impression settled on his mind, he may be willing to die. Or
he may never have been enlightened to see the desperate wicked-

ness of his own heart. He believes others are very wicked, and

have much reason to be afraid ; but he is so nearly perfect, and

God is so merciful, that he is confident he has nothing to fear.

And with this impression on his mind, he does not fear even to die.

He fears not to go into the presence of that God, of whose charac-

ter and law he is almost as ignorant as he was the moment when
he was born.—Or if the sinner has been awakened and convinced,

he may have rested on a false hope. He may have mistaken his

religious exercises and character, and while he presumes that he

is a child of God, he may be a son of perdition. Still, as the de-

lusion is dear to him, and he is unwilling to abandon it, he may be

suffered to retain it even to the last. He may meet death in the

vain confidence that he is going to heaven, and scarcely dream to

the contrary, till he awakes in eternity.

If persons will blind and deceive themselves, (as all these classes

of sinners do,) through the whole period of their probation, God is

under no obligations to send his Spirit, and awaken them, on a

bed of sickness, and near the close of life. To be sure, he often

does awaken them under these circumstances, and fills their souls

with light and terror—perhaps he generally does this ; but he does

it not always ; and it is far, very far, from being a sure evidence

that a person has died a sincere Christian, that he has died with

seeming composure.
But although, as we have seen, the Christian does not always

die joyful, nor the sinner always miserable ; still, it ought in fair-

ness to be said, that this is, for the most part—far more frequently

we believe than otherwise—this is the manner, in which these two

classes of persons leave the world. The sincere, devoted Chris-

tian, unless deprived of his reason, or cut off by some sudden

stroke of Providence, usually meets death without dismay. His

hopes usually strengthen, and his prospects brighten, and his spir-

itual consolations increase, the nearer he approaches the bounda-

ries of time. And, on the other hand, although the stupid sinner,

or the self-confident hypocrite, may sometimes outbrave the ter-

rors of death, still, it is believed this is not commonly the case.
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Voltaire trembled and recanted before he left the world. Thomas
Paine trembled and was horribly afraid, when he came to die. And
those who have bolstered themselves up in error and delusion

—

who have deceived themselves, and endeavored to deceive others,

have usually done the same, at the last. In that honest hour, when
the world fades, and illusions vanish, and a dread eternity pre-

sents itself in near and certain prospect ; they have usually awak-

ed to the horrors of their condition, and entreated that mercy which

before they despised.

It should.be said, also, in comparing the feelings of these two

classes of persons in the near views of death, that when the minds

of sinners are not disturbed, nor their hopes shaken ; their compos-

ure, for the most part, is merely negative—the mere absence of

terror and distress—the mere ability to lie down and die, without

knowing or caring what is to become of them. Such was the

death of Hume, who continued at his cards almost to the last, and

spoke of dying with a degree of levity, which is even, more shock-

ing than the cry of distress.—But such is not the support and

comfort of the Christian. He has something more than a mere
negative composure—something better than a mere freedom from

concern and terror. His joys are positive, they are rational ; they

are the result of his faith, and of his animating prospects. ' He
knows in whom he has believed, and is sure, that he is able to keep

that which he has committed to him against that day.' He knows
that death cannot injure him—that it will be but a momentary pang,

through which he is passing on to glory. And instead of shrink-

ing from it, he rather welcomes it—he triumphs over it.

Just call to mind, reader, the dying scene of the lamented Pay-
son, and tell me, if his supports were merely negative—the mere
absence of terror and distress. " I can find no words," says he,

" to express my happiness. I seem to be swimming in a river of

pleasure which is carrying me onward to the 'great fountain. God
is literally my all in all. If he is present with me, no event can in

the least diminish my happiness ; and were all the world at my
feet, trying to administer to my comfort, they could not add one
drop to the cup." On another occasion, he says, " The celes-

tial city is now full in my view. Its glories beam upon me— its

breezes fan me— its odors are wafted to me—its sounds strike up-

on my ears—and its spirit is breathed into my heart. Nothing

separates me from it but the river of death, and this appears but

an insignificant rill, that may be crossed at a single step, whenever
God shall give permission." Was this mere negative support, the

mere absence of distress, the mere unconcern of the stupid sinner,

who lies down and dies, not knowing or caring what is to become
of him ? Was it not rather the joy of faith, of hope, of Christian

assurance ? the exultation of a soul, just launching away from these

mortal shores, upon the broad ocean of eternity, with a shout of

triumph ?
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But there is another point, in which we may compare the dy-

ing experience of the sinner, with that of the real Christian, to

which I solicit particular attention. It is frequently the case with

sinners, especially with those who have been the abettors of loose

religious principles, that they abandon their principles in the near

views of death, and seek support on a surer foundation. But it is

never the case with the real Christian who believes and loves the

truth as it is in Jesus, and has walked conformably to his profes-

sion, that he abandons his principles in the near prospect of death,

and flees for support and comfort to other and looser views of the

gospel. Here, then, is a ground of comparison, on which the

friends of religion may safely take their stand ;—a comparison,

the result of which must always be glorious to the truth. Nothing,

it is well known, is more common, than to see the careless sinner

alarmed at the last. As he approaches the utmost limit of time,

and looks over into the vast unknown, he involuntarily shrinks

back. He is afraid. He dares not trust to his own principles.

He suspects more and more the goodness of his hope, till he is

compelled at length to abandon it, and seek abetter support against

the day of trial. Nothing is more common, than for persons, who
please themselves with the idea that they are natively good, and

need no change of heart in order to go to heaven ; or who believe

that God is merciful, and will not be strict to mark iniquity, and

therefore they have nothing to fear ; or who presume that, on

some ground or other, all of every character will be happy imme-
diately after death ; and who, in the belief of these, or similar

principles, and in the season of health and prosperity, sail along on

the stream of worldly pursuits and pleasures, without compunction,

and without restraint, flattering themselves that all will be well ;

—

nothing, I say, is more common than for such persons to tremble

at the last. In that honest hour which tries men's souls, their con-

fidence, or as I should rather term it, their presumption, forsakes

them. Their eyes are opened. The character of God and his

holy law, their own characters and prospects, can be concealed

from them no longer. They see what they are, and where they

are, and what they have done, and what is to be the end of them

;

and they tremble, and are greatly afraid. They reject with ab-

horrence the principles on which they have hitherto leaned ; spurn

from them the counsellors who have encouraged them in these

principles ; and beg for that mercy which they now feel that they

need, but which they had previously despised.—Instances like

those here referred to have fallen, probably, under the observa-

tion of most of my readers. They have fallen, repeatedly, under

my own observation. And were you to consult aged and experi-

enced evangelical ministers generally, they could acquaint you

with instances of a similar kind which might surprise you. They
could tell you of being called often, and perhaps at the dead hour
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of night, to visit, to counsel, and to pray with those, who never

visited them in health ; who had affected to despise them ; who
had rejected the gospel which they preached, and treated it with

slight and scorn.

Here, then, are numerous, well-authenticated facts on one side

of the comparison ;—are there any, of a like description, to com-
pare with them on the other side ? Was the instance ever known,

of a person, who embraced, what are commonly called evangeli-

cal principles ; who made an open profession of them ; and who
continued, while in health and prosperity, to adorn his profession,

—of such an one, in the hour of sickness and in the near views of

death, abandoning the precious doctrines of the gospel, refusing

the society of his Christian friends, calling around him comforters

of another description, and fleeing to another gospel for hope and
salvation ? Was such an instance ever known ! I hazard nothing

in asserting, in this public manner, that there never was such an

instance. No, there never was such an instance. There have

been instances—alas too frequent—of persons, who in health and

prosperity have exebanged the true doctrines of the gospel for lax-

er and more accommodating theories ; but these do not come
within the present inquiry. Did you ever know the instance, al-

low me to repeat the question in the same words, of a person, who
embraced what are commonly called evangelical principles, made
an open profession of them, and continued while in health to adorn

his profession,—of such an one, in the hour of sickness, and in the

near views of death, abandoning the precious doctrines of the gos-

pel, refusing the society of his Christian friends, calling around

him comforters of another description, and fleeing to another gos-

pel for hope and salvation ? And you will allow me to repeat the

confidence which 1 feel, that such an instance never occurred, since

the foundation of the world.—Here, then, we have a point of com-
parison in regard to death-bed scenes, on which we may safely

rest—a comparison in which the superiority of the gospel to all

the theories and inventions of men is gloriously evinced. Other
systems often fail men at the last—fail them in their greatest ex-
tremity ; but the gospel, embraced, professed, and adorned never

fails. So far from this, it becomes more precious in adversity.

It is the rock and refuge, the joy and consolation of the soul, when
all earthly pleasures vanish ; when all other helpers and comfort-

ers fail.

The remarks which have been made may help to direct the sin-

cere inquirer in the search of rcligioics truth.— In these days of al-

teration and discussion, persons are sometimes puzzled to know
what is truth. Amidst the claims of conflicting opinions, and op-
posing sects, their minds become unsettled, and they hardly know
what to believe, or what to do.
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To persons in this state, 1 would say, in the first place, Forget

not that the inquiry, with which your minds are agitated, is one of

the utmost importance. It is one in which you are immediately

and eternally interested. It respects, not merely your present

happiness, but your happiness in death, and your condition forev-

er.—You will remember also, in the second place, that this impor-

tant inquiry is one which may be satisfactorily solved. You are

under no necessity of being fatally deceived. Hard indeed would

be your lot, if this were the case. You profess to be searching

for the truth, and the truth you may find, if you will search in a

proper manner. You may find the truth, by a careful and prayer-

ful examination of the Bible. But as persons sometimes think

they can explain away the Bible, you may find the truth by a wise

and diligent observation offacts. If you will accustom yourselves

to visit the dying beds of your fellow men, and observe their views

and feelings in their nearest approaches to the eternal world, you
will be likely to gather the truth from them. You will see one

class of principles, and one description of character, almost always

going out, at the last, in darkness. You will find those who have

embraced these principles, as a general thing, afraid to die—-often

greatly distressed and alarmed—and not unfrequently renouncing

all their former hopes, acknowledging themselves lost creatures,

casting themselves, for the first time, at the feet of Christ, and

imploring the mercy of their Saviour. And where the final issue

of these principles is not thus painful—where there is composure

in death
;
you will find it little more than a mere negative com-

posure—a mere freedom from terror and distress, without a pre-

tence of feeling much that is positively animating and joyful.

The issue of another sytem of religion, another class of princi-

ples, you will find to be very different. With few exceptions, and

these owing chiefly to bodily derangement, these principles afford,

not only composure, but consolation and triumph in a dying hour.

Those who truly embrace them never distrust them, never re-

nounce them. They cling to them with increasing confidence to

the last, and find in them all that light and comfort which they

need. Sustained by the principles they have embraced, you may
hear these persons singing on the bed of death, " We are now
ready to be offered" ;

—" We know in whom we have believed ";

—" We desire to depart and be with Christ" ;
—" O death, where

is thy sting ! O grave, where is thy victory !"

These (with circumstantial modifications) are the facts which

would present themselves to you, were you to visit extensively and

promiscuously the dying beds of your fellow men. And in view

of facts such as these, can you doubt, for a moment, what system

of religion is to be preferred—what principles constitute the truth

as it is in Jesus ? Or can you hesitate, for a moment, to embrace

that religion which has sustained others, and which, you may ex-
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pect, will sustain and comfort you, in the dying hour ? Of what-

ever else you doubt, you know assuredly, that you are going for-

ward—constantly, rapidly going forward—to your closing scene.

And you know it will be a trying, decisive scene. It is emphati-

cally the hour which tries men's souls. You feel painfully, at

times, that you are unprepared to meet it, and a voice from heav-

en is sounding in your ears, ' Prepare to meet thy God.' How,
then, will you prepare ? What preparation will you make ? Will

you embrace a system of religion, because it is fashionable ; be-

cause it seems agreeable to you now ; because it imposes but few

restraints ; because it permits you to follow the sinful pleasures

and amusements of life, while it promises happiness hereafter ;

—

will you embrace such a religion, as your preparation for death,

without once considering whether it has sustained and comforted

others in the day of trial, or whether it will be able to sustain and

comfort you ? Or will you not rather prepare for death, by em-
bracing the humbling, purifying religion of the Saviour ? that re-

ligion which requires you to deny self, take up your cross, come
out from the world, to have your conversation in heaven, to con-

tinue faithful unto death—and which promises, on these conditions,

an unfading, eternal crown of life ? W7
ill you not rather choose

and embrace this ?

If you choose to embrace and possess this religion, you must first

of all become acquainted with yourselves. Learn the melancholy

lesson of your own sinfulness, guilt, danger, aud ruin, and the ab-

solute need in which you stand of a Deliverer from heaven. And
with this impression imprinted on the heart, look up to the provid-

ed Saviour. See him, presenting himself before you, almighty, all-

sufficient, altogether suited to your circumstances and wants ; and

seeing him in this light, cast yourselves, at once, upon his deliver-

ing power and mercy. Embrace him, with all the affection and

confidence of your souls. Rejoice in him, as your portion and

Redeemer, the chiefest among ten thousands, and one altogether

lovely. And having embraced the Divine Savior in this way, en-

deavor to follow him. Endeavor to be like him. Imbibe his Spir-

it; copy his example ; believe his word ; live his religion,—and thus

will this pure and holy religion, with all its supports and consola-

tions, be yours ;—yours in time—yours in death—yours in the

judgement—yours forever. You will have made choice of that

good part which never can be taken from you.
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Some persons are unreasonably attached to every thing which
is old, and will hardly endure that any one should doubt the ex-

cellence of that which bears the stamp of antiquity. A greater

number, on the contrary, are extravagantly fond of what is new,

and are ready to believe that every opinion and practice of the

present age must be more correct than any which have preceded

it. Both classes suffer loss by their exclusive partialities. The
friends of antiquity withhold themselves from many advantages

which the present generation enjoy, in the way of improvement up-

on the experience and acquirements of former ages ; while the

hasty advocates of innovation often mistake the shadow of im-

provement for the substance, and exchange old gold for new tinsel.

A judicious and discriminating regard to the sentiments and prac-

tices, the precepts and examples, of their venerated ancestors, is

highly honorable in any people. The conduct of the Rechabites,

who dwelt as strangers in their native land, obeying the commands
and imitating the example of Johadab their forefather, was honor-

ably contrasted with that of the Jews among whom they resided,

who had departed from the paths of truth and duty marked out for

them by their pious progenitors, and by the more sacred and sol-

emn commands and counsels of their fathers' God : and the divine

commendation bestowed upon the descendants of Jonadab, and the

sentence pronounced on their more highly privileged but less con-

sistent neighbors, are recorded together, for the warning and en-

couragement of all who have received from a pious ancestry that

richest of all inheritances, true religion.

Such is our case. The lines have fallen to us in pleasant pla-

ces : we have a goodly heritage. We dwell in a land, favored be-

yond any other section of the globe, by the light and privileges of

the gospel ; and we have risen up to inhabit it as the successors

of men, whose attachment to the holy principles and institutions of
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Christianity is celebrated throughout the world. We profess to

venerate their character ; we pay public honors to their memory
;

and many of us, at least, feel ourselves elevated by the title " Sons
of the Pilgrims." But let us beware lest, while we glory in that

title, we disgrace and forfeit it :—lest, while we exult in the pos-

session of our invaluable privileges, we forget the grand purpose

for which they were transmitted to us, and the means by which
alone they can be preserved.

The day draws near which claims our annual tribute of respect

and veneration to the memory of the New-England Fathers.

And how shall our obligations of filial piety be most becomingly
fulfilled ? Not, surely, by feasting and dancing, (as the manner
of some is,) around the hallowed graves of the Pilgrims;—nor by
gathering about us, for the gratification of an antiquarian curiosity,

the time-worn relics of their humble greatness, and thus soothing

our minds to inglorious slumbers in the once storm-rocked cradle

of our religious liberties ;—but by a serious review of those prin-

ciples and practices, by which our pious ancestors were distinguish-

ed, and to which we should cherish an attachment proportioned to

the value of those blessings and privileges which they have bequeath-

ed to us. Nor need we profit less by such a review, because we
live in an age of higher intellectual improvement, or because the

concentrated rays of physical and moral science, in this day of

boasted illumination, may enable us to detect a few dim spots on
the fair escutcheon of their fame. Be it that they " saw not all

things ;"—that time-hallowed superstition had rivetted upon them,

in the house of their early bondage, some chains, which even the

strength of their intellect could not, by a single effort, burst asunder,

or the ardor of their piety suddenly dissolve. Still, when we con-

template the nature and magnitude of the holy enterprise in which
they were engaged ; and the sacrifices to be made, the hardships

to be endured, the perils to be encountered, and the more than Al-

pine obstacles to be removed or surmounted in its prosecution
;

we shall acknowledge that itsconception was sublime,— its accom-
plishment triumphant. The sun of their glory shall not the less

enlighten us, because " philosophy's eagle eye" has betrayed the

maculation of its " burning disk." It shall shine, we trust, with

increasing splendor, as their principles are more clearly understood

and more faithfully maintained by their descendants ; and shall

spread its quickening beams around in wider and warmer radiance,

'till the shades of moral darkness shall flee before it, and the man-
acles of enthralled and oppressed humanity shall melt beneath it,

even in the remotest regions of the earth. Yes, there is reason

to hope that the example of rational liberty and enlightened piety,

which the character and the institutions of our fathers have present-

ed to the world, will in due time be universally imitated ; and that

the noble vine, which God's right hand hath planted on these once

vol. m.—NO. XII. 80
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desolate and dreary shores, shall bless all nations with its shadow
and its fruit. But for this it will require laborious and careful cul-

ture ; for alas ! its growth and its fruitfulness have been sadly dis-

proportioned. Some of its spreading branches have been compar-

atively unproductive, and some have " brought forth wild grapes."

To those of our readers, therefore, who have not yet taken up

the works, whose titles are placed at the head of this article, we
cordially recommend an early and attentive perusal of them. Such
a perusal cannot prove uninteresting or unprofitable to those who,

in this day of general religious inquiry, are disposed to " stand in

the ways and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the good

way," that they may " walk therein," and " find rest for their souls."

The Rev. Dr. Hawes has paid his worthy and acceptable " trib-

ute to the memory of the Pilgrims," in six Lectures, delivered on
Sabbath evenings in March and April last, to the citizens of Hart-

ford, Ct. In the 1st, he has strikingly exhibited the Constitution

and Order of the Primitive Churches, in the first two centuries af-

ter Christ. In the 2d, he has traced the origin, exhibited the prin-

ciples, and illustrated the influence of the Congregational Churches
of New England. The 3d consists of Deductions from the fore-

going lectures, in which he shows that there is a striking resem-

blance between the Congregational Churches of New England,

and the Churches which existed in the primitive ages of Christian-

ity ;—that the principles and polity of the Congregational Church-
es arc happily adapted to all the various circumstances ofmen, and

to the most advanced state of society and of the Church, such as,

we have reason to hope, will exist during the millennium ;—that

they are wisely adapted to the genius of our civil institutions ;

—

that they are well .calculated to secure the purity of the Churches,

both in doctrine and practice ; and that they are powerfully influ-

ential in promoting vital godliness. The 4th lecture delineates

and defends the character of the Pilgrims ; the 5th marks the

causes and extent of declension in our churches ; while the 6th

brings to view the means of recovery and defence.

The leading topics of these lectures are strikingly illustrated in

the History of the Old South Church by Dr. Wisner ;—a work
which proves that he has been no idler in that extensive library of

which his venerable predecessor, Prince, was the liberal and judi-

cious founder. The numerous historical and biographical notes

appended to the sermons are evidently the fruit of much patient

and laborious research, and greatly enhance the interest which ev-

ery serious reader must feel in the subject of them. The fourth

and last discourse concludes with an affecting appeal to the con-

sciences and hearts of the church and congregation who worship

on that sacred and memorable spot, " where the Gospel has been
preached in its purity to five successive generations ; where the

Holy Ghost has so often manifested his special and sanctifying pres-
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ence ; where have been seen by Him who looketh into the heart,

so many sighs of penitence, so many actings of faith, so many
breathings of pure devotion ; where the Most High has had his

rest for an hundred and sixty years, and hundreds and thousands
of souls may have been fitted to stand and worship before his

throne." While reading it, we could not wonder that the preacher
should exclaim—and the hearers with silent and deep solemnity
unite in the sentiment— ' Oh, how dreadful is this place ! It is

none other than the house of God. It is the gate of heaven.'

We have not room for the copious extracts which we should
like to make, both from these discourses and from those of Dr.
Hawes ; but for the sake of those who may not have access to

them, shall briefly touch on a few of the topics of instruction which
they present, which seem to us peculiarly seasonable and impor-
tant.

Among the many honorable traits in the character of the New
England fathers, we would commend to special notice the diffu-

siveness of their religious charity. Theirs was a true missionary

spirit. They came hither, not merely to find a refuge for them-
selves and their families from the temporal and spiritual disadvan-

tages to which they were subjected in Europe ; but to make
" the wilderness and the solitary place glad for them."—They
made all their mighty efforts and costly sacrifices under the influ-

ence of " an inward zeal and great hope of propagating the king-

dom of Christ to the remote ends of the earth." Accordingly they

began, as soon as possible, to instruct the aborigines of their adop-

ted country in the doctrines and duties of true religion. For this

purpose, a school was established at Harvard College, and mission-

aries were sent forth among them, whose truly Apostolic labors

were crowned with a success answerable to their diligence and
fidelity. " In 1700, there were thirty Indian Churches in New-
England, under the pastoral care of the same number of Indian

preachers. In some villages, a large proportion of the families

were families of prayer. In this noble work, Eliot, and Mayhew,
and Bourne, and Cotton took the lead, and were followed by
Treab, and Sargeant, and Edwards, and Brainerd. Thousands of

poor Indians, gathered into the fold of Christ by the instrumental-

ity of those servants of God, have entered the world of light, and

with them are rejoicing in the presence of their common Redeem-
er and King.

Nor were the native tribes, in the vicinity of the first settlers,

prejudiced against the religion of the Gospel, by the cupidity, and

treachery, and cruelty of those who professed it. Their lands

were fairly purchased of them, and all treaties with them faithfully

and honorably regarded. In this respect, alas ! how is the crown
fallen from the heads of their descendants. Did the spirit of our

venerable ancestors pervade, as it ought, our national councils, it
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would not now be a question of legislative discussion, whether the

natives in our Southern and Western States shall be removed from

the lands which they occupy to other territories arbitrarily assigned

them, without regard to their preference or free consent. We
blush for our country that such a question has been permitted to

claim even an hour's deliberation among us. The aborigines of

this land are indeed " minished and brought low." They are

comparatively ignorant, and poor, and weak. But ihey are men ;

we have one Father ; one God hath created us ; and their rights

are as sacred as ours. Their claim to the land which they occu-

py, is the strongest which can be conceived. God gave it to them.

Man has recognized and renewed the gift. It is secured to them

by the nation's faith ;—treaty upon treaty,—signature under sig-

nature,—seal after seal. Our deed of warranty is registered in

Heaven :—the record of our solemn negotiations and promises is

on high. How then dare we take it from them ? No matter how
much we desire it,—or how easy it would be to seize and possess

it,—or how highly we may estimate what we offer as an equivalent

for it. Still it is their prerogative to decide freely whether they

will retain or relinquish it ; and if we violate that prerogative, we
do it at our peril. Not that the poor Indians can do us very ex-

tensive harm. No ;—We have men enough almost literally to ful-

fil the proud threat of Ben-hadad, and carry away the soil of their

territory by handfuls. We can bind them in bundles to be burned,

and consume them by hecatombs in the flames of their own de-

fenceless villages :—we can drive them across the Rocky moun-

tains :—we can bury them beneath the waves of the Pacific. But

there is a God in heaven, who hears the cry of the oppressed, and

who, sooner or later, will bring forth judgement unto truth. While

the proud planter erects his splendid mansion on the heritage of

the helpless Cherokee, or while beneath a loftier dome " the

throne of iniquity frameth mischief by a law,"—" the stone shall

cry out of the wall, and the beam out of the timber shall answer it

;

' Woe to him that buildeth a town with blood, and stablisheth a city

by iniquity ! Woe to him that increaseth that which is not his, and

to him that ladeth himself with thick clay ! Shall they not rise up

suddenly that shall bite thee, and awake, that shall vex thee, and

those shalt be for booties unto them ? Because thou hast spoiled

many nations, all the remnant of the people shall spoil thee ; be-

cause of men's blood, and for the violence of the land.' But we
hope in God, such guilt and such ruin will yet be averted from us.

Surely this nation has felt and resisted oppression enough to know
thatpower is not right ; and a Christian people should practically

acknowledge, that no accession of wealth or of territory can com-
pensate the loss of His favor, " in whose hand it is to make great,

and to give strength unto all." We rejoice that the merits of this

great question are now fairly before the public ; and we earnestly
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call upon every friend of his country and of humanity, to inquire

concerning it with candor and diligence, to speak with sincerity and

freedom, and to act with promptitude and decision.

While adverting to the enlightened and enlarged philanthropy of

our forefathers, it is cheering to see the Church and Society, whose
history Dr. Wisner has given us, maintaining the same honorable

character through successive ages.

" The early records abound with votes like the following. The specimen I

select is from the record of a meeting1 held a short time before it was finally de-

termined to take down the first meeting-house, and erect this expensive building.
' Voted, that twenty pounds be delivered to Deacon Henchman, for the purchas-
ing of Bibles, to be distributed to the proper objects, as there shall be occasion ;

that ten pounds be distributed in other books, at the discretion of the Trustees
;

that twentypounds be given to Mr. Josiah Cotton, to encourage his settlement
at Providence ; that fifteen poundsbe given to the Rev. Mr. Matthew Short of
Easton, for his encouragement in the work of the ministry ; tha.t fifteen pounds
be given to the Rev. Mr. James Hale, of Ashford, for his encouragement in the

work of the ministry ; that fifteen pounds be given to the Rev. Mr. Nathaniel
Prentice, of Dunstable, for his encouragement in the work of the ministry, to be
laid out in books as the Trustees shall judge proper upon discoursing with him.'

And about three months after, at a meeting at which several votes were passed
in relation to funds to build the new meeting-house, I find the following, ' Vot-
ed that fifteen pounds be given to Joseph Secombe, towards his support at the

College.' And so I might read on to you, in relation to every year, almost down
to the revolution. These and similar donations were the avails of collections on
each fast and thanksgiving day, to be devoted to ' pious usea, for the advance-
ment of Christ's kingdom, and other proper objects of charity."

On the above extracts, Dr. W. strikingly remarks,

" Stated and liberal contributions to promote, in different ways, the spread of
religion, are not, you perceive, so modern a device as is sometimes supposed.
Here was a Bible Society, a Tract Society, a Missionary Society, an Education
Society, more than an hundred years ago, all combined in one Association ; and
that Association was the Old South church and congregation. And in contem-
plating this interesting fact, you are, doubtless, presented with one principal
reason of the remarkable preservation and almost uninterrupted prosperity of
this church. She has from the beginning felt it to be a blessed privilege to wa-
ter others ; and God has, in faithfulness to his promise, poured out upon her the
continual dew of his blessing."

Had all the churches planted by the pilgrims and their early

descendants, and nourished by their alms and prayers, been equally

faithful in this respect, the work of domestic missions, and of Bible

and Tract distribution, would not have accumulated so mightily

upon the hands of the present generation. Our country would, in

a religious view, have presented a very different aspect.

Yet let us not sit down in discouragement, but " arise and
build." Let us " redeem the time because the days are evil."

We hold all our possessions by a sacred tenure :—they are the un-

alienable property of " Christ and the Church," and cannot, with-

out a kind of sacrilege, be prostituted to the purpose of mere pri-

vate interest, or temporal gratification and aggrandisement. To
preserve and promote religion at home and abroad, is our proper

business. For this, God gave the country to our ancestors, and

they have bequeathed it to us. With this land, we inherit the du-
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ty and the privilege of serving the Redeemer with all our strength

and with all our substance ; nor, if we have the spirit of our fath-

ers,—the spirit of the Gospel,—shall we shrink from any labors or

any sacrifices, which may be hopefully instrumental in renewing

that general prevalence of evangelical order and purity by which

New England was once so gloriously distinguished.

Here opens upon our view a wide field of Christian research and
Christian exertion. American colonists of modern days have most
sorrowfully and alarmingly departed from the good way of our pil-

grim fathers, in regard to the institutions and duties of religion.

While the tide of our population has overflowed the ancient land-

marks and rolled onward to the west with unexampled and incon-

ceivable rapidity, it has not borne upon its swelling bosom the spir-

itual beauties and blessings of the father-land.

Within the last eighty years, the relative proportion of ministers

to the population has diminished more than one half, even within

the bounds of New England ; and when we look to the southern

and western divisions of the Union, the disproportion is still more
deplorable. Were the ministers of the Gospel equally distributed

among the people of the United States, there would be but one to

about 1900 souls ! But there is no such equal distribution. While
New England and the Atlantic States generally have far below an

adequate supply, the wide regions of the West, already peopled

with about four millions of immortal beings, and nearly doubling

their number every ten years, are comparatively destitute of the

means of grace.

What shall we say to these things ? Shall we survey this vast

moral desert,—this continually widening and darkening region of

the shadow of death within our own borders,—in silence and listless

inactivity ? Do we not believe that righteousness exalteth a na-

tion, and that sin is the reproach and the ruin of any people ? On
the presumption, then, that JYeiv .England is secure in the enjoy-

ment of her religion and liberties, and the countless and inestimable

blessings which they confer, are we willing to give up the largest

and the fairest section of our land,—a region already sustaining

four millions of inhabitants, and destined, at no distant period, to

sustain forty millions,—to the undisputed sovereignty of the Prince

of Darkness ? Christian philanthropy forbids it !

But we are not secure. Those populous and growing States

are inseparable branches of our national confederacy ; and if we
do not feel, as Christians, that they belong to us, they will ere

long make us know that, as American citizens, and subjects of a

general government, ive belong to them. They will soon be the

majority in the Union. They will appoint our rulers, and make
our laws, and form our character, and direct our course, and con-

trol our destiny, as a nation. For our own sake, therefore, if all

nobler motives should be suppressed, we must labor, and spend,
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and be spent, to bring them under the benign and powerful influ-

ence of the Gospel ; since that influence alone will qualify them to

enjoy and to preserve the privileges of a free and independent peo-

ple. The resources of the elder States, notwithstanding their de-

generacy, are yet sufficient to enlighten and save the land ; but

those resources must be put in requisition without delay, or the op-

portunity for their successful application will pass away, and that

forever. The western section of our Union totters on a fearful

precipice. Atheism, Infidelity, and Papacy are uniting their

strength, with all the corrupt propensities and turbulent passions of

our fallen nature, to hasten its overthrow. If it falls, it

"falls like Lucifer,

Never to hope again. "-

Nor will it fall alone :—it will hang like a mill-stone about the

fair neck of New England, and she must go down with it to the

unfathomable depths of national degradation and wretchedness.

If we be charged with extravagance in our estimate of the influ-

ence which religion or irreligion must exert upon the future desti-

nies of our country, we can appeal to high authority for its correct-

ness. Says Gen. Washington, " Of all the dispositions and hab-

its which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are in-

dispensable supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of
patriotism, who should labor to subvert these great pillars of human
happiness, these firmest props of the duties of men and citizens.

The mere politician, equally with the pious man, ought to respect

and cherish them. A volume could not trace all their connections
with private and public felicity. And let us with caution indulge

the supposition, that morality can be obtained without religion.

Whatever may be conceded to the influence of refined education
on minds of a peculiar structure, reason and experience both for-

bid us to expect, that national morality can prevail, in exclusion

of religious principle." The sentiments of President Quincy on
the same subject, as eloquently expressed in his late address to the

citizens of Boston, were given on the closing page of our last num-
ber. One sentence only we beg leave here to repeat :—a sentence
worthy to be uttered daily, and to be inscribed, in indelible charac-
ters, " in the top of high places,—by the way in the places of the
paths,—at the gates,—at the entry of the city,—at the coming in

at the doors."

" The great comprehensive truths, written in letters of living light

on every page of our history,—the language addressed by every
past age of New England to all future ages is this ;

—

Human hap-
piness has no perfect security but freedom ;

—freedom none but
virtue;—virtue none but knowledge ; and neither freedom, nor
virtue, nor knowledge has any vigor, or immortal hope, except in
the principles of the Christian faith, and in the sanctions of the

Christian religion.''''
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Such being the acknowledged importance of true religion to the

welfare of the community, it becomes an interesting question,

What form of ecclesiastical polity is best adapted to the genius of
our civil institutions ? To this, Dr. Hawes answers

—

Congrega-
tionalism ;—and maintains his position by very plain and conclusive

reasoning.

" Such are the organization and order of our churches, that they tend, directly
and powerfully, to strengthen and perpetuate our civil institutions. Every
Congregational Church is not only a school of divine knowledge and piety, but
also of civil and religious liberty. There is cherished the spirit, and there are
taught the principles, which lie at the foundation of a free government. It is

impossible that persons, who are accustomed, in the church, to feel and act a3
freemen, should be the friends of arbitrary power. Equally impossible is it that
such persons, I mean those who are actuated by the true spirit and principles of
Congregationalism, should ever wish for a union between church and state.

They know full well that the only tendency of such a union is to destroy both
civil and religious liberty, and to produce, either an ecclesiastical or political

despotism, both of which are equally to be dreaded. And though the remark
may seem needless, in this place, I will just drop it in passing, that notwith-
standing all the clamor that is raised by infidels and others against the Congre-
gationalists and Presbyterians, as wishing to bring about a union between
church and state, there is no denomination in the land that more sincerely depre-
cates such a union ; and none would have to forfeit greater privileges, or make
greater sacrifices, if it should finally be effected."

If then any be disposed to ask, ' Why was such a union per-

mitted by the New England fathers' ?—we would refer them, for

a lucid and satisfactory reply, to the second note appended to Dr.

Wisner's sermons. On considering the facts there stated, every

candid mind must acknowledge, that it was the fault of the age,

and not of their principles. Circumstanced as they were, the won-
der is that they did so well in this respect; and that the close alli-

ance, which almost unavoidably subsisted between the civil rulers

and religious teachers of the people, wrought no greater mischief.

And while we regret and correct the errors incident to their novel

and difficult experiment, let us beware lest we oppose or relinquish

the principles which, though somewhat imperfectly developed,

were the grand source of all that is truly valuable in our present

political and religious institutions. Our fathers regarded piety as

the prime qualification for all places of public trust, and services of

public importance. They did not consider religion as designed to

regulate only the weaker or inferior classes of the community, and

satisfy themselves with mere politicians for their rulers. They
carefully " looked out just men, fearing God and hating covetous-

ness ;" and realized the truth of the scriptural aphorism, " When
the righteous are in authority the people rejoice." To preserve

this ground of rejoicing, which they feared might be gradually re-

moved by the influx of unprincipled settlers, they established a re-

ligious test, making church membership a condition of the right of

suffrage, and of eligibility to civil office.—Here, undoubtedly, they

erred. Under such a constitution, ambition, or even the love of

liberty, becomes a temptation to hypocrisy. The church is cor-
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rupted ; for many are brought, by sinister motives, into the fold

of Christ, who know not the voice of the Shepherd, nor walk in

the footsteps of the flock :—and the s(ate is enfeebled ; because

numbers must be withholden from public service, by that very fear

of duplicity which would best ensure fidelity and success in its per-

formance. But, because our predecessors erred on one extreme,

is there no danger on the other ? Can we find no medium ? Has
religion nothing to do with civil government ; and are we never to

bring piety into the account, when estimating the comparative

claims of those who are presented as candidates for public confi-

dence ? Then conscientious Christians have virtually lost (heir

right of suffrage. They believe that the fear of God is the begin-

ning of all true wisdom,—the firmest basis of elevated moral char-

acter, and the surest pledge of fidelity and usefulness in any and
every department of social life. Not that every good man is fit

for a ruler,—or that piety will supply the place of intelligence and
political information :—but that it imparts additional value to all

other qualifications, and gives the finishing stroke to a political

character otherwise complete. Other things being equal, there-

fore, all who possess the spirit of the Pilgrims, must prefer those

candidates for places of power and trust, who appear to be under
the influence of true and vital religion ;—who " do justly, love

mercy, and walk humbly with God." Far be it from us to disfran-

chise any man, or lay him under any legal disabilities, for his the-

ological name, or his sectarian peculiarities ;—for his misbelief, or

his unbelief;—provided, only, and always, that he have at least

natural religion enough to feel the obligation of an oath. But
when we have conceded thus much, we ought not to be charged
with bigotry or fanaticism, if we claim the right of using our influ-

ence, as far as it goes, in favor of those rulers, whose political in-

tegrity is strengthened by religious principle
;
—whose path of pub-

lic duty is illumined by " the day-star from on high."

But here it may be said, ' Religion is easily counterfeited, and
if you regard it in any sense as a qualification for office, you hold

out a lure to the unprincipled, by offering a premium for hypocri-

cy.'—And in reply we would beg leave to ask, whether jmtriotism
cannot be counterfeited as well as religion ; and whether it would
not be best to dispense with that also as a qualification for office,

lest we should multiply political hypocrites ? In fact, if the argu-
ment be allowed any weight, it goes to prove that all reference to

personal character in candidates for public stations must be laid

aside. Thus it would prove far too much :—it therefore falls to

the ground.

And now we would turn to the friends of truth and piety, and
ask, whether by neglecting to weigh the claims of candidates for

political eminence in the balance of the sanctuary, they do not in

fact offer a premium for irreligion ? The world will love its own.
VOL. III. NO. XII. 81
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Sound faith and ardent piety form no passport to general favor, in

this day of vaunted liberality. If, then, the friends of religion at-

tempt to take neutral ground in relation to this subject, the other

portion of society will not meet them there. The God of this

world will relinquish no advantage which is given him ; but unless

proper measures are taken to prevent it, there is reason to fear that

decided piety will, ere long, not only cease to be a recommenda-
tion to public favor, but will acquire all the force of a civil disabil-

ity. Thus the temptations to practical infidelity, which already

beset the path of the ardent and aspiring, will be strengthened and

multiplied, and to them the Saviour's pointed and alarming inter-

rogatory will apply with all its original emphasis,—" How can ye

believe, who receive honor one from another, and seek not the

honor which cometh from God only ?"

Let it be remembered, it is not the interest of a sect or a party

for which we now plead, but the interest of the great community
to which we belong. Good people of all sects have too long and

too deeply slumbered over this momentous subject. They have

been too easily satisfied with the declaration, that, as our govern-

ment claims no ecclesiastical jurisdiction, the church should exert

no influence in its organization. ' Our rulers' it is said, ' do not

meddle with religion in their official capacity :—let not religion,

therefore, in any way be brought into the question of their election.'

This argument is plausible ; and the conclusion would be more
correct if the premises were true. But the fact is lamentably oth-

erwise. Our rulers, in the legislative, and executive, and judicial

departments, do meddle with religion in most serious earnest

;

and the church of Christ throughout the land has felt their unhal-

lowed touch in every nerve. Witness the mail laws, by which the

holy Sabbath, the day so dear to our fathers, is openly desecrated
;

and the congressional discussions and decisions respecting it, in

which, as by a new declaration of independence, our allegiance to

the King Eternal, Immortal and Invisible is virtually thrown off,

and our obligation of obedience to his high and holy enactments

reduced to a mere question of political expediency ! Witness,

too, the exertion of judicial authority to take from our churches

their prescriptive and chartered rights,—-confiscate their property,

and destroy their very being.— But we must stop. We are not

indeed without apprehension that our readers will think we have

already detained them too long from the more interesting pages

which have given occasion for these remarks, and which it was our

principal object to place before them". With one more extract,

therefore, from Dr. Hawes, which summarily and distinctly ex-

presses our views on the topic just noticed, we take our leave.

" In all attempts to build up the cause of Christ, scrupulously avoid a worldly,

selfish policy. The religion of Christ frowns on such a policy, and demands
to be promoted only by plain, open, honest conduct, proceeding from motives

that will bear to be inspected in the face cfday."
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*' Carefully guard also against connecting, in any manner, the interests of the
church with the affairs of state, or the politics of the day. Let there be no polit-

ical combinationsfur religious purposes, nor religious combinations for political

purposes. Experience proves that the tendency of all such combinations is to
corrupt religion and destroy the energies of the church. My kingdom, says our
.Lord, is not of this world ;

—Not ofthis world in its spirit ; not of this world in
its aims ; not of this world in the means of advancing its prosperity, and extend-
ing its influence on earth. Every day, I am more and more convinced, that the
great point to be aimed at in this country is to withdraw the church, as far as
possible, from the collisions of politics, and the strife of party spirit. In these
angry times, religion has nothing to hope from civil government ; I wish I could
add, it has nothing to fear from it. The only true and safe policy is to let the
church stand on its own immutable foundation—the truth and promise of God;
and to adopt only such means in building it up as are sanctioned in his word."
" Not that Christians are to take no part in the political concerns of their coun-

try. They are freemen ; they possess the rights and lie under the responsibili-
ties of freemen, and can by no means be excused from bearing a part in sustain-
ing the interests and promoting the welfare of the community of which they are
members. Especially does the right of suffrage impose on them a very sacred
duty ; and in the exercise of that right, they are solemnly bound to commit
themselves to the dictation of no party, but with an enlightened conscience, and
in the fear of God, always to withhold their support from bad men of every name,
and to give their votes in favor of such as are best qualified for the duties of
office, to whatever denomination or party they belong. I will just add in this
connection, that so totally depraved are the politics of the day, that I see not
how a Christian can enter fully into the spirit of them, or commit himself to any
party, to go all lengths with them, without doing violence to his conscience, and
greatly injuring his christian character and influence. Certain I am, that if the
churches of our country are to prosper, or if the members in communion with
them are to grow in faith, and love, and usefulness, they must be preserved
from the mania of party zeal, and stand aloof from the conflicts of ambition,and
the din ofpolitical controversy. Their sphere of influence is more retired and
silent. It is in the sanctuary, in the family, in the every-day intercourse of life,

in diffusing around them the spirit of holiness, and exemplifying in conduct the
pure and blessed principles of the gospel."

A Reply to a Letter in the Christian Examiner, address-
ed to the Rev. Parsons Cooke, Boston : Peirce & Will-

iams, 1829. pp. 38. Also, the more Recent Publications of
Mr. Cooke, in the Boston Daily Advertiser, and Boston .Cou-

rier.

(Continued from p. 35.)

In our number for January, we commenced a Review of the

publications of Mr. Cooke, in reply to the Christian Examiner, and
to certain articles in the Daily Advertiser. It was not our inten-

tion, at that time, to defer concluding our remarks for so long a

period, but circumstances beyond our control have rendered the

delay unavoidable.

The publications of Mr. Cooke commenced with a Sermon, ad-

dressed to his people en the day of the annual Fast, April 3, 1828,
designed to exhibit the political influence of Unitarianism in Mas-
sachusetts. This was the original subject, which gave occasion

to the Letter in the Christian Examiner, attributed to the late
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Chief Justice Parker. But as the controversy proceeded, another

subject incidentally came up, of deeper interest to many than the

first, viz. " the management of the pecuniary concerns of Har-
vard University during the Presidency of Dr. Kirkland." Facts

were elicited in regard to this subject, which imperiously call for

an investigation. We have no wish to accuse or needlessly to in-

jure any person. But this community have a right to knoiv how
the money they have lavished on Harvard University has been ex-

pended ; and before the subject is permitted to rest, they will

know—at least more than they do at present. Why should they

not? Why should the friends of the late President and Treasurer

be unwilling that all the facts in the case should come to light ? If

these gentlemen managed with prudence and economy, and their

accounts were left in a proper state, an investigation is due to them.

And let the facts be what they may, the truth is to be preferred to

perpetual suspicion. Who would wish, either for himself or his

friends, to live and die the object of such suspicion ? The truth

of the case is what this community wish, and this they feel that

they have a right to demand. The subject ought to have been
undertaken in the Board of Overseers, a year ago. We hope our

Honorable Senators and Cousellors will come to the meeting of

the Board the present winter, charged by their constituents not to

let the subject .pass without a full investigation. But we need not

dwell longer on this topic here, as it was fully considered in our

number for January, to which the reader is referred.

We turn now to the original subject of discussion in the publica-

tions of Mr. Cooke

—

the political influence of Unitarianism in Mas-
sachusetts.—It was decided, almost twenty years ago, in the leading

Periodical of the then ' liberal party,' that " the best policy for

a layman wishing the votes of the people to adopt, in regard to his

religious profession," is, not to be a Calvinist—" that catholic

[liberal] Christians are more likely than sectarists to obtain such

political situations as will give them influence and power."* And
from that time to the present—perhaps even previous to that time

—this decision has been in a course of perpetual verification.

" It was remarked, several years since, in the public papers, " Any person, to

attain to any of the honors of this State, must be a thorough Federalist and Uni-

tarian. If they have the blotch of democracy or Calvinism about them, they
must bid adieu to public honors, or to Massachusetts. The Catholics arc not
more exclusive in Spain, than are Mr. Otis and his associates in Boston." In
the political changes which have since occurred, the exclusion of democracy has
ceased ; but the exclusion of Orthodoxy still remains. It is as true now, as it

ever was, that if persons, " have the blotch of Calvinism about them, they must
bid adieu to public honors or to Massachusetts." The Trinitarian denomina-
tions in the State together comprise more than three fourths of the people.

And more than nine tenths of the political influence is in the hands of tho Uni-
tarians."

'General Repository, Vol. iv. p. 374.
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Executive appointments (whether designedly or not the public

must judge) have been so made;, in a vast majority of cases, as to

favor Unitarians. And this has occurred not only in the Eastern

part of the State, where Unitarians are numerous, but in the mid-

dle and Western parts, where it would seem they must literally be

singled out, in order to be made the objects of favor. It is won-

derful, also, to see how our popular elections are managed to bring

about the same result. In towns, where a majority of the voters

are anti-evangelical, to see a man of orthodox principles, however

capable and honest, advanced to any considerable post of honor or

profit, is a rare event. It is not expected ; and if it were, it al-

most never occurs. But even this is not so strange, as the course

of things in towns of a different character.

" I could point you to towns where not one in twenty of the citizens belong

to the liberal class, but which for many years in succession, have been repre-

sented in the legislature by men of this class. Yes, while the legislature has

for many years been pursuing measures of the most exclusive sectarianism, and
the fact has been seen and felt by many, strange to tell, evangelical men of ev-

ery name have tamely lent the influence of their vote to sustain the men and
the measures of which they complain."

A similar statement was made in the Legislature, during the last

winter, by representatives from different parts of the State.

" For my own part," said Mr. Freeman of New Bedford, who styled himself

a Nothingarian as to relio-ious profession, " I believe the Orthodox rather neg-

lectful of secular things, so intent are they in attending to the things which be-

long not to this world. How else is it that the y have so small a share of the hon-

ors and emoluments of office—that the Governor, the Council, the Judges, and
so large a portion of the Senators and Representatives arc against them. I could

point out many gentlemen in this house wlio represent Orthodox communities, al-

though opposed to them in religious sentiments."
" In the County of Berkshire," said Mr. Perkins, of Becket, " where I sup-

pose there is not one Society that the gentleman would call liberal, and where
the great body of the people may be termed Orthodox, there is no exclusion on

account of religious sentiment, as the history of their elections shoics. In the

town I have the honor to represent, nearly all are of the denomination which is

so terrific to the gentleman ; perhaps I (their representative) am in a single mi-

nority."

From these testimonies it is evident that there have been no

undue attempts among the Orthodox, in those parts of the state

where they constitute an overwhelming majority, to elevate those

of their sect to the possession of office. So far from this, they

have been negligent, perhaps to a fault, in regard to the whole sub-

ject, and suffered the honors within their gift to pass easily into oth-

er hands. We would that there had been as little appearance of

exclusion on the other side. Political exclusion, not destitution

of office, is that, let it be remembered, of which we complain.

We know it is said often before the public, that the religious sen-

timents of candidates for office should never come into the ques-

tion of their election or appointment. But have they not come in-

to the question ? Has it never been whispered by " the liberals"
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among us, when persons have been proposed for office, ' Are they

with us in their theological views ? Are they liberal V—We have

some astounding facts in our possession on this subject, which we
hope never to be obliged to publish. We are unwilling the relig-

ious community should be agitated on a subject of this nature. If

partiality has been shown and wrong done, we prefer it should be

rectified in some other way.

There are reasons, we admit, why, in the present state of the

world, decidedly religious men are not selected so commonly as

others to be the objects of political preferment, without imputing

sectarian designs to any person or party interested ; and we are dis-

posed to give to these reasons their full weight and influence. We
are willing to put the best construction on existing appearances in

our power.

In the first place, religious men have no strong desire for polit-

ical preferment. They are engaged in other things, which they

think of vastly greater importance ; in which they feel a deeper

interest ; and from which they are not willing to be separated, to

be plunged into the bustle and dissipation of political life.— Under
the influence of feelings such as these, it may not have been a

leading object in the studies of such men to qualify themselves for

the management of political affairs. Their reading, their reflec-

tions, their associations, may have been chiefly of a different char-

acter. Their thoughts have been turned to nobler objects than

those which pertain almost exclusively to the present world.—Be-
sides, the decidedly religious man can never be popular, ex-

cept with his religious friends, and these feel as little interest in

seeing him promoted in political life, as he does in grasping for

such promotion. How can a person of this character expect to

be popular with men of loose principles and irregular habits ? His

example will be a continual reproof to them. His strictness and

faithfulness will offend them. They will think him morose, exclu-

sive, enthusiastical, bigoted, and when they have honors to bestow,

will be sure that they do not light on him. They will prefer the

man of easy principles, of pliant conscience, who is less afraid to

sin against God, and less ready to reprove and admonish those

who do sin. Were an angel of light to become incarnate, and take

up his residence in our land, with all his intelligence and integrity,

it is not likely he would ever be promoted to civil honors. He
would not seek such honors for himself; those who best loved him
would not seek them for him ; and the proud, the worldly, the

loose thinkers and loose livers, comprising (we regret to say) no

inconsiderable portion of our population, would resolve that he
should receive no favor or support from them.

In the present state of our political affairs, it is not easy for the

religious part of this community to determine what they ought to

do. That the denominations, usually classed under the appellation
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of Orthodox, might combine their forces, draw in the aid of their

friends, and take possession of the political high places of Massa-

chusetts, will not probably be questioned. But we are not willing,

unless literally driven to it, to resort to measures such as these. We
have no heart for them, and no ambition to be gratified in this

way. We are doing—in our own estimation—a great work, and

are unwilling to come down from it, to engage in a contest for po-

litical power. We might even prefer that the present course of

things should continue, and consent to bear the evils attending it,

rather than call off our religious friends Irom their devotional meet-

ings, their revival scenes, their charitable associations and efforts,

and plunge them into the vortex of political strife. To those who
love preferment and office, and have so managed as to get upon the

saddle, we are perfectly ready to say, on our own behalf, and (so

far as we know the sentiments of our brethren) on theirs also,

' Treat us fairly, and you may ride in welcome. Treat us impar-

tially and honorably, and we will not trouble you.'

This form of expression will be understood to imply (what is

true) that we do not think we have been treated, in all respects,

fairly, in years past.—We do not think it fair to have our ex-

clusion from office, or our retirement from it, whichever it may be

called, urged, for sectarian purposes, as an argument against us.

Because we have not eagerly sought office for ourselves or our

friends, we do not quite like to hear it insinuated that we are an

inferior class of beings, and have no men among us capable of

holding the high offices of the state. Nor do we choose to have

our young men, our educated men, decoyed from us, under the

impression that if they are ever to make a figure in the world, they

must, of course, become Unitarians.

We do not think it right to be charged, as we are in the Letter

to Mr. Cooke, attributed to the late Chief Justice Parker, with

endeavoring to " overthrow the institutions by which the state is

upheld, in order to erect on their ruins a power, which by us may
be deemed a blessing, though in all ages it has been found a curse."*

When our chief political sin, if we are guilty of any, has been

negligence, want of interest, owing to our being engrossed with

other things, we think it abusive that those who enjoy power
through our indifference to it should look down upon us, and light-

ly charge us with palpable treason—charge us, without the slightest

attempt at proof, with wishing to ' overthrow the institutions of the

state, in order to erect on their ruins an odious Ecclesiastical

power.'

We do not think it fair that acts of incorporation are denied us,

or if not flatly denied, are with great difficulty and embarrassment

obtained, on the simple ground, so far as we can see, of our religious

opinions and character. Mr. Cooke has adverted to several of

these cases.

* Christian Examiner, Vol. v. p. 279.
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" Not long after the institution of the Theological Seminary at Andover, its

growing popularity and importance made it necessary that the powers of the

trustees should be enlarged. But it was not till after long and painful exertion,

that their reasonable wishes in this respect could be granted. And when, at

length, they were granted—when the trustees were empowered " to receive

and hold personal estate, the annual income of which should not exceed twenty
thousand dollars ;" the grant must be accompanied with the provision, " that no
student shall be deprived of any privileges of said institution, or be subjected to

the forfeiture of any aid, or be denied the usual testimonial on closing his

studies, on the ground that his interpretations of the Scriptures differ from
those which are contained in the articles of faith adopted by said institution.''

" Now, whatever the ruling aristocracy may think of grants such as this, I

cannot but regard them in the light of oppressive bargains. The legislature

stoops to sell its paper, to buy chances for the spread of Unitarianistn ; or, at

least, it consents to barter its paper, to obtain the power of depressing Ortho-
doxy. I am happy to state, that one prominent member of the legislature, who
was forward and active in this Andover business, has since repented, and has
declared to gentlemen connected with the institution, that he cannot reflect

upon the part which he then took in opposing ihem, with the least pleasure."

Mr. Cooke refers, also, to the difficulty of obtaining an act of

incorporation for Amherst College, and to the very singular con-

ditions under which the charter was at length obtained.

" The legislature, in the first place, assumes, the right ofstriking such names
as it pleases from the Board selected by the petitioners, and filling their places
with others. Next, it must have the right of filling the first five vacancies in

the Board which occur. And finally, it must have the right of appointing the
successors of these five members, to the end of time."

This right of filling vacancies was reserved, as events have pretty

clearly shown, with the design of thrusting as many Unitarians as

possible into the Board.

Mr. Cooke also speaks, in kw words, of the Blandford case.

We shall take the liberty to bring this case more fully before our

readers ; because, in the first place, a remembrance of it ought to

be preserved ; and because it is a pretty fair exemplification of the

evils under which the Orthodox of Massachusetts have been called

to suffer.

In the year 1824, the first religious society in Blandford peti-

tioned the legislature to incorporate certain individuals, as trustees

of their ministerial funds. In the bill which they prepared to be
presented to the legislature, in order that it might become a law,

they distinctly stated what kind of minister they wished the funds

to be appropriated to support. The wishes of the society and of
the donors of the fund, all of whom were then living, perfectly

harmonized on this point. When the bill was under consideration

by the Committee on Parishes, one or two members of that Com-
mittee objected to reporting favorably, on account of the phraseol-

ogy declaring the character and qualifications of the ministers to

be supported. For reasons which it is not material to state, this

bill never came under the consideration of the legislature.

In the spring session of 1827, the Society renewed their petition

for incorporation ; but the subject was deferred to the winter ses-
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sion of 1828. In the bill then presented, it was declared that the

proceeds of the fund " shall be paid towards the support of a learn-

ed, pious, Trinitarian, Congregational minister, settled by the

Society, with the concurrence of the first Congregational church in

Blandiord, according to the terms on which such fund has been
given ; and to no other purpose whatever." We understand that

the person who prepared the bill, extracted the phraseology just

quoted, mutatis mutandis, from the Act incorporating the Trustees

of the ministerial fund in the first parish in Boxford, passed in 1825.

It was not anticipated that any objection could be made to a pre-

cedent which the legislature itself had so recently established ; but

no sooner was the bill presented (such is the progress of liberal

principles) than opposition began to discover itself with reference

to the clause which recognized the existence and the immemorial
rights and usages of the church. The gentleman to whom the

business was entrusted by the society, perceiving that the retention

of that clause would probably defeat the whole object, consented

to have it stricken out, leaving the bill to read as follows : The pro-

ceeds of the fund " shall be paid toward the support of a learned,

pious, Trinitarian, Congregational minister, settled over the said

society."

The opposers of the bill, having gained this victory, proceeded
to make further encroachments. The obnoxious epithet, " Trini-

tarian," was the next object of attack. As this was the only re-

maining word which made the bill in any degree distinctive and
discriminating, as to the sentiments of the ministers to be support-

ed, it was thought very desirable that it should be retained. Evi-
dence was therefore presented to show, that all the donations to

the fund were made with the express intention that they should be
devoted to the support and maintenance of ministers of those re-

ligious sentiments usually denominated Calvinistic, evangelical,

Orthodox. But when party feelings are to be gratified, the wishes
of donors must go for nothing. The word " Trinitarian," was there-

fore expunged. And as though all this was not sufficient, a sec-

tion was appended, providing that " the legislature shall have pow-
er, to alter, amend, or repeal this act at pleasure."

One would have thought that " liberality" had now been suffi-

ciently illustrated, and that the bill, in its present garbled, mutilated

state, might have been suffered to pass into a law. In the Senate,

it did pass to be engrossed. But in the House, there were not a
few who still suspected that Orthodox ingenuity had contrived to

weave something into the bill, though ihey could not point it out,

which might operate to favor the venerable doctrines of the New
England churches. They concluded, therefore, that the safest way
would be to crush it ; and its friends, believing that if it should pass,

as it then was, it would not be such a law as the Society in Bland-
ford could conscientiously act under, united with its enemies in

giving it an indefinite postponement.

VOL. III.—NO. xi. 82
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Such is a history of this extraordinary affair. For a verification

of the facts stated, the reader is referred to the files of the House
of Representatives. Nothing exactly similar had ever before been
exhibited in the legislature of Massachusetts, though the same
spirit has since discovered itself in repeated instances. The grand

objection to incorporating a society for the support of a Trinitarian

minister was, that it would go to perpetuate a particular system of

doctrine.* And what if it would ? Had not the good people in

Bland ford a right to choose their own religion ? and a right to give

their money to support the religion of their choice ? and a right to

legal security and protection in the appropriation of this money ?

In how many hundreds of instances have our legislature granted

incorporations which went to perpetuate a particular system of

doctrine ? And are they not every year doing the same ? How
can they incorporate an Episcopal Society, or a Presbyterian So-
ciety, or a Methodist Society, independent of the creeds of these

several denominations ? Or how can they incorporate a Society

for the support of a Unitarian Minister (for the word Unitarian is

now as distinctive as Trinitarian) which shall not go to perpetuate
the Unitarian doctrine ? And the same may be said of a Baptist So-
ciety, or a Universalist Society, or a Swedenborgian Society, or

of almost any other religious society whatever. All these different

denominations have their peculiarities of doctrine, of which the

names by which they choose to be called are descriptive and dis-

tinctive ; and an act of incorporation given to either of them must,

in a fair understanding of the terms, go to perpetuate some partic-

ular system. What then shall our legislature do ? Shall they stop

incorporating religious societies ? Have they stopped ? Or have
they not, for some of the last years, repeatedly proclaimed, on the

pages of their journals, their special hatred of the religion of their

fathers, and their determination to put it down, by partial, arbitra-

ry legal enactments ? We are as sorry to be obliged to say these

things, as any of our readers can be to hear them. But are they

not the plain truth, and truth which it is important should be told,

—that some of our " liberal" legislators may see how their acts ap-

pear to others—how the world is likely to judge of them—and
may return to that fair, impartial course of procedure, which
alone can secure them respect and confidence ?

The discussions, during the last winter session, on the applica-

tion of the American Temperance Society for incorporation, are of

too recent a date to require a particular description. Suffice it to

say that this noble society, the story of whose labors and successes

in the cause of virtue and humanity has crossed the Atlantic, and
is told with admiration in the centre of Europe—a Society which
any Christian legislature might be proud to receive under its pro-

* See Christian Register for March 22, 1828, in whicli will be found a brief report of
the discussions in he Legislature, and a high recommendation of their proceeding's.
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tection, made application, almost a year ago, to the legislature of

Massachusetts for incorporation. The act of incorporation passed

the Senate ; but it was discovered by certain ultra liberals in the

House, that most of the existing members of the society were Or-
thodox—that its Constitution made the members elective—and,

consequently, that in all probability it would continue to be an Or-

thodox society. Noble, therefore, as was its object, and great as

was the good which confessedly it had accomplished, it could not

be tolerated for a moment. A violent opposition was excited against

it; its supporters were accused of flagitious designs and corrupt prac-

tices ; Unitarians and Universalists united their forces, and signal-

ized themselves in their efforts to crush it; nor was the act of incor-

poration suffered to pass without a provision, according to which the

doors of the society were to be opened, so that all persons might

become members, by paying a specified sum of money.—Now
much as we reprobate the spirit by which this provision was an-

nexed, still, if it renders the society more agreeable to any consid-

erable part of our population, we are heartily glad that the

existing members have accepted it. We are persuaded it can

never injure them, and probably will make but little difference as

to the character of those who constitute the Society. The ene-

mies of Orthodoxy, in general, are as strongly opposed to total

abstinence from spirituous liquors, as they are to the doctrine of
" total depravity"* and they cannot be expected to pay large

sums of money for the advancement of a cause, to which they are

so sincerely averse.

Another evil of which we complain, and in regard to which,

nothing shall stop our complaints but redress—or death, is the

manner in which our churches are regarded and treated. Strange,

that the original institution in the settlement of this country—that,

to establish and promote which our fathers came here—the church-

es of our Lord Jesus Christ—should be denied the powers, priv-

ileges, and rights pertaining to all voluntary associations, and with-

out which existence is not worth the name—the right to choose
their own officers, to hold and control their own property, and to

manage, independently, their own concerns ! Strange, that

churches which the pilgrims planted, before there was a parish
in this land, should now be represented as incapable of existence

separate from a parish ! that they should be driven from their pla-

ces of worship, and plundered of their property—should suffer not

only exile, but confiscation of goods, and all this under cover of

law ! We never can be silent on a subject like this. There is

palpable wrong, injustice, cruelty in it. This course of things

might have been entered on unwittingly at first ; we wish to think

"One of the opposers of the bill for incorporating- the Society said, in debate in the
legislature, " I have uo faith in totalities : either total depravity, or total abstinence."
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as charitably of its abettors as we can ; but to persist in it now, af-

ter all the light which has been shed upon it—is little better than

sacrilege.

We shall mention but another subject of complaint, which is,

that the Ancient University of this Commonwealth, instituted for

the benefit of the whole state, and endowed and supported by the

state, has been monopolized by a single sect, and is held and con-

trolled by them, to a great extent, for sectarian purposes.—Can
any part of this statement be denied ? Was not Harvard Univer-

sity instituted for the benefit of the whole state ? Was it not orig-

inally endowed, and has it not been in great measure supported by

the state ? Has it not (by what means we stop not here to show)
fallen entirely, exclusively, into the hands of a single sect ? If any

doubt this, let them look over its catalogue of officers, recently pub-

lished, and judge for themselves. Is it not held by this sect with

iron grasp ; and controlled by them, to a great extent, for secta-

rian purposes ? If not, what means the Unitarian Theological

School in close connexion with it, over which the President seems
to regard himself as the presiding officer, and in which several of

the University Professors are affording stated instruction ? And
what mean those Unitarian streams perpetually pouring forth from

the University on every side, to desolate the city of our God ?—
In the present divided state of our Commonwealth, we do not ask

that this institution should become exclusively Orthodox. We do

not ask that there should be an entire change in its present officers

of instruction. We do not ask or wish to turn out one sect, that

we may put in another. But we wish to turn out sectarianism

—

the spirit of exclusion—and open the door for instructors ofany re-

ligious denomination who may be duly qualified. We wish the in-

stitution to become, what it manifestly ought to be, the College of

the state—that it may grow and prosper—that the whole state may
patronise it—and that the number of those who enjoy its advanta-

ges may be greatly increased. We appeal to an intelligent public,

if these wishes are not reasonable. And we call upon the good
people of the Commonwealth, without regard to sect or party, to

unite with us in urging them, and in using all proper means to has-

ten their accomplishment.

We repeat in conclusion, what we have already said : We have

no desire to see our religious friends, the evangelical Christians of

this Commonwealth, interested and engaged in political strife, or

deeply concerned on questions of a political nature. We wish not

to be obliged to call upon them to combine their forces, go to the

ballot-boxes, and seek a redress of evils there. We prefer to ex-

haust all other probable methods of accomplishing the object, be-

fore we recommend a resort to this. Political preferment is not

what we seek, either for ourselves, or for those who harmonize

with us in our religious views. To be sure, we cannot see, any
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more than Mr. Cooke, why there should not be a fair distribution

of offices among the several denominations in the state. As " the

Trinitarian denominations together comprise three fourths of the

people," we cannot see, more than he, why " nine tenths of the

political influence should continue in the hands of Unitarians."

But let them treat us fairly and justly, and (as we said) we will not

quarrel with them, or with any other sect, on this ground. They
are in power, and let them rule us impartially, in the fear of God,
and protect us in our dearest rights, and they may keep their seats

without interference or molestation from us. But as we do not

desire our rulers to treat us the better for our Orthodoxy, so we
cannot consent to be treated the worse for it. The Societies of

other denominations usually receive incorporation, when they ask

it ; and why should not ours ? The churches of other denomina-
tions are not yet made the subjects of legal plunder ; and why
should ours be ? We do not hear other denominations accused of

treasonable designs against the State ; and we cannot submit, with-

out a shadow of evidence, to bear the odium of such accusations

ourselves. It will be worse than vain, in this enlightened Common-
wealth, to think of promoting one set of religious opinions, or put-

ting down another, by political favoritism, or legislative enactments,

or judicial decisions ; for this is a people of many eyes, and such

proceedings, if attempted, will certainly be discovered, and as cer-

tainly reprobated.

Our prayer for our civil rulers is, that they may be just and holy

men, richly endued with that ' wisdom which is from above, which

is pure, peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of mercy and

good fruits, without partiality and without hypocrisy ;'—and for our

Christian brethren, that they may have grace to bear, with becom-
ing patience and moderation, whatever they may be called to suf-

fer—committing their cause to Him who judgeth righteously, and

who will assuredly overrule all events (not excepting even the pur-

poses of the wicked) for the interest and glory of his church, and

the honor of his holy name.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SENTIMENTS OF MINISTERS FORMERLY SETTLED IN AND AROUND

BOSTON.

No people had ever more reason to revere their ancestors than the native in-

habitants of Boston and the vicinity ; and probably none ever exceeded them in

professions of respect for those from whom were derived their existence and

privileges. It is the more strange, therefore, that so many among this people

have radically departed from the religion of their fathers, and are engaged in

promoting a system of faith which those devoted men rejected, as erroneous and
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unsafe. In tracing the progress of this revolution, we shall find it was accom-

plished, in some of its stages, by slow and almost imperceptible degrees. Each

succeeding generation, while professing to follow the footsteps of its predeces-

sors, gradually receded from their path, until, with many, nearly the whole com-

pass of error has been traced, and they have learned to scoff at those holy doc-

trines, on which their fathers rested the hope of salvation.

It is not pretended by the liberalists of this day, that they agree in sentiment

with the Pilgrims, the first planters of New England, or with those who imme-

diately succeeded them in the care of these churches ; but it is confidently

alledged by the Unitarian clergy, and their people aro instructed to believe,

that they accord, in general, with their more recent predecessors, and are duti-

fully following in the steps of their faith. The names of Chauncy and Elliot,

of Mayhew, Howard and Thatcher, and of many of their cotemporaries, are

highly honored, as belonging to those who it is said were liberal, in the modern

sense of the term, and cherished almost the identical faith of those who now

minister to the same congregations.

Now we do not say that all those, whose names have been mentioned, or to

whom we shaH hereafter refer, were fully Orthodox in their religious opinions.

Some of them had swerved not a little from the holy doctrines of their fathers,

and were preparing the way for the defection which has followed. But we do

say, and we design to shew, that they were an entirely different class of men from

many now on the stage, who profess to be their admirers and followers. If they

had departed from the principles of their fathers, modern Unitarians have de-

parted still more widely and fearfully from their principles, so that they can

properly claim no religious affinity with them. In shewing this, it will be ne-

cessary to present quotations from the writings of distinguished men, formerly

settled in the ministry in this vicinity. We begin with Dr. Chauncy, long

Pastor of the first Church in Boston.

Dr. Chauncy.—" When the faith men are the subjects of is justi-

fying, the true bottom of it is the testimony of God. They have a

view of God, as speaking in the sacred books, different from what

they had before. They don't now read the Scriptures merely as the

writings of apostles, or prophets, but as the writings of God ; and

God as truly appears to them in these writings, as though he spake

the things that are here wrote. And herein the persuasion of

believers, that are in Christ, differs from that of others, who are

not."

" The things contained in the Scripture were wrote by holy men
as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. They were received from

God and committed to writing, under his immediate, extraordinary

influence and guidance."

The first thing observable in the text is, the gift spoken of; viz.

the Holy Ghost.

The Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit, as the word is elsewhere translat-

ed ;—It is the name of the third of the sacred Three. He is other-

wise styled, sometimes, by way of emphasis, the Spirit ; sometimes

the Spirit of God, the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of grace, the Spirit

of truth, the Spirit of holiness ; sometimes he is spoken of as the

Comforter, the Sanctifier, and the like. That glorious person is

pointed out, under all these appellations, in whose name, as well as
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in the name of the Father and the Son, we are baptized, and by this

instituted rite take upon us the character of Christians.

Only, let it be remembered, where the Holy Ghost is spoken of as

a gift from God, we are not to understand hereby the person, but the

influences of this blessed Spirit. Not that the Holy Ghost is nothing

more than an emanation, operation or influence, from the Father.

He is often represented in the Bible, as an agent, a person, as truly

and properly so, as either the Father or the Son. But though he be

a real, living, active, infinitely glorious person, yet, when he is spok-

en of as a gift, we are to understand hereby his influence and oper-

ations.

" Some, I am sensible, are for confining the gift of the Holy Ghost

to the apostolic age ; but there is no reason for this. 'Tis plain,

from the current strain of the whole New Testament, that the gift

of the Holy Ghost is as necessary for persons in all after ages, as it

was in the first days of the Gospel. 'Tis therefore declared in lan-

guage extending to all times as well as persons, ' Except a man be

born of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.'
' :

" Nor by the gift of the Spirit, in this sense, are we to understand

barely the objective influence of revealed truths, or any improve-

ments of nature that are merely moral ; but that immediate presence

and influence of the Holy Ghost, whereby a real power is communi-
cated to the purposes of religion. This is the true meaning of those

numerous texts, wherein those who are real Christians are said to

be born of the Spirit; to have the Spirit dwelling in their hearts

by faith ; to be strengthened with all might in the inner man by the

Spirit ; to be led by the Spirit ; to walk in the Spirit, and the like.

By these phrases, is pointed out a sort of influence beyond what is

merely natural or moral. 'Tis evidently their main scope to repre-

sent the Holy Spirit as all in all in the business of pure and unde-

filed religion ; the beginner, the carrier on, and the finisher of faith,

yea, and of every thing else that is spiritually good, in the hearts of

sincere Christians. Nor will any thing short of this come up to the

just and full import of these expressions."

" It is abundantly evident, from the general run of the New Tes-

tament writings, that our blessed Saviour Jesus Christ, while in our

world, " in fashion as a man," and " form of a servant," both did

and suffered everything that was necessary in order to a worthiness,

a righteousness, on account of which God might, in consistency with

the honor of his perfections, -and the authority of his law and gov-

ernment, manifest his mercy towards sinners, even the chief of them,

in saving them from wrath, and admitting them to the joys of his

presence in the kingdom of heaven."
" This finished work of Christ is that, with a view to "which, for

the sake of which, in consideration of which, the sinner is justified

and saved. This is the expedient, this the moral mean, the wisdom

of God, excited by his infinite benevolence, has contrived for the

righteous and holy display of his grace towards the sinful sons of men,

in discharging them from the demands of his law and justice. And
whoever are made partakers of this grace, the obedience of Christ,
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and eminently that finishing act of it, his willingly submitting to die

on the cross, is the only meritorious ground of itsbestowment. 'Tis

not for the sake " of anything the sinner has about him" that he is

acquitted from guilt, and accepted into favor. This is done by grace,

through the atoning blood of Jesus Christ."
" If I know myself, I would always be in a disposition to love and

thank Christ, for the great and gloriously benevolent work he finish-

ed on the cross; and next to the grace of God, it is, without all

doubt, the grand requisite to justification. Nor can toe be justified

without it. 'Tis an essential part in the merciful plan God has laid,

to save sinners from the damnation of hell."

" Another operation, included in the gift of the Holy Ghost, is the

change whereby men are made new creatures. We every where
read, in the inspired writings, of a change, which it is necessary sin-

ners should pass under, as ever they would hope, according to the

tenor of the Gospel covenant, to be admitted into the coming king-

dom of God. This change is spoken of under a variety of names.

'Tis sometimes called conversion, sometimes regeneration, some-
times it is compared to a resurrection, and sometimes to a new crea-

tion. The same thing is intended in all these phrases ; even that

change which is made in men, when they become true Christians.

Not that there is any change effected in them, physically speaking

;

their natural powers and faculties are still the same : But in the re-

ligious and moral sense, they are strangely altered. There is a

change wrought both in their hearts and lives, in all their inward
principles as well as outward behaviour in the world. They are, as

it were, new moulded and fashioned. They have other thoughts

and sentiments, other springs of action, other views and aims ; they

are so altered as to be quite other persons ; they have another tem-

per of mind, another taste and relish, another heart and soul, and
they lead another kind of life, are pious towards God, righteous to-

wards men, and sober in respect of themselves."
" This is the change we must pass under, in order to our being

made meet for the inheritance of the saints in light. And it is to ef-

fect this change, that the Holy Ghost is given. Nor can it be effect-

ed in any way but by his operations in us. It is not the produce of

mere reason, nor of external revelation. It is not brought about by

the bare influence of moral motives, whether they are fetched from

the law or the Gospel : No, but it is an effect of the power of the

Spirit, working effectually in them that believe."

" The apostle's reasoning, with respect to the unattainableness of

justification upon the terms of law, ought to be considered as refer-

ing, not only to mankind as they existed at the time when he wrote,

but in all-after ages of the world. He most certainly wrote with a

view to after ages as well as that in which he lived ; designing to af-

firm and prove, that no son of man, in any age, till the end of time,

could be justified upon law-terms : because, in the eye of law, they

could not but be found guilty before God. And the plain truth is,

his reasoning, upon this head, is as applicable to mankind universal-

ly in these days, as to mankind at the time when he wrote his epis-
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tie. For it is as true now as it was then, and has all along been so,

that they have universally sinned. Not that mankind, in all ages,

have been sinners just in the same degree as in the apostle's days :

But they now are, and always have been, and always will be, sin-

ners in such a sense, as that it is impossible they should be justified

by the rule of strict law."

" I may properly take occasion here to urge upon our young
people a care to conform their external practice to the divine

law. This, it is true, will not suffice to constitute you good men,
in the estimation either of the law or gospel. If you go no further,

you will still lack that which is absolutely needful. A mere exter-

nal conformity to the law, will not argue that men are possessed of
the " real power of godliness." There must be a "heart purified

by faith," as well as the outward appearance of virtue in the life.

But this, notwithstanding, a freedom from sin, especially in instan-

ces that are gross and heinous, is infinitely better than an allowed

indulgence in vice and wickedness."

" The mission of his own Son from heaven into the world, to be-

come incarnate, that he might, by being obedient to death, make
atonementfor (lie sins of men is the grand means by which
this stupendous benevolence of the Deity, in the business of salva-

tion, is carried into effect." " So far was the blood of Christ from
being intended to work upon the heart of God, and stir up compas-
sion in him, that it was love, and because he delighted in mercy,
that he ' spared him not, but delivered him up for us all.' The in-

carnation, obedience, sufferings and death of Christ are therefore to

be considered as the way or method in which the wisdom of God
thought fit to bring into event the redemption of man. And a most
wisely concerted method it is."*

Dr. West, Pastor of the Church in Holiis Street, Boston.—
" The fallen, ruined state of human nature" is " a subject that

should be much insisted on by the ministers of Christ. Christ is

the remedy provided for the diseased and perishing souls of the

children of men ; but, alas, who will be solicitous for a remedy

—

who will inquire what he shall do to be saved, before he perceives

himself lost ? This is a subject of great importance: For though,

after all, we acknowledge it is the work of the Spirit to convince men
of sin, yet God is pleased to make the preaching of the word an
effectual means of producing that conviction ; and the word preach-

ed becomes, in the hand of the divine Spirit, like a hammer to

break, or a sword to pierce the sinner's heart, bringing him, from a

sense of his misery, to cry with the publican, ' God be merciful to

me a sinner.'"

" Christ is to be considered as, in effect, all our salvation. We
are not only accepted in the sight of God for his sake, but it is

*Chauncy's Twelve Sermons, pp. 1)5, 151, 163, 8,322, Sermon on Enthusiasm, p. 7.

Sermon on the Out-pouring of the Holy Ghost, pp. G—11, 17. Treatise on the Benevo-
lence ofthe Deity, published in 1784, pp, 16'i, 167.

VOL. III. NO. XII. 83
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Christ formed and brought forth in our hearts, that constitutes the

neio nature, makes us new creatures, and meet for the enjoyment
of God in glory.".

" All have sinned, and come short of" the divine " glory." Jesus
Christ has atoned for sin. His Apostles were sent to proclaim the

good news to mankind, and to confirm it by miracles, and his min-
isters in every age are employed to urge our acceptance of it. They
all speak the same language, and this is the purport of all their

preaching, ' We pray you in Christ's stead be ye reconciled to

God.'"*

Dr. Elltot, Pastor of the New North Church, Boston.—" The
Scriptures make it plain, that there is such a thing as conversion.

A man may be born again, and in a moral sense become a new
creature." "This happy change is not an effect of reason alone,

nor of the doctrines and truths of Christianity in themselves consid-

ered. However adapted these are to awaken, enlighten, and renew
sinful men, yet the Scripture teaches that they will not have this

effect, without the energy of the Spirit of God. They who are

born again, are said to be ' born of the Spirit.'"

" There is no state a sinner can be in before conversion, but he
may fall from it, and fail of the grace of God. It is not certain that

any one, who is not inwardly renewed, will be kept from such apos-

tacy as will be final. That which secures a good manfrom a total

defectionfrom religion, is not any impossibility in the nature of things

that he should apostatize, but the power and grace of God, which
a sincere Christian is assured will be employed to secure him."

" I go on to observe, thirdly, the wise method God hath taken to

show mercy to man, and at the same time show his infinite displeasure

at sin. To inflict the punishment threatened would leave no room
for mercy. To pardon the offender without any regard to the demands
of the law would seem to be an encouragement to disobedience. In
this state, God was pleased to make a way of reconciling the world

to himself, infinitely becoming him us governor of the world—becom-
ing his goodness, his rectitude, his wisdom}. This was by appointing

one to suffer in the room and stead of the sinner. The more inno-

cent this substitute was, the more near and dear to God, the better

would the ends of government be answered ;—the more would God's
hatred of sin, his good will to sinners, and his high regard to his

sovereign authority, be shown, by appointing him to this office. For
this end, therefore, God constituted his Son to be a Prince and a
Saviour—to make a propitiation for the sins of the whole world."+

Dr. Appleton, Pastor of the first Church in Cambridge.—"If
we would preach as the Apostle, we must preach up the necessity

of Christ's sufferings and death. And this will open a large field

and give us great scope in our preaching. For in setting forth the

* Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Newell, pp. 15, 16, 30.

\ Sermon at the Ordination of Andrew Elliot, Jr. pp. 17—19. Also Sermon on Redemp-
tion by the blood of Christ, in Elliot's Vol. of Sermons, p. 217.
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necessity of Christ's death, we shall be led to consider, the original

state of man ; the covenant God made with him at first ; the dread?

fulfall and apostacy of'our Jirst parents; the sinful and wretched

stale they thereby brought themselves and their posterity into ; and
the innumerable actual sins that have proceeded from the corrupt

fountain, and are consequent upon the first transgression. And so

from these things, we shall be led to show how necessary it was for

Christ to suffer and die, in order to his making atonement for our

sins, and satisfying the justice of God ; so that he may, consistent

with the honor of his perfections and of his law, pardon, justify and
save repenting and believing sinners." " There is no doctrine of the

Gospel of greater importance to be preached, thaii the necessity of
Christ's dyingfor i/s : To set forth that we were all brought into

such a state by sin, original and actual, that there was no salvation

to be had, but by a suffering and sin-atoning Saviour."*

Dr. Mayiiew, Pastor of the West Church, Boston.—" There is

no middle way for us between being saved and damned. As sinful

creatures, we are already exposed to perdition from the avenging
justice of God

;
yea, ive are actually under a sentence of condemna-

tion and death, till such time as we are delivered therefrom, by
having an interest in the redemption wrought out by Jesus Christ."
" As sinners, we have forfeited all right to God's favor; to any good
whatsoever ; and are justly liable to wrath and punishment."

" Neither is it the question, whether a sinful creature can attain to

true holiness, and so be entitled to eternal life, merely by any en-
deavors of his own, or without the renewing and sanctifying influ-

ences of the Spirit of God. It is generally, if not universally agreed
among professing Christians, that repentance unto life and evangel-
ical holiness are not attainable without the gracious operations of
God's Holy Spirit; and consequently, that without these divine in-

fluences, all the endeavors of sinners to attain to holiness, and so to

eternal life, must be ineffectual ; which indeed amounts to neither

more nor less than what our Lord himself declares, that " Except a
man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God."t

Dr. Pemberton, Jr. Pastor of the New Brick Church, Boston.—" How desirable was the primitive state of man ! An enlightened
understanding taught him the knowledge of God and his duty ; an
uncorrupted heart inclined him to pay a perfect obedience to the
mandates of his heavenly Father ; the way to unfailing felicity

was open to his view ; every delightful enjoyment was in his possession.

—But alas! he rebelled against God ; and a melancholy change im-
mediately ensued. His glory departed from him ; the privileges of
his innocent nature were forfeited forever ; darkness veiled his

mind
;
pride and perverseness took possession of his heart ; the

love of God was banished from his breast; and self-love advanced to

the throne. Man, the lord of this visible creation became an infa-

* Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Peabocly, p. 1G.

t Sermons on Striving to enter in at the Strait gate, pp. 2G, 42, 43.
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mous slave ; the favorite of his Maker a captive of hell. The heavens
were armed with thunder ; the earth exposed to a lasting curse

;

everything conspired to make the ungrateful rebel mortal, and mis-
erable."

"What prodigies of love prepared the way for our restitution to

our former happiness ! A God became incarnate ; the Lord of na-

ture took upon him the form of a servant : the Prince of life suf-

fered and died. Salvation is purchased at an infinite price, and
freely offered to a lapsed world.—But this is not sufficient. The
same goodness which discovers to us a Saviour must dispose us to

accept of him in his sacred offices and characters. An omnipotent
arm must be revealed to conquer our reluctant nature, or we shall

voluntarily persist in the paths of perdition."*

Mr. Haven, Pastor of the First Church in Dedham.—" In their

preaching, ministers must treat on the person, and mediatorial offi-

ces of Christ On his person as the Son of God incarnate, in whom
the Divine and human natures are united. This is a mysterious
doctrine. To explain the manner of this union may be beyond the

power of any finite intelligence." Ministers will " treat of Christ's

death and sufferings, as a sacrifice of atonement for the sins of men ;

and illustrate the great doctrine of the satisfaction he made to the

law and justice of God, which is the meritorious ground and founda-

tion on which sinners are pardoned, justified and saved."t

Dr. Byles, Pastor of the Church in Hollis Street, Boston.—" The
true Christian, holy as he is, and perfect as he endeavors to be, for-

ever renounces his own righteousness, and stands perfect before

God in the imputed righteousness of the Mediator." " This justifi-

cation by the imputed righteousness of Christ is so evidently assert-

ed and explained in the holy writings, that a man must be more
cunning than ordinary who can persuade them to a different confes-

sion. No doubt the various racks of the critic, or the commentator
(men who have a wonderful knack to illustrate away the meaning
of the clearest texts, and explain them into nonsense) no doubt but

the artificial engines of these men may pervert the plainest words,

and extort half a dozen contradictions from every verse in the New
Testament ; but however their ingenuity may please themselves, and
gratify a few gentlemen of their own opinions, yet they will never be

able to convince the sincere inquirer after truth, or weaken the au-

thority of the inspired oracles, to a mind at the same time devout
and rational."^

Mr. Ebenezer Gay, of Hingham.—" They (ministers) are in

that right hand (of Christ) which upholds all things, and is able to

keep them from falling ;—in that right hand, which can do every

thing ;—in that hand, out of which none can pluck them ;—that

* Sermons on Salvation by Grace through Faith, published in 1774. pp. 82—S4.

t Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Everett, pp. 10, 12.

\ Sermon on the Character of the Perfect and Upright Man. p. 12.
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hand that wieldeth and modcratcth all things, and will overrule all

to their safety and salvation;—in that right hand which doeth great

things by them as instruments in it—getteth the victory over Christ's

enemies, and maketh his people willing in the day of his power."*

President Willard, of Harvard University.—" The love of

God and the Redeemer will frequently employ his (the good minis-

ter's) pen. In his discourses from the desk, he will direct the views

of his hearers to Jesus Christ, whom God hath set forth to be a pro-

pitiation for the sins of a guilty world, that he might be the great

foundation of men's hopes."f

Dr. Thatcher, Pastor of the Church in Brattle Square, Boston.
—" For myself I can say, that I believe the true and proper Divin-

ity of Jesus Christ ; the awful depravity of human nature ; the ne-

cessity of regeneration, and of the agency of the Divine Spirit in ef-

fecting this change ; the insufficiency of our own works to justify

us in the sight of God ; our acceptance with him only on account

of the merits and atonement of the Son of God ; the necessity of ho-

liness in heart and life in order to fit us for heaven ; and the utter

futility of the hope that in the future state, we shall have an opportu-

nity of rectifying the mistakes, as to our religious character, which

we make in the present."t

Dr. Howard, Pastor of the West Church Boston.—" The doc-

trines of the gospel respect mankind, not considered as innocent,

but as apostate, guilty creatures, exceedingly prone to transgress,

and for their transgressions liable to the curse of God."—" As to

the doctrine of atonement by the death of Christ, I would just ob-

serve,—that mankind in all ages seem to have thought that some-

thing of this sort was necessary, in order to the pardon of sinners,

though they should repent, as appears from their use of various propi-

tiatory sacrifices ;—that the goodness of God is illustriously display-

ed in his providing a sacrifice, and receiving offenders to favor upon

any terms, and his justice in requiring an expiation ;—that no inju-

ry is done to Christ, since he voluntarily gave himself for us, an of-

fering and a sacrifice to God ;—and, in a word, that Almighty God,

having chosen in this way to show mercy to his guilty creatures, it

would be highly absurd and impious in us to find fault with the

scheme, even supposing our imperfect understandings could discover

no wisdom in it."||

Dr. Lathrop, Pastor of the Second Church in Boston.—" God
made them (mankind) upright, but they have sought out many inven-

* Sermon on the Seven Stars in Christ's right hand, p. 16. In a Sermon on " The
Transcendant Glory of the Gospel, (p. 5.) iMr. Gay says, "Moses was a -"oilman;

Christ teas God as well as man. Moses was not without sin ; bill Christ was holy, harm-

less, separate from sinners." <fec. Mr. Gay is one of those whom the lirst President

Adams, in his letter to Dr. Morse, declares were Unitarians.

t Sermon at the Funeral of Mr. Ililliard, p. 8.

J Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Rowland, p. 20.

| U Sermon on being Ashamed of the Gospel, pp. 12—11.
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tions ;—they have destroyed themselves. When they lay exposed to

the just consequences of their own folly and wickedness, their com-
mon Father had compassion on them ;—their righteous Sovereign
entertained thoughts of mercy concerning them ;— he sent his first

born Son to redeem and save them. The blessed Jesus left the

realms of eternal glory

—

took upon him human nature—in the char-

acter of Mediator, made an offering of his soulfor sin—gave himself

a ranson for cdl—and having arose from the dead, sent kis Apostles

to proclaim the gospel of Divine grace to every creature." "Good
ministers of Jesus Christ" " are employed to declare unto sinners

—

that God, hath found a ransom—that Christ hath diedfor them, and
that nothing is now requisite to their happiness, but a cordial sub-

jection to that government which is committed to the great Redeem-
er. They are employed to woo and beseech transgressors to be rec-

onciled to God."*

Mr. Hilliard, Pastor of the first Church in Cambridge.—" It

(the gospel) brings us the news of an Almighty Friend and compas-
sionate Saviour, who camefrom heaven to deliver vs from the condem-
ning sentence of the Divine law, and to restore us to the image and
favor of our Maker." " St. Paul appears to have had the most ex-

alted ideas of the peculiar and distinguishing doctrines of the

gospel, when he says to the Corinthians, ' I determined not to know
any thing among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified.' " "A
minister, who confines himself to disquisitions on moral subjects, and
neglects to urge the duties of religion by evangelical motives, may,
perhaps, defend the systems of Socrates and Plato, but has forgotten

that he was set for the defence of the gospel. "t

Mr. Adams, Pastor of the first Church in Roxbury.—" Ministers

should be deeply concerned that they have the principles of holiness

wrought in their minds ; that they be born of God, and be truly re-

generate and sanctified men." " They should be concerned for

what the Scriptures call a. new heart, a new spirit, the seal of the Spi-

rit of promise." " While ministers teach their people the necessity

of being born of God, and call on them to examine whether the work
of God is savingly begun, they should seriously inquire what eviden-

ces they have of such a work upon themselves." " What peace of

mind can a minister enjoy, who is not in some good measure assured

that he is a gracious man ?"|

Mr. French, Pastor of the South Church in Andover.—" How
modestly and discreetly, and with what an humbling sense of his own
weakness and unworthiness should a poor finite creature, a mere
worm of the dust, who is crushed before the moth, treat upon the

character of the infinite God ! With what wisdom and prudence

should Christ's ministers speak, when treating upon the sublime doc-

* Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Benlley, pp. 1G, 20.

t Sermon at the Ordination of Mr: Andrews, pp. 9

—

12.

\ Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Wyelh. p; 11.
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trines of the Trinity, the perfections of the Deity, the decrees,

providence, and sovereignty of God, and upon many other important

truths, lest they should utter that which they understand not, things

too wonderful for them which they know not 1"—" Some to whom
they are sent are in a state of unregeneracy, in the gall of bitterness

and bond of iniquity ; and some are real Christians. Some need

the most solemn and awakening addresses, to rouse them to a sense

of their guilt and danger; others, under the most fearful apprehen-

sions of the wrath to come, may be ready to cry out, ' Sirs, what

shall we do to be saved V "*

Dr. Barnard, Pastor of the second Church in Salem.—" The prin-

cipal actor in this great business (of redemption) is our Saviour Je-

sus Christ. And for the fullness of our comfort, hope, and assur-

ance, we have him exhibited to us as ' the brightness of his Father's

glory, the express image of his person,' full of power and benevo*

lence ; the design, therefore, cannot fail. For the executing it, we
have him taking on him flesh, and dwelling among men.—It might

be expected that the Ruler of the universe would exercise mercy to

offenders in such a manner as shall give no pretence to the rest oj his

creation to rebel in hopes of easy pardon, whatever their guilt may be.

The Christian salvation is a proof of the Divine wisdom in this res-

pect. Therefore, we see the incarnate Jesus going on in such a se^

ries of consummate virtue and goodness as God might look on with

pleasure, which being tried in the severest instances, and persever-

ing even unto death, might be the proper basis of a grantofthe high-

est blessings to him, in his complex character, and to men for his

sake, and on his request. We see him making peace by the blood of
his cross, and redeeming us from wrath for without shed'

ding of blood there ioas no remission"^

Dr. Osgood, Pastor of the Church in Medford.—" Shall we un-

derstand by these (the unsearchable riches of Christ) the personal

excellencies and glories of Immanuel? his character, offices, and

work as Mediator, as God manifest in the flesh—having all the attri-

butes of Dioinity, and all the virtues together with the natural in-

firmities of humanity united in his person—this person appearing in

the form of a servant, as the substitute of sinners, fulfilling all right-

eousness on our behalf, dying of our sins, rising again for our justi-

fication, ascending into heaven as our forerunner, and taking his

seat at the right hand of the Father, as our constant and prevailing

advocate? These things are mysteries of love and grace, unsearch-

able mysteries, into which the angels desire to look. They fill all

heaven with wonder, and will be matter of admiration forever.

These things toe know St. Paul constantly preached, as articles of

faith ; though he did not attempt so to explain them, us to bring

them, upon a level with the human understanding."J

* Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Oliver, p. 10.

t Sermon at the Ordination of Mr. Bayley, p. 12.

t Sermons at the Installation of Dr. Thatcher in Boston, p. 8.
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Dr. Tappan, Hollis Professor of Divinity in Harvard Univer-
sity.—" The unsearchable riches of Christ" may denote the "per-
sonal excellencies of the Redeemer. Thus understood, they point us
to the wonderful assemblage of divine and human perfections in

that mysterious Person, whose name is Immanuel, who is the image
and effulgence of his Father's glory, in whom dwells all the fulness of
the God-head, to whom the titles and attributes, the works and hon-
ors of divinity are ascribed ; who yet was made flesh and taberna-

cled among us; who, amid the natural infirmities and temptations,

exhibited all the virtues of humanity, in their full and steady lustre.

What treasures of majesty and meekness, of dignity and condescen-
sion, of glory and humility, of justice and mercy, are united in his

character ! In his person and actions, combined with his discourses,

the invisible God is brought down to man, that man might rise to the

true knowledge, imitation, and enjoyment of God."
" To a creature burdened with conscious guilt, and acquainted

with the perfect character and law of his Maker, how congenial, how
welcome, is the Christian scheme of mediation. How consoling to

hear that the Son of God has become the High Priest of offending
man ; that by his obedience unto death, he has completely vindicat-

ed and honored the divine government, and procured the full and
everlasting forgiveness of every penitent sinner. It is the part of
the evangelical preacher* to state this doctrine in its most simple

and practical form ; to point out its importance in the system of rev-

elation, its correspondence with the present situation of man, with

the general course of providence, and with the essential attributes of
God. It becomes him to show, how admirably this expedient unites

the pardon of relenting guilt, and the reward of defective virtue,

with the public condemnation of sin, the improved order of the uni-

verse, and the most pure and exalted display of the divine glory. It

becomes him to defend this doctrine from every imputation of absurd-

ity, of injustice, or cruelty, by showing that the Father appointed,

and the Son consented, to the death of the cross, from motives of the

most tender, wise, and comprehensive love ; that the good resulting

from it will be unbounded and eternal; and that the pardon of offen-

ders through this medium displays the divine benevolence in a man-
ner far more extraordinary multiplied, and impressive, than if God
had cancelled our guilt by one single and sovereign act of grace."

" This doctrine of the mediatorial obedience and sufferings of an
innocent and glorious person for the benefit of the guilty, is not only

a conspicuous feature in the gospel plan, but highly approves itself

to those who have right apprehensions of God and themselves, and
of the general constitution of nature and providence.—If, therefore,

we believe in God, shall we not believe the propriety and re-

ality of vicarious suffering, as exhibited in the Gospel, the truth and
importance of which are so amply attested, and which indeed is expli-

citly interwoven with the whole scheme of Christianity, and is sup-

ported by the same proofs with the system at large 1 Shall we not

* The Discourse from which this was taken was preached at the ordination of the

Rev W. E. Channing, in Boston, June 1, 1803.
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gladly receive, and even triumph in, the atoning sacrifice of Christ,

when we have such evidence that God himself has appointed and ac-

cepted it, and when our own situation and feelings, as guilty, obnox-
ious offenders, concur with the general sense of mankind, in eager-

ly looking and crying for such an expedient 1 Shall our ungrateful

and foolish pride spurn the benefit of this atonement, merely because

we cannot comprehend all the reasons and ends of its appointment,

or the precise manner in which it procures our forgiveness ? Shall

we dare, with atheistical blasphemers, to reproach this contrivance,

as absurd and unjust, merely because it holds up God the Father as

subjecting his meritorious and beloved Son to torment and death in

the room of guilty mankind ? Does not this reproach equally im-

plicate the known and common proceedings of Divine providence 1

Is it not completely obviated by the voluntary consent of the Son of

God to these vicarious sufferings, and the consequent glorious reward
which he received for enduring them 1

While the gospel thus provides a complete atonement, and par-

don for our guilt, it offers and communicates the sanctifying and
comforting Spirit, to purify and strengthen our natures, depraved
and enfeebled by sin, and to restore them to moral rectitude and
tranquillity. If we acknowledge God as the prime efficient, even in

our common actions and enjoyments, shall we proudly disown our
dependence on his gracious influence for those unspeakably greater

blessings, which are implied in a truly virtuous and happy state of
our souls ? Shall we reject or ridicule the offered grace of the Ho-
ly Spirit, merely because we cannot comprehend the mode of his op-

eration, when we are confessedly ignorant of the manner of Divine
agency in the world of nature 1*

From the numerous quotations here given, the intelligent reader will perceive,

that the men from whose writings they are extracted—men eminent among the

late clergy of Boston and the vicinity—were an entirely different class from lead-

ing Unitarians of the present day ; and that the attempts of the latter to confound

and identify themselves, as to principles, with the former, must be the result

either of ignorance or artifice. The writers we have quoted believed, all of

them, in the inspiration of the sacred Scriptures, and all (with the exception of

two or three, who were high Arians) in the supreme divinity of the Son of God.
They all believed in the apostacy and depravity of our race ; in the necessity of

regeneration by the special influences of the Holy Spirit; and in the great doc-

trines of atonement, of redemption by Christ, and of justification through faith

in his blood. With what propriety, then, do those now represent themselves as

their admirers and followers, who openly reject every one of these doctrines,

and decry some of thorn as impious and even blasphemous ? r

"Works Vol. ii. pp. 250—252 and 315—319.
t With the quotations which have been given on the subject of atonement, our readers

may compare, or more properly contrast, the following, from distinguished Unitarians of
the present day.

Dr. Channing.—" Suppose that a teacher should come among you, and should tell

you, that the Creator, in order to pardon his own children, had erected a gallows in the
centre of the universe, and had publicly executed upon it, in room of the offenders, an In-
finite being, the partaker of his own Supreme Divinity; suppose him to declare, that this

execution was appointed, as a most conspicuous and terrible manifestation of God's jus-
tice, and of the infinite wo denounced by his law ; and suppose bun to add, that all beings

VOL. III. NO. XI. 84
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We call upon the inhabitants of Boston and the vicinity, who sit under the

preaching of Unitarians, to look into this subject, to consider and ponder it.

You are accustomed to hear such men as Pemberton and Elliot, Chauncy and

West, Thatcher and Lathrop, Appleton, Gay, and Haven spoken of with great

respect, as men of learning, piety and liberality, who understood and adorned

their sacred profession, and taught the way of God in truth. They are the men
by whom your fathers and mothers were instructed, and under whose instruc-

tions they were prepared, we doubt not, in many instances, for heaven. But do

you know what the instructions of these men were? Do you know what doc-

trines they believed and taught ? We do not say that they all agreed, in every

point, with the Orthodox of the present daj ; for such is not the fact. But we
do say, that they taught and enforced many of the essential doctrines of the Gos-

pel.* We do say—and in proof of the assertion vvc reier you to their writings

—

that they taught a system of religion which, in all important particulars, you

are now taught to reject and despise. They taught that all Scripture is given

by divine inspiration, and is entitled to be regarded as the word of God. They
taught that man is a fallen, corrupted, depraved creature, and needs to be renew-

ed by the power of the Holy Spirit, in order to be admitted to the heavenly king-

dom. They taught that Christ came down from heaven, assumed our nature

and our flesh, and died upon the cross to make expiation for our sins ; and that

his atonement is the great object of faith, and the sole foundation of hope for

fallen man. Are you taught these important doctrines now ? Is this the way
from earth to heaven which you are now directed and urged to pursue ? Indeed

we fear not. We fear that the foundation on which your fathers rested, ^the

great truths, in the belief ofwhich they lived and died, are not placed before you.

We hear the atonement decried from the high places of your sanctuaries, as an

abominable doctrine. We hear it asserted that " man is not created in a condition

which makes an infinite atonement necessary;" and that "to build the hope of

pardon on the independent and infinite sufficiency of Jesus Christ, is to build on

in heaven and earth are required to fix their eyes on this fearful sight, as the most power-
ful enforcement of obedience and virtue. Would you not tell him, that he calumniated his

Maker? Would you not say to him, that this central gallows threw gloom over the uni-

verse; that the spirit of a government, whose very acts of pardon were written in such
blood, was terror, not paternal love; and that the obedience, which needed to be upheld
by this horrid spectacle, was nothing worth V Works, p. 423.

A. Lamson.—" The spectacle of a sinless being stretched on the cross, to expiate the
crimes of the wicked, or prepare the way for their forgiveness, far from inspiring a rever-
ence for God's moral attributes, is fitted effectually to weaken or destroy it. ]t would
furnish as strong an argument of his injustice and cruelty, as could possibly be offered to

our minds."—"You talk to me of a substitute, &c. But, meanwhile, what a conception
you have taught me to form of God ! What a monster you have held up as an object
of my reverence and trust ! Surely you do not ask me to repose confidence in such a
being. I can view him only with shuddering and horror. The belief that he formed and
governed the universe would be an abhorred persuasion, from which I would wil-
lingly take refuge in the less chilling creed of the atheist."

Sermon at Danvers, pp. 15, 28.

* We have in this remark, and in the quotations by which it is supported, a full answer
to the pretence so often urged, that because ministerial exchanges were promiscuous in

this region, until within the last thirty or forty years, thercforo they ought to he so now.
In the days of our fathers, ministerial exchanges were indeed promiscuous, and with the

utmost propriety. For although there were differences of opinion among the clerg}', and
some had swerved not a little from the faith of the Gospel, still they had not, at least in

their preaching and profession, abandoned it. They continued to preach many essential,

evangelical doctrines ; and to have separated from them and withholden fellowship might,
at that lime, have been premature and unwarrantable. But the case is now so widely al-

tered as to have become perfectly clear. The Orthodox and modern Unitarian systems
of religion are essentially, radically, totally diverse; and for those who teach them to ex-
change services, must be regarded by all intelligent, impartial persons as incongruous
and absurd.
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an unscriptural and false foundation."f Your fathers certainly were not instruct-

ed after this manner ; and if they were led in the light way, and (as you
fondly hope) have gone to heaven, is there no reason to fear that yourselves and
your children may be led in a wrong way, a dangerous, downward path, and so

fail of the grace of life ? This subject, we must be allowed to remind you, is

too important to be lightly treated, or to be decided on the ground of party pre-

judices and feelings. It takes fast hold on eternity, and is momentous as the

interests of the undying soul.

FACTS RESPECTING THE EARLY PROPAGATION OF UNITARIANISM IN

MASSACHUSETTS.

The following extract from a communication in the London " Monthly Re-

pository" (Vol. iii. p. 302) exhibits the state of feeling and the progress of Uni-

tarianism in Boston and the vicinity, at the time of its avowal by Dr. Freeman
and the congregation worshipping at the stone chapel.

Mr. (now Dr.) Freeman was a young man, when he was chosen
by his church to be what they then called their reader. As he cher-

ished a generous love of truth, and was courteous, sociable, and
friendly, and always open to conviction, he became a member of the

Bostonian Association of Ministers, who regularly assembled every

Monday and freely conversed upon all subjects, every one declaring

his sentiments without offending or being offended. Doctors Chaun-
cy, Mather and Lathrop, and Messrs. Clarke, Everett, Eliot, and
Smith, formed the principal part of that venerable band of brothers,

who were true whigs of the old stamp, and who, whilst they display-

ed the most amiable manners in their mutual intercourse, were firm-

ly united in Christian fellowship. They individually agreed to dif-

fer, and maintained this moral and truly religious principle, that ev-

ery man should be fully persuaded in his own mind. Some of them,

therefore, studied the writings of Priestley, whilst others of them to

whom these writings were not so familiar, expressed no sort of en-

mity, when they incidentally heard what were the leading doctrines

which he taught. Such was the state of things at Boston, in the

year 1783. In that year, Mr. Freeman's congregation, who had

been trained up in all the tenets of high-churchism, were solicitous

to have him receive episcopal ordination. But he would not sub-

scribe the 39 Articles, nor could he submit his conscience to the

domination and capricious dictates of a bishop. The bishop there-

fore refused to engage in the service, to which Mr. Freeman, upon

his own terms, would have gladly acceded. This conduct of the

overseer led Mr. Freeman to think more deeply upon the subject

than he had usually done. The affair became the topic of general

conversation. Most of the Bostonians were advocates for Mr. Free-

man. But, Mr. Parker, a high priest belonging to the first episcopal

Church, exerted himself to the utmost against nim, though with little

success, as there was no establishment there, nor any Doctors' Com-
mons, to punish him according to their arbitrary decisions."

" About this particular crisis, a gentleman from this country [prob-

ably the Rev. Mr. Hazlitt] embarked for America with his family,

t Channings Work's pp. 573, 575.
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After spending some months in the southern States, he arrived at

Boston the 15th of May, 1784 : and having a letter to Mr. Eliot, who
received him with great kindness, he was introduced on that very
day to the Association. The venerable Chauncy at whose house
it happened to be held, entered into a familiar conversation with him,
and shewed him every possible respect, as he learned that he had
been acquainted with Dr. Price. Without knowing at the time any
thing of the occasion which led to it, ordination happened to be the

general subject of discourse. After the different gentlemen had sev-

erally delivered their opinions, the stranger was requested to declare

his sentiments ; who unhesitatingly replied, that the people, or the
congregation who chose any man to be their minister, were his prop-
er ordainers. Mr. Freeman, upon hearing this, jumped from his

seat in a kind of transport, saying, " I wish you could prove that,

Sir." The gentleman answered, that few things could admit of an
easier proof: and from that moment a thorough intimacy commen-
ced between him and Mr. Freeman. Soon after, the Boston prints

being under no imprimatur, he published several letters in support-
ing the cause of Mr. Freeman. At the solicitation of Mr. Freeman,
he also published a scriptural confutation of the 39 Articles. No-
tice being circulated that this publication would appear on a partic-

ular day, the printer, apprized of this circumstance, threw off above
a hundred papers beyond his usual number, and had not one paper
remaining upon his hands at noon. This publication, in its conse-
quences, converted Mr. Freeman's Congregation into an Unitarian
Church ; which, as Mr. Freeman repeatedly acknowledged, could
never have been done without the labors of this gentleman. A com-
mittee was appointed to reform the book ofCommon Prayer, and to

strike out all those passages which savoured of Trinitarian worship.
This object being pursued with great deliberation, the ordination of
Mr. Freeman by his congregation did not take place before the
end of the year 1788, and this congregation is now as flourishing,

since it has learned to say sumpsimus, as it had formerly been under
its old mumpsimus. Thus, then, 700 or 800 people, who had been
accustomed to worship three Gods, and to believe one of these, as
consisting of two persons, to be in reality two Gods, are now become
so enlightened as to worship only the One God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ."

While the gentlemen referred to in this communication was at
Boston, " he preached repeatedly there the Thursday's Lecture,
and to many congregations in that city. He also preached at Dor-
chester, Jamaica Plain, Weymouth, Marshfield, Scituate, Provi-
dence, Salem, Hallowell, &c. At Old Hingham, where the venera-
ble Mr. Gay was the Pastor, he preached above forty times, and the
noble-minded general Lincoln was one of his 1200 hearers. The
friendly and enlightened Mr. Shute was the minister of New Hing-
ham, and Dr. Barnes the minister of one of the Marshfield Church-
es who was also a liberal man. Many other Churches might be
mentioned, from which the Calvinistic gloom is gradually dispersing.
But I must particularly notice Salem. There was there one thor-
oughdox congregation, which was not in a very flourishing state.
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There were also three large congregations, where Unitarian minis-

ters were generally heard with acceptance. One of these, indeed,

became wholly Unitarian in a little time, through the fearless and
indefatigable labors of Mr. Bentley, a very learned man, and an
unbiassed and strenuous advocate for what appeared to him to be
the good word of truth according to the gospel. The two others

were mostly Arians. Mr. Barnard, an hospitable, open hearted man,
who readily entered into the circumstances of a stranger, was the

minister of the second of these churches, and had so well instructed

his flock, that nothing was offensive to them which appeared to flow

from an honest mind. Mr. Darby, a rich merchant, rendered the

third respectable, by his courteous and bountiful disposition. Our
friend often preached to these congregations, and was treated with

civility by them all."

" People in this country cannot well conceive, what a rapid prog-

ress truth may make where there are no establishments, nor any
temporal emoluments to fetter the mind against it. A little seed

sown may be so productive in three or four years, as to furnish a sup-

ply to the greatest part of a whole country. There is every reason

to expect that in thirty or forty years more the whole of Massachu-
setts will be Unitarian."*

MOSHEIM'S SERMONS.
The following extract from " Sermons on Important truths of the doctrine of

Jesus Christ, by the late Dr. John Laurence Mosheim, Chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Gottengen," will be read with much inteiest. " Those," says Dr.

J. P. Smith, from whom we copy the extract, " who know this eminent man
(Mosheim) only by the translation of his Ecclesiastical History, are likely to

have a very erroneous idea of his theological and religious character. He
seems to have imposed upon himself a law of extreme reserve and apparent neu-

trality in writing his histories ; and the English translator has added to the

disadvantage, by giving him a tone and color resembling those of the infidel-phi-

losophic school. The perusal of his other latin works would show that this op-

probrium did not belong to him ; but in the Discourses from which the follow-

ing citation is taken, we see Mosheim's real character, as a zealous, orthodox,

practical, serious divine.''

" All men agree in this, that their powers of reason are not equal
to the comprehension ofevery thing. It is universally admitted, that
it would be but a mean token of wisdom for a man to say, ' This or
that statement is not true, for I do not see how it can be.' No man,
in the matters of ordinary life, would hold him a man of sense who
should venture to say, ' There are no clocks or watches

; for I do
not know how such pieces of art can be made.' One might ask him,
whether he knows how the sun promotes the growth of plants ; and
whether, if this be above his comprehension, he therefore denies the
fact. What right have we to expect that truth should be found
without any mixture ofobscurity, in the things of religion and man's
eternal interest ?

* More than thirty or forty years have elapsed since this prediction was uttered, and it

seems no nearer its fulfilment now than it did then,
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" Yet, are not clearly revealed truths brought into doubt, because

the manner of their being true is not known ? Is not such reason-

ing as this employed by many ,•
' This or that doctrine is not true,

because, when I take counsel with my understanding upon it, my
ignorance is discovered V—There are persons who deny the myste-

ry of the Trinity, and the truths connected with it. What has

betrayed them into their lamentable errors ? Is it not, that they

overlook that clear dictate of reason which I have been stating. The
foundation of all their errors is their laying down this rule for them-

selves ;
' I must interpret those passages of scripture which are sup-

posed to assert that doctrine, in some other way than the obvious

meaning of the words appears to justify.' But why ? ' Because my
understanding cannot comprehend how there can be any kind of

plurality in a sole and unchangeable Being : in other words, I be-

lieve that my understanding can comprehend every thing; I believe

that 1 have a right to reject any position, if I am not made acquaint-

ed with every circumstance about it.'

" No man has authority to interpret the laws and appointments of

any human government according to his own pleasure. No man
has a right to turn aside the ordinances of the magistracy, till his

own understanding is satisfied that they are convenient and agreeable

to him. The lowest of mankind allow the truth of this : and are we
to be told that no mysteries shall be admitted in religion ? That, if

scripture is to be allowed at all the rank of a rule in matters of faith,

it must be subordinated to the dictates of reason ? What is this ex-

cluding of all mysteries from the doctrine and service of God ! Is

it not just this : that we will torture and murder many passages in

the volume of revelation, till we find in them nothing but what our

miserable wit shall not dislike?
" God has given us a holy revelation for our own benefit. In

that revelation, he has, in plain and clear terms, declared some
things which contain in them that which to our minds must appear

surpassingly extraordinary and wonderful. Among other things he

has said :
' God was manifested in the flesh : the Word became flesh,

and dwelt among us : all that are in the graves shall hear the voice

of the Son of God.' The terms are plain and clear; but the things

which they affirm are not equally so. What then ? Shall we refuse

to pay that respect to these declarations of God, which we yield to

the laws of earthly rulers? Ought we not to reflect ;
' I am not at

liberty to put what interpretation I please upon the revelation of the

Supreme Sovereign. Though I do not apprehend every idea that

belongs to these positions, yet I sufficiently understand that God
knows the subject far better than all men put together. I will there-

fore receive the words as they are ; and for what T do not compre-

hend, I will wait for the light of eternity.—Yet men do the contrary

of all this : and then give themselves out to be children of illumina-

tion !"
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Letterfrom the late Dr. Stephen West, of Stockbridge, to the

Rev. Asahel Hooker, late of Goshen, Conn.

Stockbridge, 27th July, 1804.

Rev. and Dear Sir—I have read Home's Letters on Missions

with sensible feeling and pleasure. Candor, I think, will oblige us

to view him in no other light, than that of a friend to Christ, and to

the souls of his fellow men. The manner of his writing is warm, an-

imated and striking. Many things said by him excited in me a

sense of shame, and conviction of past great unfaithfulness. If a

man like ourselves can paint the obligations of a Minister in such a

light as to excite a blush in us while we read ; what conviction of

unfaithfulness to our glorious Lord and Master, may we expect that

the light of eternity, and of the divine glory, will ere long, flash up-

on us ! Surely, we all merit to hear, from our Judge, the awful re-

proof, " Thou wicked and slothful servant
!"

That the Lord is preparing the way for his coming, we have every

reason to believe. But who can abide the event 1 When he sits as

a Refiner, how many of his professed friends, ministers as well as

others, unable to endure the trial, will be found to be but dross !

What evils are to precede the promised happy, peaceful state of the

church, are known only to the Lord. We have every reason, how-

ever, to suppose that they will be sore and great. Satan will not

lose his hold on the nations, without a mighty struggle. His power
and arts are such, that none but the Almighty Saviour can break

and confound them. I tremble for Britain; for the friends of Christ

there, and for the success of their benevolent institutions for propa-

gating the gospel among the dark and benighted nations. Yet we
may confide in it, that Christ will be to them as an hiding place from

the wind, and a covert from the tempest. He sits upon the whirl-

wind, and guides the storm. How wonderful and infinitely incom-

prehensible must be the power and wisdom of that glorious Being,

who guides and directs every purpose of every creature—every ac-

tion, and word, and thought, which ever takes place in heaven, or

earth, or hell—to one great and glorious end, the prosperity and
happiness of his kingdom! Since He reigns, let us never be dis-

couraged.

As to religion, I see no appearance of any revival of it in this

place. Such is our pride, stupidity, and sottishness, that we merit

to be eternally forsaken. But whatever becomes of us, we are sure

that Christ knows all his elect by name ; and can, and will, gather

them all in.—His house will be filled ; and every livery stone, neces-

sary to the perfection and beauty of his glorious building, will be

brought, and finally found in its place.

Mrs. West joins in affectionate regards to you, and to Mrs. Hooker.

I am, Sir, your Cordial Friend and Brother,

STEPHEN WEST,
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

1. The Works of the Rev. Robert Hall, A. M. Minister of

Broad Mead Chapel, Bristol, England. First complete edition ; with

a brief Memoir of the Author. In two Volumes. New York

:

G. C. & H. Carvill. 1830.

We hardly need express the opinion, that these volumes form a valuable

accession to our general and theological literature. They contain many arti-

cles which, to the mass of American readers, will be entirely new. A full ac-

count of them may be expected in a future number.

2. Letters concerning the Constitution and Order of the Christian

Ministry; addressed to the members of the Presbyterian Churches
in the city ofNew York ; to which is prefixed a Letter on the pres-

ent Aspect and Bearing of the Episcopal controversy. By Samuel
Miller, D. D. Professor of Ecclesiastical History and Church Gov-
ernment in the Theological Seminary at Princeton, New Jersey.

Second Edition. Philadelphia : Towar & Hogan. 1830. pp. 485.

3. The Life of Mohammed ; founder of the Religion of Islam
and of the Empire of the Saracens. By the Rev. George Bush, A.
M. New York : J. & J. Harper. 1830. pp. 261.

5. Mental Discipline ; or hints on the Cultivation of Intellectual

and Moral Habits, addressed particularly to Students in Theology
and young Preachers. By Henry Foster Burder, M. A. Third
Edition, enlarged. To which is appended an Address on Pujpit

Eloquence, by the Rev. Justin Edwards, D. D. ; also a course of stu-

dy in Christian Theology, by the Rev. Leonard Woods, D. D. New
York : J. Leavitt. Boston : Crocker &, Brewster. 1830. pp. 254.

5. The Scriptural Directory to Baptism ; being an Examination
of the principal Passages in the Old and New Testaments relating

to the Mode of administering this Ordinance By a Layman.
New York : D. Fanshaw. 1830. pp. 45.

6. An Essay on the State of Infants. By Alvan Hyde, D. D.
Pastor of the Congregational Church in Lee, Mass. New York :

Cornelius Davis. 1830. pp. 12.

The subject of this Essay is discussed under the three following propositions

;

1. Infants are immortal beings. 2. They are moral agents, and possess mor-
al characters. And 3. They are sinners. Dr. H. supposes that infants, from
the first, have motql exercises, " partaking, though in a low degree, of a mor-
al quality,"—and that these exercises are selfish and sinful.

7. The connexion between the Duties of the ruiptt and the Pas-
toral Office ; An Introductory Address delivered to the members of

the Theological School in Cambridge, October, 1830. By Henry
Ware, Jr. Professor of Pulpit Eloquence and the Pastoral Care.

Cambridge : Hilliard &. Brown, pp. 28.

Erratum. P. 601, 1. 2 from the top, for espoused read exposed.
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